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ARCTAArT 

This thesis is a discussion of the political parties 
which originated and developed in the First and Second Majles 
between 1906-1911. It begins with an analysis of the secret 
societies of the pre-Revolutionary era and looks at the 
Anjoman-e Makhfi and Melli and the latter's offshoot the 
Komiteh-ye Engelab, which was connected with the Ejtema'iyün 

'Amiyün or Social Democrat party, organized in turn under 
the aegis of its Russian counterpart. An attempt is made to 
explain why the Constitutional laws and the six social classes 
represented in the Majles did- no. t offer a sound basis 
for party development. The Majles divided into Äzädikhähän and 
Moderate groups, with the former connected to the Socialists, 

and the latter to the more conservative political and reli- 

gious leaders. The relationship of the Majles and the Shah, 

to whom the Majles in general and the extremists in particular 

were obnoxious, is examined as well as the development of the 

various kinds of Anjomans, particularly the extremist ones which 
in conjunction with the extremists in the Majles helped to 

create a total impassein the Majles's relationship with the 

Shah. Eventually this led to the overthrow of the Majles in 

June 1908. 

The second part of the thesis 1s devoted to the Second 
Majles and traces the emergence and development of new politi- 
cal parties after the interval of the Estebdäd-e Saghir. 

A detailed exposition of the programme of these four parties 
is given; chief amongst these were the Democrats, descended 

from the Äzädikhähän, and the E'tedäliyün who owed much to 
the earlier Moderates. None had a majority so the governments 
were often impotent. In an attempt to remedy this, the 
Regent Näser al-Molk -encouraged the formation of a coalition 
which excluded the Democrats. The coalition with a majority 
backed the Government which became stronger than before. 
The main problem which confronted successive Cabinets however, 
were finance and security, and to solve these an American, 
Morgan Shuster, was employed as Treasurer General. He was 
supported by the Democrats against the Government and the 
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Great Powers but this brought about a final confrontation 

with Russia, culminating in the closure of the Majles and 

the dispersal of the parties. 
Throughout those distinct phases of the First and Second 

Majles, an attempt has been made to trace the gradual emergence 
of the concept of 'party' in political life with other concepts 
such as democracy or elections and the Majles. The history 

of both these Parliaments illustrates the many vicissitudes 
through which they had to pass before these., principles were 

assimilated with the body politic. The credit for this lies 

more with the Democrats who in the political programme they 

advocated and the party organization they initiated were the 
forerunners followed by their closest rivals the Moderates. 

The Government who regarded the activities of the parties as 
inconvenient if not troublesome, in collaboration with the 
foreign powers were able to dissolve the Majles for almost 

three years; but at its reconvening after new elections it 

was clear how the Democrat party especially had retained its 

earlier coherence and organization despite the exile of its 

leaders and attempts to suppress it. 
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Notes on Transliteration, Abbreviations and Dates 

The transliteration system used in this thesis 

is basically phonetic. In the case of place names and 

certain other terms the common Europeanized spelling has 

been retained such as Iran, Azarbaijan, Gilan, Eslam, Qajar 

and Ulama. The hamzeh and 'ain have both been indicated 

by (1). 

In general few abbreviations have been used 

(as I explained on page 13). The Mo; akerät-e- Majies 

or debates of the Majles of the First National Assembly 

has been abbreviated to M. M., and in the case of the 

Rüznameh-ye Majles to R. M. For the Second Majles the 

Mozakerät is abbreviated to M. M. Maj 2, and the newspaper 

Majles, now the organ of the E'tedaliyün Party is given 

as Majles 

The dates of the publication of Persian books 

and articles vary between Hejri-ye Qamari and Shamsi. 

Whenever it was thought necessary and in order to avoid 

confusion, these are indicated as H. Q. and S. All the 

Shähanshähi dates have been converted to Shamsi. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE SOURCES 

The political parties which developed in the Second 

Majles have been either ignored by historians or'have been 

summarily dismissed although they played a significant and 

decisive role in the events of this period. The reasons for 

such a cursory treatment of the parties are multiple. Firstly, 

books on the Revolution have generally concentrated on accounts 

of the causes of the Revolution'or on the history of the First 

Majles, and much less has been written on the later phases of 

the Revolution or on the history of the Second Majles. 

Secondly, the political parties were unpopular and considered 

as the cause of the divisions in the Majles. Their small size 

and short duration also made them seem insignificant. Thirdly, 

after the 1917 Revolution in Russia when Social Democracy 

became associated with Communism and Söviet hegemony, those 

associated with the early Democrat party in Persia became 

loath to admit their early association with Russian Social 

Democracy or to divulge' much about their early connection. 

Fourthly, it must be remembered that much of the early party 

activities were secret and as such little is known about them. 

Moreover, very little in the way of documents has come to 

light on the activities of these early parties. 

The information we obtain from existing sources is 

thus scant. It must be added that a good, accurate and all 

encompassing history of the Constitutional Revolution has still 

to be written. Moreover, the Constitutional period remains 

to this day an idealized event, so people associated with it 
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are also idealized or treated as villains, and few have 

written'objectively about those events. There are various 

sources for the study of the political-parties: - 

1. The secondary sources in Persian and-other languages which 

can be divided_into two parts, the older works and more 

contemporary volumes. These range from general histories 

of the Constitution' to books on-special aspects. of . it. 

2. The primary sources which likewise can be divided into 

published and unpublished material. These include a number 

of Marämnämehs (programmes) and Nezämnämehs (organizational 

frameworks) of the political parties; the newspapers and 

Mozäkerät-e Majles (discussions of the Majles) and various 

diaries and collections of private papers. 

The British Public Record Office archives is another very, 

important primary source for the study of the Constitutional 

Revolütion`as well as the foreign relations of Persia. 

The secondary sources can be divided into several groups, the 

oldest books on the Revolution, books of reference, more recent 

general books, biographies and local histories. 

1. Primary Sources I 

From the point of view of this work, the primary 

sources can be divided into several sections. First the 

Marämnämehs and Ne; mnämehs of the political parties which are 

the declaration of their policy and their organization. There 

are in this series some pamphlets as well, which are important 

explanations of party politics and policy as well as criticism 
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of the rival party, which tell us a lot about their 

relationship and operations. Secondly, there are the newspapers 

which are a, valuable source of information in the study of 

parties especially as each-had its own organ. Thirdly, there 

are the Mozäkerät-e Majles or the debates of the Majles, which 

as their name implies is limited to the discussions of the 

deputies in the Assembly. Fourthly, there are a number of 

published and unpublished private papers, memoirs and party orders 

which will be discussed later. 

The earliest documents-found are. the Marämnämeh and 

Nezämnämeh of the Ejtemä 'iy5n '. Tmiyün Party, published by 

Donyä, the periodical. of the Tüdeh or-Communist Party of Persia. 

These are translations from the Russian of the original 

documents of. 1323/1905. Only a fragment of- the Marämnämeh 1323/1905 

survives and has been published by Donyä in 1345 in an article 

entitled Sanadi Näshenäkhteh dar, bäreh - ye Hezb-e Sosial 

Demokrat-e Iran (Ejtemä'iyün 'Ämiyün). As this document was 

found in Baku it is referred, to as"the Baku Programme. Another 

document, published by the same periodical in 1341, is entitled 

Dastürnameh-ye (Qayä'ed-e) Hezb-e Sosläl Demokrat-e Iran and is 

dated 1324/1906. It concerns the organization of the party 

and its membership. It is a very interesting document as it 

illustrates the long-term aims of the party. 

The next documents ofgreat importance also concerning 

the Ejtemä 'iyün 'Ämiyün is their. Nezämnämeh and Marämnämeh, 

also published by Donyä in 1342. One is entitled Ne; mnämeh- 

ye Sho'beh-ye Irani-ye Jam'iyat-e 'Mojähedin Moteshakeleh 

dar Mashad. 

This Nezämnämeh states that it was prepared on the 
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15th Sha'bän, the birthday of the 12th Emäm with the 

cooperation of the central committee and the representatives 

of the branches. It also states that their central' Committee 

would remain in Baku as before and it enumerates the duties of 

each section of the organization. It also points to'the 

organization and duties of the F ada'iyän, which was obviously 

their armed supporters. 

The Marämnämeh of 1324/1907 published in Mashad, is 

called the Marämnämeh-ye _Jam'iyat-e Mojähedin and begins by 

quoting a sentence from the orän, emphasising that no-one 

achieves anything except through endeavour. It goes on to 

praise the Mojäheds and their holy duty which was the support of 

the Majles and the Constitution. 

When the Democrat party was formed in the Second 

Majies, they also published their Marämnämeh and Nezämnämeh. 

These are in the form of pamphlets and no doubt had quite a 

circulation whereas' we do not know how well known those of the 

Ejtemä'iyün 'Amiyün were. Qavä'ed va Nezämnämeh-ye Fergeh-ye_ 

Siyäsijye Demokrät-e Iran Ämiyün was published in 1328. It 

gives details of the party organization and was to hold good, 

it said, until the next party Congress. It considers the 

manner in which its various branches were to be set up, the 

connection in the hierarchical organization, their various 

duties, the conditions for membership, the election of the 

cadre, the congresses, their relationship and the manner of 

settling disputes, and the need to maintain secrecy. 

There is also a NeZamnämeh of the Majma'-e Adab, the club 
or 

/official association of the party. It states that it was set up 
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in 1329, in order-to propagate and cleanse, -, the public 

character. The members put up a sum of 1000 Toman asa 

capital fund, and later each member-contributed, a sum to it. 

It had two kinds. of members, private and public; the former 

were those who bought shares and could vote in the meeting. 

They also chose by vote the directors of the club. -They would 

meet regularly, but all the, members could attend the public 

meetings. 

The Marämnämeh-ye'Feraeh-ye'Siyäsi-ye Demokrät-e Iran, 

('Ämiyün) was published several times. The issue consulted 

is the'fourth, dated 1329, and obviously it was originally 

published earlier. 

It begins with an introduction which discusses human 

development and the progress of man from barbarity: to 

civilization and then feudalism'toýcapitalism. In a country 

which lacks the means to modernise and is beset by foreign 

powers which weaken her, it is necessary to reform the country and 

strengthen what has, been gained in recent years its said, and 

it was in order-to achieve these that the Democrat party 

announced its programme. This was divided into seven sections 

and, dealt with political, civil, electoral, judicial, religious, 

defence and economic reforms. It upheld-the-principle of 

parliamentary government and especially demanded the 

appointment-of ministers from amongst deputies. It also - 

demanded freedom of speech and,.. -freedom of the press. Elections 

were to be direct, secret and equal. The judicial power must 

be separate and independent; education must be free and 

compulsory; military service must also be compulsory. The 

longest section was given-over to economic affairs which formed 
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the most important part of the Democrats' programme. 

There are two other publications by the Democrats in the 

same. series, called Tangid-e Fergeh-ye Eý'tedäliyün va yä 

Ejtemä'iyün E'tedäliyün, by Rasülzädeh, dated 1328. It is a 

criticism of the E'tedäli'yu-n party and-a discussion of 

socialism. The arguments used by Rasülzädeh in criticizing 

the E'tedäliyün was so strong it obliged them to put forward 

a fuller programme later. The 0*ü1-e Demokräsi, Sharh-e 

Marämnämeh-ye. Demokrät 'Amiyün. 1326, is an Eslamic explanation 

of the Democrats' policy. Its author is an anonymous writer 

who calls himself a Democrat. The issue consulted is the 

second issue dated 1326 and is fully discussed later. It is 

interesting because it is the Eslamic explanation and 

justification of socialism, a trend already met with in the 

programme of the Ej temä'iyün'Ämiyün. 

There are also two other pamphlets by a Social Democrat 

called Grigor Yegigiyän, published in Rasht, called S'osiäl 

Demokrät-hä Cheh Mikhähand and. Nazarly5t-e Emrüzi-ye Sosiil 

Demokräthä-ye-Iran. These are interesting because they show 

that there was a Socialist party other than the Democrats who c; 

during the Second Majles called themselves Democrats or 'Amiyün. 

The word Socialist was omitted from their name. 

The Armenian Dashnäksüthiun party which was an 

Armenian National Socialist party also-translated-its programme 

and publishedýit in 1910, announcing that the party supported 

the Persian movement which was overthrowing feudalism and was 

of great importance to the movement in Turkey and the Caucasus. 

The Armenians in Iran stood to benefit by this movement, it 

said, they announced their support of the Persian Revolution 
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and especially wished to establishýa connection between those 

in Persia who supported the Democrats and the workers. The same 

party published another pamphlet in 1911, which is a translation 

of a work by an Italian Socialist addressing the peasants. 

The other parties too published their Marämnämeh 

and Ne; mnämeh. The Marämnämeh of Ettefäq va Taragqi consulted 

by me is in the form of a proclamation printed on a sheet called 

Elm which introduced the party and its programme which is 

discussed later. The Nezämnämeh. was published in 1328 in. the 

printing house-of the-party, and is in the form of a pamphlet 

similar to those of the Democrats., It-is called Ne; ämnämeh-ye 

Däkheli-ye Jam'iyat-e-Ettefäq va Taragqi published in 1329. 

The party had a central committee, provincial committees and 

Dasteh or groups of 12 who were to beýarmed; 12'Dasteh would 

form a Sho'beh or-branch, with 12 members. Above this was the 

committee. The party was to organize the peasants also. What 

strikes one in-, this party is its secret origin, not dissimilar 

to the origin of the Democrats, and the. fact was organized 

very early after the fall of Tehran, first inthe form of the 

committee of Sattär set up by the Mojähedin'of Gilan, then 

developing into a small-political party, with a small 

membership. 

The'nature of the other small party, -. the Taragqikhähän, 

is rather controversial, as explained later. There exists a 

pamphlet called Dastür-e Asasi-ye Jam'iyat-e Taragqikhähän-e 

Iran. This belonged to the deputies of the south. 

The majority of the deputies of the two Majles were 

moderates, and in the Second Majles they organized a party 

which was called Ejtemä'iyün E'tedäliyün. They at first 
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published a very short insignificant Dastür-e Maslaki-ye 

Ferqeh-ye Ejtemä'iyün E'tedäliyün as their party programme 

which was ridiculed by the Democrats in the pamphlet Tangid 

mentioned above. Then they published a longer programme which 

discussed their ideology and offered their practical policy. 

This was called Dastür-e Mashrüh-e Maslaki, yä Marämnämeh-ye 

Hezb-e Ejtemä'iyün E'tedäliyün. It has a long preamble in which 

it discusses the progress of man from a barbaric state to a state 

of civilization and the development of laws, justice and order. 

It divided this progression into three stages, passing from a 

barbaric state to a state of slavery, then to a third state of 

civilization. These processes were sometimes peaceful, 

sometimes violent. Persia too had in 1324 passed through such a 

state; now this period of violence was left behind. Two schools 

of thought presented themselves now, one being moderate and in 

accordance with Eslam, the other was unrealistic, idealistic 

and after childish dreams it said. 

Then the pamphlet puts forward its "socialist" Ejtemä'i 

ideology which presents a certain confusion in the exact meaning 

of the word Ejtemä'i. In Persian this word is used to denote 

society, Ejtemä' or pertaining to social questions, Ejtemä'i. 

(During the Constitutional Revolution, Socialism was also 

called Ejtemä'i. (We have come across it for instance in the 

name of the party Ejtemä'iyün 'ý. miyu-n. ) 

It is necessary to make a distinction between the 

function of this word. This pamphlet discusses for instance 

the principles of society, Hey'at-e Ejtemä'i or"the basis of the 

principles. of socialism Mabnäy-e 0*51-e Ejtemä'i. The Osül-e 

Ej temä'i it discusses, is a form of very mild reformist" 
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principle offered in the guise of socialism. It states that 

ita aim is public welfare and the encouragement of people to 

overcome their needs by work. The Osül-e Ejtemä'i will also 

overcome the contradictions between people, it says, and the 

principle of help, moderation and better character will replace 

it. The truth of justice and equality will also develop. - 
It then enumerates how by a progressive development, 

according to the special circumstances of Persia, the, problems 

will be overcome. In the realm of practical reform and policy 

it offered a set of propositions which are neither, reform nor 

policy, and little better than what was offered in the original 

short programme already mentioned. For, instance, in the section 

dealing with economic reform it divided society into seven 

sections, as for example the peasants and workers, and-the 

merchants. It then added that the propagandists of "socialism" 

suggest three ways to propagate their aims: a) by propaganda, 

invitation and discussion b) by writing and publication c) by 

work and achievement. 

The E'tedäliyün also published some pamphlets in 

defence of their policy or in an attempt to blame the Democrats. 

One is a pamphlet by one of the Khorasan deputies,, Häj Sheykh'Ali 

Khoräsani, called Marämnämeh-ye Fergeh-ye Taragqi va Tamaddon 

yä Khiyäl-e Khäm Baräy-e Farib-e 'Aväm. It is a , 
humorous 

Marämnämeh but its aim is to ridicule the Democrats. Another 

pamphlet is a long article about the Russian Ultimatum by. an 

anonymous writer published in Moharram 1330 and is an attempt 

to put all the blame for what happened on the Democrats. 

These Marämnämeh and Nezämnämeh are discussed more fully later 

but here an attempt is made to introduce them. Their importance 
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is very great to the study of the parties, for although 

these policies were not actually put into practice, they show us 

the plans discussed and policies suggested. 

The newspapers of the period-are another primary 

source of great importance-to the study of the political parties. 

These too follow the same division as the deputies and show 

three tendencies. Some-are moderate, some extremist and some 

are unattached and act as critics but follow no party. In the 

First Majles the weekly Sür-e Esräfil and Mosävät were 

extremist and supported the Äzädikhähän. Habl-al-Matin 

published both in Tehran and Calcutta, was a moderate paper, 

but', often critical of the governments. - It provided a great 

deal of information on foreign affairs. It is interesting to 

note that during the Second Majles, Habl-al-Matin of Calcutta 

was very critical of the Russians and the occupation of Persia. 

It supported the Democrats and Tagizädeh particularly and on the 

occasion of the murder of Behbahäni Habl-al-Matin was very 

outspoken against the Russians. 

During the Second Majles the Iran-e Nou became the 

organ of the Democrats, and is an invaluable source for the 

study of that party's programme and policy. The`E'tedällyün 

had their own newspapers Vagt, and Majles. Ettefäq va Taragqi 

had Estegläl-e Iran and the°Taraagikhähän had the Jonüb. 

These papers not only `defend their own party but blame'and 

attack each other, and thus illustrate much of the political 

atmosphere prevalent at the time. 

Another important newspaper was the Sharq which was 

an extremist newspaper supporting some of the ideas of'Social 
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Democracy, but was not attached to the Democrats. These 

parties also had other provincial newspapers which are no less 

important. The newspapers are often mentioned in this thesis, 

and it suffices here to say that they show how seriously the 

political parties considered themselves at the time and how 

unrealistic historians have shown themselves to be in treating 

them so lightly. 

Besides the newspapers of the period, we must mention 

Qanun, which though not actually 'a newspaper, was important at 

the time of its publication, since it inspired the reformers 

and taught them to organize'and form secret societies, some 

of the deputies of the Majies also show a, knowledge of Malkam's 

thoughts in the course of their discussions. The newspaper 

Käveh, published by Tagizädeh in Berlin during the First World 

War, is also important, though reference can now be made to 

the collection of Tagizädeh's writings published recently by 

Iraj Afshär. Of particular value is the article in which 

Tagizadeh divides the deputies according to-their party 

affiliations. This article was entitled Doureh-ye Jadid-e 

MashruIiyyat dar Iran`and published in Käveh in the summer 

of. 1336/1918. 

The Revue du Monde Musülman published'in France was 

in sympathy with the Persian Revolution, comparing it to the 

French Revolution. It carries many articles and analyses aspects 
of 

/the Persian Movement which'have in more. recent years formed 

the subject of research and scholarly work, such as for 

instance on the Shi'eh Ulama's role in the Revolution, or the 

Tabriz Anjoman, or some of the Social Democrats' activities. 

The Times followed the Persian Revolution with a 
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sceptical eye and has many articles and news items about the 

events in Persia which are useful, though more often than not, 

critical of the nationalists. 

In this same context we must mention the debates or 

discussions of the Majles. The original reports of the 

discussions of the First Majles disappeared in the bombardment 

which destroyed it, but fortunately they survived as they had 

been published in the newspaper, Majles. This newspaper or 
Rüznämeh-ye Majles was edited by Mirzä Mohammad Sädeq 

Tabätabä'i, the second son of Seyyed Mohammad, one of the 

important leaders of the Constitutional Revolution. The idea 

for this newspaper had come from Yahyä Doulatäbädi, and was 

taken up by Mohammad Sädeq. 

This newspaper reported the discussions of the Majles 

and included certain other articles written by its readers. 

We mention it together with the Moz. kerät of the Majles because 

it was mainly limited to reporting the discussions of the Majles. 

It omitted to report all the discussions, however, out of 

deference and also for political reasons. This we know by 

comparing the reports of the British Representative who covered 

the discussions of the First Majles , for often quarrels or 

embarrassing topics were omitted from the newspaper. This 

omission is unfortunate because it was used as a source for 

the publication of the MoZakerät-e Majles,, Rüznämeh-ye Rasmi-ye 

Keshyar. In turn some of the topics originally reported 

are omitted from this official publication. 
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For the purpose of this study both these have been 

used. 
' It must be added that the Rüznämeh-ye 

Majles has both the European and the e'ri dates and is numbered, 

but the Mozakerät-e Majles, Rüznämeh-ye Rasmi-ye Keshvar only 

has the H, ejri dates and is not numbered in the First Majles. 

Rüznämeh-ye Majles must not be confused with the later newspaper 

of that name published by Seyyed Mohammad Sädeq, which was the 

official organ of the Ejtemä'iyun E'tedäliyün. 

In the Second Majles, -the discussions are reported 

with even more discretion, especially as most important matters 

were settled privately, and only the results are brought to the 

Majies, so the discussions are not fully representative of 

actual events. 

fully, while such an important matter as the reason for the 

resignation of the President of the Majles, for instance, finds 

no echo in these reports. Despite this drawback, the discussions 

of the Majles are very essential to the study of the political 

parties. Ever since the First Majles a difference of opinion 

is noticeable between the deputies which grows and takes shape 

in the Second Majles, so that even if the discussions are at 

times irrelevant, the voting tells us much. 

Amongst published primary sources mention must be 

made of several pamphlets written by some of those involved in 

the Revolution which are particularly important as they throw 

I 

4 

1. In the text abbreviated initials of the$e two publications 
are given: Rüznämeh-ye Majles is R. M., and Mo; äkerät-e Majles 
as M. M. The Second Majles discussions are written M. M. Maj. 2 
The later issue of the Majles newspaper which was the officia: 
organ of the E'tedalis, is referred to as Majles. 

Most often unimportant legislation, is covered 
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some light on the way they thought and the means they used. 

Chief amongst these is Lebäs-e Tagvä' written in 1318 

by Seyyed Jamäl al- Din Vä'ez promoting home materials produced 

by the Sherkat-e Eslämiyeh of Esfahan. It is a religious 

argument in favour of using home produce so as to cut imports. 

This would not only strengthen home industries but would also 

help strengthen the homeland, the Va an, at the same time it would 

strengthening religion. It would in fact be like aJ ehäd, a 

holy war. 

The example of . this, company was followed in Tabriz and 

and. we know that there too, there was a movement to help support 

home produce. 

Another pamphlet is Rüznämeh-ye Gheybi, Rou'yä-ye 

Sädegeh, which was written at about the same time by Seyyed J amäl- 

Vä'ez and Malek al-Motekallemin., This was a dream in which 40 

Zell al-Soltän the Prince Governor of Esfahan and the Ulama 

were criticised for their interference in politics or for their 

venality to the disadvantage of the poor. It especially 

criticizes three of the chief Ulama, the three. brothers, Aqa 

Najafi,, Aqa Nurallah, and Sheykh Mohammad 'Ali. 

Sani'al-Douleh wrote a short, pamphlet entitled 

Rah-e Nejät, in which he discusses the question of reform and 

the way to achieve it., He puts the building of roads, but 

particularly railways uppermost amongst all the other 

necessary reforms and writes that not until Persia had a good 

communication system could she achieve any improvements. Sani' 

al-Douleh, it must be remembered, introduced in the First Majles 

a bill suggesting that taxes should be raised on tea and sugar 

to pay the expenses of building railways, he is in fact-one 
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of the rare politicians of the period to offer a concrete 

answer to the economic problems, of Persia other. than a 

suggestion for a loan. He was especially� unpopular, with the Great. 

Powers who found his schemes not to their. liking. 

A very interesting book. published in 1327 H. Q. is 

ljoqüq-e Asäsi yä 0$51-e Mashrutiyyat by, Mansür al-Saltaneh 

'Adl. He had studied law in Paris and was appointed Under 

Secretary of the Ministry of Justice in the Cabinet of Mostoufi- 

al-Mamälek in 1328. In this book he discusses constitutionalism 

and makes a comparison between various European constitutional 

countries and Persia. 

Mol2ammad Esmä'il Rezväni has published the newspaper 

of Sheykh Fazlallah Nuri in Tarikh, the new periodical of the 

Department of History of Tehran University in 1356. This 

article entitled Rüznämeh-ye Sheykh Fazlalläh Nüri is. not easily 

available, but it sheds light. on the Sheykh's arguments , in the 

name of Eslam, against the Constitution. 

Among the published primary sources we must mention 

the series of articles by Tacgizädeh, in Magalat-e Tagizadeh . These 

were originally published in various newspapers and magazines 

and then were compiled--in 
'S 

volumes by I. Afshar. 

Unfortunately Taqizadeh never wrote__a complete. history 

of the Constitutional Revolution though he was in apposition 

to do so.. Throughout his long public. life he repeated one 

never changing version of these events and thus avoided having 

to_, touch on certain subjects he. did not want mentioned, as for 

instance his early association with the Social Democrats. 
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Tagizädeh is one of those people about whom historians 

have not been impartial: he has either been treated as a hero 

or as a villain. He has*been blamed for having been a Freemasonpor 

a British' agent, and for being in touch with the British 

Embassy. With such accusations, some people find a means of 

proving the often repeated argument that the_Constitutional 

Revolution was a product of the British machinations because 

they wanted to limit Moýammad 'All Shah who had fallen under 

the influence of the Russians. -Though this argument is widely 

held, no concrete proof, exists. Taqizadeh of course denies such 

accusations, but his articles hardly do justice to the position 

he himself`-held in the First Majles, when as a devoted young 

nationalist he defied the Shah; or in the Second Majles, when 

he emerged as the leader of the Democrats, and was considered 

dangerous, accused of the'murder of Behbah7ani and obliged to 

leave Persia. (His later career does not concern us here). 

The articles by Tagizädeh are nevertheless important 

because, they show his opinion before and in the course of the 

Revolution., on the parties, on those who worked with him as 

colleagues and, at times, as rivals and on the general events of this 

period. One of Taq1z5deh1s earliest articles is called 

ýirlkh, 'Tab'qi*q dar Ahval-e Konuni-ye Iran, ba Mobakemat-e T 

published in 1323 H. Q. first in Egypt and then in Tabriz. 

This is a long verbose article in which he discusses the 

reasons for Persia's failure and weakness as a country, and 

draws attention to the need for reform, modernization and 

democratization of the government before the Imperialists 

obliterate them. 
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In a very old-fashioned and flowery style, which he 

abondoned later, he described the conditions'of Persia. His 

description of the reasons for-the growing decadence and 

foreign threat in Persia and all over the East shows the 

influence of Malkaro but especially of Seyyed Jamal'al-Din's 

thought. There is no trace of socialism however in his 

writings and his discussion of the position'of the poor and the 

peasant is only a repetition of`what was said at the time by 

other reformers in the Majles. 

The reason for all the misery of Persia and the 

recurrent defeats and foreign occupations, he said, lay in the 

selfishness of its rulers who were only interested in their own 

pleasures and cared little for the people and-peasants. This 

was the real cause of the ignorance and the static nature of 

the Eastern people, repeating old useless philosophic arguments 

while the West progressed and'made new scientific discoveries. 

Now the West had made such strides that it was nearly hopeless 

to catch up with it. In the meantime the peasants and the poor 

suffered and the rich became richer and exploited them. The 

only remedy was for a European model government to enact and 

execute laws especially by improving education. There was, he 

said, a; law of'the survival of the fittest; the more civilized 

would win. 

Several of his articles are particularly useful. 

'Tärikh'-'e' Mokhta*är-e Majl'es'-'e Mel'li-ye 'Iran published'in Berlin 

in 1337 H. Q. is, -. as its title suggests, a short history of the 

Nlajies, but what is invaluable for the purpose of this study 

is the short biographical notices he gives about most of the 

important deputies and their political standing. Though the 
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list is incomplete, it is of importance because Tagizadeh knew 

these men and worked with them. He could thus judge and classify 

their political standing. In this study, 'the division of 

Tagizädeh between moderates or Mo'tadel and Azadikhah (this 

can be translated as Liberal or Nationalists but the British 

insisted on calling them Extreme Nationalists) has been followed 

in the First Majles because it seems the best analysis. In the 

Second Majles of course it is easier because the political parties 

indicated each of their members-when they introduced themselves. 

Taqizadeh has written an article called Kashef al- 

Ghat I published in ýafar in 1329 H. Q. in Uabl al-Matin. This 

is his version of the rise of the political parties and an 

attack on the Eltedallylin. He writes that the Elted'Elly-i Ln 

party was composed of politicians who were in favour of a 

compromise with the Entente Powers and accused their enemies 

who were young nationalists of being revolutionaries. He 

further adds that the Democrat party was formed to confront 

this organization. This version is not strictly true as the 

Democrats were a much older organization with links with 

international socialism from the time before the Revolution. 

Another of Taqizýdehlsýimportant works is the 

'Tarikh-e Avaye'l-e Enqelab-e Mashrutiyyat-e Iran. This is 

the history of the early period of the Revolution and was 

originally given in lecture form in*the Mehr6gan Club. It 

traces the origins of the thought of reform and 
ýe 

gives his 

opinion about some of the books on the Revolution. His 

mention of Moýammad'Ali Shah is-couched in mild terms, and he 

says that some injustices were committed towa - rds him, and that 
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after the bomb thrown at him, all hopes of reconciliation 

were lost. He ends his lecture with a long expostulation 

about how he spent his last days before the bombardment of 

the Majles, for he has been blamed and even accused because 

he did not go to the Majles that day, but rather took refuge 

in the British Legation. In the article entitled LafZ-e 

MashrUteh va Yadli az Avayel-e MashruViyyat, 

published in Ejelalat-e Mahineh in,, 1333 Shams-i, he discusses 

the word Mashr5te and states that it came to Persia from Turkey 

where it was used in the reign of 'Abd dl-pamld, and that 

it is possible that it originated from the French word Chartre 

rather than the arabic-word Shart (a condition). 

He, also wrote a full autobiography, Sargozasht-e 

Seyyed Hasan Tagizädeh, which is, interesting not. only because 

it tells us about his early education. and interest in modern 

science,. but also because it contains information on the 

activities of the early reformers in Tabriz with whom he 

worked. I. Afshär writes that Tagizadeh was asked by him-to 

write an autobiography and that this was written-in 1340 

Shamsiand was published-in Rähnamä-ye Ketab in the same year. 

Another piece of writing which must he mentioned 

here is Äkharin Defä'-e Tagizädeh, which was in note form 

and was not completed as he wrote, it in very old age in 1346 Shamsi. 

It was published posthumously in Rähnamä-ye Ketäb. 

This is an'answer to his biography by E. Safä'i in 

Rahbarän-e Mashr teh. He points: out-the'mistakes Safä'i 

apparently made, and is in self-defence against the accusations 

of that author. He denies-having been' responsible for the 
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extremism of some deputies for example, but above all he denies 

having been involved in the murder of Atäbak, in the bomb 

thrown at the Shah, and in the murder of Behb. ahäni. 

Another contemporary account is the collection of 

letters by Tagizädeh to E. G. Browne, published by Hasan Javadi 

in 1351 under the title Nämehhali az Tabriz. These deal with the 

Russian occupation of Tabriz after 1911 and has : important 

biographical notes. It dwells in particular on the Russian 

atrocities committed there. 

Another book published by Egbäl Yaghmä'i is the 

collection of the speeches of Seyyed Jamä1 Vä'ez which had been 

originally published by Majd al-Esläm Kermäni in his newspaper 

al-Jamal. This book is entitled Shahid-e Rah-e Azadi, Seyyed 

Jamal Vä'ez E*fahäni. Seyyed Jamal was the companion of Malek 

al-Motekallemin, both of whom played a very central role in 

the early phase of the Revolution and who both perished after 

the bombardment of the Majles. Seyyed Jamal apparently had a 

great influence amongst, the common, folk, and could stir them 

deeply. These sermons he gives are very important, not only 

because we can follow what he told people about the 

Constitution, but because, as pointed out later, they deal 

with the same topic as the programme of the Ejtemä'iyün 

'Amiyün"which is a further proof of the connection between that 

party and these men. 

Another important and very interesting section of 

this book is the reports by the spies who followed the Seyyed. 

They went everywhere he went, knew his connections and often 

heard what was planned, but obviously not enough to be effective, 
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as for instance, in the case of the murder of Atäbak. 

Extensive use has been made of the biography of 

gagat al- Esläm by Nosratalläh, Fathi, entitled Shahid-e Niknäm, 

Sagat al-Esläm. The writer has had the use of the archives 

of the family of Sagat al-Esläm, but unfortunately has misused 

these letters by quoting extracts from them, punctuating them with 

his own repetitive and eulogizing comments, thus destroying' 

what could have been a very unique source on' the Constitutional 

Revolution. Nevertheless these letters are very important as 

they include for the most part letters of the Azarbaijan 

deputies to Sagat al-Esläm and give us an insight into their 

thoughts, their reactions to events, and their rivalries. They 

also illustrate the centralizing authority of Sagat al-Esläm 

and partly account for the fact that the Azarbaijan deputies 

had a semblance of unity which put them above the others. 

The same author has written another book in the same 

style, entitled Majmü'eh-ye Qälami-ye Shädravän Sagat al-Esläm, 

which is composed of extracts of his letters to colleagues and 

friends as well as his private letters to relationships, and 

complements the former book. It also shows the political role 

Sagat al-Esläm played as mediator between the moderates and the 

extremist Anjoman-e Tabriz which he frequented less and less. 

Sagat al-Esläm also mediated with'Ayn al-Douleh 

during the siege of Tabriz which came to nothing. He even went 

to Basminch, the headquaters of 'Ayn al-Douleh, on the eve of 

the Russian march on Tabriz; but he could achieve nothing as 

the Shah would not relent. These letters throw light on Sagat 

al-Esläm's extreme patriotism and his great disappointment at 
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the turn of affairs. 

This book also holds his opinion on many other, 

political questions, as for instance several letters illustrate. 

his opinion about the Third Electoral Laws the Majles was 

preparing. He opposed manhood suffrage and thought the poor 

and the peasants would not understand these questions. There 

is also an interesting letter by Saqat al-Eslam in, reply to the 

Taraqq, l: kh-ah-an party which, had apparently invited him to join 

it. He refuses politely, saying he was sick and tired but that 

he agreed with their policy, which he'himself had announced in 

his Resileh-ye Lilan, but that he did not agree with some of the 

articles of their Nezämnämeh. 

The Resäleh-ve Lälän is an important pamphlet which 

he had written in Rabi'al-Avval 1326 H. Q. and was presented 

by Aaqat al-Esl5m to the. Najaf Ulama. He announces in this that 

the duty of the Cons titutionalis ts was, to safeguard religion. 

He wrote that the reason why the world of, Eslam lagged behind 

the rest of the world was because it was under tyranny and lacked 

freedom and unity. Now the West was going to conquer Eslam 

and change her religion. The only way to stop their inroads 

was by boosting her religion with Constitutionalism. Our 

country, he wrote, was in perilýand bankrupt. We were still 

suffering from the aftermath of debt due to the Regie, if we 

were not careful we would lose everything left us according 

to him. Then he defended Constitutionalism against those who 

accused it of spreading lawlessness, and said that this 

condition was caused, by the reactionaries who would not -rest 

until they overthrew the Majles. 
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Sagat al-Esläm then discussed what the Vatan, 

homeland: meant, (it must be added that he was primarily, a 

nationalist as witnessed by his letters). He said that the 

preservation of the homeland and the monarchy which was 

associated with it-was like the preservation; of Eslam. If 

Eslam were to remain, we must have a Constitutional monarchy; a 

tyranny would weaken the monarch and his-government as proven by 

past experiences. If the monarch became weak, religion would grow weak also. 

Two books by Ebrýhlm Safali which carry 

published documents must be cited here. They are Asrfad-e 

Si): asi-ye Doureh-ye Qajariyeh published in Tehran, 1346 

and Asnäd-e Nou Y äfteh published in 1349 9 but Safä' 1 does not 

divulge the sources of these documents which makes his books 

unreliable. 

Another book of this kind is the Vag äye'-e Näseri 

va Touiih-e Maräm by Sheykh Reza Dehkhäregäni, one of the 

Democrat deputies. This was. published in Tabriz in 1355 and 

is important because it gives us-the thoughts of one of the 

Democrats and his, analysis of events. He was particularly an 

enemy of NEser al-Molk and found him reponsible for everything, 
0 

which seems an exaggerated view at times. 

The second part of his work, which is a discussion 

on whether Democracy is contrary-to Shilism, is, an interesting 

academic argument. In this pamphlet he explains Shilism and, 

Constitutionalism and finds these two ideologies compatible. 

He wrote that the essence of Constitutionalism is representative 

government; but representative government was not in itself 

the thing which would stop, injustice. Only by having 

freedom would people learn and choose better 
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representatives who would work for reforms. However as 

people were ignorant and had no liberty there had been no 

good government. What did Shi'ism say? he'asked. The Prophet 

appointed 'Ali as his successor, he wrote, because of 'All's 

superiority which would ensure a just government, and not 

because of his relationship. 'Ali too did not intend the 

Califate to become hereditary, but Mo'äviyeh took all the 

power. into his own hands and did not allow freedom and good 

government. 

The memoirs of Heydär Khan were published by 'Abbas 

Egbäl in Yädegär in an article entitled Heydar Khan 'AmDu-, 

Oghli and holds important information about his early 

activity in Persia, -as discussed later. 

T 

The memoirs of 'Ali Mohammad Doulatäb di, a brother 

of Ya1yä, who. were both important figures in the Revolution 

has been appearing for many years in Khäterät-e Va$id and now 

in Vahid. Doulatäb dIl was an active member of E'tedäli party 

during the Second Majles, and in the Third became one of the 

leaders of that party. These memoirs are entitled KhUterdt-e 

Seyyed 'Ali Mobammad Doulat5bHd'1, L1der-e Hezb-e Eltedaliy5n. 

In their early issues it deals with the question of the 

Ultimatum and is in defence of the E'tedälis, accusing the 

Democrats, as discussed in the text. 

Another interesting memoir also published in 

Khäterät-e Vabrd are extracts from the memoirs of Sepahdär: 

Yddd5shtha-ye MohammHd Valli Kh9n Sepahsalar Alzam by 

A. Khallatbarf. In these extracts Sepahdir's role in the attazk 
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on Tehran is described by himself and he expresses his 

devotion to the Constitution. The interesting question, as 

pointed out in the text, is the attempt by the Anjoman of Tabriz 

and Taq7lzadeh to stop him from taking Tehran because they were 

afraid he would not succeed with the small force he had and the 

large Russian force behind him. The fact that the Sepahd5r was 

in touch with the Shah and negotiated with him throughout before 

taking Tehran is worthy of notice. -. I 
Khatetat-e Vabld has also published extracts 'from the 

memoirs of Seyyed Moýammad Tablitaba"ir , whichýthough very short, 

contain one or two very interesting points which-have been, 

discussed in the text. This is entitled. RCibanl-ye Bozorgavar, 

Seyyed Mobammad Tablitaball SangelajjI, Zallm-e Mashr-ut-iyyat-e 

Iran by UesHm al-Din Doulatabadli.. 

Vahid is beginning to publish the memoirs of Näser 

al-Molk, and as this study-was being prepared the first part 

of these was seen by. me. Naýer al-Molk gives a short, account 

of the beginning of the Revolution., and he makes a few 

interesting remarks. He says, for example, there were two 

groups who made theRevolution, those who had personal. axes to 

grind, as, for instance, SaId al-Douleh, who wanted to oust -, 
Naus and to take his revenge for having been. exiled. ý He. also 

hoped to be made Minister of Customs-7here were, also those who 

had the public good at heart. He also writes that there were 

people in Azarbaijan and Tehran who, knew that after, Moýaffar 

al-D'in Shah his son would succeed him, they also knew what he was 

like. They gave. a great deal of -publicity to his misdeeds to 

arouse emotions. He maintains that most people, did not know 

what was going on, and some expected the Majles to be something 
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like a meeting of Asnäfs or guilds. 

Then he says that when the jut of the Ulama in 

Shah 'Abd, al-A I Jim was upsetting everyone, and 'Ayn al-Douleh 

still would not resign nor would the Shah let him go, the 

courtierss including Sepahddr and Sard5r BahUdor, plotted'and 
informed the Shah that the army, was no longer to be depended 

upon, so 'Ayn al-Douleh was made to resign. 

The unpublished material used in this research also 

includes a collection of press cuttings donated by, Taql: -zadeh 

to the Majles Library, mentioned ýhere as MaimT"eh-ye Taqlzadeh. 

This includes proclamations or Entebdhnameh by the Democrat 

party on specifec questions, but more important are several 

of the-orders-by the party's Central Committee to its 

parliamentary branch on how to vote or what stand to take on 

political problems. These are invaluable because they show 

how the party worked and how its affairs were conducted. 

Another collection dealir, with the E'tedal party 

is the An§ari documents. ý These are a series, of 

documents belonging-to the family of MasIffd AnýHrl. They 

consist of some of the documents of the Eltedalivu party 

which have survived and are inýthe possession of Mrs. NgshRfarin 

Ans, irl (Mohaqqeq), grand-daughter, of MOýsen Maslild Anýffrl 

(nephew of Mohammad 'All Kh5n Nosrat al-solt5n, one, of the 

friends of Malek al-Motekallem, 17n and active in the early 

course of the Revolution). Mobsen Mas'lid An§ari was appointed 

as one of the members--of the central, organization of the party 

in its second year, and its treasurer, Mrs. Anýarii points out 

that as he was -very meticulous, his C01ILection of -documents 
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are in very good order'. They mainly deal with the expenses 

of the party but also include many other important points. 

In an unpublished thesis for her Master's degree in Tehran 

University, 1351, Mrs. Anýlirli has made use of some of these 

documents cited also here, aboutýthe Eltedhl party. Hereafter 

we shall refer to them as An*E documents. 

Some. private documents of a miscellaneous nature 

have also come to light, as., for instance in the 

Nezdm al-Saltaneh, but full access has not been 00 
course there are many diaries and letters which 

come to light and prove very useful, but as yet 

rather reticent to admit certain facts, either 

their families or friends. - 

family of 

possible., Of 

will eventually 

people are 

for the sake of 

I The Public.,, Record Office archives have been another 

source of-utmost importance to the study of the political 

parties. The volumes consulted have been FO 371 General 

Correspondence after, 1906, Political,, and FO 416 Confidential 

Print, Affairs of Persia (Further Correspondence. ) So much 

of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Century history of Persia has 

been entwined with British history that no study of Persian 

history is complete wi. thout a perusal of the reports of the 

British officials, in this country. However, it must be 

qualified that as-Persian historians have had much easier 

access to British sources than Russian ones, they have become 

obsessed-with the, power and omnipotence of Britain and often 

represent a one-sided view of history. All matters such. as 

local events, finance, trade, foreign policy and internal 
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affairs were kept under scrupulous and constant watch by 

British officials and their comments and judgement on people 

and events are very important. Also with the knowledge they 

had of so much that happened they had certain invisible means 

of influencing politicians, but this is a main source of weakness 

in Persian historiography, because these connections are 

intangible. Sometimes certain policies which were followed by 

politicians become clear now when we become aware of the 

pressures brought on them. For instance, Sardir Aslad was 

threatened by the withdrawal of H. I. M. 's Government's 

friendship if he opposed their interests so he stopped 

sympathising with the Democrats. On another occasion the 

Bakhtlyarl khins asked the British and Russians if they thought 

it advisable that they should make a coup dletat to overthrow 

the Majles, and we know that the reply was a guarded assent. 

Such pieces of information are very valuable indeed. Also 

judgements passed on certain politicians, or the discussions of 

their motives or connections, though not absolutely accurate, 

are always extremely useful. 

These reports sometimes dispel the myth of British 

omnipotence. The reports of Grant-Duff on the early period of 

the Revolution, for example, and of the Bast in the British 

Legation and his negotiations with the B: astis are indeed very 

illuminating. They also prove, contrary to what some people 

have said, that the British were not the architects of the 

Revolution. However, as all powerful nations stand to benefit 

from the outcome of any event in weaker countries, the British 

too benefited from such rumours. 
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At other times these reports dispel the myth concerning some. 

politicians. Naýer al-Molk has been held to have been a 

liberal who understood Constitutionalism, but in these reports 

a different-light is shed on him. He had told 'the British 

Representative that after the Majles's term finished he would 

find means of not recalling it for a time, which he did not. 

When the Majles met, there are full reports in the 

British archives of, its meetingsýwhich often gives us certain 

information which the MoZRk6r9f of the Majles omit. Of course 

what we do not know is the influence they exercised on the 

politicians which however was'a cornerstone of the British 

policy in the East. Sometimes their reports are I misleading, 

perhaps'owing to the sourc-e'of information. For instance, on 

the murder of At5bak, they repeat what was'told to them by 

ýani'al-Douleh to Dr. "'Pollock'and pay no attention to other 

rumours. In this way tliey"impll'Cate"th'e'Shah, 'who according to 

most accounts was not reponsible for this' event. The murder of 

Behbahan! is not reported nearly as fully, but they do say that 

the local press found the Russians guilty. ' The murder of Sani' 

al-Douleh is mentioned briefly"but without comment. 

Of course the major parts of these reports deal with 

foreign affairs but they also shed an unexpected light on the 

political parties. Naturally, the British Ministers were not 

aware of all that went on, as they did not have access to the 

private affairs of the parties, but noneth&less they were very 

much aware of their existence., From the very beginning of the 

meetings of the Majles it was reported that the Majles was 

divided between the moderates and the extremists I. whom they 
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also called extreme nationalists, as this latter group 

opposed British and Russian influence. 

In the Second Majles they pay more attention to 

the., alignment of the politicians on each side as the divisions 

wer e now much more concrete and definite, and they give 

detailed descriptions of party politics,. intrigues and 

alignments. 

What they do not seem to notice, or at least place y 
little emphasis on at this time is the growth of Social 

Democracy and the association of the Democrats with them; they 

seem to the British to be extreme nationalists who had integrity 

and intelligence, though they preferred. to deal with the 

Moderates or Eltedillydn who were less of a threat to their 

interests. On several occasions only, the nationalists were 

considered as socialists. Som. -etimes they wrongly call politicians 

Democrats or extreme nationalists, whereas they were only more 

independent than most. - For instance Voýuq al-Douleh, ýanir'al- 

Douleh and Qav5m al-Saltaneh were not Democrats, but the 

British sources vaguely label them as such. 

The,, British Ministers jealously guarded their own 

interests, and at this period this also meant support for the 

Russian policy which was so often crudely aggressive. But they 

were at least fair enough to admit for example that the Russian 

behaviour was provocative. Despite this mild sense of justice, 

which is not however always the case, there are ministers who 

are less sympathetic than others, yet the reports have one 

thinglin common, that is a self-righteous feeling of always 

being in the right in everything, and, Persia always being the 

culprit. 
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2. Secondary'Sources 

One of the best accounts of the'Constitutional 

Revolution is by Ya4yd Doulatibgd-1 entitled Tarl-kh-e Mola*er 

yX Ijay5t-e Yaby R published in Tehran in 1328 in three volumes. 

Doulatdbgdl was one of the actors in the events which led to 

the Revolutionand exerted considerable influence on; -its later 

course. He was not elected'deputy, however; as he-was suspected 

of being onýAzali (a, Babi sect and unpopular in Persia) aswere 
two other leaders of the Revolution, namely Malek al-Motekallemin 

and Seyyed Jam5l Vale;. These men were debarred, from the Majles 

but it did not stop their activities outside. Though 

Doulatdbad! does not-mention this, he often complains about 

the unfair treatment he receivedi especially when he was trying 

to set up modern-schools in Esfahan, or, when he first had the 

idea of publishing the newspaperNaile which was taken over 

by Seyyed Moýammad ýUdeq, the son of Seyyed Mo4ammad TabdtabUIT. 

Not only is Doulatabiidl-one, of the best infomed 

writers on this period but the fact'that heý. pays particular 

attention to the relationship of people, their private ambitions 

and rivalries makes his book very significant for the study 

of political. parties, since so many events were basically 

influenced'by such relationships. His insight is very astute 

as he was well, acquainted with theýparticipants. Doulat7ab'ddl- 

gives important information concerning the negotiations of the 

Ulama, who had taken Bast'in Qom'with the-Governmento with 

him as mediator. According to him, 'the Ulama's aims were 

limited to certain vague-, demands and the establishment of a 
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House of 'Justice, 'E*dal'atkha: neh. It was through his efforts 

and those of other liberals like him that the demand for a 

parliament, Majl'es--; e'ShoUrN-ye Mell! was voiced and put through. 

Doulatdbdd! was well aware of many of the weaknesses 

of the Majles, - of the deputies and their leaders. He 

especially blames Seyyed 'Abdall5h Behbahan! for his personal 

ambition. Particularly noteworthy is his acount of the-reasons 

for the failure of the First 14ajles and be mildly blames the - 

extremists who had antagonized Moýammad 'All Shah to the point 

of risking the overthrow of the Majles. 

In the-, third volume he gives an account of the 

activities of the emigres in Turkey where he had gone after the 

bombardment of the Majles. In general little has been written 

about this phase of the history of the Revolution, and 

DoulatlibHdlls account is imcomplete'. One point he mentions 

which is'worthyof notice from our point of view, and to which 

other writers refer also, is the existence of two movements 

among the emigres,, some being more'extremist than others, and 

the split between them., Doulatabadli's account of the Second 

Majles is imcomplete because he left Persia to attend a Congress 

on racial questions, and he was away from Persia when Morgan 

Shuýter came. His leaving, is no doubt due to the disappoint- 

ment he felt'at-the course events were taking. Nonetheless 

he does pay some attention to the emerging political parties. 

Another early work on the Constitutional Period 

is by NR; em al-Esl-dm Kertani, entitled Tar-1kh'-e Bldiiý-I-ye 

Irgnlylin. Ndýem al-EslZim was also involved in the events which 

led to the Revolution, and his information on the period before 
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it is very valuable. This edition of his work is divided 

into three-volumes, an introduction published in 1346 and the 

first and second volumes published in 1349 in Tehran. 

the introductory volume deals with the precursors 

or reform, the question of the Regie, and includes certain 

important documents. He also provides much biographical data 

of people who were politically involved in these events. 

However, as he was, petsonally acquainted with'them he frequently 

praises them. ' This is of course understandable considering 

he published these in the newspaper Kokab-e Dýarl. 

The two other volumes are in the form of diaries. 

In the first volume the author deals with the activities of 

the Anjoman-e'Makhfir which ýKas set up at the suggestion of 

Tab9taba"i. It is interesting to note some of the discussio I ns 
a0 
of the members'of this Anjoman and the topics they touched on. 

In particular they confirm what Doulatibad'i says, namely that 

some of the reformers and revolutionaries had broader aims 

than mere reform and they kept these more or less secret. It 

also throws'light on'the secret activities of, people before the 

Revolution. 

This volume also contains details of the events 

which led to the granting of the Constitution and the activities 

of the Anjoman-e MakhfI1 in these events and following the 

granting of the Majles. He includes some iiftporiant documents 

as for example several Shabnamehs, and a letter by Ndýer al- 

Molk to'Tabataball'in which he expresses his scepticism about 

the Constitution, which is s'o revealing of the man who was to 

become Regent in the Second Majle's. Another important document 
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is the congratulatory note sent by the E'j'temR'Iyun I. Wm"IyTin 

of-the Caucasus addressed to the poor people of Persia asking 

them to unite and seek their rights. 

The second volume of the Týrlkh-e B-idarl was a 

private diary which was published posthumously, and as the 

editor 'All Akbar S1`rJan-1 explains, had not been edited by the 

author for publication as had the first. It contains daily 

narrative of the course of the First Majles to the fall of 

Motammad'Alir Shah. Then it comes to an abrupt end for no known 

reason, and Slrjgn'l thinks probably the rest has been lost. 

It relates some of the problems which faced the Majles and the 

reasons for its fall. He also recounts the history of the 

second Anioman-e Makhfi and its acitivities as well as those 

of other Anjomans. Ndzem al-Eslam was amongst those who thought 

the Shah had shown a great deal of patience and that it was the 

fault of the extremists that the Majles was lost. He 

particularly seems to have disliked'Malek al-Motekall*emin and 

accuses him of working for money. After the bombardment of the 

Majles, N, i; em al-EslZim was thoroughly frightened and tried to 

keep out of danger. From then on he was careful lest he should 

be accused of being in sympathy with the Majles,, ' his comments 

are consequently couchqd in discreet words and he generally 

tried to keep in step with the government. 

A friend and colleague of this author was Majd 

al-EslSm Kermani who was also a political activist i. nvolved 

in the Anjomah-e' Makhf'l and a writer who has compiled two works 

on the Constitutional Revolution. One is the account of his 

exile to KaIat whither he was sent by 'Ayn al-Douleh in 1323/ 

4 
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1905 because of his activities in the Anjoman-e Makhfi. 

This work is entitled Tgrl'kh-*e' E'nqellib*-'e' MashrUtlyyat-e Iran, 

SafarnZimeh-ye_KalUt. This was published in Esfahan in 1347 Shams3 

The other is entitled TFrIlkh-e Enbelil-e Majles, Faýl-i az 

Tgr'lkh-e Enqelab-e Mashriltlyyat-e Iran, also published in 

"-Sfahan in 1351. This book is an exception of its kind 

because it is a severe criticism of the Majles and the deputies, 

and the author condemns many of their actions, especially those 

of the extremists whom he holds reponsible for the failure of 

the Majles. Of course he wrote after the failure of the Majles 

and had ample time to change his mind. 

Another very important history of the Revolution 

is by Dr. Mehdi Malekzadeh, the son of Malek al-Motekallemin, 

entitled Tarfkh-e Mashr-utlyy t-e Iran in 6 volumes and 

published in Tehran in 1328. MallekzUdeh gives details of 
- and the Kom-l: teh-ye Enqelab which would the Anjoman-e Melli 

have remained more or less unknown but for his account. 

Malek al-Motekallem"In was a member of the Kom'iteh and probably 

its leader. There are certain reasons which lead us to believe 

that the Komiteh was a branch of the Ejtemallygn 'Mnlyu-n 

party which originated in the Caucasus, and though MalekzYdeh 

does not say this, and possibly did not know it, there are 

many clues which would confirm this. For instance the Komirfeh 

claimed to have committed the murder of Atdbak; Ueydar KhRn 

a Social Democrat who had come, from Russia, also claimed 

responsibility for the murder. Malekzldeh's opinion about 

the political parties is vague, though he seems to have 

sympathized with the Democrats. 
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In particular he seems deliberately to refrain from passing 

judgement on the politicians of his day who had been involved 

in the two phases, of the Revolution and shows a deference in 

this regard which characterizes the style of many of the 

historians of the period. 

The biography of Malek al-Motekallemin has also 

been compiled by his son and is entitled Zendeganl-y6 Malek- 

, 
al-Motekallemin, published in Tehran in 1325. This however 

hardly does justice to the role Malek al-Motekallemin played 

in the early course of the Revolution. Mal"ekzUdeh's father 

died early and many of his famous speeches were lost, but 

ýhlek al-Motekallemlin's role must have been much more important 

than that of speech-maker in support of the Majles. He was 

involved in the secret activities of the more extremist side' 

of the movement, and acted through-the Anjomans, and possibly 

led them. This book however only hints at this and does not 

contain any details as to the actual role of Malek al-Motekal- 

lemInand his connection with the secret activities of the 

Anjomans. 

Khaterat va Khatarat by Mokhber al-Salt. anehHediyat, 

published in Tehran in 1329S-is the autobiography of a brother 

of ýanlllal-Douleh, one-of the chief figures of the period. 

He himself played an important role in the early nejotiations 

and the enactment of the ýonstitutional laws. Later he was 

made Minister of Science and Education, and later still 

Governor of Azarbaijan. Despite such important positions 

and his sympathy for the cause of the Revolution, he gives 

few details about the very many important affairs in which 
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he was involved. He', could , for instance', have said much 

about'the Anjoman of Tabriz'or'the Russian infiltration in the 

North. ' This abstention is no doubt out of deference for many 

colleagues in a long political life, and for the great powers 

as well. One exception to this fact is his apparent accusation 

of Ndser al-Molk for the murder of his brother Sanl. lal-Douleh. 
00 

I The summary treatment of the political parties 

is best noticed in- the Tgrilkh-*e Mokhtasar-eAhz-ab-e Si-ya-sl'-ye 

Trari, * 'Enqeriii-e' QIii'driyeh, by Malek al-Sho I arg'Bah3r. As its 

title"suggests, this-book is mainly concerned with the-fall of 

theýdynasty, 'and Bahar gives little important'information about 

the early history of the'political parties., Heýwas too young 

to have-taken an active, part in the early phaseýof the 

Revolution,, bu't he joined the ranks of the revolutionaries 

during the period between the two Majles. He mentions that 

Ueydar KhAn who was the'leader of the nationalists, organized 

the committee of'the Democrats in Khorasan which he joined; 

but he gives no information about-the activities of the party,. 

in Mashad which must have been known to him. Later his news- 

papef Noubah9r became one of the organs of the party'in Mashad. 

Bahdr in-general. gives a'. very short account of the 

political parties of this early period. He briefly mentions 

the aims and programmes of the Democrats and makes scant and 

inaccurate reference to its membership, treating the Eltedal-irs 

in the samemanner. 'This book, it mfist be remembered, was 

published in 1321 Shams'i-: a year after the fall'of Reili Shah; 

he may possibly still have been reluctant to admit the early 

association of the Democrats with the'Russian Social Democrats, 
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a fact which he could not have ignored. Of course he might 

not have deemed this early period relevant to his. general 

history of the fall of the Qajars. 'In all, this book is of 

little value in the study of the political party's early 

history. 

In this same context we must mention two other 

authors sympathetic to the Persian Revolution: the first is 

E. G. Browne, with his History of The Persian Revolution 1906- 

1909. This book was published in Cambridge in 1910. He is 

also the author of the very important work on the press and 

poetry of modern Persia which will be discussed later. 

-Professor Browne's history of the Revolution covers the first 

phase of this movement and is interesting for the particular 

sympathy and optimism with which he treats it, so rare in 

Western writers. He pays particular attention to Russia's 

and Britain's role in bringing about its failure. He obtained: 

much of his information from those who were involved in its 

course and played host to them when they came as exiles to 

London; together they organized the Persia Society and tried 

to foster sympathy in Europe for the cause of Persian 

nationalism. Browne particularly regretted that Britain which 

had been regarded by the Persian reformers as. a friend should 

have committed herself with Russia to suppressing the Majles. 

He was close to Taqlzadeh whom he praises as a 

nationalist and liberal and kept in touch with him when the 

latter returned to Persia. This connection was the source of 

further information for Browne on later developments and 

occasioned a series of pamphlets on the Russian atrocities in 

Tabriz in 1911. 
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The other author, Morgan Shuster, who wrote 

The'Strangling of Pe*rs*ia, was a sympathizer of the Persian 

cause, but unlike Browne he was a participant in the later 

phase of the Revolution. He came to Persia as Treasurer 

Geiieral in 1910'and wýs immediately given full powers over the 

financial transactions of the Persian Government. Soon 

however he fell foul of the Russians and British who were 

tightening their grips on Persia and would not tolerate his 

independent policy. The powers were'given to mo re subservient 

foreign advisers like Naus., a Belgian, and Bizot, a Frenchman, 

who were in the service of the Persian Government; Shuster 

was a different kind of person. He came from America, a 

country far removed from involvement with the great powers in 

Asia, he was also in sympathy with underdeveloped people; he 

had in addition studied Browne's history of the Persian 

Revolution which set his mind and influenced him before he came. 

on the way to Tehran, he met Taq'lzgdeh and other Persians in 

Constantinople, who no doubt impressed upon him some of their 

own opinions of the situation he was to meet. So it is not 

surprising that when he arrived in Persia he should take an 

independent line, which was'so repugnant to the powers. He 

accused them of wanting. to hold Persia back, and not really 

wanting her to grow strong and independent. He also accused 

some of the politicians of peculation and dishonesty and he 

tried to stop some of these by keeping a tight grip on the 

purse strings. This lost him their support, so that they 

finally joined the Russians'and British in wanting him to 

leave. ' On the other hand Shuster received the support of the 
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Democrats who shared his views and policy. Having been close 

to them he naturally pays more attention to them than do most 

authors. The Strangling *of Persia is above all a justification 

of his own work and the line he took in Persia, and as the name 

implies, he blamed the powers for his failure. But opinions 

of Persian writers about Shuster have varied, and ironically 

some blame him for what happened while others excuse him. 

The two Volumes of Ahmad Kasrav-il. 
0-s 

history of the 

Constitution -entitled 
Vlrikh-e Mashriiteh-ye Iran, published in 

1319 in Tehran, and TiYlkh-e HIjdah Saleh-ye Azarbaijan, first 

published in 1317 are two very important books with much detail 

on the course of the Revolution, especially in Azarbaijan. 

These books have been extensively used and_quoted and still 

remain by far the best study of this period. 

KasravI1 himself says that his purpose was to show 
I who really served the Constitution and who ruined it, and 

especially to emphasize the role of the poor nameless people 

who were most instrumental in the process, and who have been 

ignored. He particularly undermined the role the Ulama played 

in the Revolution, but he lays special blame for the failure 

of the Revolution on the ruling class. He deplores the fact 

that there occurred a split between the revolutionaries and 

that they were divided into Enqelgbls and Eltedalis. 

Kasravl' gives us important information on the 

connection of, the Socialists or the EitemPly5n IXm7 iyun in 

Azarbaijan, and he also pays much attention to the Anjoman of 

Tabriz and its activities. Kasravi needlessly changed the 

dates from Lunar to Solar and thus causes a confusion in the 
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relationship of events. He uses many documents which would 

otherwise have disappeared. He also uses the Blue Book, ,ý 

Ketab-'e XbI, which was the translation of the British Documents 

published in 1331 H. Q. on the recommendation of Sardar Aslad. 

Kasravi, however, wages an unceasing vendetta against Taq-izadeh, 

and accuses himof being an opportunist, treacherous and 

timorous. Am7irkhe"yz'l, whose biography of Sattg7r Kh1in will-be 

dealt with later, points to this fact in detail and repudiates 

some of these accusations against Taq'l-Ziideh which have no 

foundation. 

The second volume is less detailed than the first, 

but the author pays some attention to the political parties. 

In passing judgement on them and on the acceptance of the 

Ultimatum he expresses doubts as to whether resistance would 

have benefited Persia. He adds that he does not think the 

Democrats were to be blamed for what happened as the Regent and 

the Government tried to show, but that he did not think that 

they were really ready to take up arms against the enemy in, 

1911. 

He still continues the same attacks on Taq'lzgdeh. 

For instance., he states that when Taq'lzgdeh came back to 

Tabriz from Europe his-relationship with the'MojEhed'in was 

poor, but he does not take into account the fact that the 

Mojahed7i were becoming a nuisance by-misbehaving and taking 

advantage of their position. Further, he says that when the 

Gilan forces were approaching Tehran, Taqlz3deh had telegraphed 

Sepahd57r not to take'Tehran, and says this was a proof that he 

had come to some agreement with Mohammad 'Ali Shah and was a 
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anxious to please the. great powers. There is however no 

foundation for such an accusation. We must take into account 

the fact that the Democrats did not trust Sepahdar who was 

leading the MojdhedIn of Gilan, and that Sepahd9r himself was 

hesitating and was in touch with the Shah. 

He further says týat the Russians and British were 

doing their utmost to keep Mo4ammad 'Alli on the throne, but in 

fact the British and the Russians allowed these forces to take 

Tehran, ýand only made a slight show of stopping them. In 

addition, as a consequence of Sepahar's march to Tehran, the 

Russian forces advanced as far as Qazvin, where they were in 

a good position to threaten the capital, so that it is not 

certain' that Sepahdar's act was not according to a plan. 

A contemporary autobiography is by 'AbdallAh 

Mostoufli, Sharh-e Zendeginl: -Ye man, Ya Ta"'r"Irkh-e Ejteidall va 

Edari-ye Doureh-ye Qajariyeh. This is a long and detailed 

book in"three volumes published in 1343 in Tehran. It deals 

with the Nineteenth and early Twentieth century administrative 

history of Persia, and therein lies the importance of the book. 

It does not 'contain much original information on political 

history. However, as he was a goverment employee in the 

Finance'Ministry in Shuster's time and was attached to his 

departments Mostoufi gives some insight into the activities of 

the Treasurer General. Mostoufi was not greatly in sympathy 

with Shuster, probably due to professional jealousy, but he 

admits that he worked well. He especially disliked the 

Democrats and considered the failure of Shuster's mission to 

be'due to his association with the Democrats who misled him, 
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although he does not specify this. 

Another series of books on the Constitutional 

Revolution is of a more. general type and provides a source of 

. 
Uoseyn Nava,: ' Doulath- reference. One such is by 'Abd al- 1 a-ye 

. 
Iran as Xghiz-e Mashriitlyyat tF Ultlmat7um published in 1355 

in Tehran. This book is a chronology of events and as such 

useful for reference. The most original part of the work is 

based on the private papers of Molffied al-Saltaneh PYrn-1ya 

and deals with the exile of some of the revolutionaries in 

Europe. As such it gives important information on their 

activities at that period. Ebr5h'im ýafa'71, RahbarHn-e Mashrliteh 

is a biography of some of the notables in the course of the 

Revolution, though it does not include all the leaders of this 

movement. The work is somewhat biased and therefore should 

be used'with great care. For instance, ýafHll is another, of 

those authors who have attacked Taqizadeh, ac. cusing, him of 

being sold to the West. 

Another important general collection of biographies is by Mehd7i 

Bgrndad, Sharb-e Hal-e Rejal-e Iran dar Qarn-e 12,13,14 H. Q. in six volumes. 

BFmdid has referred to., -the various political figures by their 

first. names which makes the book rather difficult to use, but it 
I 

is a unique. piece, of, work of its kind, covering three centuries. 

Also in the same series we can name RejFl-e AzarbAijUn dar 

'A*r-e MashrUtlyyat, by M. Mojtehed7l, published, in Tehran in 

1327. ýadr-e Ushed-l's Tlitlkh-e Jariyed va MajellNt-e Iran 

is a monumental work in four volumes, published in Esfahan in 

1332. It has proved valuable in tracing the history of some of 

-the newspapers and complements E. G. Browne's The Press and 

poetry of Modern Persia. 
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Among more recent general books useful, for this 

research we can name two works by Esmd"ll Ra-I! n, *'Far5miffshkh! ineh 

va - Frgma's'onry_dar Iran, and Uoqffq Begirin-e Engelis dar Iran. 

Both have been consulted but the opinion and approach of 

their author is more sensational than accurate. 

In the same series we can name two books. on 

. Persia's foreign policy. The first is by Firuz Kazemzadeh, 

Russia and England in Iran, 1864-1917. The second is by 

Hosseyn Nazemi, Russia and Great Britainin Iran, 1900-1914. 

Reference has been made to Iran: Monarchy Bureaucracy and 

Reform under the Qajars, 1858,1896 by Shaul Bakhash and 

Leonard Binder's. Iranp political Development in a Changing 

Society. 

We must also mention several books which though 

not directly concerned with Persia, nonetheless throw some 

light on the Democrat party. These are The Revolutionary 

Internationals 1864-1943, edited by M. M. Drachkovitch, and 

La Deuxieme Internationale et L'Orient edited by Georges 

Haupt et Madeleine Reberioux, Some of the chapters of this 

book deal with the growth of socialism in Persia: Les Premiers 

groupes_Socialistes parmi les Musulmans de Russie and 

L"Internationale et le. probleme Colonial, by A. Bennigsen, 

and G. Haupt and M. Reberioux respectively. Also Le Parti 

Social-Democrate d'Iran by N... K.. 
_Belova, 

and L'Internationale 

et Les Revolutions en Chine et en Iran, by Marianne Rachline 

and Claudie Weill. Another book is by A. Bennigsen and I 
C. Lemercier Quelquejay entitled L'Islam en Union Sovietique, which 

has been useful on the history of Hemmat and Social Democracy 
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in the Caucasus and amongst the' Persian workers, there. 

Amongst recent books'on more specific subjects 

which have been consulted and have been useful for this research 
6#, & ks 

are by Nikki R. Keddie Religion and Rebellion in Iran, 1he 

Iranian Tobacco Protest of 1891-1892, by Firuz Kazemzadeh, The 

Struggle for Transcaucasia 1917-1921, by Pierre Oberling, 

The Qashqali Nomads of Fars by Charles Issawi, The Economic 

History of Iran. 

Of greater importance than the above mentioned for, 

the purpose of this research is NamSyandegUn-e Majles-e 

Shour'd-ye Mell! dar B"fst va Yek Doureh-ye Qangn GozArT, by 

ZahrU Shaj'l', -lv, published in Tehran in 1344. This is an 

original book in Persia, 'as it constitutes a sociological 

research of the Majles, and the composition'of the deputies' 

family, background, class, education, and business. It is of 

special importance in the study of the parties as it shows the 

class Composition of each'party and of the Majles. It must be 

allowed, however, that thishas been a difficult research, as 

detailed biographical information, particularly on the early 

Majles, is rare and accounts for some ofthe inaccuracies in 

this book'. 

In recent years a number of articles have appeared 

in foreign journals dealing with particular aspects of the 

Constitutional Revolution., but we shall mention only those 

directly used for thi's research. 

In two articles by Ann K. S. Lambton entitled 

Persian political Societies 1906-1911, and Secret Societies 

and the Persian Revolution of 1905-6 published in'St. Antony's 

Papers, all available Public Record Office material and 

I 
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existing secondary sources have been used but the' newspapers 

of the first period which contain a great deal of information 

have not been consulted so it can be said that as far as the 

secret societies are concerned the subject is not exhaustive. 

N. R. Keddie has written numerous articles on the 

Revolution, one of her main themes being the position, influence 

and role of the Ulama in society, in general and in the 

Revolution. One such article is The Origin of the Religious' 

Radical Alliance in Iranin Past and Present. In this article she 

traces the suggestions of such an alliance from the time of 

Malkam and Seyyed Jamil al-DIn and its culmination in the 

Regie, and then the cont-inuation of this tactic in the 

Revolution -a tactic, she says, used by some Azalls and 

freethinkers such as Mirza Jahangl'-r Khan, editor of 55r-e 

EsrFf! 'l, Seyyed Jamil-al-Di-n Vile; and Malek al-Motekallemin. 

This alliance, however, was short-lived because 

the Ulama soon faced the consequences of their deeds, namely 

the secularization of government. This split first the Ulama, 

and then in 1910 the Ulama from the reformists. By the same 

author" is ''the article British policy and the Iranian Opposition, 

1901-1907, published in the Journal of Modern History. This 

article is mentioned hQre at some length because it dispels 

a myth that the British were behind the Constitutional 

Revolution in Persia. Keddie traces the relationship between 

the British representatives and the Persian opposition in 

the early Twentieth century. The power of the Ulama had 
. 

become apparent in the Regie as in their opposition to the 

Russian loan in 1902. Hardinge established contacts with 
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some of the Ulama, including Seyyed 'Abdal1-Ah. BehbahZInI, and 

in 1903 with the Ulama in Najaf.. Keddie shows that suggestions. 

for more seditious movements were ignored but that the contact 

with the Ulama was maintained as a lever against, future Russian 

loans. She adds, however, that no more documents on the British contact with 

the Ulama of Najaf after 1903 have come to light and that any help 

by the British to the 1905-7 movement must have been 

unsanctioned. Grant-Duff., the Charge, d'Affaires and later 

Spring Rice, the Minister, had sympathies with the Revolution- 

but were prevented by the British Government from encouraging' 

it. 

Two very good articles by the same author are-the 

Iranian P_ower Structure and Social Change 1800-1969 in the 

International Journal of Middle East Studies., and Iranian 

Politics 1900-1905 : Background to Revolution, in Journal of 

Middle Eastern Studies. By the same author is the Economic 

History of Iran 1800-1914, and its Political Impact in Iranian 

Studies. 

Three, articles have been particularly useful on the 

merchant class and their position in society. These have been 

discussed in the text, and are only br. iefly-mentioned here. 

They are Demographic Development in Late Qajar Persia 1870-1906, 

and The Big Merchants (Tujjar) and-the Persian Constitutional 

Revolution of 1906, by Gad G. Gtlbar, both in Asian and African 

Studies. Another article is by William H. Floor, The Merchants 

(Tujjar) in Qajar Iran in the Zeitzchrift der Deutschen Morgen- 

ländischen Gesellschaft. 

Few articles have been written on the political 

parties in general and in particular in this period. G. H. Razi 

Genesis of Party in Iran, a Case Study I of the Interaction 

between the Political System and Political Parties, in 
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IranianStudies is scanty on the early parties, but the author 

does stress the fact that the' failure of the Persian Revolution 

was th& responsibility in part of the foreign powers. Also 

on the political parties, and always with a minimal attention 

to the earlier parties, is an article by R. W. Cottam in 

I'rani'an'. 'Studi'es: Poli'tical Party Development in Iran. He 

describes the parties in the period 1906-21 as being composed 

of a few dozen individuals who had little contact with the 

masses and were no more than parliamentary groups; but he adds 

"Their failure to organize extensively outside parliament is not 

indicative of'their lacking any purpose beyond advancing the 

self-interest of individual members. There was ideological 

homogeneity, in each of the groups.... " 1 But then Cottam adds 

that the Democrats were "the more intensely and consciously 

ideological and the ideology-was a compound of French 

enlightenment and nationalism.... " This in fact is a 

simplification because the Democrats were a parliamentary 

Socialist party which descended, as shown in the text, from 

the Social Democrats or E' temdl! yUn 'Amiyfin. 

Another article in Iranian Studies which has been 

of use in this study is The Memoirs of Ueydar khan IAm(I Ughl 

translated by A. R. Sheikholeslami and D. Wilson with an 

introduction. These authors comment on the work, stating that- 

the authenticity has been questioned because of certain errors 

R. W. Cottam, "Political Party Development In Irarf, Iranian 
Studies, Summer 1968, P. 84. 
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in chronology, although they rightly claim that this fact 

cannot now be substantiated. 

In the, original text published by 'Abb. 1s Eqb5l, 

mentioned earlier, Ueydar KhUn speaks of the Ejtemallyiln 

'Amly5n party andýhis contacts with it. These authors ha ve 

translated this. party as the Social Democrat party. This 

should, I think not have been changed. The Eitemilly5n 

with its headquaters in Baku was organized in 1905 by the 

Hemm party, which was the Moslem Social Democrat party of the 

Caucasus. of course Ueydar Khan was in Persia when this was 

organized, but this does not prove that he should not have been 

in touch with it. Besides, these authors argue that Ueydar 

Khan retained his'Russian nationality and was therefore not the 

nationalist he would appear to Persian historians. Neither 

Heyddr Khan nor Rasglzffdeh were Persians but they both worked 
0- 
for the Persian nationalists. Freedom, the Constitution and 

the Majles symbolized this nationalism and boosting one was 

boosting the other. By fighting for Persian independence these 

men were helping to -: weaken Russian imperialism and therefore 

Russian strength. One point, discussed in the text and which, 

can be touched on briefly here is that Hemmat was a Socialist 

party, but at the same. time it was separate from the mainstream 

of Social Democracy by being the party of the Moslem population 

of the Caucasus, and this identified it with the nationalist 

feelings of the people which flared up in 1917. So if Ueydar, 

Kh5n posed as a nationalist and encouraged it, it was not a 

move out of step with the mainstream developments in the 

Caucasus. I 
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Another, scholar, Ervand Abrahamian, has done much 

work on the Persian Constitut*i6nal Revolution and also on'the 

TUdeh party, but only one of his articles is mentioned here 

at some length because it has a direct bearing on the subject 

of this-study. This is The Crowd in the Persian Revolution, ý - 

published'in Iranian Studies. 

Abrahamian has'examined the social composition of 

the crowd in this period with particular emphasis on the crowd 

which opposed the Constitution and which he calls the 

conservative crowd. Very'little attention has been paid to 

- this crowd, and generally it has been regarded as a bunch of 

ruffians or despots. V 

This group was composed of-two kinds'of people: 

firstly, the very poor who were barred from the Majles and 

given no help whatsoever. They suffered'from rising prices 

and gained nothing from the Revolution. Amongst these were 

the retainers of the Shah-and palace officials and those who 

worked as craftsmen, journeymen, labourers, camel drivers, etc. 

The second dissatisfied group were the conservative Ulama, 

made uneasy by the innovations of the Majles, the equality of 

the religious minorities, the secularism of the laws, and they 

influenced their many students and followers. The 

aristocrats also-feared the potentiality of the Revolution and 

the cuts in their salari6s, and joined these groups. This 

conservative crowd had therefore genuine grievances, and after 

1907 there were reports of uprisings beginning in Tabriz and 

spreading to other cities and culminating in the events of 

the Meyddn-e TUpkhaneh. 

4 

An article by R. L. Greaves, Some Aspectsof the 
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Anglo-Russian Convention and its working in Persia, 1907- 

1914 in Bulletin of the''School of Orienta-l-and**African Studies 

is a very good discussion of therepercussions of the, Anglo- 

Russian Convention. Negotiations for this Convention began 

in September 1906 but Grey who had taken office since December 

1905 had been sounding the Russian Government about such an 

Entente. This fact, I think, gives further proof of what has 

been pointed'out in the article by N. R. Keddie that the Persian 

Revolution was not a, product of the British Government is policy which 

was based on the Entente with Russia rather than a policy 

of'antagonismýtowards that power. 

Three books-which have been of some value in this 

research are Religion and State in Iran-1785-1906, The Role of 

the Ulama in the Qajar period by Hamid Algar published in. 19W 

ShAsm, and Constitutionalism in Iran, by Abdul-Hadi Hairi published 

in 1977 and Les Fonctionnaires Belges au Service-de la Perse 

1898-1915 by Annette, Destree published, in 1976. 

The subject of the book by Algar does not concern 

the question under discussion directly, but in the latter part 

'he is concerned with theýgrowing. role of the Ulama in, politics 

which culminated in the Constitutional Revolution, and as such 

is valuable to this research. In addition his description of 

the career of some of the Ulama like Behbah3n1, Tab7itabN11 

and Sheykh Failallah Ndr! is. very important for it helps, our 

understanding of these men who left their mark on -. these events. 

The'second deals with the thoughts of MI'rzli Mo4ammad Uoseyn 

N571iffil on the question of constitutionalism and helpsýto . 

explain the approach of some of'the Ulama to the tho Pty, ý, 
', 

.1 00,1ý 
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question of constitutionalism and modernism. N1911n-ii was 

close to Moll'd Kdýem KhorEsEhl, one of the three Ulama of Jajaf 

who upheld the Constitution. He wrote a book Tanblih al'-Ommat 

va Touilb al-Mellat, (The admonition and Refinement of the people) 

in which he tried to argue and justify constitutionalism and 

prove its conformity with Eslam. This justification and similar 

writings helpedthe Ulama in their support of the Revolution. 

The author, A. H. Hairi, believes that the Ulama did not under- 

stand the full implications of constitutionalism and that when 

once they saw it and the secularism which came in its wake, 

they moved away from it. It could be argued that originally, 

many of the reformers too did not realize all the later 

implications of the reforms they were demanding, which, were 

especially pursued by the Ejtema1YyUn 'AmTyUn, and the Democrats. 

But, as pointed out in this work, the Ulama were not a 

homogenous class with one interest; these ranged from the 

highly educated Ulama to those who were less learned. like the 

Sheykhs, Roiehkhgn or Pi'shnamiz. Their ideas ranged from 

the'reactionary to secular socialism, or some aspects of it and 

we cannot say, the Ulama turned against the Constitution any more 

than we can say they all supported it. 

The, other bpok deals with the Belgian custom 

officials who, worked in. Persia. This book contributes to an 

understanding of the reasons for the deep hatred caused by 

Naus who personified for many Persian merchants Western 

imperialism and occasioned their participation in the 

Revolution. The author, however, is sympathetic to these 
I 

functionaries who were not the paragon of honesty, financially 
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or politically. She quotes for example'the improvements of 

the customs as a proof of their success, but belittles the 

part they-had in the new 'customs agreement wi'th RUssia so 

unpopular in Persia and so much to her disadvantage. 

Two other recent books must be mentioned in this 

context as they have been of particular use and relevance to 

this study. one is by Rob-ert A. McDaniel entitled: The Shuster 

Mission and the Persian Constitutional Revolution published 

in Minneapolis in 1974 and the other by Schapour Ravasani, 

Sowjetrepublik Gilan, Die Sozialistische Bewegung in Iran Seit 

Endedes- 19 jh. bis 1922 published in Berlin. 

McDaniel makes some use of the British archives and his 

judgement of Shuster, his relationship with the Persian 

Government and the political parties and the Ma 
, 
jles. is very, 

important. McDaniel begins with a long introduction on the 

conditions of Persia and the Constitutional Revolution to the 

Second Majles. He considers Russo-British interference and. the 

conditions of society, personal relationships and personal 

interests which impeded the success of the reform. In the 

midst Of these, Shuster's reforms could not but fail. On the 

one hand theTe were men like Sepahddr and-§amlXm al-Saltaneh 

who would not forgo their personal interests; on the other 

were thegreat powers who jealously guarded their interests'., 

Shuster. as McDaniel shows, was supported by a minority party 

in the Majles. He was defeated and brought disaster to Persia. 

McDaniel"s judgement is that Shuster was wrong in the independent 

line he took and that the Democrats were idealists who misled 

him. 
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The book by Ravasani is about the Socialist 

uprising of Gilan at a later period, but he' also gives a 

useful history of the growth of Socialism in Persia, using 

some Russian documents. He shows clearly the connec4Cion 

between Social Democracy and the Ejtemallyffn 'AmIlyiIn and its 

development into the Democrat party in the Second Majles. He 

also includes in his work many statistics taken from Russian 

authorities' reports on the number of Persians in the Caucasus. 

Several books have been written by Russian historians 

on the Persian Revolution. Enqeldb-'e Mashriltlyyat-eIran, Risheh- 

I- hii-ye Ejtema 1 va Eqteý5di-ye 57n, by Pavlovitcht Tria and 

Iranski who were Socialists, each involved in the Persian 

Revolution in some capacity. This book, however, lacks details 

which could have made it invaluable. Another book of this 

type'is by M. C. Ivanovs Enqeldb-e MashrUtlyyat-e Iran. This 

is a-translation of a larger work by this author on the modern 

history of Persia. These books make some use of the Russian 

Tsarist archives. 

Two books on the Communist party of Persia must 

be mentioned here. They are The Communist Movement in Iran 

by Sepehr Zabih, published in 1966 and Na; arl beh Jonbesh-e 

Kgregarl dar Iran by'Abd al-ýamad KAmbakhsh, published in 1337 

in Tehran., Neither mentions the Democrat party as the precursor 

of the Communist or TUdeh party. The reason was possibly 

because the party compromised and took a non -3rthodox line 

of policy due to Persia's backward conditions. It could also 

be due, in the case of K&nbakhsh, to the fact that Z 
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Rasulzddehv a one time activist and leader of the Democrats, 

later turned against the Bolsheviks that t1B Democrats were thus 

ignored. In fact, however, in many instances the Deomcrats' 

tactics and ideology followed those of"the Bolshevik party of 

Russia as will be seen later, but they were naturally made to 

suit Persian conditions, and we can describe them as the 

parliamentary Socialist parties which developed in the West. 

Zabih begins by describing the Jangal movement 

as the first phase of Communist activity in Persia. Kambakhsh 

considers the Social Democrats or Ejt6m5117y5n IWm-1yu-n party 

in Persia, then describes the activities of the Socialists in 

the nineteen twenties, omitting the period between. 

Here mention must be made of the unpublished thesis 

of Ervard Abrahamian entitled Social Basis of Iranian Politics. 

The Tudeh party 1941-1953. Abrahamian discusses the origins 

of the Tode party from the time of the organization of the 

EitemNIrviin I3Km71yGn in Baku and the activity of the Social 

Democrats in the Revolution. He states that this party was not 

a Socialist party but that it'advocated constitutionalism, 

secularism and parliamentary and land reforms. He also states . 

that the majority of the radicals who joined this organization 

were not attracted by Marxism, but wanted the help of the 

Caucasians in 1909. Thereafter the party dwindled. The 

Democrat party founded after this was not a Socialist-party 

he says. 

A series of books on the Constitutional Revolution 

by FereydOn Adam-lyat must be cited in this series. They 

include Fekr-e ; ýzddl va Moqadameh-ye Nehiat. ý-e Mashrnt"iyyat. 
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Als 
Io 

by the same author is''Fekr-'e Demok-ras-i-ye E temill dar 

Nehlat-e MashrrltTyyat-e IYali, * 'wid Ide"*0*1*djli7: L*-*ye NehlAt-e 

Mashriit'lyyat. These books all published in Tehran in 1340, 

1354 and 1355 are unique because Xdaml? yat follows a consistent 

m6thod of tracing the ideological background of the Constitu- 

tional Revolution and its outcome. He also makes extensive 

use of hitherto, unpublished sources. 

In, general, ýdamiyat undermines the influence and 

the role of the Ulama in the Constitutional Revolution. He 

says they were mostly conservative and some were even doubt- 

ful about the 'Edilatkhaneh. According to him it was the 

Roshanfekra n. intellectuals wbo wanted to change the political 

system and used the Ulama to this end. 

In Fekr-e USA he, deals with the ideology of 

Malkam and his suggested reforms. The second part of the book 

is based on the documents of his father, 'Abbds Qolj- kh3n Tdamlyat 

the founder of the J57mO-e 7ýdamlyat. 'Abbds. QolY claimed to be 

a disciple of Malkam and based this organization on the Maima 

organized previously by Malkam. The information in this book 

in very important because so few documents of this kind have 

come to light. It is, however, possible that Tdam-iyat gives 

more importance to thiý organization than was actually the. 

case. Besides other contemporary accounts are not 

favourable to the organization and shed a different light 

upon some of its activities. 

The second book on the ideology of the Constitut- 

ional Revolution consists of a large number of contemporary 

documents which discuss the different aspects of reform and 
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constitutionalism. The s'edond part of the book is a discussion 

of the First Majles, but it is not a history of it. Kdamlyat's 

work which in many ways is very original is marred by a 

personal grudge against Taq-lzadeh and he does not acknowledge 

the very central position he had in the First Majles; on the 

contrary he ignores him. 

He divides the deputies into four ideological groups 

from extreme right to extreme left, but this is not very success- 

ful as such a distinction is at best arbitrary. Most of the* 

deputies judged an event or a motion on its fherit. The 

distinction we can make is between the moderates and a 

small group who were inspired by socialism, and their 

sympathizers in and out of the Majles, who follow a more distinct 

policy. He does not pay attention to personal relationships, 

which are of course difficult to surmise but very important. 

In the third book Rdamlyat has followed the same 

pattern, namely a discussion of the idqologý,. of RasUlzadeh and 

the history of the growth of Social Democracy in Persia and 

the Second Majles- Despite good insight*and the use of original 

documents the book is not a full account of the subject it 

touches, nor is it a history of the Second Majles. He finds 

the Democrats wanting in action, but does not state that they 

were a minority paýty and as such had limited power. There 

is some contradiction in this book, for though he expresses 

admiration for Rasu-1ziideh, he is very critical of the Deomocrats 
41 

with whom he was closely allied. 

He also continues his criticism of Taq'lziFdeh whom 

he considers reponsible for the murder of Behbah5h! without 
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questioning it and generally accuses the Democrats of being 

the cause of the weaknes's of the governments without question- 

ing for example what Sepahddr stood for. In all, these two 

books give a sense of being hastily compiled and incomplete - 

though th&ir author has a very original approach to historio- 

graphy. 
In the article, Persian Constitutional Revolution 

of 1905-6 in a book edited by P. J. Vatikiotis, entitled 

Revolution in the Middle East and Other Case Studies, published 

in London in 1972, A. K. S. Lambton argues that the Persian 

Revolution was not considered by those involved in it as a 

revolution. It was'a protest against tyranny, she says, and 

argues that the leaders were not a group of conspirators with 

an ideology; what they wanted was freedom and civil liberty. 

But this is only partly true. As shown in'this research, there 

was a small group of men with an ideology who were aiming at 

the transformation of society and not at mere reform. They 

had to be cautious and had to hide behind the veil of religion, 

but nonetheless they led the movement through the Anjomans 

and the Majles- Miss Lambton then argues that the basis of 

society was not transformed and that power did not change 

hands. This in fact is quite true and, as shown in this work 

also, the tradesmen and merchants and even'the Ulama did not 

remain long in politics, power returned to the class which 

had previously held it and who now won the leadership of the 

Majles as'well. 

I 
Another series of books on the Constitutional 

Y 
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period is a number of biographies. 

mention Malkam's biography by Hamid 

Min, a Study 'in 'IraTdan'Mdd&rhism. 

subject of another book by Fereshte 

MlrzA Malkam Khan NN; em al-Douleh. 

earlie. r date is by Moýammad Mo4lt' 

Amongst these we might 

Algar entitled Mi'tza Malkam 

Malkam's thoughts are the 

h Wirlill, Tabqlq dar Afk9r-e 

Another useful work of an 

Tab5tabN11 called Majmlilehý 

ye, ]Udr-e mirzz! malkam KhUn. 

Seyyed JamHl al-Din's life and thoughts have been 

the subject of two extensive studies by N. Keddie, entitled Sayyid 

Jam-al al-D-in al-Afgh3mi, a political biography and Homa Pakdaman Nateq, Djamal 

ed-Din Assad Abadi dit Afghani. These are not directly related 

to this subject though the Seyyed's activities in Persia in the 

latter part of the reign of Ndýer al-Din Shah had a great 

influence on many people who later became protagonists of 

reform, the most important among these being Malek al- 

Motekallem-in and Seyyed Moýammad TabgtAball. 

Biographies by Persian authors are rarely satis- 

factory. They are written either in praise of some personality 

or in order to accuse the subject. Moreover they contain 

little personal correspondence as such documentation is 

generally not available or has been purposely destroyed or 

hidden. Such biographies consequently lack ananlytical quality. 

Mehd! Mojtehed-1 is the author of Tarlkh-e Zendegffn7l- 
U We 

ye Taq! zRdeh, but this latter book contains t original information. 

There are two biographies of H. eydar KhNn IAm5 

Oghl'i, both are repetitive of the details of his life. One is by 

Esmalil Ralln, entitled Ueydar Klian_'_Am; Oghli, and the other 

is by Reiýzadeh Malek, published in 1351 with the same name. 
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This author maintains that the Kom'Iteh-ye Enqeldb represented 

the Social Democrats or Ej'temillydrýXTdly5n which Ueydar Kh3n 

organized and that these two were one organization, a fact 

which is no doubt true and of great significance because it 

connects the Social Democrats with the First. Majles as shown 

in this research. 

The biography of Veydar KhAn was published on the 

occasion of the 80th anniversary of his death entitled Yeki az 

Derakhshintar'in Mardin-e Enqel'abl-ye Iran, by R. Riisti, in the 

Tildeh or Communist periodical Donya, in 1341. This article is 

mainly based on earlier accounts of Veydar Khdnls life in 

Y5dtvgRr and RUzndmeh-ye Azarbaijan. Unfortunately all the 

accounts of Heydar KhffnIs life are fragmentary and though much 

has been written about his influence and actions, and he has 

been treated as a national hero, we know very little about 

his actual contacts and his thoughts. 'AbbNs Eqbdl 1 has 

published the memoirs of Heydar Khdn dictated to a colleague 

Monshizadeh, in Yddegar entitled Varaq7i as Tdrlkh-e MashrUteh- 

ye Iran Jjeydar Kh5n 'AmU Oghli, in 1325. In this 

memoir Ueydar Khdn gives the accounts of some of the activities 

he was involved in up till the murder of Atabak.. In another 

article in the same periodical of the same year entitled Qgtel-e 

Haqlr'ql-ye Mlirza 'All' Apghar KhAn Atibak, EqbAl maintains that 

the enigma of the death of At9bak is not solved. On the one 

The author of this article is anonymous, but it is assumed 
that all the anonymous articles in Y5deglir were by Eqbffl 
himself. 
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hand Veydar Khan claimed to have been responsible; on the 

other, Mokhber al-Saltaneh suggested in a letter that the. Shah 

and SaId al-Douleh were responsible. We must cite, here one 

controversy which arose over the question of the murder of 

Atlibak between-Javad Sheykh-al-EslZim'l and TaqTzZideh. Sheykh 

al-Eslam! published in Sokhan in 1344 an article entitled 

Asndd-e R9ked-e Vezdrat-e, Om-ar-e Khdrejeh-ye Engells va Mas'- 

aleh-ye Qatl -e Atabak. 

The writer quotes reports of the. British which are 

based mainly on what ýanlilal-Douleh had told them about this 

event. which implicates SaId al-Douleh and the Shah. Mokhber- 

al-Saltaneh-also suggested as much in a letter to Eqb&1 already 

quoted. 

Sheykh al-Eslami writes thatýapparently Sqld al- 

Douleh was implicated in this plot and-that he had let it be 

known in some of the secret Anjomans which were infiltrated 

that the Shah, -and Atdbak were plotting against the Majles, 

and had thus encouraged his murder which was committed by the 

Anioman or Komiteh-y Seryl, (Enqel5b). The British documents 

mention an Anjoman also but are confused as to which it was. 

(SaId al-Douleh was a member, of the Anjoman-e TdgiJryat). 

Sheykh al-Eslami concludes that, the person who can erase this 

enigma is Taqlzideh. 

In a reply to this article also published in Sokhan 

in the s-, ame year entitled Taqlzideh dar Bireh-ye Qatl -e 

At5bak Sokhan MIgUyad he denies any knowledge of this event, 

emphasizing that the British documents should not be regarded' 

as the absolute truth. 

Sheykh'al-Eslam'17 in a second article published 

in 1345 continues the argument by replying to Taq'lzadeh, but 

he entitles it Ravesh-e Tabq-fq dar B9reh=y-e-AsnU-e MarbUt beh 
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Tgr'lkh-e Mashriitlyyat-e Iran va Sh'iveh-ye Arzyabi-ye Daqlq-e 

inh-a Here he further argues the points he had already made in 

stating that the Kom'1teh of which Ueydar KhRn and Malekzadeh 

speak df was'the one which killed Atlibak; the Shah too was plotting 

the death of Atffbak and thought to the end that he had been 

responsible. He then discusses the British documents, pointing 

out that they must be read bearing in mind the purpose of the 

writer. Nevertheless, they are a very important source of history. 

In this same series we can point to several 

biographies which have been of some significance, namely Dou 

Mobarez-e Jonbesh-e MashrUteh Sattar Khan va Sheykh 

lloýammad Khlyaban-1, by Raýlm Ralisnlyd, Uamaseh-ye 

Yeph by G. KRrUpetlyan published in Tehran in 1345 and 

Qlyam-e Sheykh Mobammad Khlyiban-i by 'All April, dated 1354. 

Another account of the Revolution in the form of 

a biography is by EsmRI-Il Amirkheyzi, first published in 

Tehran in 1339 entitled Qlyam-e Azarbaijan va Sattir Khan. 

This author was a close companion of Sattdr KhRn and he gives 

us important biographical information on the life of his 

friend in Tabriz and the siege of the city and of the 

activities of the nationalists. When SattUr KhRn came to 

Tehran with Bdqer Kh5n, AmIrkheyzI accompanied them and was 

in a position to witness the problems encountered by these 

two men. He was also a witness of the fighting of the 

Mojahedin in Park-e AtAbak and of their disarmament. He had 

warned Sattg7r KhRn against getting involved in party politics 

but could not stop his friend from being lured by the Eltedlil'is 

to their side. He deplores this fact which-he says was a 
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result of the naivete of the Sarddr. 

Another biography-is that of Moshl'r al-Doulehby 

Ebrahtm Mistdn'! Pdrizi, first published in Tehran in 1341 

entitled Tall'ský-e Azlidli. This is an account of the political 

life of MIrz& Uoseyn Khdn MosIfIr al-Douleh but contains no 

information on the thoughts and opinions of this politician. 

He was considered as one of the liberals and nationalist 

politicians of his day, a judgement Bastin'l shares, but he 

gives no pzýoof. What becomes clear is the extreme caution of the 

two brothers, Moshirr al-Douleh and Moltamen al-Molk, who true 

to thý-ir class, managed to keep their ministerial and government 

posts in a period of extreme upheavals and under different regimes. 

. 
Sokhanggydn-e Sehgdneh-ye Azarbaijan dar Enqeldb-e Mashr5- 

IjXZat-ýj Ixantg Noýratallah Fat4ll is the biography of three 

of the orators of Azarbaijan. All three came from the religious 

class but were of lowly birth who by their support of the 

Constitution and the Majles played a very dicisive part in 

Azarbaijan. These are Sheykh Sallim, M-irzg Uoseyn VdIe; and MrrzA 

Javg*d-e Nateq. The latter kept a diary which Fatýli has used. 

Unfortunately his book is marred by eulogies and repetition. 

Sheykh Sallm was from a very simple peasant family. 

He had originally studied in Najaf and he was a P-1shnamiz in 

Tabriz when the Revolution began. During the Bast in the 

British Consulate in Tabriz he had begun to preach to the 

people, discussing what constitutionalism entailed. He was 

elected member of the Anjoman of Tabriz, and played a very 

significant role as orator and advocate of constitutionalism. 
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Another important figure was MlrzR Voseyn Vdleý, 

who also came from a peasant family. He had studied in Tabriz 

in a religious school, and later visited the Caucasus and on his 

return to Tabriz, along with many others, organized a boycott 

of imported goods. During the course of the Revolution and 

afterwards he actively supported the reform movement in Tabriz. 

The third orator in this category was Mirza Javdd-e 

Ndteq,, also called Niseh who came from a family of Mollffs. He 

studied religion and had been closely linked with the circle 

of Tarblyat, Farsh'i, Fall'all Tqg, Abii al-ýIiylil and Taqizlideh 

who worked for reform in Tabriz, and in his own biography he 

recounts some of the activities of this group. During the 

Revolution these men worked in close collaboration. M'lrza 

Javad was very active as an orator, helped to set up the 

Anjoman of Tabriz, made a journey to Maku to talk to people 

about Constitutionalism, and later went to Tehran where he was 

in touch with the Majles. 

Another series of books deal with local history 

of the Revolution. Rabino, the representative of the British 

Bank in Rasht, wrote a diary of the events in Gilan which have 

been published in a book entitled, MashrUteh-ye Gilan az 

Y, iddlishth5-ye Rabino, be Eniemam-e VaqAy 1-e Mashad dar 1330 H. Q 

1912 edited by Moýammad Roushan and published in Tehran in 1350. 

In this book Rabino gives some information about the situation 

in Gilan during the Revolution, but unfortunately the details 

lack clarity, probably due to a confused situation. Of 

particular value to us in our research is the information he 
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gives on the Ejtema'Yylin 'Am'lyu-n and its connection with 

Baku. The second part of the book deals with the events of 

Mashad after the Russian occupation and the bombardment of 

the Shrine in 1330/1912. 

Ebrahim Fakhrdll, a companion of M-Iria Kgchik Khan, 

the nationalist leader of the Jang5li movement at the end of 

the First World War, has written a book entitled GlIan dar 

Jonbesh-e MashrtItTyyat, published in Tehran in 1353. This 

contains some important information about the internal situation 

in Gilan during the Revolution, but is written in a confused 

manner. Nonetheless it is a useful source of local history. 

In an article by Taq'lzgdeh he mentions those who 

by their writings, thoughts, speeches and work were instrumental 

in awakening people in Azarbdijan. It is entitled Tahlyeh-ye 

Moqadamat-e MashrUtYyya_t dar Azarbaijan. This was given as a 

speech in the National Library of Tabriz in 1338 ShamsT and 

published in the first issue of that Library's publication. 

Another local history of the Constitiition is by 

Ndrall7ih DAneshvar 'Alavi, TErlikh-e MashrUteh-ye Iran va 

jonbesh-e Vatan Parastan-e Esfahan vaBakhtlyarl. As its title 

suggests this is specifically an account of the Bakht-1yarl 

uprising and their march to Tehran. 

This is by no means an exhaustive survey of the 

sources for the Constitutional Revolution. In many ways the 

objective study fo this crucial phase in Persian history is 

just beginning and most aspects remain obscure and uncertain. 

The works described here have been assessed in terms of their 

relevance to the political parties more specifically to the 

activities of the parties during the First and Second Majles. 
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In the course of time it is to be hoped that more personal 

documents particularly letters and diaries will come to light 

and h&lp to ellucidate the motives, relationships and actions 

of those most intimately involved in these events. Without 

such sources at hand the cut and thrust of political life in 

these years often seems opaque, reflected as it '-is for the 

most part is in the highly partisan newspapers of the period, 

the all too laconic entries in the Majles. Mozakerit, and 

especially the British official archives give an aloof and 

disdainful view of political development, which often remains 

slightly out of focus and therefore misleading. 
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PART I 

THE FIRST MAJLES 
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CHAPTER I 

HISTORICAL'BACKGROUND 

SECRET SOCIETIES: THEDRIGIN GF 'CONCERTED POLITICAL ACTION 

The origin and development of political parties in 

Persia was connected wi, th the course of,,. the Constitutional 

Revolution and the creation of the Maljes, but in order. to 

trace their origin we must first-look at earlier instances of 

concerted political action and the people who, organized it. 

No political parties appeared in, Persia to lead 

11 the Revolution as had been the case in Turkey for instance, 

but the Anjomans (secret societies), organized towards the'end 

, of the reign of Naser al-Din Shah and the. re. ign of Mozaffar 

al-Din Shah, fulfilled this function to a certain extent. 

They helped'to formulate the demand for reform, and, to bring 

about that alliance between the-merchants and the Ulama which 

lay at the roots of the Revolution and was the key to its 

success. The Anjomans described here are the early oneso 

organized before the Revolution, and attention iscentred on 

their origin, organization, aims and membership. Little 

information is available concerning their activities and their 

influence upon the course of events due partly to the lack of 

sources. 
From the beginning of the' nineteenth -century there 

began in Persia a quest for ways to reform the Government And 

the administration. The early reformers had two major a. --. s: 

to halt further' foreign military encroachment and to reform 

first the army, then the administration. It was argued that 

the way to stop the increase of foreign influence was to 
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strengthen and reform the country, and this could only be ' 

achieved by reform on western models. 

From the middle of the nineteenth century onwards,. 

the conditions in Persia compared increasingly-unfavourably 

with those of the West, and the main cause of her backwardness 

was sdid to be the lack of laws, the lack of security and the 

lack of freedom. The need for'reform was first voiced amongst 

a'small group of officials, ambassadors and representatives 

of the Government abroad who had become familiar with the 

methods of Western governments. - These men, though few in 

number, contacted each -other, and even addressed NRýer al-Din 

Shah on occasion to suggest reform. What they Sought was an 

enlightened absolutism; no one could suggest a limited 

monarchy to'the Shah. Besides, they were bureaucrats and mainly 

sought modernization and administrative reform. But since 

this was not effected, the Shah gave up attempts at reform 

and ruled as an abs6lute monarch, becoming more despotic as 

time went on. Despite the Shah's repression, the idea of 

reform grew and spread gradually from the bureaucracy to the 

other classes of soc-i6ty. Their main desire was for admin- 

istrative reform; they believed in material progress to 

modernize Persia and solve her'economic problems. 
I They also 

advpcated therule of laiý to ensure 's'ecurity and progress. 

This discontent found its main expression in the 

S. Bakhash, Mdria: tchy, ' 'Btirea: t! cf6cy aiid *Rdf orm under 
'th6 *Qaj'ats*,: ' 1858-1896, (London, 1978), p. Z8. 
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resistance to and rebellion against the tobacco monopoly in 

1891.1 One writer points out that the tobacco monopoly was 

taken as the occasion to express all the major grievances 

of the people and that it. had more widespread aims than just 
2 

resistance to the Regie. This monopoly touched upon the 

lives of rany people in Persia and was particularly obnoxious 

to th& Ulama and merchants. Resistance began in several of 

the major cities as the effects and full impact of the monopoly 

were realized'* This resistance'was encouraged by Seyyed JamAl 

al-Din Asad kbidli, who stirred the people against the monopoly 

with great success. He attacked the Shah and Government from 

London, and also through his adherents whom he had left behind 

when forced out of Persia in 1891. According to týe so-tyn-e- 

author co-operation between the Ulama and the merchants was 

advocated by Seyyed Jamal al-Din who proclaimed that the 

Ulama should save Persia. He also called for the dethronement 

The m' onopoly for the production, sale and export of tobacco 
was granted by the Persian Government to Major G. F. Talbot 
for fifty years. In return he had to pay the Shah 115,000 
annually, one fourth of the annual profits after all the 
expenses were paid and five per cent dividend onthe capital. 

2 N. R. Keddie, ', -R2'1'1'g'l'o*n" 'and Reb'61'11oh '. in 1ran: ' The *Iranian 
Tobatc: o' Pro . te , st of-1891-1892, (London, 1966), p. 127p= 

3. Seyyed Jamdl al-Din was both a reformer and an 
advocate of pan Eslamism. He was, like Malkam, a Fr. eemason 
and organizer of pseudo-masonic secret societies. He was 
forced out of Persia in 1891 because of his activities 
and criticism of the Government, and joined Malkam in London. 
They each conducted a' campaign against the tobacco monopoly 
and the Persian Government. S. Bakhash, op. cit. p. 328. 
It must be added that evidence on the secret societies 
said to have been set up by Seyyed Jamal is scarce. 
T. E. Gordon, who revisited Persia in 1895 mentions briefly 
that such a society existed which printed the revolutionary 
message of the Seyyed. T. E. Gordon. ''Pers1gRevisited. 1895. 
(London, 1896), p. 186. 
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of the Shah. 1 

Not much is known about the secret society Seyyed - 

Jam, ql al-D'In is said to have established in Persia, or whether 

it was very active in organizing and co-ordinating the 

rebellion. More generally, the influence of Seyyed Jamdl 

I al-Din on'the Persian Revolution has often been, discussed 

and some of the ideas in the Revolution can be-traced to him. 

He advocated the unity of Eslam against: foreign 

activity, and resistance to autocracy through reform and 

education. N&ýem al-Esl'Rm Kerman7i mentions that his aim was 
2, 

republicanism and constitutionalism. Several*of the' 

leaders of the Revolution had met him and had'ho doubt-been' 

influenced by-his ideas. We know that Malek al-Motekallem'ln, 

Uaj Mo4ammad Uasan Amin al-larb, the father of. U-dj Uoseyn 

Amin al-Zarb who was active in the Revolution, and Seyyed 
3 Mobammad TabatabRll'knew him, Though the ideas and 

attitudes of these men diverged later, they must originally 

have been deeply impressed by him; for instance we find 

much ofý Seyyed Jamdl al-D-in's ideas repeated in the 

speeches of Malek al-Motekallemlin, or we are told by Kerm5n-3 

that Tab5taballi was in favour of a republic .4 Besides these 

men many other reformists who worked in the Anjomans were 

also influenced by Seyyed Jamal aj-D'In. 

1. Keddie, N. R. The Origins of the Religious-Radical 
Alliance in Iran, Past and Present, 34, (1966), p. 74. 

author, 73_e_y7yed Jamal ad Din al-Afghani, a']2olitical 
Biography, (University of California Press, Berkeley, 1972) 

2. Na; em al-BsIRm Kerm5n!: TFrIkh-e Bld7irl-): e TrUnlygn, 
(Teheran, 1346) IntroduE-tory volume, p. 82. 

3. For a more detailed list see Ibid., pp. 82-3. -He mentions MirzN Na; rallah-Kh5n Mosh7ir al-Douleh, ZokH'al-Molk and 
many others amongst the notables who kn; w him. 

4. Ibid., 1, p. 33. 
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The FaramUshkAneh 

Another advocate of reform since 1858 was MirzA 

Malkam KhRn. He was an important though controversial figure, 

but one who played a considerable part in the awakening of the 

Persians to the need for reform. He was an Armenian who had 

been educated in France and on his return became a translator 

at the Dar al-Fonlin. He accompanied Farrokh Khan Ghaff5r! 

on his mission to Paris in 1856. In a large number of 

pamphlets and letters he criticized the existing situation, 

pointed out the causes of Persia's backwardness and suggested 

reform. He also founded the FargmUshkhRneh to implement his 

plans of reform. Malkam worked through this secret organ- 

ization, the FaramUshkhEneh, which he modelled on the 

masonic lodges of Europe. One writer points to similarities 

between alf1i orders and the FarUmlishkhNneh, and the deliberate 

: i, themes familiar to Persians which use by Malkam of 12f 

he says, accounted for-the popularity of Freemasonry in 

Persia. 1 However he adds that traditional groupings 

were religious organizations whilst the latter, intluding 

other secret societies, were of a political nature. 

The Far7imlishkhdneh, he says, was a transitional organization 

between 'the two types of organization. 

Malkam had joined the masonic lodge of Sinc'ere 

Amitie, which was a branch of the Order of Grand Orient, 

in 1856 in Paris. 2 It was on his return to Persia that he 

'r H. Algar Mirzii Malkum Khan: A Biographic4l Study in 
Iranian Ao-rernism, (Berkeley, 191Z), pp. 40, ZZ9. 

2. H. Algar, An Int 
* 
roduction to the History of Freemasonry, 

Middle Eastern Studies, 6,1970, p. 281. 
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had founded the. FardmUshkhUneh. This organization had no 

apparent affiliation with any of the Eiii6pean lodges' but -it 

had some common aims, such as the promotion of progress and a 

humanist concept of ethics. 
1 

The fact that a masonic form was used, by Malkam to 

implement his -reform programme was not original. In Europe 

too the m6del of masonic organizations was found appropriate 

for poli tical activities. 
2ý Freemasonry seems to have played 

a part in the genesis of r-adical'and liberal parties in Europe 
3 

especially'in France and"Belgium-. In an interview many 

years later, Malkam-explained his aims to . W. Scawen Blunt, 

saying-that he had learned the'spirit of 'the various sects of 

Christendom and the organization of the secret societies and 

Freemasonries, 'and had 11 ... conceived a plan which"should 

incorporate the political wisdom of Europe with the 

1,4 religious wisdom of Asia. But Malk'am is known for hi's 

exaggerations and possibly here he is giving too much 

significance to the FarRmUshkhffneh. 

The FarnmUshkhNneh wished to promote ihe'-seven' 

duties of, man: to shun evil, 'strive to do IgI ood,: fight 

oppression, live peacefully, seek'learfting, diffuse learning 

10 H. Algar, MirzH Malkum Khlin, 'p. 37. 

2: In France, for instance, the lodge of Philadelphians 
founded in the 1850s, part of the Order of Memphis, had 
a mixture of pseudo-Eastern mysticism and leftist 
political sympathies. In general, however, this lodge 
had no ties with official masonic lodges and was by its 
nature one of the secret societies which outwardly 

, imitat&d the. masons but were essentially conspiratorial 
political organizations. B. I. Nicolaevsky, Secret 
Societies and the First International, The Revoiutionary 
International, 1866-1943, ed. by M. Drachkovitch, (OxIord, 
1966), p. 40. 

3. M. Duverger, Political Parties. Translated by B. R. North, 
(Cambridge, 1976). Introduction, p. 31. 

a 4. H. Algar,, "Freemasonry in Iraifl, p. 280 
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and strive for harmony amongst one's compatriots. ' Members 

paid a fee for'membership and swore secrecy. Malkam argued 

that this was not a question of innovation, it was not a 

Bedlat; and he justified all his arguments on Eslamic grounds, 

a method he followed throughout his career. Despite this 

pseudo-mystical facade, however, he had definite political 

aims. He wanted to teach men political activity and unity, 

and at the same time advocated reform. 

In reply to one of the Ulama-of-.. -Tabriz who had 

demanded the purpose of the Fargm-ushkhaneh, he had defended 

it by saying that people were not aware of. everything. They 

did not know, for instance, whether their forefathers did not 

have such secret organizations. Besides, many things were 

known to the prophets but they did not divulge everything. 

They, kept their secrets by KetmAn, secret dissimulation. He 

added that those who attacked the FarAhm-ushkhdneh only saw 

the fact that there-was some mystery, and became suspicious. 

They only judged appearances because they did not know the 

truth. They could not understand for instance how two wise 

men who had previously been enemies could now become friends; 

so they concluded that the founder must be a non-believer. 

What was their crime, what had they said-against religion,, he 

asked? 
"He 

added that the organization had nothing to do with 

foreigners but was an alliance between Moslems. Eslam itself 

was based upon unity. This unity was between those who 

understood human. qualities, were wise and learned and'were 

worthy of joining the organization. Such people could not 

1. Ibid., p. 281. 
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cause evilý In fact, Malkam was trying to set up an organi- 

zation in which he could combine reform and modernism *ith 

religion, but instead he caused suspicion and mistrust-, for 

these were incongruous alms and innovations despite his 

assertion to the contrary. Malkam's organization soon 'incurred 

2 the mistrust of the Shah-and the Ulama, and on the 12th 

Rabi'lal-S-dni 1275 (19th October 1861), the Shah banned it by 

decree. 3 It was some years later that'Malkam was reinstated' 

in the Shah's favour by the mediation''Of Mirtzli Uoseyn-KhUn 

MoshIr al-Douleh,, Ambassador in Turkey. MilrzZi Uoseyn Min 

shared Malkam's interest in reform and the two worked'closely 

to persuade the*Shah of the need for reform. MIrzi Hoseyn 

KhAn was recalled to Persia in'1287(1871) and was"made first 

Minister of Public Works, then Minister of Justice and War, 
4 

and finally ten months later Prime Minister. Malkam had 

followed him to''Persia, and was madeAmbassadorýto Britain in 

1873. He revisited Persia twice, once in 1299 (1881) and 

again in 1303 (1886), when it has been said that he, set up a 

secret-society to continue his work, 
5 but nothing is known 

about this. He still continued, however, to advocate reform 

and to propose new methods of administration. 

1. E. Rdll"n, Fardm7ushkhdneh va Fr5masonry-dar Iran. (Tehran, 
1347), 1, pp. 545-574-. 

2. The-Shah was afraid of all secrett actihties, and the FarFm, -shkh5neh 
were accused of Babism. and republicanism. H. Algar, Mirza MalREMan, p. 37*, 

3. Malkam was exiled immediately and his father rfi-rza Yalq5b as head of 
the Faramushkhaneh too was exiled some time later. Algar 
makes a mistake on this, "point and says that Malkam left after 
his father. MirrzR Malkum Khan, p. 54. 
S. Bakhash, op. cit., pp. 22-23. 

4. F. Adamiyat, Andlsheh, ýye Taraq 1 va Hok; mat-e Qan; nl (Tehran, 1351) 
1351YI P-126. 

S. Ralirn, qpjcit. 1, p-. 574. 
F. Adamiyat, Fekr-e Azadir va Moqadameh-ye Nehlat-e Mashra 
(Tehran, 1340), p. 2077. - 
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In 1889, Malkam. was dismissed from his post as Ambassador for 

his attempt to take advantage of the lottery concession-which had been 

cancelled by the Persian Government. He was stripped of his titles and 
disgraced. Two months later he began to publish a newsletter, QMiUn 

(Law)., form London., and thus began to propogate his ideas of reform among 

a much wider circle, which previously had been limited to a close circle of 

friends and c6urt officials. 1 Qgna appeared from Rajab 1307 (February 1890) 

to the Spring of 1309 (1892) regularly and thence irregularly till 1315 

(1898). 
2 

It soon gained great populatrity and, though banned, began to 

circulate clandestinely in Persia. 3 Malkam's aim was to unify the enlight- 

ened classes"to seek redress for all their grievances. He always repreated 

that the way to achieve reform and regenerate Persia was through unity and 
the 

this unity was to be-bTought-ab6utby/Majma1-e Adamlyat, or the League of 

Humanity, which was organized on the same pseudo-masonic lines as the 

Far7anashkhRneh., Malkam spoke of national unity and of unity among the 
4 

members of the League, but it was this latter which really interested him. 

No violence was intended; the people or all the. Kdams collectivley, should 

act peacefully. They could differ in their personal opinions, he wrote, but 

they should be united in their demands. 5 They should not be indifferent 

1. S. Bakhash, op. cit., p. 314. 

2. 'H. Algar, ýfirzli Malkum Khan., p. 193. 

3. S. Bakhash, op. cit... pp. 313-317. 

4. Qliniin --ed. by H. Nateq. (Tehran 1335), Nos. 7 and 9. 

S. The members were to be selected', for their human attributes. 
They had to perform the seven duties of man which had been 
the aim of the Far. -Nm9shkhineh also, and in addition, they 
had to-4istribute the QdnUn. recruit further members, pro- 
pagate. the principles-oTTumanity and extend aid to fellow 
members. He discussed the principles of humanity 
in another pamphlet entitled 0*51-e XdairTlyat. 
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t&-th6t-conditions of their comtry - it was i6difference which had been 

the cause of so much evil. 

It has been said that both of Malkam's organizations, 

the Fatam-ushkhUneh and the'League, were intended to function 

as a party, the Hezb, to put forward his ideas of reform, and 

that his political ideas cannot be fully discussed vithout 

reference to these organizations. 
2 He himself claimed--that he 

was playing the role of opposition to the Governmenv, a role 

which according to European principles was a great service to 

the country. He even called the latter organization the party 

of God, Uezb. ý; e AllRh. The question arises why Malkam who had 

obviously knowledge-of political parties as'they existed in - 

the West should deem it expedient to organize a pseudo-masonic 

lodge in Persia, especially as it was'unconnected to any, 

official lodge in Europe. One main reason was secrecy. 

Ngýer al-D, 17n Shah had become more despotic and tyrannical in 

the latter years of his reign, and to suggest an open organiza- 

tion with any hope of success was out of the question, whereas 

a secret organization could escape detection. Besides, 

there was no parliament in Persia where political parties 

could function and no elections were envisaged by Malkam. 

Moreover, it is possible that the organization of political 

parties would have seemed too much of a European innovation. 

1. F. Nilr'ä'i r, Tabq iq dar Afkär-e M4irzi Malkam Khin Ný; em al- 
Douleh (TehFa-n, 1352) , pp. 759 194. 

2. Algar gives a list of those arrested because of their 
connection with Malkam, when he started the Qan5n. 
M'lrzd Malkum KhRn, pp. 203-4. 
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Malkam had already been victim of various accusations, 

of Bffb1'sm for-instance when the Farlihm-ushkhiineh was first 

organized, and he always retained a pseudo-Eslamic front to 

escape such accusations. Further, Malkam counted on the 
I Ulama and the religious classes to help modernize Persia. 

Further, he was too much of a political realist not 

to have fashioned his tactics to suit the situation. Malkam 

not only critisized the Government of the Shah, and advocated 

the organization of the League, he also suggested the setting 

up of Majles-e Shourg-ye KobrU-ye Mell'i, a consulative 

assembly, to cover all the legislation of the Government. He 

fo-ztold the means'by which this assembly would be set. up, 

a forecast that, as one authority points out, was close to what 

actually happened in 1906.2 The Majles would represent the 

Ulama, the great men, the learned, the military leaders, and 

they would represent the whole country. It would have legis- 

lative power and would control the budget; and Ministers would be 

responsible-to the Majles. 
3 

1. In an article in the Contemporary Review LIX, 1891, 
he argued that Eslam as a religion was not inferior to 
Christianity; what had been the cause of backwardness 
of the East had been the tyranny of her governments. 
in the Eslamic world the spiritual. and temporal worlds were 
not separate, and for people of the East to accepý West- 
ernization it had to be juatified on Eslamic principles. 
Malkam fully realized the Place of importance the Ulama 
held in Persia, and in all his schemes to reform he gave 
them prominence, for instance see QUnUnp No. 29. 

2. S. Bakhash, op. cit., pp. 338-9. 

3. Ibid, p. 337. 
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Malkam was a very consistent political thinker 

and throughout all these years his basic ideology did not 

change, though his tactics changed. In the last years of his 

activities, however, he seems to have become somewhat out of 

touch with the realities of the situation in Persia. In 

1891 the people who rebelled against the tobacco monopoly 

were mostly of the middle classes, people who did not count 

generally in Malkam's political. schemes. 1 Possibly he, did not 

realize the poeple's rebellious mood. His aim was always 
, 

political, but he expressed them in a mysitical and religious 

manner special to himself which make his ideology seem unreal- 

istic and ambiguous, but perhaps not so., strange coming. from 

one who was not himself a political activist, but a theore- 

tician living abroad for so long. Despite these reservations, 

however, Malkam's greaý influence on the political. awakening 

of Persia has never been doubted. 

The League, so often discussed in the QRnGn was not 

as important as Malkam made it sound, and there is no reliable 
2 

evidence that it actually existed. 
. 

Algar says it was an 

efficient organization to distribute the QffnUn. What is 

important about the League is perhaps not so much its ambiguous 

ideology, but the fact that it not only taught people how to 

organize a secret society, but actually seemed to tell them to 

Although he said that a Miseb, a merchant, could 
become an Amin (that is the leader of the League's 
branches) same as a prince, he generally did not 
address a very extensive audience. It vas always the great 
Ulama, the famous and learned'men that he had in mind. 

2. One secret society based on the Fafa-m-ushkh7aneh and Malkam's 
pseudo-masonic organization was the Jamet-e-Mamlyat. This 
group was founded in1904 by Abbas Q01"I"MUn, a disciple of 
Malkam, who had been involýred in the distribution Of QInUn. 
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do so, and in this respect it must have been influential 

in the organization of secret societies in the , years 

immediately prior to the Revolution. 

During the last years of the reign of Naser al-Din 

Shah all secret political activity and advocacy of reform 

was deemed highly suspicious and was officially banned; in 
r 

the reign of his successor Moýaýfar al-D'in Shah a little more 

freedom was given. This resulted in the spread of reformist 

activity all through Persia by means of secret societies or 

Anjomans. 

In discussing the activities of secret societies 

in Persid, it has been stated that the secret societies had 

nothing in commonL with Western Political parties, but 

that they were modelled on ancient Eastern societies. 
1 

it must be mentioned, however, that such secret societies 

or conspiratorial organizations were not unknown in the West, 

especially in France, during the RestorAtion. and the July 

Monarchy (1815 and 1848) when many small groups of revo- 

lutionaries and conspirators were active. 
2 The formation of 

secre. t societies must be a natural phenomenon under any 

despotic government. Besides, it is unlikely that the Persian 

reformers who looked to the West for ways to reform Persia, 

should have modelea their societies on purely Medieval 

organizations and ancient societies. It is more likely that 

A. K. S. Lambton, "Secret Societies and the Persian 
Revolution of 1905-61; St. Anthony-1-s Papers. 4.1958, p. 43. 

2. B. I. Nicolaevs-ky, op. cit., p. 40. 
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their models were inspired by the West. The use of Eslamic 

themes to justify reform and modernization by these socidties 

was a tactical move throughout the years before the Revolution 

and during the course of the First and Second Majles, even 

amongst Socialists. It was also aimed at attracting the 

religious classes to support modernization, a method suggested 

by Seyyed Jamlil ad-Din and Malkam and taken up by the religious 

leaders-themselves. 

At the very end of the nineteenth century and in 

the first few years of the following decade, increasing 

foreign pressure and deteriorating internal conditions gave 

way to renewed attempts at organized protests in one form or 

another. Behind many of thesp, whether public or secretive, 

were the activities of the secret societies thavsuddený-ý., 

sprang to life in the years immediately prior to the Consti- 

tutional Revolution. The term that all these adopted was, a 

traditional one,, Anj-oman, but in the different political climate 

of the early, twentieth century this was given a new, connotation. 

Most of the important Anjomans. were centred in Tehran, but all 

the major provincial centers had branches or regional varieties. 

Inevitably the secret nature of these societies has prevented 

any thorough documentation, of their activities, much of which 

remains largely conjectural. Among those most influential and 

about whomýsome evidence have-survived, however, are two that 

require''more detailed discussion since their membership-and 

programmes had a profound influence on subsequent events. 
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Anjoman-e Makhf-i 

This was founded in Z14ajeh 1322 (February 1905) 

at the suggestion-of Seyyed Mohammad TabNtaball, whose I father, 
000 

Seyyed §Ndeq, had been one of the members of'Malkam's FarUmtls-h; - 

khffneh. Seyyed Mohammad had certain Masonic connections as -- 
2 

well, and had been in touch with Seyyed JamAl al-Din'during 

his stay in Persia. 3 

According to Nazem al -Esiim'Kermiffill, the aim of the 

Anjoman and of Seyyed Mohammad was at first political; in 

particular they wanted to awaken the people. Gradually, it 

seems, the aims of the'Anjoman'became more radical,., It is, 

however, not clear whether the original organizers had these 

aims from the beginning, or whether these developed gradually. 

As the Anjoman gained more adherents some became fearful of 

the consequences of their aims, despite the fact that some 

of the real plans were kept secret amongst a smaller core of 

members. The Anjoman set about recruiting more members and 

prepared a NeZdmnAmeh, or a plan of organization. 
4 The 

members were called Fadffli by Kermunli who states they had 

sworn to do their utmost in order to obtain an 'EdglatkhHneh, 

a house of Justice, and a Majlds. 5 On another occasion he says 

1. NR; em al-Eslim Kermanli, op. cit., 1, p. 6. 

'r 2. M. MalekzRdehp Tffrikh-e'Mashr5t1yyat-eIran (Tehran, 1938), l, pp 
217. MalekzideTmaintains that after the death of Tabataball 
it was discovered that he had been a Freemason. Aliar *ho 
has studied. the Freemasons movement in Persia is not so sure,, 
but he points out that the movement had been well-known in 
Persia since the nineteenth century. The fact that TabRtabUlli 
should have resorted to this method, that is in orgaAlzing a 
secret society not dissimilar to a Freemason Lodge, is how- 
ever worthy of notice. 
Algar, "Freemasonry in Iraill,, p. 292. 

3. Nazem al-Eslam Kermani", op. cit., Introductory Vol., pp. 649 82. 

., 
). 2 3- 2 9. 4. Ibid., 1, p-, 

S. Ibid. v p. 19. 
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that Seyyed Mobammad's aim was the foundation of a republic. 

In a meeting of the Anjoman some had argued that the esta- 

blishment ofla republic was not contrary to the establish- 

ment of constitutionalism, and that their aim was to-over- 

throw injustice either by republicanism or. by constitutionalism. 

Some of the important members of this Anjoman besides Tab5tabl"i 

and Ndzem al-Esldm Kermffn1 were Sheykh Mohammad Shirazli, 

ZqL1Hylisateyn, Seyyed Borhan Khalkhall and Sheykh Uoseyn- 

'All Adib BehbahAnli. Other members were Mirza Aq"d Eýfahnnli, 

also called Moj1hed, who was later elected to the Majle, s, and 

I Majd al-EslUm Kermanl. 
'Both 

were exiled in Rajab 1323 

puly 1905) to Kalat by. 'Ayn al-Douleh. M'lrz*a Uasan, the 

director of the RoshdIyeh school was exiled at the same time 

for his activities in favour of reform and-the 
. 
'EdAlatkhaneh. 

2 

No good analysis of Seyyed Mobammad's thoughts exists. 
A. H. Hairi has attempted to do so but has written a 

. rather slight account. He mentions Seyyed Moýammadls- 
nationalism and the fact that he wanted to establish a 
consti, ution. 
A. H. Hairi, Shilism and Constitutionalism in Iran 
(Leiden, 1977), pp. 83-86. 
Seyyed Moýammed had left a very short account of his 
experience and the Consitutional Revolution in which he 
says he wanted to set up an 'EddlatkhHneh. 

"YdddlishthZi-ye Seyyed Mobammed TabdtaFTar'i", ed. E. Kizemiyeh, 
Rahnamd-ye Ket6b, No. 14,1350. 

i 

2. Maj. d al-Esl57m had been a colleague of Malek al-Motel- 
kallemin and Seyyed JamRl VdIe; in Esfahan, and had worked 
to open a modern school but was stopped by Zell al-Solt5n. 
He later edited the newspaper Adab which wai critical 6f 
the Government and advocated c-onstitutionalism. He had 

I in the Anjoman-e Makhfil worked with NA; em al-Eslffm Kermdni 
and was later exiled to Kalat by the Government. He returned 
to Tehran after the Revolution and proceeded to publish four 
newspapers, Neday-e Vatan, MohakemUt, KashkUl and al-ýJamll 
which was devotea t publishing the s-p-e-e-cl-es'Of 'Seyyed Ja 1. 
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Ndýem al-Eslam Kermdni writes that this Anjoman'was 

instrumental in bringing about the union between the two 

leading Mojtaheds, Seyyed'Abdaildh Behbahdn'l and Seyyed 

Mohammad Tabatabdlir. However, another Anjoman, the Anjoman- 

e-Melli also claims to have been the author of this alliance. 

Anjoman-e-Melli 

This Anjoman was organized in great secrecy in 

Motarram. 1323 (March 1905) and it had about sixty members. 
' 

One of its active members was Malek al-Motekallem! 7n, whose son, 

Malekzadeh, describes this Anioman in his history of the 

Constitutional Revolution. This author, maintains that this 

Anjoman-wasýorganized in order to unite the dispersed efforts 

of various Anjomans and-that it was a revolutionary society. 

Malek al-Motekallemlin had said that not until power was'in 

the h4nds of the people could they propagate reform. -Their. 

aim wasýto prepare the way for revolution, and MalekzZideh, 

writes that this Anioman had sought the, cooperation of the two 

chief Moj*taheds, an honour also claimed by the Anjoman-e- 

1. -Tdr: Lkh-e MashrUtlyyat. 2, pp. 8-18. 

2. Behbahffn'lls role is more controversial than TabAtab! "Ir's. 
During the Regie he was the only one of the Ulama not to 
have followed the legal ruling, Patvg, against smoking. 
He led a life of luxury, had conFeFc'tions with the Court, 
-and was suspected of receiving money, he was particularly 
close to Amin al-SolVAn during the Ministerl, s life and, 
intrigued against his great rival Sheykh Fallallah Nilri 
who supportedAyn al-Douleh- TabUtabUl'i was more trusted 
and had had more connection with'the reformers-through his 
membership of the Anjoman-e Makhf! and ýbllil. In the Majles he was a 
moderate and even suggested thYt-some de-Epp'uties should be expelled and some 
Aniomans suppressed as they were extremists. 
H. Alg 'R UjZion and State in Iran 1785-1906. The*Role of the'Ulam 
in the Qajar Period (Berkeley, 1969) passim. 
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Makhfi, as has been mentioned earlier. It is probable that 

the two Mojtaheds had been approached from several directions, 

before agreeing to combine their efforts in the cause of 

reform. 

Some of the members of the An oman-e Mell-1 were 

important revolutionaries. 
1 

and played significant roles. 

They were M'lrzd Jahanglir Khdn, the editor of the weekly 

newspaper SUr-e EsrHf1l, Seyyed Mo4ammad Reid MoslivdtMalek al- 

Motekallemin and Seyyed Jam9l Vdleý,, two orators who had the 

power to stir the people with their speeches. A few of the 

members became prominent Deputies, such as U9j'11 Seyyed 

NaýrallAhv and M'lrza Soleyman Khan Meykadeh. Yaýya Doulat5- 

badi and his brothers, also active participants in the 

Revolutionv were members of this Anjoman, as were for instance 

men who had known Seyyed JamN71 al-Din, like Uaj Sayya4, M11rza 

'All Akbar Uakim Salatsdz, and Zokdt al-Molk. Yaýyg M11rza, 

" revolutionary and a prince of the royal family, was also 

" member. Later his brother, Soleyman MirrzN. played a pro- 

minent role in the Komiteh-ye Enqeldb, and became -the Parlia- 

mentary leader of the Democrat Party in the 2nd Majles. The 

membership of this Anjoman was fairly representative of the 

social classes. There were leading merchants, important 

Mojtaheds, members of the-guilds and of the bureaucracy; 

the Zoroastrian community and some tribal KhNn were also members 

of this organization. 

The Anjoman elected, a smaller committee of nine which 

met every week, and a still smaller. branch of five was organized 

later. These nine were Malek al-Motekallemin, Seyyed Jamdl VffIez, 

For a list of these members see MalekzUdeh, TSr-1kh-e 
MashrUtlyyat, 2, p. 10. 
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Mosavat, SoleymAn Khan Meykadeh, Yatyg DoulatUblidl, Noýrat al- 

Soltiln, Sheykh al- Ralls, Seyyed Asadallah KharaqRn'l and 

r MlrzA Mohsen the brother of ýadr al-Ulama. 2 According to 

Malekzddeh, the Anjoman was very active throughout the 
1ý 

struggles preceeding the granting of the Constitution, and led it 

from behind the scenes. 

As already mentioned., general dissatisfaction had 

been growing in the early years of the twentieth century. 

There were several contributing factors: the Russian loans 

which, were squandered by the Shah and his court on his foreign 

travels, the new tariff negotiated with Russia in 1320 

(1902).. the power given to the unpopular Belgian customs 

official, Naus, were concrete and immediate questions 

which united many people against the Government. 

The dismissal of Amirn al-SoltRn and the appoint- 

ment oflAyn al-Douleh as. Premier in Rajab 1321 (October 1903) 

worsened the situation. Seyyed 'AbdallAh, one of the influen- 

I tial Ulama who supported Amin-al-Soltan, began intriguing 

against 'Ayn al-Douleh, supported by Sheykh FaýlallNh NUrl, 

another of the emminent Moitaheds. In the midst of the ensuing 

intrigues, a photograph of Naus dressed as a religious person 

Details of these men's activities are given later. 

2. These men were known for their reformist activities. 
Kharaqan! and Sheykh al-Rallis were adherents of Seyyed 
Jamal al-Diln, ýadr al-Ulama and his brother were active 
in the reform movement before the Revolution, as was 
Nosrat al-Soltdn. 

a0 
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at a fancy dress ball was made the pretext for an outcry against 

him. At the same time the merchants and Bdzdr'ls were closing 

the BazUr in, protest against the Shah's trip to Europe in, 

Tehran and the provinces. In Shaval 1323 (December 1905), 

Ala' al-Douleh,, the Governor of Tehran in an attempt to over- 

awe the merchants, called some of the prominent sugar merchants 

to a meeting and had them bastinadoed as a punishment for the 

high cost. of sugar. In fact, the price of sugar had risen 

because. of the Russo-Japanese wdr. This act caused a large- 

scale protest-by the merchants and Ulama. The former took Bast 

in Masjed-e Shah and the Ulama went as a body to the Shrine of 

Shah'Abd al-A'; 'Im. From there they formulated their conditions 

for a return., It was on this occasion and later when the Ulama 

left for Qom that the Anjomans already mentioned were making 

every effort to keep up their revolutionary spirits in the 

hardships they were encountering and providing a revolutionary 

wing to the movement. -1 
It, has been claimed that the idea of an 'Edalatkhgneh, 

a House of Justice, -, -which the Ulama in Shah ! Abd al-AI; 1m 

demanded w as suggested to them by the Anjoman-e Mell'i. 1 This 

has also now been claimed by the Anjoman-e MakhfI, and 

NUzem al-Esl5m KermRn! writes that jabatabRll had been talking 

about an 'Eddlatkhffneh in private, especially in the Shah 

'Abd al-A! Zlm_Shrine, and he assumes that they may have for- 

gotten to include this in their demands. 2Another writer active 

in the course of the Revolution, Yatyi Doulatabidli, and a 

member of the Anjoman-e Melll, gives a different account of 

how the idea-of an 'EdNlatkhdneh arose. He wrote that the 

M. Malekzlideht Tdr-lkh-e MashrUtlyyat, 2, pp. 16ý49-51. 

2. Nlizem al-Esl&m Kerman'l, op. cit., 1, p. 118. 
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original demands of the Ulama put forward in Shah 'Abd al- 

did not contain the demand for an 'EdUlatkhdneh, and 

that the Ottoman Ambassador who had agreed to convey these 

demands to the Governmený had suggested that a more general 

demand should be made,, and DoulatUbddl had included this in 

the demands. I The idea of an 
_1, 

EdAlatkhAneh was not new and had 

been discussed for a time. It is possible that the Ulama pur- 

posely thought of omitting it out of caution. We are also 

told that the two leading Mojtaýeds had dissuaded the liberals 

amongst them from asking for a constituent assembly at this 
2 

time for fear it would ruin their chances of success. These 

claims put forward by the above-mentioned authors are not 

necessarily contradictory. These points had been discussed 

and suggested before and even Malkam had requested an 'Edalat- 

khaneh and a Majles-e Shour5-ye Melli. 3 

The two Anjomans were busy as we see in formulating 

demands and seeking a solution to the question of reform. 

They thus provided the leadership to the Revolution and form- 

ulated the demands of the reformists, although these demands 

were somewhat vague and ill-defined. 

These Anjomans-had none-. of the prerequisites of 

T)olitical parties, and once the Constitution was granted they 

did not continue their activities as before, nor did their 

members enter the Majles except in a few instances as will be 

I Y. DoulatUbadi, Op. cit., . 2, p. 23 

2. M. Malekzlideh, Tdrl, -%. 'i-e Mashrgtiyyat, 2' . pp. 85-6. 

3'. QffnUnq No. 22. 
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discussed later. 1 

A second Anjoman, called Anjoman-e Makh_fl'-ye ýRnl was 

set up by the son of Seyyed Moýammad, who wished to take a 

more independent line. 2 This Anjoman included some of the 

former Anjoman's members, and Kermffni- gives more details about 

this in his diaries. It. general, however, it was not very 

active., The An oman-e Mell'17 is more interesting. Though it 

did not continue as such, some of its more important members 

organized a committee, the Komiteh-ye EnqelRb, to support 'the 

Majles. They had, it seems, some connection with the Russian 

Social Democrat party of the Moslems of the Caucasus called 

the Hemmat. The counterpart of Hemmat amongst the Persians 

r in the Caucausus and in Persia was the EjtamN7lyUn 'Xmlyfln 

party which should be described here though it is anticipating 

events somewhat.. This socialist party, far superior in its 

aspirations to all the projects discussed among the-Persian 

reformers, was a parallel movement, but with far more extensive 

prpgrammes. Discussion of its function is necessary at this 

juncture as it. gives us an insight into some of the background 

of the Constitutional movement which has hitherto been ignored. 

Further, it will explain the. initial appearance of the political 

of the First Majles and the development of the 

. Deomcrat Party in the Second Maj. les. It must be added that 

as th6 FatffmUshkhanehwas a transitional organization between 

the medieval and modern secret societies, so it can also be 

said. -that the 'Ferqeh-ye' Etiema-liynn "XmiyM-n was a transitional 

organisation between the-secret . societies and the Democrat 

Par.: ty. - 
J. - S. ee''*pp. 258-259. 

2. '.. ''-NRFem al-Esi! lm Kerman!, op. cit., 1v pp 223-4. 
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Ferqeh-ye EjtemN'I)rUn ', AmTyUn 

Historians have often pointed to the influence of 
Bfitain upon the Persian Revolution, and it has been stated 

that they purposely encouraged it in order to weaken the 

monarchy, which was coming under the influence of Russia. 

But little attention has been paid by historians to the 

relationship between the Persian Revolution and the Russian 

Socialists, who took a great interest in the events in Persia, 

assisting the country in various ways, and were especially 

effective in the second half of the Revolution. This rela-: 

tionship is the least known aspect of the Revolution, for 

the obvious reason that it was clandestine. The primary 

sources are either inaccessible or imprecise and fragmentary. 

Soviet writers whose works are available in the West and in 

Persia, and who have. access to the Russian archival, material, 

write in a politically biased way which, makes their-interpre- 

tation open to question. The available information in Persia 

is very scanty and'poorly, documented. The British archives 

are of little value as so much was done secretly and rarely 

came to-their notice. 

The British Minister did suspect the existence of 

certain ties between the Persian Revolutionaries and the 

Russians, but was not very well informed. Spring Rice wr6te 

that he had been in Russia and had seen the growth of revolu- 

tionary feeling there. "I recognized in Persia the familiar 

symptoms. There was -abundant evidence that the movement had 

a 
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spread from the Caucasus to Northern Persia. "' In another 

report he wrote, "The leaders of the movement are unknown. 

The inspiration seems to come from the North, perhaps from 

,, 2 the Caucasus. The South is comparatively quiet. He added 

that the movement was strongest in North Azarbaijan, and was 

also very strong in the capital where secret societies were 

spreading. There were bands of devotees in Baku and North 

Persia sworn to devote their lives to the good of the country, 

and he added that there was a strong resemblance between the 

reform movement in Russia and Persia - the same absence of leaders, 

instinctive hatred of the Government and secrecy; but he 

concluded that the difficulty for the Persians was their lack 

of moneys an army, and power. 

Such-a connection was not obvious to E. G. Browne, 

who wrote his now classic account of the Persian Revolution 

in 1910. He only mentioned that a considerable number of 

Caucasians had managed to make their way to Persia and were 
3 

in SepahdRr's army. More recent writers have pointed out 

some of the similarities between the two Revolutions. 4. 

1. Spring Rice to Grey, July 10th 1907, No. 136 FO 416/33. 

2. Ibid., May 23rd 1907, No. 113 FO 371/30. 

3. E. G. Browne, The Persian Revolution 1905-1909 (Cambridge, 
1910)9 p. 293-. 

4.1. Spector states that the two Revolutions followed a 
parallel course. The Tsar's October Manifesto in 1905 

, granting the Constitution in Russia was followed in August, 
1906 by the Shah's Farman'granting a Constitution and a 
Majles. The openin-g--oT-the Duma in May 1906 was followed 
a few months later by the first session of the Persian Majles. 
I. Spector, The Soviet Union and the Muslim World 1917-1958 
(Washington, 1967) p. 20. 
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No doubt the Persian revolutionaries did derive inspiration 

from the Russian Revolution of 1905, but what is more import- 

ant is the connection established between the revolutionaries, 

especially the Social Dft-ozrats and the Persians. Effective 

help was given during the second phase of the Revolution after 

the break-up of the Majles, 1 but the connection was established 

much earlier, and the influence of the Social Democrats was 

very great in the leadership of the first phase of the Revo- 

lution. It is worthwhile here-to analyze the origin and de- 

velopment of this contact. 

At the turn of the century there--was a very large 

population of Persian emigrants in the Southern Russ ian towns 

in search of work, who naturally came into contact with the 

currents of thought and political ideas there. Russian 

sources give the number of Persian workers as 62,000 in 1905, 

and 200,000 in 1911. A total number of about 10,000 people 

crossed the frontier and about 71,400 passes were issued to 

Persians in 1904; 90% of such passes were issued from Azar- 

baijan. There were no doubt also many who crossed the border 

without passes. In 1897 11% of the workers in Baku were 

Persians, in 1903 this number had increased to 22.2%. 2 Many 

of the Persian workers were seasonal or returned to Persia 

after some years, e-specially after the Revolution of 1905. 

Some writers have referred to the existence of Caucasians 

amongst the Persian revolutionaries, but most were not 

Russian national. They dressed in the Caucasian fashions 

1. M. Pavlovitch.. "La Caucase et la Rev6lution Persandl, Revue 
du Monde Musulman, 13,1911, p. 324. 

2. S. Ravasanig Sowjetrepublik Gilan Die Sozialistische, 
Bewegung in Iran (Berlin N. D. ) pp. 124-60- 
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and it was not always easy to distinguish bbtween them and 

the real Caucasians I 
and Russians who came to help the-cause 

2 
of the Revolttion.. - 

Socialism had made its appearance amongst the 

Moslem population of Russia in the early years of the, , 

twentieth century, and gained many adherents, particularly 

in Baku where there was a large working population, espec- 

ially in the oil industry. The Russian Social Democrats 

made a point of gaining over the Moslem minorities. In 

1905 the Hemmat (Endeavor) party was organized by some of 

the local Bolshevik leaders, Stalin, and his two close 

associates Azizbekov and Dzaparadze. 3 Hemmat was for a time in 

close association and under Bolshevik influence, especially 

as the Bolsheviks were very strong in Baku. This ascendancy, 

however, varied and the more moderate Mencheviks eventually 

gained the upper hand. This fluctuation had its bearing; on 

the condition and development of the Persian Social Demo- 

crat party, as will be seen lat9r. Hemmat gradually became 

an important organization and spread its activities to other 

cities of Trans-Caucasia, and even to Persia through the 

Both Kasravl' and Taql'zadeh mention this fact. 
A. Kasrayl, Tdr7lkh-e Mashrateh-ye Iran (Tehran, 1934). p. 194. 
U. Javddi., 

- ed.. , N19mehhZi 11 az Tabr'l z, CTehran ; 
ý19 

5 1) ý p. 204. 

2. M. C. Ivanov, Enqeliib;! e MashrEtlyyat-eIran (Tehran, N. D. ) p. 50. 

The Moslems were the only minority allowed a separate 
Party organization by the Social Democrat party in Russia. 
This exception was due to the great enmity between the 
Armenians and the Moslems. The leadership of the Hemmat 
re mained in the hands of the Bolshevik Russians foF-a _t"Ime- 
The initiative for the foundation of a Moslem Social Demo- 
crat party was no doubt due to the Bolsheviks, who believed 
that political consciousness did not grow spontaneously, 
but had to be led by the party, a theme discussed fully in 
a pamphlet entitled, "What is to be done? " by Lenin 
E. H. Carr, The' Bolshevik Revolution 1917-23. (London: 1950), 
1, pp. 27-79. 
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EjtemN'iygn 'Amiyun The membership of Hemmat was mixed; 

it comprised middle-class intellectuals as well as aristocrata 

and workers. It did not take a very strong stand on religious 

questions and did not break its ties with the nationalistsi, 
, 
who 

2 had previously been politically active. This rather disparate 

membership was also reflected in the Persian Social Democrat 

party, the Ejtemillygn 'AmlyUn. 

Two of Hemmat's leaders were Nariman Narimanof and 

Moýammad Amin RasUlzRdah. Narimanof helped to organize the 

Social Democrat party amongst the Persian workers at the end 

of 1905 in Baku. It was called the EjtemM7'l: 'ynn 'Amlyiln (an 

exact rendering of the terms social democrat or Mojahed . 

It was closely connected with the Hemmat and had branches in 

Petrovsk, Kars, Baku, Tiflis and Erevan. The Central 

Committee was at Baku, and one authority states that there 

exist many police records in the Tsarist archives which point 

to the widespread and secret activities-of this group. 
4 As 

in the case of Hemmat, the initiative for this organization 

must probably have been taken by the Bolsheviks who believed 

that social democracy was an international movement. Indeed 

1. Firuz Kazemzadeh, The Struggle for Trans-Caucasia 1917-21 
(Oxford, 1950) p. 

2. A. Bennigsen, C. Lemercier-Quelquejayt LI. Islam, en Union 
Sovi6tique, (Paris, 1968) pp. 64-66. 

3. Mobammad AmIn RastIlzRdeh. was an active participant in the, 
second phase of the Revolution. Both these men had originally 
been Social Democrats but turned against the Bolsheviks in 
1917. Rasfilzddeh organized a pan-Eslamic party, the MQsgv'At, 
which defied the Bolsheviks. 

4. S. Ravasani, op. cit., p. 135. 
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the slogan of social democracy wa's "Workers of all countries 

unite. ttl It must be added that Stalin in furthering the role 
2 

of Bolshevists too was very active in this area. 

It is easy to understand the birth of the organi- 

zation of -, the Persian workers was a natural developiýent of 

this expanding movement. Later the Persian Revolution gave an 

opportunity to this party to exploit the situation in their 

struggle against despotism----- and imperialism. The Persian Revo- 

lution was regarded by the Russian Bolsheviks as a bourgeois-, - 

nationalist revolution, and, as such, worthy of exploitation 

for the ends of social democracy which was international 

socialism. 
3. Even though the EjtemdtIyBn 'Amiyun was not in 

fact a party of proletariats, but its membership was mixed 

as was the membership of the Democrat Party formed later and 

the Hemmat party organized earlier. 

1 Lenin particularly believed in using any force againstthe 
enemy, therefore socialists could even support nationalist 
movements or religious groups in their struggles. 
R. Pipes, The Formation of the Soviet Union, Communism, and 
Nationalis-m-1--917-23 (CambridgE, Massachusetts. % 1964). p. 35. 

2. Isaac Deutscher, Stalin, a Political Biography (Pelican 
Books, 1961) just published by OUP, 1949 - passim. 

3. The right of national self-determination had been proclaimed 
in the Russian Social Democrat party's programme. This 
declaration originally encompassed only the Russian national 
minorities, as pointed out by Carr. The attention and help 
bestowed on the Persian Revolution shows that the Bolsheviks 
particularly thought in terms of international socialism 
and autonomy for other nations as well as the Russian 
minorities. However, the full implication of the theory of 
national self-determination was developed from 1913 onwards. 
E. H. Carr:,. op. cit.,, 1, p. 422. 
In another article entitled the 'National Liberation Move- 
ment of the People of the East%6ot, analyzed these movements, 
and never again did his attention'divert from such events 
which he believed showed the awakening of Asia 
G. Haupt, M. Reberioux, "LlInternationale et 1; Probleme 
Colonial. " La Deuziemme IAt'ernationa1'e' et' V Orient (Paris, 
1967), p. 3-6. 
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Lenin paid particular attention to the' Turkish and Persian 

Revolutions and in August 1908 in an article entitled 

"Explosive Material in World Poli-tics" he stressed 

the need to help such nascent national movements of Asia. 

In general, Hemmat and the EjtemlT'Tynn I. Tinlytin of Trans- 

caucasia paid special attention to the Revolution in Persia. 

The Russian Social Democrats sent material help to 

the Persian Revolutionaries. Besides such leaders as Narima- 

nof, Rastilzadeh and Ueydar Kh9n 'Amg Oghl! (about whom more 

will be said in this chapter), many others joined the ranks 

of those who fought the Shah's forces in Tabriz' and Rasht 

in the later stages of the Revolution. Besides assistance in 

the form of men and material, Hemmat gave help in the equally 

important field of exchange of ideas which is manifested in 

the latter's political programmes. What is especially 

noticeable is the emphasis on the plight of the poor 

and the necessity to alleviate their lot that was inserted into 

the subse4uent programme of the, EjtemN ITylln 'Xmiynn as a re- 

sult of the Hemmat's more advanced socialist ideology. Mention 

has been made by several writers of letters sent from the 

Ejteml 'IyOn 'Xmiyan, of Persia in the Caucasus 2 
encouraging 'r 

people to unite against the Government, or calling on the 

poor to unite in the name of Eslam to stop injustice. 3 

1. M. C. Ivanov, op. cit., p. 49. 

2. NZIýem al-EslUm Kermnnl, lpp. cit., pp. 368-372 and also 358. 

3. M. Pavloviich, I'La Caucase et da Revolution Persane" p. 319. 
There are also two articles in this periodical dated" 
March 1907 signed G11'an and'IrAnI describing the Tabriz 
Anjomans. These a-r`f`I-cTes mi-gl-t-Nave been inspired by the 

, Ejtam'5 ITylin 'Tffýlytln with the aim of attracting internatiofial 
attention. 
Revue du Monde Ifusulman, 12, pp. 1-9 and 205-219. 
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There is another-letter published in the Majles 

newspaper from the Mojdhedin of the Caucausus in Tiflis, 

dated lst Ziqa1deh 1325 ( December 7th 1907) and signed 

by M. H. R. Zddeh who could possibly be Mohammad Amtn RasUl- 

zddeh. In this letter the writer expressed surprise 

that certain Deputies spoke of things which were outside 

their duty, and were often opposed to the principles of 

consitutionalism. For instance, it accused the Deputies of, 

defending the Ministers who were7 being criticized in the press. 

The writer continued, saying the Deputies should act as 

representatives of the people not of the Ministers, and that 

they should not ask for the suppression of the newspapers 

because the principle of constitutionalism was based upon 

such freedom. He then gives a list of the basic freedoms 

and the meaning of constitutionalism. 

(1) Personal Freedom. 

(2) Freedom of Speech. 

(3) Freedom of Thought. 

(4) The, responsibility of the eight Ministers; meaning 

that their appointment and dismissal should be done 

with the approval of the Majles, not, as at present 

they were appointed by the Shah. 

(5) The reform of the budget, to be carried out with the 
, 

approval of the Maj. les, not-that of the Ministers. 

(6) Universal education in primary schools. 

The letter ended by saying that the country 

should have only one set of laws for the punishment 

of crimes, to be enacted by the Majles for the Ministry 

of Justice. These should be in accordance with the 
I 

religious lawss but there should not be one set of. rel'igious 
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and one set of separate common laws. 

The Ejtem-A'tiyfIn', IAm71yQn party was also called the 

Mojahedln party in Russia as well as Persia. These two 

names applied to the same party simultaneously, which has 

caused some confusion. 

Taq'lzddeh writes about the Ejtema Ilynn "Amlynn 

called the Moj9heds, and there are many instances when the 

revolutionaries use either one or the other name. For instance, 

in Qazv. in they were called Mojtheds, in Rasht Eiteta ! 'IyUn 

'Amiyun, but it-is clearly the same group. The strong reli- 

gious connotations of the word MojAhed may have been the 

reason for the adoption of this alternative name for this 

party and its members by the EjtemU Ilyfin I7kmIyQn in Persia., 

Mojiihed is a religious fighter, but to call the party, 

a party of religious fighters at a time when there was no 

realyar suggests either that the possibility of some 

fighting was contemplated or that the name was 

chosen to denote a fighter for their rights. Moreover, it was 

an attempt to identify and associate socialism withreligion.. 

This tactic was used by the socialists vis-a-vis the religious 

class particularly, and they explained that Eslam was social- 

istic in its origins. In time, the name-Mojahed gradually 

lost some of its political meaning, especially when it came to 

be associated with strong groups of fighters who took up. arms 

against Moýammad'Ali Shah, for these were not all socialists. 

R. M. No. 222. These points are interesting because they 
.f- are part of the party programme of the. Ejtema iyun 

'Km'lyu-n to be given later. 
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This dualistic trend has from. the outset been evident in the 

Persian reform movement. Ther'e was on-the one hand a group 

of militant radicals, or socialists, and on the other there 

were those who were nationalists and reformers and inspired 

more by religion. This dualism was reflected in the ranks 

of the Ejtem-d 11yun ITUnrytin as well, and the two'sides 

clashed especially over religious questions. However it 

must be added that these two different trends were not 

always clear-cut. Many of the Ej. tema 11yUn 'Am': LyGn members 

were above all nationalists, *very much as some of the leaders 

of Hemmat were. It has been well-observed. that the character 

of the first Marxist parties of. the Moslems of Rusýsia remained 

bourgeois and retained some of its earlier Moslem revolution- 

ary and nationalist attributes. The Hemnat itself had a 

national . and Moslem base. 1 

The Ejtem5 Ilyan 'Aidilynn in Persia 

The most important question from our point of view 

is when and how the Ejtemll Ilytin 'Amiyun made its appearance 

in Persia and who were its members, what were its activities 

and influence. We must keep in mind that we-are speaking of 

a small secret political organization. Apart'from the lead- 

ing members of the Tehran branch, the Kom! 7teh-ye Enqelgb, most 

of whom had earlier participated in the Anjoman-'e MeIll,, 

A. Bennigsens"Les Premiers Groupes Scoialistes Parmic 
Les Musulmans de Russie, 1904-19141 La Deuxiemme 
Internationale QYL'OrAnt, ed. G. Haupt et M. Reberioux 
(Paris, 19671, ppe 370-385. 
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their members and leaders are mostly unknown and their 

activity is shrouded in mystery. The actual date of the 

foundation of the Ejtema"TyUn '. Wm-iynn is not clear. 

A document has been found in the archives of the 

Soviet Azarbaijan confiscated by the Tsarist police of 

Baku which is the programme of the party of the Moj'ghedin 

of Persia and is dated 1323 (1905). 1 It actually points to 

the fact that at that date the E teml 'Iyan 'Amlynn of Baku 

was active and extending its activities. Another document 

published in Mashad in 1326 (1907) after the granting of the 

Constitution points to the fact that this party's activities 

were spreading to Northern Persia with special consideration - the 
for the existing conditions of the country. In Tabriz, for instance/ 

liberals organized a Mojahed party which had a smaller secret 

core called the Markaz-e Gheybi and we are told that they 

translated the programme of the Ejteml 'iyUn 'AmiyUn of the 
2 

Caucasus. These groups were influential during the course 

of the Revolution in Azarbaijan and in supporting the Consti- 
r 

tution and the Majies, 

In Gilan too there was much activity during the course 

of the Revolution due to Russian influence and Rabino, the 

, representative of the British Bank, gave details of the Ejtemn 

"IyOn ILLL organization and its connection with Baku, 

1. ýnle4lAllof originally published this document in the period- 
ical People of Asia and Africa in 1965. It was subse- 

quently reprinted in Donya in : Ehe summer of that year under 
the title "Sanad'i n! is_H_e_na`khteh dar bffreh-ye Uezb-e Demo- 
krilt-e Iran". 
Donyn 7th y. No. 2, Summer 1345. 

2. A. Kasrav'i, Vir'ikh-e Mashi-uteh, pp. 49-and 175. 
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0 
There are, however., much more tangible indications 

of similar activity in Mashad and Tehran atthis early date. 

The personality who is crucial in this development is 

Veydar Khffn, whose activities will be described later. ' He 

says in his diaries that while in Mashad in 1900 to 1903 he 

hadýbeen ordered from Russia to organize a political party, but 

he had only found one. adherent, -Ebrahim Milani. He added 

that his efforts had been in vain as people were too 

backward, so he left Mashad for'Tehran in October 1903. 

As mentioned before a programme was published in Mashad on' 

15th Sha'bdn 1325 (10th September 1907) showing that a branch 

had after all been organized in that city. Apparently Malek 

al-SholarN Bahilr led a few intellectuals to form a committee 

and established ties with Baku. 

The 1907 programme was written in a conferen'ce and 

wa"s no doubt inspired by Ijeydar Khln. We do not know how far 

this programme was adhered to or how effective it was. How- 

ever, Ravasani mentions that a copy of the 1907 Mashad pro- 

,. 
gramme was also published in Batum. bearing the seal of the 

organization with the motto 'Justice, Equality and Freedom'. 

it had apparently come into the possession of the Russian 

Consulate. of Rasht. This discovery would go some, way to show 

that this programme was known in other Ejtem7a : Lyrin l7kmlygn 

branches. 2 

Whereas the Baku programme advocated the establish- 

ment. o. f. an organization to discuss political aims, the Mashad 

1. See pages 106-109. 

2. S. ýavasani, op. cit., pp. 149-150. 
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programme written after-the. granting of the Constitution and 

the formation of the Mailes, had a much more practical and 

pragmaticapproach. 

The Baku programme was apparently written by 

Nariman Narimanof. 1'. It-saidthat all the countries of the 

world should live in peace, and that wars should be denounced-. 

All lands were to belong to tho-se who worked them, and not 

to those who paid others to work for them. Working hours 

were to be limited to e, ight, -ana the Government was to be 

responsible for the old, the orphans and the widows*. Homes' 

were to be built for the workers., taxes were to be limited 

and tariffs on everyday. goods abolished. It furtheY saidthat 

this party wished to free people. -Trom the clutche's*of blood- 

thirsty governors and. generals- and called for the' T r. eedom of 

association of the press-and, of reli 2 gion and the right: -to 'strike. 

stri e. 
2 

1. OZleh 'Allof, "Sanadl n5shenlikhteh", p. 99. 

2. An illuminating comparison could be made between the 1902 
Russian Social Democrat programme and the 1905 programme 
of the Ejtemd Ilytin 'AmIyUn which shows their close connec- 
tion. 
Besides, the theoretical part and the details of labour and 
peasants' land reform, there is much similarity between the 
two, except that in the case of Persia everything is far 
more simplified. Moreover the Russian programme insists on 
the proletarian revolution whereas in the Persian programme 
no mention of such a revolution is made. The Russian pro- 
gramme deals only with the immediate aims of the Social 
Democrats, of which some of the relevant points are the 
replacement of the monarchy with a republic, it demands a 
constituent assembly, universal equal direct suffrage, 
secret ballots, freedom of religion, of domicile and of 
occupation and equality of all religions. It calls for a 
people's militia rather than a standing army,. the separa- 
tion.: of Church and State., universal free and compulsory 
education, the limitation of the working day to eight hours. 
it. also called forthe abolition of indirect taxes and the 
: introduction of a pr 

, 
ogramme of taxation, the''confiscation 

. of the royal lands and the imposition of a special land 
-tax on the landed nobility... 
Le'nin,, ' Co'l1ect'ed Works, Vol. 6 (Moscow, 1961)- pp. 27-33. 
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An interesting article of-this programme concerns the way 

to save people from tyranny, claiming that the Government 

should ask people's opinions about the conduct of their affairs 

and that the people should be freeto give their opinion 

about their needs. 

In most respects, the Mashad programme of 1907 (given 

in full in the Appendix) is less radical and it seems that cer- 

tain concessions were made to the particular case of Persia. 

It is possible that Persia was considered too backward, especi- 

ally with regard to land reform and freedom of religion, to 

need modification. For instance, the Baku programme advocated 

freedom of religion, whereas the Mashad one only mentioned that 

the holy aim of the Mojghed3. n was in accordance with Eslam. 

The Baku programme further called for the confiscation of the 

landlord's estates, but in the Mashad programme it was stated 

that the lands should be bought by a special bank and distri- 

buted between the poor peasants. In the Baku programme 

no mention of the Majles is made, and it merely states that the 

Government should ask people's opinions about their own 

affairs. In the Mashad programme, however, it declares its 

support and advocacy of the Majles. 1 

Besides these'two early programmes., 

S. Ravasani, op. cit. pp. 454-6. 
The original document has disappeared, and-the, copy 
found is a Russian translation, as one writer points out, 
the fact that the members of the party had to have a 
profession or an income, shows that this wa's not a pro- 
letariat party, and that it aimed. at attracting and 
organizing a group from any class. 
'A. S. Kimbakhsh, Nazar! -beh Jonbesh-e KHregarl dar Iran 
(TLran 1337), p. 26. 
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there exist two Ne; Mmrinmeh Corganizdtional programmes) 

dated 1906 1 
and 1907. The earlier one is mostly a detail of 

the duties of members, and their relationship together. The 

latter one, published in Mashad in 1907 2 deals with the de-' 

tail of the party organization and is of great importance in 

that it served as a model for the organization of the'. Ejtemn 

'iyan 'Amlyfln*ý It said that the headquarters of the party 

was to remain at Baku, and that each branch had to take its 

orders from the Central Committee, and that the Central Com- 

mittee would provide the branches with weapons and literature 

and directives. The organization had to have public and 

private branches, and also district branches. On the whole 

it was to be a very centralized party like the Bolshevik 

Party. The private branches were to be formed with five to 

seven members and were to receive their orders from Baku. 

Its membership was secret and questions were to be discussed 

and decided by vote. The public branches were composed of 

fiteen to seventeen members and were to be under the orders 

of the private branches. One member acted as a go-between, 

otherwise they could not get in touch directly with the pri- 

vate branches or the Central Committee. District branches 

were under the direction of the public branches and were to 

be organized in the provinces. The members had to be intro- 

1. This document has been published by Donya: "Hezb-e Soslal 
I Demokrat (Ejtema"ly5n Ami r y5n)". 

Donya, 3rd year, NO. 4. Winter 1341, pp. 86-87. 
2. 'A. S. Kdmbakhsh, "Nezilmnlimeh-ye Sholbeh-ye Irani-ye 

Jamllyat-e Mojghed! A Moteshakeleh dar Mashad. 11 
Dony!!, 4th y., No. 3, Autumn, 1342.. 
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duced andIvouched for by two, members and they had to 

swear to secrecy or else th. ey could be punished. 
1 

The MojAhedin had a corps of fighters called 

Fad7alls who were under the direction of the private branch 

and were, usually 'unknown 
to each other_. If a member committed 

an unlawful act he could be traced by the public branch and 

fined or. even executed. 
2 

-The 
Ejtema* 1-1yun "Amlyiin of'Tehran owe'd much to 

the activities of Ueydar KhAn. He was a social democrat and 

an unceasing revolutionary who has left his mark on the 

course of the Persian Revolution. He was in Persia when the 

Hemmat was organized but he must have been a member of the 

Russian Social Democrat party when he came to this country. 
3 

He was an electrician in Baku and had been invited by Moýaffar 

al-Din Shah in 1900 to come to Persia and set up an, electric 

It is interesting to point to the Bolshevik party 
organized as written by Lenin in "What is to be Done? " 
The Bolshevik party organization was to have a central 
committee, local committees which were established in 
every locality with a few members each, and were to be 
organized with the approval of the central committee. 
Some had even smaller committees of five or six members. 
There were district committees, which had-to act 
under the direction of the central committee. Everything, 
especially all policy, was very centralized. There are 
great similarities in essence between the party organi- 
zation set up by Lenin and that of the Eitema 11yUn 'AmTyTin, 
which proves the close connection with Baku. 

S. Ravasani, op. -cit.,, pp. 141-6. 

. 3. B. Abrahamian, Bases of Iranian Politics, p. 178. 
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light factory in Masha: d. lie had-been in that city until 

1903, and had then left it and gone to Tehran. He writes in 

his memoirs that when he'came to Tehran and started work on 

the electrical plant, he met a number' of people there 'including 

the Ulama with whom he discussed reforms. They talked of the 

need for the government to be based on law and that. representa- 

tives of the nation should be elected to interpret: -the. se laws, 

and that the King.. the' Ministers, and the Government should 

possess limited powers and not act arbitrarily. Beadded 

in his memoirs that those-who agreed with him worked amongst 

the people who had taken Bast in Qom and in th6-*Briti. sh Lega- 

tion. They had often discussed these questionS',. and wh'en the 

elections began he and his followers had tried toinfluence 

their course by having knowledgeable people 'Ch6si'Mi. as candi- 

dates. Vtiydar Kh9n further stated that later'h6 kept-. in 

touch with some of the' Deputies*. of the Maj. les' -and worked in 

cooperation with them. 2 He also organized a group of Bdzdr 

merchants who met and consulted on important questioný,.. 

They had a more secret: -committee* as we'll which'ý'conýis. t. ed of 

seven people and a. more publdc committee of which'a-great 

number were BazRr merchants. Ueydar Min seems to have had 

... ........ .... 

These memoirs published in 1946 by'A. EqbUl in , 
Yff"degUr 

periodical have-been translated by A. R. She'i'kholes5mi 
and D. Wilson, " The Memoirs of Heydar Kh6n 'AmS Ughl'U". 
Iranian Studies', Winter 1973.11 

2. F. Kdam"iyat claims to know who these Deputies were. 
He says that they were Taqlzgdeh and MIrzF EbrahTm ýqU 
because the former mentions knowing one of the members 
of the' Eitem-a"IyUn 'Wmlyu-n in Baku. He wa's Mashadi 
Mo4ammad Oskuli 'Amu Og, hrl-. 

,. F. Ijýdamiyat., ekr-e Demok-ra-si-ye' EjterOIT 'daf Nehl'at-e 
Mashrgtl"yya: t-e Iran. TTehran, 1351), p. 19 a 
H. Javddit OP- Cit., pp. 204 and 240. 
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more influence with the'. loweY class than with'the merchants, 

namely the* workers at the Tehran e1ectrical plant. Hab1' al- 

Matin-pentions a strike bythe' workers there in Jamdd! al 

ýNnl 132.5 (August 1907) for. better pay, special working clothes 

and 'a pension if maimed by accident during work. This must 

have-been due to Veydar Khan's influence as we know he worked 

... 
1 The public committee later became disorganized, theYe 

. 
beclause most people joined smaller groups and only the seven 

-man secret committee was not dissolved. According to him, this 

.. coinmit-tee had connections with the Russian Social Democrats, 

. which had instructed him that having opened a branch in Tehran 

. -he'should work with the party in the Caucasus. He also men- 

tions-that Malek al-Motekallem'ln and Aqn Seyyed Valeý were 

members of this small executive committee, and that it was in 
2 

thi's' -commit-tee that it was decided to murder Athak. 

Komiteh-ye Enqel9b or the'Committee of Revolution 

It is possible that Ueydar KhRn's organization or 

1 Ijabl al-Matin No. 84. 

2. In general. the Russian Social Democrat party wat 
opposed to individual terroristic acts, but Lenin wrote 
"We have never rejected terror on principle, nor can we 
ever do so. Terror is a form of military operation that 
may be usefully applied or may even be essential in cer- 
tain moments of battle. The point is, however*.; that ter- 

ror is now advocated not as one of the operations which 
the army in the field must carry on in close contact with 
the main body and in harmony with the whole plan of battle 
but as an individual attack completely isolated from any 
army whatever. *9*e. 11 
B. D. Wolfe., Threeý Who' Ma: dea Revolution (London, 1956), 
p. 89 quoted from "Where to Begin" Fy--Tenin. 
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the EjtemN Ilyfln tWiy-an branch of Tehran 
1 

was in fact the 

. 
Komiteh-ye Enq&l'db which wa's-organized by the members of the 

- smaller committee of the Aiijbman-e Melli. 

MalekzUdeh in his history of the Revolution gives 
the names of the fifteen members of the Komlteh and its aims 

which were to protect the C6nsitution and the Majles. The 

members were his own father, Malek al-Motekallem'ln, Seyyed 

JamRl Vdlez MlrzF Jahingi savat t3 rr Khgn, Seyyed Mohammad Mo --p 
0 

Taqlzadeh, Vak-im al-Molk, Seyyed 'Abdalldh Khalkhdl-i, Seyyed 

Jalll ArdabIll, MI-rzA Soleyman KhRn Meykadeh, Uoseyn Qoll- 

Khlln NavvUb2 MlrzA'All Akbar Dehkhodi, Uij'l Mllrza Ebrahilm aqa, 

MIrzU DZivUd 'All Ablidl, Adib al-Saltaneh,, Naý-mtal-Sultin, ' and 

Moldied al-Saltaneh. 
4 Five of these men had been members of 

the smaller committee of the Anjoman-e Melli already mentioned. 

They were Malek al-Motekal-lemin, Seyyed Mohammad Mosdvat, 

Seyyed Jamal Valez, Mlrz'R Jah7angir KhRn and Soleymdn KhNn. 

Malekzadeh writes that the meetings were held in 

the house of Haklim al-Molk and that Mirzli Mohammad Nejat, 

R. Rei'gzlideh Malek, 1jeydar KhRn 'AmU Oghl (Tehran, 
1351), p. 40, and 
J. Sheykh al-Eslilml "Asnad-e 

' 
Rliked-e VezZirat-e 

Onrur-e Kharejeh-ye Engelestan va MasLaleh-ye Qati-e 
AtRbak", Sokhan, Vol. 5, No. 10,13449 pp. 1019-1032. 

2. See pp. 86-87. 

3. These two had also been mentioned by Ueydar Khan as members 
of his organization. 

4. TaqIz&deh gave the number of the members as seventeen, 
including Ijoseyn Tq! I Parv"i-z'and MTrz! I Mobammad Khorii- 
sdn! Nejdt, and he excluded Nc; ntal-Salýazý 

"Taqizadeh dar bdreh-ye Qatl-e Atdbak Sokhan MrgUyad", 
Sokhan,, No. 1. Bahman, 1944, p. -6. Also pUVlished in Maqfflat, -,, vol. 3. 
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Uoseyn AqR Parviz and M-irzil Mo4sen Najm5blidl were intermedi- 

ates who carried out the orders of the committee. He added 

that the committee had a large organization of Modheds'who' 

were armed and were-destined to guard the Constitution. In 

addition the committee had a secret executive group which had 

decided on the murder of Atdbak. He added that lots had been 

drawn in this small group as to the actual executor and that 

the name of 'Abbis Aqa had come up. 
1 

This small secret executive committee must'have been 

the secret committee of which Ueydar Kh5n speaks and of which 

Malek al Motekallemin, Seyyed Jamal, himself and probably 'Abbas 

AqA too were members. It is therefore possible that'the 

Kom7iteh- , ye Enqellb was the Ejtemn I 1yan I. Finlynn branch of Tehran 

or one of its branches. ' Ueydar Khan had written that the com- 

mittee he had organized had been dissolved, but the number of 

members mentioned by Malekzddeh corresponds to the number of 

members of the public committee stipulated by the 1907 Mashad 

programme. Moreover, Malekzideh emphasizes that the aims of 

this committee, like those announced'in 'the Mashad programme, 

were the safeguarding'of the Constitution, and the protection 

and preservation of the Majles. Besides, many of -the activities 

of this committee correspond to those stipulated at Mashad. 

Thus it would seem that though Ueydar Khin's larger committee 

was dissolved there did exist at least one such organization 

in Tehran. It is of course possible that-there wa's more than 

one 'committee, under"different 1'eadership and name. - 

1. M. MalekzAdeh; "TNrlkh-e MashrUtlyyat; 2. pp. 218-222. 
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It must be added that of all the organizations 

thus far examined and also to be examined henceforth, the 

Ejtemff*'Yygn 'Ani-iyan and the Komiteh were the most important. 

They had an ideology, proper organization, defined aims, 

consistent membership, all of which were probably due to their 

connection with the Russian Social Demqcrats and the Bolsheviks. 

It must be borne in mind that the Ejtem'd llynn 

17kmlyrin did not divulge their programme and organization, so 

the membership of deputies and others outside the Majles is 

not apparent. Possibly the reason was not to frighten others 

who only wished to effectuate a mere limitation of the powers 

of the Shah and introduce justice and the rule of law. The 

programme of the, EjtemR 'TyQn 'Amlyan was very radical and they 

aimed at changing some of the fundamental social conditions, 

as indicated in their land reform programme suggested in the 

Baku and Mashad programme. But they had to proceed with caution 

and not announce this openly. It must be added that the parent 

organization in Russia was also clandestine. Some of the aims, 

howeverl did not remain secret once the Majles was consituted 

and brought about the opposition of the moderates, but as 

those who advocated them were in a very small minority it did 

not occasion too much fear at the time. 

Although the members-of the secret societies before 

the Revolution had spent considerable energy and thought on 

the nature of the change and had discussed it in previous 

years, the actual manner of the change had not been considered 

and there was a surprising degree of confusion over the desires 

s 
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of different sections when the time came to devise a consti- 

tution and the Majles. The fact that there was such a 

divergence and confusion meant that a single political organi- 

zation with defined aims did not appear to give, leadership 

and cohesion to the movement. 

The Constitutional Revolution and the problems it 

engendered divided people into roughly two sides - those who 

supported the Revolution and. those who oppsed it. Later those 

who supported the Revolution also. split between those who 

advocated compromise and those who wanted an all-out showdown 

and a real revolution. The clash of interests intensified 

and, many shades of opinion appeared which complicated the 

issues and made peace between the two sides impossible. 

The division between the supporters and opponents 

ofthe* Revolution did not follow clear class divisions. On 

the contrary it cut across the social divisions of society-There 

were, for instance, constitutionalists amongst the upper classes 

and reactionaries amongst the lower echelons of society as well. Despite the 

Revolution no change was made in the governing class, which retained the 

status quo. The Ministers we. *re from a class which differed 

socially from the"majority of the Deputies or those who had 

brought about the Revolution . 
We must see'whethe"fth6se divisions, whichformed 

, the base of the later'political parties, weredue to the weak- 

ness-of the constitutional laws. *-or the electoral laws'or 

whe'. the*r' they were the . 'result- of. more 'deep-seated probl'. ems. 
WeYe th. ey, for instance-,. Aue. , 'to -the hature of. s'ociety itself 

-or. we: re "the'y ideologicalediff ex6n'ce's' which 'divided the Mafles? 

In the next cahpter we shall look at some of these problems. First 

we shall examine some of the aspects of the constitutional law 

and the problems they engendered. 
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CHAPTER 11 

THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW-ý. 

The failure of the Persian Constitutional Revolution 

has been blamed on the Shah's enmity, on the reaction 

of the ruling class or on foreign interference, but no 

attention has been paid to the Constitutional laws and the 

Electoral laws which were partly responsible for the 

failure to solve Persia's problems. 

The Persian law makers had the particular conditions 

of their country in mind when'they prepared the 

Constitutional laws and'changed the models they took 

to suit their purpose, which made these laws inconsistent 

in certain respects. As will be seen, there were-certain 

weaknesses in the Belgian and French Constitutional laws 

which they used-as models and these were transported 

into Persia's-parliamentary. system and worked to its 

disadvantage. 

The demand for a. Constitution grew'gradually in 

Persia and those who took Bast (asyl=) in the Shah 

'Abd al-Alzim Shrine in ShavAl 1323 (December 1905) 

formulated their demands haphazardly. They asked for 

the dismissal of IA3.7a'al-Douleh, the Governor of Tehran, 

the dismissal of Naus, the unpopular Belgian Customs 

Minister, the punishment of the carriage driver named 

tAskar, on the road to Qom, an amnesty for them all and 

the return of the Tou 1yat (administration) of the 
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Marvi School to the Ashtiyinir family. They asked for 

reparation to be made to the, Moitahed of Kerman, Mohammad 

ReýH., who had been beaten by the Governor, and the 

abolition of the stamp duty on the Ulama's salary. 

Y. Doulat&bRd7i recounts that he had been to see 

the Turkish Ambassador and had asked him to'mediate 

between the Bastis and the Shah, and in order that the 

demands would not be seen to be too shallow, he had 

changed the last item to a demand for redress of the 

Ulama's rights. Despite this, the Ambassador had found 
r 

the last, demand unsatisfactory. Doulat*Ablidl thinks he 

must have been briefed by some of the liberals, who 

thus conveyed through him a demand for an lEddlatkhlineh 

or a Houseof Justice. 2 It has been said that if a 

demand for an Assembly had been made. it would have 

ruined all chances of success for it would have frightened 
3 the Shah and strengthened the hands of 'Ayn al-Douleh, 

1. Y. Doulatibadir, op. cit. 2. p. 22-23. 

2. There-had already been. some discussion about an 'EdKlat- 
khEine'h. * Malkam had mentioned it and we are told by 
Te'-rm&nl that TabEitab&llls aim was partly the estab- 
lishment of sých ýn institution. Besides,, the very 
early aims of all Persian reformers was the establish- 
ment of justice. 'According to t. O. 'Browne this 
IEd&latkhNneh was to consist of representatives elected 
by the Ulama.,, ' landed proprietors and merchants, and 
presided over by the Shah. Other authors do not 
discuss what this organization's aims were to be or 
how it was to be organized. Kasrav3I mentions that 
this would have guaranteed more justice, for despite 
the fact that there was a Minister of Justice, he 
only existed in name, and sole power rested with the 
Government and the rich who abused it at will. 

M. Malekz&deh, Tgr'lkh-e MashrUtlyyat, 2. pp. 83-85. 
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Seyyed Mohammad TabAýab&ll and Seyyed 'Abdalldh Bahbah5n-1,, 

the two important religious leaders, dissuaded the more 

liberal amongst them not to ask for an Assembly at this 

time, and to limit their demands to the 'Edglatkhdneh., 

for'if the rule of law was established, they said, there 

would be complete security in Persia. It has been said that 

the religious leaders were afraid that if the negotiations 

dragged on for too long, people would disperse. it 

should be added here that there was another group whose 

aims were more radical still, but they were not divulged 

at this time. 

Eventually the Shah granted a rescript,, or Dastkhat 

in Z! aldeh 1323 (January 1906) and accepted these 
-1cr 

demands. 'Thereupon the exiles returned to Tehran amidst 

much rejoicing, but hopes were soon disappointed, as the 

Government took no steps to implement its promises. As 

a result, dissatisfaction increased, and when a crowd 

collected to oppose the exile of Sheykh Moýammad, one of 

their leaderss a religious student, was shot dead by the 

Government forces in Rabilal-S&ni' 1324 (June 1906). 

This was the signal for the closing of the Bazirs and a genera2 

exodus of the Ulama to Qom. The merchants and the 

liberals took refuge in the British Legation, their numbers 

growing to about 14,000.2, 

1. A. Kasravll, Tarlkh-e MashrUteh. 9 P-72. 

2. In an interesting letter written by Vakirl al-Douleh 
to Atabak., it was said that the Toliar spent large 
sums of money-to feed the 8astis-17the British 
Legation., -Then the writer adds that of course the 
money must be paid by the British. This kind of 
allegation shows the kind of rumour rampant at the 
time., but none. has been substantiated by any of the 
British documents available. 'E. SafW I Asnad-e 
Mashr5teh (Tehran 1348), P-78. 
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They demanded the return of the Ulamal and the 

dismissal of 'Ayn al-Douleh, the opening of an Assembly, 

and the punishment of those guilty of the shooting. 

W The negotiations between the Bastis and the Government 

was carried on by the British Representative Grant-Duff. 

At last the Shah granted their demands, and issued a 

FarmEn's on the 14th JarCadl al-fth-1 1324 (5th August 1906), 

followed by another rescript reaffirming these. In the 

meantime,, 'Ayn al-Douleh was dismissed and Mllrza Nasrall7ah 
o 

Khan Moshirr al-Douleh was appoinied Prime Minister. He 

was a former government official who had worked in-the 

Foreign Ministry, and was probably a moderate nationalist 

but very cautious. 'He has been credited with being 

a liberal and instrumental in the early success of the 

Revolution but this is doubtful. For example when. 

the Azarbaijani deputies arrived at4Tehran he argued 

with them against the Constitution saying the Shah had 

.2 only granted a MashrUleh not a MashrUteh. He might 

have been genuine in this belief or he might have been 

E. Ba 
, 
stani Parizi., Taldsh-e kz§, dl (Tehran, 1354) p. 20 

lst ed. 1341. 'It must be added that he was one of 
the persons-arrested for. his connection with Malkam 
in 1091. 'He had also been a member of the - 
Far&mUshkh&neh. H. 'Algar., Mirza Malkum.. kha n., pp. 203 
and 24.5. (Algar? s source for this assertion is-a-letter 
by-Mirzd ýqd KhRn to Malkam. Supplement Pe san 1996., 
pp. 2: 25-126'). 'Grant-Duff described him'as speaking no 
foreign language, having never left Persia and having 
practically no education, but as having tact and 
judgement. '- He added that his two sons were educated 
in Europe and probably persuaded him to accept office 
as theymere-well educated and ambitious. Grant-Diiff 
to Grey, August 13th l9o6. No. 2o8 FO 371'/113. 

. 2. '. A. Xasrav'i,, Tirlkh-e MashrUteh, I p. 217. 
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repeating the Shah's wis . h. 'Also,, we have a private 

letter which mentions the 'fact that Mirrzd NasrallRh Khan 
1 

might have hinted to the Shah to recall Atabak. 

About two thousand persons, including members of 

the Ulama, nationalist leaders and nobles were invited 

to meet at the, Madreseh-ye NeZRm. the military school, 

where they were entertained and where patriotic speeches 

were delivered. A temporary Maj. les was thereupon 

appointed, including representatives of the Ulama, and 

AfyEn. or Ashr2if, merchants and A*ndf and some of the 

Minister's. 'Doulatabadi says this was a free Majles which 
2 

discussed the. NeZ5mn5meh or the price of bread and meat. 

They met twice weekly while the Electoral laws were 

being translated and prepared by §anII al-Douleh, Mokhber 

al-SalVanehs Moshir al-Molk and Mo4tasham al-Saltaneh. 

The two sons of Tabdtabiilil, Seyyed Mohammad Sadeq and 

This-letter is-by a certain Moghis al-Saltaneh,, 
secretary of Retd Qoll KhAn MU! the-nephew of 
Ijoseyn. Qoll KhEn Neýdm al-SalVaneh-who had been in 
turn. secretary to Mobammad Shah when he was the 
Prince Governor of Aftbaijan,. and was later made 
Prime-Minister. In this letter Moghig al-SalVaneh 
relates that Moshir al-Douleh had told the Shah to 
recall At7abak. ' The writer,, who hints at the fact 
that. the relationship between these two had not been 
too cordial, question's why Moshir al-Douleh should 
do this, and concludes that he probably knew the Shah 
wished it and wanted to please him. ' (Private 
collection of the Ne; 5n M&f1 family).. 

2. Y. Doulatiiblidl, o'p. cites 2. p. 88. 
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AbU al-Usem were also involved in preparing the 

Electoral Laws which were signed in Rajab (September). 

The Constitutional or Fundamental laws, called, 

NeZ5=5meh (regulations) or Q&nUn-e Asds!, were also 

prepared in great haste as the Shah was dying., They 

were signed on the 14th ZlTqaldeh 1324 (December 30th, 1906). 

Basically they dealt with the nature of the Assembly. They 

were therefore incomplete for they were in reality a 

set of regulations respecting the rights, nature, and 

duties of the Assembly, the Senate, the manner of 

passing laws and the limitations of the power and duties 

of the Ministers. 'There is no theoretical and no 

ideological principle mentioned. These laws, 51 

articles in all, were inadequate and deficient as they 

had been prepared in great haste before Moýaffar al-Din 

Shah died, 'and it soon became clear that they had'to be 

supplemented by further laws. 

It has been said that the Persian Constitution was 

based upon the Belgian Constitution. 2 Taq1z&deh has. 

Ibid., 2, pp. 86-87 According to 
one authority, the translation. of these laws had 
already been-done during the reign of 119Qer al-D'in 
Shah who ordered-all kinds of laws to be translated. 
Mohammad Mohit TaWiVabRII., private interview. 

2. The Belgian Constitution was written in 1831 and had 
been based on the French Constitutional laws. Both 
had been-later modified and revised. These revisions 
were sometimes taken into consideration in Persia 
and sometimes not as shall be seen. Mokhber al- 
Saltaneh, who was closely linked with the process of 
law making at this period, writes that the French law 
which was the basis for the Belgian Constitution had 
caused-enough havoc in France'and was to do so in 
Persia, causing the interference of the rabble in 
politics. 'He added that in reality the laws of 
England should have been used but could not have been 
because-of Political considerations. He does not add 
that the English-laws were unwritten. -and... 

impossible to 
copy. Mokhber al Saltaneh Hedayat$ KhRter&t va 
_Khalvariits 

(Tehran, 1344) p. 145. 
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added that some parts of it were based'upon the 

Constitution of some of the Balkan countries as they 

were more modern. Another writer mentions that the 
2 Bulgarian Constitution was the model used. It is 

possible that the first laws, the so called NeZEmnKmeh 

were based upon the Bulgarian laws though this 

assertion is not substantiated. The supplementary 

Fundamental laws wBre clearly a direct translation of 

the Belgian laws and follow the same form and idea as 

the Belgian law's. 

The main stumbling block with regard to the first 

set of Constitutional laws, was its deficiency as far 

as the important question of ministerial responsibility 

was concerned. Clauses number 28,40 and 42 did not 
3 

make this question clear enough. These clauses 

discussed the duties of the Ministers and called thera 

responsible ministers., but this responsibility was 

not defined. Moshirr al-Douleh had said that the 

Mlinisters were responsible to the ZAt or pers-cyv,, - of the 

Shah, which did not satisfy the Deputie . s. Indeed it 

was a difficult step to accept and to make Ministers, 

H. Taql; Rdeh., "LafZ-e Mashriiteh -va. -Yiidi az AvAyel-e 
AashrCiVilyya't. " Maqglgt-e TaqTzNdeh., ed. I. AfshRr, 
(Tehran,, 1349) ls P-392. 

2. t. 'Lockhart, "The Constitutional Laws of Persia, Out- 
line of their Origin and Development", Middle East 
Journa 131 1959s P-382. 

3. Clauses No. 40ý 42 and. also 27 and 28 dealt with 
the question-of ministerial duties and position 
vis-a-vis the Majles. 
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always appointed by the Shah as his own servants, now 

responsible to the Majles, especially as this 

responsibility was not clearly specified., 

This question first arose in connection with the 

unpopular Belgian Minister Naus who had been engaged 

as the Director of Customs in 1898 and had been so 

successful that in 1901 he was made Minister of Posts 
1 

and Telegraphs. He was a foreigner and therefore 

unpopular in certain religious. circles; he was also 

unpopular with the merchant class because he had negotiated 

with the Russians a new tariff treaty which worked to 

the disadvantage of the Persian mercantile comrunity. 

So the question of ministerial responsibility was linked 

to Naus in a very clever manoeuvre by SaId al-Douleh 
2 

A. Destree, Les Ponctionnaires. BelSes au Service de la 
Perse 1898-1915 (Tehran, Liiýges 1376). Acta Iranica VI 
pp-76-92 Ills 121. 

'2. ' M'1rzA Javdd Khiin Sald al-Douleh had, originally 
negotiated the employmen 

,t 
of the Belgians when he 

was Ambassador in Belgium. 'Later., as Minister of 
Commerce, he had attacked Naus who obtained his 
exile in 1323 (, 1905),. thus creating a martyr to the 
cause of liberty. 'When the Revolution was successfuls 
the Shah recalled him to Tehran and-he received a hero's 
welcome and was elected-to the44ajles. Thus he had 
an old quarrel to. settle with Naus. 

, 
Mokhber al- 

SalVaneh- who. acted as a mediator between the 
Majles and the Government, gives an interesting account 
of thi's. 'He writes. that when Azarbaijan and the 
Anjoman of Tabriz were putting pressure on the Shah 
to declare the principle of constitutionalism in 

, ShavRl (November), a meeting was held between some 
of the Deputies and the Government; the dismissal 
of Naus was accepted by the Government and thereupon 
Sald al-rDouleh had declared himself satisfied. 
Taqlzddeh, however, had said that they had included 
the dismissal of Naus because of Sald al-Douleh's 
private grudge, and. that their real purpose was the 
strengtheni 

, 
ng, of the Constitution. Mokhber_al- 

SalVanehs op. c'it., p. 1'47. ' 
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and made a popular issue which soon showed up the 

deficiencies of the Constitutional laws. 'First., the 

fact that Naus was a foreigner was raised and objected 

to in -Zlýajeh 1324 (February 1907). SaId al-Douleh 

said he could not be introduced to the Majles as such. 

Then N&ser al-Molk, the Minister of Finance, was 

questioned as to his responsibility as a Minister, he 

replied that he was not responsible for the Ministry 

of Customs. The question of ministerial responsibility 

was not solved and the attendance of the Ministers in 

the Majles was demanded in a letter written to the ýadr 

Al; am on 5th ýiqaldeh (20th January). 'A few days later, 

Moýtasham al-Saltanehs as the representative of the 

Prime Minister, introduced the Ministry, and the name 

of Naus was omitted. '-But the campaign was continued,, 

with the question of Ministers' attendance at the M. ajles 

being raised. Taqlrzadeh recounts that he wrote to his 

friend Moýammad 'All Khdn Tarbilyat in Tabriz, complaining 

that the Government was uncooperative and not acting 
2. 

constitutionally. This letter triggered an uprising 

1. A. M. 'No. '37., 18 aýajeh 1324 (2nd, February, 1907) & 
No. '43,8th Moýarram 1325 (22nd February 1907). The 
Minister of-Finance was Niiger. al-rMolk. He. had been 
educated in England and had served at the court of 
NZIper al-Din Shah, then-as Minister of Amlin al-Douleh 
in 1314 and again. in the same capacity under Amin al- 
Soltin, and now he was, once again Minister of Finance. 
He ýad. come to the Majles and had denied responsibility 
for the Customs, and had th 

* 
us initiated the uproar which 

led. to-the dismissal of Naus. 'For-an account oj. his 
life see M. Bimd9d Sharb-e-1JEl-e Reýal-e Iran dar 
Qarn-e 12,13,14 Hejrl, (Tehran, 1347) 1, pp. 66-70. 

2. It must be added that when the Azarbaijan Deputies 
reached Tehran, TaqlzSdeh was already in Tehran. Tabriz 
was in the midst of the uprising engendered by, his 

/cont1d. 
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in Tabriz, he says, which lasted a week, and only ceased 

when the Shah relented and promised to uphold the 

Constitution and agreed that a body in the Majles be 

appointed to prepare the Supplementary Fundamental Laws. 
in 

This uprising in Tabriz/Ziýajeh 1324 (February 1907) was 

particularly aimed at obtaining from Moýammad 'All Shah 

acceptance of the-principle of Constitutionalism which 

he had originally signed with his father. The 

Azarbaijan Deputies and the Tabrizis who knew him did not 

trust'him,, and wanted him to accept, this principle once 

again. *The dismissal of Naus was also demanded but the 

principle of ministerial responsibility was not included 

in these demands. 'It was the Supplementary Fundamental 

laws which included the'necessary articles making the 

Ministers responsible to the Majles. So the question of 

ministerial responsibility plagued the Majles for a long 

time because the new laws were not signed until 20th. 

Sha'bNnl325 (7th October 1907)2 but the Majles imposed 

this principle in practice, as some Ministries declared 

that they accepted this principle though it was not yet 

law. 
Within the first few months of the life of the 

Majles there were no outstanding issues which affected 

the development of the embryonic parties. Votes were 

/cont'd. ' letter,, so the Azarbaljdnl* Deputies were 
called immediately to meet the Prime Minister, 
MoshIr al-Douleh, as already mentioned. He had 
told them that the Shah had granted a MashrUleh 
and not a MashrUteh. This had led to much argument 
in which thý-51e-plu_Fires persuaded the Prime Minister 
that on the contrary the Shah had granted a Consti- 
tution. *A. Xasravl, Virlkh-e Mashrilteh, p. 217. 

2. M. Taqlvziideh IlTarlkh-e Avayel-e EnqelEb-e MashrUtlyyat-e 
Iran". ýýý 12 p. 274. 
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taken on small issues but there was no-continuity and., 

apart from the activity of the more radical group there 

was no formal organization of parties. The Prime 

Minister, MoshIr al-Douleh, made no independent attempt 

to create a circle of supporters on whom he could rely. 

With the death of Mozaffar al-Din Shah and the 

accession of Moýammad 'Alir Shah, the position of Mosh"Irr 

al-Douleh was no longer secure. The new Shah had his own 

clique of courtiers who opposed the Premier. These 

were referred to as the KEshl clique as most were from 

that province (Kashan). " There were many other old 

courtiers and Princes who also opposed thelformer Premier. 

One was Kýmrdn MIrzR 2 
who was at the same time uncle 

and father-in-law of the young Shah. He had held the 

post of Minister of War during his father Ndýer al-DIn 

Shah's reign, 'but had been out of office all through 

the reign of Mo; affar al-D'Ivn Shah, his brother. 'Now 

naturally, he wanted to make a come-back, and found'the 

position of Moshlir al-Douleh, the Prime Ministerý an 

obstacle. 

1. , Some*of th&se wereformer courtiers who had been 
attached to Moýammad 'All when he was Crown Prince 

, 
in Tabriz. 'They were headed by Gholdm Hoseyn Win 
Ghafdrl, the Governor of Tehran. He had been at 
court since the reign of Nd*er al-D'In Shah, and had 
held many governmental posts, including that of 
Minister of Justice and Minister of Court, also 
Vazir MakhsU*,, Governor of Kashan, and Vaz1Ir 
Hom9yUn w6re of this group. 

2. Y. DoulatRblidl also mentions'the courtiers who 
opposed Mothir al-Douleh, op. dit. 2,, pp. 104- 5! 
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The Majles., too, was dissatisfied with Moshirr al- 

Douleh, as he did not show much support for it,, and only 

accepted the principle of responsibility reluctantly 

and was always evasive. The Shah had explained to 

Spring Rice the reason for the dismissal of Mosh-ir al- 

Douleh, saying that the post of Grand Vizier was not 

necessary and that Moshirr al-Douleh had refused to accept 

that of Minister of the Interior, and had resigned. On 

the whole, according to Spring Rice, it must have been 

difficult for Moshirr al-Douleh to satisfy the Shah 

and work with the Majles. 1 

Mo4ammad 'All Shah did not appoint a Prime Minister 

immediatelys but Vazir Afkham who had previously 

held the post of Minister of the Interior in the Ministry 

I of Moshir al-Douleh now acted as First Minister and Head 

2 
of the Government. He presented the Cabinet officially 

to the Majles on the 6th Safar (29th March) and declared 

that they all accepted the principle of responsibility*' 

VazIr Afkham was unpopular in the Majles and often 

criticised, this led to a deterioration in the relation- 

ship between the Majles and the Government, which was 

accused of lack of cooperatiod and of not understanding 

Spring Rice to Grey., ý4arch 28th., 1907 No. 55 FO 
371/301 Incl. 'in No. I. ' 

2. ' For details of his life, see M. Bimddd, op. cit., 2, 
p. 1*02. 

A. M. No. 71,30 Safar 1325 (14th April 1907). At 
this time and foý a short periods the discussions of. 
the Majles were published without mention of the names 
of the speakers. 
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the meaning of responsibility. It was said about Vazir 

Afkham that he could not even keep. two sheep and that 

he should resign. 
I At last, votes were taken and he 

2 
was forced to resign by 79 votes cast against him. 

The next Prime Minister was AmIrn al-Solt. ans- the 

Atibak-e Alýam, who had had very long experience of 

administration during the reign of Miýer al-Din and 

Moýaffar al-Din Shah as Prime Minister. 'He had been 

very unpopular and even the*Moitaheds 
, of Karbelh, - had sent a 

Takfirn2imeO (excommunication) against him. He now 

posed as a Constitutionalists which can be justified by 

saying that he was a great opportunist and wished to make 

a come-back to politics. 

The return of AtZLbak did not solve anything but 

rather increased the problems and tensions. In fact it 

was his resumption of office that was fundamental in giving 

rise to the emergence of groups that took on much greater 

coherence within the Majles. In a certain sense he can 

be said to have been the catalyst that gave rise to 'parties'. 

In the meantime, the group nominated to write the 

Supplementary Fundamental laws set out to do so, but 

j. ' R. M. 'No. '82., 18th Rabirlal-Avval 1325 (2nd May 1907) 
and No. '71,30th §afar (14th April). ' 

2. Kasrav! says that these criticisms were a trick to 
mi make him resign in order to bring back A In al-SolVin 

and that the Deputies unknowingly played into the 
Shah's hand. This is possibly true for ýanll al- 
Douleh, who favoured the return of 

Lin 
al-Soltan, 

had insisted that according to the Constitution they. 
could vote out one Minister and the Cabinet did not 
have to resign as a consequence. ' A. Kasravl,, 
Tarikh-e MashrUteh, p. 255- 

M, Amilris ZendegEnir-ye Siyasi-ye At&bak-e Alýam- 
(Tehran 1_346) pp. 4-32-413. 
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these'laws were not destined to be signed by the Shah 

until the 20th ShalbBn 1325 (7th October 1907). 

The Supplementary Fundamental Laws 

Taqlzideh, Seyyed Nqrallah AkhavlrýSald al-Douleh, 

Mohaqeq al-Douleh, Amin al-Zarb, Mostashýr al-Douleh and 

§adlq al-Vairat were appointed to write these laws. 

The choice of Deputies shows a clear contrast with the 

past policy. Whereas those appointed to prepare the 

original Constitutional laws were the two sons of 

Moshir al-Douleh the Prime Minister and SaId al-Douleh, 

prominent Deputies were now chosen. Besides the 

Deputies of Tehran, two leading Azarbaijan Deputies 

were also chosen, which shows not only their personal 

standing but also the preponderance of Azarbaijan after 

Tehran; the more radical nature of the Supplementary 

Seyyed Nagralllih was from the Ulama class and 
represented the Tolljjh. He had been a member of the 
Anioman-e-Melliand the JRmel-e ýdamlyat and was 
a moderatT-Deputy. 'He iWas particularly mindful 
of guarding the privileges of the Ulama. ' ýadlq 
Vairat was a teacher at the Political Science school, 
the Deputy of the Alydn of Tehran and related by 
marriage to the family of Sanirlal-Douleh. Mobaqeq 
al-Douleh and AmIn al Zarb*were Deputies of the 
Toijar. 'The former wai a friend of Sanilal-Douleh 
and left the Majles when he did. The latter was a 
prominent merchant, representing the Toj'j*ar of 

and Mostashar al-Douleh the Alydn of 
He was related to ýanirl Tl-Douleh. 

Sald al-Douleh, who had also been related to ýaýlr al--ý 
Douleh through marriage, but had divorced his wife 
and hence fallen fou 

'1 
of the Heddyat family, 

represented the Alvan. 'He had been Ambassador in 
Belgium and therefore was considered an authority 
'on Constitutionalism. 
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laws was no doubt due to these, men. 

After the reappearance of Atdbak, and the drawing 

up of the clear lines of allegiance and affiliation, 

the first real issue on which a division can'be clearly 

seen was that of the membership of the Commission to 

draw up the Supplementary Fundamental laws. On one 

side were the supporters of AtRbak, the most prominent 

of whom were attached through relationship and interest 

to the Hedgyat family. On the other side were those 

connected with SaId al-Douleh, and especially the 

group of the more progressive Azarbaijan Deputies. Mostashar 

al-Douleh was related to §anITal-Douleh at the same time 

was an Azarbaijan Deputy of a liberal but moderate 

disposition. His presence on the Commission might have 

had a salutary effect and we can surmise that it resulted 

in a compromise to satisfy both sides. 

Unfortunately we do not know any of the arguments 

used by the law makers, nor the way they actually used 

their models. There are instances when the laws are not 

clear, and are open to interpretations, there are other 

instances when they are insufficient to solve the 

problems of government. 
' There are certain purely 

For instance, the law-making procedure was very in- 
efficient, and when a Bill came to the Majles there 
was much discussion about whether it was fit for ' 
signature by the Shah, or whether it should be returned 
and written properly. In order to remedy this problem 
it was suggested by Mokhber al-Molk and Taqizadeh that 
a body of experts consisting of some Deputies and 
Ministers should be set up to write all the laws and 
prepare them for discussion in the Majles, %ýej No. 60) 
on the model of the French Conseil d'Etat. T is same 
suggestion was made by the French experts and was taken 
up later in the Second Majles by the Government of 
Mostoufiv al-Mamiilek. Barclay to Grey, Jan. 23,1910. 
FO 416/43. Al-so G. Demorgny. Essai sur l'Administration 
De'la Perse- (Paris, 1913), P. 25. 
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Persian additions such as the very controversial religious 

clauses, especially the right of veto granted to five 

of the Mojtaheds in the Majles, in Article No. 2 of the 

Supplementary Fundamental laws. They were to supervise 

the enactment of all laws so that nothing contrary to 

religion would be passed. 

The most important element in a constitution 

according to eighteenth and nineteenth-century political 

thought was a representative government, a limited 

executive. s the separation of powers, and the theory of 

checks and balances, or a mixed government. Those 

who wrote the Supplementary Fundamental laws were aware 

of these principles for although the separation of 

powers is not mentioned in so many words in the Belgian 

_or 
French laws, they are included in the Persian 

Constitutinn, Article 27. However, a real separation of 

powers has always been difficult to operate in Europe 

and was much more so in Persia. 

'There were many complaints that the principle of the 
separation, of powers was not being acted upon. 
Taqiz'&deh had once said that the essence of consti- 
tuionalism was this separation, but that n6ither'-the 
Majles nor the Ministers concurred to it. The 
Ministers performed the duties of the Majles. For 
instance the Minister of Science came to the Majles 
and complain 

, 
ed about a newspaper whereas this was the 

Mailes's duty. He had added that the Majles also 
interfered in the duties of the Ministers and listened 
to complaintsý which was not its duty. When the 
situation became critical in Zlvqaldeh 1325 (December 
1907), the Shah sent a letter to the Majles demanding 
that the Executive and. Legislative should be kept 
separate, This had been discussed in the Majles and 

. 
one of the Deputies. had retorted that the Shah himself 
took measures without the 

, 
knowledge of the Ministerss 

and that a separation of powers should be effected 
within the Executive also. 'R. M. 'No-33,, 21st ZIhajeh 
1325.9 (26 Jan. '1908)'and No. '218 23rd Shavdl 
(30th Nov. ). 
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The theory of checks and balances and of a mixed 

government was in principle included in the Persian- 
1 Constitution but they were not put into effect. The 

law makers wished to accumulate sole power in the hands 

of the Legislative, thus upsetting the balance theyý 

meant to set u p'. 'This was caused naturally by their 

deep suspicion of the Shah and the governing class. 

The Shah was Head of the Executive -and as such 

he had certain rights and prerogatives, and all'through 

this period, even at times of crisis, deference was 

always shown to him in the Majles by the Deputies. 

The Supplementary Fundamental laws limited his powers. 

Article 35 said the sovereignty of Persia is a trust by 

the grace of God conferred on the Sovereign ftle people, 

and Article 36 said that, the Sovereignt ofPersia was a :5 
limited monarchy'. The Ministers-were said to be responsible 

to the and not to the Shah in Article 44. - 

the Shah's decrees were to be signed by the responsible 
,*2. Ministers. The Belgian Constitution Article 64 decreed 

The idea of checks and balances was originally 
conceived to be amalgamated with the idea of the 
separation of powers in order to stop the use of 
arbitrary. power by one section of the Government upon 
the people. It was thus hoped that each section-would 
exercise a check upon the other. Thus the Executive 
was to have a veto power over the Legislative, or the 
legislative branch was given the power of impeachment, 
but this power to interfere was limited; however each 
branch could exercise some authority over the other. 
The idea of a mixed government, that is the government 
of King, Lords and Commons, was an older concept, but 
designed for the same purpose. W. C. Vile. Consti- 
tutionalisifi and the Separation of Powers. (Oxford, 19b9). 
pp. 131 17- 

2. When. the Shah ordered. the arrest of certain people 
suspected of. having. been*responsible for throwing a bomb at his carriage, without the signature of the 

/contd. 
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the same. The Shah could not delay or suspend laws, but 

he could appoint or dismiss Ministers. This had been 

an old prerogative of the Shahs of Persia and was also 

that of the King of the Belgians, Article 65. But in 

fact it meant that a censure of the Government meant an 

indirect censure of the Shah, and was naturally taken 

as an affront by the Shah., whose predecessors had been 

solely responsible for all government. The Majles 

had not alternative but to accept the Shah's choice of 

Ministerss for no provision was made for the case of dis- 

approval of the Shah's candidate. This flaw was due to 

the fact that the whole concept of Cabinet and Prime 

Minister arose later than the period when the Belgian 

constitution was devised. This omission was also 

evident in the Persian laws. 

Another of the Shah's prerogatives was the signing 

of laws. One writer has raised the interesting question 

of whether according to the Persian laws the King could 

or could not abstain from signing. Manýar al-SalVaneh, in 

a book on the principles of constitutionalism says that 

when the Fundamental laws were being prepared, there was 

much discussion upon this point between the representatives 

of the nation and those of the Government,, and*also upon 

/contd. Ministers an awful scene ensued whereby the 
MajIes-enforced the trial of the Chief of Police 
and the Governor of Tehran who were responsible for 
this unlawful act. '(All translation of the Persian 
Constitutional-laws. has been taken from the P. R. O. 
correspondence,. namely Spring Rice to Grey, Tehran 
Jan. -. 27th 

, 
l907, No. 21, FO 371/301 and Marling to 

Grey., Nov. 7th 1907, No. 242 FO 371/313). 
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the question of the Shah's right of dissolution of 

the Majles. He added that the representatives of the 

nation had refused both instances so that these rights 

were not included in the Persian laws. In the second 

Majles, when the Regent NEýer al-Molk took office he 

alluded to the right of*the Crown with regard to this 

question and deplored the fact that the. Crown had no 

right even to modify or hold back a law passed by the 
2 two houses of the National Assembly. 

The Persian law makers were particularly sensitive 

to the royal prerogative, and omitted two of the- 

important articles of the Belgian laws from the Persian 

laws. This was a deliberate step possibly due to the 

influence of the Azarbaijan Deputies. ' These articles 

are Numbers 71 and 72 of the Belgian laws. Article 71 

decreed that the Monarch had the right to dissolve the 

Chambers either simultaneously or separately with the 

provision that the electors would be convoked in 40 days 

and the Chambers in two month's. Article 72 stipulated 

that the King could adjourn the Chambers for a period 

1. MansUr al-rSaltaneh argues that in a true democracy., ' 
the Sovereign cannot refuse to sign, for the bills 
presented by the Ministers are bound to be accepted 
by him as Head of the Executive; if a bill is 
presented. by the Legislative despite the wish of the 
Ministers.. it will lead to the dissolution of the 
Legislature and the question of signature would not 
arise. Manýrlr al-SalVaneh 'Adl, UoqUg-e_AsRsI Ya 
O*Ul-e MashrUt'lyyat (Tehran., 1372H. Q. ) p. 215. 

2. Barclay-to Grey, March 7th, 1911, No-33 FO 371/1187 
Encl. in No. l. 
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not exceeding one month, and not more than once in -I one 

session without the assent of the ParliaMent. The 

M omission of these two prerogatives tipped the balance 

in favour of the Majles and gave it unlimited power 

theoretically; it had sole control of financial matters 

and could censure the Government, but the Government 

and the King did not have the power to dissolve the House, 

and so to check it. It is no wonder that Mohammad 'Ali 

Shah would not sign these laws. 

According to the Persian Constitution the Senate, 

with the Shah, could dissolve the Majles under Article 48 

of the Fundamentai laws. 

But the Senate was not set up, and its membership 

became a question of controversy between the Government 

and the Majles. 'The Deputies wished for a third of 

the members to be chosen by the Government and two thirds 

by the Majles. 'Eventually a compromise was reached by 

deciding that half would be chosen by the Majles and 

half by the Government. In the Second Majles the question 

of the Senate was strongly opposed by the Democrats, and 

practically shelve d. In any case, by not setting up 

the Senate, the whole notion of a balanced Constitution 

was upset, and naturally predisposed the Shah to susýect 

the intentiom of the law makers. 

The main weakness of the Constitutional laws however, 

was due to a certain weakness in the Belgian and French 

laws. When the 1830 French Constitution was written the 

Cabinet system had not fully evolved in Europe and 

much-was left to practice; therefore the whole ýosition 
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of the Cabinet and the relationship of the Ministers 

with the Government and the position of the Prime 

Minister is unclear. This weakness found its way 

inadvertently into the Persian laws as well. 

This defect in the Persian laws has been previously 

pointed out, but with the-suggestion that it was due to the 

fact that the Cabinet was treated as the descendant of the 

old indigenous rilviin and its position was accepted as 

it had existed previously. 
" However, a closer look at 

the Belgian and French laws reveals that these weaknesses 

existed in the European models used. 

Closely related to the position of the Cabinet is 

the question of ministerial responsibility, which has 

been pointed out and which was the source of so much 

controversy in the First Majles. When this question first 

arose., the Government said that the Ministers were 

responsible to the Shah, which was objected to severely 

until it was accepted that the Ministers were to be 

responsible to the Majles. 'This defect was put right in 

the Supplementary Fundamental laws, which decreed in 

Article 61 that Ministers were collectively responsible 

before the Chamber for the general policies of the 

Goverment and individually for their personal acts. 

This clause is taken from the French Constitution of, 
2 1875 and does not exist in the earlier Belgian law; and 

L. 'Binder, Iran, Political Development in a Changing 
Society, (Berkeley, 19b2)9 PP*979 107. 

2. T. 'Godechoty ed Les'Constitutions de la France depuis 
. 1789 (Paris, MO). 

p-33. 
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despite this adjustment there is a serious discrepancy 

between the Persian and the Belgian laws with regard 

to the position of the Ministers, a discrepancy which went 

further than anything else in bringing about the mal- 

functioning of the Constitution and unsettling the 

relationship between the Government and the Majles. 

Further, the Shah appointed Ministers and, as the 

Constitutional laws were interpreted, they were made 

to resign from the Majles iý they were Deputies. This 

was a strict interpretation of the theory of the 

separation of powers, which meant that each government 

branch had to be kept separate, and Articles 32 and 

68. of the Supplementary Fundamental laws were interpreted 

in this sense. This Article had existed in the Belgian 
2 laws, number 36, but had been reworded later in the 

revision of the Constitutional laws in 1890, which 

excluded Ministers who could remain Deputies, but not 

other Government officials. It is possible, that the law 

These Articles are worded thus: - Article 32:. As soon 
as a. member becomes a salaried government servant he 
ceases to be a member. 'He can only become a member 
again after resignation of this government post and 
his re-election by the. people. , Article 68: Ministers cannot undertake any salaried 
employment other than their own duties. ' 

2. The 1831 Belgian. Constitution Article 36, said exactly 
what Article 32 cited above said. I'Le membre de 11une 
ou de l1autre des deux Chambres, nomme par le gouverne- 
ment-a un emploi salarie qulil accepte., -cesse-, immediate-* 
ment. de sieger et ne r, eprend ses fonctions quIen vertu 
d1une nouvelle election. " This Article was bhanged in 
the revision of 1890 to this version, and exempted the 
Ministers. 'I'Le membre de 11une des deux Chambres nomme 
par le gouvernement a toute autre fonction salariee 

. 
que celle de ministre et qui l1accepte, cesse immediate- 
ment de sieger et ne reprend ses fonctions quIen vertu d1une 
nouvelle-electi 

, 
on. " J. *SerVais, E Mechelynck ed. 

Les Codes Belges. '(Bruxellqs, 1927i, p. 4. 
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makers in Persia were using an old version of the 

Belgian-laws as*Mohlt Tab&taball suggests or'it 

might have been deliberately done in order to curtail 

the power of the Government over the Majles. In any 

case, it meant that there appeared a discrepancy in the 

Persian laws, for if Ministers were separate from the 

Assembly they could not be held responsible to that body, 

or, at least, the problem of enforcing that responsibility 

became impossible., It can be added also that if the 

Ministers had also been in the Majles, there would have 

been a possibility that political parties might have 

evolved in their support, the Executive would have had 

more power with regard to the King as well as the House, 

and would have, been able to act more effectively. But 

the system which arose could not function efficiently 

and, as Moshir al-Douleh complained, he had-all the 

responsibility without power, and the Shah had all, the 

power without responsibility. 
1 He could have added 

that, the Majles aspired to power but had no means to 

effect 
This defect with regard to the question of 

ministerial responsibility, and the non-existence of 

political parties was apparent, to some political thinkers 

and writers, 
2 

and there were certain articles published 

1. Spring Rice to Grey, No. 54, March 15th 1907, Fo 416/32. 

2. R. M.., ' No. 68,, 25th S. afar 1325., (9th April 1907). 
Ibid No. '119ýr 15th Rab3P-al-SRn*Iv 1326 Ulth May, 1908). 
Also Ijabl-al-Matiln No. 30th Jam&d"lr al-Avval 1325, 
(2nd July, 1907-1 
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describing these questions, which not only show an, 

awareness of political parties, Uezb or Ferqeh as 

they were called, but also show that a few people 

thought the existence of political parties desirable 

for the solution of these dilemmas. - Examples were 

drawn from Britain and Russia by these writers, and 

the position of political parties-was discussed at- 

great lengt h. But on the other hand, the whole 

general emphasis was on unity and, any partisan politics 

was criticized as weakening the Reform movement. This 

insistence on, unity had t_-Wo reasons, one, the resistance 

put up by the reactionaries, the other, which was 

possibly more dangerous and linked to the first, the 

religious controversy. 

The enemies-. -. of reform, especially the religious ones, 

attacked it in the name of Eslam and accused-the Deputies 

and the Majles of B&b: Lsm. They were led by Sheykh 

Faýlallah NBri one of the influential-and powerful 

Mo. jtaheds. ' The reformers of all shades of opinion 

counteredthis threat by being very careful over the 

religious clauses of the Constitution, by trying to give 

every law an Eslamic colour,, and by arguing that the 

institutions they were taking from the West were in 

accordance with Eslam. ' 

Traditionally the word Uezb had a religio-sectarian 
connotation. In-the First, ý--but-. -more especially the 

. 
Second Majles. the words ljezb, Perqeh. -or. -even Pdrt'i 
were used interchangeably, the word Uezb became the 
accepted name-for. party,. in-. the-Third--M-a-j"les. 
A. Banani "Hezb", Encyclopaedia of Islam N. E. ' 
(London, Leiden, i9-711ý -3, PP-527-530. 
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So far some of the weaknesses and discrepancies 

of the Constitutional laws have been examined which 

considerably nullified the results of the Reform 

movement and made the question of governing'the country 

a very difficult one. 'No well-defined political party 

emerged to give leadership and coherence to the Majles., 

on the contrary the very nature of these laws and the 

fact that their signature was delayed occasioned a 

long controversy and further helped to widen the split 

in the ranks of the Deputies. 

Moreover, the deliberate attempt by the law makers 

to weaken the Executive in the face of the Legislative 

antagonized the Shah and created a split. One side was 

more extremist and anti-monarchist and logically opposed 

the Prime Ministership of At7ibak which symbolized the 

Monarch. They were a small minority but vocal and 

active. ' On the other side were the moderates, in a 

majority, who supported AtZLbak and wished to find a 

solution to the differences between the Shah and the 

Majle s. The Majles itself had many internal problems 

which weakened it and discredited it in the eyes of 

the sceptic,, despite the efforts of the law makers to 

strengthen 

Internal Problems of the Mailes 

The Deputies were aware of these weaknesses but 

were generally unable to remedy them. They were 

inexperienc6ds a: nd there was no precedent to call upon. 
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Meetings were irregularly attended and there were often 

many absentees. 'The provincial'elections met with 

many difficulties and were often delayed. The local 

Governors were in general uncooperative or unsympathetic. 

There were very many complaints sent from all over the 

country, and not only was the Majles powerless to remedy 

them, but it took much of its time just to deal with 

these complaints. The problem of elections at times 

triggered off old local quaýrels and degenerated into 

fighting and lawlessness, as for instance'in Kermanshah 

or Shiraz. 

From a very early date certain Deputies began to 

voice criticism of the Majles itself, especially the more 

moderates., who wished to show that all the fault did not 

lie with the Government. This naturally lost the Majles 

much of its prestige in some quarters. 

The internal regulations of the Majles were not 

often enforced, and none of the three Presidents, 

San'llal-Douleh Ehtesham al-Saltaneh and MomtRz al-Douleh 

really controlled the house. Discussions were haphazard 

and no proper programme was prepared until towards the 

end, despite many complaints by the Deputies. Very seldom 

was a decision arrived at, and most topics were abandoned 

after discussion. The Majles became a forum for voicing 

complaints. These negative conditions increased with the 

increasing lawlessness and the general disturbances in 

the country. 

Mostashar al-Douleh, whose thoughts and actions will 

be described later, gave vent to his opinion on the 
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shortcomings of the Majles in Rabllal-Avval (May) in 

these words: 

"Thirty Crore Persians want the remedy 
to their ill-s from. this Majles, and it 
is obvious that the Majles has not 
worked according to their expectations, 
but. it is not true that the Majles has 
done nothing as-is. announced these days; 
on the contrary, despite all the 
difficulties, it. has achieved a lot, 
but in all fairness we must say that we 
have not been able to live up to all our 
responsibilities. I divide the reasons 
for this lack of success into three; 
one is in connection with the Governments 
the second with the Majless and the 
third is due to the people. About the 
responsibility of the Government, I shall 
not say anything because of the reasons 
discussed in the special Commission, and 
due to the change in their attitude, now 
things will be different. But about the 
responsibility of the peoples-each 
person looks upon the situation with a 
different view. One group talks about 
bread and meat, they think the Majles 
must arrange the condition of bread and 
meat. Others talk. about the roads and 
streets; people. demand reform or an 
end to these rebellions, some have found 
an instrument to waste the time of the 
Majless and we must get over all these. 
What concerns the Majles itself is the 
lack of-internal-regulations. According 
to the Nezdmnýmeh it is agreed that 
matters should be presented as bills to 
the President of, the Majless and the Deputies 
must know beforehand the topics to be 
discussed. 'Until now this condition 
has never. been taken into account. Another 
point which causes delay is the lack of 
an arrangement for discussion. It is 
obvious that the meaning-of consultation 
is to talk and to listen., but here whenever 
a question is brought up there is an 
attack from fou: ý different quarters and 
the speaker must cease to speak after a 
few words. In such a way there never will 
be. any result, and instead of improving, 
speeches have been deteriorating. " 1 

r 

1. * R. M. 'No. 83,20th Rabll al-Avval 1325, Oth May 1907). 
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With many such crucial problems unsolved it is 

hardly surprising that in the months from Z'IqaIdeh 1324 

(September 1906) to Jam5dir al-Avval 1326 (June 1908) 

the Majles, the Shah and the Ministers were continually at 

loggerheads and the Majles was the scene of incessant 

turmoil. 'Each of the seven Ministries which followed 

faced much the same problems and each failed to surmount 

them. ' Certain problems faced them all. The Shah's 

enmitys the lack of cohesion between the Ministers who 

could neither lead the Majles nor satisfy the Shah.,. and 

the intransigence of the Majles made the smooth working 

of the Constitution well nigh impossible. The fact 

that none of the Ministries was supported by a political 

party in the Majles meant that they had to rely on the 

Shah who appointed them. 'Moreover, the Shah delayed 

signing the Supplementary Fundamental laws which weakened 

the Majles. There were other problems too, such as the 

very important and dangerous religious controversy, the 

increasing lawlessness and insurrections blamed on the 

Shah and the Government, and the apparent inactivity of 

Atabak the Prime Minister who took over from Vazirr Afkham. 

Before going further, the question of the Ministry of 

Atabak must be discussed as this was a test of strength 

between the Shah and those Deputies who wanted to assert 

the ascendancy of the Majles. 

As has been said, Atdbak's return not only failed to 

alleviate the situation but widened the gap between 

his supporters and his opponents, thus creating a 

division of opinion among the Deputies. 
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The return of Atabak was discussed in the Majles 

. 
before he came. 'Some said that he was an outcast 

because of treason and should not hold a job again, 

but. Seyyed Mohammad Tab&tablll, ready for a compromise., 

said At! Lbak was one of the Shah's servants and as such 

he had the right to recall him. If they noticed any 

wickedness then they should dismiss him. 1 The return 

was prepared before he came back from exile and it is 

interesting to note that he was considered as the only 

person who could save the situation by many people 'even 

during the last month of the reign of Mo; affar, al7Dlrn Shah, 

and there exist several letters which indicate that 

Mohammad 'All Shah in fact desired Atabak's return before 

,, 
his accession. 

2 

_ 
The return of At'dbak was a mistake. Although he was 

a'strong man, he had a notorious reputation which could 

not have placated the real reformers. He had toolmuch 

influence and was a past master at intrigue, and he 

played at first so as to win the support of the moderates 

in the Majles and the Shah, but he could not satisfy the 

extremists. ' 

It was said of him that he had had a change of heart 

and was now a liberal and a pro-constitutionalist. Mokhber 

al-SalVaneh, as the Minister of Science and an important 

figure, in the Government, and §anirl al-Douleh were 

staunch supporters of Atabak and helped influence the 

R. M. 'No. '66,23rd ýafar-1325 (7th April 1907) and 
Np. *72, lst RabIL'al-Awal (15th April). 

2. ' E. '§af&ll, Asniid-e- Slyiis'i-ye Doureh-ye QdjArlyeh 
(Tehran 13416T PP-3bb-90. 
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Deputies in his favou'r. 1 Some of the influential 

merchant Deputies such as Amin al-ýarb, Molirn al-Tojjar, 
7 

Uaji Moh. ammad Esm&IIl Tabrizis and many of the A*nR 

Deputies who looked to the more important merchants 

for leadership, supported Atibak, so did Seyyed 'Abdallah, 

4&jl 'r Naýrallah Akhavir and some of their supporters. 

Accordingýto-Malekzddeh, he had the support of-. Behbahinir 

among the Ulama 2 
and Doulat&bddi' points, out that by 

combining such small cliques, Atabak obtained a majority 
3 in the Majles. There was some opposition to his 

coming in the Majles and a private session was arranged 

where his return was agreed to and compromised upon. 

Most writers have believed that Atlibak was not 

genuine in his support of the Constitution. Kasrav! 

thinks he tricked the Majles 4 Doulat5bRdI says he played 

a double game between the Shah and the Majles, and that 

he pretended to support, the Majles whilst he had promised 

the Shah to suppress i-t. 5 The newspaper Uabl al-Mat In 

suspected the PrezUer and in a long article insinuated 

that the disturbances in the country were deliberate. It 

wrote asking what had recently changed. Had money been 

spent in bribes? Had the Deputies changed? Had the Senate 

1. Mokhber al-Saltaneh, O'P. C'ilý.,, 'p. 1*5 . 2. 

2. M. MalekzEdeh., Tarirkh e Mashr'Utiryyat 3s P-70 I 

3. Y. DoulatlibRdir, O'P. cit., 22 p. 125. 

4. 'A. Kasrav'is Tcirl"kh-e MashrUteh, p. 445. 

5. Y. DoulatibUdir., o'p. cit.., ' 2., p. 127. 

I 
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been constituted? Had any one n*ew arrived? 

Despite the fact that AtEbak had a majority in 

the Majles, TaqlzRdeh never stopped his attacks. 

Atlibak had the'support of the Hed5yat family, and tI he 

group of Amin al-ýarb, and the sympathy and following 

of the Asndf and Bdz&rls. 'On'the other hand,, týer_e 

was the small core of opposition of AzarbaljRnlis'. and 

particularly Taqlz&deh who, as disturbances spread, 

even accused the Government of treason. ' *He'said'that 

he could not say much as two months previously he'had made 

a compromise, meaning that he had submitted to the opinion 

of-the majority when the question'of the'ret urn of 

At'abak was-voted on. ' Now, 'however, he was 

protesting and claiming that the Government was responsible 
2.1 for these disturbances. Some Deputies joined Taqlzadeh 

in accusing At&bak of having the responsibility for the 

rebellion led by the son of Rahilm Khin in Rabirlal-ýý&ni 

(May) in Tabri'z. 3 ! ýqa Sheykh 4oseyn said that this. was 

'Uabl al-Matin No. 4'1 3rd Jam7adi al-Avval 1325 (14th 
June 1907). 

2. 'P,. 'M. 'N*o. '130,25th Jamadi al-Avval 1325 (1st JulY 1907). 

'Rablm Khlin was a robber chief of Azarbaijan who had 
been imprisoned by the Shah when Crown Prince; now he 
was in Tehran but his son BUyUk Khan attacked 
Qarajehdaq, and Tabriz even feared an attack. It was 
suspected that the real instigators of this were his 
father and the Government. 'After much, agitation in 
Tabriz and Tehran, RabllM KhEin was-imprisoned in 
Tehran to ensure the good behaviour of his son. ' 
E. U. *Browne,, op-dit., p. 141. 
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the same Minister, who some years previously had kept 

the country absolutely in order, but'now could not 

manage it. 1 In general., 'however., all the Ministers 

were blamed for not taking action, but TaqIrzKdehIs 

criticism was more direct and was based much more on 

principle'than the others, and he insisted on the 

point of responsibility of all'the Ministers in 

addition to Atabak. 

Gradually Taq"irzddeh grew more fearless and- 

increased his attacks. He particularly criticized 

the autocratic KEmrNn Mllrza, now Minister of War in 

the Cabinet, and FarmanfarmR. 2, the Shah's brother-in- 

law and a Prince of the Qajar Royal house, ''as Minister 

of Justice. 3 'He also called for the resignation of 

the Government if it could not control the country, 
4 

1. R. M. 'No. *98., l2th'Rabllal-ýdnl 1325-(25th May 1907) 
and No. 101,, 16th Rablllal-tdni (29th May). 

2. -K. Hmriin M-Irz& was accused of peculation of Army 
funds by Taq'3. zddeh., and -78 Deputies voted against 
him. FarmanfarmE,, as Minister of Justice,, was not 
so directly accused, but Taq1rz5deh insinuated as 
much. The occasion was the trial of Tgef al-Douleh, 
the Governor of Khorasan, who was accused of 
having b* een involved in the sale of girls to 
Turkomans. FarmRnfarm7a had, as Minister of-Justice., 
been holding. the trials and had acquitted Aýef al- 

$ 13th Jamýa- i al-Avval 1325 Douleh with a small fine. 'M. M. * d7i 

3. Aýsan al-Douleh, member of the Committee of Petitionso 
stated that there were more than 1000 petitions which 
had been referred to the Minister of the Interior 
and had been left without reply. ' ILM. 'No. 16T. 
'17th Rajab 1325 (27th August 1907). 

4. Ibid., No. '98., l2th. Rabirlal-ý&n-: [ 1325 (25th May 1907). 
But it must be pointed out that Taqirzgdeh's request 
was unconstitutional as he was in the minority. The'' 
majority of the Majles was still not ready to vote 
against Afabak. 
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and accused it of not attending the Majles more often 

and not being a united body. *AtAbak's supporters 

exempted him from responsibility and were apologetic 

in their defence of him. ' Some blamed the Majles and not 

the Government for all the disturbances and rebellion 

which had become widespread in the country. 
' On one 

occasion, TaqlizEdeh blamed the Government and asked it to 

put down the disturbances; an angry scene ensued in 

which Mostashar al-Douleh said in such 

cases of disturbance the Government 

should act before the Majles even petitioned it. Mohtasham 

al-Douleh, who was in the Majles on behalf of At&bak, 

said that such criticism weakened the Government; 

TaqizRdeh replied that if the Government fulfilled its 

duty there would be no need for criticism, and that 

criticism did not weaken the Government. 'On the whole 

TI *Rdeh's attitude was to force At*abak to resign as aqiz 

he thought him to be in league with the Shah, and could 

not believe that such a person could change his mind. 

Much of the restlessness and rebellion in Persia 

was due to the open opposition of a section of the 

ulama headed by Sheykh FaýlallEh. who took bast in the 

Shah -tAbd al-Atz! Shrine and from there made violent 

attacks on the Mailes and the Deputies on religious 

ground s. 'Many felt that this was encouraged and even 

paid for by the Shah and the Government. Open conflict 

'Ibid. Np. 1103 29th Rabirlal-Avval 1325 (10th June 1907). 
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was only averteds as. Spring Rice points out., by the 

sagacity of theLiberals who persuaded the Majles not 

to take any action, 
1 

One problem was lack of funds. The Government was 

in great need, of money to. carry on but Atlibak had prpmised 

not to borrow from abroad., and encouraged the Deputies 

to finish organizing the National Bank as had been 

decideds in order to avoid having to arrange a 1_oan. 2 

Howevert he was apparently thinking of a loan, as 

Doulat1b9d-1 says he had met some of the Deputies to 

discuss a loan, and Spring Rice had even warned Atlibak 

3 
that a foreign loan would be dangerous to him. However 

Taq'l'zlideh's main criticism centred round the question of 

ministerial responsibility and not the loan, and he 

demanded the. putting down of lawlessness and the 

signature of the. Fundamental laws. He particularly held 

AtRbak as responsible for all that was happening and 

asked him to resign on many occasions. On, the other 

hand, Taqlzddeh too was accused of irreligion and 

anarchy by his opponents. In an important speech on the 

1. Spring Rice to Grey, July 19th 1907, No. 164, FO 
371/304 Inc. in No. 1. 

2. Ibid., No. '89 27th Rab-Pal-Avval 1325 Ulth May 1907). 

3. SpringRice to Grey,, May 20th 1907 No. 127 FO 416/32. 

. 
It must be added here that during the Ministry of 
Mosh"Ir al-Douleh the loan already negotiated with 
Russia and Britain had been brought to the Majles 
but had been opposed, and in its stead the Deputiess 
led by the Deputy of the merchants, Molln al-TojjKr 
had offered to organize a Bank and to provide the 
Goverment with the money it needed. The question of 
the Bank*is discussed in the section about the Tojjgr. 
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17th Rajab (27th August)., TaqI-zKdeh explained his way 

of thinking and his attitude to the Goverment. He 

said that his policy was based on two things, to keep 

within the bounds of religion and the Constitution. No 

one had the right, he said, to accuse him of the contrary. 

He was opposed to the majority. but the Majles did not 

have the right to curtail the freedom of the minority 

and everyone who kept within the bounds of religion and 

the Constitution should be free. He added that everywhere 

it was customary that the Deputies in a Majles were of 

two sorts, those who supported the Ministers and those 

who opposed thems but the majority must not attack the 

minority. 'Being of the minority did not mean they opposed 

religion or the Constitution. Then he had said he would 

prove the faults of the Government, the least of which was 

that they did not resign. 

But AtRbak held to his position despite such 

criticisms f or he had the backing of a large section of 

the Deputies. ' Before going further, however, we must 

look at the divisions in the Majles which we have indicated. 

Were these due to ideological divergences., to particular 

ephemeral issuess or were they based on class divisions? 

To analyse these questions we must first look at the 

Electoral laws, because these were responsible for the 

composition of the Majles and dictated its membership. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE ELECTORAL LAWS 

The elections were conducted according to social 

classes in Tehran. The six important classes or 

Tabaqat, of society were to elect their representatives to 

the Majles; they were the primces or-ShiihzZidegEn, the 

nobles and aristocrats or the Alyan and Ashrdf, the, 

MRlekIn and Fallabin or landlords and landed peasants 

the merchants or TojjRr, the Ulama and Tollab on. the 

religious. class and religious students, and the, Aiýnaf or 

guild members. 
2 The number of Deputies for Tehran in each 

class or Tabaqeh was to be divided thus: the princes 4, 

Ulama and TollRb 4, TojjRr 10, Maleklin and FallabIn 10, and 

the AgnR 32, one from each guild. At the time of the 

elections it had become apparent that there was no distinc- 

tion between the Alyan and the Malekln., and it was decided 

to give no representation to the AlyRn as one Tabaqeh. 

However a distinction was made at the last minute in the 

The Fall'Rb7in or peasants had to be owners of land 
worth a thousand tomans. This would naturally 
disqualify landless peasants, only small landowners 
could therefore vote along with the large land 
owners or sit in the Majles. 

2. The members of the Aqnaf were described as those who 
owned an independen-t-Eu-siness. 
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case of three men who were elected as representatives of 
the AtyR - Satd al-Douleh, MoshRr al-Molk and'Oun al Douleh. 

The reason in the case of SO d al-Douleh was that the 

revolutionaries especially wished to give him a seat in 

the Majles, and 'Oun al-Douleh and Mosh7ar al-Molk being 

his friends and supporters were probably suggested by him, 

both left the Majles when Satd himself left. 

The notion of class or Tabaqeh in Persia is 

different from that held in Eu3ýope. There were no fixed 

and defined classes, and there was often much overlapping 

and fluidity among the Persian Tabaqat. A prince could 

also be a 'landowner, as indeed most were; a merchant too 

could become a rich powerful landowner, and even marry 

into the royal family. The same was true of the members 

of the higher Ulama. There was a very big gap between 

the status of a Mojtahed and that of a simple MollRIor 

or Talabeh, or a Sheykh, (a religious student or a holy man). 

The same fluidity was true of the merchants, and small 

members of guilds or A. -ýnaf. Titles such as Douleh and 

Molk.. 
_ 

Saltaneh or Mam7ilek were not hereditary and were 

bestowed on members of the aristocracy, the higher bureau- 

crats, who might have arisen from modest beginnings, or even 

princes. At the same time there could be very wealthy 

princes or impoverished ones. There was thus a very vague 

and flUid social class system in Persia, which meant in 

fact that when their representatives came to the Majles, 
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there was very little class solidarity b6tween each 

Tabaqeh. Indeed there were all shades of opinion among 

the members of the Tabaqat because of this fact. 

The Electoral Laws in Persia dealt with the 

Tabaqat, more in the nature of estates, as in 
-the Russian 

Revolution or even the earlier French Revolution. But 

contrary to the practice in Europe, there was not in 

Persia any precedent of corporate organization except in 

the case of the A. ýn7a , who were dealt with each as a 

separate corporation for taxation by the Government. 

The Electoral law for Tehran was based on class 

divisions; the capital was over-represented and received 

sixty votes out of 160. The reason is obvious and has 

been mentioned by the law makers themselves. They were 

in a hurry to hold the elections and to open the Majles 

at the earliest opportunit y. as the Shah was sick and 

likely to die at any moment, and it. was rightly guessed 

that the provincial elections would be delayed. This 

consideration gave Tehran a start before the other Deputies 

began to arrive. Moreover, they were representatives of 

their Tabaqeh, 'but the provincial Deputies were chosen by a 

second degree election and only in the AyAlat and ValKyat 

which sent 12 and-6 Deputies respectively was the class 

distinction preserved. The small towns each sent one 

Deputy. One writer believes that the nature of the 

electoral laws caused a division between the Deputies 

because he says each Deputy was interested in his own 

province, and caused factions to appear (in this context 
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the writer talks of part! but he means factions'and not 

political parties. 
1 

The reason for basing the elections on the TabaqRt 

has never been explained. The Russian and French examples 

might have been in the minds of the law makers. On the 

other hand attempts were made to satisfy every Tabaqeh 

which mattered politically or which had participated in 
2 the elections. Many assumed that it was quite natural 

to base the Electoral Laws on the traditional divisions for 

it would have been generally more comprehensible. '- 'A' 

full description of the writing'of the electoral law'is given 

by one writer which shows the difficulties encountered by 

the more liberal reformers and the resistance of the 

reactionaries. The final draft accepted was the one 

prepared by the liberals and the TojjRr 3. - Parts of these 

laws were translations from foreign electoral laws, with 

certain changes or additions to suit the condition of Persia. 

Majdal-EsMm Kermanjo TRrikh-e ErllýelRl-e Malles, Fa 
az TErilkh-e Enqel7ab-e Mashrtgtlyyat-e Iran (Esfahan, 
JT5-1) p. 32. 

2. In a letter by Dab'1r 'al-Molk., a politician and courtier 
to AtRbak, an insight is given on some of the 
negotiations before the drawing up of the electoral 
laws. Mosh-Ir al-Molk had prepared a set of laws, but 
he was-told that he and the ýadr A'7, amj his father., were 
co-operating with the Constitutionalists, so this was 
not accepted, and the Ulama and others were told to 
prepare their own NeZAmn7ameh. One was written by the 
Tojjar and one by ýýeyyed Mohammad T&bRVabR11 
but none had been acceptabl;, and peop]Le had become 
restless at the delay. E. SaWl Asnad-e Sly9sl 
Y. DoulatRbAd! also tells a Aimilar -story. Pp. pit. 
21 pp. 86-89. 

Y. DoulatabRdli, Ibid.., pp. 86-88 also see 
Malekzadeh, Tarlkh e MashrUtlyyat, 22 PP. 187. 

I- 
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On two occasions the electoral laws were discussed in the 

Majles, as certain'difficulties arose for the elections of 

the Deputies of Gilan and of the Deputies elected by the 

Majles. 1 
These discussions throw light on some of the 

basic ideas of the law makers in this respect. 

In Gilan the Asn7af had cast 1000 votes for their 

Deputy whilst the Tollab had cast only 500, so the former 

argued that they should send two representatives to the 

Majles insiead of the TollRb. This request was dismissed 

in the Majles and the President ýanl'al-Douleh argued that 

it would be unfair to change the laws in this respect as 

under the existing system each Tabaqeh had the right to send 

its representative to the Majles. Mokhber al- Molk, his 

brothero who was a moderate Deputy had said that as the 

Qajar princes were few in Gilan their candidate should be 

given to the Agn6f, but this suggestion was not-taken up. 

The discussion turned upon the question as to whether the 

class basis of the elections should be retained or not; 

one of the Deputies, Mirza Faýl'All TqR., the representative 

of the merchants of Azarbaijan, said that if this class basis 

were changed, the Aýn7af and the TollRb would have no chance 
12 

of being represented. ' Indeed this must have been the 

1. According to the Electoral Laws, if 6 months were left 
to the end of the session, the Majles could elect 
Deputies to replace those who had died or had resigned. 

2. R. M. No 165s 16th Rajab 1325 (26th Aug. 1907). 
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main reason why the elections were based on the Tabaqat, 

for it must have been obvious that otherwise these poorer 

people, who had participated in the Bast and the Revolution 

would not be represented in the Majles.,, as indeed happened 

when. the Electoral Laws were changed. 
1 

On this occasion votes were taken on whether or not 

to exempt Gilan from the class basis of the Electoral Laws, 

but it was voted 75 against 6 that the principles be 

maintained. Indeed the mood in the Majles was to retain 

the Electoral Laws for the time being for fear of the 

effects of further changes. 

On, another occasion again the Electoral laws were 

discussed and it was decided to elect new members for the 

Majles. This question posed many problems. It was un- 

clear whether the new members to be elected should be of 

the same class as those who had left or were deceased. it 

was also unclear whether the representatives of the AlyRn 

and Ashraf who had been first overlooked, but had then been 

The ELectoral Laws were changed before the Second 
Majles met, as will be pointed out, and the class 
basis was abolished, only property qualification and 
a certain level of literacy being maintained. In 
the Third Majles these qualifications too were 
abolished., and it meant that the MalekInts influence 
and number increased, whereas the membersHip of the 
AqnZi 'and the small merchants decreased. For 
more detail see: 
Z. Shaj1 , 1., Namayandegdn-e Majles-e Shour&-ye 
Melli dar B st va yek Doureh-ye Qa-nu-n Goz&rl, 
TT--ehran,, 1344) pp. 17b & ld5- 
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chosen in the person of Sa'd al- Douleh, 'Oun al- Douleh 

and Moshar al- Molk as representatives of the'Aly-an should, 

now that Sald al Douleh had left, be chosen as representatives 

of the Alyan or of the MAlek'ln. ' 1 All these and many such 

problems posed themselves mainly because of the haste with 

which the laws had been originally prepared. 
2 So the 

Deputies showed a sense of reality and. did not insist on ' 

their personal interpretations of the laws in, order to ease 

the matter and to elect new merhbers to reinforce their ranks, 

and it was at all times insisted that worthy men should be 

elected who could assist in the process of reform. 

How far, it must be asked, was the Electoral law, , 

with regard to the class basis it imposed, satisfactory? 

It was understood at the time that it was the only feasible 

solution for Persia,. as it could be best understood by men 

who were sending their representatives to the Majles for 

the first time. It had many obvious flaws, as for instance 

the fact that the peasants and religious minorities and tribes 

were not represented though this omission was discussed. 

later and remedied to some extent in the second Electoral 

Laws by giving one representative to the minorities and 

the tribes. The qualification to e lect or be elected- 

remained unchanged so those without property were still 

r R. M. No 17, lst Z'4aieh 1325(6th Jan. 1908). 

2. Another problem for instance was the fact that the 

number of Deputies to be elected was according to the 
Const 

, 
Ctutional laws 160, and according to the Electoral 

laws 156. 
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debarred from being represented. Moreover, Tehran had a 

share out of proportion to its population but it was under- 

stood to be a temporary measure. 

The class basis of the election of Tehran however 

did not ensure any solidarity between the Tehran members 

who came from very different social backgrounds, nor did 

any class solidarity develop between men who were divided 

by their wealth, birth or levels of interest, even if they 

belonged to the same group. Also, by giving the majority 

of seats to the Asn7af and merchants who were the least 

influential and powerful politically, it ensured a disparity 

of strength with the Tabaqeh which had held, and still held, 

real political power, namely the A'ydn and Ashraf. Though 

this upper class of landowners and rich influential magnates_ 

were very few in the Majles, they still held power outside 

and particularly the Executive was still manned by them so 

that the antagonism which developed between the Majles 

and the Government and the distinction within and. outside 

the Majles was to a certain extent due to this disparity of 

strength. 

At this juncture it must be asked whether the fact 

that no political party developed in the first Majles was 

due to the nature of these laws? What would have been the 

nature of the Majles had such a class division not been 

imposed? There is no doubt that if the electorate had 

not been fragmented in this way in order to ensure a more 

democratic returno the influence of the oligarchic class 
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would through patronage and power have ensured a totally 

different representation. In that case possibly 

political parties would have appeared earlier than they did, 

in support of class interests. What did appear in fact in 

in the First Majles was a division between what is termed 

as moderate and extremist., or Moltadel and Azdd-ikhRhan 

(these two groups and the names chosen will be discussed 

later). This division was not based on a clear-cut 

class basis, and there were members of each Tabaqeh on each 

side, although the moderates counted amongst their ranks more 

upper class DeputLes and supporters outside the Majles, and 

the AzddlkhAhRn more of the lower classes. Of course 

there was no cohesion amongst these two groups. Had there 

As one writer, G. H. Razi, points out, the Third 
Electoral law uf 1911 (1329) which removed property 
qualification and established universal male suffrage, 
promised to be more democratic but in fact increased 
the power of the landowners and major tribal leaders. 
G. H. R, ýizi, "Genesis of Party in Iran. A case study 
of the Interaction between the political system and 
political parties". Iranian Studies, Spring, 1970, 
pp. 69-70. Despite tHe fact that the elections of 
the first Majles were free there were certain cases of 
the use of patronage reported. Ijdjl 'Ez al-MamRlek, 
a Liberal Deputy in the Second Majles, who had been 
present at the first elections of Tehran, recounted in 
a prývate interview how the Hedayat fam1ly used its 
influence to wiri four seats in the Majles for their 
family and several of their friends. Kermanl also 
mentions that Seyyed'Abdall2ih Behbah7ani used his 
influence in favour of his son-in-law. 
Mip. m al--EsVim Kermanlr,, op. Cit-1, P. 39. 
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appeared a clear division based on the Tabaqa , no doubt 

political parties to support their class interests would 
have arisen-in the First'Majles. In the Second Majles the 

class bases of the election were abolished and the compo- 

sition of membership was different, as will be seen later, 

but the parties which developed were still based on 

political differences rather than on class differences. 

Of course there were many other complex reasons 

for the fact that no actual political party appeared, but 

one reason was due to the special characteristics of the 

Persian TabaqAt, as described, which ensured that no group 

or particular Tabaqeh could develop into a political party. 

These points will now be examined in detail with regard to 

each Tabaqeh. 

Qajar Princes 

According to the Electoral laws, four Qajar Princes 

were to be elected for Tehran. In fact there were a few 

more. who were elected by other provinces and Tabaq&t. The 

Princes in Tehran elected their representatives reluctantlys 

being coaxed into doing so by Mozaffar al- Din Shah, and in 

general those who were elected were not among the famous 

and very, well-known or wealthy princes. Only one, 

AsadallEh MI'rzA ShohEb al-Saltaneh, showed a lively interest 

in political questions and took part in discussions; the 

others rarely did so. He remained in politics and became a 

Minister in the Second Majles. 
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It is possible that at first the Princes were 

overawed by the Majles and by the attacks on their wealth 

and privileges made in the press or in discussions and 

meetings. When Kamr9n Mlrzd, the Minister of War and 

influential father-in-law and uncle of Mo4ammad'All Shah, 

was attacked in the Majles, only one voice was raised in 

his defence. That was Yalýya Mirza 6aqat al-Salýaneh, 

Deputy for Khorasan and brother of Asadallah M1rzA, and 

described by Taqlzadeh as a reactionary. 

The strength and influence of the Qajar Princes 

and their political activity lay outside the Majles'and 

not within it, and their : reaction and attitude to the 

Majles varied; and though they were assumed to be 

naturally opposed, some supported the Constituion. Two 

of these very influential and powerful Princes were 'Abd 

al - Uoseyn MIrzZi Farmanfarmil and KSmrffn Mrrzii N6yeb al- 

SalVaneh, Another very influential prince was the power- 

ful Governor of Esfahan, Soltin MastUd Mirzil Zell al- 

SolVan. These and others of their'-family were--generally 

very unpopular and even hated because of their abuse of 

privilege. Kamran MIrza never compromised with the 

constitutionalists and only after the murder of At&bak, 

did he appear in the Majles, and then only by joining the 

2 
Anjoman-e Khedmat Farm"anfarmE and Z. ell al- SolýEn took 

For details of Asadalldh MIrzats life see M. BEmdgd. 
Op. cit.., 1. p. 114. 

2. see pages 163,256. 
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a different attitude, and both posed as constitutionalists, 

risking great disfavour with the Shah, for they were 

personally strong and very influential and had men working 

for them in Tehran and the provinces and-possibly in the 

Majles too. This attitude was the one which eventually 

prevailed amongst the Princes and Atyan,, who accepted the 

majles as a force'to be reckonedýwith and'tried to work. 

with it rather than against it'-inýorder to save themselves. 

The revolutionaries fully realized the opportunism of such 

men but could not do without their services. FarmanfarmR 

was a strong administrator, and-'as Minister of Justice in 

the Cabinets of VazIr Afkham and Atabak, tried with some 

success to reform that Ministry'. I He'was nonetheless badly 

criticized in the Majles because of the trial of ý§ef al- 

Douleh and those involved in the sale of'girls to'the 

Turkomans, and even accused indirectly of receiving bribes. 

He was however appointed immediately as Governor of 

Azarbaijan. 
1 This appointment"poses a, very interesting, 

Farminfarma had been Governor of Kerman when the 
revolution occurred. He immediately declared his 
support for the Majles, and leaving his seventeen 
years old son, Nosrat al-Douleh, as Governor of that 
Province, he cameoto Tehran (Mozaffar al- DIn Shah 
had always feared him and had kýpt him out of the 
capital for many years). The governorship of his son 
caused much criticism., especially in the newspaper 
ý5r -e EsrdfIl edited by Mlrz? E JahRngIr KhAn. On 
the other hand JJabI al MatIn defended him, and so 
MIrzR JahRngIr KhNn made indirect mention of bribes. 
Taqizadeh too accused FarmEnfarmg in the Majles and, 
as mentioned above, insinuated bribery_and objected 
to the'whole process of the trials of Aqef al - Douleh. 
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question which characterizes the whole contradiction 

existing in the constitutional Revolution and probably one 

of the reasons for its failure. Farmanfarmd stood for all 

that was anathema to the revolutionaries. His wealth, 

influence, patronage and privileges were what they wished 

to abolish, but when a strong governor was needed in 

Azarbaijan they had to turn to him, and he went there with 

the strong recommendation of the Azarbaijan Deputies, as 

the Anjoman of Tabriz had originally refused to receive 

him. The attitude of Taqlzadeh on this question is not 

clear from the Majles discussions. He may well have remained 

silent because of the urgency of this problem. 
2 

Zell al- SolýRn had been unpopular in Esfahan as 

Governor, and when he left that province to come to Tehran 

on the occasion of the accession of Moýa=ad'All Shah there 

was such a rebellion in Esfahan that the Government was 

obliged to depose him. He then posed as a constitution- 

alist, 
3 

and even paid secret sums to the revolutionaries. 

1. It was the same need for a strong government which 
brought back AtSbak, that lay behind the app91ntment 
of FarmdnfarmN as Governor of Azarbaijan. Saqat al- 
EslRm, one of the chief MoJtaheds of Tabriz and a 
very influential constitutionalist., believed., 'as did 
many others, that a strong governor was needed. 
N. Fat]ýI, Zendegdnl-ye Shah7id-e N1kriam 

. 
ýaqat al- 

EslEm Tabr1zTj va Bakhshl az TNrl -e Mostanair-7 
Mashr: aýlyyat-e Iran ýTehran, 1325)- P- 186- 

2. R. M., Nos. 149 and 151,24th and 26th JamRdl al-Sgril, 
1325.4th and 6th Aug. 1907. 

3. Yj)oulat7ibddf, op. cit., 2, p. 168. 
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He was looked upon as a possible alternative monarch to 

Molýammad'All' Shah, 1 though this possibility did not 

materialize. In Ramaýdn 1325 (November 1907), 'Ayn al- 

Douleh and ýell al- Soltan offered their services and wealth 

to the Majles; one of the Deputies, Vakirl al-Rotaya, who 

was generally a moderate, but at times attacked the wealth 

of the rich, replied that the declarations of these two 

Princes should be regarded as sincere. Seyyed Naýrallah, 

Deputy of the TollNb, added that tAyn al- Douleh had once 

been a convinced reactionary, but as he had now declared 

he would be a sincere constitutionalist. 9 he should be 

trusted. "We have only such-people to work for the 

country', ' the Seyyed said, and they should not be left without 

work for the country needed them and their past behaviour 

should not be held against them. 2 Taql"zadeh and his 

followers naturally disagreed with such a stand, but this 

was generally accepted. 

1. R. M. No. 200,25 RamaýRn 1325 (2nd Nov. 1907). 

2. Taqlzadeh often voiced the view that ministerial 
posts and governorships should not always be given to 
the members of the AtyRn and princely class; there 
were other men who could perform such jobs equally 
well, he said, though from more modest backgrounds. 
For instance, when the ministry of MoshIr al-Salýaneh 
was being discussed after the murder of AtHbak, he 
said that there were at least thirty people who could 
be appointed as ministers and who were 'different from 
previous ministers. 
R. M. No. 173,2nd Sha tbEn 1325 (11th September, 1907). 
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The Qajar Princes, whether in or out of the 

Majles, could not form a cohesive group. They would 

have been unable to coalesce had they wished to do so, 

as they came from very different backgrounds and belonged 

to different-generations of a very prolific family and 

were as often as not on inimical terms for political-as 

well as other reasons. On the, one hand there was a 

small group amongst them such as the princes Soleyman 

Mirza and his brother Ya4yR MirzH*Eskandarl, who were 

both revolutionaries, the former becoming the leader of 

the Democrat Party in the Second Majles. On the other 

hand there was also a group who wanted to reach a 

compromise between the Shah and the Majles. Ehtesham al- 

Saltaneh, the second President of the Majles and his 

brother, the reactionary tAla'al-Douleh, were among this 

group. 

'Ala' al-Douleh had as Governor of Tehran been 

responsible for beating the sugar merchants in 1323(1905). 

which lead to the closing of the BRzArs and the beginning 

of the Revolution. He was, it seemed the arch-reactionary. 

E4teshRm al - Saltaneh his brother had on the other hand 

been an advocate of r. eform. He had been exiled by 'Ayn 

al- Doulehs 1 
and was therefore popular with the revolution- 

aries, so that when SanItal - Douleh resigned after the 

Mizem al-EslRm KermHnI, op. cit.,. Ipp. 145-6. 
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murder of Atabak he was chosen as the President of the 

Majles. Now with his brother who changed his line and 

posed as a constitutionalist, they tried to reconcile the 

Shah with the Majles, and arranged for his attendance and 

declaration of his allegiance to the Constitution. They 

also organized the Anjoman-e Khedmat which comprised all 

the A'yRnj courtiers, politicians and princes, who had so 

far stood aloof or been opposed to the Majles, and who now 

came to the Majles and swore allegiance to it. What this 

Anjoman stood for and what it did is not clear, though 

opinions are generally unfavourable to it. 2 It certainly 

was not trusted by the revolutionaries. 

Two special phenomena amongst Persian politicians must 
be mentioned here. Politics was a personal matter 
and one way of maintaining power for the family, so it 
often happened that members of one family backed 
opposing factions in order to be able to retain power, 
whatever happened. It is not clear therefore whether 
these men acted out of necessity or conviction. 
Another observation which must also be mentioned is 
shifts in opinion by many politicians. One such was 
'AlVal - Douleh, who posed as supporter of the 
Constitution after the death of Atdbak, Though the 
revolutionaries did not trust him, for he was prevented 
from accepting the governorship of Fars, he was asked, 
nonetheless, to intercede with the Shah to persuade 
him to send away some of his courtiers as a sign of 
his goodwillo in Zlqaldeh, 1325 (5th June 1907 . but 
the Shah instead ilad him and his brother Win al - 
Douleh beaten and exiled. 
Y. Doulatabddi'. Op. cit., 2. pp. 164-5. 

2. This Anjoman has been described as"a conglomeration of 
people establishing new political alliances rather than 
changing their politics; it was a major threat to 
constitutionalism and the one that finally harmed it 
most. " 

R. A. Sheikholeslami and D. Wilson "The Memoirs of Heydar 
KhEn". P-3.0 
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The Anjoman-e Khedmat cannot be described as a 

political party, though it was the nearest to such an 

organization, which the A'ydn and princes organized to 

defend their interests, their privileges and riches which 

were coming more and more under attack. No doubt the, cut 

in the salaries of some must have been very unpopular thoug] 

they did not express it openly. Later, as the danger to 

their interests increased and became more obvious, some 

elements among them supported the Political party that 

emerged in, the Second Majles as the Eltedallvdm, - At 

this early period it was still only a vague threat, 

especially as the TzadlkhRhNn were beset by so many problems 

they didnot undertake the social and economic reforms 

they advocated. 

A'y'a-n and AshrRf and Malekln 

The interests'and privileges and the attitudeýs ofý 

the Princes corresponded very much to, those of the AlyHn 
--, 

and Ashraf and Mfflekin, and we find the same lack of 

cohesion amongst, this Tabaqe as well. 

The aristocracy and the landowners were given the 

right to vote, but according to the Electoral Laws only the 

landowners and Fallalýln had the right to be represented in 

the Majles. However, as already mentioneds several Deputies 

we're elected who sat in the Majles under their status as 

: n. They were given ten seats for Tehran and Llya 
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according to one authority in -all they held 21% of the 

seats. 
1 This number compared'with the merchants and the 

, 
AsnRf, is not considerable; their power lay outside the 

Majles and not within it, as in the case of the Princes. 

As already mentioned, there is little distinction to be' 

made between the Malek and A'yRn as most-of'the Atyan were 

also Maleke Their background too was7often similar, 

having arisen from the bureaucracy or from service at 

court; heredity was never a criterion of rank in Persia. 

This class, which will be called by the general 

name of Atydn for the sake of brevity, was by far the Most 

experienced in administration and politics, had very useful 

family connectionss was better educated, many having been 

educated in Europe, and enjoyed through their privileges and 

patronage great power in and out of. the Majles. All the 

Ministries were staffed by members of the Aty-an class, and 

we must examine this Tabaqeh in a wider perspective than 

the Atyan in the Majles, especially as many of the Deputies 

1. Z. Shajl'! compiling her statistical data has not 
followed the original division of the Deputies in the 
First Majless and we do not know the percentage of the 
Atyý_an in the Majles. She has concentrated on the 
landowning or Milek class, the bureaucracy, the Ulama 
and the merchants, and those who had non-governmental 
jobs and those who for instance held one job or more 
or were at the sam6 time MRlek and government official. 
Moreover it must be mentiE-n-ed that these statistics 
are only theoretical ' because the provincial Deputies 
arrived very gradually and were not present all the 
time in the Majles. In fact the composition of the 
Majles varied at different times. 
Z. Shaji ii op. cit., P. 178. 
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were connected with., the Ministers through various ties, 

f- and also because the really important A yan except the 

San! ' al- Douleh group, were outside the Majles. Dis- 

paraging remarks have been made about this Tabaqeh asking 
how such men as VogUq al-Doule, h and Mokhber al-Molk and 

other titled Deputies representing the Alydn could have had 

any concern for the common people and support the 

Constitution2 when they had not helped 

the two Seyyeds and their supporters in their struggle to 

obtain the Constitution. 2 This remark is in general 

true; for instance there were no AfyAn reported amongst 

the Bastis, however many of them did sympathize with 

reform. KermRnI reports how the Anjoman-e Makhf! had 

decided to . make use of such men3 and that many had been 

In fact these two represented the Tojjgr, and both- 
came from old bureaucratic familieF and-belonged more 
to the Atydn than the TojjRr class. Both were 
moderates in their opinions. VosUq al- Douleh had 
been contacted by the Anjoman-e Dýakhfl and had been 
a friend of Malek al-Motekallemln. He had had 
experience in the financial administration of 
Azarbaijan and was elected Vice-President of the 
Majles and Director of the important Financial Committee 
of the Majles and helped to prepare the budget, 
Mokhber al-Molk was the brother of ýanllal-Douleh, 
the President of the Majles, and highly thought of. 
He took part in many discussions and was instrumental 
along with his rýlatives in bringing back Atabak to 
Persia. 

W. 2. A. Kasravi, TRrIkh-e Mashriateh,, p. 168o 

3- Na-zem al- EslNm Kertani- OP. cit-, l, P. 52. 
e 
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willing to help but probably not at the risk of exile or 

persecution. 
1 

As already mentioned, many of those who had first 

voiced the need for reform and the limitation of monarchy 

were men of this Tabaqeh. The revolutionaries also made 

a distinction between, despots like 'Ayn al-Douleh and 
2 

families like the Moshir al Douleh or the Heddyats, who 

SaId al- Douleh for instance had been exiled to Yazd 
because of his opposition to Naus, and Ehteshdm al- 
Saltaneh had been sent to the Turkish boýder as ' 
arbitrator in the border dispute, which was also a 
kind of exile, as in a meeting he had defended 
constitutionalism. KermUnI refers to an 
episode when Malek- al-Motekallemin was visiting 
voAUq-al-Douleh. News came that his sons had been 
arrested and V05U in fear for his brother QavSm al- 
Saltaneh who was Ayn-al-Douleh's secretary, and for 
theoposition of his father, excused himself and his 
guest had to leave. 
Nazem al-Esldm Kerman!, op. cit., pp. 144-6 and 259. 
Moýhber al- Salýaneh also refers to the considerations 
of such men and says Ndqer al-Molk and ard'al- Douleh 
were reduced to silence through fear. Mokhber al- 
SalVaneh, op. cit., P. 137. 

2. Mirzil Naqrallah Khan MoshIr al-Douleh's two sons, 
Mirza Hasan Khan Moshir al- Molk who later inherited 
his father's title, and who was related to 'AlA al- 

Douleh through marriage, and his younger brother 
M-Irza Hoseyn KhMn Moltamen al-Molk were both educated 
in Eur6peo the former in Russia and the latter in 
France. Both had studied law, and Grant Duff wrote 
that the task Moshir al-Douleh had accepted (as ýadr 
A'Zam) was very difficult and came as a surprise, but 

his two sons may have persuaded him to accept, as 
both were well educated and ambitious. Grant-Duff 
to Grey, Aug. 13th 19M. No. 2o8 F. O. 371/113. 
E. FastRnI PUrTz! maintains that both brothers and 
their fathers were liberals and in sympathy with the 

constitutionalists. However it must be qualified that 

their liberalism was very cautious and they strove 
particularly to establish a working relationship 
between the king and the Majles, and that they were not 
in full support of the Majles. 
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played a very prominent part in the enactment of the 

Constitution and were backed by a large group of the 

moderates of the Majles. 

Another member of the A'yAn who co-operated with 

the Majles and the Constitution was Ndýer al-Molk, who came 

from a very old bureaucratic family and had been educated 

at Oxford. He had been Minister of Finance in 1314 and 

retained his post after the Revolution, but the Majles 

trusted him and approved his plans of reform of the 

country's finances. He was the first Minister to accept 

the principle of ministerial, responsibility. He was chosen 

as Prime Minister by the Majles after Moshir al-SalVaneh 

and was probably the only Premier trusted by the Majles. 

There were amongst the Atyan men of a different 

calibre too, as for instance MIrza AbUl Uasan Khan Mota2ed 

al-Saltaneh, or MostashNr al-Douleh, 
1 

who co-operated with 

the KzffdIkh7ahan. 

Motaled al- SalVaneh was the nephew of MIrzE 
NaýrallRh Khdn Moshir al-Douleh and had studied in 
Najaf with the great MoJtahed AyatallAh Na'TnT. 
He was employed by his uncle in the Foreign Minis'try 

and served in Tiflis and Baku. He no doubt had 

access to the Socialists in Baku, and was later one 
of the active members of the Komiteh-. ve EnqelAb and 
the Anjoman-e Azarbaijan. He was later chosen by the 
M 'i Mostashar al-Douleh was the ajl s as Deputy. 
representative of the Atydn of Azarbaijan and worked 
closely with Taq-1zadeh on occasions. 
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In general however, the A'van were moderates, not 

extremists. One example of their moderation is seen in the 

First Constitutional laws. The Supplementary Fundamental 

Laws 
1 

were much more extremist in comparison and were drawn 

up by the co-operation, of men such as -Taqlzideh and 

Mostash7ar al- Douleh who tried to go further than setting 

up of the Majles and the limitation of, the Shah's power. 
2 

Many A'v? ln, it must be added, were sceptical about 

the outcome of Constitutionalism and of the-opinion about 

the need for reform and the extremist attitude of some of 

the Deputies. For instance,, Ndser al-Molk wrote a letter 

to Seyyed Mohammad Tabatabil"I which throws some light on 

his opiniono He maintained that the. demand for the 

'Eddlatkh7aneh was too premature for Persia and suggested the 

example of the Russian Emperor. He said that Persia was 

like a very sick person who had not eaten for many days and 

was being forced to swallow a half-baked leg of camel. 

First he should be treatedfor his sickness, then made to 

swallow the meat. 
3 He suggested that the first step should 

be the setting up of schools to train people for a modern 

see page 131. 

2. The question arises whether the first set of laws were 
deliberately milder in character and more limited in 
scope or were so because of the inexperience and great 
haste of those who wrote them. It is true that, 
though those who prepared them had studied in Europe, 
they had had no experience of parliamentary life, and 
probably were over cautious due to their social 
standing, whereas TaqTzAdeh and MostashRr al-Douleh 
had not gone to Europe but were more fundamentalist 
and determined reformers. 

Naýem al-EslRm KermRnl, op. cit., 1, pp. 214-222. 
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government. Other members of the Alydn were also 

sceptical. Mokhber al-Molk for instance had declared in 

the Majles that people in Persia did not 'yet know what 
MashrUVeh was about; they needed a guardian; ' they could 

not be left to themselves, and no minister could work with 
the existing freedom. Hoseyn Qoll Khan 2 Nezam al- Saltaneh 

was also very sceptical about the outcome of the whole 
3 reform movement, and expected disturbances to increase. 

Such men co-operated with the Constitutionalists 

as long as there was hope of a compromise, but if it came 

to a choice between the Shah and the Majles they would 

naturally choose the former. ýanlval - Douleh for 

instance as Minister of Finance paid AmIr BahNdor's debts. 

Naser al-Molk, though a favourite with the Majles, agreed 

to the Ministry of Asef al-Douleho the unpopular ex- 0 
Governor of Khorasan. The similar cases of Satd al- 

Douleh and Mokhber al- Douleh both changed their political 

standing and began to support the Shah. Above all it must 

be pointed out thato when the Majles was bombardedo Ministers 

1 

1. R. M. No. 167,17th Rajab 1325 (Aug. 27th 1907). 

2. He was one of the. AtvR and PIshkar of Mohammad'All 
MjrzR when Crown Prince. He was made Prime Minister 
in Zlqa'deh 1325 (December 1907) to Rabl'al4EHI 1326, 
(Juýe 1909). - 

3- E. ýafall Asn5d-e Slyasj., P. 388. 

4. AmIr BahAdor was the Shah's favourite courtier and one 
who, as a very convinced reactionary, used his influence 
to the detriment of the Majles . 
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like Mostouff al-MamNlek, 
1 MIrzA Uasan Khan Moshir al- 

Douleh and Moltamen al, - Molk did not resign their posts as 

a sign of protest. 
2 There was no ideological conv iction- 

amongst the A'vd , which could have given them cohesion as .- 
a group, and there were far too many personal and public 

3 considerations to divide their ranks. In general, as the 

majority of the Majles Deputies were moderates, and the 

Tz'9dIkh, qhRn were in the minority, the Atygn and princes did 

not feel threatened. On the other hand they were not 

opposed to the need for reform. Mokhber al- Molk declared 

that freedom and the Constitution should be as much as the 

existing capacity and possibilities of the country allowed. 

Mostouf! al-MamNlek came from a very old family of 
Mostoufls, his father and grand-father had held high 
posts in the reign of Naqer al-Din Shah and Mozaffar 
al- Din Shah. He was educated in Persia and*Europe and 
wasýwell thought of by the moderates and extremists. 
He was Minister of War in the Cabinet of NAýer al-Molk 
and MoshIr al- SalVaneh, but was made to resign before 
the bombardment of the Majles when AmIr Bahador Jang 
was appointed Minister of War. 

2. It must be qualified that according to BNstAnM 
PRrIz! Moshir al-Douleh had resigned as a result of 
the enmity of AmTr Bahador and the Shah, and that he 
and Mo'tamen al-Molk had even been arrested in 

, BRgh-e Shah but had been spared. BNst&nl'does not 
give any information about the activities of these two 
brothers in the EstebdRd-e ýaghlr, but it must be added 
that both retained their ministerial posts in the 
Cabinet of Mosh-ir al-Saltaneh after the bombardment, of 
the Majles in JamRd-1 al §a-; ri-l 1326 (June 1908). 
BAst'dnT PArIzIo op. cit-., p. 127. 

There are many examples of conflicts and factional 
political groupings in the private letters of the time 
For examples of these see E. ýafNtl, Asndd-e Slydsl, 
pp. 367-373. 
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"Today" he said, "we do not have the instrumýnts for'a P 

complete constitution. 

Though not really threatened in their basic powers, 

and still retaining their posts., the AlyHn an d princes however, 

were criticized and attacked in the Majles and especially 

in the press as representing reaction, particularly because 

they had accumulated undeserved riches at the expense of 

the poor and the peasants, It had become unpopular or 

unpolitical to'defend the old order or to excuse it, and the 

degree of intolerance of the reformers was at times as bad 

as the old order's repression. 
2 

Some of the privileges 

of the rich such as Tly-Gl and Tast1r3 were abolished as 

We possess very little information about the private 
opinion of'people about the Constitution. Not 
everyone approved or found it desirable or feasible. 
In a diary by a certain MTrza Ahmad-e Tafreshl, a 
Government employee, for instaAce, he ; xpresses his 
fears and scepticism and particularly his anxiety 
about the loss of. his livelihood. 
Seyyed AýMad!; afreshl-ye Hoseyn1, RgznRmeh-ye 
AkhbAr-e 

- 
MashrUt-iyya*a EAqelab-e Iran. ed I. Afshar 

ýTehran 7351) passim, 
The private sectetary of ReIR Qolf KhAn Mafl, named 
Mogh! 6 al-Saltaneh. 9 wrote to his employer in Lurestan 
of the extreme excitement of the people and the chaos 
and added that every greengrocer and draper saw him- 
self as an &m_lr. He also pointed to the intolerance 
of the Majles and the fact that people frightened 
their enemies by threatening they would comjýain about 
them to the Majles. The Ministers, he wrote, stood 
in such awe of the Majles that they could not utter 
a word, and the Ulama and Deputies blamed everything 
on the Government to gain popularity. (Private 

correspondence of NezEm Mafl family). 

2. For instance the aforementioned Moghlý al- Salýaneh 
wrote that no one had the courage to criticize the 
Majles even if it were a rightful criticism, for his 
life would be endangered. 
1 

3- TTY111 : LS land assigment, and Tas-fr is a conversion 
rate by which tax was assessTdH -into money. 
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were the undeserved government salaries and the sale of 
offices. Suggestions were made that taxes should be re- 

assessed so that it would become fairer. It was even 

suggested that the governors should not be sent to provinces 

where they possessed land, and that no one should hold 

more than one job. It was also said that the same class 

should not be always given the same jobs, and that there 

were capable and deserving people in other Tabaqdt as well. 

Such reforms were not unpopular in the Majles, and 

in the case of Tlyqlland Tas'Ir it was voted for unanimously, 

since it was accepted generally that they were abused; 

besides, the number of the A'yan and princes was not such as 

to be able to stop them. Moreover their abolition was not 

a threat to the basic privileges of the A'yan. These were 

not yet an issue. 

On the other hand, the moderate members were in 

agreement that the finances of the country had to be reformed, 

and the Governmentts excessive need for money had to be met 

by all kinds of measures if they were not going to under- 

take a further foreign loan. So many reforms were readily 

accepted; even the cut in the salaries of the princes and 

their families being ýhought equitable by many in the face 

of the poor state of the countryts finances. These measures 

were not sufficient to cause a closing of the ranks amongst 

the AtyR and were not yet considered as a threat to them. 

The programme of the 'AzMdTkhRhRn or of the EjtematlyT]n 

tTffj-VQn was not publicized openly, and, as mentioned, the 

T, zddTkh9Lh17n were in a minority in the Majles and outside. 

It was later that they appeared to become a threat, and 

obliged these classes to form a party in the Second Majles. 
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The Ulama 

The next Tabaqeh to be discussed is the Ulama, but 

they did not comprise one simple, easily definable Tabaqeh. 

Their religious and social standing, as well as their wealth', 

embraced a very wide compass and disparity which suggests 

that they would have no more cohesion than the other TabaqSt: 

the privilege the Ulama enjoyed was unhIce that enjoyed by 

other Tabaqa They were revered and looked on as the 

natural leaders of society, and their prestige increased 

with the role they played in the Revolution. There was 

however, a certain section of society which opposed the 

increase of their power, amongst whom were particularly the 

Az'adlkhahAn reformers. This becomes clearer when we look 

at the number of seats allocated to them in the Majles in 

Tehran, for despite their great support of reform, they 

were given only four seats. DoulatabRdl suggests an 

interesting reason for this. He says that when the 

Electoral laws were being written the Ulama wished to 

insert certain clauses to the advantage of their own class 

and religion but that this was nullified by the AzAdIkhEh9n 

who were this time in agreement with the Government circles 

which also wished to limit the power of the Ulama. 1 

Nonetheless they held a quarter of the seatsp for many of 

the other Tabaqdt chose as their representatives members of 

1. Y. DoulatabRdl, op. cit., 2, p. 86. 
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the Ulama. It is believed that-had there been male 

suffrage, the Ulama would have gained-comparatively many 

more seats than they had as in the Third MajlesP '1 for they 

were popular with the people. I 

The position of the TzMdlkhAh-qn vis-a-vis the Ulama 

was rather ambiguous. As leaders of religion they had to 

be shown respect and obedience; as leaders of the reform 

movement they held prestige and a position of authority. 

The AzadlkhAhln, many of whom were Molammam (those who 

wore the turban), had to express their submission and we 

have seen how TaqTzadeh for instance emphasized his religious 

beliefs when he attacked the Government of Atabak. 

The enemies of reform, especially the religious 

ones, attacked it in the name of Eslam and accused the Deputies 

and the Majles being of Bab. Ts. They were led by 

Sheykh Fallallah Mr-1, one of the influential and powerful 

Moltaheds. He had originally supported the Revolution, 

but fell out with the reformers, and especially with the 

two leading Ulamas, so he began criticizing and attacking 

the Majles and the Constitution on religious grounds. He 

organized a large following and was a very dangerous threat 

for the Reform movement. The reformers of all shades of 

opinion countered this threat by being very careful over 

the religious clauses of the Constitution, by trying to give 

1. Z. Shaj'i'll, op. cit-s PP. 193-4. 
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every law an Eslamic colour, and by arguing that the 

institutions they were taking from the West were inaccor- 

dance with Eslam. - It was argued that all the 'European 

laws and customs were based on Eslam, so it was not wrong 

to imitate them. For instance., on one occasion when it 

was argued that one person should riot hold more than one 

job, Mostash7ar al-Douleh had suggested they should see what 

was done in such cases in other countries. Seyyed Moýammad 

TabRtaball had replied that he begged him not to say 

directly that what had been done by such and such a govern- 

ment should be done in Persia too. This was objectionable, 

the Persians had laws, and they had the QorAn and he added 

that if they went deeply into the question they would see 

that all Western laws were based on the QorMn also. 
1 

Besides the deep ideological cleavage mentioned 

caused by the religious question, the religious clauses 

of the Constitutional laws caused another controversy within 

the Majles, but a rift was averted by the moderation of both 

sides,. the liberal or ! zRdIkhRhAn and the moderates. it 

was particula rly fortunate for the reform movement that the 

two leading MoJtaheds, BehbahRnf and Tabatabaýil did not 

support Sheykh Fatlallah who attacked the Constitution- 

In the view of an acute foreign observer, Spring 

Rice., it was thought that the religious party was caught 

R. M. No. 67., 24th Safar 1325 (8th April 1907)- 
0 

1% 
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in a trap and that it was aware of this. They therefore 

tried to add certain clauses to the Constitution safeguarding 

its privileges by providing that all bills before being 

passed should be referred to a committee of five Mojtaheds, 

who would make sure they were in accordance with the Sharl'at. 

He added that the Liberals, especially the Tabriz Deputies, 

tried to resist this, but were unable in the face of the 

strength of the religious body for fear that they would turn 

to the king and that they accepted this clause in 3a Pspirit 

of conciliation"* 
1 

As a group, the Ulama were no more cohesive than the 

others. on the one side of the scale there were for 

instance, richseducated Moltaheds with a large following of 

Talabeh or religious students and m,, -, h influence'. some being 

related to the important families or ev-2n royalty or were 

landowners. On the other side of the scale were a large 

number of poor Tollab, or religious studentss Routehkhan 

Shevkhs, Pishnamazs and SeVVeds, 2a 
whole group of people 

which could be given the general name of Molammam or 

RabanTyG 2 religious leaders. 

1. Spring Rice wrote "It is curious to note the persistence 
with which the movers of the popular party strive to 

it identify the cause of Islam with the cause of liberty. .. 
Spring Rice to Grey. july 16th 1907, No. 147 FO 371/301 
Inc. In No. 1. 

2. Roulehkhan = Religious preachers, Sheykh =a holy man 
PishH'a--mdz = leader of Prayers, Seyyed = descendant 
of the fFmily of the prophet. 
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One particular aspect of the'Reform movement in 
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Persia is the support it received from the great Mojtaheds 

in Tehran and in Najaf, who were the ultimate authority on 

religious questions in the ShAte world. The collective 0 

support of the two great Mojtaheds in Tehran, TabdýabRtl and 

BehbahNnI, which was of immense help has been discussed 

by many authors though no individual biography of either of 

them has been written. One aspect we are not quite certain 

about is their relationship with each other and how united 

they really were. There are only a few lines written by 

Seyyed Molýammed in his diary dated 20th Jamadi al-SHnI 

1329, where he expresses the opinion that the reconstitution 

of the Majles was not as he had wished, and he adds that 

the situation had been spoilt by two, Sheykh Faýlhllilh 

through enmity and Seyyed'AbdallAh by his friendship. 1 

just as important as their support of the' Reform movement 

was the support of lower ranks of'the Ulama or the 

Mo'ammamin, men such as Malek al- Motekallemln, Seyyed 

Jamal Vnteý, Sheykh Sallm, MrrzR Hoseyn Valez and Mlrz"A 

JavNd NMýeq in Tabriz and many, others. These men had- 

received a religious education, -and used the Mambar (pulpit) ) 

to advocate constitutionalism and to legitimize the Majles 

DoulatRbidl "RMýZlnt -ye Bozorgavar, Seyyed Moha=ad 
TabNVabill Sangelaj! O 
'ýabl , gth year, No. 2,1350. 
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in the eyes of the sceptical, often criticizing their own 

class for their venality or corruption. It is certain 

that their co-operation was a very important and effective 

means of stirring the masses. 
1 

As wehave thus seen, the Tabaqeh of Ulama was not 

homogeneous as a-class and comprised different social strata 

of people with opinions which ranged from extreme 

radicalism to more moderate reaction, but generally there 

was some solidarity between them on questions of religious 

privileges. The. Ulama in the Majles were moderates, a few 

were extremists; the reactionaries were outside the Majles. 

The most important question which divided the Ulama was the 

conflict between constitutionalism - MashrQýeh,, and religious 

law or Mashra'eh. Sheykh FallallSh NUrT, who had originally 

agreed to the need for reform and the demand for an 

'EdglatkhAneh, later began to oppose it, insisting that 

I clauses should be included in the Supplementary Fundamental 

Law giving, the right of veto to five Mojtaheds in the Majles. 

There has been some controversy between historians 
about establishing the importance of the role of the 
tJlama. Some writers believe they were the most 
important Tabaqeh. in bringing about the Revolution, 

others have minimized their role. In both cases, 
however, attention has been focussed on the high- 

ranking Ulamas while the lower ranks and their 

contribution have not been given sufficient attention. 
The Tollab, for instance, not only took part in the 

Revotu-tio 2 but later through the Anjomans supported 
the Majles and the *AzZTd1khahRn. There were reports 
of these men exchanging their clothes for military 
uniforms and undertaking military work in the defence 

of the Majles- 
E. ýafn'!, Asnffd-e Nou Yafteh. (Tehran, 1349) p. 233. 
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The TzEdIkMhan and particularly Taqlzadeh, opposed this, 

arguing that the fact that the Ulama were-in the Majles as 

a body was sufficient guarantee against uneslamic legis- 

lation, but the Sheykh and his adherents were not convinced. 
' 

TaqIzNdeh further argued that the essence of this power 

of veto had already been included in the Fundamental Laws 

in the 27th Article which decreed that laws should not be 

contrary to the tenets of Eslam. 

After this deadlock Sheykh-FatlallMh retired to the 

Shah 'Abd al- Atýlm Shrine, and from there'declared the 

Majles and the Constitution sinful, illegitimate and Un- 

Eslamic and accused its advocates of being BRbIs, who wanted 

to weaken Eslam. 

On the 18th of Jamadl al-tHnl, 1325 he wrote in the 

newspaper he published from the Shah tAbd al--A':; Im Shrine 

that the advocates of the Majles were of several, Ferqeh 

(parties), who derfed religion and God; they were anarchists, 

nihilists, socialists, 'naturalists'and BAbIsts. All the 

disturbances and evils were committed by these people. 

There is a letter by Mostashdr al-Douleh to 6aqat 
al-Esldm in which he describes this matter. . Sheykh 
FaýlallRh had brought about sixty of his adherents to 
the Majles and threatened it physically. EmAm Jomleh 
Kho'! had mediated, and the two Mojtaheds, BehbahFnI 
and Tab5tabR'"I also had interven-Fil so the 'Azadlkhahnn- 
would noi react. But the next day, the latter group 
had brought its adherents to the Majles-- they were 
from the TabrIzI b&zdrIs and the Anjoman-e Etelandlyeh. 
The mood had looked ugly and there was fear of 
bloodshed. Eventually however, the dispute was 
settled and a compromise was worked out. 

N. Fath37, Shahld-e NTknSm, P. 172. 
0 
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He demanded firstly that the Constitution should include 

the word MashrUteh after MashrUteh, secondly that it should 

include a clause that all laws must be in accordance with 

the laws of Eslam and so provide for the setting up of a 

group of Mojtahe to supervise the Majles, thirdly that 

the members of this group be chosen by the Ulama and not 

the Majleso and fourthly that in order to stop the spread 

of irreligious groups the laws of Shart should be administered 

against the BRbIs and the irreligious people. 

In another issue (not dated) he declared himself a 

supporter of the Majles, but a Majles based on Eslam. 

He attacked the Anjomans and the freedom of the press 
1 

granted by the Constitution. The Sheykh's stance was 

dangerous to the basic freedoms which the Constitution 

guaranteed, especially as he woný a number of adherents, 

particularly in the provinces, and caused great anxiety to 

the Majles and the Deputies. Had not the Sheykh been 

associated with the reactionaries and court circles, he 

would have posed a much greater danger, but this connection 

worked to his disadvantage, 2 
and also because the two 

leading Mojtaheds closed ranks with the other Deputies 

against him. 

1. R-azngmeh- ye Sheykh Faýlallah Narl, ed. M. E. Reývgnl, 
Tarikh, Nashrlydi-ye Gorah-e kmazesh-f-ye Tgrlkh -e 
DAneshgAh-e Tehran, No. 2. Vol. 1,1356 P. 159-2u9- 

2. Y. Doulatabgdl, who is not impartial towards 
Behbahdnl, mentions some private motives for the 

opposition between Behbahdri-I and the Sheykh. 
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Tabdýabd'l*defended the TzMdlkhahan and the 

Azarbaijan Deputies against the accusation of irreligion, 

but he did not oppose the inclusion of the power of veto 
to be granted to the Ulama. MostashAr al- Douleh 

commented on the attitude of the-two leading Ulama, saying 
that Seyyed 'Abdallah opposed Sheykh Fa2lallah and tried 

to oust him, but Seyyed Moýammad-was simple at heart and 
"Poor thing he is like a phonograph, what he hears last 

he repeats first and insists-on it. "' Tabataba'T argued &0 
that they should placate the Sheykh, but Taqlzddeh opposed 

him saying that he should be ignored and not be made a 

martyr. He also opposed some who suggested severe action 

by, the Government to bring the Sheykh to heel., TaqlzMdeh 

won his point on this question, and soon after the murder 

of Atabak the Sheykh returned to Tehran., but continued his 

attacks, and was quite prominent in the events of the Meydan-e 

TUpkhNneh. 
2 

The most important issue beside the question of the 

veto between the Ulama on the one hand and the TzNdlkhahgn 

was the freedom of all Persians before the law. This was 

a very controversial question in itself, but was not made 

1. N. Fat4T, ShahTd'-e NTknamp P. 172. 

2. The events of the Meydan -e TnpkhAneh took place in 
KI-qa'deh 1325 (December 1908). when Ehe supporters of 
the Shah took up a threatening stance in this Meydan 

__ _i)eaP, . the Majles, and from there threatened 
the Maj-le-'s. Sheykh Fa2lallalý who had left his place 
of self-imposed exile in the Shrine of Shah fAbd al- 
A'zi after the murder of AtAbak joined these. 
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a point of controversy in the Majles, (as far as the 

discussions which are reported show). One reason was the 

support TabaVaball gave to this motion, for he supported the 0 
freedom of religion. There was also the threat of Sheykh 

Fa2lallah, which united the Deputies and prevented them 

from dividing on this issue. 1 Above all the fact that the 

Az'Ad! kh-ahrLn were ready for a compromise on the question of 

the veto saved this clause. In its stead they accepted the 

inclusion in the Supplementary Fundamental laws of Article 

2 which gave five of the Ulama in the'Majles the right of 

veto. 

The majority of the Ulama in the Majles and 

especially the higher ranking amongst them were moderates 

and lent this group their support and strength. Besides 

the two leading Moltaheds, Mrrza NasrallSh AkhavI. the 

Deputy of the TollR ,2 Kqa Seyyed Jalfar of Fars, Emam 

iom'eh Kho'l of Azarbaijan were of this group (the latter 

at times co-operated with TaqTz&deh but was not an extremist). 

Opposition between the Ulama and the Tzgdlkhghgn 

1. It had been reported the Behbah9nT would be threatened 
p if he opposed this issue. A. H. Hairi, a* cit., 

Hairi quotes this from an article in ArmaRhAn AbS 

al-Vasan BUz-urg Om1d Mokhber FomSytln "Mo; affar al- 
Drn Shah va MashrUtlyyat", ArmaghAn, 32., 1963, PP. 
104-107. & 

2. He was one of the founders of the National Library, 

which was designed to educate people. E. G. Browne, 
The Persian Revolution, p. 116. 
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went deeper and was more fundamental than these controversies; 
they eventually culminated in the murder of Behbahanj in the 

Second Majles. 

What were the causes of this fundamental opposition? 

Was it the implications of secularism and socialism that the 

Ulama feared? Did they feel a threat to their privileges? 

The freedom of the press, the abolition of Bast, the 

secularism of law courts and of education were all un*popular 

motions with the Ulama. What was worse, however, was the 

attack on them generally for their corruption and bad 

influence, their ignorance and superstitionp voiced by some 

of the TzffdTkhahan. l 

It has been said that the Ulama'did not understand 

the true meaning of Constitutionalism and its implications, 

and that when once they realized this they backed away from 

it. 2 Though this is an arguable point, what is clear is 

For instance, Malek al-Motekalemln and Seyyed Jamal 
VRteý wrote a book called Rotyal-ye $Rdeqeh in 1318 in 
which they described a dream. In this dream they 
criticized AqM NajafT (the-chief Moltahed of Esfahan who 
worked closely with ýell al-SoltSn), but they address 
all such people generally. They criticized some of the 
Ulama for seeking worldly remunerationAnstead of doing 
their dutyO and blamed them f or their ignorance and 

he superstition, whic4 was the cause of the pliýht of the 
people, they said. RUznSmeh-ye GheybT. Ro vT-ye 5Sdeqeh 
The weekly newspapers aQr-e EsrRfll, and MosAvAt also 
continued the same arguments. Both belonged to the 
Azsd1khnh9n. 

2. Ml: rza Mohammad Na-ITnf one of the important Mojtaheds 
who was ýery close to KyatallRh KhorZLsanli in Najaf wrote 
a book called Tanblh-al 0-nmat va. Tanfth al-Me. llat 
in 1327(1909) with the approval of the chief MoJtahed 
of Najaf, Justifying constitutionalism on religious 
grounds. NI? TnI discussed tyranny and declared it 
un-Eslamic and the source of ignorance. He stated that 
a constitutional gove rnm ent was the only form of government 
possible, and he thus Justified. parliamentarism as the 
only way to Stop tyranny. His thoughts are discussed 
by A. H. Hairi. Hairi continues to say that after 1909 
the Ulama became disillusi*oned by the Majles and 

Cont/ -------- 
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that the Ulama came to oppose the stand taken by the 

lzadikhIhnn in the Majles, but not the whole process of 

constitutionalism. There was between these two poles-a 

basic difference of approach; for instance, whereas the 

Ulama expressed their meekness and lack of strength rather 

than action, the Tzadlkhahan were militant reformers who 

did not wish to stand for half measures or compromises. 

Whilst the Ulama called for compromise, unity and peaceful 

action, the AzSdlkhRha threatened popular action. Uaii 

NaýrallRh Akhavis for instance, thought that the difficul- 

ties ahead were like almost inaccessible mountains, whereas 

Taqlzadeh believed-that it was inevitable that Persia should 

go through a revolution, and that not until such a period 

was traversed would the Constitution become strong. 
1 

Had not this deepening chasm developed between the 

two sides and had they been able to strike a working 

coalition in the face of the Shah, the Majles would have 

become stronger because of the Ulama's prestige; but this 

antagonism was inevitable as each side had strong and 

contrary beliefs. It must be reiterated howeverthat at 

2. Cont/... 

and withdrew their support of Constitutionalism. 
NVIrf-I collected as many copies of his book as he could 
and threw them into the Tigris River, * 
A. M. Hairi, op. cit. s passim. 

1. R. M. No. 97s 13th Rabl'al-Avval 1326 (15th April 1908). 
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no time did the IýzndlkhAhAn make an overt attack on 

religion, and that they too insisted on Justifying everything 

on Eslamic grounds. Despite this however, they were often 

accused of irreligion which weakened them. 

Toj jar 

Another vital group in the Revolution was the big 

Toll7a 1 
who represented the richest and most influential 

section of the mercantile community, and who through their 

connections with the provincial merchants and their domination 

of the BRzAr had a far greater influence than their 

limited number might suggest. 
2 

The mercantile community was dissatisfied with the 

economic policy of the Government, as shown for instance in 

the power granted to Naus, the Director of Customs, the 

concessions granted to foreigners, the European loans contracted 

under highly unfavourable political conditions, the new customs tarifft 

-. 4, contracted with Russia. All these brought 

about great hardship and dissatisfaction among the Tojja . 

It was possibly the smaller of these who suffered most as 

1. They had already given an example of their power in 
organizing the opposition to the Regie. 
G.. Gilbar, "The Big Merchants (Tujjar) and the 
Persian Revolution of 1906" Asian and African Studies 
Vol. 112 No. 3Y 1977s p. 291. 

2. C. Issawi.. The Economic History of Iran (Chicago, 1971) 
p- 43. 
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they were more vulnerable, but it was the big Tolla who had 
the means to influence, this class by their connections and 
wealth. It must also be added that of all the other 

sections of the community the ToJJR were not only most 

affected by foreign dominance, but most exposed to foreign 

ideas. 

However it must be asked whether they really wanted 

a democratic and modern government 
1 

or a constitution to 

guarantee the establishment of law and order and a strong 

government. 
2 

There is a long article in the Calcutta Uabl al-Matl'n 
which calls on the merchants to modernize their methods 
and join together to work. There would not have been 
any need for such an article if the contrary did not 
exist. Uabl al-Matin (Calcutta), 18th May 1906 
quoted from Ibid. p. 67. 

2. W. M. Floor in anArticle entitled "Merchants (Tujjar) 
in Qajar Iran" points to the fact that the merchants 
and many Persian industries were ruined by the influx 
of European goods and capital and the growing political 
influence of the foreigners, especially the Russians 
and British which led to the demand for reform. 
The same writer points to the fact that they had taken 
part in government jobs and that they were active in 
the First Majles, but that in the Second they were not 
so well represented and therefore less active. 

W. M. Floor, "The Merchants (Tujjar) in Qajar Iran" 
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft. 
1-976 pp 101-135. ' 
Another writer points out that the reason for the 
dissatisfaction of the Tojja was the fact that the 
Government in need of money granted foreign concessions 
which adversely affected the position of the merchants. 
The first manifestation of this was the protest against the 
Tobacco Regie in 1891. The reform of the customs by 
the Belgians now caused great dissatisfaction. This 
changed the customs duty to the disadvantage of the 
Persian ToJdn which led to a protest against the 
Belgians in 1905 and the bast in the British Legation 
later. G. Gilbar, "The Big Merchants", pp. 298-303. 
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Some of these big merchants were engaged in trade as 

well as banking. Mollin al- TojjEr was one who had large 

estates in the South of Persia and concessions for the 

exploitation of ochre in the Gulf Islands; he also carried 

on a lucrative trade with India and London. Another 

important and wealthy T9je was Amin al- 2arb, who had a 

large business in banking and trade and some capital invested 

in industry. HaJ- Mohammad EsmAtTl MagAzeh was another 11. a 

very rich merchant of Tehran, as was ArbRb Jamshid, a rich 

Zoroastrian merchant who had a large banking business 

operating all over Persia. Another was Mojýammad Taq! 

Bonakdar, an opium merchant from Esfahan. These big 

merchants and others had great influence among the Kasabeh 

of the BRzgr and the small traders and craftsmen, and used 

their influence to make them take Bast in the British 

legation and provided for their needs and those of their 

families while the Bast lasted, until the Government granted 

the demands of the revolutionaries. 'The big merchants 

themselves did not take Bast but acted as mediators between 

the Ulama in Qom, the Revolutionaries and the large number 

of people in the British Legation and the Province3. 

Some of the big merchants including Voseyn Amin al- 

C. Issawi, opo 
1 

cit., p. 43. 

2. M. Malek7Adeh, Tlrlkh-e MashrUtTyyat, 2,, P. 172. 
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2arbl participated in the writing of the Electoral laws 

and no doubt ensured for themselves and the A*nA a large 

proportion of the representation. Of the ten representatives 

of TojjA in Tehranv five had been prominant and active in 

the Revolution - Amin al- 2arb, Molin al-TojjAr, Kqa 

Maýmad-e ShalforUsh, VajT Molýammad Esmall Maghizeh, and 

ýqR MaýmUd TFjer-e EýfahgnT. Two others of the merchant 

Deputies were VNJI Mohammad Taq'i ShahrUd! and Haj! Seyyed 
4a 

Morteýg Mortalavr,. 3 ShRhrUdl had a large and important 

export trade with Russia'. Haj! Seyyed Mortez*N was a well- 

known Azarbaijan 8arrNf and a close associate of Kuzekanani, 

one of the politically active Azarbaijan merchants who later 

was also a member of Anjoman of Tabriz. Three of the 

merchant Deputies were not in fact merchants, Moýaqqeq al- 

Douleh was the supervisor of the Political Science School, 

1. Vaj 1joseyn AmIn al-2arb's father Ha-j Mohammad Vasan. 
had been a friend of Seyyed Jamal ai- DTn: 

2. The latter's activities have been described by KermNnM. 
He had made a fortune from trade, and took a trip in 
1311 to Russia and met Seyyed Jamal al-DTn, who had 
a great influence on him. When the sugar merchants 
had been beaten by the order of 'AlAlal-Douleh, he and 
some of the other TojjRr and members of the Anjoman-e 
MakhfT had worked a= ýht in persuading the Ulama to 
go to the Shah'Abd al- A zTm shrine. He again was 
active during the Bast in the British Legation and 
afterwards was elected as Deputy. He was also active 
in the Majles and the head of the Anjoman of Esfahan. 
As an extremist he was an, exception amongst the Tojj9r, 

who were generally moderates. NAýem al- Esl91m KermanT, 

op. cit. Introductory vol. p. 220. 

3- He seems to have been the head of the Anjoman of 
Azarbaijan but was later changed probably because he 

was a moderate. Taql7zMdeh gives his name as Aýmad the 

son of MorteM 
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VoA9q al-Douleh had been a Mostouft and had done clerical 

work, co-operating withýthe Anjoman-e MakhfT and Mokhber al- 

Molk from the influential Hedayat family and. brother of 

Sanit al-Douleh. Of course it was an accepted fact that 

deputies did not have to represent their own Tabaqe , and 

there were merchants who represented the AgnN . Arb7ab 

jamshid represented the Zoroastrian minority which was given 

the vote (the Jewish community and the Armenians gave their 

vote to the two leading Mojtaheds. ) 

The number of merchants in the Majles was of course 

not limited to these men., and the large AyNlNt which carried 

on their elections according to the class basis sent their 

merchants Deputies to the Majles also. From Esfahan AdIb 

al-Tojjar Naqshineh was elected, from Kerman, Nasrallah 

Mo'aven al-Tojj, ýrp from Khorasan Ra'rs al- Tojjar, and from 

Rasht, Vak"3.1 al- Tojjar. These came sporadically to the 

Majles, as did all provincial Deputies. VakIl al- Tojjar 

from Rasht-was an exeption to the Tojjqr Deputies for he 

worked closely with the Az'a'dlkhdhRn. The merchant 

Deputies of Tabriz were two, M-irta XqN T9jer-e EýfahNhl and 

Taqlzadeh. 
2 

Vakil al- Tojj2ir was originally from Yazd and had been 
in Baku as the representative first of Ablin al- 2arb, then 
had become a trader on his own. He and Vesam al- Eslam, 
also from Gilan, supported TaqTzRdeh and the AzEdIkhAhan. 
In the second Majles, however, he was not a Democrat. 

2. TaqIzHdeh was not a merchant but had been politically 
active in Tabriz and was well known for his 
reformist ideas. 
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When once in the Majles some of the special interests 
I 

of the merchants were Put forward. 
'Naus 

was dismissed, it 

was decreed in the Constitution that in future no loan or 

foreign concession would be made without the approval of 

the Majles, and it was to have sole control of all financial 

questions. The powers of provincial governors were to be 

limited, especially with regard to taxation. Above all it 

was planned to set up a Bank. This was suggested by Molln 

al-Tojj, lr and many of the Tehran merchants contributed large 

sums to make up its original capital; the sum of 400,000 

Toman was lent to the Government from the sum collected to 

pay the army temporarily in order to. stop the foreign loan 

already nego'dated. 

The bank was never set up however, and no money was 

paid after the initial expression of fervour. The reasons 

for its failure have not been discussed satisfactorily. it 

was said at the time, and it has been repeated since by 

historians, that the reason was lack of security. On the 

18th of JamRdT al- Avval (7th October 190, J) the question of 

the Bank was discussed in the Majles. Aqg Seyyed Moýammad 

Ja'far, a moderate, said that people would pay if they were 

sure not to lose their money, and MIrzA Aqa Farsh ForUsh, 

an Azarbaijan Deputy, hence called FarshT, added that the 

lack of security was-due to the Government. Taqlzgdeh 

disagreed, and said that anyone who had the least feeling 

of nationalism and knew anything about the conditions of 

the country would agree that the people of Persia had no 

choice; and that if they wished to'save their country from 
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these disturban ms they must contribute what they could to 

the Bank and not make lack of security an excuse. 
1 Such 

arguments, however, were useless as'people did not trust 

the Government and doubts were beginning to arise. 

It should be noted that the first objection to 

be made to the plan of the Bank was voiced by Tabriz on 

the 13th Shaval (30th November). They telegraphed that they 

wanted guarantees before they paid the required sum; that 

the Supplementary Fundamental Laws should be passed, and that 

in the meantime the rich and the Ministers who had exploited 

the country so long should pay the Government's debt. 2 

It-, has always been assumed that everyone and 

especially the merchants wanted the foundation of, the Bank 

and the sto'pping. of the loan. 3 However, it is not certain 

that all the merchants wanted the. establishment of the Bank, 

and that it would have been particularly to the, advantage 

of all of. them, for many already carried-on a-lucrative 

-banking business and had made very large fortunes; moreover 

the Bank might have embroiled the Persians in foreign 

troubles which the big merchants did not, want, 6r it might 

have broken their monopoly of the money market. 

1. R. M. No. 125_18th JamEd! al-Av, val ý325 (27th June 
1907) 

2. A. Kasravl, TArIkh-e MashrUteh, p. 185* 

Spring Rice wrote to Grey that the moderates had no 
objection to the borrowing of money from abroad by 
the National Bank. Spring Rice to Grey, Feb. 27th 
1907 No. 38 FO 371/301 Incl. in No. 1. 
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The idea of a National Bank had great nationalist 

propaganda value, and the offer by the merchants to organize 

it was one way to'stop the loan. - Later., as it was not 

organized it gave the Government the opportunity to blame 

the Majles for its failure, and was an excuse for Justifying 

its lack of activity by saying it had no money. On one 

occasion when the question of the Bank was discussed in the 

Majles on the 6th ShatbFn 1325 (15th September 1907), veiled 

insinuations were made to the effect that certain people had 

interfered in order that the question of the Bank should 

remain unresolved. 
1 

ý5r- e EsrNfIl. the newspaper of the 'Azadlkhahlan, 

refers to this misconception about the bank in number 17 

of the 14th Shavil 1325. It said that the rich did not 

pay any sum from their vast wealth to make: up the capital 

of the Bank, nor did the ToIJA who preferred to act as 

entrepreneurs for foreign firms. Seyyed JamR1 VSlez 
0 

also blamed the Tojjar in a sermon for not being trust- 

worthy. "For the moment the people do not'trust these 

merchants, this is why the Bank cannot be formed7 he said. 

"The Bank is the key to our happiness., but. the merchants 

want to set up a private bank, a ýarrafkhNnehol(a-money- 

R. M. No. 178 6th ShalbAn 1325 (14th September, 1907) 
According to some of the Deputies the stumbling bloc., 
was the fact that it was agreed the Government should 
pay its revenue to the Bank, which should then be kept 
as a separate amount. * 
VakTl al-Tojjar and Molin al-TojjEr said that the Shah 
had signed the charter of the Bank, but Atdbak had made 
certain changes in it and the whole scheme had coma to 
to a stop. 
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lending bank). The National Bank should be under the 

supervision of the people and should be set up by foreign 

experts. The bank the merchants here wanted to set up was 

a private institution, and the people who had greeted the 

idea so enthusiastically at first became disheartened. 1 

In another speech he called the Tojja the middle men for 

the foreigners. and attacked the,; mpoý-ýs of goods from 

Europe. 2 

Of all the other Tabaqa probably the merchants and 

Asn5f had the widest experience of co-operations either 

together, or as separate groups, often against the Government 

or foreign competition or for their own gains; no doubt 

if they had kept up their co-operation they could have 

presented a stronger front to the Government, but this was 

not the case because of basic differences of economic 

interests. Another reason was the fact that, having once 

achieved some of their economic demands, they were no longer 

interested in politics because they had no ideological aims. 

Besides they did not aim at political power, for despite 

their influence and their wealth there were no merchants 

1. E. Yaghm, 111, ed. Shahld-e RAh-e 7Zzadl, Seýyed JamRl 
VA'e4-e Eqfahanl; (Tehran, 1357) PP- lb4-5 

2. Ibid., P- 193. 

3- The same thing had happened after the victory over 
the Regie, when once the merchants achieved their 
aims they ceased their political activities despite 
appeals to them by M-irzA Uasan ShTrMzT, Seyyed JamIll 
al-DTh and Malkam Khan, see Gilbar, "The Big Merchants", 
p. 291. 
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appointed to government posts. They did not object to this, 

however, and considered sufficient the Political control 

which the Majles now exercised over the Government. 

On the other hand the unsettled situation and the 

growing disturbances would naturally have an unfavourable 

affect on the merchants' business, and it is no wonder that 

some began to back AtZ! bak and his Governmente Amin al- 

2arb and Mo'In al- Tojjar in particular were said to favou Ir 

his return, as also ýanlt al- Douleh and Seyyed 'Abdailah 

BehbahRnM. It must be remembered that ýarCi'al-Douleh's 

brother, Mokhber al-Molk, was Deputy for the merchants. 

It is therefore no wonder that the Majles voted almost 

unanimously for AtRbak's return and resumption of office, 

for the big merchants could influence the AýnAf members and 

the other moderates, and A'ySn and Ulama who were*a majority 

also favoured it. It was outside the Majles and especially 

amongst the common people and the Kasabeh, that he was 

obviously unpopular, as witnessed by the great rejoicing at 

his death. 

DoulatabRdl even recounts that by the time of the 

bombardment of the Majles the attitude of many of the big 

Tojj Deputies had changed. In fact he says that those 

ToJJR whose businesses were not going well and who had 

entered the Majles for their own personal ends, amongst 

whom were VRJ Mohammad EsmVil, Seyyed Morteýavl, MlrzR 
0 

Mah. mCdj Ij, 5, J'AlI., Vaj! Habib.. and Molln al-Tojjar., who was 

engaged heavily in the Gulf and was afraid the Majles might 

look into his affairs, took a middle of the road attitude. 

-UaJ Uoseyn AqS AmIn al-ýarb was left alone. He did not 

trust the King, and felt endangered, and at the same time 
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was so involved with Seyyed 'Abdallah and the influential 

group in the Majles that he could not separate and did 

not know what line to follow. It has been said that 

ArbAb Jamshld who had greatly-helped the Majles"in the 

past, was afraid after the murder of Fereydan 1 
and did 

2 not co-operate either. 

It must also be added that the interests of the 

big Tojjgr corresponded far more with those of the moderates. 

The moderates, as already explained, - were for compromise. 

On one occasion Mo'l"n al-TojJ71r said that the Persian 

Parliament which had been set up for a year and a half, 

could not act as those which were seven hundred years old. 

In every country where constitutionalism began it was the 

same at the beginning; it would be impossible to work and 

achieve big results until the Revolution stopped. This 

argument was repeated by others and was, as already pointed 

out, opposed to that of the TzMdTkh1qhqn who were more 

fundamentalist. Another argument of the moderates 'was 

to confront the criticism of the Government with criticism 

of the Majles. 

Arbab FereydUn was a Zoroastrian merchant and banker 
who supported the Revolution, and was murdered in 
Zlýajeh 1325 (Jan. 1909) by some of the Shah's men. 
E. G. Browneo The Persian Revolution., p. 199. 

2. Y. DoulatabadT. op. cit. 2 p. 274. 
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The co-operation and relation of the merchants with 

the Agna , their leadership of this group and their strong 

ties with the Bdzar, have already., been mentioned. , This 

was of the utmost importance in the course of the Revolution, 

and was in fact the only force at the disposal of the 

Revolutionaries. It is also true that the members of 

smaller trades and guilds were dissatisfied with the 

situation in Persia, as were the bigger merchants, and'it 

was easy to play on their feelings of nationalism. The 

big Tojjlr used their influence to close the BEzRrs and to 

encourage the Kasabeh to take Bast in the British Legation. 

They paid them and provided for their upkeep, keeping them 

there until the Government granted their demands. It is 

difficult to know how much was understood by the majority 

of the people about constitutionalism and parliamentary 

government. In any case we are told that in the British 

Legation they were taught these' questions by the 

Revolutionaries. 
I 

The AQnaf 

When the Electoral laws were enacted, the Aýna 

in Tehran were given thirty-two votes, but they did not 

always choose their own members, and there were some Ulama 

and merchants amongst them. It has been calculated that- 

M. Malekzadeh. Tgrlkh-e MashrUýIyyat3 22 p. 157. 
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26% of the Majles seats were held by the AsnRf 1 
whinh 

would have been a, considerable group had they been led, 

but as it was, the leadership of the big. merchants was 

sporadic and at times they sided with the Tzadlkhlhan. 

The Asnglf Deputies represented the poorer TabaqS of 

society, and despite the property qualification oi a 

they were the representatives of the lower 

classes. The large number of votes given to this Tabaqeh 

was quite deliberate and unique in the history of the 

Persian Majles. It was partly due of course to their 

contribution to the Revolution. But it can be asked 

whether it was wished to give the Majles a more radical 

character, or on the contrary to include a large in- 

articulate body of Deputies in the Majles in order to 

make it easier to be led. The purpose of the law-makers 

has not been divulged; it is also possible that no thought 

was given to the future development of the Majles at the 

time the Electoral laws were made. 

In general it was agreed that next time better 

educated people with more politicaL experience should be 

elected. The AsnRf Deputies were generally criticised 
. A_ 

2 
for their ignorance and were looked down upon. then. 

1. Z. Shajl'l, OP. Cit., P. 187. 

2. There is an article by Mojýammad 'AlT al-TehrMnlo 
a Talabeh Deputy, attacking the AsnAf Deputies in 
TjaS_l al-Matin.. No. 22., 13th Shalbdn 1325 (22 Sept. 
r9_07). In general the idea of Vabl al-Matln itself 
was against the A§nA Deputies. 
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as they have been since by historians. 1 When members 

of the Finance Committee or any other committees were 

elected, for instance, none were of the AsnAf Deputies. - 
2 

Again when'the Anglo-Russian Convention was mentioned, 

Marling wrote that in the Majles the rank and file were 

assured that there was nothing in the agreement detrimental 

to the public interest, and it was agreed that speeches on 

the subject should be made by a chosen number of the- 

principal members who had prepared their speeches, before- 

hand. "The'agreement was therefore read in perfect silence 

and the remarks passed upon it were'moderatett. 3 He wrote 

that this attitude was taken because of fear and because 

the news of the agreement was sudden and they had not yet 

formed any opinion, but it also no doubt shows the attitude 

towards those Marling calls "the rank and file". Later 

much of the work of the Majles was done through committees 

Both A. KasravT and KermanT are of the same opinion)'' 
about the worthlessness of the A naf Deputies. 
Kasray! asks what men such as Masha T BRqer, and 
UNJ"! 'All Akbar-e Polopaz (rice-maker) could do in 
the Majles. A. Kasravi, Tarlkh-e MashrUteh P. 169, 
also see Ndýem al-Eslglml Kermani, OP-cit. I P. 397. 

2. For instance MIrzN Abu al-Hasan Kh9n from Shiraz.. Amin 
al-tarb, TJSJ Molýdmmad EsLR'Tl, VobiIq al-Douleh, 'Oun al- 
Douleh and Sa'd al- Douleh, all of them Alyan, or of 
the merchant class, were chosen for the Finance 
Committee. 

3. Marling to Grey, October 10th 1907, No. 231, FO 
371/301. 
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and the really important disc'ussions were kept secret. 

Taqfzcgdeh on the other hand paid homage to one of 

the AýnA Deputies, especially naming Mashadl Bdqer'the 

Deputy of the Baqals (grocers) the one KasravI chooses 

to belittle. He wrote that on the occasion when there 

was a discussion about Mashr9teh or MashrWeh, and the' 

King insisted on the latter expression being included in'ý 

the laws, and the Ulama were beginning to agree, Mashad! 

BRqer exclaimed: "We AunA and the dirty'colia-red and 

the common people don't understand these deep sounding, 

Arabic words; what we have acquired with so much hardship 

and bloodshed is called Mashraýeh and we shall'not part 

with our Constitution with a play orr words. " The other 

Asn9f Deputies supported him and the Ulama backed down. 

Taqizadeh continued to name several of the other Ag -n 

Deputies who exerted great influence on the course of 

events and said that they should not remain anonymous. 

However outbursts such as these were exceptional, in general 

the A. ýn7a Deputies remained silent as did most of the 

Deputies of small provincial towns, and TaqIzRdeh does not 

mention their political opinions when he classifies the 

political stance of the members, in a list to be discussed 

later, nor do we often come across their names in the 

discussions of the Majles. 

H. Taq! zRdeh. 9 
I'Lafz--e MashrIlVeh va Yacrf az 

Avayel-e MashrQV! y at. " Maqalat, l, P. 393. 

4 
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One reason for-this unfavourable and disparaging 

opinion may be the fact that they were easily malleable 2 and 

could be influenced by the more professional politicians. 1 

Th. ey were also susceptible to religious propaganda, and were 

worried at being called Babis by Sheykh FaýlallRh. 

They generally took an ambivalent attitude to many questions. 

In the eyes of one British Minister, the mercantile and lower 

class generally supported 'the extremists in the Majles. 2 

ýBut this opinion cannot be substantiated and, as already 

explaineds politically the big merchants who were generally 

moderates, often led the Agnfff Deputies. Moreover the' 

moderates were more numerous and stronger in number in the 

Majles, as admitted by Taqlzddeh, which eventually made the 

AzmdjkhdhNn turn to activity outside the Majles. Besides 

they had no unity and there were quite a considerable number 

who were reactionaries. 
3 Nonetheless the National Anjomans'or 

4- 
Anjomanha-ye Mell! (as opposed to the reactionary Anjomans) 

Marling wrote that "The ignorant majority of the Deputies 
are often swayed by five or six powerful and self- 
interested members who really guide the work of the 
House". Marling to Grey Jan. 2nd 1908, No. 1, 

Fo 416/135- 

2. Spring Rice to Grey, 27th Feb. 1907, No. 43, FO 371 
304 Incl. in No. 1. 

3. It has been pointed out that the crowds who gathered 
in the MeydAn-e- TLlpkhaneh and demanded the repeal of 
the Constitution had genuine grievances. They were 
the conservative Ulama and Talabehs the lower classes 

, without property who were dissatisfied with the 
Constitution for various reasons and the members of the 
upper classes. 
E. Abrahamian, "The Crowd in the Persian Revolution". 
Irarian StudLesj Autumn, 1969, pp. ý28-151- 

4. See Chapter V. 
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and amongst them the Anjoman-e Aýnaf, of which 

DoulatRbdd-i gives some information, were important instru- 

ments of the Revolutionaries, but the exact connection of 

the AýnN Deputies with the Anjoman-e Apnaf is not clear. 

On the whole in assessing the activities of the 

mercantile groups in the Majles, we see a lack of a 

determined and specific political aim, and a lack of 

solidarity amongst the two groups, or within each group. 

Yet of all the others these had the most experience of 

cohesive action in the economic field, and could have 

applied their experience to politics. It was the absence 

of an ideological goal which weakened the mercantile interest 

once some of their economic goals had been achieved, with 

the result that no permanent working group developed in 

the Majles as their interest shifted and divided. Further, 

it must be mentioned that there was no precedent for members 

of the mercantile class to participate in politics. This 

was a new departure from custom and was of short duration. 

The TabaqHt bases to the choice of Deputies to the First 

Majles owed something to the traditional division in Persian 

society as well as a possible emulation of the estates of 

earlier Revolutions, or division of power. Yet it was a system 

that fitted uneasily into the Parliamentary system which had 

at least in the minds of the few in the fore front of the 

movement, the goal of a just and democratic representation of 

the different economic and social interests of society. The 

artificial classification of the TabaqHt division soon was seen 

to be an inadequate and unwieldy reflection of these particular 

interests, and individuals quickly began to coalesce around 
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more coherent ideological platforms. Indeed even at the 

elections themselves the different Tabaqat had transgressed 

Tabaqat divisions. It was hardly surprising, therefore, that at 

the time of the Second Majles this method was abandoned and 

a new one found. 
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CHAPTERIT 

POLITICAL GROUPS, MOITADEL AND AZIDIKHAH 

The last three TabaqNt considereds namely the 

Ulama., Tojjdr and Asn9f, can be said to have been in 

the forefront of the Revolution. *They represented three 

substantial groups in the Majles, but they'did not contain 

within themselves any unity which could have been trans- 

formed into a more coherent organization. As has been seen, * 

there were enormous divisions in these groups especially 

amongst the Ulama. ' Further,, there were conflicting 

loyalties which cut across the basic lines of the Tabagdt 

which meant that the'groupings in the Majles were not based 

on a clear-cut professional or class division. The real 

divergencewhich did appear was based far more on 

ideological grounds, and especially on-a different approach 

by each side to the problem . S. 'Yet here too there did not 

exist Complete solidarity between the two sides. The 

Deputies had been elected on no specific political platform 

and had little previous organization and the Anjomans which 

might' have been expectedto provide both organization and 

ideological leadership did not participate fully in the 

elections. ' 

The activities of the Aniomans, especially the Anjoman-e 

NakhfT- and Mel: lls have 'already been mentioned. Now we must 

see whether vestiges of these previcus organizations survived 
in the Majles, 'and whether they provided any ideological 

or personal leadership. ' Originally the demands for reform 
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had been vague in orderý to attract the largest number of 

adherents. Th6s'e demands had not been very carefully 

considered beforehand. * For example, no discussion was 

giveri to the'composition or duties of the 'EdglatkhAneh 

and in fact the real aims of the Revclutionaries were 

aeliberately not divulged to the Ulama or Tojidr. At 

the time'of the elections, few of the members of these 

two. Anjoman. 1 were elected to the Majles; there were two 

from the Anioman-e-Melli, namelý Uaj. L Seyyed Nagraligh 

Akhav3:, and Mirza Moýsen and one member of the second" 

Anjoman-e-Makhf! was elected, namely Mirzli MaýmrAd 

E§fahAnl. 3 Shams al-Vokamg, tnq brotner of Ndýem, al- 

Esl5m KermNnI, who was an active member of the Anjoman-e 

Makhf!, was elected as deputy for Kerman. According to 

Kermani himself,, FarmAnfarmd the then Governor of Kerman 

had used his influence in this election on the suggestion 

of Ndzem al-EslAm. 
4. 

6 
It is not known why no more of the Anjoman members 

were elected. 'It is possible that they did not have 

enough influence socially or that the election of a 

NN:; em, al-Eslam Kerm9n_Y', -, op. c'it., 1, pp. 59 and 371. 
M. 'Malekzddehs T&rIkh-e-MashrUtIyyat-2j P-13. 

NdZem al-EslAh &ermdnl says that vffrzd Mobsen, the 
brother of ýadr al-Ulama and son-in-law oi* Seyyea 
'RbdallAh Behbahd 

, ni, was elected because of the 
latter, s inrluence. 

This iist, might not be quite complete as all the 
members of the first Anjoman-e Makhf! are not known. 

Bilstffnl Pgrizi ;, op. cit;., ' p. 2U. L. 
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larger number of Deputies' than meets the eyes was due 

to patronage. 
" It is also possible . that the leaders 

of thesetwo secret societies did not feel it necessary 

to send their members to the Majles. It was probably 

later, when the threat to the Majles was felt., that 

several meniDers or une Komiteh-ye tnQeiao, which 

replaced the Anjoman-e Melll,, were elected by the Majles. 

Three 'of the very important leaders of the Revolution., 

Malelc al-Motekallemin, Seyyed Jamdl Vdleý and Doulatabadl 

were suspected or being Azalls., a JMI: sect,, which dis- 

qualified them as Deputies. It is also possible that 

the'Anjomans preferred to stay-outside the Majles, 

for they would thus have more freedom of action. In any 

case there were*verýy few members of the Anjomans in 

the Majles, and hence no organized action could be 

ledrnt from their previous experience, 

There developed in the Majles three sides; the 

Moltadel--the'llz'9dTkhRhRn-and the Bl: tarafdn or neutrals 

whose allegiance'shifted with the events. 'The moderates 

or Mo-Itade-l-had a certain element of conservatism in 

1. 'Though it was decreed that each Deputy did not have 
to represent his own Tabaqeho the Princes or Alygn 
were represented by their own members. The Ulama were 
elected as representatives of other TabaqAt and two 
of the To jAr Deputies of Tehran were of the 

, 
Alyan. 

It would have been inconceivable that the lower classes 
should be elected as representatives of the upper. 
The fact that few members of the Anjomans, who belonged 
mainly to what can be termed middle classes or the 
intellectuals, were elected suggests that much patronage-- 
and influence was used at the election of the Aýndf 
Deputies. 

2. This point is not adequately substantiated in Persian 
sources, but it is readily accepted by some Western 
orientalists that these men were Azalls, See N. Keddie, 
Origin of the Religious-Radical A71-liance in Irani P-77. 
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their policy'and ideology. ' The 'AzffdYkhAhSn were variously 

called liberals or nationalists (Vatanparastin or 

Mel-llyU -)-,, also Tondravan-or extremists, and Enqelabtya 

or revolutionaries,, and we'must keep this element of 

extremism in mind in discussions about them. 'This 

extremism is manifest in their ideology and some of 

their actions, especially if we'accept the assassination 

of the AtAbak as having been their responsibility. 
" 

This group was extremist not only in its methods of 

action but also in some'of its demands. 'It especially 

wanted the Majles to arrogate to itself supreme power, 

and accepted no compromise on that question. Spring 

Rice'called it the popular party. In this context the 

terms, Moltade-l-and Kzffd1khffh9n will be used, although 

the'latter is not satisfactory for the moderates or 

Moltade-Is-were not against liberty, but it is the term 

mostly used at the time and afterwards,, and so has. been 

used here. ' ' There wa: s a fundamental difference of approach 

between thd'two'groups which is repeatedly reflected in 

the Majles debates'. 'For instance, ' on one'oecasions there 

was an interesting argument between the'two'sides which 

throws'some light' on their basic differehce'of approach 

to the question of constitutionalism. Milrza Mortela Qoll 

Khdn Uffllnl, Depýuty of the Mfflekln of Esfahan and a 

moderates brought up the question of the duties Of the 

Deputies and said-that none acted in accordance with them. 

1. 'See pp. '217-220. 
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"When we' 'enter thd Majles'., we' 
think that we-are'stepping 
into the British'Parliament', and 
that our President is the President 
of the British Parliament,, and 
that edch'of us has studied in 
higher schools, that we are all 
diplomats and that everyone in 
the country is educated and literate. 
Unfortunately this is not the case. 
When the sun shines on a place for- 
three hours it leaves' its mark for 
a while. *For 6,000 years we have 
been burning in ignorance; surely 
its effects wi: ll remain with us 
for some time. "" 

Taq'iz, ideh reglied 

"We must do something which will 
benefit the people; ' -if we continue 
to say our country is not like 
France and, our Deputies arehot 
like the French Deputies, in another 
twenty years we'shall still be 
saying the same. A Deputy must 
be a person who will make this 
Parliament into a Parliament like 
the French or English ones. 11*1 

On another occasion Mokhber al-Molk said that the 

criticism directed at the Goverýnment would weaken it., 

and the disturbances would consequently grow, but the 

Azad1khAhAn-maintained that by argument and by criticism 

better solutions would be found. ' 

The3ýe was amongst the Moltadels outside the Majles 

0 

too, some misgiving. lest there might be a strong reaction 

by thegoverning classes if the more 'extreme, 'demands 

of the Azdd-1khIhAn-were'implemented. Napm al-EslAm 

KermAni, for instance. 'thought that if the Majles 

abolished the Try5l and cut the salaries of some rich 

'R. M. 'No. 33,, 20th Zlhajeh 1325 (26th Jan. 1908). 
w0 
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people., ' those who suffered would not remain silent but 

would begin to oppose'thd Majles. 'This question had 

been discussed in theAnjoman-e-MakhfZ-ye ýffff- and 

Seyyed Molýammad Tabdtaball was approached and asked to 

obtain a postponement on this decision by the Maj les. 

Seyyed Mo4ammad agreed to speak to the Deputies, but 

said he did not think it would be of any use as the 

Deputies were intent on these measures. 
1 When this 

question was brought up in the Majles, some Deputies 

expressed the opinion that if*. this were accepted now, 

whate-Ver th6 Majles wi'shed to do in the future,, the 

same kind of argument would bemade. 

The division of the Deputies between Azadtkh"dh 

and Moltade-l-was not based on a class conflict., and 

there were members of each Tabacieh-on either side. 

Of course'there were fewer upper-class Deputies amongst 

the. Xzffd1-khahmn-and vice versa,, but the divisions were not 

too clear-cut. * Loyalties to individuals still played 

an important role in the people"s actions,, and personal 

relationship is a factor to be taken into consideration. 

Moreovers there were certain questions upon which all 

the Deputies wereln agreement. 'For instance, ' they 

agreed on the question of the abolition of Tlya and 

Taslir-, the need for a bank, the necessity to put a 

stop to the depradation of the son of Ra4lm KhNn or 

the resistance to Sheykh FaýlallAh. 'They unanimously 

voted against KUnran M! rz9 as Minister of War and they 

Ngpm al-Eslam Kermai-l, op. cit. 2 3s P-117. 
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also unanimously voted against VazZr Afkham and Moshir 

al-Saltaneh. ' 

In general however., the Deputies were divided on 

their political views'. but though in the early stages 

of the Majles at least there existed these differences 

of vie4 'and opinion, in terms of leaders they were 

remarkably similar. * 

Thd moderates in the Majles were led by ýanllal- 

Douleh who was married to one of the daughters of 

Mozaffar al-Din Shah. ' There was nothing official., 
0 

of course, ' in ýanllal-Doulehls leadership, especially 

as hewat the President of the Majles, and as such had 

to remain neutral. ' So whatever leadership he gave 

had to be very discreet' and was particularly aimed 

at supporting AtAbak. 'After the death of Atabak, ýanlilal- 

Douleh retired and E4teshAm al-SalVaneh became President, 

but he did not takeup the leadership of the Mottadels 

in the sameway,, and they consequently lacked a strong 

hand. ' 

The 1eadership of the AzNdlkhffhdn was taken for 

a short time by SaId al-Douleh, and when he left the 

Majles* in Rabllal-Avval (April) he*was replaced by-the 

younger extremist TaqZzffdeh. 'In the past there had been 

between SaId al-Douleh and SanVal-Douleh, a personal 

animosity whieb b6came apparent in the Majles when 

each took a different side,, 'but behind their personal 

quarrel lay a question of principle which continued after 

1. 'Mokhber al-Saltaneh op. cit., 'p. 27. 
43 
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both left the Majles. ' 

It is extremely difficult to know with precision 

the composition of these major groups as there eXist 

only a very few 'conterdporary lists of the affiliation 

of individual members. 
1 Taql: zadeh has made two lists 

of the political division of the Majles Deputies. 

Taqlzadeh had first-hand knowledge of the Deputies, 

but no doubt his classification is somewhat influenced 

by his own personal opinion. It must also be mentioned 

that he omits to list about sixty Deputies who were 

mostly of the, A*naf and provincial Deputies. He gave 

the names of twenty Deputies as Wzad1khffhEn and thirty-five 

'Given the discrepancies and different interpretations 
in these sources the politicalarfiliation assumed 
in this work does not adhere strictly to any list 
but is based on the_contemporary lists available. 
There'are in fact two contemporary lists-by 
TaCizideh and some reference to the division of 
the Majles by the British representative of some 
of the Deputies. ' He mentions, for instances that 
the'A: 3nfff Deputies supported the extremists. See 
page 177 Taq! 7z. Mdeh's lists are "Doureh-ye Jad3: d-e 
MashrutIiýyat dar Iran" Kaveh 6th Shaval 1336 
(15th July 1918) pp. '4-6 
and 11TArTkh-e Molýqar-e Majles-e ShourE-ye Mell't-ye 
Iran" published originally by Kdveh in 1337. This 
contains more biographical int-ormation*about the 
Deputies. MaqAl9t, 5,2nd parts PP-32-50. 

la 
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as Mo-Itadels-. @1 According to Taqlzddeh's list the 

Moltade-l- comprised five AIYNn, - eleven Tojjar, seven 

Ulama and ToII9b-,, *, and eight AgnAf. two princes and two 

provincial Deputies from Qazvin and Damavand. ' 

Some of the prominent members of this group who 

played active parts in the Majles were Seyyed 

Molýammad Tabltabgll, Seyyed 'Abdalllh BehbahNrf3- and 

Seyyed Naqrall5. h'Akhavi (also called Taqav! ) who had 

been a member of the Anioman-e-Melli and the JAmeI-e 

Kdamlyat-,, as meiýtioned. 
2. There was also Seyyed Mohammad 

0 

Jalfar., a Fars Deputy, and Dr. VallallEh Khaln, an 

intellectual who knew much about constitutionalism and 

could have been an important theoretician for the 

moderates',, but spoke rarely, possibly because he was 

related to Sheykh Faýlalldh MarI. Molln al-TojjNr was also 

1ý 'F. Adamlyat has also divided the Deputies according to 
their political alignment, but there 

I 
are great dis- 

crepancies between his and TaqUddeh s list. 
Kdam7lyat's list is not complete either, and both contain 
certain mistakes'. 'Adam. 1yat divides the Deputies into 
four groupss extremists or revolutionariesS radicals or 
reformistso moderates and conservatives. This list is 
not absolutely dependable as his criterion is the 
Majles debates Which are not reproduced fully. More- 
over., it has some mistakes as has the list of TaqIz9deh. 
The lists of Taql: zddeh for example, do not include the 
name of Morteid Qoll KhNn Nalint. Adamlyat on the other 
hand makes a mistake about Yaýyg MrrzII whom he describes 
as an extremist. There were in fact three Yahy5I MI"rzas, 
one being taqat al-Saltaneh Deputy of the princes, the 
second was Ya4y& Mirzd*Lesan al-]Vokama, Deputy from 
Khorasans and the third was Yabyd M-irz'a Eskandarl. He 
was not a Deputy in the First Majles but was elected to 
the Second Mailes though he died before the Majles met, 
so his brother Soleyman Mrrza was elected by the Majles 
in his stead. However he and his brother were 
politically act. ive in this period. 

2. See footnote p. 126. 
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a member of this group. ' Though the Mottadel was the 

more'numerous and influential group,, the balance of 

power shifted betwee'h thd 'two' side*s. ' Without doubt the 

Moltade-I were also supported from outside the Majles 

and they had the sympathy of those who thought some 

of the 'actions of the JýzNdlkhdhdn in the Majles and their 

Anjomans too extremis t. 

Though both leaders were backed up by the small 

groups of like-minded supporters, there were others 

who were linked with'them through family or personal 

connections. 'ýanMlal-Douleh had a strong group. *Three 

of*his relatives and brothers were Deputies. Vasan 'All Khan 

Nasr al-Molk and Mokkber al-Molk were his nephewsithd b re A e- r., 

ýadlq tia2rat a son-in-law. 'He was also related to 

MostashEr al-Douleh'theAzarbaijan Deputy of the Alyl 

who supported Atabak. * Moýaqeq al-Doulehs also close 

to Atabhk, and whosefather wa's a KMsh3: who worked at court, 

was a close friend. * Jjaj Mo4anmad Taq! ShahrUdl the 

Deputy of the Toijar-was also a close friend and associate 

of Sanilal-Douleh. 'In additions he was supported by the 

important merchants such as Molln-al-Tojjdr, Am'in al-ýarb 

and Arbab Jamshid. ' Those linked with Sald al-Douleh through 

these kinds of ties were fewer and a less influentidl 

group. ' He had two'friends,, 'Oun al-Douleh and Moshar 

al-Molk and also the support of Taqlzgdeh and the 

rz NdtkhnhAn-. - 

Wheri the Majles opened the issue centred round the 

demand of the WzXdlkha an for the acceptance of 
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ministerial responsibility and the dismissal of Naus, 

and the acceptance by the the principle of 

constitutionalism. ' The*se demands were successfully won 

by this group,, and ýanllal-Doulefi'and his group could 

not resist such popular issues which were the basis of 

the whole movement. ' However a confrontation was not slow 

to develop. ' One, occasion for the alignment of the 

two sides' was over the question of taking the oath as 

soon as the Majles met. ' On this 6ccasi6n Sanilal-Douleh 

and his adherents insisted that an oath of allegiance to 

the Shah should be taken, but SaId al-Douleh insisted 

that they should await the compl,. tion'of the Fundamental 

Laws. 'There was a very severe confrontation between the 

tI two sides and it was even feared that some of the Deputies 

who did not want to take the oath would resign which would 

h. ave been fatal for . the Majles. However., atýlast the 

question was settled by the mediation of Seyyed 'Abdallah 

Behbahdnl. ' 

This confrontation between the two sides became' 

violent over the question of the Senate. According to 

Spring Rice, when týe question of the Second Chamber 

and the number of its members was raised., SaId al-Douleh 

took a leading part against it and 3, sulted ýanllal-Douleh 

who was hardly accorded a hearing and therefore leftthe 

assembly, expressing his desire to resign. Forty of the 

Deputies offered' to resign with'him,, but he'was at last 

J. --, 'Presumably this group'included a solid core of 
moderates Plus the personal friends of Sanilal-Douleh 
who supported him on the issUe of the S; nate. 
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induced to retur*n. The Azldlkhahan insisted that a 

third of the'Senators should be appointed by the 

Goverment and two' thirds by the Majles, not the 

contrary, but at last a compromise was arrived at by 

which half were to be appointed by the Government and 

half electe d. 

The Moltadel group was successfql on occasions and 

imposed its policy., as on, the occasion when it voted 

for the return of Atabak. ' This was however their biggest 

mistake for it divided the two sides and exacerbated 

the relationship of the TzEdikhahan and the Moltadel,, 

making the latter appear the supporters of the Shah. 

The issue then b'ecame the position of Atabak himself. 

The 7[zad1kh9hAn feared AtAbak would help the Shah; and 

the situation worsened when Sheykh Fa1lallAh began his 

campaign against the Majles about JamAd! al-Avval (June). 

The Government would take no action, which made it seem 

as though it was done at the Shah's behest. In consequence, 

the accusations against AtEbhk increased. His supporters 

on the other-hand tried to place the-responsibility on 

the Majles., the 1zlid1khahan and the Anjomans in order to 

absolve him and apologize for him. They also tried to 

show that he was not to be blamed but that the Shah's 

friends were the real instigators of all the disturbancess 

and that the fault was not the Prime Minister's. However, 

despite such defence, the moderates became associated 

in the minds of many with the Goverment and the Shah. In 

1. Spring. Rice to Grey., Jan. '3rd 1907, No. 5. F0371/301 
Incl. in No. l:. 
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the Majles Atabak's supporters defended him and stood 

by him. ' For instanc*e., on the 25th Jamdd! al-Avval 1325 

(June 1907) a strong attack was made by Taqlzddeh on the 

Government declaring that if they could not guarantee 

peace they should resign. ' They added that the wise men 

of the world had come to the conclusion that this was 

the solution. ' Mokhber al-Molk tried to shift the 

responsibility on the Ministers other than Atdbak - he 

said they should call all the Ministers to the Majles and 

establish the limits of their responsibility, adding 

that the choice of Ministers should be the responsibility 

of the Prime Minister. By this he meant that the 

Cabinet was not the choice of AtAbak, which indeed it 

was not. ' In keeping in mind this attitude of the 

moderates, it is easy to understand why they 

joined Taqlzadeh in attacking KNmrgn M3-rz&, the corrupt 

Minister of War and the Shah's uncle. 'Not only was he 

on bad terms with Atabak, but it also helped to shift 

the responsibility from the shoulders of the Premier 

to otherss especially th9se close to the Shah and his 

personal choice. ' ýanllal-Douleh once defended At1bak 

and replied to the criticism of the Government, saying 

that at least whenever the Minister of the Interior, 

namely Atabaks was addressed he at least replied 

something which the other Minister never did. 1 

The TzAdIkhahan could not do much in the Majles 

while Atabak was.. in power, especially as he had strong 

A. M. 'No. '167,17th Rajab 1325 (27th Aug. 1907). ' 
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backing there, so they turned to activity outside, and 

pressure was brought on the Government through the 

Anjomans, the press and demonstrations, to such an extent 

that Mokhber al-Saltaneh and Seyyed Mohammad TabgtabR'T 
000a 

called on several occasions for the suppression of the 

Anjomans and the censorship of the press. ýanllal-Douleh 

even resigned as. a protest to these pressures and said 

that nowhere 'in the world was it customary for people 

to cause disturbances in this way and put 'pressure on 

the Deputies. Another Deputy, U&j'Abd al-Voseyn, added 

that the Goverment was in line with the wishes of the 

people. ' Delays were the result of these gatherings. 

The subject of attack gradually shifted from 

differences of issues to AtAbak himself. From the point 

of view of the 1z"adikhahan, it became imperative that 

AtAbak should be removed. 'This was a fundamental issue., 

and the assassination of Atdbak was the culmination of 

this development. 

The background to the assassination is extremely 

complex and lies in the relationship of Atdbak on the 

one hand with the Shah, and on the other with the 

AzadlkhAhnn. Just before his death, on 15th Raiab 1323 

(24th August 1907), he joined the Jffme1-e Adamlyat. 

This organization wa: s founded by Sald al-Douleh and 'Abb9s 

2 Qoll Kh9n a disciple'of Malkam. ' It is possible that 

A. M. 'No. 93s 5th Rabl'al-hril 1325 (16th May 1907). 

2. ' The exact date of its foundation is not clear. Algar 
mentions'1322 (1904), but F. 71damlyat,, the son of 
'Abb'ds Qo1I Khdn who has had the use of the documents 
of the Jame"is vague 'about it. I think the date given 

/cont'd. 
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Sald al-Douleh who had w1shed for the prime ministership, 

was trying to form a party after he left the Majles 

in Rablv"al-Avval 1325 (April 1907). or else he might 

have wished to be reconciled to the Shah whose KAsh-1 

group were members of the Jgheý ' 'Ala al-Douleh and his 

-Saltaneh, who later tried to bring brother.. E4tesh9m al 0 
about a reconciliation between the Majles and the Shah 

were also members of the Jdmel. 

It is., however, not clear why Atabak joined the Mme. 

It might have been out of fear, for he was being 
2 threatened from many quarters, and wanted supporters 

vis-a-vis the Majles or the Shah. It is also possible 

/cont1d. 'by Algar is not precise., and Sald al-Douleh could 
not have been involved in-this organization at this 
early date. ' 'Moreover,, there is a letter by Mostashar 
al-Douleh to-taqat al-Eslam in which he writes that 
Sald al-Douleh who was beginning to lose his popularity 
organized. an Anjoman called Rdamlyat. The date of 
this letter-is Jamdd! al-Avval 1325 (June-July 1907). 
This must 

, 
be approximately the date of the foundation 

of the Jame'. 

, 
F. Tdamlyat. 'Fekr-e Azdd3:,. pp. 208-9. 
H. 'Algar, MirzE Malkum Khffn, 'p. 249. 
N. Fathl, Shalfild-e N1-`kndm. _, p. 90. 

1. , See P., 123. 

2. He-had been severely attacked by two of the members of 
the Jdmel, SoleymAn MZrzd and Ya4yN M-irzd, who blamed all, 
the =1starbances on him. 'It must be mentioned here that 
these two brothers were also members of the Komiteh-ye 
Enqelab and later disowned the Jamel.. 
Vabi al-Matin No. 58,26th JamNd! al-Sffn1 1325. 
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that the Jfte'worked with the Shah and lulled him into 

believing that he could reconcile the Shah with the Majles. 

In any case,, on the 22 Rajab (lst September)., he visited 

the Majles to introduce two, new. Ministers,, Mostoufl al- 

Mamalek as Minister of War, and 'Ala'al-Molk as, Minister 

of Justice - instead of the unpopular KNmran Ml: rzg and 

Farffanfarffa. ' He also brought a letter from the Shah in 

reply to his own in. which. theýShah once more promised his 

support for the Constitution and the promulgation of the 

Supplementary Fundamental law. ' The meeting ended with 

Atdbak expressing hiz hope that with God's help and the 

co-operation of the Deputies all matters would be put right. 

He was killed as he left the Majles. 

San! al-Douleh believed the Shah and Safd al-Douleh 

instigated the murder2 and in fact fAbbds Qoll Khln was 

arrested but was later released for lack of evidence. He 

blamed San-Val-Douleh for his arrest. 

On the other hand,, the Kordi-teh-ye EnqelRb also claimed 
3 to be the author of the murder, as did Veydar Khffn. In 

fact it seems there were two plots of murder and that the 
4 

extremists succeeded in achieving the Shah's, wishes. 

J. ' R. M. 'No. '169., 22 Rajab 1325 (1st Sept. 1907). 

2. 'Spring Rice to Grey,, Sept. '13th 190T, No. 459, F. o. 416/33. 

3* N. Xeddie3l'The Assassination of Amin al-Soltan (Atabak-i 
Alzam)" Iran and Eslam ed. C. E. Bosworth(Edinburgh 1971) 
P-522. 

There was another myeterious death at this time. ff1rz, 1 
NasrallNh Khdn MoshTr al-Douleh had at this time 
enaeavoured to warn the leaders of the popular movement 
against Sald al-Douleh, but he died under suspicious 
circumstancess and'all questions in the Majles were hushed 
by his sons. 'It must be remembered that his son M1rz5 
Vasan Khan was the son-in-law of 'Ald'al-Douleh and it was 
rumoured at this time that he had been involved in the 
murder. 
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The murder of Atabak was so popular that his 

murderer, 'Abb"ffs Aqa became a national hero. It also 

frightened the nobles, courtiers and'princes into either 

joining the Jffme' or the Anjoman-e'Khedmat organized by 

'Ald'al-Douleh. His' brother Eýteshdm al-Salýaneh.. ' a 

member of the Jdme7-e Adamlyat" Was elected President of 
10 

the Majles on the retirement of ýanilal-Douleh., and' 

on the suggestion of Asadalldh Mi-rzBL, also another 

member of the Jame. ' Both brothers worked towards a 

reconciliation between the Shah and the Majles. The Shah 

on the other hand was now quite isolated 1 
and expo'sed 

directly to the criticisms of the extremists who had 

up till then concentrated their attacks on AtIbak. 

Therefore in RamaiEn (November) the Shah too joined the 

j5peland came to the Majles to swear allegiance to it. 

This friendly mood did not last long as'will beýseen. 

The murder of AtAbak was a watershed in the 

development of the KzddlkhAhffn. `While Atdbak was in 

power the ! zKd-1kh! han were generally weak, but after his 

murder the situation changed. 'Taq7izildeh and his group 

became momentarily more powerful and even some of AtAbak's 

supporters joined him, chief amongst whom was Seyyed fAbdallgh 

Behbdhan: r. ' Despite this fact however,, their number remained 

smaller than the moderates. 'According to Taq3: zgdeh's list 

'Marling even expressed fear for the Shah's safety. 
He reported in November that there was a movement for 
the Shah's deposition. 
Marling to Grey, October 10th 1907, No. 231, FO 371/301. 
Ibid., No-526 FO 371/313. * 
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there were 20., but Marling mentions there were 25 

Deputies who supported Taqlzideh., * 1 but he gives no names. 

The 'list TaqlzAdeh gives does not apply to all the 

life-ýspan of the Majles for it varied at different times. 

Four of the Tzadlkhahan Deputies only joined their rank 

when they were elected by the Majles. ' They were Moldýed 

al-Salýaneh,, MomtAz al-Douleh, Uoseyn Qol-I Khdn Navvab 

and Uakl: m al-Molk. ' Besides these the list included two 

merchant Deputies, Taqlzddeh and Vakil al-Tojjar of Gilan, three 

As - Deputies from Tehran, Molla Hasan VEret, HHJ Mohammad 

, SH'ats5z-: and HHJ EsmH111- BolUrforush; two from Tzarbaijan Dffrza Ebrghlm 

T, qH and HHJ MlrzE Tqa Farshfor-ush. Two Aly&i Sald al-Douleh and Mostash,: ý? 

i al-Douleh,,,, three Ulama, Bahr al-IOlUm from Kermn, HesHm al-EslEm from Gilan 

and Sheykh Yasef from Fars. 'The Tabacleh of the other 

three provincial Deputies labelled by Taqlzddeh as 

. I[zgdlkh'ah is not given by him. 'They were H. Nj Moýammad IA13: 

from Khorasan, 'Amlid al-Vokamd from Semnan and Neýgm al-Ulama 
2. from Malayer. 

It must be added that neither the KzadlkhRhAn nor the 

Moltadel were a homogeneous group and we must not expect 

a disciplined action. ' There were shifts of opinion and 

defections on both sides as for instance in the case of 

Sald al-Douleh and Ml3r HSshem. 5 

We can trace three groups amongst the 7[zffdTkhahan 

in the Majles,, the Azarbaijan group of Deputies, the inner 

'Marling tb Grey Jan. 29th 1908 No. 14 F0416/35- 

'Y. Doulat&bdd3: too mentions 20 DepUties or less as 
backing Taq7izadeh and being extremist*s. 

Bee p. 224. 
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core of extremists inside and outside the Majles who 

were connected with the Komlteh-ye Enqelab and the 

Ejtemd'Iyan 'Kmlyan party mentioned earlier, and a third 

group of Deputies who supported these sporadically but 

were not strongly co=aitted. 

There were twelve Azarbaijan Deputies elected 

in Tabriz, two from each Tabaqeh, according to the 

electoral laws. ' They were FaWall: Tq5L and Em3m Jomleh 

Kholl from the Ulama, 2 MostashZir al-Douleh and Sharaf 

al-Douleh from the, AlySn., H&j Mirzil Ebrghlm KqR and MTrzR 

Kqa FarshforUsh from the Agnaf; Aýsan al-Douleh represented 

the Fall&]ý, Iln, HedAyatallah M! rzA the princes., ýdj 

Mohammad lqa VarIr! represented the ToIjar as well as 

Taqi: zMdeh. Tillebof, who lived in the Caucasuss was 

also elected as he was a well known Constitutionalist 

and writer, but he refused to attend. 'When the Azarbaijan 

deputies left Tabriz they were only seven as EmMn Jomleb and 
3 Mohammad TLqa. wer leave and 0e 

not yet ready to 

Taqlzadeh and M!: r Hashem, were already in Tehran. They 
4 

were feted all the way and welcomed to the capital where 

1. For a complete list se. e H. Taq3: zideh, I'Doureh-ye JadTd-e 
Mashratlyyatll. 

2. 'As there had-always. -been. -much tension-between the two 
religious sects of Sheykh! and Motesharleh, which each 
followed different 'religious leaders, when the Revolution 
began these-sects settled their differences partly due 
to the influence 

, of Lqat al-EslIm. and decided to 
support the reform movement. During the elections of 
the representatives of the Ulama, one of each sect was 
elected, - V5jI Faýllalli Aqa-by the Sheykh! and U-aj3: 
Em3M Jom!. eh Kho! i by, the. Motesharleh. M. Mojtehed, r Re4al-e 
Azarbaijan dar 'A*r-e Ma hrUt'Iyyat. (Tehran, 1327ý P-60. 

3. ' A. Kasrav! 7., Tdr'lkh-e MashrLIteh., p. 191. 

4. Azarbaijan was considered the second city of Persia. It 
had during the movement against the Tobocco Regie taken a 
very active Part and now its people were enthusiastically 
responding by helping Tehran and sending their Deputies 
quickly. The Anjoman-e Tabriz paid for their Journey. 
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they immediately began to play an important role. 

The confrontation between the Premier Moshir al- 

Douleh and the Azarbaijan Deputies has already been 

described. As soon as the latter had arrived Moshir 

al Douleh declared that the Shah had granted a Mashrgleh 

not a MashrUteh,, -that is not a constitution., but a body 

2 
to enact laws. SaId al-Douleh and the newly arrived 

Azarbaijan Deputi6ýs had argued against the Premier and 

won their point. ' MostashSr al-Douleh reported to Aaqat 

al-EsMa that "it would not be exaggerating if I said 

that the'constitutional monarchy was saved by the three 

of us" (meaning himself, Parshl, and Taqýizadeh). ' He 

also added that "all the people's hopes are concentrated 

on us., 13 

Spring-Rice commented on the Azarbaij5n! s enthusi- 

astically, saying that since their arrival and the retirement 

of Sald al-Douleh, the Majles meetings had improved. He 

was full of praise for them and wrote "Here is a leaven 

of honest and unselfish men such as the Tabriz Deputies. 

1. ' See pag Ie 116. 

2. 'A. KasravT,, Ibid.,, p0 217. 

3.11. * Pat ShaýLd-e N-ikn7am, p. 3: 24. * MostashAr al-Douleh 
also wrote to Saqat al-Eslffm that this early success 
they had. in a meeting with the Prime Minister and some 
of the Deputies had made all Tehranq perhaps all Persia, 
look to the people of Azarbaijan and their Deputies with 
hope, and he added that people who had until a few days 
before scorned the word Tork I now all wanted to meet the 
Azarba-ljdn3:. Deputies.. Mogh-16 al-Saltaneh already mentioned 
had commented that he. had met some of the AzarbaljEnl 
Deputies in Baku. They were all full of great ideas and 
expressed them-fearlessly, he said, and he wondered 
whether they would continue in thi*s vein once they came 
to Tehran. He added that the people had become 
impertinent and fearless, thanks to the machinations of 
'Ayn al-Douleh and 'Ala'al-Douleh, and that they would not 
easily be subdued. 
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These are the stuff of which true democrats are made. 

They do not take their cues from foreign powers, or 

Ministers; - they are independent and liberal. "' 

Some of the Azarbaijan Deputies formed a nucleus of 

members with the AzEdIkhahan who had most cohesion in 

the Majle's. ' According to Taqlzffdehls list. already 

mentioned, five of the Azarbaljgnl' Deputies were 

WzffdlkhAh, four Moltadels. He omits to give his opinion 

of Aýsan al-Douleh and Sharaf al-Douleh. The AzarbaljNnl 

7[zadIkhAhcSn were Taq7i-z. Edeh, MTrzff Ebrahim, Kq57, Mirza 

Kqa Farshl, Mostashffr al-Douleh, and Mir Hdshem. The 

Moltadels were Vdj Emdm Jomleh Kholt, FazlIal! Kqg, Udj 

Mohammad AqK Har1ri and MIrzA Aqa Esfahan-1. There was 

however not a constant and total solidarity between members of 

either of these groups. MZr H5shem who had been very 

active in the early days of the Revolution in Tabriz became 

suspect and-was. exiled to Tehran. 'While there he was 

elected Deputy as a consolation., but left the Majles after 

a few months to return to Tabriz where he organized the 

Anjoman-e Esl7amlyeh and began anti-constitutional 

activities. 'FaWall AqU was not always steady and was 

even suspected of counter-revolutionary activity as was 

Ki-rza Aqa Esfahan-i. 
a 

Mostashffr al-Douleh who was related to ýanlilal-Douleh 

supported AtAbak when that Minister came to Tehran. He 

justified this by saying to taqat al-EslUm that AtAbak had 

changed completely, and that people in Tabriz should not 

'Spring Rice to Greys July 16th 1907, No. '147, 
FO 371/301. 
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listen to certain things said about him by some Deputies. ' 

After the death of Atdbak he joined TaqTzgdeh. 2 However 

even before that date there were occasions when he had 

co-operated with the, TzAdlkh7! h9n. Emdm Jomleh Kholl too, 
_ 

on occasions supported the latter group. 

There were more Turkish Deputies in the Majles than 

those who represented Azarbaijan and at times their aid 

was called. For instance on the llth. ýafar 1325 

TaqIz&dehj Farsh!, Mostashdr al Douleh and EmUm Jomleh, 

called on Vakllm al-Molks Mokhtgr al-Douleh., Vgj Moýammad 

EsmAI! l AqN Mortalav! and Va-j MIrzR 'All: Xqd to help 

them to intercede with the chief Mojtahed of Tabriz 

to return to that city. *He had been ousted by the 

extremists in that city and was now the source of much 
3 intrigue in Tehran. The Deputies wanted him to leave 

before he joined Sheykh Fazalla 

1. , N. Fat4l:,, Shah: Td-e Nl: knMa p. 148. 

2. 'Mostashar al-Douleh's opinion about Taqlzcideh was ex- 
pred"sed in a letter to Saqat al-Esldm who did not 
know him: 

, 
"This person is not at all corrupt; he has 

a very straight and consistent policy. ' He knows no 
deceit, he is sincere and not mysterious, he does not 
slander anyone, and is faithful and pure. His only 
weakness is that he relies too much on his own 
knowledge. ' He has learnt constitutionalism, like other 
things, from books and he does not have enough ex- 
perience. ' One of his wrong beliefs is that according to 
the rules of cons 

, 
titutionalism, if ministers resign 

everything will be put right., but he does' not realise 
that the number of capable and useful ministers is 
limited. When I argue with him he becomes convinced 
because he has a healthy nature and is wise, but 
despite this he has become known amongst the Ulama as 
anti-religious and the main cause is our own Kq& Mirrza 
FaWal'i 'Eqn. 11' 

Fatri, Ibid., p. 297- 
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Sometimes the-coldness existing between the, two 

groups of moderates and Az9d! khdh was temporarily 

removed. ' On the occasion of the troubles caused by'Rahim 
0 

Khan and his sons three*of the Azarbaijan Deputies., Farsh! 7,, 

TaqIzRdeh and Mostashgr al-Douleh, who caused great trouble 

in the Majles by criticizing the Goverment and stood in 

great danger of their lives, organized a front by 

approaching Aýsan al-Douleh and Sharaf al-Douleh. 

There 'were*several reasons for this small but none- 

theless effective amount of co-operation' between the 

Azarbaijan Deputies, despite their different ideas. First 

of all, they came from Azarbaijan and so had an "esprit 

de corps".. ' Besides, Azarbaijan was one of the most 

advanced provinces of, Persia economically and naturally. 

Its-Deputies were active and liberal minded. 'The. extremist 

and active Anjoman of Tabriz also kept an eye on them. 

Four of them corresponded'. often in code, with ýaqat al- 

Esl&m, one'of the chief Moitaheds of Tabriz and a great 

constitutionalist. 'He directed them, advised them2 and 

kept them informed of events in Tabriz. 'At times he acted 

as, an intermediary between them and the extremist Anjoman 

of Tabrizo which had even wanted to depose Mostashar al-Douleh 

at one time for being too moderate and pro At5bak. taqat 

al-Eslam was a moderate who disapproved of the extremism 

of Taqlzddeh. For instance, he thought the peasants' 

N., Path-1., Ibid.., ' ' 

2. 'For instance he advised them never to trust the Shah and 
to fear him most when he seemed most friendly. 
N. Fat4l-, Ibid., p. 2'14. ' 
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refusal to pay taxes' and their rebellious mood were 

due to the 'speeches of Taql: zMdeh of which he disapp I roved. 
'* 

He wrote to MostashUr al-Douleh:. "About the country., you 

are going too fast, it is absolutely not necessary that 

you should deny Taqrz7adeh; hels very good in all affairs, 

but he is not worthy of Mostashar'al-Douleh sacrificing 

himsel ft or him He added that. the result of 

TaqTzNdehIs, and other people's speeches had been the 

revolt of the peasants. 

Des'Pite such guarded advice which was no doubt 

heeded by some of them, the Azarbaijan Deputies soon won 

the reputat , ion of being extremists and irreligious, and at 

times even their lives wer'e threatened. 'Faýllal! Tqa 

expressed something'of this dilemma when he said, in the 

Majles, that whenever there was any talk of religion, 

they said that they (the Azarbaijan Deputies) were 

causing difficulties and would not let the work proceed, 

but there was another group who, if they saw the slightest 

thing wro'ng they said You see now that you couldntt work 

in accordance with religion, they were caught between 

these two sides". '2- 

1. N. Fat4l., Ibid.. ' p. 1: 65- 

2. Aaqat-al-Esl&m obviously must have warned them against 
extremism and even the accusation of anarchism, for 
Farsh7i assures him that they were not anarchists but 
moderates,, and that not even Taqrzildeh was an anarchist. 
He added that they were all friends though they had 
different ideologies. In another letter dated 23rd 
Rabl'al-Avval 1326 he wrote to assure ýaqat al-Eslam 
that he and Mostashar al-Douleh did not approve of some 
of Taqlzadeh's actions. N. Patý!, Ibid. 

$ P-318. 
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Earlier it was mentioned that three groups could be 

distinguished' amongst the 'AzadIkh. ShMn - the Azarbaijan 

Deputies, the non-aligned Deputies and the small core of 

extremist Deputies and their colleagues outside the Majles. 

This group was connected with the Komiteh-ve Enqellib 

which we must now describe in more detail. ' 

The Komiteh already referred to in the first chapter 

was an important secret organization which would however 

have remained secret had it not been mentioned by M. 

Malekzadeh. 'The reason for so much secrecy,, despiteý' 

the fact that the Constitution granted freedom of 

association, was probably due to its revolutionary and 

uncompromising character which would have endangered 

We must also point to its connection with the Social 
2 Democrat Party of Russia and the fact that it too was a 

secret party persecuted by the Russian Government. In 

Persia the 7[zffdlkhah7an suspected that the Russian Govern- 

ment was inciting the Shah to put a stop to their 

activities and naturally kept a low profile. ' Besides,, 

we must point to one of the characteristics of most of 

the socialist parties which often began by being 

organized outside*parliament, then appointed members to 

stand at elections as Deputies. 'This type of organization 

was only embryonic ih the First Majles for there were no 

party organizations, but in the Second Majles this 

system was set up officially as we shall see. 

1. 'It is possible., as already mentioned, that the Komiteh 
even wished to replace the Shah whom it feared. 

2. ' See pp. ' 93-96. 
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Tho. ugh the connections of the KomYteh with the 

Majles' remained secret' the activity of its members wa: s 

obvious and was a challenge to the Shah, the notables and 

the governing class. ' In this connection the activities 

of Malek'al-Motekallemin more than anyone else, stand out, 

and we can conclude that even if he were not its most 

eminent leader', he must have. been*one of the most important 

leaders of the Kom! 7teh,. ' In discussing the work of that 

body special attention must be paid to him but also to 

thos. e'of the other members of the Komlteh. ' Chief amongst 

them was'Malek's life companion Seyyed'Jamdl Vdleý. 

Reference must be made to their activities before the 

Revolution which throw 'some light on their aims. ' Malek 

al-Motekallem! 7n called Naýrallah Behesht! had met 

Seyyed Jamdl al-Din Asadabadtin Bushehr. *He must have 

been deeply influenced by his ideas because there are 

traces of the Seyyed's thoughts in the 'few speeches of his 

which have survived. ' Seyyed JamAl Waleý worked closely 

with him. 'Both_were'powerful orators who impressed and 

stirred the crowds. ' Both came from Esfahan from Ulama 

fami I lies, had received: religious education and had shared 

similar ideas. 'Together they wrote the Roly&-ye *ddeqeh 

whicli is a criticism of Zell al-Solt&n and Aqa Najaf!,, 
11 

the chief Moitahad of Esfahan. * Together with Majd al-Eslam 

Sheykh Aýmad K ermNft-I they encouraged some of the merchants 

of Esfahan to boycott foreign imports in favour of home 

products and set up the Sherkat-e EslMnEin 1316 (1898), 

a company with 150,000 Toman capital for this purpose, 

and branches were'opened in other large cities including 
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Tabriz and Shiraz. ' Seyyed JamKI had also written a 

pamphlet to propagatethis ided called LebAs-e Taqva 

which enjoyed some popularity. 
1 

Malek al-MotelallemIn also took a trip to Tabriz 

where he met' some of the leaders of the reform movement 

such as Tarblyat and Farsh'ir. ' In Tehran., in 1317 he worked 

closely with TabAtaball who was also engaged in political 

activities'., and later went to Gilan,, Baku, Khorasan and 

Fars. ' These'journies were no doubt undertaken with 

ulterior motives and -in order to establish contacts 

between the leaders of the reform movements. 

Seyyed Jamal Vdleý also had had a long career as a 

revolutionary. ' He was the chief instigator of the riots of 

1321 (1904) and was instrumental in the dismissal of 

'Ayn al-Douleh. He had great influence with the humble 

folk. 'When the Revolution began Malek al-Motekallemin and 

Seyyed JamAl were very active in working with the Anjomans 

sustaining the Majles and the AzUd-ikhAh-dn. 

The question arises as to why Malek al-Motekallem7in, 

for instances was unable to organize a large co-ordinated 
2 

group to lead the Revolution and act as a party. One 

1. 'E. Yaqmi'7L, op-cit-v' pp. 9-11,, also M. -Malekzddeh Zendeg5ni-ye Malek al Motekallemin (Tehran, 1325% 
passim. 

2. Majd al-EslEm Kerm5n! who had a poor opinion of the 
extremists, mentions the activities of these two and 
adds that they had organized a group of orators called 
the orators of the nation and exerted great influence 
over the people. ' He criticizes Malek al MotekallemIn 
however, saying he helped found the two newspapers, 
$nr-e Esr9fIl and MosEvnt, which were given to criticizing 
the Shah. Majd also goes on to say that Malek al-- 
MotekallemIn thought of replacing the Shah, either by 
Slilffr al-Douleh or Zell al-Solt9n, and concludes by 

/cont'd. 
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main reason was the fact that men such as he did not 

have the social standing and power in society. Those who 

followed him were also the weaker members of society 

socially and economically. ' Had one of the A'vnn held 

his convictions and power of oratory and ideology-, he 

might have been a more effective leader of the disparate 

groups he and Taq7iz iideh led. 

The other members of the Komiteh, some of whom were 

closely connected with Malek al-Motekallemin, were also 

outstanding in their own fields, but not socially. 

Four of them were engaged in press activities: Mohammad 

Reid MosffvAt who was Malek al-Motekallemin's secretary 

and together with 'Abd al-Ra4im KhalkhR11 published 

the extremist weekly Mosilviat'. ' 'All Akbar Dehkhodi and 

MIrzd Jah? Ing-Ir Khan published SUr-e EsrdfTl. These 

two newspapers already mentioned were extremist in their 

approach and supported the 7[z&dlkhAhAn and their policy. 

Ebrdhlm Hakim al-Molk was an Azarbaljdn-1 who had 

studied medicine in Paris. It was in his house that 

the members of the Komlteh used to meet in secret. 

I 

Cont'd. saying that Malek obtained a very great 
influence over the Majles and the Anjomans,,. but that 
unfortunately he had a weakness for money. 
Majd al-Esldrn Kerman!, op. cit., pp. 60-68. 
Majd wrote his book after the Coup dletat of Moýammad 
'All Shah in 1326, and in order to ingratiate himself 
he poured blame on the extremists. 

His uncle had been the doctor of Mopffar al-Din Shah but 
had been exiled to Gilan by Amin al-Soltdn, where he 
died in 1321 (1903) under suspicious circumstances. 
Hakim al-Molk's adherence to the AzgdlkhahAn. however, 
ýas not due to his enmity Por Ata'bak as he remained 

. true to his convictions as a nationalist and socialist. 
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Vdj3: MIrzA Ebrahim Aqa was a close companion of 

Taqizddeh. Noqrat al-SolVdn wab very active in the 

monthsý prec'eding the Revolution but was not elected to 

kOlhe Majles*. ' M! rzR Uoseyn Adib al-SalVaneh SamVI , I- 

-from Gilan worked closely with the Komiteh. 1 Mlrzii 

Ddvild Khan 'AllabUd! and Seyyed Jal3: 1 Ardabill were also 

very active and remained so, returning to the Majles'as 

Democrats. The others Molaýed al-Saltaneh, Soleymdn Khan 

Meykadeh, Voseyn Qoll Kh9n Navvffb are described elsewhere 

in this work. * Taken as a whole-we must add that they 

were a group, of highly educated men, who had both 

knowledge of-Western education and the traditional and 

religious learning of Persia. Six of them were writers, 

two were great orators. Five or six had worked in 

governmental posts and knew the problems of Persia, so 

taken collectively they represented a section of the 

intelligentsia of Persia which was deeply committed to 

reform and modernism. 

Though the Komiteh never came out into the open, it 

probably co-ordinated the activities between the WzadIkhAh6n 

and the national Anjomans by arranging that the Anjomans 

support the demands of the ! z9dIkhKhRn. 
2 Although no actual 

proof of this connection has come to light, the fact that 

there was so much co-operation and similarity of aim would 

point to the fact that it must have been co-ordinated for 

otherwise the large National Anjomans could not have 

s ystematically supported the Deputies who were in a minority 

1. For more details of his life see M. Bamddd, op. cit, ', 
J., 

P-392. 
2. Malekzadeh states that the Komiteh led the events from 

behind the scene, though he gives no actual proof of this. 
Doulat&bdd-I also mentions such connections. 
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in the Majles. Their demands, as already discussed, were-based 

on the wider framework of the Mashad programme which in turn 

was a watered-down version of the Social Democrat programme of 

Russia to suit Persia. After the departure of SaId al-Douleh 

from the Majles in Rabl'al-Avval 1325 (April, 1907) the leader- 

ship of the lzadikhHhEn fell to TaqIzHdeh. Some of his ideas 

and activities have already been referred to, and indeed the 

history of the first Majles is not complete wihout reference to 

his position. 
1- He often carried the day by his oratory, and 

logical arguments based on the principle of democracyq socialism 

and nationalism. 

The British representative described him thus: 

"He is credited with very advanced views, 
a familiarity with European thought and 
socialist conviction. It would 2 however, 
be a mistake to look upon either him or 
his colleagues (the Azarbaijan Deputies) 
as visionaries or revolutionaries. Taq1z5deh 
especially displays not only great debating 
abilitY3 but gives proof of practical 
businesslike qualities ... ' He is always 
heard with great attention for his colleagues 
-know that he will not open his lips unless 
he has something to say. " 

There is no trace of socialist influence in 

TaqIzadeh's early thoughts of the pre-Revolution period 

and even if he did have-an understanding-of it he did 

not display it. But very soon in the Majles a different 

Taq! zHdeh had had a traditional religious education. 
Later he studied medicine,, and still later he joined 
a circle of reformers and educationalists such as 
MlrzH Mohammad 'All Tarblyat Seyyed Mobammad 
Shabestaýl, known as AbU al-ftyHl, and Seyyed Hoseyn 
'EdHlat who had known Seyyed Jamil al-Din Asadýbkl.. 

2. Spring Rice to Grey, No. 147 July 16th 1907, FO 
371/301. Inc. in No. l. 
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tone can be, detected in his thoughts. ' In 1-q ;1 aldeh 1324 

(December 1906) he addressed the AunA Deputies saying:. 

"Join your. voices to mine and unite, 
you who arethe pillars of this-country 
and its real owners, and who are the 
ones from whose work the rich and 
influential people eat and who sit above 
you and look upon you with disdain and 
spend. your earnings to acquire for 
themselves education, and then sell 
you their knowledge. "'l 

He himself has written that in the first Majles there 

were two groups the more extremist with ideologies 

touched on socialism., and a more conservative group. 
2 

He often attacked the rich, especially the landlords and 

the ruling class, for all the ills of the people, but 

never actually suggested reform. 

What did the Tzffd1khahdn stand for in the First 

Mailes? Their demands and policies are nowhere fully 

discusseds but by a study of their debates and 

some of the articles in their press one obtains an 

insight into some of their policy and programme. 

What the ýz9d1khdh&n_wanted was more than a setting up 

of a Majles and the Constitution; they aimed at wider 

and more basic social reforms. They were intransir! 

gent on constitutional questions., as far as 

possible accepting no compromise on that grourid. But 

Taqlzadeh was realistic enough to realize that fiscal 

Nazem al-Esl&m Kermdrfils OP-cit-, 21 p. 28. 
0 

H, Taqlzddeh, "Tdrikh-e Avdyel-e Enqelab-e MashrUtolyyat-e 
Iran" Maqdlat , 1.9 P. 316. 
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reform was too complicated to be achieve*d quickly and 

that time was needed for a survey. 'On the other hand 

he insisted on the supremacy of the Majles, on fiscal 

matters such as taxation. 

The most important question on'which they compromised 

was with regard to the religious questions. Though they 

stood for secularism in governmental, judicial and 

educational matters3 they kept a cautious and outwardly 

respectful relationship with the Ulama. 1 For instance, 

their cautious attitude towards religion is illustrated 

by their position towards the freedom of women. As true 

socialists they would have had to stand in favour of 

equality of both sexes, but this could not have been 

feasible 'in Persia. * They only mildly and cautiously 

defended the right of women to orgdnize a society which' 

they had demanded and'which produced a negativa response 

in the Majles from other members. ' They also insisted on 

educational improvenients. 

They stood for such liberal democratic tenets 

as the freedom of the press, of speech and of association, 

which they justified on democratic as well as religious 

ground s. 'For 3. nstanre Seyyed Jamal Vdleý said that it 

was the duty of Moslems to enjoin right and forbid 

indecency, Amr be Ma. Ir9f va Nahy al-Monker,, and that the 

newspapers were'doing just that. Their attitude was 

socialistic towards wealth, calling for fairer taxation 

See pp. '175,182. 
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and fiscal reform. Howe'ver, the problems which soon 

beset the Majles obliged them to fight for the life of that 

body and all thoughts of social and financial reform 

were shelved. Aboveall, they wanted a very strong 

Majles, and a weak Executive, and did their utmost to 
2 

gain the preponderance of the Majles, and on this matter 

they opposed the Senate. Taq3: zKdeh, for instance, 

said that this Parliament was not to be compared to the 

European Parliaments which had been constituted two or 

three hundred years ago. ' Therefore if this Parliament 

only voted and supervised the Government, it would be 

a useless body for Persia. It could not work in the 

ordinar"y way, but needed an extraordinary strength and 

laws of iron in order to reform the country and to set 

up the'nec'essary institutions., as Motammad 'All had done 

in Egypt, and Napoleon in France,, 3 

The Nz&dIkhdhAn. particularly in the Majles, did not 

criticize the Shah openly but their general attitude was 

to attack his choice of ministers or courtiers, which was 

an indirect attack on him. 'The question of the deposition 

of the Shah was discussed oupside but not inside the 

Majles. Several of the leaders of the Anjomans even 

contacted Zell al-SoltAn and SAlIr al-Dquleh. The 

question of republicanism, too, was touched upon the 

discussed by the weekly newspaper MosAvAt. The 

Kzddikhdhdn Deputies, however, showed respect to the Shah 

It was so on realized that fiscal reform would have 
to await a proper survey and it was decided that 
for the first budget-the necessary sums would be 
raised by cutting the extra salaries of the rich. 

2. M. M. '24th Jamdd! al-Avval, 1325. 
3. R. M. 2. No*124.. 16th Rab'llal-hn7j 1326 (17th May 1908). 
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in the, Majles as the'Constitution recognized his 

_, -legitimacy as Head of the Executive but they did nothing 

to placate him, and we can even detect instances of 
1 deliberate provocation against the Shah. 

The policy of the Eitemd'Iyan 'Tmlyrin as declared 

in the 1907 programme was never actually brought up in 

, 
the Majjes, but each clause of it was sustained, 

discussed and defended when the occasion arose,. ' Further, 

the two weekly papers ýgr-e Esr&fll and Mosdvat suggested 

some . of its policy and programme without in fact 

mentioning the EjtemallyCLn 17mlytin. The most radical 

of these involved a discussion of the exploitation by 

landlords and the poor conditions of the peasants. 

ýar-e Esrdfil, in a number of articles beginning 

the 21st Shavdl 1325,2 discussed the exploitation of the 

peasants by the landlords. 'It said that to grow. in 

wealth the workers must be secure in their earnings 

and profits. The best way to increase their wealth would 

beto, improve the agriculture of the country, but this 

was only possible if the peasants felt secure.,, otherwise 

they would not work and would become lazy. The only way 

to improve the economic conditions was to entrust the 

ownership of the land to the peasants. The paper added 

An article in Mosdv'dt, for instance, dated 28th 
Viqaldeh 1325 from the Eitem9livan 'Amlynn asks all 
the freedom-loving people and parties of Ottoman 
Turkey and Russia to help the poor people of Persia 
against the reactionaries. As one writer points outs 
this article worried the Shah and seemed like a 
warning to him. ''R. ReHzddeh Maleks op. cit-s PP-109-110- 

2. ýUr-e Esrdfils, No. 18. 
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that such suggestions-of course sounded incredible to 

people who had always exploited the peasants, but the 

urgent'needs of the country would soon free Persia's 

peasants from their misery. ' It added that in the early 

days of Eslam, the treatment of the peasants was no doubt 

in accordinace with the laws of contract. '"The day our 

country becomes a law-abi! Iing country then the laws of 

Eslam will be put into execution, and there is no doubt 

that our treatment of the peasants will change. " it 

continued saying that it would then suffice for the pen 

of a few journalists, the speeches of a few Roulehkhdn 

and the attempts of fifty Moitaheds to free the peasants. 

This article was continued on-the 28th Shavil., lby 

mentioning the possibility of a peasant Revolution. 

It said that once these points are explained to our 

ignorant peasants that same day there would be a general 

Revolution. 'The meaning of Yad Alldh mala al-JamVeh 

'the hand'of God is with the crowd', would come true. 

Then the true religious laws which are the same in all 

-religions would replace the present state of disorder. 

The paper also called attention to Rasht where these theories 

were proving their truth. 

The only way to stop such revolutions would be to ma4e 

the peasants the owners of their own lands. . It added. 

that no sequestration was contemplated but rather the 

organization of land banks as in other countries. This 

was the last-andýonly solution, and all those who expressed 

1. ' Zilr-e Esräf 1: 1 No. '19. 
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their devotion to the Revolution could prove it by 

contributing funds to the Ban1c. 

On the 18th Z! ýAjeh it gave specific details. of how 

the peasants were to be made the owners of their own lands. 

It said how the agricultural Bank should be organized and how 

it would buy-the land from the landlords and, sell it to 

the peasants. 

Mosavat too discussed the question of class which 

had a bearing, on the general ideology of the Ejtemd1TyC1n. 

1ýffilyiln. On the l9th Safar 1326 (22nd March 1908), it wrote that 

there were three reactionary classes:. the governing 

class, the RfibgnTynn (religious leaders) and, the class 

which supported these two. Then it said that when we 

talk of the nation we mean the peasants, the workers and 

the traders. The intellectuals were not a class, they 

were the product of these three classes of the nation, 

all the others were parasites. On the 2nd Rabl'al-Avval, 

1326 (19th April 1908), it advocated republicanism 

quoting the French newspaper Le Matin which said a 

republic was a more complete form of government and that 

false constitutions were a facade enabling Monarchs to hide. 

In most countries constitutionalism was a weapon in the 

hands of the autocrats and the enemies of freedom. In 

Persia, people were ignorant but they were nationalists, 

and they would fight for a National Government, viz. a 

Republic. Then it added a religious touch saying that 

1. ' Ibid., * No. 21. 

4 
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Islam. had cursed-all Kings and Pharaolýs. ' 

These are "some'of the topics discussed in the 

newspapers published by four of the members of the 

Komiteh-, and as we*see'they are indirectly leading the 

way and trying to prepare the minds of their readers 

for their programme. 'In this same context we must 

poýnt to some of the speeches of Seyyed JamEl Vlleý. These 

are very interesting and obviously had a deep influence 

on people. ' ''If'followed carefully., they reveal the 

Seyyed's ideology which is based on the same lines that 

the AzOlkhahlin-followed in an Eslamic context. He 'said that 

the laws-of God and the prophets were imbued with 

equalityý which is the basis of Eslam. 'To reach*this 

state of equality we must educate our children and we 

must provide security, security of life and property,,, and 

the security of the countr y. All Moslems should help 

to secure their country and to try to make it less 

dependent on-the West. 'This could be achieved only by 

unit y. ' Besides' equality and security., we must also 

have freedom to be able to strengthen our country. 

This freedom included women, and encompassed also the 

freedom of the' pen, of speech, of association and of the 

press, It also included freedom of religion. The fourth 

tenet of his ideology is to make promotion dependent on 

the intellect and not on connections and privilege. 

This., he"says,, is very important, otherwise those who 

rule us will not have obtained their position through 

1. Mosavats No. 21,2nd Rabllal-Mnl, 1326, (29th April 
YqM). 
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their owri merit, and the best people will not rule. 

Another important emphasis is his discussion of 

human rights, the HoqUq-e-Adamiyat. Everyone should 

enjoy this privilege, whether rich or poor. The rich and 

the despots have always ruled and have been unjust, 

such people were ungodly people. All human beings have' 

rights, the landlords treated their peasants like animals 

as if they possessed them, and our peasants seem to be 

asleep like sheep. 'They do not know that they possess 

rights in the eyes of God, just as their lords do. 

All the people were asleep while the country was 

being divided by Russia and Britain and no one seemed to 

care; we should contribute and work for the security 

of our country, he advocated. * Not only do all people have 

rights, but there is a limit to power; even the power 

of the Shah should be limited by law. 'There was no 

difference between the rights of a King and those of a 

poor ma n. 'It was justice, security., freedom and equality 

which made'a country strong,, and anyone who wronged the 

Constitution should be punished. 

The foreign poiicy of the Azadlkhahan was cautious, 

though they were deeply nationalistic. We must remember 

that much of the original impetus for the Revolution 

came from the feeling that the country was being sold 

to the foreigners, and the Xz9dIkhAhdn tried to keep this 

spirit alive. * There is much reference to Vata , the 

1. E. Yaghmd'I, op-cit., passim. 
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homeland, in their newspapers. 'However in the Majles 

there was a feeling that they should be cautious and 

not give the foreign powers a pretext for interference. 

Indeed Article 5 of the NeZ9mnRmeh of the EjtemR1! yEn 

QhIyUln'of 1906 had stated that the members must try 

as far as possible to protect the rights of foreigners, 

in-case the foreign powers should make this a pretext 

to undermine the independence of the country. 

TaqTzadeh, too, on one occasion expressed his 

opinion that Persia could not disavow its foreign 

agreements because of existing international laws, *but 

that a time would come wheh other laws would be 

2 
made in the world to obliterate all such concessions. 

On another occasion., however, he 'had very sternly warned 

the Goverment against any new foreign contract or loan 

and said that any Minister responsible for this would 

forfeit his own life and that of h'is'family 03 

This cautious attitude was not restricted to the 

1. "Iljezb-e Soslydl Demokrdt (Ejtemd13: yUn 17h3: yQ )11 
Donv , p. 8'6. ' 

2. R. M. 'No. 162., il Rajab 1325,. (25th August 1907). 

3. Ibid. j' 6-19 14th ýafar 1325 (30th March 1907). Another 
kind of argument optimistically put forward by Taql: - 
zadeh was that the foreign powers would not stop 
Persia's attempts at financial reforms because they 
were Persia's friends and wanted to see her strong. 
This was on the occasion when San-11al-Douleh, as Minister 
of Finance in the Cabinet of N; zAmý al-Salýaneh, had 
introduced a Bill to tax sugar and tea in Rabl'al- tan7l 1326 (May 1908), which was met with the objections 
of Britain and Russia who had the monopoly of the 
import of these commodities. 
Ibid., No. 112,2 Rabllal4dri 1326 (3rd May 1908). 
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Kz, ffd! khSh9n-., - 
1 býit all the Deputies were cautious in this 

regard, and the'criticism of-the Russians for instance 

was usually aimed at the two-Russian subjects close to 

the Shah, Shapshal, his tutor when Crown Prince., and 

Liakhoff.., the Russian officer in command of the Cossack 

brigade. 

There was a feeling that the Russians were encouraging 

the Shah to overthrow the Majles., 2 
and such a provocation 

as the Russian attack on Pilleh Savar3 was seen as its 

beginning. 

The attitude of the Deputies to the 1907 Convention was 

one of bewilderment generally, and these who understood 

or foresaw its implications deliberately tried to restrain 

public opinion from becoming provocative. . The newspapers, 

especially Llabl al-Mat! ln,, - were particularly vociferous 

on*this question and denounced the intentions of. the, 

powers, but the Deputies did not discuss the Convention at 

any, length, and it was left to the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs to question the, powers. 

The Government, too, deliberately kept, the Deputies, 

Outside the Majles, of course, the KzddIkhRhAn were 
freer to express their opinion and Malek al-Motekallemin 
did not fear denouncing the Shah for selling himself 
to the Russians. 'Marling to Grey,, Dec. 31st 1907 
No. '283 F0 416/35. ' 

2. ' The British documents, bear witness to the fact that the 
Russians were giving the Shah money. Spring Rice to 

. -Grey,, 
Nov. 7th 1907 No. 2'43,, FO 371/313. 

See p. ' 279. 
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in the dark by refusing to discuss foreign affairs -a power granted 
to 

/them under the'Constitutional laws. -'But-at times the 

Deputies and particularly the Tzad1kh1hdn asked 

embarrassing questions, blaming the Government for 

acting secretly. 'In Zlýajeh, 1325 (January 1908), 

for instance',, ' the-Russians increased their guards in 

the Tabriz consulate and the British their guards 

in the oil installations. ' In answer to Taq! zZ! deh,, who 

questioned the Government as to what steps it was 

taking it was replied that they could not divulge what 

they were doing. This had occasioned a vehement attack 

by Taql'zZEdeh on the Government for its secret actions* 
1 

At this junctureg, however., foreign interference in 

the internal affairs of Persia had not generally become 

so flagrant or overt as it was to become, and was mainly 

limited to financial questions; the Persians were still 

faced with the old pattern of rivalry rather than co- 

operation, which was familiar and not especially dangerous 

as it was to become after the bombardment of the Majles. 

In the First Majles foreign affairs was not a main issue 

as it was to become'in the Second, as will be seen. 

So far we have discussed some of the most important 

political aims of the 2ýzgdlkhRhan. ' During all the debates 

and all the questions which arose in the Majles, they 

argued and reacted within this basic framework of thought. 

R. M. 'No. 19,4th Zlhajeh 1325 (7th Jan. 1908). 
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If we''comparethedr policy as formulated in outline 

here'with thd'programne'of the Ejtem5. 'Yyan 'Tffilyrin of 

1907 of Mashad 1 their similarities become obvious and this 

leads us to the'conclusion that the Xzffdlkhghdn drew 

their inspiration and the tenets of most of their ideas 

from that part, y, whose membership overlapped with the 

composition of the Kom! teh-ye-Enqe-1Ab. - Only in one 

instance., * however., -that of Heydar Khan., is this' link 

between the Kom71-teh and the larger group, of 7[zNdIkh9h5n 

inside and outside the Majles obvious. 'Ueydar Kh&n 

is the key figure; he was, known to be extremely 

influential within the ranks'of the EitemallyUn 'Amlya 

and was recognized as a leading member of the WzAd-ikhAhan 

group outside the Majles,,, but his name is not mentioned 

as a member of the Komiteh.. ' Neither Malekzadeh, who 

discusses that organization, nor Taq! zddeh, who, mentions 

it.. 2 
recall his name. ' 'Malekzideh wrote that his father, 

I 
Malek al-Motekallenrini-was in the same Komlteh which 

decided to kill Atabak. 'This, we must remember.,. was a 

very popular act, and Malekzddeh was-not averse to 

1. ' Sed 'AppehdixA* 

2. 'Taqlzldeh mentions knowing Veydar Khffn and says that 
without doubt he was responsible for the murder of 
Atdbak., but thatýhe (Taq-IzUdeh) was not implicated 
in this plot at all. About the Komlteh-ve Enclel'db,,, 
he denies the existence of such a komiteh but says 
there were about 140 various Anjomans at the time. 
Some were supporters of the, Majles much like the one- 
Malekzddeh mentions. -buý'its members were all law 
abiding people and could not have been responsible for 
a terrorist act. 
"Taq7lzgdeh Dar Bareh-ye Qatl-e AtabNk",, Maqgl. Tt 
3, pp-312-313- 
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mentioning hislown. father's implication in the plot 

which was to rid Persia of Atdbak. Taqlzddeh was in a 

different position, and could not have admitted personal 

membership and responsibility while MalekzMdeh had, no. 

such consideration as his father was a martyr-to the 

cause and he had not been a member of the KomTiteh. 

But on the other hand, the membership of Heydar KhRn in 

the KomReh-wa: s a differ'ent matter for Malekzideh. 1 

Either he did not know it or he might have deliberately 

kept it secret dueto Ueydar Khg*nls later Communist 

affiliation which might have been ruinous to Malekzadeh's 

later political careerý. ' For it must be remembered 

that though Malekzgdeh was not elected to the Second 

Majles., he co-operated with the Democrats, led by Ueydar 

KhRn. 

Besides, the fact that the XzddIkhAhKn followed the 

programme of the EJtem9-ITyUn--IA-mIyQ and the fact that 

some'of them were members of the Koml*teh and also became 

Deputies, leads one to conjecture that there was indeed 

some 'contact and co-operation between them, and that 

they were'deliberately working to put forward the pro- 

gramme of social democracy, with much wider aims than 

hitherto considered. ' The 7[zNdlkhRh7an cannot be said to 

have been a real party with discipline and cohesion, 

but they were the nearest to one which developed in the 

1. 'It must be remembered that Veydar KhZEn in his memoirs 
mentions the membership of Malek. al-Motekallemin and 
Seyyed Jamdl V7alez in his organization. See P-107. 

0. 
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First Majles'. ' HoweVerý they did not limit their activities to 

the Majles where they were in a minority, but organized 

a mass movement through the political Anjomans which backed 

them and gave. their demands much more force and legitimacy 

and also intimidated the Government and the Shah. These 

political Anjomans became sufficiently powerful and 

numerous to monopolize the political scene and overshadow 

the Majles eventually, and it is now necessary to tubn 

our attention to these organizations. 

4 

6 
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CHAPtER V 

THE ANJOMANS 

It has been clearly shown in the previous chapters 

that secret societies or Anjomans were at the forefront 

of the demands for a Constitution and the Reform movement. 

Some survived and continued to play an important part 

after the granting of these demands. l. 
and many new ones 

were also founded after the Revolution. Indeed it has 

been well put that the measure of the success of the 

secret societies before the Revolution "is to be seen in 

the large numbers of Anjomans which sprang up almost 

immediately in the capital and the provinces in defence 

11,2 of the Constitution and the National Assembly. The 

Anjomans after the Revolution differed in many respects 

from the earlier secret-societies already described, 

and they had the potential to become political parties 

performing many of the tasks which fall to the parties in 

a parliamentary government. 'The former were in the nature 

of revolutionary cell s. 'The latter were mostly open,, 

had a large membership, and were in touch with each 

other. It is possible that these latter Anjomans were 

modelled on the Soviets set up in 1905 in Russia. They 

In the general histories of the period only disparate 
reference has been made to the Anjomans and their 
role, and their real place in the constitutional period 
is not established. 'An exception is an article by 
A. X. 8.1ambton entitled "Persian Political Societies 
1. qo6-1V! --which--gives a.. general analysis of the Anjomans,, 
St. AntonV's Papers 16 '3 (1963). ' 

2. ' Ibid., q 
pokle 
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generally acted as a medium. between the Majles'and the 

people. ' They had local or guild and trade associationsý 

and. their basic purpose was generally declared to be the 

protection of the Majles rather than the advancement 

of a particular policy. 

There were two kinds of Anjomans, the provincial 

Anjomans, Anjoman-e-Ayglatl or Val'dyatl, and political 

Anjomans., and as has been pointed out the line of 

distinction is not clearly drawn between them. ' 
and I thus 

much confusion exists about them and their function and 

achievements. 

The'provincial Anjomans were meant to represent 

the Central Government., to act as supervisory body and 

to watch the Governors. Their status was established 

by a law passed by the Majles in Safai, and signed by 
0 

the Shah iri Rabilal-Mnli 1325. It settled the 'co'nditions 

of the electors and those to be elected and the duties of 

these Anjomans. ' For each Ayllat there were to be" twelve 

and for each ValEyat six members. Their duty was to 

supervise the administration of the province, to reply 

to complaints against 

collection of taxes. 

Anjomans to be- set up 

passed was this bills 

the Anjomans wasto su, 

Deputies. 

the Governors and to 

The Majles was eage: 

and one of the first 

especially as one of 

pervise and speed the 

control the 

r for these 

bills to be 

the duties of 

election of 

1. Ib id . ,'p. 4'6. 
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Thd political Anjomans we're permitted by Article '- 

21 of the Supplemeritary Fundamental law which allowed the 

freedom of association., but even before this law was 

actually passed, there were many Anjomans functioning 

in Tehran and other provincial cities. Many'Anjomans 

were formed during all this period and their number 

has been variously given as between one hundred and, two 

hundred. ' 

The Government often complained about the Anjomans 

from the beginning of their formation. 'For instance, 

Mokhber al-Saltaneh, the Minister of Science, conveyed 

the Government of Atabak's suspicion of'the Anjomans 

to the Majles. The Shah hated and feared them and 

had them watched by his spiesý and in Shaval 1325 
2 (December 1907) he even asked for their suppression. 9 

but the Deputies argued that they were lawful according 

to the Constitution, and TaqrzZdeh drew attention to the 

fact that Anjomans had always existed under Eslamic 

government's * 
3- 

The main purpose'of these Anjomans was always 

announced to be the safeguarding of the Constitution 

to Grey.,. Feb.. '28th 1908.9o... '39 FO 371/499 
and Malekzddeh, Tarlkh-e Mashrgtlyyat 2. p. 207. 

2. '-For instance,, Seyyed Jamfil Vdleýls steps were watched 
by a number of spies who sent their reports of his 
activities to the Goverment. They contain interesting 
information about the Seyyed's activities and his 
connection with the Anjomans. E. Yaghmd1l, op. cits 
passim. 

R. No. 219,24th Shavill 1325 (1st Dec. 1907). 
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and the protection of the Majle's. ' The political Anjomans 

after the Revolution had the potentialýof political 

parties and even MostashAr al-Douleh called them IIjjezbII 

'in a 'letter to ýaqat al-Esldm. They fulfilled much of 

the function of political parties, and as time went on 

their role and power grew and politicians of all shades 

of opinion resorted to this kind of organization. They 

provide a link between the Majles and the people and could 

stir and influence them, a thing the Majles by-itself 

could not. ' What distinguished them from political- 

parties, however, was their lack of a particular programme 

and ideologys and the fact, that onlyýa few had a national 

base. The Anjoman-e-Makhf! wanted to orgahize 

branches in Persia, the Anjoman-e TollAb and A*ndf also 

had something of a national base, but they mostly came 

into being either in support of personalities or certain 

trades or districts, and they seem to have kept 

their secretive nature which characterized them before 

the Revolution. ' The few Ne:; Uhn-Ameh which have, come to 

us show this perfectly, for instance the Ne!; dmnUmeh of- 

the Anjoman-e Makhfi-ye ýdn-i as written by NNzem al-Esl&m. 
0 

Whenever one oý the Deputies or politicians had a 

cause to defend, an Anjom, 

For instance, we are-'told 

SaId al-Douleh hdd set up 

of the period of MoWfar 

encourage a fight between 

an was organized for that purpose. 

by Mostash&r al-Douleh that 

an Anjoman with two of the notables 

al-Din Shah and intended to 

Persians and Turks. In general 

1. NaFm al-Esl7am Kernfa-ni- op. cit. 2 29 P-75. 
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however we know little of the hiembership of the-Anjomans 

or their internal organizations and above all we do 

not know how many of the Deputies were members of these 

Anjomans though it may be conjectured that many were. 

The names of some Deputies are mentioned occasionally. 

It is possible that, their membership of the Anjomans 

was not deemed important enough to be recorded, for,. 

most of them must have been known to each other at the 

time for many meetings were public. 'It is also possible 

that in certain cases such memberships were kept secret 

especially in the case of the Deputies, for the Anjomans 

were more free to criticize the Government or the Shah. 

Much remains to be known about the Anjomans. For 

instance we do not know how they operated, who took 

decisions or how they were connected together., Despite 

the fact that'a central Anjoman was organized, we do not 

know whether decisions were taken by the representatives 

of this Anjoman-e Markai-i- or whether they were led by 

a small core of secret leaders who were instrumental 

in decision-taking. 'It must be added that in all like- 

lihood the Anjomans, with a large unruly membership, 

could hardly have been conducive to decision-taking 

especially in very sensitive questions such as the 

relationship with the Shah. The nature of the Anjomans 

was much more appropriate for large meetings when the 

crowds could be stirred by the moving oratory of Malek- al 

Motekallemin and Seyyed Jamal, and made to strike or 

demonstrate. ' Decisions could not be taken in such meetings. 

We know of many secret meetings between some. of the 
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leaders of the ReVolution., reported by the spy who followed 

Seyyed JamIal, and it seems probable that the more 

important decisions were taken at such meetings. 

We can divide theAnjomans into several categories. 

Thereýwere Anjomans composed of provincial people in 

Tehran., such'as the-Anjoman-e Esfahdn-is led by Mirza 

Maýmdd Eqfahgnl', or' of the Shj: rffzl's or of the South, or 00 
the very important Anjoman-e Azarbaijan of which much will 

be written later. 'The various Tabaclilt, had their own 

Anjomans, as for instance the ShHhzidegan the jollab and 

AQn-df. ' The last two were very important and had widespread 

influence, 2 
working closely with the IzUdIkhahAn and the 

Anjoman of Azarbaijan, though we have few details. 

The people of Tafresh, Ashtiyan and Garakan had also 

abl al-Matin organized an Anjoman as advertised in U 

called the Majmal- e Ensffnlyat, its leader was Mostoufi, al- 

Namalek*, *, the. Minister of War. 3' There were reactionary 

Anjomans--such as Anjoman-e Varamin led by EqbEl al-Douleh., 

or thd Anjoman-e Hemmatdbdd or, Anjoman-e Foutovvat 

1. The Deputy of the Princes'. Asadall'dh M-Irz"X, declared 
in the Mailes in-ýafar 1325 that the Princes had 
organized their own. Anjoman in order-ta protect the 
Constitution, and he. added that FarmAnfarm7a had asked 
him to read its address to the Majles. R. M. No. 69., 
27th Safar '1325 (11th April 1907). * 

2. 'Uab-l-al-MatYn N. o. '94,9th Rajab 1325, (19th August 1907). 

Habl al-Matln No. 183,4th Z'Ivqaldeh 1325 (10th 
December 1907). 

Ibid., No. 158,4th Shaval 1324 (11th November 1901). 
Y. --Doulatdbad1, q op. cit-., '. -2,, -p. 161. ' N. Fathl, Shahld-e 
Oaigm,, p 240. ' The Anjoman-e Hemmatdb'dd, t; o, was a 
reactionary Anioman. The police had complained about its activities and the Majles had decreed that it should 
be suppressed. 'The Minister of the Interior had seized on the occasion to try to suppress all the Anjomans., but 

/cont'd. 
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These'often took the'shApe'of religious Anjomans, such as 

the Anioman-e-'Al-e-Mobammad or Eslffm! 7yeh. Nffzem al- 

Eslam writes that the 'leader' of this Anjoman was MrrzR Abu al- 

Qdsem the eldest son of Seyyed Mohammad Tabdtabdll who 

was pro-Shahand believed that with the existing chaotic 

and unconstitutional conditions, constitutionalism had 

come too soon for Persia. ' Moreover, he supported the 

Shah., was also the leader of, Anjoman-e BarUdarRn-e 

Sangelaj__ and belonged to another secret Anjoman. He 

supported the Shah in all these Anjomans,, and after the 

fall of the Majles he managed to help his father Seyyed 

Mo4ammad and his brother Seyyed ýadeq to be spared from 

hardships and persecutions. 
1 

It is not quite clear which religious Anjomans' 

were reactionary and which were not., but there must have 
2. 

been many of both types. One known reactionary Anjoman 

was the Anjoman-e Foutovvat On the 4th Shavdl 1325, 

Habl al-MatIn_ advertised' that an Anjoman called Foutovvat 

was founded-. 'Its leader was Zafar al-Saltaneh and a 

meeting was held at the house of Emdm Jomleh Koll with the 

presence of the Azarbdijan Deputies where its public 

policy was declared and its Nez5hndmeh was read to 

/contId. 'the Deputies had complained pointing to the 
Constitution which guaranteed the. freedom of 
association. * 11, M, ' . No, -73.. 3rd Rabllal-Avval 1325 
(17th April 1907). ' 

1. NAýem al-Esl7am Kermlln7i, op. c'it., 2, P-158. 

2. Ijabl- al-Matin- - No. '79., 21 Jamlidl al-hrfS 1325 (1st 
August'190? ).. wrote that the Anioman-e F? item3: yeh had join( 
the- Anjoman-e BaradarKn-eDarv2izeh-Ve Qazvin and TollAb 
and-Markazol-in protesting against the confiscation of 
UabI al-MýFin. -'In the same newspaper No. 214 dated 
21st Zihaieh (25th January 1908) a new religious 0 Anjoman. called Eldh! was advertised. 
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disprove., the newspaper adds 'the accusation that it was 

a reactionary Anjoman. 'DoulatZibUdI., however,, writes that 

it was meant to, organize this Anjoman in order gradually, 

to disrupt the Anioman-e-Azarbalia . It is-doubtful 

that Taq! zMdeh was a member of this Anjoman which was 

obviously conceived as an alternative organization to 

the Anjoman-e Azarbaija . -' Its purpose soon became obvious 

anyway, and Mostashdr al-Douleh wrote that the demon- 

strations against the cuts in salaries were, organized 

through this Anjoman but luckily the other Anjomans 

foiled these plans and the important members of 

Foutovvat resigned and ran away. 

Another important Anjoman of this. category was the 

Anjoman-e Khedmat-, -(service). 
1 There seems, however, 

to be some confusion about the name, purpose and member- 

ship of this Anjoman. 'DoulatZMd! says it was variously, 

called Akilber (elders), Omara (notables) or Khedmat. 

Marling, the British representative, suggests that the 

Anjoman-e AkAber-was organized from a larger body he 

calls the Committee of Notables. The chief cause for 

the formation was, according to Marling, fear after the 

murder of Atabak and the resignation of qanilal-Douleh. 

The knowledge that there were sec2ýet societies with 

members who were ready to lay down their lives, and the 

feeling that their wealth was in danger made the rich 

and the notables realize that it was prudent to declare 

their support of the Majles as the Shah could no longer 

protect them. He adds that the - President and Vice 

President of this organization were Amir Alzam (the 
0 

1. DoulatZibadis OP-cit., 2j p. 149. 
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nephewof 'Ayn al-Douleh) and Voseyn Q611 khan NavvHb. 

He furtherý states that the creation of this body is 

practically the outcome of the Committee of Notables, whose 

seccession from the autocratic party had modified the 

situation. 
2 

The Anjoman-e-Khedmat-was organized by E4tesham al- 

SalVaneh and his brother 'Alatal-Douleh after the death 

of Atdbak. 'Princes., important landlords, civic officials 

and well-known reactionaries joined it and came to the 

Majles' to de'clare and swear their allegiance to it. But 

this Anjoman was suspected of being reactionary and 

Veydar Khdn even threw a bomb at the house of 'AlAlal-Douleh 

because he wished to scare the'absolutists who were 

suspected of working secretly with the Shah for the 

destruction of the Constitution. 3 

It is noteworthy that although many Anjomans declared 

similar aimss namely the support of the Constitution and 

'Marling to Grey, Oct. '10th 1907,, No. '230 Fo 416/34. 
it must be pointed out, however, that Marling's 
association of Navvdb, a well-known extremist, with 
this Anjoman could not have been accurate, being un- 
corroborated by other sources, and shows the unreliability 
of some of the British reporting at this time. 

2. Marling had added that this Anjoman had no official 
standing and no responsibility, but advised the 
Ministers and the influence of its members was such 
that its advice could not be disregarded. 'He also 
wrote that perhaps this might evolve into the Senate. 
Though this is rather a vague description, it must be 
added that Na-ýem al-Esldm also mentions the organization 
of an Anjoman by Arshad al-Douleh with the membership 
of seven Deputies, and seven Ministers who advised 
the Shah. 
Ibid.., ' also Ndz 

. em al-EslAm Kermani., op. cit., 2. PP-197-8- 

3. 'R. Sheiýholeslami, D. Wýlson, "The Memoirs, of Ueydar 
KhEn" Iranian Studies-.. - P-56. 
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the' Majles., they neVerý actually coalesced except for the 

loose organization called Anjoman-e Markazi led by Arshad 

al-Douleh. 

Arshad-al-Douleh camefrom a great Kerman family 

and had worked with AmIr Bahddor Jang in the Shah's guards. 

When Mozaff'Er al-Din Shah died, AmIr Bahador lost his 

employment temporarily, and Arshad al-Douleh was also 

without work for a time. *He was an acquaintance of 

Ndýem al-Esl5m Kerman! and was invited. to join the 

Anjoman-e-Makhfi-ye Aarri-in 1325., eventually obtaining 

great- influence over it. Ndýem al-Eslam gives 

a list of the numerous Anjomans in which Arshad al-Douleh 

was-either a member or a leader. His three brothers 

too,, Sadid al-Molk, LotflAll Khdn and Ueshmat al-MamAlek 

also organized the Anjoman-e Emamzddeh Yabya,, and. he 

himself organized the An-ioman-e Ettefilq-e Jadids the 

Anioman-e-Kerman and the Anjoman-e An*. i . r,. According . 

to the same authority, he represented theýAnjoman-e Jad5d 

when the Anjoman-e Markazi was being formed and was 

elected its leade'r. 1 The reasons for organizing this central 

Anjoman have been given by Majd al-Eslam, who wrote, that 

while the Anjomans worked separately the Goverment was 

strong, so it was decided to coalesce. 
2 Howevert he also 

writes that the courtiers and reactionaries who were 

j. 'Nazem al-EslHm KermHnI, op-cit., passim. 

2. *Majd al-Eslira Kermdn3:, op. cit.,, pp. 47-49. 
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afraid c. f the'power of the"Anjomans infiltrated them 

and posed as Constitutionalists while they worked against 

them. ' The Anjoman-e-Markaz-i-was organized at their 

suggestion so that all power should be concentrated in 

this organization. ' He also adds that Arshad al-Douleh as 

its Head had much power. 'He then queries whether Arshad 

al-Douleh meant to upset the Majles or whether he worked 

for AmTx Bah7ador., and concludes that he was a reactionary 

from the beginning, and worked for Amir Bahddor. ' Later 

he adds that as his purpose was discovered he was ousted 

from the Anjomans by Malek al-Motekallemin. 
1 This 

obvious infiltration worked very much to the detriment 

of the cause of the 71zdd5-khAhan-who were aware of it 

but could do nothing about it. It is also possible 

that these men acted at times as agents provocateurs 

and exacerbated the relationship between the Shah and 

the Majles purposely in order to justify the action of 

the Shah. ' Another Anjoman called the Anjoman-e Makhfi-ye 

ýdnl-was organized in Zlhajeh 1324 and thanks'to N&ýem al- 

Esl3m Kerm7anr weknow quite a lot about it. *This was 

organized to continue the work of the previous Anioman-e 

Makhf]: -which was to support the Majles and*to watch the 

Deputies. ' This Anjoman'had a newspaper called Kokab-e' 

Darl and published secret' missives ShabnHmeh it had a 

Ne!; dmndmeh-and consisted of a secret and open organization; 

most of its members were KermEnis, Later this Anjoman 

1. PP-53-56. ' 
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joined another one which was better organized,, called. 

Anjoman-e-An*dr-. -' Later still it joined the Anjoman-e 

Jonu-b-which consisted of ShIrdzis and it was decided to 

work for the welfare of the South. ' 

The Anjoman-e Makhf! 7-ye-Sdnt survived the fall of, 

the Majles and made it s peace with the Shah. They 

justified this change of attitude by saying that they 

did not oppose constitutionalism, but that the past 

system had meant chaos and not constitutionalism. 2 

So far we have discussed the Anjomans generally 

and some of the known right wing Anjomans. Now 

we must mention the more extremist ones or as they were 

known Anjomanhii-ye-Melllor National Anjomans. 

The National Anjomans worked closely with the 

Az&dIkhdh7an-and their activities together with the 

pressure they put on the Goverment by their petitions 

and demonstrations had an important effect on the course 

of events. ' The National Anjomans seem to have been led 

from behind the scenes and their activities were to a 

certain extent co-ordinated and planned. ' Malekzddeh, 

maintains that the co-ordinator was the KomIteh-ye 

Enqeldb. The National Anjomans were instrumental, both 

directly and indirectly, in a series of striking victories 

achieved by the wider groups of the AzAd-lkhMhAn. 

These are some of the points won with the help of 

the Anjomans:. the, arrest of Raýlm KhEn in Tehran,, the 

passing of the Supplementary Fundamental laws, the forced 

resignation of SaId al-Douleh and Moshir al-Saltaneh - 

Nlaýem al-Esl"ým Kermant., OP-Cit-s % pp**74-78,9 99. 

2. Ibid. s P. 194. 
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and of Aqef al-Douleh., the passing of the law 

establishing the freed: om of the press, the punishment 

of those guilty of the outrages in the Meyddn-e 

. 
TUpkhNnUh, and of the murder of Fereydan, the exile 

of some of the Shah's courtiers and the trial of those 

who had been arrested unconstitutionally by the order 

of the Shah. ' The moderates tried to water down some 

of these points but they could . not oppose the, Azddlkhahan 

too openly for fearafbeing accused of, being reactionaries 

and in league with the Shah. Moreover, the Azddlkhdhdn 

and the Anjomans had the initiative in opposing and 

attacking the Goverrment and the Shah. ' There were also 

ma ny instances when some of the moderates agreed with 

the Azddlkhahan, especially against the Shah's courtiers. 

Seyyed Naqrallah, a moderate who had said. in Shav91 1325 

(November 1907) that the Governors should be given back 

their old despotic powers so that they could impose peace 

and security in the provinces .1 now in RablIal-Avval 1326 

(April 1908) supported the 7CzddIkh?! hdn and Taqrzddeh, 

who drew attention to the unconstitutional arrest of those 

suspected of throwing the bomb at the Shah. Seyyed 

Naqrall!! h said that the question was discussed by the 

leaders of the Majles and the Anjomans, and as there 

was fear of a revolution, they had deemed it necessary 

to warn the Ministers who agreed to take action. 

Several important Anjomans worked closely with the 

KzddIkhdhUn. They were for instanc'e the Anjoman-e 

Barddardn-e Darvgzeh-ye Qazvin headed by MZrzK Soleymdn 

1. R. M. No. 204j 2nd ShavEl 1325 (9th Nov. 1907). 
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also-a member. of the'Komiteh-ye EnqelFib and as already 

mentioned a close friend of Malek al-Motekallemin. There 

was the Anjoman-e ShdhdbKd.,, of which we know less, but 

it was an important Anjoman according to Doulatabadl., 

which even dared attack the Shah openly. Another important 

Anjoman was the Anioman-e Mo4affart. 

The most important in this category was the 

Anjoman-e Azarbaija which was said to have 2962 members, 
2 

and was located in Tehran. This Anjoman was important 

because of the policy of some of the Azarbaijan Deputies 

already described and also because of its connection with 

Tabriz and the-extremist Anioman-e Tabriz., but above all 

because of its connection with the Komiteh-ve EnqelAb. 

Some of its activities were advertised in Habl al- 

Mattn. 'For instance., it wai advertised that M-irza Javdd 

, NAteq, a member of the Anioman-e Tabriz, would give a 

talk in the Anjoman-e Azarbaijan, or else it'said'that 

if any of its members failed to attend its meetings 

three weeks running they would be disqualified from 

membership. After the. murder of FereydEEn. many Zoroastrians 

joined this Anjoman. ' In Shaval (November) it was 

advertised that Taqizddeh had been elected Head of the 

Anjoman instead-of MorteiavYL, and also that Mddled al- 

SalVaneh (another member of the Koni-iteh-ve Enqellb) had 
3 --i led been elected as his assistant. Two weeks l'ater, 'Mola 

al-SalVaneh sent a letter t_o, the paper denying thai he, had 

1. Y. DoulatdbUdl, ýPop. cit., 1,29 p. 162. 

2. 'Marling to Greys February 28th 1908, No. 29, P09 371/499. 

3. ' Uabl- al Matl*n No '166s 13th ShavAl 1325 (20th November 
1907). 
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been elected as assistant, saying that the elections 

were held in order to elect twelve members to prepare 

the NeZMnnffmeh of the Anjoman. 1 In fact, many years 

later TaqIzAdeh declared that he was not Head of the 

Anjoman., but that it was Mo'Mýed al-SalVaneh who had been 

elected as Head of that organization. 2 It is possible 

that Taq-lzgdeh wished to hide all his early connections 

with the more extremist line he had taken previously. 

It could also signify some internal dissension between 

the, organizers of the Anjoman. As our information 

stands Taqlzddeh was considered the Head of this Anjoman, 

DoulatSbRd-1 mentions it, as do other writers. 

All through the difficult times and all through- 

the vicissitudes of the Majles, Malek al-Motekallemrn 

and Seyyed Jamdl were closely associated with the Azarbaijan 
various 

Deputies, the Azid1khAhNn and the/Anjomans, including the 

Anjoman-e Azarbai3an. Indeed, the Anjomans provided the 

forum where the national leaders spoke and led the masses. 

There is an interesting advertisement translated from 

the Caspis a Baku newspaper, in Uabl al-Mattn, No. 214 

dated 21st Zillýajeh, 1325 (25th January 1908). which is 

worth quoting. 'It stated that Malek al-MotakallemTn and 

Seyyed Jamdl were the most famous and best loved men in 

Persia,,, and if their names were omitted it would seem as 

if an empty space were left amongst the real MojNhedTn. 

1. 'Ibi: d.., 'Uo. '170., 25th Shavgl (2nd December). 

2. 'TaqTzildeh, "Ilkharin Defill-e Taqlzgdehl's Rlhnamg-ye 
LetL: abt. Khorddd-TTr '1349,13th year, No- 3&4,, passim. 
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But these. two. leaders were 'supporters of no particular 

party or Anjoman; they both supported the principle 

of constitutionalism and were the followers of-the holy 

ideal of liberty. ' This letter might suggest that there 

were certain accusations against them, especially as 

they were said to be Azalls. 

Malek al-Motekallemin also worked closely with 

TaqIzideh. 'Often we find him repeating to. the Anjomans 

what TaqrzEdeh had said in the Majles; for instance 

in the case of the petition of the Anjoman-e Tollab, s 

Anjoman Fars and Azarbaijan, demanding some action 

against Sheykh FaElallah NUrT. or in the case of the., 

protest against the behaviour of the son of RaýZm KhAn. 

As has already been mentioned, the Anjoman-e Azarbaijan 

worked cl'osely with theImportant local Anjoman of Tabriz. 

This was one of the earliest such Anjomans and had its 

links with Tehran and the Azarbaijan Deputies. Therefore 

we shall speak of it at some length. 

The Anjoman of Tabriz was one of the first. It 

was established in 1324 (1906). 'According to Kasravi, When 

the people in Tabriz who had taken Bastlin the British 

Consulate to make Moýammad 'All M1rzd accept the Consti- 

tution, came out of týe Bast their leaders set up an 

Anjoman. 
2 It had twenty members, and the Ulama promised 

their co-operation and agreed to send their representative 

'ýabl al-Matl: n,, No. Zl4,, 21st Kl4ajeh 1325 (25th 
January 190b). 

2. 'A. 'Kasravis Tdrlkh-e MashrUýeh pp. 159-165 and 175. 
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to''it. ' This Anjoman acted both as a political Anjoman 

and as a provincial Anjoman and interfered in the affairs 

of local government. ' No doubt., as Spring Rice points 

out, and as already mentioned. 9 the Soviets set up in 

Russia served as models. They also translated the 

programme of the EitemillTy-En l7lmlvýn of the Caucasus 

and formed the Mojilhedln party of Tabriz. Prominent 

amongst this group were 'All Moslea, Vffj!. 'IAlI'DavaforUsh, 

and HdjI RasUl Sadaq! yNnIi. ' This organization had a 

smaller, more secret core called the Markaz-e Gheyb! 

which had a strong influence on the Anjoman of Tabriz. 

This group does not, however, seem to have been under 

the direction of Baku, and was rather more under religious 

influence and called itself the protector of Eslam. 

The EitemlillyUn 'Xm-i: ýU in Tabriz and a number of 

Caucasians seem also to have been active, and as a result 

of their propaganda which 6aqat al-Esl5m and the moderates 

deplored, the peasants rýefused to pay taxes. This 

extremism toget1her with the religious controversies 

were the'eause of the split between the EitemalIVITh 'AmIyUn 

.. f' 2 
and the more moderat; e'group of 'Ali: Mosieu, but 

1. 'Spring Rice to Grey, May 27th 1907 No. '113, FO 371/301. 

2. 'A. Xasravl., Vir1kh-e MashrUteh . p. 149, also 9. K. Belova, 
"Le Parti SoEal Democrat-e-de-l'Iran". G. 'Haupt et 
M. Roberioux- ed . La Deuxieme Internationale et 
110rient PP--)U'(-i93.. flabl- al-Ratin, gives a de iled 
acTo-unt of this quarrel so does Kasravl. This quarrel 
seems to have been a quarrel between those who had come 
from the Caucasus, and the Tabrlzls, but it also had 
some roots in old local quarrels between the different 
sections of the town '* Uabl al-Mat'in No. 77,19th 
JamRdl al-ýarfi- 1325 'h0th July, 
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eventually their differýences* we're 'patched up and they 

worked togetherý, with'thd'extremists seeming to have had 

their way. 'For a whilethe Anjoman-e Tabriz functioned 

well, but soon there wer .e signs of tension and division 

between the-more moderates and the Ulama on the one 

hand-and the more extremist members on the other. It 

showed intolerance as for example when it exiled Mir HAshem 

from the Dochi'area of thd'city, 1 the chief Moitahed of 

Tabriz., 'Aq, l Seyyed Uasan, accusing him of being. a BMbl. 

Such dissensions weakened the Reform movement2 but no 

one in the Anjoman was ready for compromise according to 

Lqat al-Eslam, who tried to mediate. TheýAnjoman-e 

Tabriz-had on the other hand a link with the organization 

of 'Alli Moslell and the Markaz-e'GheybZ which led it from 

behind the'scehes'. 'It also had the. support of. the 
2 MoiAhed-in- or Eitema'1201n 17m-ly7u It seems it was a 

similar situation as that in Tehran between the 

Kom7iteh-ye EnqelNb and the Majles. The Tabriz Anjoman 

published its own newspaper, as did the MojahedTn. 

It also sent deputations to set up similar Anjomans in, '' 

the other towns of. Azarbaijan and, according to Spring 

Rice, its fame was so widespread that it-received many 

appeals from other provinces. 'On one occasion it was 

'N. Fat4l Maimilleh-ye X5iir-e Qalaml-ye Shgdravin-gaq_qt 
al-Esldm-e Shahid, (Tehran, 13 7-P-99. 

2. * The Mojilhedin in Qazvin also helped to set up a local 
Anjoman and cooperated with it. Ijabl. al-Matln, 
uo. 144,9th Ramaýdn, 1325 (17th October, 1907) 
reported. In fact the Mojdhedin seem to have had 
considerable influence on the local Anjomans of 
Qazvin2 Anzali and Rasht. ' 
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even referred'to as a Majle's*. 'The-Anjoman-e Tabriz 

held an extretist policy and even called for the 

deposition of the'Shah,, an attitudewhich caused the 

embarrassment of the Deputies. 

This Anjoman won its fame'not only by being one'of 

the first to be organized but by the support it gave 

the Majles in Z! 4ajeh 1325 (February 1907) when it 

organized a large'scale strike in Tabriz to obtain' 

Moýammad Shah's word to support the Constitution, aAd 

to oust Naus. 'From then on,, it watched carefully over 

events,, and wa's in touch with the Azarbaijan Deputies .1 

Other local Anjomans were also of great importance, 
such as the Anjomans set up in Gilan and Esfahan and 
Qazvin, but here attention is mostly paid to Tabriz 
because firstly little information exists about the 
other local Anjomans, and also because of the - 
prominent part played by the Azarbaljdrff Deputies in 
general. However, the information given by Rabino, 
the Representative of the British Bank, of the 
situation in Gilan must be mentioned'here. ' He called 
the revolutionaries the Fad&'Zs and said they had 
two meeting places, one of which was secret with strict 
regulations andanyone who wished to enter it had 
to ask permission. ' The committee drew lots and if the 
applicant's name came out his name was sent to Baku 
and permission was asked for his membership. He then 
had to take an oath not to divulge the place of the 
committee 

, 
Is meetings, and if'anyone did so 9 he would 

be removed. 'He. added that in Baku there was a party 
of FadAlls which was part of the MoJahedin and was 
called the EjtemA-'Tyan 'Amlya and had a secret 
committee. ' In Baku its members numbered about 6000, 
and they were mostly Persians who had come to earn 
their living. ' Rabino also stated that these people 
co-operated with the Russian liberals and made 
dynamite and collected firearms. 
MashrUteh-ye Gilan (from the notes of Rabino). 
m. Roushan ed., (Tehran, 1352) p. 102. 
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There, -was a clear and direct relationship between 

the wider group of National or Mell! Anjomans and the 

kzddikhShan-Deputies'. Many instances illustrate this 

connection.. '-The Anjomans., for example., petitioned in support 

of their line of policy and when petitioning was insuf- 

ficient they collected in large numbers in the Bahdrestan 

gardens to demonstrate and to protest. On several 

occasions very large crowds gathered in the BahNrestdn 

in connection with events of Azarbaijan. On the first 

occasion, it was in connection with the attacks of the 

son of Ra4lim Kh1in in Qarajehdagh when two hundred people 

had been killed. 'The BIzdrs had closed and people had 

thronged to the Majles, even schoolchildren carrying 

flags had marched by and the EitemallyiIn IlImIYU were 

very active amongst them. 'Such commotion ensued for 

three days that at last the Government relented and Raýlm 

KhAn who was in Tehran was arrested and put. in chains 

as a guarantee of the good behaviour of his son. Twice 

more when Turkish forces attacked Urumiyeh the same 

kind of demonstration was staged in support of the 

criticisms of the Government in the Majles. On the 

l. '' On the 23rd ýafar 1325 (7th April 1907), for instance, 
Sharaf al-Douleh, one of the Azarbaijan Deputies 
brought a Bill to the Majles demanding the conclusion 
of the Supplementary Fundamental laws. Taq7lzddeh and 
Vak!: l al-Tojjdr backed him. *On the 25th of the same 
month (9th April) the Anjoman-e Tollab petitioned the 
Majles to the same end. On another occasion Tag! zRdeh 
began to criticize the Minister of Justice, Parmanfarm'g, 

saying that the Government was procrastinating, that 
people were dissatisfied and were complaining about 
the Ministry. At the same time, a crowd gathered 
in the BahlrestAn protesting against the same things. 
This sort of de nstration was staged specially, and 
San-Val Douleh had been so angry at the way pressure 
1ýas Put upon the Majles that he even wanted to resign in 
ýafar (April). * 
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26th Jamad-1 al-ýKrili 1325 (16th August 1907), for 

instance., ' about 15,000 people gathered in the Bahdrestin. 

It was on this occasion that Soleyman and Y4yg Mirza - 

attacked AtEbak as already mentioned. 
1 On a, later 

occasion., llth Rajab (21st August), 5,000 people 

gathered and their mood was so angry that a deputation 

of fivewas chosen from amongst them to talk with the 

Government., *. 

The person who led this deputation was ýffdeq 

Tlihbdz Rah. Thof who was, accordingto one writer, a 

member of the-Ejtem711! 1yan 171mlya and a co-worker 

of Heydar KhAn. 2 Mokhber al-Saltaneh had replied for 

the Goverment. 'PhbUz asked for the Goverment's 

plans, for the defence of Urumiyeh which had been 

attacked by Turkish forces,, and whether the Minister of 

the Interior undertook to guarantee the internal peace 

of Persia, saying what Taq! 7zddeh always repeated, 

that the Goverment should resign if it could not keep 

the peace. 'He also asked that the missing thirteen 
3 Deputies of, Tehran should be elected, that the 

1. Seefootnote p. '218. 

2. 'R. ReERzddeh Malek.. oP-c - it-. 9'pP-7O-78-' 

3. ' According to 8. A. 'XZarl., the Ejtemff-I"IyfIn 'Tmlylln had 
appointed"ýade"q T&hb! z to give Atabak an ultimatum. 
On this instance Tahbaz had given the Government ten 
days to reform its ways. 'Atdbak was killed ten days 
later, on the 21st Rajab and Tahbdz was amongst the 
people arrested when AtEbak was killed, although he 
was soon released. 'A. 7zarI, -QIy5h-e Sheykh 
Mohammad- Khlyabilnl (Tehran 1346) P-52. 
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Supplementary Fundamental laws should be finished-, and 

that the Deputies should not associate, with any of the 

Ministers. ' The Government's promises were conciliatory 

but no results ensued and AtSbak was killed soon after 

this meeting as described earlier. 

Just as-the position in the Majles changed and the 

Wz, SdlkhMh, Sn-became stronger and more vociferous, so 

likewise the Anjomans became more aggressive. '-, Many 

even had armed bands and Fadal-1S. 1 Spring Rice wrote 

that there was no sign of agreement between the Shah 

and the Assembly and that the political Committees 

really ruled the country, distrusting the Shah and the 

Minister. 2 Most of the agitation began to be done 

through the Anjomans. Whereas before, crowds had been 

incited to gather, now the representatives of the, 

Anjomans came to the Majles' officially with their 

demands. 'For instance on the 10th Shalb&n Ord October), 

for about a fortnight, all the7 members of the Anjoman-e 

Markazi headed by Arshad-al Douleh and three representatives 

of the*other Anjomans had camped in the BahErest. Tn and 

had sworn not to move until they had obtained the 

signature of the Supplementary Fundamental laws. The 

In one of the reports of the spies who followed 
Seyyed Jam'Al VVe4 dated 4th Jamffdl al-tdnl 1325, 
it is written that the Seyyed insisted that the armed 
Fadg-lis should come out into the open, and that in 
a meeting between Seyyed Molýammad, some of the Deputies 
and Seyyed 

' 
JamSl it was decided how to arm the 

Anjomans. ' G. YaghmH11., op. cit... ' p. 281. '- 

2. Spring Rice to Grey, Sept. '13th 1907# No. 201 
PO 371/312. 
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names of forty Anjomans are 'given by Ijab-1- al-MatTn 

as each had put up their signs. 'The supply of food was 

undertaken by Mo4a=ad ReýU KhNn Shojg! Lashkar and 

KhalkhZE13: who was also the Naze of the Anjoman of Azarbaijan. 

We'can only gues's at the extent of the co-ordination 

existing betwebn, th6 Deputies and the Anjomans, but 

at this juncture it is obvious that a caose co-ordination 

existed. * For instance,, we-see how thesepopular 

agitations helped to oust the Government of Mosh3: r, al- 
1 Saltaneh wh3. ch had been imposed upon the Majles, despite 

V 
the opposition of the Azgdlkhahffn., 

_and 
Taq!: zadeh expressed the 

gratitude of the Majles to the Anjomans which had., in such 

cold weather., accepted such hardshi. -ps,, and gathered in 

2 
the BahArestAn in support of the Majles. 

With thd appointment of NM; er al-Molk as Prime 

Minister in RamaiRn,,. (October)., the Majles meetings 

were for a timemore peaceful, for except for the 

ministry of 7ýýef al-Douleh, accepted to placate the Shah, 

the other ministers had been selected with the approval 

of the Majles. 'Taq7i2; ddeh had even suggested that full 

1. The next Prime Minister after AtAbak was Moshir al- 
SalVaneh who had already held the post of Minister 'Of 
Justice in the Cabinet of Moshir al-Douleh, and was 
reputed to have*no sympathy with the Constitution. He 
was, ac=ýding to Spring Rice, a typical representative 
of the old order of things. SaId al-Douleh was now 
included in this Cabinet as Foreign Minister; he had 
gradually approached the Shah. The Cabinet of Moshir 
al-SalVaneh was first accepted by the Majles con- 
ditionally and was voted out of office unanimously in 
RamaMn (October) by 84 votes. 

2. R. M. 'No. 212,13 Shavill, 132.5 (20th November 1907). 
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powers should be'given to this Cabinet, which shows 

the trust they had in Ngpr al-Molk who was chosen by y 

the Majles. 

The Shah also showed his co-operation and sýirit of 

conciliation at this time by swearing allegiance to the 

Majles which seemed to promise well; but the new budget 

was expected to make trouble. Although this was not a 

proper budget, and only engendered some cuts of salaries 

in order to balance the expenditure of the Government., it 

caused widespread dissatisfaction. Mostashdr al-Douleh 

reported to Saqat al-Esldm that on the day when people 

had demonstrated in Tabriz against the expected cuts 

in their salariess there had been demonstrations in 

Tehran too, adding that an attack on the Majles was 

expected as there was a plot to kill him and Taqlzldeh. 

There is one important sentence in his statement which 

might indicate the lines along which they were thinking, 

and it foreshadows the future plan which culminated in 

the bomb throwný at the Shah. He wrote, "The wisemen 

(tUqala-)-are thinking that those who threaten should be 

killed 

The cuts in salaries effected by the new budget dis- 

satisfied many. 'This had been talked about for some time 

before and Taqizadeh had tried to conciliate the people 

and put their minds at ease by repeating that only the 

salaries of the rich would be cut. 
2 But on this occasion 

1. N. Tath!., ShahTd-e N-1knAm,, p. 240. ' 

2. In a letter from Mostashar al-Douleh to taqat-al-Eslam, 
the former explains that the Majles had wished to cut the salaries of all the people, but had been 

' 
afraid of the repercussions and had limited the cuts t0 the salaries of the very rich. N-Fathil, Ibid., p. 238. 
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not only was the Shah qissatisfied, for his salary was 

limited to one Crore'toman and 20 Kharvdr wheat., but 

many of the Princes' and courtiers who had received 

salaries were angry at these cuts. Besides, many of 

the poorer retainers and employees of the Shah were 

referred by him to the Majles for their salaries. and met 

with a refusal. 
' Soon troubles began-with demonstrations 

staged in Tehran and Tabriz against the cuts in salaries 

as mentioned, and Farsh! who reported these events to 

ýaqat al-Eslam as well as MostashAr al-Douleh said that 

the 48 National Anjomans were so united that whenever 
2 they wanted they could prepare four tbousand people. 

Taq! zAdeh had again warned that if there were disturbances 

in Tehran they would have to be stopped by national effort. 

The Anjomans collected in the school of the SepahsiilHr 

Mosque and addressed a petition to thd Majles on the 

14th Shaval (21st November), saying that it was rumoured 

that the mulateers and the stable hands intended to 

disturb the peace, but that they were aware of what lay 

behind suchrumours and knew that a few devilish people 

caused them; . therefore the Anjomans were upset at such- 

unruly behaviour. They also complained of attacks by 

the Turkomanst which the Government would not stop,, and 

the fact that the sum the rich had agreed to give to 

1. E. Abrahamian, "Thd Crowd in the Persian Reyolution!; 
pp. 128-151. ' 

2. 'N. Fatbl, Shah-ld-e Ulknam, -p. 2'90. Both MostashEr al- 
Douleh and-F-a-rs' hi' express great distress in their 
letters to Saqat al-Esram, especially about the plots 
of those around the Shah, such as AnCir BahAdor and 
Safd al-Douleh, and of the intentions of the Shah and 
the Russians, op-cit.., pp. 245 and 255. 
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the. Government to help the financial plight of the, 

country had-not been paid. 'Therefore, they had now 

armed and gathered in the Madreseh demanding that 

these points-be dealt with. 'They also asked for a force 

to be organized to-keep thp peace. ' These requests were 

repeated by the Anjomans twi'ce more. 
1 The Tzadikhahan 

also prepared their own defences and put systematic 

pressure on the Government through the Majles, the 

press and the Anjomans. Two of their demands were for 

the setting up of a National Guard, and the exile of the 

Shah's courtiers. ', Criticism of the Shah's courtiers had 

been voiced many times before in the ýajles and in the 

press, now their exile was demanded officially. The idea 

of a. National Guard was new, but some of the Anjomans bad 

previously organized their own armed FadAlls. But this 

attempt to organize an official force, ýnow shows that the 

Anjomans and the Týzadlkhahdn not only feared the Shah's 

retaliations,, but were themselves aggressive. ' This 

mood could only-worsen the situation; there was in 

fact undeclared war between the two sides, * and no 

compromise was possible. It is doubtful if the ýzEdikhdhdn 

even wished for a compromise. ' The question of a 

National Guard had already been brought up by Vabl al-Mati"n 

ten days earlier, and now 'it was discussed at some length 

in the Majles$ Taqlzddeh particularly insisting upon it, 

and emphasizing that what. was intended was a National 

1. ' Ijabl al-Matin go. '167,14th Shav&l 1325, (21st 
November 1907). ' 
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Guard and notýa neiý Arm Y. 
1 'he Majles shelved-this 

demand, howeVer, and thd'question was referred to a 

Military Commission,. 2. But the Anjomans which had 

gathered in the school did not disperse and thus remained 

in touch and on thealert. 'A real Revolution was being 

prepared; 'it seems these National Anjomans-no longer 

acted separately but as one body and they were all 

opposed to the Shah. 'The Anjoman Azarbaijan was 

particularly active, and DoulatIbId'i gives an account 

of the defences being prepared by Moldied al-Saltaneh 

and Shojal Lashkar. 3 The Anjoman-e Asndf supplied 

food, and both Malek al-Motekallemin, and Seyyed Jam7al VElez 

were busy encouraging the people while military 

preparations were made. 

In the course of this crisis there was some 

attempt at reconciliation by the moderates, but, this 

came to nothing. ' They argued, for instance,, that the 

Shah was, according to the Constitutions irresponsible, 

and the Majles' should confront the Government and not 

the Monarch with what it wanted. 
4, But such argument 

. ......... 

One'of the Deputies,, Dr. Vallaildh Kh-dn, a, moderate,, 
explained that "what they mean is that they do not 
trust somepeople,, and perhaps what they want to say 
is that they are on the alert and that they will 
defend the Constitution if need be, and that, 450hey 
know what goes on. "' M. M. '16th Shavdl,, 1325. 

2. In Uabl al-Matin. it was advertised in No. 180, lst 
Zlqaldeh, Ulth December), that the Mojdhedin-e 
Okhoyvat of Anzali had petitioned the Majles for such 
a force to be set up, saying that they were ready to 
do military service. 

3. Y. DoulatUhiidj., ' op', cit. 2,, p. 168. 

4. A. M. 'No. '218,23rd Shav91 1325 (30th November 1907). 
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was not heeded; -the Tz? idIkhRh9n-believed the Shah was 

responsiblefor all the 'unrest and disturbances in the 

country, and the inactivity of the Government, ' 

Thus a confrontation was becoming inevitable. The 

Shah'seeided to be'determined to overawe'or even over- 

throw the Majles; the ýzUlkhdhKn and the Anjomans 

and their-press., on the other hand, seemed arrogant 

and made no attempt to placate him. 

On the, 9th ZIqaIdeh (15th December) N5qer al-Molk and 

the Ministers were called to the Palace and the Premier 

was put in chains. 'He was only saved by the intervention 

of the British Legation. At the same time, the Shah's 

retainers and mulateers, and a detachment of Cossacks 

gathered in the Meyddn-e TEpkhaneh menacing the Majles; 

in turn the Anjomans' armed members set up a defence in 

the Majles and the Sepahsil-lar-Mosque for a week. From 

all over Persia local Anjomans sent telegrams of support 

to Tehran, and from areas near Tehra n such as Shemiran, 

Shahriyar and Shah-'Abd, al-AIZ, 3: m he2p was sent., and 

sach a show of resistance was made that the Shah became 

afraid and relented. ' Nez5m al-Saltaneh was given charge 

of forming a Cabinet' on the 16th ZIqaIdeh (22nd Dec. ) 

and of negotiating peace with the Majles. 

The conditions insisted upon by the Majles were 

the exile of SaId al-Douleh, the punishment of the 

notorious people who had caused the disturbances of the 

previous week, the appointment of two hundred soldiers 

. 
1. E. C. 'Browne, The Persian Revolution pp. 162-3. 
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under the order of the Majles, and the placing of all 

military forces'underý the direction of the Ministry of 

War. 1 

Taqlzddeh madea moving speech on the day the 

Majles was reconvened after a week pointing out the 

advantages of united action. ' He said: 

"At this moment and on this night we 
are thankful that a curtain which went 
up last Sunday is now coming down. 
In fact'this-was a. very frightening 
historical act. We are very thankful 
to our dear and gallant countrymen. 
On the day when most of the Deputies 
were attending committee meetings and 
were not present here, the sound of 
shooting was suddenly heard, although 
there was no armed person here. As 
a result of these beastly acts, these 
doors were closed. Thank God that, 
in spite of this, the nation was ready 
to defend its rights in earnest, and 
did not allow these-rights which are 
God's gifts., to be undermined by such 
happenings. Now this act is past. 
The efforts that-the nation made 
showed to all the world that Persia is 
a civilized nation. We had forgotten 
one'of the prophet's teachings, that 
about collective strength. 'He said 
that 'the hand of God is with the crowd'. 
Thank God we saw that the unity of the 
nation caused a. stir throughout the 
world. 'Now I remind the nation that a 
year ago individuals had no such strength 
and power and were under the yoke of 
despotism. ' Now since they cooperate 
and unite they. have obtained their. 
rights; and we hope that this unity and 
solidarity will last till the day of 
the appearance of the last Emgm. " 2 

The Majles and the TzadlkhAhNn had been victorious 

in this important confrontation and the Majles's victory 

is obvious by the acceptance 'of the conditions; but still 

No., 18th Zi: qaldeh 1325, (24th December, 1907). 

2. Ibid. 
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the Shah's power was not nullified as some desired. 

Nezdm al-Saltaneh wa's overý eighty when he took 

office; he had been a government official since his 

youth. He had served as Vazir or Minister to Mohammad 

IA1-18 Shah'as Crown Prince in Azarbaijan and knew him 

closely. That he accepted office at this delicate stage 

probably means that he thought it still possible to 

save the situation,, or he might have been too devoted a 

servant to have refused. 'Before the accession of Mohammad 

'All Shah he had expected the Majles not to last long 

and he had worked for the return of Atdbak, probably 

hoping that AtýEbak,, as, a strong man., could take the 

situation in hand. 'Later, however, he is reputed to have 

told the Shah that the Majles was there to stay, and like 

a sword which had been drawn out it could not be put 

back into the scabbard. This change of mind was no doubt 

due to the strong place the Majles had won for itself. 

But Marlingý commenting on this Ministry, said that 

NezBm al-Saltaneh was not popular and was even distrusted, 

and that his Cabinet was disunited. This is probably 

because he retained Ksef al-Douleh as Minister of the 

Interior despite the great unpopularity of that Minister, 

which caused constant criticism by the Deputies until 

Asef resigned in Moharram 1326 (February 1908)-, ' Thereupon 

Nezdm al-Saltaneh took up the Ministry of the Interior, 

and ýanllal-Douleh became Minister of Finance, but Nezdm 

al-Saltaneh remained unpopular. ' 
0 

'Marling. to Grey,, May 21st 1908, No. 14 PO 416/35. This 
attitude is corroborated by the discussions of the Majles, as Taq-lzddeh and the Azddl-khdhdn particularly were very critical of him. 
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The main issue 'during this period was the punishment 

of those guilty of outrageous behaviour and murders in 

the MeydAn-e TUpkhRneh, and of the murder of FereydUn. 

a Zoroastrian constitutionalist by some of the Shah's 

supporters, two points which Taqlz&deh insisted upon 

again and again asthe Goverment remained inactive. 

The increasing lawlessness which had spread to most 

provinaes, and the Government's inertia was also another 

important issue,. which was raised in the Majles especially 

as it was suspected that it was purposely instigated to 
1 discredit the Majles. The Majles was also attackedý 

by its enemies, for instance Uaj' MilrzM EbrAhIm brought 

to the Deputies' notice that a certain MollA had even 

excommunicated the Deputies. 2 

More important was the event of the 25th Moharram 

(February 28th) when a bomb was thrown at the Shah's 

carriage. ' This ruined all chances of a settlement with 

the Shah. 3 The Deputies made appropriate speeches 

expressing their disapproval of such an act and asked 

the Government to find the culprits, but the search was 

half-hearted and the culprits were not found. ' To begin 

with, several persons were arrested by the police and, 

1. 'Taql: zldeh gave the Government one month to quieten 
the country or resign. R. M. No. 122 14th Rabl' al- 
ýanl 1326 (17th May 1908). 

2. Ibid. ' 

TaqTz7adeh wrote many years later that this act changed 
the Shah's attitude-to the Majles and he became suspicious 
of it.. This is a very mellowed comment by the much 
older TaqTzildeh. 'The Shah had been suspicious of the 
Majles from its inception. A1. 'Taq3: z. 9deh, "TNr1-kh-e AvAyel-( 

0 Enqelab-e MashratYyyat -e Iran, Maq 1Ht, 1, p. 282. 
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questioned wi: th'the'Anj*omans's representatives attending 

the trials, but as they we . re . not found to be guilty, they 

were set"'free. Then the Shah wrote to the Majles that 

if nothing was done to find the culprits strong action 

would be'taken by him. Several people were arrested 

by order of the Shah in RabT-al-Avval 1326 (April 1908) 

without a warrant signed by the Minister of Justice. 

This caused a great, uproar of protest by the Deputies, 

especially by Taqi"'zgdeh and the Anjomans,, and, was so, 

violent that it was promised at last that those who 

were responsible for these unlawful arrests, the Governor 

of Tehran and the Chief of Police', would be brought to- 

trial. ' 

Before the actual resignation of Neýdm al-SalVaneh, 

another distressing event took place which upset the 

situation further. 'Several Russian officers crossed 

over into Persia in search of a lost horse and killed 

a Persian peasant. ' In revenge the Persians killed - 
theýRussians. 'In retaliation a Russian force crossed 

over into Persia and burnt the village of Pilleh Savar 

killing several people, 'This caused a feeling of 

dej'ection and of impending danger, and it was expected 

that the Russians would use it as an excuse to overthrow 

the Majles. It was even suspected that this was a plan 

1. 'MostashEr al-Douleh wrote to gaqat al-EslRm in Tabriz 
that the Shah had threatehed personal action, but that' 
the President of. the Majles,. Eýteshgm al-Saltaneh had 
not given that text to the newspapers. M. Fatý!, 
Shahid-e Nlknam., p. 2'81. 
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to give Russia an opportunity to help the Shah overthrow 

the Majles. It is possible that the real reas. on for 

Neýlm al-Saltaneh's resignation was in fact a feeling 

that some'such plot was beginning to take shape., for 

despite the success of the Majles and the AzEd-ikhahan 

after the MeydAn-e'TUpkhAneh., the Shah's increasing fear 

and anger madelt obvious that some extreme action would 

be taken. ' Moreover., the situation within the Majles 

was beginning to deterioriate, and many expressed their 

hopelessness. 'In contrast, power and initiative shifted 

to the Anjomans. 

Whereas before all hopes were concentrated on the 

Majles, now its weakness and division became apparent. 

The Anjomans on the other hand, appeared to be the only 

force to stand against the Shah. Gradually they became much 

more aggressiveand took matters into their own hands 

more and more. For instance, they not only demonstrated 

and demanded the punishment of those guilty of the murders 

in the TUpkhdneh and of the murder of Fereydran, but 

their representatives impudently attended the trials of 

the above mentioned pe*ople'. 
1 According to DoulatabUdY, the 

_AnJoman-e 
BaradarAn-e D arvffzeh Qazvin, and Mozaffarl.,, 

ShAhAbId and MojZhedTn were all arming and training 

their members, and openly attacked the Shah. They had 

written to the Majles informing it that they had about 

kfabl a-l-Matin, No. 254 14th Safar 1326 (17th March 
1908). 
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2000 armed men ready. As we see,, power had dramatically 

shifted to th&'Anjomans. 'They were now so powerful 

that they arrogated to themselves certain duties which 
2. 

belonged to the Majles. They even voted for the 

retirement of E4teshSm al7SalVaneh. On the 25th ýafar 

(28th March 190, 'A), the Anjoman-e Bar. Ndardn-e Darvdzeh Doulat 

invited representatives from other Anjomans and. they all 

voted unanimously-for the resignation of the President. 3 

He had been using a peremptory. manner in the Majlles, was. 

being received in private audience by the Shah, and worst 

The Anjoman-e Mojahedin is rarely mentioned, but 
obviously there was such an Anjoman. Kasrav! says 
that these armed men were only training in Tabriz, 
but probably Doulatablid! is more accurate as-. he 
was actually in Tehran. ' A. 'Kasravr,, Marlkh-e. 
Mashrtlteh, p. 569. 

2. For instance, QavUm 
- 
al-Molk, the powerful local magnate 

of Fars, who had been exiled in Tehran and allowed to 
return to-Shiraz was killed in ýafar 1326. Thereupon 
two of the Ulama. in Shiraz who sympathized with the 
nationalists were killed in revenge. When news of 
this reached Tehran, the Anjomans once again collected 
in the Sepahsgldr; mosque and sent petitions to the 
Government and the Moitaheds-demanding that the six 
people implicated in these murders be sent to Tehran. 

3. ' 4Y., 'DoulatEb7adl, op. cit,, -2,, -p. 2l8. 'Maid al-Eslam 
Kermanli who thought that the failure of the Majles 
was partly due to the activity of the Anjomans 
explained that-a young man named MIrzd DNvUd had a 
personal quarrel with E4tesh3h and strong words 
were spoken. 'MIrz& DEVIO was a member of the 
Anjoman-e-BarAdar. ln-e DarvSzeh Qazvin and complained 
to his Anjoman which immediately took his side and 
began to. -attack Eýtesham;. the other Anjomans 
followed, and at last EhteshMn was forced to resign. 
Majd al-EslKm-. Kerm7arfl; o'p. cit., pp. 49-51. But 
the British representative explained that the 
unpopularity of Eýteshgh was due to the fact that 
he liked working. secret'ly and thus incurred the 
suspicion that he worked for the Shah. 
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of all had quarrelled with Seyyed'AbdallMh. Now at this 

juncture the Azdd-1khffhNn feared his influence with the 

Shah, and also his attempt to have his brother 'Ald' al- 

Douleh made Foreign Minister was deemed suspicious. 

Momtaz al-Douleh 
2 

was elected in his stead by the 

Majles. ' (Mokhber al-Molk, brother of ýanll al-Douleh 

refused the Presidehey). ' '1, *. ostash&r, al-Douleh. commented 

on the President when he wrote to Lqat al-Eslffm that 
4 "he is our own man". 3 In general the mood was pessimistic, 

EhteshAm and Seyyed 'Abdallah had had an old quarrel,, 
a; d now they quarrelled over the Supplementary Funda- 
mental laws; Eýtesh5h had even accused Seyyed 
'Abdall&h of taking bribes. The Majles discussions omit 
this embarrassing episode,, but the British Minister 
and also Doulatabild-I mention it. The latter author 
blames both Ehteshdm and the Seyyed for being both 
over-ambitiou; and wanting to control the Majles. 

2. *He came from an old merchant family of Tabriz, had 
worked in the Foreign Ministry, and in 1324 he trans- 
lated the judicial-laws of Ottoman Turkey. See M. 
B5md7ad, op. c'ito. - 1, p. 1: 40. 

3. N. Fatbl, Shahid-e N-ikrfam P-513. 

4. The condition and-the attitude of the Azarbaijan Deputies 
is well illustrated by a letter from Mostashar al-Douleh 
to ýaqat al-Esldm dated Moýarram 1326. 'He even guessed 
at some of. the actions the Shah'was about to take. He 
wrote: * 

"the situation on the border " the lack of power 
of the Ministers.., the enmity between the Deputies, the 
extremism of some, the lack of action of others, new 
plans for the destruction of the principle of consti- 
tutionalism or at. -least the destruction of parts of it, 
the lack of funds, the poverty of the Government, the 
lack of a system in all affairs, the lack of people, 
the lack of means, a Constitution existing on paper, 
despotism in the depth of the hearts, black days, all 
these have changed our hopes into despair, regret., 
weakness, poverty.. What should be done? " 
N. Fatý71, ibid., ' PP-274-280. 'The Azarbai-jdnis expected 
the worst, and were particularly afraid the Shah might 
seek Russian aid. The Shah's insincerity was also 
noticeable to. Marling who feared for his position. 
Marling to Greys Jan. 16th, 1908, No. 22, FO 416/35. 
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and conflict was building up again. ' The power of the 

Majles and., its confrontation with the Shah was at least 

legitimateand the criticism of the Shah was done very 

discreetly.. but the National Anjomans did not take 

precautions, nor did they maintain the customary respect 

to the Monarc h. It even. looked as if the Anjomans were 

destroying the power of the Majles and going too far with 

their unconstitutional behaviour. 

This behaviour of the Anjomans was resented by 

some Deputies and even some objections were made by the 

Xzffd! kh'9hMn. Ml7rzM Kqa Mojahed 1 
made a very significant 

speech criticizing the Anjomans in Safar. 1326. He 

said that matters discussed in the secret meetings of- 

the Anjomans were divulged outside, and it was not known 

whether the Deputies divulged them or the audiences. He 

suggested that the public should not be allowed to attend 

such secret meetings. ' Then he said that-the Anjomans 

were angry with him because he had expressed, his opinion 
2 

about their unconstitutional behaviour, but that he now 

wished'to define the limits of the Anjomans' and the Majles's 

powers. 'This Majles he added had been set up by God's will 

and the Anjomans existed in the light it difused. The 

Majles wa's like the sea and the Anjomans were like drops 

of water; they were necessary to each other and the 

Anjomans had to oversee the execution of the acts of the 

1. There were several Mlrzd Aqds in the Majles. In this instance 
it fspossible that he was M-irzd Tqd FarshforUsh., 
referred to as Farsh! in most writings. 

-M. M. '14th ýafar 1326. 
0 
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Majles.. but they had no right* to interfere in the 

relationship between the. -Depýuties' and the Ministers. 

The Anjomans had to realize the limits of their power. 

Uabl al-Matin went further, drawing attention to the 

role of the Anjomans; -it said the-Majles did not act 

until pres sure was put on it by the press and the 

Anjomans, and added that the Anjomans' duty was to 

watch and oversee theaction of the Ministers and to 

demand co-operation and action, and only to apply pressure 

if necessary 

The lack of co-operation by the Government and 

the movements of troops to Tehran when they were needed 

in the provinces seemed to justify the feeling that 

another confrontation with the Shah was inevitable. 

Taqizadeh drew attention to this movement of troops 

cautiously in the Majles, but his argument was not pursued. 

The Majles' knew itself to be powerless because the Shah 

controlled the troops. 

In the meantime.. ' in answer to the Shah's demand for 

thd'suppression of the Anjomans.. the Assembly asked 

for the'dismissal of six of the Shah's most notorious 
-2 

to 
courtiers /which he yielded with bad grace after much 

negotiatio . n. ' The next day,, the 4th Jaradd! al-Avval 1326 

1. . Ijabl al-Matin No. '254,14th ýafar 1325 (17th March 1908). 

2. 'Ndzem al-Esldra KermffnT was of the opinion that-this 
demand was first put forward by those who-wished to 
overthrow. the Majles in order to aggravate the relation- 
ship between the Shah and the Majles. 'Op. cit-., ' 2., 
P. 199. , 
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(june, '3rd 1908).. hetook refuge in the Bagh-e Shah., 

wher'ea fevý days later heappointed Moshir al-Saltaneh- 

as Prime Minister, afterý NezUm al-Saltaneh had resigned; 

It seemed that the, final catastrophe was near. 

At this time there'wereattempts by the, AzNd-lkhffhgn 

in the Majles to moderatetheir attitude and conciliate 

the'Shah., but the Anjomans remained aggressive. The 

question arises as to why they took such extremist 

attitudes* in comparison to the Tznd-IkhRh! In at this 

tim e. ' 'As already hinted.. they might have been infiltrated 

by certain elements who now wanted to bring about the final 

showdown, and some contemporary accounts corroborate 

this. On the other. hand, they might have been under 

the influence of irresponsible men who remained in 

the dark and whereas the Deputies had many more 

considerations in mind such as the British and Russian 

warnings against the deposition of the Shahs these 

men had no responsibility or might not even have 

understood the great peril they were facing. There 

were timid attempts made by the Deputies to placate 

the Shahq but they had no control over the Aniomans, 

and chaos was becoining widespread. Petitions were sent 

to the Shah-through the mediation of ? Azad al-Molk the 

venerable Qajar chief$ but to no avail. ' Instead 

three'of those who had accompanied 'Aýad al-Molk to 

an audience with the Shah were arrested and exiled on 

, the 5th Jamffdr al-Avval 1326 Oth June 1908). They 

were 'Alt'al-Doulehs Jall7al al-Douleh and Sardar MansUr. 

An attempt at reconciliation was also made by Moshir al- 

Douleh as Minister of Foreign Affairs, and by his brother 
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Moltamen al-Molk, Ministerý of Posts and Telegraphs, 

but nothing came of theseattempt s. In the meantime,, on. 

the 3rd Jamdd-i al-Avval, (June 2nd), the Russian 

Minister and the-British'Charge d'Affaires had warned 

Mosh'ir al-Douleh against attempts to depose the Shah. 

This message was conveyed to some of the Deputies 

including Taq! zAdeh and Mostash9r al-Doulehwho had duly 
I 

warned the Majles. 

The Shah'sent reassuring messages to the Majles., 

but also demanded the dispersal of the volunteer forces, 

the control of the press and the exile of the more 

extremist'leaders of the people, such as MYrza Jahanglir 

KhEn, Moýammad ReKi Mosavat, Seyyed Jamal al-D'in Valez 

Malek al Motekalled-In and BahRIal-Valezin, another of 

the'orators who had worked closely with the Anjomans. 

These people'offered to leave Tehran,, but the Deputies 

would not hear of it. 

During the last days of the Majles there was not only 

a division of attitude between the more extremist elements 

who no longer knewý. what to do, but a general demoralization 

had set in, while the Shah's boldness increased. No one 

trusted anyone and everyone suspected everyone else. On 

Jamddl al-Avval 18th (17th June) the Anjomans and people 

were . ready for a fight and had gathered in the Sepahsildr 

Mosque, but on the other hand some of the Deputies 

including Taql'zZdeh, Seyyed Mo4ammad TabUýablill and 

Malek al-Motekalerrrin deemed a fight to be out of the 

p. 12 . 5. ' tAf. 'Browne, 
The-Tersian Revolution,, -p. 201. ' 
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question. 'Theýf considered that the nationalists did not 

have 'sufficient strength and tried to disperse them 

because *of the Russian and British warning which was not 

generally kn6wri. 

Last minute actions were taken to control the 

situation,, but they were 'disjointed and unco-ordinated. 

For instance,, a Commission of Defence was organized as well 

as a Commission of Redonciliation and plans were made to 

organize a mixed Commission with the Ministers to discuss 

a settlement. *All this time the Shah continued to send 

reassuring messages. 'When his forces attacked the 

Majles on the 24th Jamad! al-Avval (23rd June), no defence 

was put up to save the Majles. 'The popular leaders were 

either caught and brought in chains to Bagh-e Shah where 

many we . re put to dedth, or they went into hiding, some 

taking refuge'in foreign embassies. 

The course of the last days of the Majles, the fate 
of the-Revolution 

of many of the leadersi/and the reasons for their failure 

have been described often and need not be repeated here. 

Moreover, the Majles discussions do not give a clear 

and significant picture of the negotiations which were 

taking place elsewhere. ' On the whole, opinions have varied 

about the'causes of the 'failure of the Majles. Some 

writers have been of the opinion that it was the un- 

compromising attitude of the extremists which drove the 

Shah to despair and culminated in the destruction of the 

Majless others have thought that, on the contrary, it 

was the compromising and mild attitude of the Deputies 

Y. Doulatabddl: 'p It 
.. 0-c, 
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whichwas the 'cause . of the 'weakness of the Majles. 

The judgement on this question depends on the 

writerýsl personal political point of view. It seems, 

however, that there could have been ho compromise. 

Mohammad IA13: Shah was set on overthrowing the Majles 

before h6 ever became King, and was encouraged by the 

Russians. 'The Majles.. too.. was divided as we have 

seen in its opinion about him, and the 'Azddl-khAhan seemed 

bent on deposing him. ' Of course had there been co- 

operation and a united front the Majles would have been 

much stronger and it could not have been defeated so 

easily. But the fact that it was divided as we have seen 

gave the opportunity to its enemies to play on these 

divisionse Moreover$ those who had the tools and the 

power did not wish or were not ready to sacrifice themselves 

or their positions; those who were ready to sacrifice 

did not have the experience or power to do so. Nor did 

a single strong ideology or party appear to unite those 

who wished for reform and those who wanted a revolution. 

In all these events the Anjomans which backed the 

Azdd!: kh`dhnn-and from whom much could have been expected 

only exacerbated the situation, and brought the final 

catastrophd nearer. The lessons of the First Majles 

were learnt, and when the Second Majles was convened there 

emerged two political parties instead of the loose groupings 

in the First Majles, and no Anjomans which had caused so 

much chaos and undisciplined action. 'Buts on the other 

hand, when there . was a need for outside support there was 

no means of stirring the masses. 
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PART 2 

SECOND MAJLES 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Formation of the Political Parties 
,I 

The Second Majles, came into-being, 
-as a result 

of fighting and resistance to the Shah and, much was 

expected from it, but because of certain elements which- 

either existed from the past or had recently come about 

it met a fate little, better than the, first. 

A Russian author says that the,, Persian Revo- 

lution was a failure because the old feudal and religious 

elements won what they. had set outto win. The Revo- 

lution did not displace them, it only weakened the Shah. 

The feudal class now camouflaged itself with Constitution- 

alism, and the bourgeois class did not gain power. 
1 

This Marxist interpretation of the Persian Revolution is 

notlfar from the truth. 

Doulatgb57d! also deplores the fact that the Second 

Majles differed in its essence from the First and was 

represented by the Alyan and Ashr5f or their nominees... 

This was made possible by the two degree election imposed 

by the second electoral laws which eliminated the YeDresen- 

tative of the Kasabeh, and Tojjar. The other factor which, 

1. Pavlovitch, Tria, Iranski, EnqelAb-e MashrBtlyyat-e 
Iran. RishehhR-ye Ejtemgll Eqte*ddi-ye an. Trans. 

-Fuffsydr (Tehran n. ci. ), p- 139. 
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according to this author, ensured a conservative, type of 

Majles was the insistence of Naýer al-Molk-the Regent that 

the deputies should organize two political parties, He 

was certain, says Doulatabadi, that the moderates were, in 

the majority and that they would back Sepahdar. Thus by 

backing the moderates he encouraged the newcomers to join 

their ranks even if they had very little merit. People. 

who never hoped to be included in a national government 

were now admitted to the government circles to the disad- 

vantage of the real , 'kz5dIkhahRn. The Second Majles showed 

the react. ionaries the way to enter the political arena. ' 

The class which managed to consolidate its power 

was the richer AlyRn and AshrUf class. They no longer 

opposed the Constitution but worked with the Majles, and 

grew to dominate it. Those amongst them who had wished 

for limited monarchy and reform were well enough satisfied 

and now became much more powerful with the eclipse of the 

Shah. The Tojjdr, who had helped the course of the 

Revolution stood aloof. 
2 Generally they do no, t seem to 

1. Y. DoulatlibAd-1, op. cit., 3, pp. 151-152. 

2. This class had often been called the bourgeois class 
but, as has already been pointed out, the European 
classification does not hold for Persia, and the Western 
capitalist class has often wrongly been equated with 
the. Tojilir ormerchant class. These two classes are 
not'the same. The Western bourgeois class was a 
capitalist industrial class. In Persia the Tojjlir 
made their capital in foreign trade; it was not an 
entrepreneurial industrial class, and their interests 
did not necessarily coincide. Russian authors have 
equated these classes and have seen the Persian Revo- 
lution as a bourgeois capitalist revolution. 
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have aimed at political power or to-have tried to parti- 

cipate in- the administration. They were now eclipsed 

after their initial period of importance. ' They had 

neither such a social standing as to obtain administrative 

or ministerial posts, nor did they have the real-economic 

power or-interests to enter politics. , Iran"-e Nou, the 

official organ of the Democrats even wrote that after the 

time of the Revolution the-Persian bourgeois capitalist 

class hardly existed as a class and did not understand its 

role. 
2 

l. -One interesting episode in connection with the merchants 
is worth mentioning. In Jamddi al-Avval 1329,8th flay 
191-1 , the government was encountering difficulties with 
Shuster, it called a conference with the big merchants 
who included AnCin al-larb, JJdj Molin and H5j Mobammad 
Taq! BonakdUr to obtain their backing. Iran-e Nou 
objected to this act which it called uncol5st'itutional. 
On another occasion the same paper published an article 
by a PR-berehneh, barefoot, accusing the new Anjoman 
of A*ndf set Up-with the government's backing, because 
it iv--astrying to interfere in government affairs. 
Obviously theDemocrats feared the influence of the big 
Toiilir with. the Asnaf.. Iran-e Nou -No. 39,9th Jam5di' 
al-AWal 1329, M May 1911, and No. ' 79, lst Rajab 
28th June. 

2. The election of the five-Ulama Deputies was to be carried 
out from amongst twenty names suggested by Najaf. This 
election was delayed until after the murder of Seyyed 
'Abdallah. Then with great difficulties because first 
of'all the rules of the election were vague, and because 
of the death of Seyyed 'Abdallah, the list was reduced 
to nineteen, they proceeded to the elections. It is 
interesting to speculate whether there was any connection 
between this murder and the election of the five Ulama. 
On the face of it there is not because the controversy 
over the election had not yet arisen, and besides most 
of the difficulties encountered were due to technical 
questions whether they should be elected by lots or by 
votes. 
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The Ulama were in a different position. There 

were a large number of'Molamam deDuties in the Second Majles 

in both parties. The five Ulama with the power of veto 

did not play an important part and the power of -veto was 

not actually exercised. Seyved Mohammad Tablitablill was 

sick and did not attend the Majles, Seyyed 'Abdallih Behbah5n1 

was murdered in an event which will be described later. 

Thus these two important figures of the First Majles dis- 

appeared. In general, the important Ulama in Najaf still 

played a very significant part supporting-the Majles, 

but in general the Ulama's role and their influence had 

come to an end., - 

' The point of issue at this juncture was between 

the old group of ýzRdlkhRh5n who-became known as the 

Democrats (but were also called Enqelably5n or revo- 

lutiQnaries), who stood for a strong national Policy and 

upheld the power of'the ? Iajles and the moderate or 

EjtemHIIy5n EltedHllylin party. These wanted a weaker 

Majles' ' the setting, up, of the Senate as before, and a 

policy of general compromise. There were other issues 

besides this original and basic controversy such as-the 

question of foreign relationships, internal social and 

economic reform and the relationship between the Majles 

and the Cabinet. ' Then however social or economic reform 

1. Already in the first part of this work we have drawn 
attention to the inherent inconsistency of the consti- 
tutional laws. The Constitutionalists deliberately 
omitted any control the Executive could exercise over the 
Majles, and now this weakness became a point of contro- 
versy and on several occasions the Government tried to 
overcome this by asking for extraordinary powers. 
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were not the basic issues but more of an. ideal. The main 

issue centred around the insolvency of Persia's finances 

and her lack of internal security, both of which were 

connected with her foreign policy. Above all, in this 

period the implications of the 1907 Convention became 

apparent and much of the events centred round it. 

The divergence of opinion and division on ideo- 

logy and methods which appeared in the First Majles and 

which cut across the class or Tabaqat as we'have'seen, 

persisted and became much more fixed and overt in the 

Second Majles. 

As a result of this there now'appeared for the 

first time several groupings-in the Majles which may be 

called political parties, and these gave the whole poli- 

tical process a different-characteristic. - Moreover., 

some new elements, came to the fore in the entangledPersian 

political scene. The same slogans, of nationalism and 

reform were used for different policies; each side accused 

the other, of selling the country to the foreigner and'of 

beingifalse. Hopelessness and bitterness increased with 

insecurity caused by tribal and local feuds which were in 

turn worsened by foreign occupation and the lack of real 

freedom. - 
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CHAPTER 1 

ESTEBDAD-E ýAGHIRI 

23rd Jamadi al-gdni 1326 to 27th Jdmddl al-ý5hll 1327 

23rd July 1908 to 15th July 1909 

After the bombardment of the ?, Iajles, the Shah 

reigned supreme. Many of the nationalist leaders and 

deputies were caught and put to death or took refuge, in 

one of the foreign embassies or went into hiding or even 

fled the country. MIrzI Jahdng'lr Kh5n and Malek al- 

Motekallemin were put to death, Seyyed JamRl was killed 

near Hamadan. Taqlzddeh, Moliied al-Salýaneh, Dehkhoda 

and about thirty or forty others took refuge in the 

British Legation, MomtSz al-Douleh and Uaklm al Molk hid 

in the French embassy. Mostashir al-Douleh and Yaty5 M"Irzi 

were kept in-chains in. Bdgh-e Shah for a long time, whilst 

Mosivdt fled the city and wandered as a fugitive-before 

going to Tabriz. Seyyed 'Abdallih BehbahUn! and Seyyed 

Mo4ammad Tablitablill were arrested and later exiled. 

Some made their peace with the Shah gradually as most of the 

TojjR , and Ulama; such as Emam Jomleh Kholl 2 
and 

some were saved by the intercession of their friends, such 

1. The lesser dictatorship. 

2. See for instance Ndýem al-Eslam Kerman!, op. cit. , 2, 
p. 166. 
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as for instance M-irz& Soleyman-. Khan who was saved by 

mo s touf-l-al-Mamli 1 ek 
1 

and Ng; em al-Esldm himself who was 

saved by Ne; gm al-Saltaneh. Thus the Shah eliminated 

all opposition in the capital, but several centres of 

resistance to the Shah sprung up inside and outside 

Persia. These movements are important because they 

display the divergence of opinion inherent in the whole 

revolutionary movement in Persia. The emigres were no 

more united than the deputies had previously been when 

actively engaged in politics. 

After the bombardment of the Majles many 

nationalists fled to London, Paris, the Caucasus and 

Turkey where they began to organize and work for the 

return of the Constitution. Taqlzddeh, Moldied al-Saltaneh, 

MIrzA Moýammad §ddeq TabaýabAll, Moýammad'All Tarblyat, 

Uoseyn Aqd Parviz and MIrzd AqA Farsh! gathered in London. 2 

There, with the help of Professor E. G. Browne and 

several British M. P. s who were sympathetic to the cause 

of the Persian Constitution, they organized the Persia 

Society and lectured and wrote articles to win support 

for their cause. 

1. Ibid., p. 151. 

2. Taq'lzideh had taken refuge in the British Legation on 
the day of the bombardment of the Majles with several 
other Nationalists. They all left under a safe con- 
duct from the Shah. Some of these refugees were 
Dehkhodd, Seyyed Uasan K-ashan'l, the editor of Ijabl al- 
Matlný and Khalkhdll. Taqlzadeh was invited-by E. G. 
Browne ZO London. 
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Mollied al-Saltaneh and Taqlzgdeh together pub- 

lished a Manifesto in defence of the Persian Majles empha- 

sizing its prog-ressive character, the economic steps it 

had taken to effect reform and the tolerance it had shown 

towards the minorities. They added that-the Majles had 

been overthrown by foreign interference and had Dut up no 

fight because the Russians had threatened to use force if 

the Shah was overcome. They emphasized that they were 

reformists and not revolutionaries, and that the political 

Anjomans were by no means revolutionary as was being said 

in the West. They ended by stating that Mohammad 'Ali 

Shah would never voluntarily consent to convene another 

assembly, especially if he obtained a loan. They begged 

the British Government not to interfere and not to lend 

any money so the Persian Government could win their liberty 

and with foreign experts and instructors modernize her 

administration. 
1 

Later Molaied al-Saltaneh 
2 

proceeded to Paris, 

1. Manifesto of the Persian Nationalists in London, 
published in The Times dated October. Cuttings from 
The Times Intelligenci Department, Feb. 1908 to 
Sept. 1911, pp. 80-81. 

2-. In -the Second Majles, Moldled al-Saltaneh and Dehkhodii 
Joined the Eltedal! ýQn party, contraiy to expectation. 
Itis not clear whether this separation was based on 
personal or ideological motives. In a private inter- 
view his son U. Pirnlya, asserted that this was due to 
the fact that Waied al-Saltaneh was devoted to SardAr 
Aslad and supported the Bakhilydris. Dehkhodd too 
joined the Eltedallygn but he took little interest in 
the Second Railes and was often absent. There is a 
very interesting letter by Dehkhod7i appara: ntely written 
after the defeat of Mohammad IA141 Shah in 1327, when 
the new elections were4being prepared. It is from 

/Continued over 
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but we do not know why. It*is possible that there was 

at this time some divergence of opinion with Taqlzadeh. 

In Paris he joined the circle of other emigres such as 

E4tesham al-ýDouleh, Sardlir Aslad.. ''Dablir al-Molk, Moltamed 

Khaqan and Dehkhodi,. 'According to one writer this was a 

more moderate group. -Its-members desired the-reintro- 

duction of the Constitution-,,. qnd were not set on deposing 

the Shah, whereas the more extremist group wanted to-, 

remove him. These men had much at stake'by way of their 

privileges and positions and'-were therefore cautious, 'Of 

course. 
1 Dehkhoda is an exception here. ' Moldied al-'- 

Saltaneh generously put up the sum for the publication of 

the newspaper ýItr-e Esrdfil in Switzerland and for the 
4 

Footno-te 2 continued from previous page. 

Turkey and is addressed to ýanllal-Douleh. Dehkhodd 
expresses a deep feeling of depression and pessimism, 
and complains about the behaviour of the emigres in 
Europe which he says was embarrassing. Then he paints 
a very dark picture, -saying 

he believed Persia had 
been granted a very short respite before it was taken 
over by the*big powers. The only solution he saw was 
to elect people who were educated, despite the fact 
that there was a dearth of such notables, especially 
those educated in Europe. Another reason for the 
problems of the past, he thought, was the fact that the 
tribes had not been given the right to be represented 
in the First Majles to elect their representatives which 
made them ill-disposed towards the Majles. He ends 
his letter by suggesting the names of several people in 
Turkey who werehighly educated and worthy of being 
elected. E. SafW-1, ed., "Yek Ndmeh az DehkhodR", 
Anjoman-e TdrIkh (Tehran 1357), pp. 24-32. 

l. 'A. H. Navlillo Doulathd-ye Iran az Aghaz-e Mashrtitlyya 
td'UltlmRt5m (Tehra 2535), p. IZ1. 
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subsistence of some of the other poorer emigres. 
' 

Moldied al-Saltaneh and Dehkhoda managed with 

great difficulty to publish three issues of 5fir-e Esr6fIl 

in Switzerland and when their money ran out they left for 

Turkey where a large number of Persians had taken refuge. 
2 

In Turkey the Persian refugees had organized 

the Anjoman-e Sal5dat in Consýantinople which kept in 

touch with the Anjoman of Tabriz, the Najaf Ulama, and 

the refugees in Paris and London. DoulatRbad! says most 

of its members were AzarbaIjEn'Is. He probably means by 

this that they were more extremist than the others. They 

had the support of the, Young Turks and the party of Union 

and Progress. Doulat3bddl who had been very close to 

the ý, zadikhah5n, as related, was amongst the refugees in 

Constantinople and recounts the efforts of the Anioman-e 

SaIddat and of a more secret committee he organized to 

coordinate the effects of the refugees there. 3 These 

1. He was of the opinion that they had to support the poor, 
and those who had no hope of ministerial posts, "the 
others will never join our policyllphe wrole and "will 
never work sincerely". 

In another letter he showed interest in the fate 
of his late colleagues of the Komlteh-ýe Enqel5b, 
namely Mosavdt, Seyyed 'Abd al-Ra4im Khalkh5ll and AqR 
Seyyed Jalll Ardabill. Ibid. v p. 123 and 125. 

2. For more details see E. G. Browne, The Persian Revolution, 
Chapters. 8 and 9, and also by the same author , BrieT 
Narrative of Recent Evens in Persia, dated JanuaTy-1909, passim 

3. Y. Doulatdbadl, op. cit., 3, p. 74. 
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efforts had little real effect, however, other than 

encouragement and moral support. The Teal fight was- 

centred in-Persia, and the only other important centre" 

outside Persia was the Caucasus which sent-real helD to- 

thelMojahedin. 

As soon as the news of the bombardment of the 

Majles reached Tabriz, fighting broke out between the 
1 

Mojahedin and Royalists whoýwere reinforced by Raýlm KhRn 

and his son. The MojAhed1n fought well and held parts of 

the city. The Shah, despairing of an early victory, des- 

patched 'Ayn, al-Douleh and later Mo4ammadiVall Khiin Naýr 

al-Saltaneh, known as Sepahddr, to invest Tabrizi Sepahdar, 

however, soon quarrelled and left. The Mojihedin had 

the support of the Ulama of Najaf and-the help of two popu- 

lar leaders, Sattar and Baqer Khlný In addition, signifi- 

cant help came from the- Caucasus in the. shape of men and 

arms. So Tabriz began a long resistance. 

When 'Ayn al-Douleh arrived outside the city, 

9aqat al-Esl3m tried to negotiate with him 
2 

although the 

l. 'This term became, a common name for-the nationalists 
fighting for the Constitution. All special connec- 
tion with the Ejtemally5n 'A now seems to 

- 
disappear 

in the common f-igFt- for the jution of the Consti- 
tution, however the Eýtemallylin 'Am-lyun were active 
behind the scene, sending help, and keeping up their 
connections and organization. HeydarKhan and Ras5lzRdeh 
for instance worked to this end. 

2. For more details see N. Fatbl, S ahId-e Nikn7am, p. 381; 
also AmIrkheyzi Qlydm-e Azarbalianva ga-ttairchan (Tehran 
1356) passim; Kasravi, TdrIkh-e MashrUtehj passim. 
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more extremist Anjoman of Tabriz which was organizing 

the fighting was opposed to any compromise. The terms 

of ihe, MojRhe'dlnls conditions were the reinstitution of 

the Majles which Mobammad 'Al'! Shah was not ready to grant 

so no result ensued from ýaqat al-EslAm's mediation. 

Indeed all negotiations were very sensitive as any com- 

promise of the, Mojahedin's position could be held to be 

anti-national and a betrayal, nor was the Shah yet ready 

for a settlement. Gradually Tabriz faced starvation 

and the threat of Russian occupation. 

All through the months of fighting, the Anjoman 

of Tabriz acted like a Majles, publishing its own news- 

paper Anjoman, dealing with matters of concern to the pro- 
"k 

vincial centres, and organizing the fighting, which made 

Tabriz the centre of resistance. Many refugees arrived 

in Tabriz at this time and joined in the fight. Heydar 

Khan arrived, so did MosdvAt who having fled Tehran reached 

Tabriz where he began to publish the MosavAt-l 'Another 

newspaper, Ndleh-ye Mellat, was also published by MIrz! L ýqa, 

in support of the Revolution. 

Taqlzlideh also came from London sent by ýRdeq 

Ra4lmof one of the members of the Baku Committee of the 
2 Ejtemal lyiln 'AmlyQn. He was-accompanied by Mohammad'All 

1. For details see 5adr-e Hdshemit Tgrlkh-e JarRyed va 
Majelllit-e Iran (Esfahan,, 1332), 5, p. 254. 

2. It must be pointed out that 5Adeq Rah-imof is possibly' 
$'adeq TRhbRz already referred to in connection with the 
aeath of Atabdk, and as working closely with UeydarKhdn. 
See page 268; also 1j. Jav9d1, ed., Niimehhlill az 
Tabriz (Tehran, 1351), p. 20. 
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Tarblyat. Taqlzadeh's relationship with some of the 

MojRhedIn, was poor especially, 
'with 

Sattdr and Bliqer KhAn, 

whose followers often seem to have acted somewhat arbit- 

rarily. One eye witness and. a close friend of Sattdr 

Khan, AmIrkheyzi, mentions. this very discretely for it 

still remains a-delicate national question to this day. 

He mentions that, for instance in Zlhajeh 1326, the Mojahedin 

were made to swear and sign a book not to take-advantage 

of their position. 
2 Some of this existing tension might 

have been due to the MOjahed-in's misdeeds but there must 
have been a more fundamental reason underlying the-existing 

tension. On *one side were the more extremist, depending on 

the large number of, Caucasians who had arrived to help 

the Persian Revolution. On the other side were the more 

moderates represented by Sattdr Kh9n, and Baqer KhAn. 

The tension might have also been caused by a struggle 

for ascendancy between, the, various factions and by per- 

sonal rivalry. This split was to become an imnortant 

. 
issue later. 

Mention has been made of the Caucasian help sent 

to Azarbaijan and we have already ientioned the connection 

of the Ejtemallyýin 'AmIyEn with the Russian Social Democrats, 

I 

A. Kasrav! is prejudiced against Taqlzgdeh and states 
that this antipathy between Sattar Khjn and Baqer Khdn 
on the one hand and Taqlzadeh on the other was the 
latter's fault. TArIkh-e MashrBteh, p. 808. 

2. E. Amirkheyzi, op. cit., p. 594. 
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ever since the beginning of the Persian Revolution. Now 

this connection became much more important as considerable 

help was sent clandestinely to Persia. 

The correspondent of, The Times who followed the 

fighting in Tabriz' and Rasht made many observations about 

the Caucasians who fought amidst the Persian Nationalists, 

but their connection with the-Russian Social Democrats 

seems to have escap 
,, ed him for he insinuates that maybe the 

Bdh'Rll-s were helping the Nationalists. He also mentions 

that the Nationalists*had little control over these men 

who were demanding money from the rich and who were prof es- 
2' 

sional revolutionaries. They came by boat, were provided 

with proper papers and were armed. He thought that they 

would have to be disposed of before good government was 

possible. The British Consul too reported the arrival of 

the Caucasiansand Barclay, the British Minister, concluded 
,3 that these Caucasians were a menace to Russia. 

Lenin paid special attention to the Persian 

Revolution. 4 He sent Vlas Mazedadze 'Trial who fought and 

l. -Barclay states that he did not believe the rumours of 
Germans and Turks aiding the, nationalists in Tabriz but 

that there were numbers of Caucasian revolutionaries 
continuing to arrive. It seemed, he wrote, that it 
was beyond the power of the authorities of the Caucasus 
to prevent their crossing the frontier. Barclay to 
Grey, Dec. lst 1908, No. 408, F. O. 416/38. On December 
3rd he said that the Russian Government was very anxious 
that these people should aim aý something beyond the 
Constitution that would be ultimately damaging to 
Russian interests. 

2. The Times, 18th March and 21st April, 1909. 

3. Barclay to Grey, March Sth 1909, No. 274, FO 416/39. 

4. It is possible that he might have met some of the emigres 
in Switzerland in 1908 namely MolAied al-Saltaneh and 
Dehkhodg.. J. Haupt, M. Reberioux, op. cit., Op. 64. 
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was wounded in Tabriz. In August 1908 he referredýto the 

Persian Revolution in a pamphlet in, which he discusses 

such risings, and their eventual implications. He'espe- 

cially pointed to, the'role of the Russian Government acting 

as international executioners in helping to suppress it. 

But he argued that the resistance of Tabriz showed that a 

revolutionary movement couldýstand up against reaction and 

W111.4'. Each counter-reactionary movement and each struggle 

of the proletariat was a step towards the common end, 

and that the. proletariat-could only-free itself by esca- 
2 lating such movements. 

"V As the sigge-of Tabriz was dragging without'any 

success to either side the Russians took. the, pretext of a 

threat to-the lives of foreigners to state-they would 

open the road, to bring in food to'the city. In Rabl'al- 

Avval. April,, 'therefore, gaqat al-Eslam and two others . 

were-chosen by the Anjoman of Tabriz to Droceed to Basminch 

the headquarters of 'Ayn al-Douleh to negotiate peace.. o; ice 

again in order to avert foreign interference. The Shah, 

however, refused to renew the Constitution which was the 

1. Tria gave a series of lectures in Europe, describing the 
condition of Persia in May 1910 in Paris,. Zurich and 
Baku. Iran-e Nou, No. 228,4th JamAd! al-Sdn! 1328, 
12th June. 1910. - 

He also with Pavlovitch and Iranski wrote a book 
especially giving details of the help the Russian 
socialists sent to Persia. Op. cit., passim. 

2. Lenin, "Explosive Material in World Politics", Collected Works 
15t pp. 182-190. 
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sine qua non of Peace and deadlock was reached. Then 

on the eve of the Russian entry Taqlz5deh, on behalf of 

the Anjomantelegraphed a nonconditional surrender to 

the Shah, but it was too-late, the, -answer of the Shah 

accepting the surrender of the nationalists did not reach 

'Ayn al-Douleh in time and the Russian forces entered 

Tabriz on the 8th Rabl' al-ýanl 1327, (24th April 1909). 

I At ihe-same time as Tabriz was the centre of 

resistance, so was another-area in Northern Persia long 

known for its advanced views and the courage of its 

people. Rasht had been in-upheaval-during the First Majles 

and it became a place of resistance to-the Shah during 

theýEstebdad-e ýaghlr. The Governor, was killed and the 

city was taken overýby-the Moj5hedIn 4 
who set up the Kot-iteh- 

yeý-Sattdr and organized the march to Tehran with Sepahd5r 

at-their head. Some of the leaders of the Gilan uprising 

1. The Times, l8th March and 21st April 1909.1 

2. gaqat el-Esldm expressed his suspicions that this had 
been a plot to occupy Azarbaijan. E. Saf511, Asnad-e' 
Slydsl, p. 424.6 

3. Barclay to Grey, March 5th 1909, No. 274, FO 416/39. 

4. Two accounts of 'the Gilan rising areby E. Fakhr5l r, Gilan 
dar Jonbesh-e Mashrfitlyyat (Tehran 1353)_passim; 

1A. U. Navdll, 'Tnq-e-l-A: 5-e Gilan Chehgfineh Agh? iz Shod", 
YZIdegiir, 4th year, No. 3,1326-1947. 
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were Molez al-solýan and his brothers Karim Khan, and 'Amid 

al-SoltNn, and Hoseyn KhAn Kasm&'!. ' Another of the leaders 
00 

was 'All Mobammad Tarblyat 2 
an Azarbli1jin! and brother of 

Mohammad 'All who-was with Taqlz5deh in London and then, 

came to Tabriz. , There were Caucasians and other Russian 

fighters in Gilan as well. We know that Heydar Khan visited 

Rasht, and organized much of, the resistance Another of 

the leaders of the Revolutionaries, and one who -was to gain 

quite an-influence on the later events was an Armenian 

Dashn9k, Yephrem. The Wishni-Irs. 1purpose was to aid the- 

Persian Revolutionaries with the purpose of aiding the 

course of Revolution anywhere in the Middle East and 

the Balkans; so, the Armenians in Azarbaijan and Gilan 

joined in the fight against the Royalists. Yephrem was 

the leader of the Armenians in Rasht, a member of the Com- 

mittee of Satt5r and one of the leaders of the forces which 

took Tehran. 

1. 'Ali Moýammad Tarblyat was the brother of Moýammad 'All 
who founded the famous Tarblyat Library and worked 
closely with Taqlzddeh. 'All Mobammad was later 
killed in retaliation for the murder of Seyyed 'Abdallah. 
He was well-known for his daring and courage and had 
been the leader of the Mojilhedln in Gilan and an organiser 
of the Committee of Sattar. 

2. For a short account of his life see"Sharý-e Hal-e MarbQm-e 
MIrzd Voseyn Khfin Kasm5II: 'Y! degAr, 4th year, No. 4,1326- 
1947. 

3. The Dashn9ksfithjXiim was a federation of Armenian Socialists 
and Nationalists and had branches in Turkey, Persia and 
Russia. They had decided to back all progressive parties 
in this part of the world with the aim of achieving inde- 
pendence for Armenia. See A. PAdm9gr! yIIn, _TarIkh-e SIyAsI va EjtemdII-ye Aramaneh, Trans. G. A7qAsI (T-ehran 
1352); also G. UrApetlyAn (and others), Uamaseh-ye 
Yephrem (Tehran, 1354), pp. 29-40. 
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As mentioned the Mojahedin of Gilan invited 

Mohammad Val! KIran Sepahdgr to lead the revolutionary 

force to Tehran, 'despite his past reactionary attitude 

and his known connection with Russia. 1 The change of heart 

on Sepahdar's part is not unusual in the politicians of 

this time and he was said to hate Mohammad 'AlT Shah, but 

the fact that the Moj&hedIn chose him to lead them though 

he was a mere figurehead according to most accounts, is 

surprising. They might have been afraid to leave him 

behind, and Barclay reported that he seemed to be entirely 

in the hands of the four hundred Caucasians who were with 

him. 

Why Sepahd5r was used by the M6jghedTn is not 

obvious. He might have been the choice of the moderates 

who were afraid of the ascendency of the more extremist of 

the revolutionaries, he might on the other hand have been 

acting on the promptings of the Russians, or he might have 

1. SepahdFr was the largest landowner in Persia whose 
estates were in Northern Persia. Spring Rice had 
reported earlier that he had handed over considerable 
property to the Russian Bank d'Escompte as security for 
a loan. This property commanded th; -Shortest road 
from the Caspian to the Capital. The First Majles had 
demanded his recall as Governor of Gilan because of 
complaints about him. Spring Rice to Grey, July 13th 
1907, No. 146, FO 416/33. 

2. Barclay to Grey, May 20th 1909, No. 106, FO 416/40. 
Also see Memorandum by George Churchill, August 21,1909, 
No. 116 (Enclosure in No. 672) FO 416/41. 
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been af ter personal gains and he had approached them. " it 

must be noted that all'the time, the troops with Sepahdgr 

were approaching Tehran he was negotiating with the Shah, and 

it is more interesting to remember that Taqlza eh and the 

Anjoman'of Tabriz asked SeDahdHr not to take Tehran. 2, 

Esfahan was another centre of resistance to the 

Shah. ' As soon-as the'bombardment of the Majles became 

known secret societies were set up and it was-decided to 

seek BakhtTygrT aid. 
3 . -. One of'the chief instigators 

of this plan was HRjI Aqd NOrallilh, -brother of the influen- 

tial Mojtahed of Esfahan, XqB Najaf!. Sardir Aslad, the 

Chief of the Bakhtlygr-i tribe, visited, Esfahan incognito 

from Europe and plans-were made in secret for an uprising. 

Veydar KhNn too visited Esfahan and was in touch with the 

Secret Committeesthere. ' 

1. Sepahddr obtained a prestigious position and became 
very powerful, but he was never a true believer in 
Constitutionalism and did much to harm it. It has - 
been said that he had received 60,000 tomans from the 

-Shah to proceed to Tabriz but this money was never 
accounted for as SepahdNr left Tabriz and went to 
Gilan. 'There he set himself up as a Constitutionalist 

-whilst his son Amir Aslad remained a reactionary. 

_Father 
and son no doubt deliberately sat in different 

camps so as to be able to save the family property. 

2. A. Khallatbarl, ed., IIY! idd5shth5-ye Mohammad Vall Kh1in 
Khallatbarl Sepahsillar", KhStergt-e Vaýrd, No. 35,36, 
37 (Tehran 1353). passim. ' 

3. N. Dineshvar-e 'Alavi, Tirikh-e Mashr5jeh- 
Jonbesh-e Valan Parastfn-e Esfahan va Bakh 
(Tehran, 1325) 2 p. 24. 

t 
Iran va 
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I -After much planning and settlement of family 

quarrels the Bakhtl7yNrli force'under ýamý! Im al-Saltaneh, 
l 

000 
a brother of Sard9r Asladmarched, to'Esfahan and took the 

city. Then under Sard5r Aslad, ', who'joined them once 

again, -, the forces began to march to Tehran in Rabl' al- 
Avval 1327 (May 1909). 

Historians like Malekzgdeh and DoulatAb5dI have 

given lengthy explanations of-why SardFr Aslad took the 

field against Moýammad 'Al'! Shah. 2 He is said to have 

been a patriot who-believed in-freedom and democracy as 

he had lived in Europe. He was also a%liberal. Further, 

he'was coaxed by the-emigres, while in Europe, to take 

the field., Basically, however, the support of the 

Bakhtlyarls for the cause of Constitutionalism was caused 
3 by their enmity for the Qajars and the hope for profit. 

Later when in power Sard5r Aslad at times flirted with 

the Democrats., but. in general he advanced the interests 

of his tribe and this not only caused the unrest of the 

rival tribe of the Qashqa'Ts in the South, but also-brought 

into Persian politics the unsettling force of men who by 

their background had no sympathy or understanding of true 

1. He had been deposed as Ilkhlin of the tribe by the Shah, 
and this caused him to revolt against him. 

2. M. Malekzadeh, Tlifllkh-e Mashrffti7yyat, 5, pp. 184-5, 

3. The father of Sardgr Aslad had been treacherously 
murdered by ýell al-Solt7an and one of his brothers 
had been imprisoned by Aim. 
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parliamentary government. One writer points out that 

the rival, BakhtTyUrT Khgns had concluded a secret agree- 

ment by which all the wealth and position obtained as the 

result of1their support of the Constitution would be 

equally divided between the two families, the wT'iter con- 

cludes that,, the "true motivation behind Bakhtlydr-1 unity 

and their reasons for participation in the Revolution - 
are thus revealed in this agreement", 

2 
which was made at 

Malamir on the llth Rab! lal-Avval 1327, (3rd April, 1909). 

-, 
In any case the motives of Sard6r Aslad and 

Sepahdar and the Mojahedin could not have been the same,, 

and this duality of purpose was to become an important 

factor when they took power. 

While Tabriz was being occupied by the hostile 

forces of Russia,, the Gilan Moj5hedin were on their way to 

1. Another point must'be added here. Some historians have 
hinted but not clearly stated that the march of the 
Bakhtlyffrl7s to Tehran had nothing fortuitous about it 
and that it had been undertaken with British assent as 
they were nervous at the Russian ascendancy established 
in the North and by the march of Sepahdar with the 
Mojahedin to Tehran. 

,A pretence was made to stop their march but no 
real step to stop Sepahdgr nor Sard5r Aslad was taken, 
and the occasion was taken by the Russian force to 
advance as far as Qazvin. 

2; G. R. Garthwaite, "The Bakhtiydr! Khans the Government of 
Iran and the British 1896-191511 International Journal 
of Middle East Studies, 3 (1972): '5.3-7. 
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Tehran, and the Bakhtly5rTs reached Qom. Events there- 

upon moved fast in the Capital. The British and Russians 

had urged the Shah ever since the overthrow of the Majles 

to reissue the edict of the Constitution and to reconvene 

the Majles, but he had procrastinated. Now under real 

pressure by the powers and with the threat of the invasion 

of Tehran by the Mojlihedin, wi-th the B? izars closing once 

again and people taking bast in the Turkish embassy, he 

relented. Gradually those deputies who had gone into 

hiding came out and a committee was formed representing 

the Nationalists which negotiated with the Shah and recog- 

nised the newly formed Government. 

The Shah appointed Ndser al-Molk, who was in 

Europe at the time, to head the Cabinet and Sald' al- 

Douleh was made Foreign Minister and put in charge of the 

Cabinet during his absence. This Cabinetchosen with 

Russian and British advice, was'meani to be popular. 
2 

Mostoufl al-MamAlek was Minister of War, Moltamen-al-Molk 

Minister of Education and Moshlir al-Douleh Minister of 

1. Barclay mentions a lack of cohesion amongst this 
group in Tehrary. Of course such a lack of cohesion 
and aim was characteristic of all the centres of resis- 
tance and amongst most of the Nationalist leaders, as 
has already been pointed out. 

2. Barclay wrote to Grey saying: "To let the Shah know 
whom he should appoint is only giving him a fair chance, 
and our suggestions might be made quite privately. it 
should at any rate be made quite clear to him that the 
appointment of Naser al-Mulk is a sine . qua non of 
financial assistance from either Powers. Naýer-al-Mulk 
would, I believej be willing to take office if he 
received a hint from us. " Barclay to Grey, March 21, 

--1909, No. 174, FO 416/39. 
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Justice. Farminfarma the powerful Prince already men- 

tionedin previous chapters was given the post of Minister 

of the Interior. Mokhber al-Doulehwasretained as Minis- 

ter of Posts and Telegrams. 

Most historians such as Doulat5bddl, Malekzgdeh 

and KasravY believed that Moýammad 'Al-I Shah was not 

sincere and that sooner or later he would have tried to 

overthrow the Constitution. Theyýfelt that foreign inter- 

fererice would have increased and the Cabinet led by Sald 

al-Douleh was rightly seen as the example of such inter- 

ference. It was believed generally that the Shah had 

wanted the Russians to occupy Tabriz. 

With the fall of Tehran on 26th Jamad-I al-g'anli 

(13th July), the Shah took refuge in the Russian Legation, 

thereby forfeiting his throne. The eldest son of Mobammad 

'AlY Shah, Ahmad MrrzN, then about 12 years of age, was 
0 

recognized as Shah, 'Aiad al-Molk an old Qajar Prince-being 

made Regent. He was respected and acted in an unassuming 

way and was the best choice under the circumstances. A 

period of confusion and chaos now ensued about which we 

possess little information, however, an overlapping of 

authority and divided responsibility seem to have added fuel 

to the fire, and worsened the confusion. 

new Cabinet with Sepahddr as Minister of War and 

Prime Minister and Sardgr Aslad as Minister of the Interior 

was set up. 
1 In order to be able to have executive 

authority before the Majles met. A Council of State called 

For a complete list of the members see M. Malekzadeh 
-'Tarikh-6 Mashriltlyyat, 6, p. 92. 
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Majles-e 1ý11 with the membership of about five hundred people 

was also set up representing the*A§nglf, Tdjjar, the 

Nationalist leaders, the AlyEn and princes. This body 

chose the Cabinet but as it was too large to be effective 

a smaller Committee was set up called th6 Hey'at-e Modireh, 

also referred to as the Directoire. Some of the Cabinet 

members were also made members of the Directoire, notably 

Sard5r Aslad and SepahdAr; but the relationship between 

the Cabinet and the Directoire was somewhat hostile. 

Sepahdgr in particular often acted independently. Barclay 

wrote to Grey in September that he thought Sepahdar even 

acted against that body and that the Russian Minister had 

told him confidentially that Sepahdar had begged him to 

prevent any money being advanced to it. But he concluded 

that he didnot consider there was a very great divergence 

between the Cabinet and the Directoire. 1 In October 

he wrote that the Cabinet no longer had the backing however 

of the Directoire as before. 2 The workings of the Direc- 

toire were secret3 and not much is known about the politics 

behind the scene. 

With the arrival of Taq'lzgdeh and Tarblyat from 

1. Barclay to-Grey, September 9th, 1909, No. 168, FO 416/41. 

2. Ibid., October 7th, No. 186. 

3. Iran-e Nou mentions this secrecy, saying that it was 
unconstitutional to conduct affairs in secret. In 
another issue, dated 13th Shalbin, it said that people 
were losing hope as the Hey'at-e Modireh was acting 
arbitrarily. On the 28th of the same month it gave 
news of its resignation because it could not see eye 
to eýe with the Cabinet. NoU, No. 18,28th 
Shalbdn 1327 (12th Septembe-f-1909). 
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Tabriz, the composition of the Directoire took on a dif- 

ferent complection. They were made members of the 

Directoire and gradually managed to obtain power for a 

small number of their followers, thus leading that body. 

According to Doulatabad! . Uoseyn Qoll Khan Navvab, 

Uak-Im al-Molk, Soleym2in MlrzU and Vaýld al-Molk were with 

him. ' Another group compose4'of Molaled al-Saltaneh, 

IA11 Mo4ammad VazIrz9deh, Asadallah KhRn Kordestdirl, Ndýer 

al-Esl9m G115rri, MIrz5 'All Moýammad DoulatAbRd! the 

author's brother, and Mohammad SFdeq Tab5tabVI Opposed 

the former group. Apparently Sard5r Aslad and SepahdRr 

were in sympathy with this group. They were joined later 

by MIrz& Mohsen the son-in-law of Behbahdni, and Sardar 

Moýll one of the Mojaheds of Gilan. 

Just as there had beer conflicts and-tensions 

during exile and in Tabriz, so now-there aDDeared the same- 

conflicts amongst the members of the Directoire,, esDecially 

between the ministers and the extremists assembled round 

Taqlzadeh. But it must be remenbered that in fact this 

conflict had arisen much earlier during the First Majles 

and was over fundamental issues of policy and the general 

principle and concepts of the Revolution. 

One immediate cause of this conflict at this 

juncture c. entred around the leadership of the MojghedIn 

which was disputed between SardAr Mohl! and 'All Mohammad. 
00 

1. DoulatUbEdi, op. cit., 3, p. 120. 
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Whichever side won the leadership of the Mojahedrn would 

naturally wield power in Tehran. 

The early issues of Iran-e Nou point to the 

troubles existing between the ', Iojahedin, and also accused 

the reactionaries of sewing discord. It also points to 

the behaviour, of the Mojahedin which_was far from ideal. 

They were armed,,, irresponsible, and had no single leader. 1 

2 'Al'! Mohammad Tarblyat, a relative of Taqlzgdeh, 

had been very active during the Revolution of Gilan when 

he led the Mojahedin, and was appointed head of the Com- 

mittee_of Moiahedtn organized in RamaiHn (September) in 

Tehran. He tried to organize the Moj5heds into a proper 

orderly group and Iran-e Nou reported that a War Commission 

was set up to register their names and to listen to their 

complaints. Each one was given a card to show he was 

registered and the name and number of his gun was also taken 

1. No doubt some of these armed fighters had become a 
nuisance. For instance in No. 13 of Iran-e Nou, 
dated 22nd Shalban (8th September), we read that a man 
called 'All Mojahed had been executed for killing 
'Abbds Mojahed in Rasht. In No. 12, it stated that a 
fight had broken out when MehdT1 Khayyit had killed two 
people in the Tehran Bazar. In the same month it 
quoted from the newapaper Sor5sh, published in Egypt, 
saying that a MoJahed's du7t-y was to-fight for freedom, 
but that he shoul expect nothing in return. 

2. See page 306. 
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down. They were also organized into brigades and made. to 

exercise and an attempt was made to discipline them. 1 

It was also agreed that they should be paid a salary. , As 

already mentioned, the position of 'All Motammad seems. rto- 

have been one of the causes of the split of the MojNheds. 

There were attempts to reconcile these two sides 

and a meeting was held in Bah5restan on 26th Ramaidn 

(September) to discuss their programme. On the 27th of the 

same month another meeting was held in th6*Park-6 AtAbak 

to discuss the same topic, as reported by Iran-e Nou, but, 

it is not clear whether the same groups were involved or 

another one. The existence of the Caucasians amongst 

the Mojahedin complicated the issue, especially as they 

occasioned the wrath of the Russians. Later the Majles 

made plans to include as many 14dj5h6ds as. wished in the 

army, and to disband the rest. This move, however, was 

delayed despite the legislation of the Majles, until'the 

murder of Seyyed 'Abdallgh Behbah&nY. 

Iran-e Nou, No. 9,17th Shalbdn 1327 (3rd September 1909). 
It a ded that all the MojAhedIn received equal pay from 
the Sephadar down, and that their funds had been collet- 
ted by taxes, donation or sequestration. The connection 
of some with Baku is obvious. On the Sth RamAiNn (21st 
September) Iran-e Nou, 'No. 24 wrote that the list of the 
expenses of the Moialled-in had been received from Baku 
but that it abstained from printing it. 
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The Directoire was but an interim arrangement 

created in a period of national crisis. With the 

re-establishment of a modicum of stability thoughts soon 

turned to the reconvening -that had always been at the heart 

of the Constitutional movement, the Majles. Even before the 

fall of 1.4ohammad 'Alir there had been an attempt to negotiate a 
new electoral law. 

It was negotiated in Jamadl-al-gan! 1327 (June. 

1909), between the Government of Moýammad 'All Shah'and 

the Anjoman of Tabriz, to which all the other provincial 

Anjomans delegated their power. This law was enacted in 
I haste and was a compromise which was reached between the 

Shah and the An oman of'Tabriz.. These new electoral laws 

differed from the first in many respects. -The number of 

Deputies was decreased to 120. -. The class basis whereby 

the princes, Ulama, AýnAf, TojjAr and AlyAn were each 

separately represented, was abolished. Instead each pro- 

vince or town constituency was to elect three times the 

number of representatives required and these were to 

appoint the necessary number of Dýputies of each constitu- 

ency. The. age of the electors was lowered from 25 to 20 

and the property qualification was fixed at 250 Toman tax. 

If the elector was an educated person these Property quali- 

fications were unnecessary. one previous disqualifying 

-1. The chief representatives of the Government in the Com- 
mittee of twenty appointed to elaborate the electoral 
law were MoshTr al-Douleh, Moltamen al-Molkt Sanilal- 
Douleh, Farm5nfarma, ýoseyn Qoll Khgn NavvRb and 
Mostashar al-Douleh. 

A 
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condition had been bad character; this was now changed, -to 
a proof of religious belief with-the religious authorities. 

One important and significant difference from the 

First Electoral law was the lowering of the number of - 

Deputies for Tehran from 60 to only fifteen, which no doubt, 

was-done to satisfy the Shah; on the other. hand-, Azarbaijan 

was allotted 20 instead of. 12. seats. By introducing the 

two degree election and lowering the number of Deputies. of 

Tehran it might have been hoped the Majles would be more 

easily dominated. On the other hand it was hoped that-by 

the abandonment of the class basis and the lowering of the 

condition for being elected a more democratic represen- 

tation would be possible. But as it turned out the general 

formation of the Majles was less democratic than, before 

as the A*ndf DeDuties who formed the lowest class in the 

First Majles were not represented. - 

1. H. Taqlzldeh, I'Kholliýeh-ye TSrlkh-e Adviir-e Mashz'-utlyyat 
-dar Iran". MaqAlAt, 5, part 2, p. 29. 

2. The new electoral laws held the same stipulation as the 
first, namely that whenever a Deputy died or resigned 
the Majles could elect new Deputies in his stead. This 
clause in fact gave the EltedffIlytin the occasion to 
bring into the Majles mo-re-6-f their own supporters. 
Indeed, besides Soleyman M1rzA and-lAlIzAdeh, all the 23 
Deputies elected by the Majles wer& El*te'dAll with one or 
two EttefAq va Taraqq'i and Tarqq'1kH'F&n or Liberals. 
(Thi-9 clause was abrogated in the third electoral law. ) 

The Democrats made strong objections because as a 
minority party they could not use the occasion to bring 
their own adherents to the Majles. According to Udj', Ez,, 
al-Mamlalek in a private interview, th6 'Ettef-dq' Va TaraqqJ. 
the Eltedgllýrin and Liberals compromised and arranged ro-r 
thei-F own adherents to be elected* For example, he as 
the Liberal leader had Ente; Um al-Uokamd, a family doctor 
and a friend, elected; the Elte'dgllytinls candidate on 
this occasion was the son oT-Seyyed 'Abdallah Behbahani, 
and the Ettefaq va Taraqalls. candidate was Mosh'ir UozUr. 
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By the time of the dissolution of the Majles all 

the 120 Deputies had not yet been elected. Besides the 

number of Deputies varied at different times, and no list 

is really expressive of the number of Deputies in the Majles 

at one time. Some left to receive government appointments, 

some never took their seats and some died to be reDlaced 

by others elected by the Majle. s. In the Second Majles,. 

the minorities, Zoroasterians, Jews and Armenians each had 

one Deputy. The tribes too were represented, the Bakhtlylir-is, 

-2 Qashqglis and Turkomans had a deputy in the Majles. The 

Ulama too were represented according to the Supplementary 

Fundamental Laws which decreed the election of five repre- 

sentatives of the Ulama to the Majles. 

According to the classification one authority has 

made of the deputies, 22 were of the Ulama class, 18 were 
ýcrm V P- 

landowners, or4government employees and merchants. There 

were several newspaper reporters and doctors and 4 princes. 

An interesting fact, and one which was a growing characteristic 

The Armenian Deputy, M! rz6 Ygns, was the representative 
of the whole Armenian community, but the Armenians in 
Esfahan claimed a second representative, though nothing 
was done about this in this session. M-irz*d Ygns, a 
DRshnAk, was an employee in the Customs and a trans- 
lator. He was personally of the opinion that the 
minorities should not be represented separately and that 
as Persians they should all vote together, but no 
attention was paid to this proposition. 

2. It was said of the Qasbq7i'l deputy that he had been 
sent as an agent to collect information rather than to 
represent his-tribe. M. G. Demorgny, Essai sur L'Adminis- 
tration de la Perse, (Paris 1913), p. 73-1. 
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in Persian parliamentary life, was the ascendancy of the 

Malakin government employees, and especially the Ulamall 

which naturally gave the Majles a conservative character, 

an unforeseen develoDment which must have been far from 

the aim of Taq! zUdeh and the Anjoman of Tabriz. 

Only about twenty of the DeDUties of the First 

Majles were re-elected. Some now changed their ideas 

or policy, for instance Mo'Hied al-Saltaneh, Momt5z al- e 
Douleh and Vakil al-Tojjdr, who joined the EltedRlIyUn. 

On the other hand §adlq Vairat became a Democrat. Amongst 

those re-elected were four Democrats, TaqTzgdeh, Uaklm al- 

Molk, Farshl, and Hoseyn Qoll Khan Navv5b. SanTIal- 
a, 0 

Douleh and Voýilq al-Douleh, though not amongst the Demo- 

crats were considered liberals (to be distinguished from 

the Liberal party). Naýr al-Molk, son of ýanTlal-Doulehls 

brother, Mokhber al- Molk 
-, was also re-elected, as were 

the princes Asadall5h MIrzd, and Yahya M-Irzif LesAn al-Vokama 

and Vakil al-Rolaya an influential merchant. 

Despite this small number of de"puties returned to 

the Second Majles, their presence gave, the Majles a sense 

of continuity. Of the old Committee of Enqel5b there 
.1 

were now Hakim al-Molk, Uoseyn Qoll Khan Navvib. Mosdvfft, 
0 

TaqTzgdeh, Seyyed Jalll Ardab-11T, Seyyed 'Abd al-Ra4lm 

Khalkhdl!, Mlrzil DavEd Khan 'AllabHdi and Mrrz5 Ma4m9d 4 

Nej, it,, elected as Democrat deputies shows that the Committee 

1. Shajill, op. cit., p. 185. 
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had remained active. Nonetheless, a large number of . 
deputies were new to the Majles without past experience of 

parliamentary life. ,-! 

Only-27 out of the 120, deputies were Democrats, 

and given the bias in favour of Azarbaijan in the electoral 
law, it is not surprising that 12 of the Democrats were 
from that province. -, Someýof them like Khlyabiinl, Koziz! 7 

and Nobarl had fought, in 'the war. Of the other Democrats 

three were elected by the Majles, two were from Khorasan 

andýtwo frpm, Kermanshah, while three were from Semnan, 

Shahrud and Khonsar. An interesting fact is that none 

of the Deputies, from Gilan, or Esfahan were Democrats, 

although the Democrats had committees in these two cities. 

This fact must be due, to an exercise, of influence-by i 

Sepahdffr and SardNr Aslad in the elections. On the other 

hand, the elections of Khorasan could. have been influenced 

by H 
_. eydar Khan who had been there 

' and Soleym5n-M-irzff, 

it must be remembered, had been active earlier in organi- 

zing a branch of the j5me I -e ýdamlyat in Kermanshah. 
- 

The political groups which now appeared, as 

parties were not divided strictly on class lines. Amongst 

the Democrats, there were two princes, several newspaper-writers 

and landowners, a few whose fathers were merchants, and 

above all there were amongst them a considerable number 

of Molamam or-religious Deputies. These were none, of the 

great Mojtaheds or religious leaders but were nonetheless 

trained in religion. The stand these men took in politics, 

I 
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especially their socialist policy which was justified on 

Eslamic grounds, was, done genuinely and not out of expe- 

diency. It was a natural justification as Eslam was 

an all comprehensive religious ideology it had to be 

adjusted to other ideologies. 

Though there were two princes and several land- 

owners amongst the Democrat party, none were of the very 

famous or rich. The Democrats maintained that political 

parties were representative of class divisions and thereby 
-I- 

each party upheld its own class interest. For instance 

in a controversy with Farmlinfarmn who as Minister for War 

was criticized by the Democrats, Iran-e Nou wrote that men 

like him-could never. be invited to the party because they 

could never, agree'to forego their interests;. in particular 

This was not strictly they could never accept equality 

true as the Democrats-supported such men as Mostouf-I 

al-Mamillek or ýanillal-Douleh who had liberal ideas, but 

were of the ruling class. 
' 

Iran-e Nou, which published its first number on the 7th 
Shalban 1327 (24th-August 1909) pointed to this and asked 
for the punishment of the reactionaries who had so harmed 
the Majles. It added a theme which was often to be 
repeated, that jobs must be given to young Nationalists 
not to the same old class. If the former system pre- 
vailed there would be no improvement. It added that 
the influence of such people should be lessened and 
that Taqlzffdeh was right to say that he was surprised 
at the destiny of men like Farm7anfarmff during reactionary 
and constitutional days: "This Tabaqeh has all the luck 
and-is always in the highest degree of mastery and with 
full bags and erect necks never disappear and are the 
owners of-everything. " It added that a true Nationalist 
was not to be rich and he had to have a conscience. 
I-ran-e Nou, No. 35,20th Ramaldn 1327 (6th October 1909). 
This p was mentioned'by the Ettefliq va Taraqqi party 
as well. 
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The Democrats' basic weakness lay in the fact 

that they neither had the support nor the sympathy of the 

very rich nor much contact with the lower class whose 

cause they defended. They were a small group but because 

of their organization, and because of their consistent 

ideology, they were stýronger than wo , uld be expected and 

not only influenced in'the course of events but played a 

very decisive part in them. As a contrast Marling des- 

cribed. the moderates as a "leaderless but rather silent 

mass ofmembers". 
1 

In contrast to the Democrats, it is difficult 

to be precise about the other parties El'tedlillylin and 

the smaller ones. These joined a coalition to make up 

the majority party in the Majles in Saffar 1329 (February 

1911), called the Hey'at-e Moltalefeh which will be dis- 

cussed later. There were several neutral Deputies as 

well. Before discussing the influence of'the political 

parties on the course of events, we must look at the 

ideologies of these parties and their organization, as far 

as available documents. allow. 

1. Marling to Grey, May 15th 1910, No. 74, FO 371/950. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE,, POLITICAL, PARTIES: - IDEAS, TACTICS, -, POLICIES, 

With the, opportunities that their stronger-repre- 
sentation'in the new Majles gave them, ýthe Democrats were 
faced with a need to reconsider some-of their basic precepts 

as well as tactics-they had adopted in, the First Majles. 

Whereas the BjtemPiy5n-_'; im_ly5n-. had been-a secret organi- 

zation with armed FadH'ls, -the-Democrat party became an 

o icial party, which--especially, wished to live'down the 

stigma of the revolutionary connections it had had in, -the 
past. It called itself Democrat or 'Amiyu-n,, the name 

of Socialist-or Ejtemillyu-n being dropped from its'name 

for the same reason cited. Twoýmonths after the Majles 

met, the Ejtemallyiln ýA'mig*yUn, Party declared itself abolished 

and stated that no,, one; could claim membership of this 

party. Inevitably-in endeavouring to make this transition 

and to reformulate their ideas they, have been open to a, 

number of different; interpretations or misrepresentations. 

The British for example, -considered them and described themý 

as extreme nationalists, -withoUt properly finding-what. 

they meant-by this. The later TUdeh-partyýrejectqd asso- 

ciation with them though it is possible to see the Democrats 

and before them the 3, zHd'lkhHhHn and the Komiteh-ye Enqellib 

in the First Majles as being the genuine antecedents of the 

later Communist party. They themselves maintained their 
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contacts with the'Russian Social Democrats. ' The Persian 

Democrat Party of Persia must, be likened to--zParliamentary 

Socialist parties which developed inýthe West and not the 

revolutionary Communist-'T)arty'which gained power in 

Russia in 1917., Their aim was, to introduce Socialism 

gradually through the Majles. 'But, it must-be pointed out 

that much of their-programme was based like that of the 

Ejtemally5n 'Amiyfin on the Social'Democrats' programme, , 

and their tactics and organization were those of the Bolshevik 

party. In reality, however- they compromisedý In facv 

some of their arguments were unorthodox or controversial, 

as for-instance their justification of their programme, on 

Eslamic or Nationalist grounds'. % but here too they show one 

of the dilemmas of Communism in colonial or semi-colonial 

countries. Indeed, theircontemporary rivals looked upon 

them as Socialists and Revolutionaries and they even pro- 

duced a programme to counter them. , 

The members of the Democrat party included intel- 

lectuals, Ulama, richer bourgeois, civil servants and two 

royal princes. One writer points out that they were not 

all Socialists; in fact it is difficult to say that all the 

Democrat Deputies understood Socialism. 2 However, years 

later Soleymin M'lrzi was elected leader of the Tride or 

1. E. Abrahamian, "Social Basis of Iranian Politics", 
junpublished thesis), pp. 181-3. 

2. S. Zabih, The Communist Movement in Iran, (California, 
1960), p. 71. 
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Communist party in 19ý1,1, and Ueydar Khdn worked closely 

with the Communists in Persia. - The Democrats could not 

fOrm'a government and had'to work, 'wi'th liberals such as 

Mostoufl al. ý-Mamglek or ýanllal-Douleh. Besides they were 

never ln, a position of policy-making; their activity was 

limited to criticism and keeping watch on-, the majority 

party. 

The sources for the study of theAdeology of the 

Democrats are several; first there is the programme, 
2ý 

3 Maramnimeh-ye Ferqeh-ye Slyasi-ye Demokr! it-eIJran,, IAm*1-yUn. 

A speech by one of the Democrats is given below to illus- 
trate some of the arguments put forward to justify their 
policy. Sheykh Mohammad Khlydban! said in the'Majles 
that the Ejtemal! yU-n ITm71yUn or Socialists began by 

-laining many adherents in AFarbaijan, those who were 
zndrkhih (meaning Nationalist) joined them until they 

realiz hat Socialism mean , then left and now there 
were very few Ejtemd'Iyu-n IXmIyGn left. Then he added 
that he joined the Democrats but could-not agree with 
all their programme, especially if they wished to 
establish a republic. What they should do was what 
religion had decreed, namely the reform of the country. 
Then he added that the laws of Persia could not be, 
changed and no party should say that laws should be 
changed because these laws were Eslamic and unchangeable. 
M. M. Maj. 2, No. 215,23rd ýafar 1329. 

2. According to 'A. GharavT this MarHmnlimeh was published 
in 1328 (1910). The copy con-s-u1-t-e7-Fy-me is the fourth 
edition, dated 1329. A. GharavT I Hezb-e Demokrgt-e 
Iran dar Doureh-Ye Dovvom-e Mailes-; Shourd-ye Melli, 
(Tehran,, 1352) p. 64. 

3. The programme of the Democrat political Darty of Iran. 
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It has a short preamble and several chapters on political 

organization, civil rights, electoral laws, the reform 

of the judiciary, religious and educational questions, 

national defence and economic principles. This MardmnUmeh 

was probably written by RasUlzddeh for the style and 

i'deas are similar to those of another pamphlet called 

Tanq'id-e Ferqeh-ye EltedallyUn yi Ejtemi'Tvgn EltedallyUn' 

by RasElz5deh which is a criticism of the Moderates, 

The Mardmnimeh states that Persia was a back- 

ward feudal country, that she lacked the means to effect 

the necessary changes and that the rivalry of foreign 

capital weakened her. The Democrat party, it said, was 

organized by the intellectuals and the liberals to put 

power into the hands of the common people who were the 

majority of the population. 

This programme is much more complete than the 

Baku or the Mashed programme but it also, combines ideas 

from each. Under the Chapter on political'organization it 

emphasized that there should be one Majles, the elections 

should be direct and they should abolish all class dis- 

tinctions. The. Ministers were to be responsible to the 

Majles, and should be selected from amongst the Deputies. 

The second Chapter of the programme concerned 

civil laws and it guaranteed the equality of all before 

the law. The third Chapter concerned the electoral laws 

Criticism of the Moderate party or the Sociglist Moderates.. 
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and the fourth the judicial situation.. The fifth Chapter 

advocated compulsory education and paid attention to women's 

education as well. This chaDter also concerned clerical 

questions and is important because it advocated the 

separation of spiritual from temporal powers, a clause not 

included in the Mashad programme which was now to provoke 

many doubts and questions. The Baku programme of 1905 

advocated freedom of religion and'equality of all before 

the law. 

The next Chapter concerned military affairs, and 

called for compulsory military service. The most impor- 

tant and complete part, and one which was an improvement 

on both the Baku and Mashad, programmes, concerned economic 

affairs and deserves fuller treatment. It is interesting 

also because it makes certain concessions with regard to 

the conditions of Persia, and has been misinterpreted, as 

for instance clauses one and three. The Baku programme 

(like the Bolshevik programme) had advocated that land 

should belong to the person who cultivated it. - The Mashad 

programme and also that of the Democrats is milder and it 

was said that government lands Kh5leseh should be divided 

between the peasants, and the land which belonged to the 

landlords should be bought by agricultural banks and then 

be divided between the peasants. Nonetheless it prohibited 

many of the privileges of the landlords and was no doubt 

abhorred by this class. 

The economic clauses of the Marlimnimeh of the 
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Democrats were as follows: 

1. Direct taxation was preferable td'indirect taxation, 

but despite this, indirect taxation was necessary for the 

development and advancement of internal industry and would 

be maintained. 

2. Taxation was to be, adjusted to income. 

3. The maintenance of concessions which concerned 

the source of the people's nourishment. 

4. The gradual-abolition of pensions. 

5. All pious endowMents to be placed under the super- 

vision of the Government and the income from them to be 

spent on education and charity. 

6. 'Tlfe abolition of forced labour oi work without 

remuneration. 

7. The nationalization of all"r'ivers, pastures, jýngles 

or mines. - 

8. The Drohibition of mercenary work or child labour 

under 14'years. 

9'. The limitation of work from twenty four hours to 

ten hours. 

10. A compulsory and public rest day once a week. 

11. 'The imposition of safety and public health in all 

factories. 

12. The prohibition'of hoarding by the imposition of 

heavy taxation. ' 

13. The dealings of landlords with the peasants con- 

cerning all kinds of debts, or other rights of the landlords, 
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also the dealings-of the government concerning all matters 

of taxation and military service, to be under one equal 

law in all Persia. 

14. The abolition of all kinds of taxes and impositions 

or burdens by landlords on peasants, under whatever name, 

other than their lawful rights. 

15. The government of landlords in their lands, and 

their judgement of civil offences or crimes of any kind 

to be prohibited and to be conducted by Government officials. 

16. The prohibition of the eviction or the exile of 

peasants from their homes. 

17. The division-of government lands Khileýeh among 

the peasants and landowners, and the organization thereof 

for the landlords' estates by the establishment of agri- 

cultural banks in the provinces and by giving precedence 

to peasants to buy first. 

Another important source of information, about 

the Democrat party is the O*iil-e Demokras"i. It is a, 

discussion and justification of the Democrats' programme 

from an Eslamic point of view. The author of the OsUl 

who is anonymous, begins by stating that he wished. to dis- 

cuss the term democracy which had been used recently in 

the Parliament of Ottoman Turkey and the Persian Majles., 

He believed that Democracy was the most just and best - 

ideology in the world and was in accordance with Eslam. 

People were naturally divided into two major classes, the 

rich and the poor. The rich wanted to keep their privi- 

leges through the Majles. They had a moderate policy 
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and, were called either Conservatives or Moderates. The 
I 

other class wished to regain their rights and achieve 

justice and equality. This group was called Democrat or 

L6eral. 

Eslam, says the author, overthr*ew-inequality; 

the prophet used to sit on the ground and eat with the 

p oor. Later thesle principles were lost sight of but 

the Westerners who fought the Moslems in the Crusades 

learnt these principles from them and practised them. 

So today they were strong, while the Moslems were weak. 

It was necessary to form a party to defend these prin- 

ciples, and people must understand the party's programme 

so that they could choose their representatives;, other- 

wise the poor would be deceived by the rich. The dif- 

ferences between the two sides had nothing personal about' 

it, and was like the difference of ideas between two 

Mojtaheds over religious problems and'the peODle-should know 

that the aim of the Democrats was to restore the principles 

of Eslam. IIIIýý1 

The 0ý91 then discussed and explained the points 

of the programme. A constitutional monarchy was opposed 

to absolutism. In an absolute monarchy the'king was all 

powerful; but in a constitutional'monarchy the laws'stood 

between the Monarch and the people. The Democrat party 

believed that Eslam hqd made everyone equal with equal 

rights, and everyone should have the right to choose his 

representatives. All privileges, titles and signs must 
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be abolished. No one should enjoy exemption from the 

law, from taxation or from army service . All powers 

must-be assembled in the hands of, the Majles, which must 

be supreme. There should be no Senate; everyone who 

accepted Eslam should oppose the Senate because it was, 

based on inequality. -The OýUul then discussed the equality 

. of all before the law, regardless of nationality and 

religion. It said the only-time when religion would be 

taken into consideration was in marriage and inheritance. 

It also discussed the liberties of the press and of asso- 

ciation, the right to strike, and the right to have a day 

of-rest, stating that these articles were included in 

their -programme because in some countries these rights had 

been forbidden or were non-existent. Judicial power was 

to be separate from the Executive and the judges who passed 

judgement should novexecute it. 

As already mentioned, one of the important points 

of the Democrat's programme which was lacking in that of 

the Ejtemallyiln 'AmIyUn was their suggestion that spiritual 

and temporal powers should be separate. The Oýrll defended 

this point at some length since it could cause misunder- 

standing, it said. The religion of Eslam was not attached 

to any particular class; all who had knowledge and were 

virtuous could take care of religious questions. This 

was not limited to a class or group. Anyone who had know- 

ledge and virtue could act as an Emam Jomleh or a Mojtahed 

or Judge. This had been the case until the advent of the 
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'Abb, isids. They separated spiritual from temporal 

powers and politýcs and appointed the judges to act on 

religious questions. Gradually there appeared a group 

known as the Ulama. 1 

When a'Shilite monarchy appeared matters changed. 

According to the Shilite religion, 'during the absence,, of 

the Em9m, legitimate government was'in the han. ds of the 

Ulama who had all the necessary qualities, but this did 

not mean that in every town and. village the Ulama should 

govern. In any case the Shilite kings looke&after certain 

matters such as defence, taxation, etc., the Ulama taking 

care'of other matters such as justice, endowments, edu- 

cation and religion. The separation between these two 

powers was not in actual fact effected, completelyý The 

king and his representatives interfered in religious' matters,, 

and the Ulama interfered in affairs of state. No one, 

according to-the O*al,, would doubt the, benefit of such a 

proposal'whichýwas the maintenance of the principles of 

Eslam and no one would question the fact, that-the rivalry 

between these two powers was working-, to the detriment of 

the country. 

1. The EltedAll newspaper Mailes attacked this point; saying 
it wa-s--tFe-negation of th; bases of Eslamic law which 
unlike Christianity had laws for everything dealing with 
temporal and spiritual affairs. The Democrats had 
taken this article from Europe which had no bearing on' 
Persian conditions, it added. Majles, No. 102,22 
Jam5d-1 al-ýInl 1329 (21st June 1 
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The next section dealt with the necessity of 

free and compulsory education, emphasizing the need to 

educate women. Women, it said, should be educated in 

matters such as the upbringing of children and the 

dangers of superstition and ignorance. 

The need for military service was also discussed. 

Then it said that taxes should be direct and privileged 

people should pay as well as the poor. As matters stood, 

it said, those who had more than 100,000 Tomans paid 

nothing, whilst the peasants who had nothing paid all the 

taxes. The Oý-ul advocated a better organization regarding 

religious endowments and said that their proceeds should be 

used for educating the children of the poor. Forced 

labour was to be abolished because it was un-Eslamic; 

rivers, jungles and mines were to be nationalized, work 

for children under fourteen was to be forbidden. Working 

hours were to be limited. Fridays were to be set aside 

for prayers, and factories should be made safe for workers. 
I 

The Democrats' economic programme was discussed 

at great length by the OsUl, basing the argument on Eslamic 

grounds, but as we have already mentioned it in the section 

concerning the MarUmnNmeh, we shall omit it here. 

The third major source for the study of the 

Democrats' political philosophy is the newspaper Iran-e.. Nou 

E. G. Browne calls this "the most important-and best known 
of all the Persian newspapers". -Iran-e Nou, was first 
owned by Seyyed Mo4ammad ShabestarT_, _Tn_o_Fý7F7, Fs AbU al-tiyd, 
and was financed by an Armenian called Basil.. Abil 
al-tlyg was previously editor of the Al'-Hadid and 'Edffl: at 
in Tabriz and also the' oj1hed. Iran-e Nou was c S_ 
cated sevdral times, especially because of its violent 

/Continued over 
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edited by Rasglzddeh. RasUlziideh was the party theore- 

tician and he had a great influence on the formulation and 

explanation of the Democrat Party's ideology. He was a 

Marxist and believed in the Marxist conceptions of 

society, of parties, of history of economic and social 

reform. He was also a protagonist of Nationalism 

and put great emphasis on the role of Nationalists in 

saving Persia. He argued that the Russians and British 

were united on all points. The reactionaries in Persia 

who wanted to keep their privileges helped the foreign 

enemies of Persia and opened the way for them. If Persia 

was reformed and became strong the foreigners could not 

gain any ascendancy. It was up to'the people, the downtrodde 

Footnote continued from previous page-. 

anti-Russian attacks. It also went out'of circulation 
for several. months owing to financial difficulties. 
Then it reappeared as the official organ of the Democrat 
party which financed it and Seyyed Mehd! Afcheh'i 
became its owner. The editor and chief writer of Iran-e 
Nou was Mobammed At-in RasUlzildeh. 

_ 
He had been a 

Fe-Ember of the Hemmat in the Caucasus, where he had 
written for the -newspapers TakUmol and 

- 
Ersh'9d. He 

came to Rasht in 1908 and later went to-T-eYr-an. 
RasUlzddeh helped found the Democrat party and was one 
of its leaders, but was eventually forced to leave in 
Jamdd! al-Avval 1329 (May, 1911). E. G. Browne The 
Press and Poetry of Modern Persia (Cambridge, 16173-, 

, p. 52. -I 

There is, I think, little doubt that manyof the 
articles in this paper were written by RasUlzddeh. 
Although he rarely signed his name, much that appears 
in these articles is a repetitious explanation and 
development of the themes put forward in the TanqId 
or are Marxist themes not too familiar in Persia. 
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exploited people, to obtain their economic and social rights 

and, save the country. The rich would not lift a finger 

to save her. The Democrats were the representatives of 

the poor and defended their rights. 

Here brief mention must be made of Leninist 

opinion and his most famous declaration made-in 1913 on 
Imperialism. Lenin's pamphlet entitled I'mperi'al1sm the 

Highest Stage of Capl: talism in which he stressed the fact 

that the Social Democrats should not only defend the right 

of the proletariat but also help to emancipate them from 

colonial, rule. However in 1908 he paid special attention 

to the Persian Revolution, and that of Turkey and China, 
. 

and publicized the fact that a movement for freedom was 

growing and spreading in Asia. He declared the role that 

Socialism was to play in this new development of colonial 

and semi-colonial countries and described how any suchý 

movement should be'utilized for the ultimate aim of, com- 

batting Capitalism. He said that the bourgeois CaDitalists 

would ally with the Imperialists, it was therefore 

imperative to overthrow one in order to overthrow the other. 

The emphasis RasiilzSdehýDUtS on Nationalism as an 

arm of Socialism is in keeping with this aspect of Leninist 

thought and is Specially interesting, for it shows us the 

man-who in 1917 organized th6 Mo*sdvat Party of the Caucasus, 

aimed at uniting all the Moslems. and aiding them in their 

struggle for independence. No doubt RasUlz'gdeh's experience 

in Persia against Russo-British Imperialism influenced him 
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somewhat in the steps he took., --later he came to'ý`believe 

that Eslam could become the rallying cry'ýto save them from 

Imperialism. 

It is important,, to point 

out that at the time when*Persia was at grips with the 

problems of Imperialism two ofithe leaders of'itsýprogres- 

sive party were two Russian subjectsi RasUlzgdeh and Ueydar 

Kh1in. It seemed logical that to fight reaction was to' 

fight Imperialism, and by fighting Imperialism they would 
be dealing a blow at the reactionary Tsarist regime which 

alloSocial Democrats wanted'to-overthrow. This-fact how- 

ever, was a-weakness on the part of the Democrats, and the 

Eltedills attacked them often, pointing out, that those who 

expressed themselves as Nationalists'were not-even-Persians. 

On the question of Imperialism the Persian ' 

Democrats were adamant. 
2z They believed that only a strong 

stand against Russia and Britain was the answer to all 

their aggressions, and that if the Persian Government stood 

its ground the Imperialists would'back down. Iran-e Nou wrote 

1. The newspaper Mailes, the organ of the Eltedgl'is, often 
pointed to the tact that RasUlzUdeh was not Pergian, 
even insinuating he might be a spy. Mailes, No. 112, 
6th Rajab 1329 (3rd July 1911); also No. 26,3rd 
riýajeh 1328 (6th-December 1910). 

2. Iran-e Nou blamed the Persians for their lack of 
Nation=11sm and blamed the Imperialists for keeping 
them backward. In one article it'said Persians were 
selfish, their Nationalism meant their own individual 
benefit, and equality and freedom was for them per- 
sonal freedom. 

0 
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that they had, some hope based'on Marxist ideas that 

Capitalism created its own downfall'by engendering 

thoughts of liberty. This was why Japan and Turkey had 

escaped'Western Imperialism it said. Tke Democrats 

warned the Majles- which was aboutU be'opened, that 

Persia's independence hung on a string and that the 

Russian army of occupation must be made to evacuate. 
' 

The Democrats, main attack wa's concentrated on 

the Russians, especially because they were occupying - 

Persia. Their attitude to the British differed somewhat; 

indeed the attitude of the Persians towards the British 

and their expectations also differed. . For instance, it 

was to the Imperial Bank they turned for a loan after- 

the negotiations for the loan from the International Syndi- 

cate failed, as will be described later. But the Demo- 

crats in general feared the British too, and'often pointed 

out that they were the allies of Russia. , Their attitude 

to the Germans was reserved, but they were aware, of the 

difficulties which could be incurred by approaching that 

power. In general, the Democrats' foreign policy was 

based upon a strong and independent policy, and. they argued 

their case well, but whether such a policy was feasible 

or mere idealism is a question which we shall deal with 

later. 

RaslilzTideh believed in a process of evolution 

Iran-e Nou, No. 67, Ist llqaldeh 1327 (Sth November 1909). 
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from a barbaric state to the Capitalist state of the, - 
twentieth century. The, development of the world never 

ceased for there was an iron law of progress. This is 

indeed a Marxist idea of the process of growth of mankind' 

which he put forward. On one occasion the paper took up 

the theme of the change in the mode-of production, and 

said that each time a new discovery was, made new thoughts 

and new politicalideas appeared and even a new vocabulary 

was made. For instancei when a railway was built, the 

donkey driver would take a job as railway porter;. he would 

thus acquirý new'thoughts and learn. new things. 2 

Despite these claims, there-is ample evidence 

that RasElzgdeh and his colleagues believed in Revolution. 

In an article entitled The Philosophyýof Revolution pub- 

lished in Iran-e Nou, in ZTqaldeh 1328 (November 1910) it 

said that the great founderýof Socialism, Karl Marx, had 

said that National'revolution was the broomstick'which 

sweeps the dirt from society. Those who supported"Con- 

stitutionalism, and progress but declared themselves opposed 

to a National revolution showed their ignorance of historical 

truth. They-were ignorant and basically reactionaries. 

Revolution was the elixir of progress and development. 

A revolution could only occur, when all its requisites were 

ready, but it concluded saying that in the case-of Persia 

1. R. C. Tucker,. The Marxist Revolutionary Idea, (London, 
1969), p. 218-. 

2. Iran-e Nou-, No. 207,8th Jam5d! al-Avval 1328 (18th 
May 1910). - 
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none of the requisites were present either culturally, 

socially, economically or politically. The Persian 

Revolution had occurred before-its time, and the bourgeois 

Capitalist class did not understand its role; it hardly 

existed as a class in fact. The main reason which had 

triggered the Persian Revolution was Russo-British 

Imperialism. The Persian Revolution was in reality a 

Nationalist revolution - Persians were at grips with 

internal reactionaries and external Imperialists. The 

only, possibility of progress was by the employment of 

foreign experts and the Government was at fault for not 

speeding the employment of foreign experts, despite the 

fact that the Majles had voted in its favour. 

Raslilz3deh believed that Socialism was as yet, _. 
impossible in Persia. The country was backward with 

a medieval economy and social structure. It had no bour- 

geois or Capitalist class and no proletariat; it was 

impossible to think of the rule of the proletariat as that 

class did not exist. 

The Iran-e Nou also put great emphasis upon another 

aspect of Marxist thought, which in Persia hadýmore meaning 

at that time. This was the division of society into two 

classes, one ruling, the other ruled, and it stressed the 

existing antagonism or the class war. This theme was 

repeated by RasUlzadeh in TanqTd also. It is full of 

references to the division of society into two classes and 

stresses the fact that the ruling class had always tried to 
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keep the common people down. He asked ho, ýv ihe feudal 

landlords could have the same int6rests as the peasants. 
However, they could not stop the course of progress and 
there was always a tug of war between these two sides. 
One side was static and conser'vative, 'the other was 
dynamic and liberal. 'One was-darkness, the other was 

light. Ever since classes had appeared this antagonism 
had occurred, but it had a positive result as the develop- 

ment of mankind resulted from this-class war. 

As seen in this exposition of the theories and 

arguments of the Democrats, they emphasized that they were 

not aiming at-revolution but believed in evolution., 

As Persia had none of'the characteristics necessary for'a 

Marxist revolution which they recognized"it, can be assumed 

that the Democrats were'in-earnest when they claimed 

that their aim was not revolutionary. However the enemies 

and rival s of the Democrats'accused them of being revo- ' 

lutionaries, which they denied but in fact their theories 

and their emphasis upon class war had a potentiality of- 

revolution which did not escape notice. -. I*rdft-'6 Nou said 

in its own defence that i-f anyone wanted to change Persia's 

millenial-old ways he was accused of being a revolutionary. 

The programme of the Democrats had many revolutionary 

themes such as their attack upon the rich, 'their plan'to 

- 1. Iran-e Nou, No. 54,16th Shavill-1327 (31 October 1909). 
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divide the 'land b6tween' the peasants, their reference to 

class war and the -eventual triumph of the poor. it 

called the landlords leeches who sucked the blood of the 

people; such ideas bode nothing good for those who had 

still through their wealth and influence and family con- 

nections, wielded political power and had control over 

the wealth of the country. 

In Shavil 1327 (October 1909) Iran-e Nou - 

wrote that the Persians were always told to be patient 

and moderate. These qualities would lead them nowhere. 

It was patience and moderation which had allowed them to 

be exploited so long. Pe_rhaps if the commonýýpeople took 

matters into their own hands their exploiters would cease 

their-selfishness. In another article entitled Bread 

Knowledge Liberty it called on the workers-who had always 

been exploited to look only to the Majles as their saviour. 

The Constitution should be preserved as it guaranteed the 

equality of all. 
' In a Constitutional country no one 

was above the law, not even the religious class. 
2 This 

mention of the religious class is a rare reference; in 

general writers abstained from much reference to religion. 

In a vehement article it called attention to the existence 

of a-party in Europe which supported the poor everywhere 

and ended by saying I'Bewaýe of the day when all the poor 
3 

unite" . 

: L. Iran-e Nou, No. 19,29th Shalbin 1327 (15th September 1909). 

2. Ibid., No. 243,28th Jamad! al-ýdn-1.1328 (6th July 1910). 

3. Ibid., No. 7.14th ShalbUn 1327 (31st August 1909). 
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The main argument of the Democrats was however, 

directed at the Kasabeh and the Tojjar. In many of their 

resolutions and Enteblihnimeh 1 they made this point clear. 

For instance they called for the boycott of Russian goods, 

and especially called on the Tojjar to promote thisýin 

order to help the poor. They said that the poor women 

who made carpets for export worked under very severe con- 

ditions. In return for these carpets, tea and sugar and 

luxury materials were imported. We could, do very well 

without those luxury goods as our-ancestors did and help 

enrich the country by stopping such imports, it said. 

It pleaded with the Tojjlirýnot to help the foreigners. 2 

In another such proclamation the Democrats called on the 

Tojjar to remember that they were those who could develop 

the country, but unfortunately they were ignorant, and 

were deceived by the foreigners and acted as middlemen. 

In one of their Enteblihn*gmeh they called on, the Deputies 

to help promote the boycott. 3 The Enteblihnameh said 

people were weak and, like minorsi they needed leadership. 

It called on the Deputies' religious and national feelings 

to help promote the progress of Persia as they were better 
0 

aware than the common people and warned them of the growing 

Enteb'gh means to-awaken from sleep. There were many 
such proclamations issued declaring their policy. They,. are 
signed D. K. T. 

2. Entebahngmeht Majmgleh-ye TaqYzNdeh, Not numbered. 

No. 
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ascendancy of the Russians. It also called on thd Tdjdj5r 

to help promote national goods. 

The problem of class, as already pointed out, 

was evident to the Socialist the'orists. The equivalent 

of the bourgeois Capitalist class did not exist in Persia. 

There were the Kdsýabeh and th6'Tdj*j*! ir who might be regar- 

ded as the equivalent of the Western Capitalist. However 

the richer Toj*j5r were not interested politically and found 

Socialism obnoxious. Th6 'Ka: s4b*eh were the ones who could 

be influenced, although they were generally religious'and 

resisted Socialism. The only hope was to stir the prole- 

tariat and peasantry, 'a near impossible task in Persia. 

So with a practical sense the Democrats followed Lenin's 

dictates that first Capitalism and'a bourgeois dominated 

government should be'set up and that their role was to 

help to establish it, The plight of the peasantry and 

their poverty and the fact that, they were exploited bý '' 

the landlords was also one of the main themes of th&Tran-e 

Nou and the Democrats' programme. According'to-Ttari-'e* Nou 

the working class in Persia consisted of the peasantry who 

created all the wealth of the country but liVed'in inhuman 

conditions. All their earnings were taken away by the 

In an important private resolution issued on 2nd 
SaratNn, 1329 by the provincial, committee of Azarbaijan 
3 moAths before the legal dissolution of the Majles, 
they said that they should prepare for the next elec- 
tions which were going to be direct and one degree and 
that they must especially work amongst the BazdrYs and 
Kasabeh and Toij: a-r and A*naf whom they considered would 
play a very important iE'jein the elections. _ 

MaimU'eh-ye 
Taqlzgdeh (not numbered). 
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landlords and the Government taxes, whilstithe rich hardly 

worked or paid taxes., -It suggested that the peasants- 

should organize, their own, party. 
1 

Before the formal creation of political parties, 

the Iran-e Nou pointed out of their existence and very, 

strongly advocated-their formation. , One reason was tac- 

tical, another-being ideological. The Leninist theory- 

was based on working through political-. parties for it was 

the way to mobilize, and-, lead. 2 RasUlzgdeh made this- 

theory applicable-to Persia, when the Majles was about to 

be opened Iran-e Nou he wrote in favour of political parties, 

saying they were different from partisan politicsý(paýrtlbllz'! ) 

of the time of reaction. 
3 

; In a pamphlet called-1, What, is 

to be done? Lenin had emphasized the need for a prole- 

tarian party, and thus made, from the Marxist, theory of 

Socialism a revolutionary party doctrine. A political 

party was composed of individuals who wi'shed-to make their 

country safe and strong. All people could not agree on 

everything, therefore they divided according to their ideas, 

but their, ultimate aim was, the safety of their country. 

In the age of Constitutionalism only political parties with 

an ideology-and programme existed, not persona1parties. 

Iran-e Nou, No. 106,23 ZTýajeh 1327 (6th January 1910). 

2. J. E. Connor, ed., Lenin on Politics and Revolution, 
selected writings (New York, 1968). p. 20-. 

3 Iran-e Nou No. 76,19th Z"17qaldeh 1327 8th Nov. 1909. 

0 
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Political parties must come into the open and leave off 

secret politics and people must be able to choose amongst 

them. The Majles must, be the arena of open politics and 

parties must openly express their aims, wi'shes and pro- 

grammes, and as there-is,, freedom Of political ideas there 

should be no secrets. He added that recently a party 

called Ejt*em7a'ly. Un Enqe'l! Ib7Iyffn of Qazvin sent a telegram 

of congratulation to the Majles, but even the telegraph 

office should not have accepted it since it did not-have 

a formal signature. 

In another article it again insisted that the 

deputies should make their aims and programmes known 

ahead of time so people could. choose between them. The 

fact that there were no political parties made the position 

of the Majles very precarious, even dangerous. Later on 

as the situation deteriorated and the Government became 

unstable, Iran--: e Nou insisted that the reason was because 

there was nova'stable and fixed majority party in the 

Majles. -The Government should be appointed and backed 

by the majority of the Deputies, it said; the reform and 

the function, of Parliament depended on the existence of 

political parties and those people who were opposed to 

their formation did not understand the true workings of 

democracy. 
-Political 

parties represented the aims and 

wishes of a class and were the political and material 

expression of it. A political party only came into exis- 

tence when the political and material needs of a class 

became evident and were formulated into a programme and 4 
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an ideology. A class became-a political party when it'., 

was organized with a plan of action-and programme -, that 

is when the members-of the class join it for the defence 

of their interests. The political parties were the 

defenders of class interest and-characterized their rivalry 

and political warfare. All parties expressed the poli- 

tical, economic, cultural and social interests-of-their 

class and the cleavages in society were reflected in the 

different political parties. Cabinet Government, was 

only possible when there were political parties and the 

superior party,, which was organized first had the better 

chance of winning the majority of seats in the Majles, 

but without parties, events were. like winds shifting the 

sand from side to side. 

It also discussed the right-wing and, left-wing 

parties. It said that the-right-wing parties represented-, 

the rich, the reactionaries and, -the feudal classes. The 

parties-of the left represented, the majority of the, popu- 

lation, the poor, the exploited, the workers-and peasants. 

If the Majles identified itself with the right, the 

workers would be more exploited and progress would stop. 

On the-question of political parties the Democrats 

had two aims and in these the dictates of4Lenin and the , 

Iran-e Nou, Now 110, Sth RabTlal-Avval 1329 (7th,, - March 1TIM .' 

2. Ibid. No. 195,23 Rabl'al-SNri-I 1328 (4th May 1910), 
and also No. 200,29th-RabTlal-ýdn-i 1328 (10th May 
1910), and N. 0.207,8th JamirdT al-Avval (18th May 
-1910). 
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Bolshevik tactics were followed. Insistence on the for- 

mation-of political parties whilst the Democrats were 

obviously the minority party and would not be. able to 

hold power, was a DOint of policy in the face of other 

advantages. For instance, it could mean it would be 

heard in the Majles and could propagate openly and pre- 

pare for the future. The Bolsheviks placed great 

emphasis on the role of the party, and here too the same 

policy was followed. Besides, the Democrat party fol- 

lowed the line of all Socialist parties, it was not only 

meant to win at elections., but it was meant to educate 

people and indoctrinate them. 

One very important doctrine of revolutionary 

Bolshevism besides What is to be Done? already referred 

to, was entitled Two tactics published in 1905.1 This 

was about the concrete tactics of the party, how to appraise 

the situation, how to educate the masses and how to lead 

the party. It dealt with the party's character and method 

of political activity, and how it was to participate in a 

bourgeois government and to defend the interest of the 

proletariat. The Social Democrat members were to keep 

independent and the members were to be strictly controlled. 

They were to propagate amongst the broadest number of people 

and they were to be made aware of their interests. Accor- 

ding to the Two tactics the conditions of Russia we're 

not ready for'a complete emancipation so the-proletariat- 

were to be educated and trained; only after a democratic 

"The Two Tactics of Social Democracy and the Social 
Revolution'12 Lenint Collected Works, Vol. 9, pp. 15-104. 
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transformation could,, the situation be-ready for Socialism, 

so the Social Democrats could participate in a bourgeois 

government, and work for the development of Capitalism 

which would prepare the way for the dictatorship of the 

proletariat and the peasantry. Therefore the proletariat 

and peasantry must unite to wage the class war. The 

tactics outlined in Iran-'e-Nou are, to., a considerable degree 

based on-this blueprint. 

In Shaval 1328 (October 1910) the Democrats in 

Persia published'their, tactics in I'rari-'6 Nou 1 
and although 

it is not a word for word copy of the Bolshevik Two - 

tactics it is based on this blueprint to a considerable 

extent and also throws light-upon their method of political 

workings, revealing that-they, followed their methods as 

well as their policy. Moreover it shows the position 

the Democrat party was taking in, the Majles and inýthe 

country as a whole. The Democrats as seen through this 

document appear to be a pragmatic party with an optimism 

in the future, and a concrete and well-defined plan of 

action which was followed as far as they could to the end 

of the Majles. It also throws light on their organization, 

although that is better expressed in their Ne'zffmn'! meh. - 

All these plannings, ideological-politics and concrete aims 

are naturally a result of their connection with Bolshevism, 

and especially due to the person of, RasUlzUdeh; -and this 

1. Iran-e Nou, No. 3,21st Shavdl, 1328 (24th October 1910). 

9 
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is what makes their. programme superior to that of the 

other parties. 

As already pointed out'.. some tenets of their 

policy were changed in accordance with Persian conditions 

and were especially curtailed on questions which had no 

bearing for Persia. It declared that a Party like a 

battle needed a plan of action. -Then it added that these 

were more appropriate tactics for the present circumstances 

in'Persia. The party believes. in the law of progress 

and. gradual development, if it takes strong action it will 

deviate from its straight line and will not be able to 

follow its aim; ' otherwise it will have to use extraordinary 

powers above the law contrary to the constitution. Such 

a policy will never be accepted in the name of the general 

tactic of. the party. They argued, that their aim was to 

reach their-political demands as written in the Margmnimeh. 

All the aims and efforts of the party must be used to pro- 

pagate and publish its plans to influence the minds and 

spread thoughts of democracy. "If we think well we shall 

notice that we can do nothing until we first create thoughts 

in people's minds. Secondly we must know that we. are a 

party of the future and must not interfere in details of 

everyday affairs, but must endeavour to propagate. the 

ideology- of the. party. " 

As the forces of conservatism and reaction are 

united and liberalism is in great danger, our party must 

seek a coalition with other liberal parties such as leftist 

9 
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parties as soon as possible, otherwise the right-wing 

parties will be foremost. The central committee of the 

party must establish friendly relationships with the 

parties of the left and try to form a coalition. As the 

Democrat party follows a policy of gradual progress and 

believes in the philosophy of gradual development, we 

must only propagate our ideology orally or in writing'and 

use all lawful methods such as newspapers, magazines, 

pamphlets and Enteb-dhn7ameh. We must also send speakers 

to villages and provinces amongst the tribes to give con- 

ferences and organize discussions. 

The only way to achieve victory is in the - 

elections of the Majles; therefore we must, without waste 

of time, and with all our strength, begin to pr6pare the 

preliminaries of the elections. We must publish numerous 

pamphlets to show the importance of the elections, we must 

discuss and explain our principles and we must attract 

the thoughts and minds of the people to the party. 

As our first thought and wish is the independence 

of the homeland and its greatness, the party must act 

according to the first things first principle in all 

national reforms. At the first opportunity it must use 

its influence and power to press for the organization of 

an army for the reform of the finances of the country, for 

the centralization of the government powers and for the 

expulsion of the foreign forces. 

For the propagation and explanation of the ideo- 

logy of the party three kinds of people MUst always be 
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considered as important and we-must seek to educate and 

influence them as much as possible and move them to win 

their adherence. They are the Kasabeh, the army and the 

youth, especially schoolchildren. As our party is the 

party of the people and the real group of Democrats com- 

prises the workers and peasants the party must lead and 

work mostly amongst these groups. - In order to keep a 

constant exchange of thoughts and. in order to strengthen 

friendly-links, aýclub will be organized in Tehran so 

that the members of the party can gather together and 

benefit from such gatherings... The members of this party 

must use all such gatherings for, the benefit of the Demo- 

crat party and to win attention and to invite, others to 

join. 

As explained in the tactics,. and as often 

declared by the party, in the Majles, the Democrat party 

accepted its position as a minority party. It hoped and 

worked for a future victory through the teaching and, the 

preparation of others. The important groups who should 

be attracted to these ideologies were enumerated and it 

DOinted to the fact that they should seek an alliance with 

the other parties of the left. This question was brought 

up in the Majles by Soleymlln Mi7rz! with regard to the 

Ettefiq va TaraqqY.,, The Democrats declared that as they 

The club mentioned was organized in 1329 and was 
called the Majma! -e Adab and was the official meeting 
place of the Democrats-. It too published a 
NeZ3mnameh which established the activities and orga- 
nizatioiFof the club. It was to have a liVrary and 
reading room, to hold weekly conferences on historical, 
economic and political matters. It was also to 
organize plays and other recreations. 
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were the minority party, they were leaving all the 

legislative duties to the majority and would not Oppose 

it unless they saw that the majority's policy was under- 

mining the essence of the independence of the country, 

then they would protest officially by all means possible. 

In the meantime the task of the minority was objectivity 

and criticism. 
1 

The Democrats offered one major solution to all 

the problems which they propagated at great length in 

Iran-e Nou, that was the organization of the Committee of 

National Deliverance, Kom-Iteh-ye Nejat-e MellT. This 

was suggested by the Central Committee of the Democrats 

and was published from ZIqaIdeh 1328 to Zlýajeh 1328, 

December 1910. 

This was a very difficult period. BehbahAnT 

had been killed, Naýer al-Molk had not yet arrived as 

Regent, the Government of Mostouf! al-Mam5lek was under 

severe pressure by Russia and Britain without the support 

of the majority of the Mailes, no money was forthcoming, 

the British ultimatum about the lack of security in the 

south and the Russians' presence in the North caused 

further insecurity. So the Democrats declared their 

solution to the problem in the formation of the Committee 

of National Deliverance. In a series of articles they 

repeated some of their past arguments on revolution and 

Iran-e Nou, No. 32,25th ZQ aqeh 1328 (November 1910). 

0 
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social classes, and call: ed attention-to the great, danger 

surrounding Persia. The parties of the left wereýnot 

strong or large enough'mdefend her alone, it said; 

the only salvation was for other parties of the left, -. --, 

namely the Ettefgq va Taraqq! and the DUsh nliksilthTyUn, 

to unite with the Democrats to work for a solution. They 

could resolve their differences which were all due to, the 

intrigues of the reactionaries. The Elted5l,, -it said, 

had no well-thought-out policy. They'were composed', of 

two kinds of people, those who believed in Constitutionalism 

and those who were reactionaries; -the former could also 

join-the leftist parties. 
1 

Then the article discussed the tribes who were 

the only true_defen4ers of Persia, and with their armed 

members could be invited to, serve-the cause. The. Soci, al 

Democrats, believed no revolution was, possible without the 

aid of the'tribes. Some of the tribes had helped the 

cause. of the Revolution but usually they were exploited 

by the, reactionaries and the, imperialists, as proven by 

the failure of the Southern Tribes' Union. 

. 
Then it added that the policy of the committee 

would include all the ideological policies of the other 

parties, and anything which could cause a divergence of 

It is interesting to point out that the Elted5lisin 
response to this invitation suggested a plan foF-a 
conference to be held in Persia and in Europe to 
discuss Persia's proble'ms, to show Persia's rights 
and to prove her capable of independence. Mail s, 
No. 37,, 6th Z-1bajeh 1328 (10th December 1910), ana 
No. 38,9th Zlhajeh (13th December 1910). - 
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opinion would be avoided. Each party would keeD itS 

individual programme and only cooperate for the ulterior 

motive of Persia's safety. The Committee would have 

full powers and would be separately responsible to each 
1 

party. 

In the same way as the tactics were based on the 

Bolshevik tactics, 'so were their internal organization and 

leadership, and-here something must be said about this 

question. '' The Democrat party was built on the Bolshevik 

model of a close hierarchy. 2 The party was composed of 

Uouzeh or branches which were the most fundamental units 

of the party. Then there were district committees, 

Kouritehhd-yZý- MabalT and aboveýthese were-provincial con- 

ferences, KonferInsha-ye Ayala , provincial committees of 

the general congress, KomTtehhli-ye Ayalat71--ye -Kongereh-ye 

'OmUmT a central committee, Koirfl-teh-ye MarkazT and the - 

Parliamentary*branch, Sho'beh-ye PIrlemini. The Ne; Umn7ameh 

1. Iran-e Nou, No. 23,41 ZjqMleh to ZThajeh 1328, 
(December 1910). 0 

2. Ne; amnameh was ---±-. -A.. 

rej7qUJj-YW 3. LZCL. 5. JL-Z1U jj U IIL%j A JL CL L, -W AL L CLAA "JIL. L T LAAA I A. ý"W) 

2nd publication 13Z9. It added that the programme 
and Ne; Nmn-Smeh held good until the next Congress of 
the Party. The text seems to be a translation, for 

some sentences are not strictly grammatical, as for 
instance, p. 17, article 8. The Russian Social Demo- 

crat party's organization too consisted of a central 
organization which included the board of their central 
organ the Iskra, a central committee, -a party council 
of five responsible to a biennial congress and local 
organizations responsible to the central committee. 
E. H. Carr, The Bolshevik Revolution 1917-1923, Vol. 1, 
CLondon, 1960)pp. 30. 

Also "Reorganization of the Party" Lenin, Collected 
Lvorks, vol-10, pp. 29-37. 
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decreed that the Uouzeh were to propagate the political 

ideology of democracy and prepare the ground for gaining 

power. It. then enumerated the conditions for membership 

and the activities of the Uouzeh and its organization at 

the time of general elections for Parliament, when the 

Uouzeh were to meet, as electoral committees'and work- 

hard to win votes for the candidatesof the party. 

The Komiteh-ye Maball was composed of the candi- 

dates'of the Houzeh elected according to special regu- 

lations decreed by the Party Congress or the Central Com- 

mittee. The members of these Committees, whether in 

the cities or villages, were to be elected at an annual 

meeting. Each Committee represented five Ijouzeh. These 

Kom7iteh-ye Ma4al'r were to control the'ljouzeh and to deal 

with local matters and they could under no circumstances 

come in touch with other parties. All their discussions 

and decisions were to be reported to the Central Committee. 

All the Uouzeh of one province met at an annual 

provincial conference and elected the provincial Committee. 

This small congress would discuss and deal with all local 

problems and try to Drovide all their needs. This pro- 

vincial Committee could inspect all the affairs of their 

locality and report to the Central Committee. 

The Party Congress was the ultimate organization 

and held the legislative power of the party which led 

the way and decreed all the programmes. The District 

Conference elected their members to attend"the Congress; 

each fifty members could elect one representative. The 0 
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Congress discussed the party affairs-and its rules, regu- 

lations and tactics. It also proposed the budget and-its 

expenditure. The Congress would elect the Central Com- 

mittee for a period of one year. 

During the period between the meetings of the 

Congress, the Central Committee was responsible for the 

affairs of the party. It published the central party 

newspaper and helped in every way possible the advancement 

of the aims of the party. It had a special seal and could 

inspect all the branches. It could make contact with- 

other leftist parties and if necessary form a coalition. 

It could make contact with any other party but not make 

any agreement with them. It prepared a yearly budget 

to submit to the Congress. The parliamentary branch'of 

the party was composed of the party deputies. Each time 

before. the opening of the Majles the Central Committee and 

the parliamentary branch. of the party would meet in order 

to settle the party programme and tactics for the session 

and the deputies would"follow'that line. The parliamentary 

branch would make an annual report to the Congress. 

The Democrats' parliamentary leader was first 

TaqTzideh, then Soleyman Mfrzi. The members of the Central 

Committee were, according to Maýmad Mabmad 

(called MIrzd Ma4mUd Khdn at that time), ý were Taqlzddeh, 

Mahm-ud MahmUdp a later historian came-jifrom Azarbaijan 
ana was a Constitutionalist and a sworn National'ist. 
He-has left some notes which have been published by 

/Continued over 
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Varld al-Molk SheybSiCl, l Haj! MTrz! Bdqer -AqN Qafqdz-f 

(a friend and close associate of Ueydar KhUn) Soleyman 

MTrzli, Moslivgt, Rasiilz"9deh, M-Irzli Atmad 'Amarig 2 
and 

3 himself Ma4mUd Ma4mUd He does not mention Hoseyn QolT 
0 

KhUn NavVab, but Malekz-ddeh writes that Navv"ab was the 

member and leader of the party's Central Committee. 4 On 

the other hand, F. ýdamli-yat says MatmUd MabmUd was the 

leader of the Democrat's Central Committee. It is 

rather unlikely however that Matmu-d MaýmUd should have been 

the'leader when Veydar KhWn who had been associated with 

Footnote continued from previous page. 

F. AdamTyat in Fekr-e' Wzlld-i. He was the person in 
whose house kleydar KhI k refuge in Rabl' al-Avval 1329 C. March 1911) until he was forced to leave Tehran. 

1. VaýTd al-Molk was the brother of Mobammad 'AlT 
Parvaresh, and had been The Times correspondent in 
Persia.. His support of the ReVolution occasioned The Times to cut his salary. He worked with the 
Nationalists after the Coup dletat. ' I'rari-'e' Nou 
No. 8,15th Shalblin 1327 Clst Septembe-i 1909). 

2. He had been one of the Ulama of Najaf. Aiffrkheyzli, 
op. cit... ' p. 281. 

3. F. ýdam-iyat, ' Fekr-*e ýKzldli, p. 334. 

4. Malekzlldeh. ' TIrTkh-e MashrUtTyyat, 6, p. 262 

I 
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the Ejtemallygn llffiyft party from the beginning was in 

Persia. After Veydar Kh'5n it is possible that Navv-a-b 

became the leader of the Central Committee,, for the 

British Minister also names him as one of the leaders 

after Taq'lzgdeh. 

What is not'c'lear is the relationship of the, 

Deputies with the leaders. Some of the leaders or 

members of the Central Committee were also Deputies such 

as TaqYzUdeh, Soleyman M*Erzli, VaýTd al-Molk Sheyblinr and 

Mosgvut. Did the Deputies lead the Central Committee or 

was it the reverse? There exist several directives by 

the-Central Committee of the party addressed to the 

Deputies about how they were to vote in the Majles, which 

points to the way the system functioned. For, instance, 

on the 22 Z-14ajeh 1328 it was decreed that the relationship 

of the Democrat party with the Regent, Naýer al-Molk, was 

to be friendly and no opposition was to be made to him as 

long as the Regent's neutral position had not been under- 

mined or the independence of the country jeopardized. 2 

A previous resolution issued on the 6th 11bajeh 

decreed that the Central Committee should aaopt a neutral, 

policy with regard to the Cabinet of Mostouf! al-Mam'glek, 

and should defend the person of the Prime Minister, Uak-im 

1. Barclay to Greyo November 3rd 1910, No. 264, F01371/9660 
2. "Qat'nameh-ye (Resolution) Ferqeh-ye Demokrat-e Iran". 

, Rdeh., No. 4 22nd Z'14ajeh. 
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al-Molk and Uoseyn QolT Khan Navvab (the latter two were 

Democrats). Another resolution dated 9th Moýarram 1329 

concerns the rumour of the closing of the judiciary, and 

brings to the knowledge of all the members the danger of 

such an act, asking the members of the Uouzeh to beware 

of any attempt to put this into practice because this was 

the preliminary step to the dissolution of the Majles. 

The Ijouzeh of the capital had a temporary 

central organization called Edareh-ye' Ijouzeh-ye Pliyetakht. 

which was supposed to coordinate the working of the dif- 

ferent Houzehs. It had to meet weekly and a represen- 

tative of the Central Committee was to attend the meetings. 
2 

This organization was to collect the membership fees, try 

to win members to organize conferences and discussions; 

it was to act as intermediary between the local Committee 

of Tehran and the individual Fjouzeh, and was to be' respon- 

sible to the local Committee of Tehran. 3 

"Qatlnlimeh", llajm; leh-ve Tagiz3deh, No. 2,7,6th Zihajeh 
1328,9th floharram 1329. 

0 
2. The Central Committee naturally addressed many confi- 

dential orders to the local Committees. For instance 
on the 20th Uh. ajeh, 1328 (November 1910) at the time 
of the British Ultimatum it wrote that the members must 
beware of the grave danger Persia was in and the very 
important responsibility of the members, and that they 
should be specially active and awake. Then it added 
a warning for the future which'was to prove true. it 
wrote that the party was going to be the target of attack, 
and that they should meet these attacks with discipline. 
Democracy was going to be in the forefront of the attacks 
and all the problems of the country would descend on it. 
Then all the duties of the Committee were enumerated. 
Amongst others, they were to further enforce discipline 
and centralize all activities. 

"Qat'nameh" (Not numbered)30th Zlbajeh 1328, Majmlileh-ye 
aýý_ 
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As the situation was growing more dangerous, it 

warned the members, especially those in Government, employment, 
I 

not to work openly. The members had to undergo military 

training and learn'the use of firearms, and a list should be 

made of those members who possessed firearms, 1 

So far we have only concentrated on the central-2 

organization and programme of the Democrats. "A few'words 

must be added about their provincial organizationsý. In 

addition to. the organization in Tehran, they had proviii6ial 

organizations and newspapers in Tabriz, Qazvinq Urumiyeh, 

Mashad, Rasht, Kermanshah, Esfahan and Hamadan. The Demo- 

crat's provincial Committee of Tabriz was ve - ry active and 

several of its Enteblihnimeh existr; '. t in the Majm51eh-ye_ 

Taqlzgd5h. They published the newspaper Shafaq in Tabriz. 

In Mashad, Heydar Khin set up with Malek al-Sholarl Bahar 

the Nou Bahar, and the ýeda-ye Gilan and Ziyandehriid were 

published in Gilan and Esfahan. In Qazvin a newspaper,; 

Qazvin, was published and in Urumiyeh the Farvardin. 

Despite their comparatively well organized party, 

the Democrats remained a minority; in fact, they were very 

much aware of this and-matched their policy to their posi- 
2 

tion. At the same time they continually declared that as 

a minority party they would criticize and draw attention to 

ý Qat'nimeh-ye Ferqeh-ye Demokrat-e Iran, Komiteh-ye 
yalati-ye Azarbaijan. " Majui-uleh-ye Taqlzadeh, not 

numbered. 

2. In an article in Iran-e Nou it was argued that the 
Democrats were not in reality a minority party for 
they should not consider only Tehran, but also the 
provinces. The provinces had suffered much more 
through bad government and it was there that oppo- 
(Footnote continued on next page) 

0 
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refom. 

The question still remains to what extent this 

organization was implemented, in any real sense, at a cen- 

tral and provincial level. There are rare instances when 

we have a glimpse of their actual functioning. For ins- 

tance on the 20th Shavdl (lst October) Iran-e Nou announced 

that the elections forýthe seven members of one of the five 

Uouzeh of Tehran had been held. These seven men with 

twenty-eight members of the other Jjouzeh had then elected 

their district Committee. . At the same meeting telegrams 

of congratulation for Azarbaijan, Hamadan, Kermanshah and 

Gazvin were read. The report of the work of the Central 

Committee and the report from the activities of Azarbaijan 
1 

and Qazvin were also read at this meeting- 

These policies and tactics and the broad struc- 

ture of the organization of the Democrat party began to 

take shape in the first weeks Of the fall of the Shah and 

provided a framework for action in the course of the first 

month of the new Majles. After the murder of Seyyed 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 

sition to Mobammad 'Al'i Shah had begun. It added 
that in civilized countries the number of newspapers 
was a criterion of modernization 

' 
and progress, and 

then it named the party newspapers to 2rove its 
strength. Iran-e Nou, No. 15,13 Rabilal-ganir 1329 
(13th April =). 

Iran-e Nou, No. 2. Shavil 1328 (23 October 1910). 
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'Abdall'dh however they became increasingly the object of 

attacks and were obliged to move cautiously and to 

emphasise the orthodoxy of their policy from a religious 

stand. In some respects this represents an extension of 

the view already forged in the earlier phase, in other 

ways it marked a depart I ure. The Democrats came under 

attack for being irreligious and revolutionary, the same 

accusations as had been made in the First Majles against 

the Xz! d-1kh! ihUn. Now these attacks were directed against 

the Democrats with much virulence and Taq! zUdeh was at 

the forefront of these accusations. The murder of Seyyed 

'AbdallUh BehbahRnI in Rajab 1328 (July 1910) which was 

pinned on him, weakened the party. The Democrats suffered 

from this event for not only was one of their effective 

leaders removed, but their name having become associated 

with the murder of a great Mojtahed, their arguments were 

discredited and there could be no reconciliation. Their 

only chance was that in general the religious class was 

at this time not very active on the political scene and 

was not as strong as. in the First Majles. 

As mentioned, the Democrats' Programme contained 

a clause demanding the separation of temporal and 

spiritual powers. This was not discussed at any length 

by the Democrats, and in general they seem to have kept 

clear of the more sensitive religious controversies, but 

they did try to explain their programme on religlOus 

grounds, as we have seen. For instance, in order to 
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refute the Senate, they argued that Eslam was opposed to 

aristocracy. - In one of their Enteb'ghnlimeh they wrote 

that the prophet Moýammad had told his followers to be 

brave, united and strong, and to take the flag of Eslam to 

the furthermost corners of the earth, and during the 

reign of the first four Caliphs this, policy was followed. 

What happened then? Why did Moslems"become'weak? , The 

reason was that the people did*not act according to the 

dictates of religion. The Prophet did not wear cloth of 

felt four toman the metre, he did noteat sugar at 

four QerU the Man (Persian measures of weight equal to 

3 kilos). He used to say "my dress is so patched that 

I feel ashamed of my handkerchief". ' ' Then the article' 

reminded its readers of the'ýpresence-of the non-Moslem 

Russian troups, and saidýthat as Moslems they should not 

suffer their presence. 

The Democrats equated religion with'Nationalism. 

This was a clever. 'and important move for this associated 

Persian religious feelings'whi. ch had so much helped bring 

about the Constitutional Revolution with their nationalist 

feelings. This shows the fact that they understood the 

power of religion in its historical perspective andýused 

it. ' Unfortunately the stigma of irreligion which was ' 

attached to them, another clever move by their opponents, 

weakened their argument. 

1. Maimrileh-ye TaqrzZldeh, No. 37) not dated. 

0 
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In one of their-Entebahnamehs they appealed to 

religion to save the nation and to the religious feelings 

of the Tojjlir and Kasabeh. It said if we do not act- 

soon, one day will come when all the revered tombs of 

our Moslem ancestors which we have looked after with our, 

tears and hearts, will become the stables for the Russian 

cavalry. Be careful of the time when our Mosques will 

be turned into churches and-the publication of the-Qoriin 

stopped. One of the European thinkers has said that if 

you want to obliterate Eslam forbid the q. orgn; so let- 

us not allow our Qorin to disappear; our independence 

and religion depend on-it. ' 

In general the Democrats' attitude to religion 

was much more liberal and modern than could be acceptable 

to many and hence gave their enemies occasion to criticize 

them. For instance, on the occasion of the month of 

mourning. Iran-e Nou wrote that in the past during the, 

ten days, of Moýarram those who sang the martyrdom of Voseyn, 

wanted to tell people to stand up against tyranny. The 

groups which gathered in the villages trained in military 

practice and this Dractice was the'reason for the victory 

of the Safavids. Unfortunately duringthe last century 

ignorant Deople changed this---practice; and this, national 

movement was turned into a ceremony of mourning and 

l. Iran-e Nou, No. 112,4th Moharram 1328 (16th January-. 1911). 
0 
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flagellation. As a result, many simple-minded people 

came to believe that instead of religious duties it was 

sufficient to shed some tears and all would be forgiven. 

In formulating the new tactic vis-a-vis Eslam, 

the Democrats, were supported by the membership of the more 

articulate and progressively minded Ulama among their 

ranks. The speech of one such member will be quoted 

here for it reveals the kind of arguments used by the 

Ulama Deputies who were Democrats as well. In the month 

of Safar 1329 (February, 1911) when the Regent insisted 

that political parties should be formed each side declared 

its policies and introduced its members. Sadr al-Ulama 0 
declared that he was going to explain his ideology. "I 

am a Constitutionalist. I believe in National government, 

central administration and the concentration of all 

powers in the hands of the liberals. I believe in equality, 

that is if a Derson owns millions he should be under the 

same laws and have the same rights as the one who sells 

beetroots. I am against all kinds of privileges and 

special exceptions except the reSDect due to learned people. " 

Then he mentioned the very poor conditions of the peasants. 

He said he was himself a Deasant and had often seen how 

very old and poor men in rags had to sow lands far from- 

their villagel carry water to it with so much pain and hire 

cattle to earn a little bread; then the representatives 

of the Governors came, tied them to a tree and took from 

them what they had earned with so much difficulty. There- 

fore, he said, he was a Democrat by his beliefs- and religion . 
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and added that the Hojat al-Eslilm AqUiDloddares EsfahlinT 
0 

was going to examine all the Maramn7amehs including that 

of the Democrats, and if it had a point contrary to religion 

he'would point it out. He concluded by saying he had 

sat on the left (meaning the opposition) from-the moment 

he had come to-the Majles and would-continue to do so. 

Ejtemallygn, Eltedgl-lvu-n 

The most important party, other than the Democrats 

was the EjtemallyGn'EltedilTyUn or, as its name implies; - 

the Moderate, Socialists. Barclay described them as the 

"invertebrate and heterogeneous body known as the Moderates". 

Of those named as Elted3lis some were moderates from the 

First Majles, like the princes Asadalllih Mirzli, 'and Yabyl 

Mrrz'5 Leslin al-Vokamli, Ulama like, UgjT Seyyed"Naýralllh 
0 

Akhav-i and EnCam Jomleh Kholl, * Toj'j5r like Vak-11 al-Rolaya, 

and Government officials like Mostashffr al-Douleh, Morteig 
who 

QolT Kh5n NgllnT/had been the private secretary of 

Zell al-Solt5n. Some deputies now changed their Maslak 

and joined this party such as Momtgzal-Douleh, Dehkhodli 

MoInied al-Saltaneh, MTrzli ýqil Farsh-I and VaKI-1 al-Tojjgr. 

During the EstebdNd-e Sagh-Ir Mo'iied al-Saltaneh, Dehkhoda 

and Seyyed ýIideq Tabdtaball had gone into exile, Ho-stashiir 

al-Douleh,, Mortela Qoli Khan, and Emim Jomleh hid in Tehran and 

gradually made their peace with the Sh ah. 

1. M. M. Maj. 2, No. 216,25th Safar 1329. 
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The development of the Democrat party is much 

more clear, but nonetheless th6 B"tedlill party too had its 

roots in the First Majles as already pointed out. The 

date of the organization of this party is not precisely 

cited; according to some writers it was organized at, the 

time of the meeting of the Second Majles. TaqlzNdeh repeats 

the Democrats' interDretation stating that-it was organized 

two months before the opening the Majles; and during 

the first few weeks the deputies and politicians began to 

recruit members from amongst the new deputies who arrived 

in Tehran. The aim of this partyadde&Taq1z6deh, was to 

oppose the true Nationalists who wanted to resist the 

Entente powers; so they accused the Democrats of being 

revolutionaries in order to discredit them. 2 The Maj'les 

newspaper, the Elted'911's organ wrote the party's official 

version and justification for its formation, stating that 

they organized this party to protect and strengthen the 

Majles. They were all good Nationalists. It added that 

as their power and influence grew, their enemies became 

worried and united to organize their own party. They 

1. Dehkh9req7an! too wrote that the Eltedal party was con- 
ceived by Nnýer al-. MDlk to oppose the Democrats and 
that he with ýeyyed Moýammad SUdeq, Molgled al-Molk, 
Mollied al-Saltaneh prepared the programme of this 
party to oppose the Democrats. R. Dehkh5recFani, 
Vaqliye'e Ndýerl va Toullb-e Marlim, Dou Res3leh,, ed. 
X-. SlydhpUsh (Tabriz,, 1356 )9 pp. 32-33. 

2. H. TaqTzUdeh, "Kgshef al-Ghatal", MaqAllit, 5, pp. 50-51. 
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accused the El'tedlills of being rich reactionaries opposed 

to progress and the party of Sepahddr. 1 In fact the 

Elted'dlls and Democrats originated in the First Majles, as 

already discussed, and must have begun to organize before 

the.. Majles met, but we have no proof of the elections 

having been conducied"on any particular political platform. 

Moreover these mutual accusations we're only to justify the 

organization of political parties which was not popular 

at the time, and to blame the other. 

According to some historians the leader of the 

EltedillTyrin, was Seyyed Mohammad ý. Idetl. Tabitabill. 2 Yah a ya 

DoulatAbdd7i's brother, 'All Mohammad has'also been named, 

but'he was in fact one of the*leaders of the Elteddlis in 

the Third Majles. - Ya4ya Doulatab5d! remained unattached 

according to his own account though he sympathized with 

the Democrats. 3 

1. Majles, No. 23,26th Shavill 1328 (30th October 1910). 

2. Seyyed ýiideq had published the newspaper majjles 
during the First Majles. He was also force-d into 
exile along with the others after the Coup dletat and 
joined Doulatablidl-in Turkey, -working with him and his 
Anjoman rather than the Anjoman-e SaIddat. He was 
elected to the Second Majles from Khorasan and began 
to publish the newspaper Majles once again* Later 
this paper became the organ of the EltedglTyGn. He 
was forced to take a temporary leave of absence from 
the Majles on account of the illness of his father, 
so he was not an active Deputy for part of the time. 

3. He writes that he did not join either party, though 
elected by Kerman as Deputy, because of objections which 
were made against him instigated mainly by the Ulama. - He says he was opposed to the policy of the-Elteddl'is 
and rejected their invitation to join them. He could 
not accept membership of the Democrats unconditionally 
and calls them revolutionaries, EnaelabY. So he 

/Continued over 
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The'EltedFlTyiln had-a numerical advantage and 

the backing outside the Majles of the more influential 

politicians such as SeDahd5r, andof Sard9r Mo4TI one of 

the Moj5hedlii of'Gilan, and Sattdr and B5qer Kh5n. Amongst 

the Ulama Seyyed 'Abdallah before he was shot, and Seyyed 

Mo4ammad TabatabHIT before he died supported them. 

Farmanfarma and Naýer al-Molk too were said to support 

this party. 
1 

If the date of the organization of the EltedNl'lS 

is not specified, their*motives are clear; it is obvious 

that their main purpose was to refute the Democrats rather 

than to put forward a Policy. The arguments in support 

of their policy and the programme they present all point 
2 to this. The articles in Yýjqt, another of the organs 

of this party, presented as an explanation of policy are 

all refutations of the Democrats-who are presented as 

extremist revolutionaries who would ruin the country; all 

non-moderates were revolutionaries, it argued, and dec- 

lared that it was dangerous to criticize men like Sepahd5r 

Footnote 4 continued from previdus page. 

remained unattached. . 
The Ulama opposed him on reli- 

gious grounds for it must be remembered he was sus- 
pected of being an Azali. They also opposed him 
because he agreed wITY-the Democrats, iaea of the 
separation of powers temporal from spiritual. 

1. Malek al-Sholarff Blihdr, Tdrikh-e Mokhta*ar-e Ahzib-e 
STyUsl-ye Iran, Enqer! lz--e-q37-JMrYyeh (Tehran, 13Z3), 
P. 9. 

2. Vaot (Time) explained its own name, saying it implied 
ttai time was needed for'reform, and that time was 
very precious. Vaqt, No. 53,25th Jamad! al-Avval, 
1328. 
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who had saved the country. 
1 

There is little more specific evidence for the details 

of the party organization of the EltedRlllyiin.. The An; irl 

documents contain alist or' the members who contributed to the 

party funds in 1329-30. It includes such famous names as 

Moliven al-Douleh GhafffrT, Dehkhoda, -Seyyed ýRdeq TabAtabull, 

Wiled al-Saltaneh Molin al-Tojjar, Nosrat Soltin (4; Rr-1) 

Morteid Qoli I Khgn Nal"ni (who later became the leader of the- 

coalition or Hey'at-e Moltalefeh), and IAIII. Mohammad DoulatabHdi', 

brother of Yabyi. 2 
. $. 

The Majles newspaper also has the-same charac- 

teristics although it was much more violent in its attacks. 

For instance, -it said that what., Persia had to fear-was the 

internal enemies who were in secret league with the enemy; 

1. Ibid., No. 34, lst Jam5di- al-Avval 1328, and No. 25, 
20th Rabl'al-SdnI qoseyn KhNn Kasmall, the editor of. 
Va was-from Giian, and a staunch supporter of Sepahaar. r R1 
Te ýaper for instance does not often mention Sardffr 
Aslad. It was_even hinted that the paper was financed 
by Sarddr Manýur and Sardir Mo411-1, both supporters of 
Sepahdir. 

2. In addition these documents include a detailed list of 
expenditure. This ranges from small, items, such as- 
expenses for stationery or petrol for the stoves, to 
money paid for publications to provincial. branches, the 
salaries of the employees or electoral expenses. For 
instance in,; 'lqaldeh 1329, the party, spent-1520 rial on 
arming a number of soldiers to defend Tehran in case of 
an attack by Salir al-Douleh. 

One item of expense was cited as money paid to 

,. the Mojdhedln. Another item of interest is the rent 
paid for the club house which was rented from Voseyn Khan 
Khayyltbish-1. It also paid the expenses-of the newspaper 
Majles and the salary of their representatives in the 
provinces. The party had representatives in Kerman, 
Kermanshah, Esfahan, Tabriz, Mashad, Mazandaran and Arak. 

N. An! 55ri, "The documents of the Eltediilliyu-n 
Party", unpublished thesis. 
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these people organize new parties with such new names as 

Socialist or Democratsý, They accuse the servants of 

the people and encourage--worthless people, deceive them 

and waste time. ' In another article it accused the 

Democrats of having no country of their own while Dreten- 
2 ding to be Nationalists. The'Majl'es has many articles 

in which the EltedilTs-put forward their ideological argu- 

ments. These often appear to be an answer to the 

Democrats and prove the fact, that their aim was more a 

refutation of the Democrats than the enactment of a policy. 

In Rajab 1329 PulY 1911) in an article entitled The, 

PhilOSODhv of Ideoloey or The Road to Proeress and 

Development , it argued in favour of moderation, taking 

examples of moderation in the laws of the universe and 

of nature to prove the advantage of such a policy. It 

added that development must be gradual or else it would be 

dangerous; besides, all the difficulties facing us must 

be taken into consideration before progress can be made. 

The Eltedglis, it said, were not opposed to reform, but 

changes had to be gradual. The Government, must take care 

of the poor and the peasants, nor were the Eltedgl-is 

opposed to liberty and equality, all Moslems were brothers. 

But the Government could not take people's lands; besides 

the peasants and workers first needed-education. Equality 

Majles, No. 27,6th ýTiqaldeh 1328 (9 November 1910). 

2. Ibid., No. 26,3rd Zlhajeh (6th December). 
. 6.4 
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could not be imposed quickly, *if we begin to divide the, 

land and. property as Karl Marx says, we would be courting 

disaster. It then suggested the setting up of agricul- 

tural banks in villages, which would give small loans to 

the peasants. 
1 The theoretical discussions of Majles 

improved as time went on, but it staunchly upheld the 

Elted, qlls and never ceased its attacks on the Democrats. 

The EltedilTygn Published their MarffmnAmeh twice. 

One was very short and incomplete one was called DastTr-e 

--2 Maslaki-ye Ferqeh-ye EjtemVi7yGn Eltedgllyun. It said 

that development and independence could only be achieved by 

means of the gathering of national strength, and that, 

would be attained by means of unity. This unity was achieved 

by a programme. We Persians believe in one religion, 

Eslam, and had the means of achieving such, a union, but 

we have been ignorant of each other's wishes. Today by 

declaring our prgramme we shall unite with our other 

brothers who share the same opinions and we declare our aim 

to be the independence of the homeland, the development of 

the country andýthe establishment of national Government. 

The means by which these aims. were to be achieved 

were enumerated thus: , 

1. Majles, No. 125,22 Rajab 1329 (19th July 1911). 

2. The first Margmnameh was published in the Royal Pub- 
lishing House (Matbaleh-ye ShihanshlihT, whose director 
was Hoseyn Kasm9IT), Decree of programme of the Social 
Modeýate Party. 
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1. Procuring the means of progress by favouring the 

principle of development. 

2. Attempt to conduct the affairs of the country 

from the centre. 

3. Consideration for the condition of the labourers 

of the country, and easing their-livelihood. 

4. Attending to ways to increase Dublic wealth. - 
S. - Diligence in universalizing culture and com- . 

pulsory education. 

6. Striving to organize and increase the military 

force according to modern methods. 

7. Maintenance of foreign relations with political, 

commercial and economic connections. 

This programme was severely criticiz6d by the 

Democrats for its weakness and for the fact that it was 

actually a set of generalized headings to which no one 

could object, but which jareality did not constitute a 

programme, but a means to deceive people. RasGlzgdeh 

wrote a strong attack in an article already mentioned 

called the TanqTd-e Ferqeh-ye Eltedffl7ryUn yd Ejtemg'Tynn 

EltedfflTyGn, dated 132 8.1 He wrote that he did not so 

much fear a bloody reaction, -as a Conservative party, 

which behind the veil of Constitutionalism encouraged 

reaction. He added that his fellow party men were suspicious 

r: 

1. This article was published in Iran-e Nou on the 27th 
Shavil 1328 (3rd October 1910). It wF-s also pub- 
lished separately as a pamphlet. 
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of the Eltedally5n lesi it should be the Cohservative Party 

in disguise. 

According to RasUlzideh the aristocracy tried to 

overthrow the Constitution and helped the Shah and the 

Russian officers against the Majles. Now, however, they 

understood that the old days were gone and they were 

trying to resist by a new method. This was why they were 

forming a reactionary political party. He gave examples 

of so-called moderate parties in Europe which were all 

right-wing and supported the rich and privileged classes. 

The founders of this party in Persia had assured him, he 

said, that the EltedNjyu-n was a different kind of party, 

but that now he noticed that their acts showed the'con- 

trary, and their Marimplimeh proved his worst fears to be 

true. He then quoted their Drogramme and discussed the 

word Socialism because they called themselves Moderate 

Socialists. All Socialists agree, he said, that Capitalism 

must change to Socialism. Some wanted this to be effected 

by means of progress, some by a revolution, but for 

Socialists moderation was imDossible. It was like someone 

who accepted Eslam moderately. Socialists could not be 

moderates. This was an innovation unheard of even in 

Europe. "Our EltedUlTyUn call themselves Socialists, " he 

said, "Do they want to abolish Capitalism? Give power to 

the proletariat? Free women and place them in the Majles? 

Would they accept the distribution of the land between the 

peasants? They had no. such ideas. " Besides, Persia had 
r, , 
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no Capitalists and no proletariat, was it not surprising 

therefore that in a country like Persia, landowners should 

call themselves Socialists? He then gave a full descrip- 

tion of Socialism in order to reveal its true meaning. 

Then he discussed their programme, saying its 

seven articles were only headings and a play on words. 

None of the other parties could deny any of these aims. 

For instance, he discussed the third article which stated 

that the party would consider the- condition of the labourers. 

Would anyone say that he wanted to worsen the condition of 

the labourers or wish people to be poorer? He concluded 

by saying that obviously they were hiding their real pur- 

pose. They had taken the name of Socialists because at 

one time the Ejtem7a'Ty5n 'KmIyOn had formed a party and 

achieved some success, so by adopting the nam6'Ej'temVTyQn 

they hoped to attract people. At the same time they called 

themselves moderates so as not to frighten the rich. Its 

continuation was impossible, concluded RasUlzUdeh. They 

were for the moment only a group who had gathered together 

to promote their own interests. 

It is very likely that the criticisms by the 

Democrats as pointed out in TanqTd occasioned the publi- 

cation of a second and much more detailed Margmnlmeh. 

It was called DastUr-e Mashrrih-e MaslakT yll Mar'gmnlimeh-ye 

Hezb-e Ejtema'Tygn EltedfflTyrin. 1 It is in fact a combi- 

nation of an ideological discussion of their political 

1. Detailed Decree of the programme or the policy of the 
Social Moderates. 
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beliefs and a practical plan of reform, but owing to its 

length only some'points of interest will be mentioned, 

especially as many points have already been repeated in the 

newsp'aper Mail6s. " It must be added that it'further con- 

firms the assumption already'made, namely that it is a reply 

to the Democrats and would go to show that the Democrats' 

policy must have won some success and caused uneasiness. 

The insistence on moderation and gradual reform is parti- 

cularly significant and was in opposition to-a Revolution 

for which they attacked the Democrats. 

The ideology of the Eltedillydn centres round a 

belief in a gradual progress of mankind. ' "There existed two 

trends of thought and policy, one was-Moderatet practical, 

gradual and in-accordance with local conditions. ' The other 

was revolutionary, impractical and-idealist. They claimed 

that'their ideas were based on Eslam, and*its essence which 

advocated equality and justice. Then it puts forward a 

curious argument explaining its Socialist ideology. It ! ýays 

the principle of Socialist ideology Asis-e Maslaki-ye'Ejtemall 

varies in different-countries. This group did not follow the 

path; of Marx and Engels, but such teachers as-Bernstein' 

1. 'Edward Bernstein was a leading German revisionist'so- 
cialist. He worked with Kautsky in 1898 and broke with 
the orthodox Marxists later. He was of the opinion that 
contrary to Marxist ideology, Capitalism was stabilizing 
and that'there would be an increase-in production and 
mass consumption. He also drew attention to a rising 
middle class and refuted the Marxist belief in a society 
divided into two classes. He also denied their historical 
materialism. 

International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 
ed. D. L. Sills, 22, p. 60. 

0 
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and Merlino andýtook Persia's conditions into view as well. 
Human affairs were divided into three categories: political, 

economic and spiritual. Under all these headings there was 

insistence on the need for gradual reforms and their accord- 

ance with practical conditions. Another point of interest 

is the insistence on public morality and spiritual reform 

and the need for a cleansing of character and behaviour and 

performance of religious duties. 

It divided people into three classes: the rich, 

the middle class and the worthless, jobless class, which was 

a parasite on the other two. This class gap was to be 

bridged by a reform of taxes and other reformsýand a practice 

of justice. Concerning private property it said that the 

principles of Socialism did not condemn private property. 

The Elteddllyiin's discussions of their reforms 

represented an attempt to be more practical and clear, but 

they were still far too brief and lacking in detailed 

knowledge to be a feasible programme for action. The reforms 

they suggest are also divided under threeýheadings: political, 

economic and spiritual. They deal with such topics as 

electoral reforms, the organization of the Senate, reforms 

in government ministri6s, military service, the organization 

of a military school, tax reforms, the protection of the 

S. Merlino was the author of Formes et essence du 
Socialisme, published in 1898 in Paris. It is 
possible that the EltedEllyfln, were referring to him. 

Bibliog i h' enc; r'le des Science Juridique 
1800-lvzo ea. 7%. Uranalu Paris 19Z6, Voi. Z, p. 809 
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peasants against the injustices of the landlords, the prohi- 

bition of hoarding, the formation of more schools and the 

encouragement of newspapers. 

The Maramnimeh of the Elteddllygn was no great -, 
improvement on the first one and it remained weak and 

insignificant. But their power*lay elsewhere. It had 

the backing, of the ruling class and the more influential 

politicians and contrary to what'RasUlzideh predicted., the 

Eltedgllyu-n continued to function and gained-much more power 

when Nd*er al. -Molk made them organize the coalition., 

In this work attention has been mainly paid to . 
the ideological divergences which sparated-these two major 

political parties and distinguished them-from each, other. 

But despite such differences these parties'--had certain' 

similarities due particularly to the circumstances which 

gave rise to them both. For instance, they all had a small 

membership limited mainly to the Deputies of the Majles 

together with a small following outside. They all had a 

similar organization such as clubs, newspapers, MarimnEmehs 

and Ne; Emnimehs. They all protested their nationalism, 

their Eslamic faith and their support for the Majles. They 

all showed deference t6 certain leaders which was the 

accepted norm of public behaviour. But more important than 

these was similarity in Social background of the members of 

the Democrat and Eltedall parties. In fact this must have 

been one reason why the Democrats posed such a menace. Had 

that party been composed of members of the lower classest 

for example, they could have been barred from the Majles, 

but they came from the same ranks of society as-the Elteddlls, 
. 
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and posed a potential danger to all vested interests. The 

Elted5l party was conceived as a counter to the Democrats 

and'herein lay its weakness. The defensive character of 

the Marimndmeh of the Elteddl! party, and the justifications 

it gave for its policy is a proof of-this. 

The Democrats had by far the better programme which 

was not surprising, considering its international connections. 

They could appeal to all those who wanted-to carry out reforms 

to their logical'concluslon and to see Persia strong and 

independent, and the poor economically and socially better 

off. Thus they posed a threat to many interests which were 

not long in coalescing together against the Democrats. The 

other two small parties to be described now were insignif- 

icant by themsleVes, but their allegiance helped to shift 

the balance'in the favour of the Eltedill'yUn and the 

Government. 

0 
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Ettef? iq va Taraqql 

Both the Democrats and Eltedffl-lyfln were com- 

paratively large parties, but two smaller ones, developed 0 
in the Majles as well; they were the Etteflrq va Taraqq-1. 

Union and Progress, and the TaraqqTkhahdn or Liberals. 

Though these were insignificant as far as membership was 

concerned, nonetheless they are worthy of notice as they 

helped to compose the coalition. 

The organization of th6 Etteflrq va Taraqql 

party is described by their newspapef'Esteql'9l-e Iran. 

It wrote on the 18th Zlqaldeh 1328, (21st November 1910), 

that five months before taking Tehran, the political 

party of Ettef. Tq va Taraqql was set up in Tehran with 
2 the help of the Holy Conýmittee of Sattffr .. It also added 

that there had been many secret organizations during, the 

last Majles which had caused a great deal of trouble; now 

it was agreed to form a union between these secret organi- 

zations; they would aDpOint their delegates to organize 

1. It is possible that there was some connection between 
this party and'the Ottoman party of Union and Progress 
as some of the emigres were no doubt influenced by 
Turkish political ideas, and Doulat5bddl mentions an 
agreement for mutual help between them. 
Y. Doulatabadiv,, op.. cit., 3 pp. 65-68. 

2. EsteqlNl-e Iran, No. 124,18th ZTqa1deh 1328,21st 
November 1910. 

0 
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a Central Committee called Ettefffq va TaraqqT. 1 Accor- 

ding to the EsteqlZl-e Iran, one of the most famous 

Committees of EttefNq va Tatýa_2jrwas called the Committee 

of JahAngir which was organized in Tehran. After victory 

the party began to organize other branches in-Tehran and 

the'provinces, though the paper does not specify any of 

their names. 

The leader of the Ettefffq va Taraqq! outside 

the Majles was Mostalan al-Molk 
2 

who became the editor 

of the Esteqlnl'-e Iran in Shavill 1328, (9th October 1910). 

This party had four members in the Majles but none were 

of great-importance. - They were Esm7alll Kh"an Farzilneh, 

M! 'rz! 'All Eýfahanl 3, Fat4allgh Khan Mosh7ir Ho! Ur who 

,4 were deputies of the Majles and Mirza Mo4ammad KhFn 

1. Esteqliil-e Iran, No. 124,18th ZTqaldeh 1328,21st 
mber 191U. 

2. Mosta'Th al-Molk worked closely with Mirzil Mabm5d 
ElfahUnT during 

- 
the EstebdXd-e 5agh-1r; MrrzS MabmUd 

had .'' taken bast in the Otioman embassy. It can be 
conjectured that Mosta"dn al-Molk might have been 
influenced by some of the ideas and methods of the 
Ottoman party. N9zem al-Eslffm Kerm'dnT, op. cit- 
Introductory Vol., 'p. 224. 

3. Taq! 7zildeh described him as the son of 'Abd al-Karim 
brother of Ad-lb al-Tojjgr, an EltedirlT deputy of Qazvin. 
The family lived in Tabriz. TaqlzXdeh,,, "TMrikh-e 
Majles", MaqNl9t, 5, p. 59. 

4. As already mentioned, the Democrats could not obtain 
support for their candidates to be elected by the 
Majles. Haj IEz al-Mamlilek himself member of the 
Liberal pýrty has said that the other parties agreed 
amongst themselves for the elections. (Private 
interview). 
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Vazl*rz'adeh from Gilan. 

Ettefg7q va Taraqq! had certain articles in 

their programme which bore on Socialism. The Democrat 

party even offered to unite with it on several occasions, 

but the Ettefffq va Taraqq did not accept; on the con- 

trary they coalesced with the Eltedgl*Tygn despite the 

fact that many of their demands touched on questions 

similar to the Democrats. For instance, they called for 

12 unity of the political parties, opposed the Senate and 

attached the landlords. Despite this Esteql3l-e Iran 

also attacked the Democrats on many occasions and 

relationships between these two parties were bitter. 

The reason was probably due to the fact that they had 

their origin one in Azarbaijan and the Caucasus, the 

other in Turkey and Gilan and also the fact that from the 

beginning there was a deep-seated controversy between 

the Nationalists. The social and economic demands of 

the Ettefaq va_TaraqqT were probably due to the influence 

of the Caucasian Socialists who had come to Gilan as well 

as to Azarbaijan. They were certainly not amongst*the 

MYrz! i 'All Kh5n later changed to EltgdNil. He was 
given the title. of Sharif al-Douleh and was employed 
by the Foreign Ministry Iran-e Nou gave an account 
of his life in No. 20, i0th ShalbaF-1327 (16th Sep- 
tember, 1909). 

2. Esteql3l-e Iran, No. 124,18th Zlqaldeh 1328 (21 
November 1910). 0 

3. For instance Esteqll[l-e Iran No. 29, lst Rajab, 1329 
(28 June 1911) or No. 8,29th JamffdT al-tffnl (31st 
May). 
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demands of the Ottoman party of Union and Progress. 

The paper announced the purpose of the party 

was the permanence of the Constitution and the endurance 

of the independence of Persia and the support of all the 

poor nations and liberal classes of the, East. Its 

programme included the attainment of freedom of meetings, 

of holidays, of conferences, of the press, of. thought, 

conscience and speech, and the unity of the underprivi- 

leged nationalities M611'at-'e Mgjameh. Minorities were 

to have equal civil and judicial rights, education was 

to be promoted, artistocracy to be abolished, all laws 

which caused the dispossession of the peasants' lands 

to be abrogated, all reactionaries to be dismissed from 

Government services and their places to be given to 

young educated people; the foundation of factories were 

to be encouraged, in c ase of attack on Persia by 

foreigners or the undermining of Persian independence, 

members of these organizations would defend her. it 

concluded by saying that gradually other secret clauses 

would be divulged. 

The point which is of note in this programme 

is the a ttempt to seek the support of the minoritiesý 

which is not in the Socialist party's demand, but grew 

from the party of Union and Progress of Turkey with which 

this party probably shared more than a name. 

1. The ethnic minorities of Persia did not have the same 
problems as the minorities in Turkey. In Persia 
they had been granted equal rights under the Con- 
stitution and the Second Electoral law had given 
them the right each to send a representative to 
the Majles. 
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The EttefAq va Taraqqi, also had, d Ne; d dmeh 

which illustrates its secret origin., -. It announced 

that the aim of this group was to maintain by any means 

possible the independence of Persia, the Constitution 

and Human Rights (Uoqllq-e Bashar! ) and political rights 

of all the underprivileged people. - the rights of all 

classes and middle-class workers. It had a Central 

Council, MajmaLe 10mgm-1 which met once a-year to 

cýraý. t the programme of the Party., They were to be. local 

Councils in the provinces, which sent their represen- 

tatives to the Maj'mal.. The smallest unit was the group 

Dasteh consisting of 12 members, each of whom paid a 

subscription. The members were to be armed, to 

report-to the group and to learn Military tactics; those 

who possessed arms were. to, be registered with the Com- 

mittee. The members of a group had to meet once a week 

and were to elect a leader.. They. had to organize plays 

and conferences and propagate their ideas. Each 12- , 

groups of DAsteh were organized into ; 3: 'ShdI*Veh, or branch. 

The members, twelve in number, were elected for a year 

by secret ballot, and they were in charge of the acti- 

vities of their groups. The branches had to be under 

the authority of the Committee. Branches had to be 

organized in the villages according to these regulations, 

This was entitled NezUmnZ! meh-ye Dilkhell-ye Jam"Iyat-e 
EttefN5 va Taraqql. it was published in the private 
puElishing house of the party in 1328. 
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Mo4ammad Xqn Bor5jerdl, and LavRIal-Douleh. According to 

him, Sheykh Mo4ammad 'All Behjat from Dezful had 

organized a different party called Taraqq-ikhahan-e Jonab. 

It is possible that there were in fact two parties;, 

the one we shall describe here is the party of the 

Southern deputies which had 6 members. 
1 On the Margmngmeh 

of this party called Dastffr-e AsNsT-ye Jam'Tyat-e Taraq- 

qTkhdhgn-e Iran, 2 it is written by hand that this party 

was formed by some of the Deputies of the South to pro- 

tect their interests, and that the newspaper joniiý was 

their party newspaper. 

The Jonu-b is different from the other party 

newspaDers. It does not attack any party, nor does it 

defend any particular Deputy. It mainly deals with 

the questions of the Southern provinces, such as security, 

poverty, the plight of the people, bad government and 

the inroads the British were making. Naturally it 

demanded a change in the electoral laws which was unfair 

as it left many parts of the South without a represen- 

tative, to the advantage of the North. It also advo- 

cated a very strong centralized Government, and urged 

'that the Government should take soldiers from the tribes. 

It was strongly anti Qav5m and accused the family of 

Soleym5n MYrza gave this number in a speech in the 
Majles. M. M. Maj 2,18th ýafar 1329. 

2. Ba-s(c, Ruee-, -- s- zet. of the Liberal group of Iran. 
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Taraq ikhahgn (Liberals) 

Existing accounts of the parties are very scanty, 

but the-opinions about the Democrats, the Eiedlillygn and 

the Ettefffq va TaraqqY are consistent.. The case of the 

other party on the other hand is not, clear. 
lý The lists 

of TaqYzUdeh, one. in Kdveh, and another published as a 

pamphlet in 1337 in Berlin are-not consistent. In' 

KFveh he mentions the Taraqqlkh*ahdn party, in the Berlin 

article he gives them the name of Liberal, and mentions- 

only one deputy, Behjat, as Taraqqlkhgh. 2 

In a private interview with U? lj lEz al-MamUlekv 

the Deputy of Khuzestan already mentioned, he stated 

that these'two parties were separate, adding emphati- 

cally that his party was called Liberal, and that he had 

constituted it on the model of the British Liberal party, 

and that its members, were himself, Entezirm al-Hokama, 

1. It is not clear by the lists of TaqTzideh who its 
members were. It must be added however that as TaqT- 
zffdeh was absent from Persia when these parties were 
declared he might have confused these two. Moreover 
the existence of political parties was kept secret 
more or less until Nff*er al-Molk insisted on the for- 
mation of a majority party in ýafar 1329 (February 
1911). SoleymUn MTrz7 once referred to this secrecy 
saying no one was ready to say to which party he 
belonged. M. M. Maj 2,18th ýafar 1329. 

2. H. Taqlzildeh, "Doureh-ye Jad-id-e Mashriltlyyat dar 

, 
Iran". Uveh, Summer 1336,1918; and 11TdrTkh-e 
Mokhtasar-e Majles-e Melll*-ye Iran", published in 
Berlin*1337. 
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to defend the peasants' rights against the MHlZkYn. 

They were to organize agricultural banks to give loans 

to needy peasants. The Committees had nine members 

to supervise the branches and groUDS. Each Committee 

had to publish a newspaper to Dropagate the ideas of 

the party. The members were to keep their membership 

secret. 
In JamNdi al-gani 1329 (June) and Rajab (July 

1911) the Ettefffq va Taraqqi published the duties of its 

members and a detail of its programme in Esteql5l-e Iran. 

It called for a plan of expansion and announced its 

intention to make the under-privileged people and the 

peasants realize their lawful rights so that they could 

share in the wealth of Persia, at all times to sharing 

equal rights with the rich; at the samet'im6 the members 

of the party should Drepare for the'next elections. 
' 

The Ettefiq va Taraqql never amounted to much 

as an individual party, its only significance was in 

relation with the coalition which was organized in ýafar 

1329 (February 1911). The other small -Darty to be 

described next, namely th6 TaraqqTkh3hin was also of the 

same category. 

Estealffl-e ! ran, No. 15, 12th JamNcrl' al-95n! 1329 
UDth June 1911) and No. 44, 29th Rajab (26th July). 
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always causing disorder in Fars. It also advocated 

Capitalism and argued that only by strengthening Capiý- 

talism would the Government grow strong. 
1 

The MarFmn9meh of the TaraqqTkhffhan announced 

that Persia was caught in the midst of a revolution and 

that each group demanded something different, a situation 

which was leading herto destruction. Then it added 

that no group could act effectively unless it had a pro- 

gramme. The Maimale MarkazY,. or the central organization 

of the Party, which had existed for a time in secret, 

watched the events, and was now publishing its programme 

which was in accordance with the interests of. the 

country, and did not differentiate between religion and 
ideology. 

Its general aim was announced to. be maintenance 

of the independence of the country, the defence of the 

principle of Eslam, the preservation of the Constitution 

and the National Government.,,. the introductimof civili- 

zation into Persia, the enforcement of the laws of the 

country and the development of Persia by Persians. 

Their programme was divided into eight, parts which dealt 

with the Government, the affairs of the country, the 

elections, the military force, religion and cultural 

affairs, taxation and the basis of common wealth, public 

works and the judiciary. This programme is rather lengthy 

JonUb, No. 27,4th Rajab 1329. 
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but contains some interesting and original points not 

dealt with in the other programmes. 

One point which remains enigmatic is the fact 

the Deputies of Fars and the Qashqli'71 Deputy are not 

cited as members, nor do we know its connection with 

the league of Southern provinces, ' Ette'hdd-'& Jobrib. 

This League was between the leader of the Arab tribes 
de- 

Sheykh KhazIal, the Qashqgll Kh7an ýoulat4Douleh, and 

the VH171 of Posht-e KGh, the tribal Kh5n of the Lurs. 

It was formed in Rab'11 al-Avval 1328 (February 1910), 

against the Bakhtlydr! ascendancy, in Tehran, I 
although 

its aim was declared to be support for the Majles, the 

defence of Persia's independence and security and the 

maintenance of the Constitution. 2- We do not know whether 

the party of Taraqqlkhnhan was formed to protect the 

interests of the South against the great tribal leaders 

who had the South at their mercy or against the ascen- 

dancy of the North with 20 DeDUties from Azarbaijan, 15 

from Tehran, 6 from Khorasan, 4 from Gilan, etc. 
3 

The development of political parties was not 

limited to these discussed here. Often reference was 

1. P. Oberling, The QashqUIT Nomads of Fars (Hague, 
1974), p. 96. 

2. Iran-e Nou, No. 196,24th Rabl'al-95ni 1328 (5th May 
1-glo) 

3. The attention paid to the North had been questioned 
in the First Majles and the-Second and it was to be 
changed to a more equitable distribution of seats by 
the Third Electoral Law passed in this Majles. 
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made to other parties particularly socialist parties 

such as for instance, the E. Ilablyfin'AmlyiIn 
1 

and the 

Social Democrats, but as they had no deputies in the 

Majles they are not discussed here. 

Unlike the two latter parties,., the origin of 

the Democrats and the EltedNllyTin_ can be traced to the 

early embyonic groupings of the First Mai-les and the 

greater necessity for co-operation and joint action brought 

about by the Estebdid-e ýaghir inevitably meant a greater 

definition of purpose and policy during the first months 

of the Second Majles. Even though the committed member- 

ship of both the Democrats and the EltedallyUnremained 

small-, and the majority of the Majles Deputies could 

still be swayed by personal interests and votes deter- 

mined by private patronage, the emergence of a. solid 

core representing two distinct generally held political 

philosophies, having their own party organization, 

financing themselves, chosing their own leadership, 

publishing their newspapers and manifestos, signifies 

a fundamental change and advance in the assimilation and 

experience of new political and party procedures. Most of 

the initiative for this*came from the more purposeful, well 

organized, dedicated in a group of the Democrats, an initiative 

that was directly influenced by the Bolsheviks and the Russian 

Social Democrat models and owed little or nothing to any indi- 

genous tradition. Yet this had a wider impact on Persian public 

life as the EltedRliyýn tried to respond to the telling criticism 

1. M. M. Maj 2,18th Safar 1329. 
0 
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of their opponents by ýdopting the same method realizing 

the need to define, 'to argue, to publish, ''and to recruit. 

Given the time to develop and to let these experiences 

be properly absorbed into the political. consciousness of 

the nation, there would have been a chance that the course 

of a new political experience would have been securly 

established; but as shall be shown., this was denied to 

such experiments and initiatives. 

r 
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PERIOD FROM ZYQAIDEH 1327 (DECEMBER 1909)'TO 

RAJAB 1329 (JULY 1910) 

The First-Prime Ministership of Sepahdar 

It was not until Zlqaldeh 1327 (December 1909) 

that the Majles met. The elections were always difficult 

and took a long time. ýThe First Electoral Laws had foreseen 

this delay and had stipulated that the session would begin- 

when the Tehran deputies were elected. This was changed in 

the Second Electoral L-aws, however, and it was-. decreed that 

the Majles would begin-when a majority (half plus one)of 

the deputies reached Tehran, which naturally caused this de- 

lay. Much was expected from this Majles and it was greeted 

enthusiastically, especially because it was hoped the-Russians 

would evacuate when it met. 

The Second Majles had the example and experience of 

the First to follow on, and it began to function more effici- 

ently. The Commissions'were set up, the internal regulations 

were prepared and order was kept without. difficulty. Mostashar 

al-Douleh as the first President had had previous experience 

of Parliamentary life andcontrolled the Deputies well. A 

roll call was taken every day and the names ofthe absentees 

were registered. The programme of each session was prepared 

and announced beforehand, and each Deputy spoke for and against 
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a motion.:. alternatively. 
1 

One important difference was the amount of secrecy 

exercised on many topics; most questions were discussed in 

Commissions, and in general only details of specific Bills 
2 

were discussed openly. On questions of foreign relations 

or the relations with the'Government a veil of secrecy was 

deliberately drawn, despite many objections. Eve In the resig- 
3 

nation of Ministers was not openly questioned or discussed. 

Besides this secrecy which was exercised throughout 

the session there was another problem which makes the study 

of'this period difficult, namely the p'ersonal relationship 

between týe Deputies and the Ministers, of which we know very 

1. Mostash7ar al-D6uleh resigned as President in Jam7ad! al-ý 9-in! (June), and was replaced by Mobammad 'All-Khdn Zoka 
al-Molk. The real reason for his resignatibir-. is not clear 
, 
but the occasion was a quarrel between one of the Deputies, 
'Ez al-Molk, and the President. 
Zoka'al-Molk in turn resigned from the Presidency of the 
Majles in Mo4ari= 1329 (December 1911) and was replaced by 
Mo-! tamen al7Molk. 

2. Marling commented that this c hange was generally regarded 
as a sign of the increasing influence of the party which 
favoured good and intimate relations with Russia and 
Britain (meaning the Moderates). 
Marling to Grey, May 28th, 1910, No. 83 FO 371/962. 
Barclay, for instance, gave an account of the secret agree- 
ment between the Persian Government and the Imperial Bank 
on the question of the import of silver. This agreement 
was concluded by Vakil al-Rollyl and the Bank without the 
knowledge of the Majles. 
Barclay to Grey, March 24th, No. 45, FO 416/44. 

3. For instance, on the llth of Jamnd! al-ý W1, the Prime 
Minister told the Majles that Moshir al-Douleh had resigned 
as Minister of Justice and that Sardir Manýnr had been 
appointed in his stead, but as Moshir al-Douleh was indes- 
pensable he was made Minister of Commerce: no explanation 
was given and even the newspapers did not discuss such 
questions much, probably either because they could not 
divulge the reasons or did not know them. 
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One other'important point which contrasted greatly 

with the past was the actual appedrance of-political parties. 

This was a novel. development and was not always popular. 

From the very first session of the Second Majles, those same 

groups who had experienced a measure of continuity from the 

First Majles and had cooperated during the Estebdad-e Saghir 

once again began to coalesce and work together on a basis 

that tended towards party orgahization. The appearance of 

parties was inevitable thou-g# they were unpopular and at first 

they kept more or less secret. Possibly this unpopularity was 

due to the fact that they had armed bands of followers, and 

were reminiscent of the old Anjomans. In Rajab 1328 (July 

1910), for instance, Sardar Aslad voiced some of the opinions 

held at the time about the parties, saying that he expected 

everyone, even the worst enemies to coalesce, but on the con- 

trary, there was talk of Eltedil and Enqel5b, "This is what 

is ruining out-house" he said. "'Not until such talks are 

left aside will we reach our goals.,, 2 

Iran-e Nou often voiced its criticism of the secrecy of 
the Majles. On the 26th Jamid! al-95n! (14th June) for 
instance, the secret sessions of the Majles and the 
irresponsibility of the President were criticized and 
also the fact. that-amidst such crises, the Majles was 
discussing very unimportant. questions. It added that 
the President of the Majles did not like objections to 
his methods by such Deputies as 'Ez al-Molk, and quit the 
Majles, -which, like the Cabinet, -was going through a- 
crisis. The Cabinet crises, must be made known to. the 
People, added the newspaper, which pointed outthe need,,. 
for a united Cabinet. - 
Iran-e Nou, No. 230,26 Jamgdl al-91in! 1328 (14th June, 1910). 

2. E. Am-trkheyzi, op. cit., p. 577. 
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Some of the most important questions to be settled 

concerned finance, security, and the evacuation of the Russian 

forces of ocýupation arid' the disarmament of the Mojdhedin, and 

we shall deal with these in our attempt to'see the parties 

in action and their reaction to these questions. All these 

formed a vicious circle which could not be broken. The 

Government had no- means of putting down local rebellions and 

the general unrest brought about by financial difficulties, 

but the more insecurity increased the less they could collect 

týxes. The foreign loan was not negotiable because of its 

disadvantageous conditions, so the Persian Government could 

not maintain security. The Russians would not evacuate on 

the pretext that there was no security, but the mere fact of 

their staying on increased insecurity and unrest. They 

resented any criticizm, and held it up as the example of the 

Majles' non-compromising attitude and made it a further 

excuse for not evacuating Persia. Tribal rivalry increased 

as the Central Government had no means of enforcing law and 

order, and this in turn culminated in the British Ultimatum 

of Shaval 1328 (October 1910). All hopes in this difficult 

situation centred around the employment of foreign financial 

experts to reform the chaotic finances of the country and this 
2 

was the cornerstone of everything. 

Barclay bore witness to this, and wrote that he thought - 
that the maintenance of the Russian troops in the country 
increased troubles and that he believed that the sooner the 
force stationed at Qazvin was recalled the greater the 
chance there 

i would be of a return to order. 
Barclay to Grey, September23rd, 1910,, No. 376 FO 371/952. 

2. The French financial expert, Bizot, had been employed 
in 1907 to advise the Persian government on its finances, 
but he had left without achieving much except making a 
long report on the situation. 
A. Destree, op. cit., p. 199. 
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The head of the Government at this juncture was 
Sepahd5r. He had no party affiliation in the Majles and--the 

Eltedillyfn did not support him at this, time. However-, he 

still enjoyed some popularity in the country due to the role 

he had played-in-ousting the Shah; but soon he, was criticised 

on practical issues, and Marling wrote to Grey that he 11.,. will 

never win the confidence of Persia where he is regarded merely 

as the creature of Russia, which in spite of good qualities, 

he certainly is. "' Nor was the relationship'between the 

Government and the Democrats amicable, and Taqlzddeh often 

reminded the Ministers of their responsibility to the- 
2 Majles and pointed to the army of occupation. 

The Cabinet Sepahdar introduced to the Majles was ' 

not united and soon became weak because of a division of 

policy. The members of this Cabinet included Sardir"Aslad 

as Minister of the Interior, the unpopular Sard5r-Man*ar, as 

Minister of Post and Telegraph, and the equally unpopular 'AlV 

al-Salýaneh as Minister of Foreign Affairs. These two were 

made'to resign later. by the Democrats. On the other hand, the 

Cabinet also included more popular politicians, credited with- 

relative liberalism; they were SanIt al-Douleh as Minister of 

Science and Education, Vo§Gq al-Douleh as Minister of Finance, 

and Moshir al-Douleh as Minister of Justice. Sepahdar intro- 

1. Marling to Grey, 18th. July 1910, No. 292, FO 371/962. 

2. As in the First Majles, TaJzAdeh who acted as leader of the 
Democrats often made a general case out of a specific 
question, and criticized the Government thereby. 

m. M. Maj. 2. No. 14,24th ZIqaIdeh 13Z7. 

0 
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duced the prgramme of his Government in the Majles on the 

16th ZIqaIdeh. (30th December). He began by saying that the 

Government wished to reform and develop the country as soon 

as possible, but this could only be achieved gradually. 

Then he enumerated the different reforms and measures 

intended. First and foremost was the maintenance of secur- 

ity. In order to pay the police force, it was necessary to 

raise a loan which was being negotiated, and it was necessary- 

for all the existing debts of the-Government to be consolidated. 

He then continued that the Finance Ministry had to 

be reformed, it was essential to establish a supervisory body 

to control the expenditure of the Government.. Another measure 

in connection with financial-reforms was to set up a court of 

accounting to study the methods of taxation of the Central 

Government. The ministerial budgets would also be studied as 

soon as possible and a. general reform of all. the Government 

offices would be made. In order to do this foreign experts 

would be employed. The Judiciary too should be reformed, but 

in the meantime temporary measures would be taken until the 

necessary reforms were prepared. The same comprised education 

and the necessary Reform bill would'be presented to the 

It is interesting to note that the Programme was similar to 
one suggested by Raslilz5deh in the Iran-e Nou-in an article 
entitled Parliament is opening unde-i what c ditions? 
He suggested the ernment must solve the fln-an-c-la-1 problems 
even if it entailed making a loan. It-should arrange for 
an army to bring peace to the country, also to arrange for 
the evacuation of the Russian army, to put education on a 
proper standing by increasing schools and strengthening 
the Ministry of Education, to reform all the ministries 
and to employ foreign experts. 
All these measures, with the exception of the evacuation 
of Persia, were included in the programmeof the Government. 
Iran-e Nou.,. No. 67, lst ; Iqa! deh 1327 (15th November 1909). - 
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Majles. 1 

This programme was accepted by the Majles. As has 

already been pointed out, some of these measures had been 

suggested by Rasfllzgdeh, so the Democrats had no objection. 

It was however said that these were for the moment only 

words, and that they would wait for real'action in a month. 
2 

There was some discussion of the programme, but in general its 

tenets were accepted. 

Relations, however, between the Government and the 

Majles (and here it must be specified the Democrats) were 

g enerally poor. From the beginning there was an inherent lack 

of trust between the Taqlzldeh and Sepahd9r and more generally 

between the Democrats-and the Government. If the view about 

the ruling class as expressed by Iran-e Nou is accepted, then 

this lack of trust is not at all surprising for Sepahdar and 

his Cabinet was composed of the same reactionary class as the 

paper described. 3 However, criticism was especially directed 

against Sepahdar for the Democrats trusted Mostouft al-Mamalek 

who was also from the same class. SepahdAr was. considered 

1. Iran-e Nou No. 79,17th Ziqa1deh 1327 (lst December 1909). 

2. M. M. Maj. 2. No. 4S, 17th Moharram 1328. 

3. At times the discussions of the Majles shows some of these 
feelings of distrust although in general the real criticism 
of the Government was expressed by the press. In the Majles 
the Deputies obstructed the Government rather than overtly 
criticizing it,. especially at the beginning when Sepahdir 
enjoyed comparative prestige. AsadallAh M1rzA, a deputy, in 
the First Majles and reputedly of liberal ideas, once said 
that certain things were said in the Majles which were 
insulting and hurt everyone; those who wished well for the 
country should not say such things. He added that a Deputy 
gets up and says all Government employees are traitors. This 
is impossible and insulting: perhaps one o'i two are 
traitors, all cannot be so. 
m. M. Maj. 2, No. 93,7th Jamid'i al-Avval 13278. 
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as pro-Russian by many, especially by the Democrats. ' 

Barclay pointed out this feeling of distrust towards, 

Sapahdiir and, Sardir Aslad since November, and added that 

it had been hoped they would leave politics when-the Majles , 
was convened. 

' Why then, it. could be asked, did the Democrats 

originally accept the Government of Sepahdllr? It., is possible 

that they counted on his prestige to be able to. govern, and 

possible hopedi--that by his remaining in power the Russians 

would evacuate, but when Sepahdar was seen in action-and proved 

his pro-Russian leanings, criticizm and obstruction began; nor 

did Sepahdir alleviate the suspicion raised against him. He 

distrusted the Democrats and-the Majles which curtailed his 

power and was irksome to him. Thus there could be no coopera- 

tion between him who wished to*curtail the powers of the Majles 

and*the Democrats who were for the ascendancy of the Majles over 
the goverrment. 

As mentioned, the Democrats were particularly opposed 

to the Russians, and any occasion was seized upon to criticize 

and attack that power, but the unpopularity of the Russians was 

not limited to th6 Democrats only and in general the mood of the 
2 Majles was anti-Russian. 

Barclay to Grey (Monthly Summary), Nov. 14th, 1909. 
No. 202, FO, 371/713. 

2. On the 6th Mobarram 1328, Taq'lzideh brought up the subject of 
the Cossack. Brigade which-had engaged in a fight with the 
police and censured the Government and the Minister of War. 
Sardigir Han§Tir saying it had been increased by 250 men adding 
that this was a very dangerous move as the Cossacks acted 

, like foreigners. He was supported by non-Democrats. Sepahdar came to the ? Iajles and promised to keep the peace, 
and the quarrel was momentarily patched up. AI. M. Maj. 2, 
No. 42,6th Moýarram 1328 an. d No. 43,13th Mo4arram. 
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One major confrontation between t4e Government and ihe 

Majles led by TaqTzideh and the Democrats occurred over the 

question of the Russian evacuation, and culminated'in the unani- 

mous vote of censure passed by'the Majles against the Foreign 

Minister 'All I al-Saltaneh, 'who was accused. of not expediting 

the evacuation of Persia. As yet -the Elteddl party was not 

effectiveý as a body, nor did it support Sepahdar unanimously. 

This is why the'Democrats manage Id -to' put through their motions 

satisfactorily. ' Moreover, the Eltedalls' did not have a 

majority before the I coalition , 'and often many neutral Deputies 

and Deputies of the other parties supported the' Democrats - 
Taqlzlideh and the Democrats drew attention to the 

occupation of Persia in and out of the Majles, and. Iran-e Nou 

in particular was very outspoken, and blamed the Government. 

It went as far as to accuse the ruling class of being in league 

with the Imperialists. 1 That year the paper -called on all Per- 

sians not to celebrate Nourilz . the New Year, " because Persia was 

occupied. 

Marlijig wrote in July that one or two of the Persian Ministers 

were nervous as to the effects of the withdrawal of the 
Russian army as was Ni§er al-Molk, but thatý, Inone of them 
dare avow it openly. " Barclay reported that anti-Russian 
feeling in the Majles was such that no condition offered by 

Russia would be considered dispassionately. 
Marling to Grey, July 3rd, 1910, No. 272, FO 37052. 
Barclay to Grey, February 18th, 1910, No. 22, FO 416/43. 

S 
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But the Russians did not evacuate and found-one 

excuse after another to remain. The Btitish Minister 

was of the opinion that the continued occupation of, Persia 

would strengthen the Party that opposed them and would make the 

acceptance of the joint loan more difficult. Grey even sfiggested 

to Barclay'that the Persian Government should be asked to show 

the Russians some-sign of their friendship if they wanted 

them to evacuate. But especially the D emocrats made vehement 

attacks in the Iran-e Nou which led'to the confiscation of this 

newspaper and Sharq which, though independent, supported the 

Democrats' line of argument. The DemocratýDeputies-. now attacked 

the Government in the Majles on this issue and were joined by 

some of-the non-Democrats such as Vakil al-Tojjnr, and-Mollied 
2 

al-Saltaneh. 

Gradually, the relationship between. the Government and 

the Democrats deteriorated 3 
especiallY on-financial questions. 

They-blamed it for not bringing in a proper budget to the 

Majles and presenting-it withýa small list of expenses every 
4 day. This lack-of trust and'deterioration in relations 

Grey to Braclay, February 15th, 1910, No. 30, FO 371/952. 

2. Alý. Aý. Maj-2, No. 97,16th Jamad! al-Avval, 1328. 

3. There were other occasions when the Government of Se-pahd5r 
was criticized by non-Democrats, for instance, for not 
bringing in a proper budget, for bad government in the South, 
for insecurity in Fars of the inactivity of the Government. 

M. M. Maj. 2, No. 71,15th Rabl'al-Avvall 13289 or 
No. 42,6th Mobarram, 1328. 

4. Ibid. 9 .' 
1) No. 70 12thrRabilal-Avval, 1328 and 

No. 71,15th Rabl: lal'-Avval. 
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increased further, when the question of the foreign loan 
- 

finally came up in. January. We shall have to discuss the 

question of the loan at some'length-because it is-very import- 

ant and gradually-led to-the defeat of the Government of 

Sepahdir. -, Opposition to the loan was not voiced in the 

Majles, butoutside in newspapers, especially in Iran-e Nou. 

The demand for the loan had been made in December 

but it took a long period of negotiation before its terms were. 

agreed upon-by the British and the Russians and was at lhst. 

communicated. to the Persian-Goverrment. The, question of-the-ý 

loan was the real test for Sepahdar, whether he could keep in 

office or not. Barclay had already warned his Government that 

his continuance depended on the loan and that it was being 

kept in office at the moment because of its prestige. 

A joint note was communicated to the Persian 

Government in.. Safar 1328 (February 1910) about. the ad- 
s 

vance of 1400.2,000 This was In six clauses. 

1. The use of the money had to be-approved by-Ithe 

two Legations, and the expenditure would be supervised by a 

Financial Council composed of the Administrator of the Customs, 

two members of the Majles, and. two Government officials-and 

would be presided over by the Minister of Finance. No sum would 

be spent without the approval, -of this Commission. 

2. The list of expenses would not be approved 

by the Legation if it did not include the engagement of seven 

French financial advisors who would act according to the pro- 

posals of the report of the French Financial Advisor (Bizot). 

1. Barclay to Grey, January 26th, 1910, No. 6. FO 371/950.0 
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These advisors, would work according to instructions prepared 

by the Financial Adviser. No part 'Of the advance would be 

paid to the Persiap Government before they made their official 

request to the French Government for the employment of these 

advisers. 

,,, 3. This programme would-not-be approved either if it 

did-notCd6týina measure for-the organization of an armed force 

to supervise the security of the roads: and commerce. 

4. Persia would agree not to give any concession for 

the building of, railways before offering the choice to Britain 

and Russia. 

S. The society of the-road--between Tabriz and 

Jolfa would receive'the concession of navigation on the Urumi- 

yeh Lake. 

6. This advance-would be the first part of the 

loan asked for by-the Persian Government, -if the Russian and 

Birtish governments agreed to advanceothe loan. ', The sum advanced, 
-- paid 

at 
ý% 

a year, would be', 'e4n 
ten equal payments''and guaranteed by 

the revenues of the customs and if this was insufficient the 
L 

revenue would be - an additionaL, guarantee. 

The Persian Government did not refuse these proposals 

outright but made enquiries as to the conditions'of a larger 

loan 2 
asking for further explanationsý But there was*immediate 

1. Barclay to Grey, February 18th, 1910, No. 22 Enclosure in 
No. 356, FO, 416/43'. 

2. Ibid, March 7th, 1910, No. 33, FO 416/44. 

3. The loan was not discussed in the Majles, but its terms wI ere 
referred to as unacceptable and it was decided to raise an internal loan. 
M. M. Maj. 2, No. 91,2nd Jamad! al-Avval, 1328. 
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opposition to these proposals by the Democrats and Iran-e Nou 

was especially very vehement. The Prime Minister even 

complained to Barclay that the people were being incited to 

demonstrate against'the loan. 1- 

1 .1 As early as the 27th Zlhajeh 1327 (16th January 1910) 

-Iý Iran-e Nou drew attention to the conditions. of the loan which 

were said to be v'ery severe. A campaign against the loan was 

organized by the Democrats not on principle but on its conditions 

They agreed that Persi'a needed a loan, but they ma*intained 

that the conditions the British and Russians wished to impose 

would undermine Persia's sovereignty. Iran-e Nou wrote that 

now it was becoming clear. why the Russians were not evacuating 

Persia, obviously they wanted to 'impose those conditions on 

her. A few days later it again drew attention to the loan, 

blaming the secret negotiations of the Government and saying it 

was acting unconstitutionally, a characteristic, of the EI-tedalls. 

Other newspapers such as Sharq joined the a: ttack. "''F'rom I all 

over Persia telegrams Poured. into Tehran attacking the loan, 

offering to raise the money locally and asking for taxes to 

be raised. 
2 Iran-e Noý suggested'that indirect taxes be imposed 

3 
on tobacco for instance or on luxury goods to raise money. 

1. Barclay to Grey, March llth; 1910, No. 34, FO 371/9S3. 

2. Iran-e Nou, No. 144,16th ýafar 1328 (28th_February, 1910). 
" No. 148,12nd ýafar (March 4th). 

3. The Salt Monopoly must be mentioned in this respect as it 
has occasioned attacks on the Democrats. A Bill was intro- 
duced in the Majles on the First of Rabl'al-Avval (13th 
March) giving the Government a monopoly on the sale of salt, 
and was passed by a majority ýt was expected to raise about 
four Coror. ý Later it proved 

ý disadvantage as it made foreign 

salt cheaper and the foreign merchants profited therebyt so 
Soleym3n MIrzA on the 5th of Rabl'al-Avval 1329 suggested 
the abrogation of this tax. This occasioned-many an attack 
by the EltedAlls who blamed the Democrats of inconsistency., 
M. M. MaJ7,79o. 720, Sth Rabilal-Avval, 1329. 
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As a matter of policy the Democrats were opposed to all indirect 

I,, I- Irl I 
taxes, but they declared that if the taxes were used "for the de- 

velopment of the country they could be accepted. This was' 

quite in line with the policy Taq'lzideh had suggested in the 

T, aq-i . -zý First Majles when he-had agreed"'to the indirect I- taxes 

ýanl"al-Douleh suggested should be imposed-on tea. and sugar to 

build railways. An internal loan was raised and. women contrif- 

buted their jewels; meetings were held where patriotic speeches 

were made. The wife of the late Malek al-Motekallemin and 

the wife of Yephrem Khan, the new Chief of Police, spoke at 

women's meetings, and money was collected for theýGovernment 

officials and the wealthy. All through the month of ýafai- 

(February/March), these'agitations continued, until'the Govern- 

ment announced in the semi-official newspaper of. the Ministry 

of War, Pol'ls-e Iran, that it had changed its mind about the 

loan. This was not the end of the financial problems of 

Persia, and in the crisis which followed an alignment. of . the 

Democrats became more obvious. 

While the terms of the loan were being dis6ussed by 

the Russian and British Government, Vogfiq al-Douleh and ýani 

al-Douleh, Ministerý of Finance and Public Works, had begun 

to'negotiate for a-private loan from the International-Oriental 

Syndicate. 2 It seems this negotiation wa' Is carried out-either 

1. Iran-e Nou, No. 150,24th Safar, 1328 (7th March, 1910). - 

2. In a letter from Mr.. J. Woolf of the International. Syndi- 
cate to Sir C. Hardinge, dated April 8th, 1910, he explained 
how in November when in Tehran, where he had gone to repre- 
sent his syndicate which had. been negotiating with the Per- 
sian Government, he had become aware that the Persians would 
accept the Russo-British loan under no conditions, and de- 
cided that the Syndicate could do useful work in reorganiz-' 
ing the Persian finances. As a result the British would 

/cont.. 
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without the knowledge of all. the Cabinet members or without 

their approval. ýanlilal-Douleh had openly'opposed, the loan in 

the Majles and now there occurred a split in the Cabinet on 

the question of the new loan. This split was in fact a. re- 

flection of the division in the Majles. It was a division be- 

tween those who supported a policy of compromise and those who 

wanted to follow an independent line. According to Marling the 

Ultra-Nationalists (Democrats) of the Majles were represented 

amongst the Ministers by Voýgq and ýanl. ' al-Douleh. This is 

of course not strictly true for these two Ministers were not 

Democrats, they held independent views which. were always inter- 

preted in this way by the powers. It was the Democrats who 

supported them because of their independent policy. and non- 

subservience, as they were to do later with Shuster. More- 

over the attitude of the powers seemed a further justification 

of the policy of the Democrats. 

This negotiation came. to the knowledge of the 

British Government in March. Grey passed on this information 

and his objections to Nicolson, the British Ambassador in 

St. Petersburg, to be conveyed to the Russian Government. 

He pointed out that the Persian Government was arranging to oL4zN 

a loan of 1200,000 now and 000,000 later on the security of 

F/note continued ... 
obtain more political influence. Then the Syndicate had 
decided to contact the firm of Samuel and Co. which often 
undertook the financial part of their business. Messrs. 
Samuel had decided to consult the Foreign Office on the 
understanding that the information would be kept confidential, 
but soon it became known that the Foreign Office had informed 
the Russian Government, and both Governments made represen- 
tations against these arrangements at Tehran. However, the 
Persians were determined to continue their financial re- 
organization. Messrs. Samuel were no longer interested, 
so the Syndicate made contact with some continental firms 
which, they added, did not include any German ones. They 
concluded with a warning that if action was not taken soon 
Germany would step in. 
Mr. J. Woolf to Sir C. Hardinge, April 8th,. 1910, No. 12062 
FO 371/954. 
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the Persian Government's entire interests in the Darcy con- 

cession, the mint profits, and the undercharged. revenue of 

the Persian state and receipts from the Posts and. Telegraphs 

revenue. Those securities would be autho - rized. by the Majles 

and were irrevocable. ' He suggested that'the Ambassador 

should ask the Russians to make a joint protest. that while the 
Persian Government was negotiating the loan she could not 

pledge her sources of public revenue. He added that if this 

argument failed the Russians could still. veto it as beingin 

contravention of the Russian loan dontract. 

Thereby a note was presented to the Persian Govern- 

m ent on 26th Rabi! al-Avval(7th April) protesting against 

the negotiations. They wrote that in answer to the enquiry 

of the Persian Government of the 8th Rablilal-Avvai the Russian 

and British Governments recognized the right of Persia to 

borrow money from sources other. than. the Russi'an*'and British 

Governments, but on condition that: 
I 1. The revenue of the customs and other revenue 

which are guaranteed as security for the Russo-British loans 

should under no circumstances be used as guarantees to the new 

loans before any financial engagement be made. 

2. All financial obligations contracted by Persia 

There w as a great amount of secrecy involved in these 
financial questions. It was said by the Foreign Minister, 
Moldven al-Douleh (appointed to succeed IAIR'al-Saitaneh), 
to the British and Russian Ministe 

' 
rs' representativ; s that 

there was a strong divergence of policy among the Cabinet 
members and that he was opposed to their policy.. On March 
l4th, ýanl'al-Douleh and Vo95q al-Douleh had sent. Molin al- 
Vez5reh to see the British Minister and explain the reasons 
for negotiating with the International Syndicate. and defended 
their right to do so, but persisted in the fact that no 
British or Russian interests would be undermined. The 
British and Russians, however, warned him that they might 
have to ask ýanl'al-Douleh for his dismissal. 
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in Russia and England, floating debt included.,. must be embodied 

in a regular engagement which would. determine a fixed annuity 

for interest and sinking fund as well as revenues to serve as 

security. 

It added that while Russia and Britain did not wish 

to hamper the rights of nationals or other powers to purely 

commercial affairs, they could not admit that any concession 

which might affect their strategic or political. interests in 

Persia should be given to other powers. Another note was 

presented to the Persian Government on May 20th which stated 

that the British and Russian Governments expected. that before' 

granting any concession for telegraph or-harbours or any means 

of communication, Persia would consult with their respective 

Governments. The reply to this note was delayed owing to a 

Cabinet crisis. There was hardly any discussion about the loan 

in the Majles. All the negotiations were secret and the dis- 

cussions were carried out by the newspapers, especially Iran-e 

Nou which had less consideration for the Government Ministers. 

This was one reason why Sepahdir tried to impose a censorship 

of the press at this time. 

The Second Cabinet of Sepahdar (to be discussed later) 

showed itself conciliatory, as was to be expected, and sent a 

reply to the note of the 26th Rabl'al-Avval (7th April) on the 

10th Jam'ad! al-Avval (7th May), agreeing on the first point. 

With regard to the second, they said Persia saw no connection 

between the debts of the Persian Government-to the Russian and 

British, and the right to czbt-t. i ti a fresh loan, and that special 

revenues would be set aside for the debts of the Persian Govern- 

ment. As to the floating debt, the Persian Government was 

ready to make a definite arrangement, it said, which would 
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include-a fixed yearly interest. 1 This question, however, 

was not settled satisfactorily at this time, and-the search 

for a loan was continued in the Cabinet of Mostoufi al- 

Mamalek as will be seen. If, the Democrats"were unable to' 

enforce the evacuation of Persia by the RuSsian"Iforce, 

they were-victorious in blocking the'-loan. Unfortunately, ý 

however, the negotiation for'another loaný-with no political 

strings'attached was'unsuccessful. However; in the eyes of 

the Russiansi the Democrats were responsible for the-failure of 

the joint'loan. 

Consequently, a long,, *protracted Cabinet-crisis ensued. 
2 

The Russians believed that the Majl'es'wa's.; dominated-by "rabble" 
3 

which caused the proposal for the loan-not"to be accepted. 

1. Marling to Grey, May 29th, 1910, No. 80, Incl. in No. 1 
FO 371/954. It must be added that this answer was-made in 
secret. On the 10th of JamAd! al-tan'! Iran-e Nou commented 
that ityas rumoured that the Persian 6overnment, had pro- 
mised Russia and Britain that it would accept their demands. 
It added that it was hoped this was only a rumour - the 
Persian Government could not have doýke this. 
Iran-e Nou, No. 233,10th Jamid! al-Sin-1,1328-(19th June,, 1910) 

2., Vogilq al-Douleh, ýaiillal-Douleh and Moshlir al-Douleh were 
said to have resigned because of the appointment of Molaven 
al-Douleh as Foreign Minister. Barclay, commented on this 
appointment, saying that the Russians were satisfied with 

, the appointment ' 
but that the Minister did not have 

a high reputation for honesty. 
Marling. to Grey., March 24th,, 1910, No. 45,. FO 371/9SO. 

3. Nicolson to Grey, March 18th, 1910, No. 101, FO 416/43. 
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The Democrats on the other hand, feeling stronger, criticised 

the SepahdRr and obstructed him to such an extent as to 

occasion a Cabinet crisis and his eventual. resignation. I 

The Prime Minister also agreed with this version and blamed 

the M4jles for its unreasonable attitude. He, in fact, 

favoured a policy of r-ompromise,. thinkingýPersia, was'not in a 

position to force Russia to withdraw her troops, and that only 

patience and friend-ly methods could maýe her.., wit4draw. He 

found the Majles intolerable and did not know how long he could 

put up, with it. 1 He also secretly warned, the Russian Representa- 

tive that there seemed to be a plot afoot in the Cabinet to 

place all loan-, negotiations in. the hands of ýanl! al-Douleh 

and Vo9fIq 4f-Douleh, who might even engage in negotiating with 

the Germans. 2 He also complained that these two-Ministers were 

in-sympathy with the Majles, and particularly with the Demo- 

crats and incited it not to accept the loan. 3 

Sepahddr was trusted by. the powers, and-Marling even 

went as far as-to say that they (the Russian and. British. Minis- 

ters) had the gravest, apprehension about the formation of a 
4 

Cabinet from which SepahdAr would be excluded. 

Sardar Alsad in the meantime flirted with both sides, 

and Marling wrote that ýe had been. privy to the negotiations ,; 

of the two Ministers- to raise a loan other than one from the 

British or, Russians, and it seemed that. Sardgr. Aslad and 

Barclay to Grey, March llth,, 1910, No. 34, FO 416/44. 

2. Ibid., April 9th, 1910, No. 150, FO'416/44. 

3. Ibid., March 11th, 1910, No. 34, FO 371/953. 

Marling to Grey, May 15th, 1910, No. 74, FO 371/950. 
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Sýpahdar did not see eye to eye. Sepahdar. complained that 

Sardar A51ad had joined the Nationalists, and it was deemed 

necess . ary by Marling and the Russian Minister, Poklewski, to- 

put pressure upon him and to threaten him with the withdrawal 

of the favour of-their Governments. 

In the meantime, the Cabinet was not only weakened by 

the dissensiofil'but was attacked by the Deputies with the 

Democrats in the lead who hoped to defeat the Prime Minister 

and Russian influence.. This was in fact a contest. of force, 

and the Democrats' strength becomes obvious by the fact that 

Sepahdar felt obliged to give the Majles a kind of ultimatum. 

He felt the Democrats to be obstructive, but the ultimatum went 

beyond either the relationship of the Sepahdar with the Demo- 

crats or the question of the loan or the Russians. The Gov- 

ernment was obitiýcted on many small questions, for instance any 

small sum it wanted to spend was either changed or stopped, whilst 

it was often criticized for not preparing the budget, not per- 

forming its duties, not being able to guarantee peace and secur- 

ity, and not even being able to solve the problem of the shortage 

of bread and meat in Tehran. Such criticizms were not limited 

to the Democrats and all joined in it. 

Sepahdar presented the-Majles with a sort. of ultimatum 

One reason for this attitude of Sardar Aslad was the fear 
his position in the capital had raised amongst the powerful 
southern tribes. He had some opponents in his own tribe as_ 
well, so he tried to approach the Democrats, The best 
account of these relationships is by Doulatlibddl. who was well_ 
aware of the events behind the scene, and many of his con- 
clusions bear out the opinion of the British Minister. 

9 
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which was discussed in. secret sittings. It dealt with three 

topics, foreign relations, finance and. the question of the 

Moiahedin. In fact, it aimed at-increasing its.. own power. 

It asked whether the Majles wished them to pursue a policy of 

"bluster vis-a-vis Russia" or to obtain the evacuation of 
Persia by friendly methods. The Cabinet favoured a policy of 

friendly pressure. If this were not effected, he would pre- 

fer to resign. On the financial question, it said there was 

no money, and the Cabinet begged to carry on the negotiations 

and consult the Majles in time if the negotiations progressed. 

On the question of the armed. Mo &hedin and the Caucasians who 

were included amongst them, the Cabinet proposed that. he be 

disarmed. It also wanted stricter censorship to be. imposed on 

the press and on the parties. which had been formed within the 

Nationalist. groups and were mainly concerned with intriguing 

against each other. 
1 (By the Nationalist groups, he meant the 

groups around TaqTzgdeh and Satt5r Kh'dn. ). At this time, no open 

answer was given to these demands by the Majles and it was 

referred to a Commission. In fact, the powers SepahdFr wanted 

anticipate the policy he followed later and the full-power he 

obtained. eventually with the backing of the EltedZill: ygn party. 

It further illustrates his attitude to the Majles, which he 
2 thought to be a nuisance and, was ready to dispense with. 

11. Barclay to Greyp March llth, 1910, No. 34, FO 371/953. 

2. This attitude of Sepahdir is well-illustrated by the confron- 
tation with the newspapers which culminated in the confisca- 
tion of Sharq and Iran-e Nou when they had both criticized him 
severely in Jamad! al-A-v-val-(May). 
M. M. Maj. 2.. No. 97,16th Jamid! al-Avval 1328. 

0 
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The Cabinet crises dragged on until the end of 

Jamadi al-Avv. al (the middle of May) Marling believed that 

it was impossible to form a Cabinet without either Sepahdar 

or SardEr Aslad, -partly because of their prestige, but 

ýpartly also because he thought it was-believed by the 

people that they enjoyed, the,, confidence of Britain and 

Russia. 1 In fact thenew Cabinet was formed with Russo- 

British backing. Sepahdir and Sard9r Aslad exchanged the. 
2 

office of Minister of War and-Interior , but, anattempt by 

Marling and Poklewski to exclude from the new Cabinet those 

Ministers they called the Ultra-Nationalists, namely 

Sanilal-Douleh and VoAuq al-Douleh, was, unsuccessful and 

these two were included, in the-Second, Ministry of, SepahdRr 

I . -This was no doubt, due-to the influence of the-Democrats,. -, , 

and in defiance of.. the powers. 

1. Marling to Grey, May 15h, 1910, No. 74, FO 371/950. 

2. No explanation was given as to the reason for this 

. exchange. in the Majles on the 19th of Rabirlal-8an-1 
when SepahdRr came to the Majles, and declared that 
as the Cabinet members had not changed their pro- 
gramme remained the same. Iran-e Nou took the 
occasion of the resignation-oT--tTi-e-Ta-binet to insist. 
that there was a need for a party to back the 
Ministers, and that the existing parties should come 
out and declare their policies, Iran-e Nou No. 163 
15 Rabl''al-Avval 1328 (26 March7lýM _. 
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The Second Cabinet of S6pahdZir: ' JamNd-i-al-Avval 1328''' 

(May 1910) to Rajab (July) 

Relations between the DemocrAts and Sepahdar did not 

improve despite this reshuffle. Of course there-was no real 

change in the Government or in. the composition of. the Cabinet. 

In fact, SepahdAr's Cabinet was reshuffled four. times before he 

actually resigned. Therelore, there could not be any improve- 

ment of relationship between the Majles and the'Governmqnt. 

The Democrats at this time were stronger than the E. ItedAlls. 

The latter did not support Sepahdar. as a body until the forma- 

tion of the coalition. -Besides, they were much less organized 

than the Democrats, and did not have. the same, sense of purpose. 

Marling repeated again that SepahdEr was unpopular because of his 

alleged subserviance to Russial and because he seemed not to care 
for the Constitution. He added that Sepahd&r resented the inter- 

ference of the Majles Committees with the Executive,. that 'the 

two of the Ministers were still hostile and Sardir Aslad was - 
false and that Sepahddr only had the support bf the Ulama, 

2 
merchants and artisans. Marling particularly complained about 

the interference of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Majles, 

four of whose members were Democrats, Uaklm aL-Molk, Uoseyn 
3 

Qoll Khdn Navvdb, Taqlzddeh and*Vahid, al-Molk.. 
0 

1. The behaviour of the Russians was calculated to outrage the 
Persians' feelings and generally to o, ýerawe. them. In Rabl' 

al-ýZinl. (April. ), for instance., MrAb M1rzU the son of the 
Qajar prince Bahman Mirzn*, who had taken refuge in Russia 
in the days of Moýammad Shah,,, and was now in the Russian 
Cossack force, came to Qazvin. There he collected together 
a force to whom he gave Russian protection, and set about 
pillaging the villages. The Persian Government wanted to 
arrest him but, was not allowe*d to do so and the Russians them- 
selves sent a force to arrest him. The worst Russian out- 
rage wasq however, in Tabriz, as described by A. Kasrav'l, 
Tdrikh-e Hlýdah SAleh, pp. 122-3. 

2. Marling to Grey, June 17th 1910, No. 103, FO 371/950. 
3. Ibid-9 July 4th 1910. No. 117. FO 371- 962. 
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The new Cabinet of Sepahdir satisfied. no one, 

and even tho'se who became known-as- Itedill-Is' later or were 

EltedAlls from the beginning attacked it. 1 

At this juncture the extraordinary'powers SepahdZr 

had demanded previously were discussed in the Majles, 'and 

an angry meeting ensued and when the motion was put to the vote, 

it was found that many Deputies'had left the Chambe'r so no 
2 

votes could be taken. 

As, mentioned, dissatisfaction and criticism with 

Sepahdir was not limited to the loan question nor the non- 

evacuation of the Russian. forces. The Minister of Justice, for 

instance, Sardir Maný'u-r was badly criticized on account of7not carry- 

ing out his duties, but it must be remembered that-he was close 

to Sepahddr, who could not continue in office. with so much 

dissatisfaction and criticism coming from the deputies in 

general. However, the British Minister thought his eclipse 

temporary and that he would come back on his own. terms and 

probably dissolve the Majles. In any case he resigned in Rajab 

Vak'11 al-Tojj57r, for instance, criticized the behaviour of 
the Minister of Justice, Sard5r Manpi1r, who accepted the 
intermediation of important personages U&j-1 Aqa, who 
later became very anti-Democratic, attýcked the Ministers 
for not attending the Majles. wherL questioned. This criti- 
cism was followed by Molaled al-Saltaneh who said that not 
only did his Ministers not work, bui they tried to halt all pro- 
gress. They did not send troops to Ardabil in time until the 
foreigners occupied it and attacked people; why did the 
Government not stop those who were trying to cause disturb- 

ances? They did nothing for those poor people; what was; 
the Majles to do with these Ministers? The Democrats too 
joined in these criticisms; Noubarl and-Aqd SheykkEbrghlm, 
were very critical, the latter saying they were afraid these 
people might plot against the Majles, and the Ministers paid 
no attention to the problems of the eople. 
M. M. Maj. 2, No. 111,24th Jamdd! al, -Kn7i 1328. 

2. Ibid., No.. 101,28th JamffdT al-Avval 1328, afid No. 102,3rd. 
Jamffd1 al-Sdni. 
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(July). The reason for this was the continuous attacks by 
the Democrats, reported Marling. 

There was-one weapon with which the Democrats could 

'be fought and weakened, and- that, was religion. The 

Eltedhiy5n, Seyyed 'Abdallah2 , and-all the enemies of the 

Democrats used this weapon to fight them. There were 

many intrigues at this time, and a deliberate campaign was 

conducted in particular against Taqlzideh, and his followers 

and they were accused of being revolutionaries and irreli- 

-gious. The Democrats on the other h and, wanted to stop 

Seyyed 'Abdallah's interference-in politics. 
3 Just before 

his murder there were two articles in-Iran-e Nou hinting at 

his ambition to control the Majles, saying people would not 

accept even, a religious leader to use the Constitution for 
4'_Doulatibid', 

who is well informed on all the -his.., ownýends. 1 
intrigures, -wrote--that the democrats had murdered Ami IF, n al-Molk, 

a person very close to Sepahdar and one whoýwas especially 

active against them. According to the same authority, 

1. Marling to Grey, July 15th, lkO, No. 132, FO 371/950. 

2. Seyye 'Abdallih had been exiled during the Estebdgd-e 
Sagh'ir, and returned after the fall of the Shah. He 
'aid not take an active part in the Second Majles' dis- 
cussion but obviously he was active mainly behind the 
scenes, and it has already been mentioned that he was 
one of the politicians who organized the Eltedhlyun party. 

3., Y. Doulatabidir recounts that when he was on his way from 
Baku to Tehran, the Eitemi'lly5n 

_IAmIy5nIs 
leaders had asked 

him to tell Behbahani not to intertere in political matters. 
Y. Doulatabadl, op-cit., 3, p. 116. 

4. Iran-e Nou, No. 243,28th Jamadir al-ýanli 1328,6th July 
1910. Y. Doulatabadir, also says the same. Op. cit., 3, 
pp. 129-30. 
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Taqizadeh. was close to Sardar Aslad who did not get on 

with Sepahdar, l to the great worry of the Eltedally5n who 

had been joined by Sarda-r Moh-il, and SattHr Khin, and. one of 

r Khans. 2 Sepahdar encouraged them, as did the Bakhtlyirl 

Na*er al-Molk. They also organized an Anjoman called 

Anjoman-e Abrar which denounced and threatened Taq'lzHdeh. 

Am'lrkheyz'l, a close companion of Sattar Khan, also 

mentions this Anjoman, and states that Sattir Khin signed 

a petition which was being addressed to the Regent that 
4 Taqizadeh and several of his companions must leave. These 

attacks on Taq7lzadeh were growing and at last obliged him 

to take leave of the Majles. Apparently the EItedRliy5n 

hadasked the Ulama in Najaf to send a Takf'lrnimeh. (excommu- 

__nication) 
against Taqlzadeh. * According to 1jabl al-Matin, I 

the Russian newspapers had spread the rumour that Taqlzadeh 

had been excommunicated. 
5 In any case Taq'lzadeh, who was 

no doubt frightened, took leave of absence at the end of 

Jamid-11 al-tanli (June) but he was still in Tehran when 

_, 
Seyyed 'Abdallgh was murdered. 

1. Y. Doulatgbgdl', 6p. cit., 3, pp. 134-137. 

2. Sattar Khan and Baqer Khan, the two popular leaders of 
the Revolution of Tabriz, were made to leave that city 
owing to Russian pressure. When they came to Tehran 
they joined in all the local intrigues. 

Amirkheyzi, op. cit., pp. 538-559 and 573-576. 

3. Y. Doulatibidli, op. cit., 3, p. 135. 

4. E. Am'lrkheyz'l, op. cit., p. 576. 

S. Mablal-Matin, (Calcutta) No. 16,13th Shavil, 1328 
(7th OctobFr 1910). 
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S_eyyed 'Abdallah Behbahah-1 was murdered on 9th Rajab 

(July 29th). Taq"izildeh and, Ueydar Khan were suspected of the 

murder and there was such an angry outcry against them that 

Taq"fzffdeh had to leave Persia and, Heydar, Min went into hiding. 
0 

The Bazars closed and there was talk of taking 
, 

Bast 

in the two legations. 1 

There is still a controversy, about this murder. 

Some writers emphatically state that Taqlzddeh and Ueydar KhUn 

were responsible for, the murder because the Seyyed was g. oing, 

to read the Takfirndmeh in the Majles, 2 but Marling doubted 

these accusations and wrote to Grey that it was said the letter 

of the Najaf Ulama had been dictated by Sepahdir and Seyyed 

'Abdall1h, but that this was later denied. 3 DoulatUbAdT 

wrote sceptically that either he had been murdered because of 
4 

personal revenge or because they feared his ascendancy. 

In fact there is a note in the Iran-e Nou dated 

Zlqaldeh 1328 (2nd November, 1910) in which MAIN KN; e; Khorasdnl- 

denies having pent a TakArnimeh against TaqTzadeh. 5 On the 

other hand, the two Ulama, KNACK and MSzand&Ndl wrote in 

1. The BazRrs remained closed until the Committee of Union and 
Progi-eFs-s(Ettefdq va Taraqq! )published a memorandum to the 
Persian Foreign Office from Russia threatening that if they 
were not opened they would march to Tehran. This was a fake, 
and Marling wrote that it was published in the Government 
publishing house, but as a result the Bazars opened on the 
promise that the assassins would be caught. Marling, to Grey, 
July 29th 191019 No. 138, FO 371/950. 

2. A. Kasravi, Tgrlkh-e HIjdah Saleh, p. 130. 

3. Marling to Grey, July 15th 1910, No. 129, FO 371/962. 

4. 
-Y. 

DoulatabNdl-., op. cit., p. 137. - 
5. Iran-e Nou No. 18, Zlqaldeh 1328,2nd November 1910. 

e 
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reply to Habl al-MatIn which had questioned them as to whether 

they had excommunicated TaqTz37deh, stating, that they had not 

excommunicated him formally but wanted his exile as he was a 

Mofsed, a corrupter of men. 
1 The cause of the deterioration 

of the relationship between the Ulama and TaqTzffdeh is no 

where explained, but there is a letter also published in 

Uabl al MatYn by the two Ulama which gives some indication. 

In this letter they deny the accusation brought against them 

that they had contacts with the Russian Consul and accepted the 

Russian occupation as published in Shams No. 28. They admit, 

however, to having seen the Russian Consul but insist that 

they had always worked for the independence of Persia, de- 

claringýthat such accusations were pure lies which would en- 

danger Persia. They were, they said, the only ones who 

could guard the country against the divisions and troubles 

which were besetting her with the strength of religion. 
2 

Such accusations had obviously been voiced widely and Taqlzffdeh 

was held responsible. 

The EltediillytLn retaliated by murdering 'All Moýammad 

Tarblyat and Seyyed 'Abd al-Razaq, a Moj5hed close to the 

Democrats. In any case, the murder of Behbah5n'l served the 

EltedhiyEn., for Taqlzgdeh had to leave, and it was hoped that-with 

his disappearance the Democrats would be weakened, but in fact this 

was not so as shall be seen. The British Minister was also 

1. Ijabl al-Matin (Calcutta) No. 16 12th Shaval 1328,17th Oct. 
1-910. 

2. Ibid., No. 13, Shaval 1328,17th Oct. 1910. 

V 
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glad about his disappearance from the scene. He wrote that 

Tac[T1zXdeh1s sincerity of purpose no one would deny, but 

"his utility to the cause of freedom in Persia ceased with the 

abdication of Mohamed Ali, and he would probably now best 

serve his country by taking an almost passive part in public 

affiars". 
1 

It must be asked who benefited'from the Seyyed's 

murder. For the, E_I_ted'dlYygn who pointed the finger of accusa- 

tion at the Democrats it wis a victory, for . it connected them 

with the murder of a revered Seyyed, and one of the leaders of 

the Constitutional Revolution. Besides it removed TaqTzadeh 

who was a much more'effective leader' than SoleymSn M17rz!! who 

replaced him. It must be added that the Russians also benefited 

by it and indeed this was hinted at in 'the Nationalist papers. 
2 

This event not only had the effect of removing 

Taq! z5deh, but it also helped to hasten the disarmament of 
I-13 the Moj7ihed! 7n which was another of the demands of the Russians. 

The_murderers were never caught, nor wa's any attempt made to 
4ý' 

arrest them (one was a Caucasian called Rajab).. 

Immediately after the murder of Seyyed 'Abdalldh 

there was a great flare up of party feelings in the Majles 

and especially the El'tediilTyUn became more outspoken. The 

arguments and discussions of their members are much more party 

conscious and organized, especially after the formation of the 

government of Mostouf! al-Mamalek. However the Democrats were 

1. Marling to Grey.. ýJuly 15th 1910, No. 129, FO 371/962. 

2. Marling to Grey, July 22,1910, No. 297, FO 416/45/Uabl al-Matin 
in fact declared this openly Vabl al-MatIn (Calcutta) No. 15, 
12th Ramaidn, 1328 (26th Sepiember, 1910). 

,, '1. 3. Izvolsky to Benckendorf, Communication to British Foreign 
Office', July 23rd 1910, No. 26593 FO 371/962. ' 

4. Marling wrote that the identity of the assassins was known but 
that no measure had as yet been taken to arrest them despite 
many requests to the Regent by many deputations. Izvolsky to Benckendorf-Communications to British F. O. July 21, No. 26521, 
FO 371/962. 
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still stronger as they had the support of the neutral, deputies 

and some of the members of the other parties, and also because 

they still had a better organization and a more purposeful 

policy. - 

Cn the 12th Rajab, Vak'il al-Tojjir made a long speech 

condemning "Partibazill factional politics, saying that the 

person who committed this act was an enemy of Persia's indepen- 

dence. He-reminded the Majles of the fact that there was still 

no government after 5 days, and called eloquently for unity. - 
No names were mentioned in the discussions and no insinuations 

were made against any one in particular. These discussions 

were continued in a much more impassioned manner a few, days 

later. Although no names were mention'ed insinuations and blame 

was voiced against those people "who had sawed seeds of dis- 

unity and intrigued for their personal ends". 

The worse thing was the absence of a g9vernment since 

the resignation of Sepahd5rand SardAr Aslad said that the safety 

of the country was at stake. Asadallah Khan asked for the 

letter from the Tkyatallghs to be read in the Majles and Aqa Seyyed 

Hoseyn Ardabill drew attention to the existence of the armed 

people going loose in town. However, Sheykh Relff Dehkhdreqani- 

speaking for the Democrats, denied the fact that the country's 

safety was at stake, and added that if the country could not 

fight its external enemies it could at least fight the internal 

ones. Besides, he added, the crisis of having no government 

was not new: they had encountered worse crises. Then he 

answered those who blamed everything on the lack-, of unity. 

He asked how this was to be effected, how and with whom were 

they to unite? There is talk of Eltedal and Enqelab, but'who 

is Eltedil and who is Enqelab, he asked; Enqelab means revolution, 
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"the curse of God on anyone who seeks-'revolution Eltedal 

means someone who can compromise with anyone, such a person 

is a traitor. Of course the murder of this Seyyed is a great 

loss, but it must be remembered that according to the law of Eslam 

when a person is killed his next of kin must seek revenge. 

In the law of Islam a man's next of kin is his son, and while 

he has a son all his near relatives have no right to seek 

revenge. Of course it is the duty of the Government to find 

the culprits, and it has nothing to do with Taiarls to inter- 

fere with the duty of the Government. "It is you, he accused, 
to "who are causing disturbances and yet you'call 'yourself Eltedulls. 

He then commented on the speeches of Asadall5h Khan, saying he 

had made insinuations but had mentioned no names. 'In this way 

each person would think he meant them. 

He then asked who had seen the letter (meaning the 

TakfTrriameh) from Najaf, and added that he did not believe this, 

as the Ulama would not do such a thing without a good reason. 

Of course to excommunicate a person who was a Moslem was 

worse than killing him, and someone who is a Mojtahed would 

not call a person irreligious without reason. Sometimes it was 

said"such and such a person was corrupt. "Did this mean that he 

did not comply with our neighbours' wishes? 
" In such a case 

there were many in this Majles, in fact all were corrupt. If 

the meaning of Enqellib was considered to be corrupt, he said, 

I am one myself. 
1 The President closed this meeting so that no 

more speeches in this vein should be made. In the next meeting, 

Molffied al-Saltaneh began by saying if such accusations were made 

there should be a trial, but Soleymdn Mrrz!! in a very con iliatory 

1. M. M. Maj .2, No 120,16th Raj ab 1328. v 
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speech drew attention to the fact that Persia was under foreign 

occupation and that alll should work for her independence. 

Thereupon no more was said about the murder. 

, -Despite the setback the Democrats suffered they were 

still a- power in the Majles, and retained their influence. 

Marling described them as weak but he added that they were the 

only par ty. 
2 According to him owing to the unpopularity-of the 

government, "all malcontents rally to the Nationalists' banner". 

In another letter Barclay commented that the majority of the 

assembly were moderates, but the Nationalist minority had the 

brain and energy, and they stop any cabinet from adopting a 

subservient attitude. 
3 

Despite the strong resistance to, overt party stance 

and activities, inevitably in these few months of Sepahdir's 

primeministership from December 1909 to July 1910, the bitterly 

fought issues of the Russian. presence, the loan and the role 

of religion and of leading Mojtaheds meant that there was a 

significant increase in party feeling. The murder of Seyyed 

'Abdallah Behbahan-1 and the retaliatory assassination represented 

a watershed in the increasing acrimony on both sides. Although 

the departure of Taq7lzRdeh robbed the Democrats of their most 

outstanding leader and io led to something of a readjustment of 

strength within the Majles, nonetheless the new Prime Minister 

Mostoufi al-Mamalek was a man of noted liberal tendencies, and 

the Democrat party as a whole had sufficient influence and 

1. Ibid., No. 122,19th Rajab 1328. 

2. Marling to Grey, July 15th 1910, No. 132, FO 416/45. 

3. Barclay to Greyq September *26th 1910, NO. 383, FO 416/45. 
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strength to force upon him to take some of their most loyal 

members of long standing into the Cabinet. The stage was now 

set for the next phase in the development of real party 

politics. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE CABINET OF MOSTOUF! AL-MAMKLEK 

RAJAB 1328 (JULY 1910)'TO RABI'AL-. 

MAL 1329 (MARCH 1911) 

Mostoufl al-Mamfflek was appointed by the Regent to 

form a", goverr=ent. ' He was an obvious choice as he had 

the -support of the Democrats who were now a force to be re- 

ckoned with and he. was credited with having liberal 

ideas. However the attested liberalism of men such as 

MostoufT al-MamAleks Moshir al-Douleh and his brother 

Moltamen al-Molk or Vo&Uq al-Douleh and QavEm al-Saltaneh 0 
was a qualified liberalism. ' They were more tolerant and 

reformist than other politicians but on controversial 

issues they were not so courageous or radical as to risk 

endangering themselves, their families or their class 

interests. 'As far as the Democrats were concerned, 

however,, this was a sufficient ground to support such 

men., and on this instance they managed to put two' 6f -their 

own candidates in the Cabinet. 

MostoufT took some time to form his Cabinet oviing 

to the great difficulties raised by the murder of Seyyed 

'Abdalldh. 'The memýership of this Cabinet was a contro- 

versial question as--Ithe Democrats who had ousted Sepahdar 

were determined to-put into office some of their own 

candidates. ' These were Qavffm al-Saltaneho AsadallHh MIrza 
0 

MostoufT had for instance befriended the 7izddIkh!! h6n 
in the pasts and had even saved Mirza Soleyman KhAn 
Meykadeh who had been arrested by order of Moýammad 
'All Shah jUst before the bombardment of the Majles. 
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Uoseyn Qol-i Khdn Navvab and Haklm al-Molk. But 

these men's ministerial appointment was unacceptable to 

some of the moderates who refused to join, 1 
so a 

compromise was reached by including first Farmanfarma 
2 and later 'Ayn al-Douleh in the Cabinet. This compromise 

illustrates both the weakness and strength of the 

Democrats. 'They w. ere obviously a force to be reckoned 

with,, however they were basically weak and had to depend 

on politicans who were not Democrats. 

Marling commented on the new governments saying 

that the new Ministry was Nationalist., "a term-which I 

regreý to say implies in foreign affairs a policy of 

mistrust and of distant relations with the two powers, 

He described Mostoufi, who had been Minister of War in 

the Ministry of SaId. al-Douleh as having little experience 

of affairs and no conspicuous ability, but he had integrity 

and was of good family. ' He also described the other 

Ministers in the new Cabinet. He said AsadallRh M-IrzR was 

intelligent but vain and intriguing, Qavam al-SalVaneh 

was credited with having done good work as Under-Secretary 

of War, and VakEft al-Molk, he said, had neither brains 

nor experience. ' Th6se four represented the Nationalist 

For instance Moshir al-Douleh, a cautious politician 
refused to join the Cabinet after the murder of-Seyyed 
'Abdall&h. ' 

2. R. Dehkhcireqdn7i in a conversation with Ndpr al-Molk 
had said that 'Ayn al-Douleh had been imposed upon 
them by the reactionaries. R. Dehkhdreqffn7l, op. cite, 
p. 14o. , 

'In fact this Ministry was nominally under the premier- 
ship of Nlýer al-Molk, but as he was in Europe at the 
time, Sald al-Douleh. was put in charge as the same 
time as being Minister for Foreign Affairs. 
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element in the Mini 

theflitemallyU or 

was FarmUnfarma who 

post of Minister of 

some respect. 

Mostouf! faced 

or, as the press called them, 

ialists. In the same Cabinet 

according to Marling given the 

Interior to give this Cabinet 

same problems as Sepahddr but he 

stry 

Soc: 

was 

the 

the 

had the support of the Democrats:, on the other hand he 

was unpopular with the Eltedalls and the Russians who 

were particularly opposed to NavvRb. The problem of 

evacuation, the employment of foreign experts, the 

establishment of peace and security, the solution of the 

financial problems and the*disarmament of the MolahedYn 

were the major concerns of this Government. 

On the 23 of Rajab (July) Mostouf! brought his 

programme to the Majles. 
I 

points: 

I It contained the following 

1. 'Immediate employment of foreign experts. 

2. 'Necessary reforms in the police forces. 

. 'The organization of a military force comprising 

a regular force of 6600 men with modern 

weapons in. the capital, and a force organized 

like former forces.. ' but with necessary reforms 

for the provinces. These would constitute about 

1. 'Marling to Grey., July 24th 1910,, No. 138 FO 416/45. 
The Russians' attitude to this Cabinet was related by 
Barclay in September, "Russia" he wrote, "could at 
any moment instigate its adherents to revolt and give 
herself a good excuse to interferel's and he added that 
he believed Sepahdir was intriguing to this end. 
Barclay to Grey, September 26th, 1910 No. 383, 
Fo 416/45. 
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25 or 30 thousand and they would be armed 

with modern weapons. 

'Reforms of the financial situation:. adjustment 

of the taxes and the immediate establishment 

of a board of accounting after the necessary 

bills were 'presented to the Majles. ' The 
r, 

preparation of a sum for the immediate expense 

and necessary measures for the increase of 

revenue and the supervision of expenditure. 

'Necessary reforms in the affairs of the judiciary 

and an enquiry into the preparation of bills, 

and a better conduct of affairs in the law 

courts. 'Before the regulations for the election 

of the directors and members of the courts 

were prepared, the Minister of Justice would 

have the power to select the mem6ers. Immediate 

establishment of a Court of Appeal. 

'Reform of education. 'Some teachers were to be 

sent to Europe to complete their studies. 

The preparation of a Bill to set up a Council 

of State for the enquiry into the legislation of 

the Majles. 

There followed immediate discussion on this programme 

which in fact was not so much different from that of 

Sepahd9r, and held none of the items of the Democrats' 

MarMinn5meh. VNj ! qN said heýhoped this time the Government 

would not give words to people as the last one had, but 

act and perform its promises. Fahim al-Molk asked 

about foreign occupation, the Minister of Foteign Affairs,, - 
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Navv&h., replied that this was of course under--. -- 

stood and was the first duty of the Government. 1 

This programme was discussed much more thoroughly 

on the 14th and-17th Shalbdn. ' Objections and criticisms 

were made by the non-Democratss and particularly by 

the Eltedlilly-u who had bedome much more vocal and 

organized after the murder of Seyyed 'Abdalllih. Hdj .0 

Xq!, Mo'Xýed al-Molks Fateh al-Molk and Naser al-Esllim 

all Elteddlis, criticised the Goverment's policy. it 

was defended mostly by-Asadalliih Mirza as Minister of 

Posts and Telegrams. Farminfarml and Navvdb also spoke 

in favour of their programme. * Some of the Deputies 

who_defended the ministerial programme were Seyyed Voseyn 

Ardablll, a Democrat, Uasan 'All Kh-dn and VaWill al Rolldyff. 

The Democrats' leader, Soleymdn MIrzS, and Varid al-Molk, 

another of the important Democrat Deputies, said nothing, 

without doubt because the party generally had been told 

to be neutral towards this Goverment. 

The main objection to this pr6gramme was that 

it was not specific enough and was more like a list 

of headings which did not specify how the measures were 

to be carried out. *One of the Deputies,, Behjat,, said that 

the Ministers' programme was "so colourless that it would 

suit any colour". and he gave as an example the fact that 

they said they wished to reform the Ministries. This 

needed some explanation, he said. Another government 

could come along with a different policy, but suggest the 

same programme; what they should know was how these reforms 

Maj 2, No. '124,, 23rd Rajab 1328. 
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would be ou't MatIn al-Saltaneh also made the 

same kind of objection., saying this programme lacked 

the necessary details. ' At last,, as the arguments became 

repetitive, votes were taken out of 66 - 45 voted for, 

6 against and fifteen abstained, 

Despite this early success, Mostoufli al-Mamglek's 

Goverment did not enjoy'a definite support in the Majles. 

As mentioneds the position of the parties was fluid., 

the Democrats supported him but they were in a minority, 

the moderates wanted his downfall. The non-aligned 

Deputies' support changed from time to time and this 

shifted the standing of the Goverment. Unfortunately 

this Cabinet was not united and all the Ministers did not 

see eye to eye,, which weakened their argument. ' More 

important than their lack of unity was the fact that the 

Cabinet' of Mostoufi did not have a definite support in 

the Majles, as mentioned, and the majority put a great 
23 

pressure on him and on NavvEb particularly. He was 

often interrogated in the Majles by KashefBehjat and 1Ez 

al-Molk about his policy towards the Russians. 
4 Ironically 

l. ' Ibid. *, No. 1: 31,14th Shalbdn 1328s and No. 132 
17th Shalbdn. ' 

2. The same complaints were voiced now as before; for 
instance the Deputies pointed out to the non completion 
of -the budget and HRj KqZL said that the Goverment did 
not reply to questions in the Majles. Ibid., 
No. 162,21 ShavAl 1328. 

3. Barclay to Grey, Oct. 31st 1910 no. 197, FO 371/366 
and M. M. 'Maj 2. No. 135,24h Shalban., 1328. 

4. Ibid., N01130,12th ShalbUn 1328 and No. 135, 
24th ShalbRn, 
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he. could, only give the - same reply that the Goverment 

of Sepahdar had given to the same question by the 

Democrats, namely that the Russians were friendly, 

they, would evacuate'soon, and that he could not reveal- 

all the negotiations.,, - On the 21st ShavAl (September) 

the Government was for doing nothing about 

the Russian occupation for not presenting the budget 

and-for undermining the articles 13., 15 and 16 of-the - 

Constitutional laws. I The, EItedR171s further, often drew 

attention to the disturbances in the provincess but the 

Democrats vehemently denied that they were'so widespread 

as alleged. ' ' 

The Democrats' attitude to the Goverment of 

Mostouf! as ordered by the 

; ihajeh 1328, was to be om 0 
Navv,! b and Uaklm al-Molk. 

Ministers the partY should 

was, ordered at theýtime of 

Central Committee dated 

a of support for Mostouf-1. 

In case of censure of the other 

abstain from voting. This 

the British Ultimatum but no 

doubt reflected the Democrats' attitude to the Goverrment. 

In general. 
2 

The lack of support in the Majles, and the troubles 

which arose in Farý, caused a change in the Cabinet at 

the end. of Ramaýdn (October)ý 'Ayn al-Doulehs the 

notorious reactionary prince who had been in charge-of 

the siege of Tabriz, was made Minister of the Interior 

and, Farmffnfarmli, too ambitious to refuse,, Minister of 

War. 3 The return of 'Ayn al-Douleh to the political 

1. 'Ibid., ' No. 162,21st Shav&l, 1328. 
2. * MaJmC11eh-ye- Taqi: zNdeh. No. 2'. jlýajeh 132 8 

3. Barclay wrote that Farmlinfarmi was opposed to the Foreign 
Minister NavvAb, but he had always wanted the Ministry 

/cont'd. 
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scene., espec . lally in the Goverment of Mostoufli which 

included Democrats, proves the fact that the Democrats 

always needed, the support of such powerful men. It 

also shows that the old aristocratic class was regaining 

its position. 'Of course it had never lost its strength, 

and those amongst them who had supported the Constitution 

had remained in power. ' The difference was that those 

who had. -actively opposed it could now be given-important 

posts and be acceptable., 'ýThis trend had began with 

SepahdAr and is a proof that much of therevolutionary 

fervour of the movement, especially in the Majles, had 

been lost or had deviated. ' This is also a defeat for 

the Democrats who could not stop the return of 'Ayn al- 

Douleh to the political scene. ' It is however,, not 

surprising that they accepted his membership in the 

Cabinet. 'Mostouf-i was not a Democrat himself,, and it 

has already been mentioned that the membership of this 

Cabinet was a compromise between the two sides. - More- 

over the influence and power of men such, as 'Ayn al-Douleh 

or FarnCanfarm7a was a lever against local magnates and 

feudal Kh"Ens who could not be brought under control by 

the weak central government. '. Further, their wealth might 

have been used to acquire them such positions in a 

I 

Cont'd. * of War and now he found the bait too tempting 
to refuse. 
Barclay to Grey, October 31st 1910, No. 197, 
Fo 416/46, , 
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goverrment in dire-need'of money, nor must the foreign 

influence be overlooked, and possibly'such'men might 

have had the support of the great powers. 

The first act'of this Goverment1was-to deal I 

with'the armed bands of Mo-jEhed-in and try to stop the 

waves of. murders. ' There was an argument in the Majles 

as to whether or not the Goverrment should demand 

extraordinary powers-for a limited period or declare 

martial law. 'The Government considered the granting of 

extraordinary powers sufficient and the Minister of War 

presented four articles which defined these_powers. 
. 

They were: 

1. ' Disarmament of the non military. 

2. 'Disarmament to be carried out by the police 

and the army. 

'The arrest of anyone who resisted. 

4. ' The prohibition of meetings or the criticism 

of this-procedureln the press. The period w. as 

limited to 3 months. 

1. 'In the summerý-1328,, 1910, for instance, it was decided 
to collect money from the wealthy in order to balance 
some of the financial deficit of the Goverment. A 

-Majles Commission was set up under Vakil al-Rolliyd, and 
a total sum of 739,046 Toman was collected in cash 
and real estate. The largest sum was taken from 
Zell al-Soltgn, the next largest sum was the -amount ýf 87,300 Toman paid by 'Ayn al-Douleh. FarnCanfarmla 
paid the third largest sum, namely 60,000 Toman. It 
can be surmised that*having paid these large sums, 
these politicians gained some influence in the Majles 
and government. ' 
Marling to Grey, July 8th 1910, No. 122, FO 371/962* 
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The Eltedlilly-un tried half-heartedly to put some 

arguments-forward to stop the granting of full powers 

because.. it meant disarming their own supporters such as 

the men of Sardar. Mohil and SattIr and BAqer Khdn, 

whilst the Bakhtlydr-Is and the men of Yephrem Khdn, and 

the Armenian Head of Police were undertaking the dis- 

armament. 
2. The role of Sarddr Aslad in these events 

is not clear, and one writer thinks he. intrigued against 

the Moilffied-In as he was on not too friendly terms with 

Sepahd&r. 3. This problem was one of the main causes 

of the fighting which ensued, for it meant that some of the 

1. 'Hij XqA had called the Goverment's suggestion un- ýcceptable; several others had also objected, but the 
- motion was carried by the Goverment. R,. M. . Maj. 2. 

No. 125., 26th Rajab 1328. ' 

2. A Kasrav! says that the MoYahed-in of Veydar-Kh-an and 
thosewho opposed Sard ohil had joined the force of 
Yephrem and were now an official bod y. A. Kasravi-, 
TFrIkh-e HIJdah Sffleh P-1: 36. ' The case of Yephrem is 
rather mysterious. He had been a Russian subject 
before coming to Persia and as such would have been a 
target for the Russian Government. 'Grey himself had 
expressed some misgivings about his case in July, 
writing to Marling that if he were included in the 
disarmament would not the Persian Government be deprived 
of his services as he had been the only one capable of 
coping with disorders? Marling replied that the Russians 
agreed that Yephrem be regarded as a Persian subject 
and had taken a friendly attitude towards him. Obviously 
the Russians were ready to leave Yephrem and have him 
co-operate to oust the rest of the Caucasians who were 
revolutionaries. ' Grey to Marling., July 23, No. 225., 1910s 
FO 371/962 and July 25th, No. 301. * 

3. ' R. Ra'3. snlyd, Dou 14obarez-e Ionbesh-e Masy-riteh, Satt'gr 
KhAn va Sheykh Moýammad Kh-lya7bdrd (Tabriz 1349) P-153. 
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Mojahedin disarmed the rest., * and'a group remained 

armed whilst their adver'saries' weredisarmed. ' 

Originally SattEr Khban as leader of'some of the 

MojRhedin was invited to the Majles where he promised to 

co-operate 'in the- disarmament, and the'Governalent agreed 

to'buy their rifles. ** But he did not keep his word 

either because he'could not,, or did not wish to. In any 

case there was a severe fight before the MojahedTn, 

about 300 of-whom had collected in the Park of AtZLbak 

where Sattlir Kh-dn resided were defeated and 

their rifles retrieved. Sard&r Mohl! took refuge in the 

Ottoman embassy on'the day of the fighting, 1 It has 

been mentioned also that some of the Moilhedin who 

collected in the Park of Atabak were those who had 

come from Gilan. ' Of course some must also have been the 

men of Sattffr Khan from Azarbaijan. 'It is not at all 

clear which group backed whom but no doubt all the 

Caucasians werenot with Yephrem. ' Suspicion arises that 
2 this was so staged by the Democrats and SardUr Aslad 

as to disarm the men of Sattgr Kh-ain who supported the 

Eltedii-173s-, -and at the same time to appease the Russians 

who called for the disarmament of the Caucasians. It 

It should be noted that the Ottoman and German 
Ambassadors had tried to dissuade Sattar Khan from 
putting up a resistance to the Government but when the 
Government officials had come to collect the arms 
two Turkish subject's. members of the Ottoman 

had turned up in the Park and incited the 
people to resist. 

Ralisnl: yd., OP-Cit-, P. 153. 
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also made thd 'Goverment, 'stronger for a time and master 

of the situation. ' 

The disarmament of the MojAhedIn-and the problems 

it"raises has not been fully investigated and many 

questions remain unanswered. 
I Some, writers, have con- 

sidered it, to be a plot to break up Sattar KhAn's power, 
2 

some have regretted 'it and presented it as a great 

blunder. 'But if we take into consideration all the 

undercurrents of'intrigues and the political murders, 
it seems it was inevitable that a bloody fight would 

occur before the men were disarmed. *ý- The British and 

the Russians als-o advocated disarmament; the Russians 

especially wished the disarmament of the Caucasians. In 

July, Marling wrote that the foreign FadA11s supported 

the 'ultra-Nationalists and that they depended on 

these terrorists to maintain their authority93, 

The Goverment of Mostoufl also faced the question of 

Persia's evacuation and this concerned the whole relation- 

ship of this country with Russia. 'But Russia's attitude 

was more unfriendly to this Cabinet than before., given 

the"inclusion in it, of four ministers associated with the 

1. 'Ara-irkheyo! who was SattUr Khants companion has given 

_a 
detailed account of the events and theý negotiations 

before the fighting. 'He queries many of the events such 
as for instance the disappearance of SardUr Mohl! or 
the role the two Turks played in encouraging the men not 
to give up their arms 2 and insinuates that there was 
a plot which ensued in'fighting. E. AmIrkheyzi, 
op. cit-., pp. 6'16-638. 

2. 'R. RaIIsnI7yR9 OP-cit-., PP-139-40 and 153. 

3. 'Marling to Grey, July 22,1910, No. 297, PO 371/962. 
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Democrat7s, and particularly of Hoseyn Qoll Khdn NavvRb as 
1 Foreign Minister. 

On August 4th Navvab had a long conversation with 

Marling about the evacuation of Persia. He had told 

the Minister that he would try his best to establish 

Persia's relationship with Russia on a friendly footing, 

but that Russia's insistence on the dismissal of Mokhber 

al-Saltaneh from the Governorsh-p of Azarbaijan and the 

non-evacuation of t4e country were the two problems 

standing in the way of a better relationship. The Russians 

demanded several concessions for withdrawing from 

Qazvin. 2 These demands were the concession to bring 

motor cars without customs duty to work on the Anzali-Tehran 

road, also the granting of concessions for motor cars 

to work on the Jolfa-Tabriz ýoad. The renewal of the 

mining concession of the mines of Qarajehdaghs the renewal of 

the Cossack Brigade's agreement, and the concession to 

sail on the Orumiyeh Lake. 

NavvHb had replied that there would be no difficulty 

about the-extension of the period of the Qarajehdagh 

mining concession, but that public opinion would not 

accept that the Russian Road. Company should place motor 

cars on the Rasht-Tehran road. Marling had advised him 

to give way on one of the questions at least to satisfy 

the Russians. In general this meeting was found satisfactory 

Navvdb had been a member of the Foreign Commission of., - the Majles, and the anti-foreign attitude of this com- 
mission was well known. It must be added that the 
brother__of Navvab,, 'Abb&s Qo1! KhAn. was an employee of the 
British Legation and possibly some of the-Russian ani- 
mosity was due to this fact. 

2. Marling to Grey, Aug. 4th 1910, No. 144, PO 371/960. 
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by Marling and he thought that he had succeeded in 

mitigating some of Navva-b's opinions of Russia. 1 

Whether Mar-ling was right or not, the Russians were 

by no means satisfied. ' They wanted to avoid any 

appearance of giving way to Persia and thought the 

Persian attitude was becoming intolerable. * They had 

refused satisfaction in the case of every demand 

recently put forward by the two powers, complained 

Sazanov the Foreign Minister, and he suggested that 

pressure should be put on them. ' He had even suggested 

that a threat should be made to move the Qazvin force to Tehran 

or a demand for the immediate payment of the arrear of 
2 the Persian Goverment's debts should be made. 

Two other problems which worsened the relationship 

between the Persian Government, especially Navv&b, and 

'Marling to Grey,, Aug. '4th'1910, No. 144, FO 416/45. 
In another dispatch dated Aug. llth, Marling expressed 
more hopes of the conversion of NavvRb to the belief 
that the Russians were ready to establish a good 
relationship with Persia, but that he still had to 
persuade his party and the Majles. Ibid., Aug. llth, 
1910., No. 153, FO 416/45. ' 

`2. 'Mr. O'Beirne to Grey., Sept. 14tht 1910, No. 379 
FO 371/963. ' Barclay wrote that if he kept a concili- 
atory attitude towards the Persians the relationship 
between Russia and Britain would be sýrained. In 
another letter he wrote that there were complaints 
about the Cabinet from all sides, and added:. "Un- 
fortunately there is no reason to expect that any 
Cabinet which may replace it will be more successful 
until the Persian Government can bring itself to a 
more amenable mood towards Russia. Until it can gain 
some measure of Russia's sympathy it will meet with 
embarrassments at every turn". He continued by saying 
that the Russians expected a subservient attitude from 
Persia as in the pre-Majle's days. Barclay to Grey, 
Oct. 3rd 1910 No. 184 FO 416/46 and I'bid., Oct. 6th 
1910., No. '186. * 

0 
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the Russians, wejýethequestions of the employment of 

foreign experts about which the Persians had not taken 

the Russian advice 'not to employ Americans., and the loan 

which was being negotiated with the Imperial Bank. 

Of course the Russians held the Democrats responsible 

for the resistance of the Majles, and the pressure the 

Majles put on the Goverment. 

The employment of foreign experts had been included 

in the Government's policy and now the problem came up 

before the Majles. ' It wa's understood that the powers 

would not agree to the employment of experts from other 

great powers in Europe', - The Persians on the other 

hand did not want any Belgians* or French men because they 

would be too much under the influence of the Russians. 

The Government suggested a list which was considered 

in commission and was changed, and then presented to 

the Majles. ' According to this list,, the experts for 

the Ministry of Justiceand the Ministery of the Interior 

wer .e to be French, for Finance, Swiss, for the Na?: mlyeh 

(police), Swedish and for the Amnlyeh (gendarm , erie),, Italian. 

Two of the Deputies.., Dr. "All KhRn and Sheykh al-Ralls., 

suggested that financial experts be employed from America. 

This suggestion was apparently decided upon beforehand 

because the Deputies refuted any of the objections 

Asadallah MlirzZl, speaking for the Goverment, made against 

Americans, and the motion was carried through with a 

majority. 
1 These discussions were long and many technical 

M. M. 'Maj. *2,, No. *138, lst Ramalin 1328. 
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questions were 'also brought' up. * Barclay wrote that 

though the Majles had disregarded their advice not to 

choose from among large nations it was decided to 

accept their choice because America, not being a European 

power, was less objectionable. ' Besides it was feared 

that the attitude*of the Majles would become even more 

obstinatelf they had disagreed. ' 

The Russians accepted with bad grace but they 

eventually brought about Navvdb's resignation on Z3: hajeh 

24th 1328 (November 30th, 1910), for he was held responsible 

for the Government's intractable attitude. The occasion 

for the resignation was Russian insistence that the Minister 

should apologize for the forceful entrance of the 

house of the Russian Consular agent a Persian., at Kashan, 

by the Chief'of Police in search oý an offender. 
2 

Iran-ý NOu wrote that the resignation of Navviib was 

not an ordinary event, "as he 'represented tfie policy of 

nationalism and resistance to Russia. ' He had bee n brave 

enough to accept office when no one else would out "of 

fear, and had served for 5 monthsdespite threats and 

pressure. 'Then it blamed the Minister of War, Farmanfarma,, 

'Barclay to Grey., S. ept. 'llth 1910., No. 29750 
FO 371/963 and SePt. ' '13ths No. '36o.. ' 

2. ' Barclay to Grey, Nov. '30th, 1910., No. 220,, FO 416/46. 
in another dispatch of the'same date Barclay wrote that 
he regretted the resignation of NavvAb because he gave 
a good guarantee of the effective expenditure of the, 
money the Government was about to borrow., and he 
expressed doubts as to whether a change of minister 
would produce an improvement in Russo-Persian 
relations. Ibid.,, Nov. 30th 1910, No. 219, 
FO 371/966. " 
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for not backing him up, 
1 

and especially Persia's internal 

enemies, thosewhd were the enemies of a strong policy 

of resistance. ' It also blamed the fact that he did 

not have support in the Majles and concluded that the 

fall of Navvffb showed that the policy of resistance 

was about to fail. 2. The dismissal of Navvdb was not 

only a blow to. the Democrats who were weakened thereby 

but it wa's a lesson for others that'they could not 

survive as politicians if they resisted Russia. The 

choice of Moýtasharp al-Saltaneh, suspected of Russian 

sympathies was another turn to the right, and shows that 

the Cabinet of MostoufT's liberalism was changing under 

pressure. 

The occasion here referred to was about the situation 
in the South as shall be mentioned'. but it must be 
added here that FarmZEnfarm& and Navv5b were not 
friendly terms- and in particular the Democrats never 
liked Farmanfarma. ' In the month of ýafar 1329 
(February 1911)9 Iran-e Nou attacked Farmanfarma as 
Minister of War for some misdeeds in that Ministry. 
Farmdnfarmff published an article in the Majles attacking 
Iran-e Nou and the Democrats, saying they were criti- 
d1zing him because he had not paid them a bribe, and 
had added that he had been invited by the party to 
join it. 'He had also insinuated that they were irreli- 
gious. 'Iran-e Nou replied that first of all the Demo- 
crats could not accept him as a member because he stood 
for something that all their ideology and pqlicy opposed. 
it then attacked him as. a landlord and added that he was 
the one who asked to be admitted to the party and was 
refused. 'It also replied about the attack on their ir- 
religiosity saying the reason for such attacks was the 
fact that they said the spiritual powers should be 
separated from the temporal., but these were only 
accusations. ' Iran-e Nou No. 83, lst ýafar 1329. 
(ist February 1911). ' 

2. ' Iran-e Nou, No. 59,, 29th jlýajeh 1328 (21st Dec. 1910). 
Navvau was replaced by Molýtasham al-Saltaneh, who 
declared in the Majles that the attitud; of the Russian 
Goverment towards Persia and towards the new Regent 
was most friendly. ' Indeed the Russians withdrew their 
force from Qazvin when N9, seer al-Molk arftved as Regent. 
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The British Minister expected-the Cabinet to fall 

too., and he reported that Sarddr Aslad was working to 

bring back the Sepahdir but that the moderates could not 

agree to the composition of a Cabinet especially as many- 

of the Deputies did not want SepahdEr or Sardiir, Aslad. 'ý 

The' 'Goverrment of MostoufT however., had to remain in 

power until the arrival of the new Regent, NFýer al7Molk who 

was elected after the death, of 'Aiad al-Molk but who did not 

arrive in Tehran until ýafar 1329 (February 1911). 

Before the resignation of Navvdb, the question oý the British 

Ultimatum occasioned'by the insecurity of the South 

had arisen and caused much'heated argument led particularly 

by the Democrats in the press'and at public meetings. 

In contrast to the relationship of the Democrats and 

their policy towards the Russians which led to failure, 

they were much more successful in their relationship with 

Britains and this success seemed to justify the policy 

they always advocated, namely a policy of strength vis-a- 

vis the foreign powers. 

The problem cf the South was nothing new, but now 

insecurity had been increasing and questions were posed 

about it in-the Majles. Aacording to the 1907 Convention, 

Fars was situated in the neutral zone where Britain could 

not intervene with arms. ' On the other hand there were in 

Fars two contending families, the QashqVI tribe, long time 

rivals of the Qava family who had certain affinities 

with the British as a trading family. The Qashqgtls were 

also the enemies of the BakhtlydrTs who enjoyed great 

power in the country, and now the existence df oil in 

Bakhtryiirl country made the friendship of these Klfa-ns 
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valuable to the British as well. With the presence of the 

BakhtTyar-is on the political scene 'in Tehran the QashqSITs 

became *more restles*s than before and here lay the root 

of the problem at this time. ' It led to increased insecurity 

on the Southern trade routes especially endangering the 

British trade coming from Bushehr. 

Soulat al-Douleh, the Qashqall Ilkhan wh'o was in 

opposition'to the Central Government because of Bakhtlydrl 

presence, formed an alliance in early 1910 with the 

Sheykh of Khuzestan, Sheykh KhazIal, who had also fallen 

out with the Bakhtlyffrils over the governorship of Behbahan, 
1 

and SardEr Ashraf, Vdll: of'Posht-e Kulh of Lorestan. 

A confrontation between the Bakhtl"y! 75: s and the QashqZI! s 

seemed imminent and SardEr Aslad intrigued in Tehran to 

displace . ýoulat from his position as Ilkh&rii. but' 

nothing came of it. ' In the meantime QavEm al-Molk, the 

head of that family had been made Governor of Fars but 

Soulat al-Douleh could not accept this preponderance of an 

erstwhile foe'and disturbances grew. 

On the 13th RamaHm. the problem"of Fars was discussed 

in the Majles. ' Haj WqN, the Depu I ty of Fars, attacked 

the Government. 'He was veryindignant at the lack of 

P. 'Oberlings op-cit., ' pp. 88 and 96. It is worth 
drawing attenti; n to an interesting letter by Nez5m al- 
Saitaneh to Soulat al-Douleh dated Ramaidn 1329.? 
advising himeto bring a force of about 500 horsemen to 
Tehran to counter the ascendancy of the Bakhtiyaris. 
As an encouragements he points out that this would 
cost very little and was nothing to compare with its 
advantages. If the Bakhtlyffris go unchecked we should 
"cry for the living not the dead" he concluded. 
(Private Ne; 5m al-Salýaneh collection). 

0 
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attention paid to-Fars, and he accused the Bakhtlygris of 

causing all thd problems- and suffering. SardEr Aslad., now 

a Deputy in the Majles., defended the BakhtlyAr-Is and 

accused Farm9nfarml the Minister of the Interior, who had 

resigned in the meantime, of bei'ng the cause of the 

disturbances' and of intriguing. ' Nothing came out of these 

discussions as the Minist. ers, were not in attendance 

on that day, but as the situation became worse HAj ýq-a 

continued his attacks-on Sarddr Aslad. In another 

meeting on the 5th Zlqaldeh (November) he accused him of 

monopolizing all powers-in his own hands. 1 The 

Democrats., in general took no part in these arguments as 

they did not touch on political questions which interested 

them. 

I on the 14th October, the British who had complained 

of the situation in, the South now offered the Persian 

Government a, near ult3matum that unless the South was 

pacified in three months, a local force would be raised 
2 

under British officers to Policethe Bushehr-Isfahan road. 

There was an indignant uproar against, this note,, 

especially by Iran-e Nou which suggested a boycott of 

Russian and British-goods. ' It also reported meetings 

in which many spoke against this ultimatum and where 

the slogan "Ya Marg ya Esteql&l" (death or independence) 

was heard. who spoke were from all parties., ýadr al- 

ulamas a Democrat, Sheykh Moýammad 'AlTi TehrRn-i. Dr. Mehd! 

Kh9n MalekzEdeh son of the late Malek al-Motekallemin, 

'Mai. . 2s No. 172s 5th glqaldeh 1328. 

2. 'Barclay to Grey, Oct. 27th 1910, No. 428, FO 371/958. 
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Yahyd Doulatdbffd-lo-and an Ettef-aq va Tara qqi Deputy, 

Mlrza 'All Wahg7rfl. The co-operation of the Deputies 

of various party affiliations gave Iran-e Nou the 

occasion to suggest the 'formation of the Committee of Public 
.2 Deliverance as mentioned. The paper also reported 

meetings of protest, which were held against the Ultimatum 

in Istambul by the Committee 'of Sa f Rdat, also in India., 

and a protest which camefrom Najaf. The Anjoman-e 

Ay"alatl of Azarbaijan also protested and invited other .., 

provinces to do so., * Navvab gave a conciliatory reply 

to the British., 
3 

but denied their claims and refuted 

their rights to organize such, a force. The Persian 

Goverment at the same, time,, Promised to organize a local 

, gendarmerie which would police, the roads under European 

officers to, ensure peace., ' Later Nezdm al-Saltaneh 
4 

00 
noted for his strong Policies was despatched to Fars as 

Governor, but the Problems of insecurity did not come 

to an end., 

On the whole this was a 

Democratso as mentioned,, but 

because soon Navvdb was made 

j. - Iran-e Nou No., '12,2nd Z 
16th ZTqaIdeh 1328 (19tH 

2. See pp-354-6 

period of triumph for' the 

it was of short duration, 

to resign, and the murder 

ýqaldeh (5th Nov. ) ýo. 24, 
Nov. 1910). 

3. -', Iran-e. Nou gave Navvab's. reply to the British as-'an 
example oT a strong policy of resistance which the 
Democrats advocated against-one of compromise. It 
wrote that the fact that the British did not pursue 
their ultimatum was a proof that they would step down. 
when confronted with a strong stand. 'Iran-e Nou, 
No. '59., 29th*Zlqaldeh 1328 (31st Dec. 1-910). 

4. 'He 'Was R6t& Qoll Khdn, the nephew of Voseyn Qoli 
Maln., the*Sadr Alzam of the First Majles-. 

0& 
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of 'ýan-V al-Douleh 'further weakened theni-S though he was -not 

a Democrat, nonetheless they could work, for him as he 

was independeht and liberal. " 

Sarfl-I 'al-Douleh was murdered on the 6th Safar 1328 
v0 

(Februaryý 5th 1911) by "two' Armenians who were Russian 

nationals. ''This murder remains another of those unresolved 

political murders so recurrent in this period,, but the 

reasons*for it are perhaps more obscure than in the other 

cases. ' ý&rilal-Doulehls brother, Mokhber al-Saltaneh,, - 

Governor of Azarbaijan, was of the opinion that this deed 

had been instigated by the Sepahdffr and Sard6r Mohl-I who 

had given. the guns to. the Armenians in Sepahddr's house. 

He also mentions that Nas. er al-Molk was opposed to San-11 al- 0 
Douleh'and had wondered how he could go to Tehran when 

San-11 al-Douleh was there, and that the latter had been 

told not to come out of his house for a time. One of the 

Democrat Deputiess Sheykh Reia Dehkhareqirff, accused 

Ngser al-Molk of having been implicated in this murder. 

He'says that N9; er al-Molk had to overthrow the power of 

the Democrats and of ýanlilal-Douleh before he took office, 
2 

Most Pegsian writerss however, hold the view that 

3 San"i"'al-Douleh was murdered at Russian instigation. The 

'Mokhber al-Saltaneh 
0j op-cit.., p. 222. 

2. ' R. DehkhM7eqKrfT-, op. c'it.,, p. 40. 

Sarfflal-Douleh was unpopular with Britain and Russia, In April, when the Cabinet of Sepahdar had resigned, 
Barclay had written that the crisis seemed likely to 
result. in a Ministry. of extremists, and Sari-i'al-Douleh 
was their leader.. 'He had therefore exeried unofficial 
pressure to secure either San-J'al-Douleh's exclusion or V /Cont'd. 
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, redsons put forward are generally vague. ' We have already 

mentioned that there wa's objection to his ministerial 

post in the Cabinet of Sepahdiir. 

At the time'of his murder it was said that he had 

been engaged in negotiating a railway concession with 
1 

the Germans and a loan from the Imperial Bank to which 

the Russians were particularly opposed. 

The loan from th6 Imperial Bank was negotiated in 

this Cabinet but not actually finalized until Jamdd! al- 

ýanli 1329 (June 1911). ' After the loan from the Inter- 

national Oriental Syndicate fell through, the Persian 

Government was approached in Shaviil (October) by 

Cont'd. , 
'a written undertaking that the Policy of the new 

Cabinet in regard to the loans'and concessions will 
not run -counter-. to that of the two powers 
Barclay to Grey, April 17th 1910., No. 169, FO 416/44. 

1. Not much. is known about this concession to be granted 
to the German. Bank. '. Nav911 quotes Rasillzideh as 
saying that hehad been about to sign a concession 
joining Tehran. to. Baghdad. Saflill., on the other hand., 
says it was a concession to Suild a railway from 
Tehran-to-Varamizi;. but both seem to be mistaken. 
In Novemberg the Russian Tsar had met. the German 
Kaiser'. 'at Potsdam-where they had agreed that Russia 
had. spedial interests-in Persia, and Germany's economic 
interests had also been recognized. Russia had 
undertakezi to. build-a railway to join Tehran to 
Khaneqeynýq wh'ere the'Baghdad-railway built by Germany 
was to end. 'It would thus seem unlikely that the 
Germans should-have been contemplating to build a 
railway from-Tehran to Baghdad. ' It is however possible 
that all together Panllal-ý-Doulehls activities posed 
a threat. 'It must be remembered that at Potsdam 
the Germans had been given an open door to Persia 
and that economically they could begin to exploit 
the Persian market to the disadvantage of Russia 
and Britain. ' 
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another international firm, Seligman and Co. 'which was 

ready to lend Persia the of 1., 200, *000 pounds. But 

the 'Imperial Bank which had been contacted by Seligman 

offered to lend the money itself and-was backed by the 

British Government. The Russians objected to this loan 

by saying that before it was concluded the Russian debts 

must all be 'consolidated, which was done by Panilal-Douleh 
I by the end of Moharram(January). SanVal-Douleh had- 

also drawn up a Bill for the control of the. expenditure 

of the money, and the question was referred to a 

commission, but he did not survive to sign the loan 

contract which was signed by. his successor, Momtaz al- 

Douleh on . 7th Jamad-1 al-Avval 1329 (8th May, 1911). 

Mostouf-I remained in office until the arrival of 

Nager al-Molk and theappointment-of SepahdFr1s third 

Cabinet. ', During the last weeks of his offices his 

government was weAk-and discredited and his support in 

the Majles was deplete d. ' In Moharram (January) Molgied 

al-Saltaneh made a-very severe, attack against Mostouf3. ls 

negative. 'attitudes' and said the deputies did. not want 

the governments but he made no actual accusations. 

Another Deputys Vasan 'Ali- Khan, was more specific and 

said that the Government should ask for a vote of 

confidence as the majority did not support it. 2 however 

nothing could be done in the absence of the Regent. 

Mostouf"i- could only count on the support of the Democrats, 

1. Barclay to Grey, Jan. 23rd 1911, No. 3s FO 371/1187. 

2. ' M. M. Maj. 2. No. '196,6th Moharram 1329. . 
0 
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wh'd we'ýre 'in a minority,, for they had lost the backing 

of the independents. The EltedFlYs now much more vocal 

and active. ' had attracted the Deputies who wavered 

between thetwo sides; a development which was speeded 

up'by Ifa-ser al-Molk when he obliged them to form the 

coalition. ' Before 'his arrival however., the Eltedil-is 

had been gaining in numberý and strength, and when 

votes were taken for the Regency, their candidate, Naýer 

al-Molk obtained 40 votes against Mostoufr, the 

candidate of the Democrats who had only 29 votes. 

The Democrats had begun as a much stronger party even 

to the extent that they ousted Sepahddr who had great 

prestige in the country. They weathered the storm of 

abuse and criti cism as the result of their alleged 

implication in the murder of Seyyed 'Abdalldh and they 

survived their loss of their outstanding leader, Seyyed 

Hasan Taql"'Zffdeh. They successfully included two of 
0 
their numbers in the Cabinet Of Mostouf-I as well as 

turning the disarmaxmnt of the MoJ'Khed-In to their own 

advantage. 'However their good fortune did not last., 

and it was inevitable that a stop should have been put 

to it. 'This provided the impetus for the emergence 

of their chief opponents, the EltedalTs., who led the 

Majles'in the next phase to be described. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE FORMATION OF THE COALITION 

The Regency of NiEger al-Molk 

Miser al-Molk was deeply involved with the Persian 

Constitutional movement from the beginning, and has left 

a deep and controversial mark on its course. ' Opinions 

about his influence are by no means unanimous because 

judgement depends on the point of view of the writer. 

Miger al-Molk's attitude was, one of extreme caution 

and basicallý one of-scepticism, if not disbelief, in the 

whole process of-the reform movement. He had expressed 

his belief on reaching Tehran that the "outlook was 

exceedingly hopeless".. ' It is indeed very ironical that 

one of the leaders of this movement did not believe in it 

and it further shows, the Process of evolution to the right 

which this movement was undergoing and which has already 

been mentioned. ' Ndqer al-Molk believed that Persia. was weak 

and could not resist Russo-British encroachment. He 

considered Germany tb be deceitful and that Persia had to 

try and. obtain the maximum benefit from the friendship of 

Russia and Britain. 2, Marling commented on the Regent's 

'Barclay to Grey,, March 6th 1911,, No. 31, FO 371/1189. 

2, 'Barclay wrote that NNý? r al-Molk would be passing through 
Russia where the occasion would be taken to impress 
upon him a more conciliatory attitude to Russias and to 
try to influence the extremists. Barclay to Grey,, Oct. 
llth 1910, No.. '401, FO 371/964. ' 
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opinion saying hewa's "an adept at shelter . ing himself 

behind amicable 'generalities; and that he had the nickname 

of a gramophone. 11' 

Ngser al-Molk had left Tehran after the murder of 
I SeYY'ed , Abdallih, Tarblyat'and Seyyed 'Abd al-Raz9q, in 

Rajab 1328 (August 1910), and he was elected Regent during 

hi: s absenc 'He was the candidate of'the Eltedglls, 'the 

Democrats''candidate was Mostouf! al-MamElek. 'The election 

was the manifestation of the party cleavage., and the 

majority$ whose candidate was Ndser al-Molk, won with 

over 40 i6tes as against 29 for Mostouf17 al-Mamalek. This 

indeed was a defeat for the Democrats who distrusted N4er 

al-Molk, but on this occasion could do nothing against 

the united front of the other parties. 'Obviously the 

coalition which Ngser al-Molk was to create had begtffi to 

function before he arrived, and the EltedalTs' strength 

had increased at the expense of their rivals, the Democrats. 

Naqer al-Molk gave Ia qualified answer to his election 

at first. *Grey wrote to Barclay that he hesitated to 

accept because he was not sure of the Democrats' attitude; 

whetherthey had voted against him as individuals, or 

whether'th e election'liad be'en on party lines. 'If it had, 

then theyý would make his position difficult .2 Malekzadeh 

1. *Marling to Grey, July 8th 1910, No. 121, FO 371/961. 

2, * Grey to-Barclay., Oct. 15th 1910., No. 174-FO 371/964. 
Malekzadeh writes that the reason why the Democrats were 
opposed to Nffýer al-Molk is not clear, but the Alydn 
and the Ulama believed that if the candidate of the 
Democrats. won, they would all find themselves in great 
difficulties, , so they tried hard to defeat Mostoufj. 
On the other hand., the Democrats distrusted Ndger al-Molk 
as shown by some of their writings but they could not 
express it too openly. ' The Deputies particularly were 
forced to declare their support for him. 
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quotes Farmanfarm. 9 as saying that though he was, in the 

Cabinet*, of Mostoufl, 9 he had lobbied feverishly for the 

election of -Mpr al-Molk. ' One reason f or the 'unpopularity 

of Mostouf! with the EtteddlTs-was the fact that Sarddr 

Astad was-one *of his supporters and many feared the further 

ascendancy of the Bakhtl7yirls in Tehran. ' Sardir Astad 

was particularly credited with having great ambitions. @' 

even'Napr al-Molk distrusted him and told Mr. Churchill 

that the Sard, 'Er had'sent hi's brother or cousin to meet 

him at Rasht and he had urged him to plan a coup dletat. 

This, Naqer al-Molk thought, reflected- Sardar Aslad's 

secret intention and he meant to act as dictator. 2 

Ndqer al-Molk insisted that he would accept the Regency 

only, if theDemocrats invited him to. ' Thus they were 

obliged to write and announce their allegiance to him; 

but, -he did not forget that they had voted against him 

originally., ' As - soon as he reached Tehran,, he met 

Barclay at-an audience, on 22nd Safar 1329 (22nd February) 

and expressed'-his despair at the situation which he said 

was chaotic with the absence of a stable majority in the 

Majles paralyzing all affairs. 'The Cabinet of Mostoufl was 

supported by about twenty Deputies who formed the only 

proper partys the others were small groups divided by 

personal, dissensions which only hampered the Cabinet, but 
3 they could not form, a government. 

. 1. 'ýM. Malekffadeh, THrlkh-e Mashr9tIyyat, 6, p. 244. 

2, 'Barclay to Grey., February 22nd 1911,, No. 24, FO 371/1188. 

3. Ibid., No. 20, FO 37111187. - 
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In another des'patch, Barclay wrot-e of certain 

information Nager al-Molk had given him, especially 

denigrating, the Democrats and accusing them of being*in 

league with Caucasian terrorists who had already threatened 

that they werýe going to murder him. * Barclay added that he 

could not check these assertions but that the Democrats 

had suffered more at the hands of assassins. "I would 

instance the recent assassination of Sani ed-Dowleh, 

late Minister of Finance. " 

The Regent had begun complaining about the Democrats, 

as soon as he took office and he looked upon them as 

little better than terrorists. ' He told Dr. Neligan,, 

who had been pent by Barclay to see him, that the Democrats 

were opposed to him and that there was a secret plot to 

kill him and Sepahd5x as they had killed Seyyed 'Abdallah. 

They were well organized, he had said, and held secret 

meetings and had hired-assassins from the Caucasus, 

qeydar Khan, a Russian subjects received 200 toman a- 

month from the late Cabinet* and was a member of this party. 

The_Deniocrats were not the party they said they were, 

namely a party of "young Persians The other group 

included such liberals as Mostashgr al-Douleh, and 

Momt, iz al-Doule h. 2, 

Formally of course NAser al-Molk posed as a neutra, 
3 

a 

Ibid., Feb. 22nd 1911, No. 24, FO 416/97. 

2, ' Ibid,., March 6th 1911, No. 31, Fo 416/48. 
Enclosure., Memorand= by Dr. Neligan, Feb. 28th. 

When he arrived in Persia, the Russians withdrew their 
army from Qazvin as a friendly gesture. '-The Majles 
seized upon this to justify the Policy of moderation, 
and of praising Naser al-Molk for this victory. Mailes, 
No. '61,18th Safar"1329 (18th Feb. 1911). 

0 
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and insisted on the formation of political parties and 

especially'of'a majority party. ' The vote which had been 

taken for the regency showed clearly the existing 

division"Of'the Majles'; -on the one'side'stood the 

Democrats and on'the other-side were the Eltedglis, 

the Liberals and Ettefgq va-Taraqq3: - in a temporary alliance. 

Now NFqer al'-Molk in a clever move . gave this alliance a 

more permanent form., and arranged the formation of a 

strong cOalition'to'stand against the Democrats. 

He'declared it was necessary to organize a majority 

party to support the Goverment and not to have the 

difficulties-of the past when the goverment of Mostoufi 

was backed precariously by a minority party. There 

was no alternative to'this solution. Had the Majles 

remained split as before none could have a real majority. 

On th& 'other hand., the Democrats argued that they could 

also join the coalition., but had they also joined it, 

the--PartýY system would have become meaningless, 

espedially'the two'party system Mager al-Molk wanted to 

introduc'e. 'Yet the Regent must have had other motives in 

mind. 'It has already been mentioned that he had been 

involved in the organization of the EltedN11yan party., 

and'we* have 'already pointed out his prejudice against 

the Deniocrats. ' Thus it can be 'conjectured that by 

organizing thecoalition and by putting the Democrats 

in a minority hehad an ideal as well as a practical 

purpos e. ' The ideal of imposing the two party system which 

functioned as effectively in Britain, and the practical 

purpose of containing the Democrats. ' Thus on the 12th 

Safar 1329 (12th February 1911) he told the Deputies that 
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in a parliamentary government a stable majority must 

support th6'Cabinet' and a specific programme., and not 

until such a majority in favour of a-particular minister 

was formed would he take the'oath, of office. ' The answer 

of the Deputies however, was unsatisfactory* 

The address of the Regent was discussed in the 

Majles on the 18th Safar (18th February). 'Extracts 

from it will be given here because they show not only 

the divergence of opinion and scepticism of some Deputies 

about parties in general, but they also show what the 

Deputies thought about Persian politics in. general. The 

Democrats supported the Regent's idea of the need for 

parties which accorded with their own policy. 

The other parties were particularly reluctant. They 

first signed their names to an agreement to standwith 

each others and selected Sepahdgr as their candidate, but 

N-a-qer al-Molk was not satisfied. '"The failure to produce 

a programme"'s wrote Barclay., "and the attempt to dictate 

the composition of the Cabinet shows a misunderstanding 

of the functions of the Medjliss and His Highness intends 

to insist on obtaining satisfaction on these points* t12 

On the 18th Safar (18th February) the Minister of 

Foreign Affairs began by coaxing the Deputies saying that 

the Regent had mentioned that he would do nothing until an 

agreement was reached on this question and the majority of 

the Majles was presented to him as a responsible-body. 

1. ' They had replied on the'l6th February that they were 
ready to support the Goverment especially in rooting out 
terrorism in the capital and expressed their hope that 
the Regent woftld entrust the Government to a person who 
had thg trust of the Majles. Barclay to Grey, Feb. 22nd 
1911 No. 20, FO 371/1187. 

2. Barclay to Grey, Feb. 22nd 1911, FO 371/1187. 
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Ml: rz, l Ebr7ahlim Khgn,, the Deputy of-Esfahan who had 

Elted. ill lednings and had been the Secretary of the 

French Embassy, repiie'd that he thought the discussion 

which they had had with the Regent about the formation 

of parties'was suificient as one of the members of 

the minority party and one of the majority had 

represented their parties. ' The majority could not 

write the programme of the future goverment, he said; 

they could only present their own programme. 

ZokVal Molk the President of the Majles replied 

,. 
i. I-I 

that the Foreign Minister had meant the party programme 

and not the programme of the Goverment. 'The same 

Deputy replied that the majority of the Deputies who had 

come together as a majority was not a political party. 

They were individuals who felt that this Majles needed a 

majority to back reforms. ' The Foreign Minister then made 

a long speech explaining what was meant by parties., and 

said it was truethat such parties existed in the Majles 

but it-ý; as'necessary to see what each of them wanted so 

that'the Premier would know which Ministers to choose. 

If this were 'not done,, the point of view of the Ministers 

and the-Government would not be known and both sides would 

start criticizing the Government. The Regent wanted this 

arrangements he said, for the good of the country but the 

replies given him so far were. not acceptable. 

Eftekhdr al-V&leýln. )a moderate Deputygelaborated on 

what M-Irz& Ebrihim KhRn said., explaining that he had not 

meant that there were no political parties but that there was 

not one party but two or three and each had a separate 

policy. ' However,, they were united in their practical 
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programme., and formed*-a coalition becau-se'they felt the 

Cabinet"needed strong support. * They had thus formed 

'the coalition, 'prepared their practical programme, and 

expect'ed'the Government to carry it out until the end of 

the sessio n. ' Therefore there was a majority party and 

they had-a political programme which they had presented 

to the Regent. `Whenýeverý the Regent expressed his trust of 

a Prime Minister the majority would accept him. 

Asadalldh-ýMllrzg the Ministezý of Posts explained what 

he understood the wishes of the Regent to be. 'He said that 

what was being said was a play on words. ' The Regent knew 

everything'S and was waiting to know their programmes. It 

was'not enoughýthat the parties should write a programme 

and"ask for it to be implemented by the Ministers because 

many unforeseen problems might arise. ' The Regent expected 

things to be done in a proper manner with each party 

presenting its programme. ' 

K5shef repres'enting thd EltedAlTis' reluctance - 
to organize, said there were two'problems', one about the 

programme and the other about the majority of the Majles, 

and they should not be confused'. ' Under the circumstances, 

they should not delay the appointment of the Cabinet. He 

then, added that it had been said that the Parties who 

shared similar ideas should coalesce and agree on one 

programme for the good of the country, and should support 

the Cabinet. 'Their programme had nothing to do with their 

original ideology which was a long term wish* There were 

some Deputies who had certain ideologies which they could 

not, be asked to change. ' What had been achieved in these 
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few days was the b'dst that could be done,, * but they could 

not appoint the Prime Minister, Kishef said, and added 

that'all these problenis did not justify the fact that 

they still did not have*a Cabinet. 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs replied that the 

Regent's-mind was madeup, he had a good knowledge of 

what should be done., ' and i. f they did not comply he might 

resign. 'He 'suggested that a few Deputies be appointed 

to discuss. thes'e*points with Niiser al-Molk and see 

exactly what he wanted. ' 

Montaser'al-Soltan, a Democrat Deputy., commented 

that they'thought the Regent wanted to see the programme 

of the 'parties' as the Democrats had already given all 

the Deputies a'copy of their programme,, but that he 

thought what the Regent wanted was the organization of 

a fixed majority. ' The Regent wanted to act according to 

the law; and insisted that the parties should declare 

their policy so that the majority should become known to 

him. 'He 'would then be able to appoint the Prime Minister. 

This, he concludeds was the best thing that could be done. 

Soleyman Mirza added that they were absolutely obliged 
I 

to have. a majority and that parties were a necessity in 

a constitutional goverment. ' He then gave a long speech 

on, the difference's between a despotism and a constitutional 

government and added that since the beginning of the'Majles 

thereýhad been no proper majority which could maintain a 

cabinet. 'If someone examined the votes taken in this 

session he would notice how they shifted between right and 

left; -this was the reason why the Cabinets could achieve 

nothing. ' So far none'of thegoverments had had a real 
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backing. * One 'of the Deputies' said that they were backed 

by a majority, sometimes' they even received an almost 

unanimous vote but what happened afterwards. They 

could never maintain this kind of unanimity. 'Mostoufl 

al-MamAlek was given a unanimous vote'of confidence,, 

but next day he was, censured, because there wasýno fixed 

majority. 'The majority should be in accordancewith 

the political parties*, 'visible,, ' and responsible for 

everythings good or-bad, in the country. He added 

that he had declared'to the Regent that he was speaking 

on behalf of the parliamentary branch of the Democrat 

partys which followed a, neutral policy with regard to 

MostoufivIs Cabinet., and never joined in the votes of 

censure or discussions. ' This party was a minority,. -with 

21 votes and had no responsibility. 

Haj ! qR,, a Shl"rizI Deputy,, had declared that they 
0 

(Eltedallylin-) had 48 votes' and wereresponsible for the 

affairs of thd'country. ' But Soleymdn MIrzd declared , 

a majority should be known to all the people of the 

country 'and should not be hidden. "We are together and 

we don't know them.. " he said, "those'parties which have 

organized a majority with 4P votes must come forward and 

freely announce theits individual Programmes; ýfor instance 

they 3hould say:. 'We thirty Deputies are the Ejtem7allygn 

EfteddllyUn-and this is our programme,, ' and we six Tarffq- 

qikhRhan (Liberals) have. this MarghnKmeh,, -and we four 

from Ettefdq- va. - TaracIcil have this ". . He added'that he 

was not'surewhether there were more parties or not, but he 

said he had seen one programme called Eglýih17-irin-17hiyUn 

of which he, knew 'nothing. 'They should announce themselves 
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as also should the'neutrals. He then added that he could 

not'understand the ineaning of neutral. 'If a Deputy is 

working for the development and good of his country he 

must accept responsibility, if he does not agree with 

either of these two. lines', he must have-a third line of 

his own. 'This., too,, co'nstitutes'another party and must 

introduce Itself. "He then advised the deputies that they 

should comply with what N-aqer al-Molk, who was learned 

and well versed in politics and constitutionalism., 

wante . d. 'Then herecalled how important it was to have 

a majority to support the Ministry and to accept 

respon sib ility; opposing it wil .1 be the minority which 

will watch them and keep them to their words. 'A Majles 

which has no'party bedomes like a despo . tic' monarchy and 

will do what it'wants. ' Besides., this insistence. that 

parties*should be open and visible was for people to see 

who , did what; -if a mistake was made people-would not 

blame the Mailes-or Constitutionaliqi but the party 

responsible. ' 

Then he called upon the majority to introduce its 

members,, to explain the various Partied which constituted 

it., to state how ma'ny members each had and to publish 

their programme. ... He hads for. instances asked Moshir 

VoýUr to which party he belonged, and he had said 

Ettefgq-vaý-Taraqql, but ever since then he had not been 

able to find out who else was a member of that party. He 

would like to know to which*party MO-'tamen al-Molks Seyyed 

Nasrallah and Mosh! "r al-Douleh belongeds who had declared 

themselves to be neutral. ' Mati: n al-Salýaneh-., an 

F, Itedal'i journalistlapproved what SoleymEn MIMS had said 
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and added that in thepast the majority had no influe*nce 

on the, course of events because they could not impose 

their programme on the Cabinet and that it was generally 

the minority, which led thosepeople who had similar 

opinions. 'Now they had formed a fixed majority and 

had accepted a practical programme., but this had nothing 

to do with their idea: ls and hopes. 'They were obliged to 

form a coalition and so had agreed on a practical programme 

which they would, insist that tlmýCabinet should carry out. 

These were all practical matters and not just wishes and 

ideals. -But he doubted the wisdom of asking for a declaration 

of policy_by each party. They all knew that the divergences 

of opinion, were political rather than personal, but these 

divergences were misinterpreted, and would be even more 

so if they became known outside the Majles. There was no 

reason in his opinion why the majority which had come into 

existence should -not come 'into the open. 

AdIb al-Tojjdr declared that those Deputies who had 

been elected, had not held Political ideas or ideologies; 

they were,, elected to protect the people's rights, but 

now that the. 
'Regent 

had insisted on the open organization of 

political, parties and*the formation of a majority to 

support the Government, they could not prepare a long-term 

programme but only_a temporary one for this session. This 

had already been presented to the President of the Majles 

and would-also be presented to the Regent. He added that 

he did not., think it was customary in Europe for each Deputy 

to have to announce his party allegiance. 

Morg2bd al-Molk brought up the question of the Senate 

which had been mentioned in the Constitutional laws, and 
9 
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said that no government could be called truly national 

while they had only one Majles. He also raised the point 

that as the Monarch did not have the right of dissolution' 

of the Majles according to the Constitutional laws, 

if the Majles were to act beyond its power it could not be 

brought to heel. "What we'have is not a complete 

constitution" he said, "and the ministers are afraid to 

mention the Senate. "' He suggested they should prepare 

a short-term programme for the session, and leave the 

formulation of a long-term programme to another time. 

MoýLammad HZEshem M1rzA who had begun as an EltedEll 

and changed to a Democrat according to Taq! z9deh, argued 

now against the Elteddlis and objected to the fact that 

it had been said there were 48 Elted9171. The number of 

EltedEll: and Democrats was about equal, he said, and they 

never had such a majorit Y. 'Two or three months earlier 

each of these two would have been angry to be called 

EltediU1,9 right wing or Conservatives, and EnqelRbl or 

rev . olutionaries'. ' He'declared that as for himself he was 

on neither sid e. ' Then he answered Matin al-SalVaneh who 

had said that the electorate had not heard of the parties, 

saying that this was true a year ago,, but now the electors 

were aware of the existehee'of parties., each with its own 

club and committee. 

Uaj Wqg, who was always vehemently opposed to the 

Democratss said in answer to Soleym9n Mirz! that there 

were always several ideologies which were similar, and 

these now formed"the majority but if they had no name 

for it, it did not mean that it did not exist-. If they 

adhered to one ideology and acted contrary to it, people 
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would soon notice, for instance-if a man should say he 

was of the EitemViyan EltedfflTygn but advocated land reform 

everyone would know he was a Democrat because the 

Democrats' ideology maintained the division of lands. 

The Deputies' ideology would become obvious by their 

voting and speeche S. 

When Tehran had been conquered by the two Sardars, he 

said., there was such a hurry to start action that 

appointments were made haphazardly without considering 

whetherý, the majority of the deputies supported them 

or not, nor were the Deputies elected on a particular 

party platform. ' It was only gradually that different 

groups began to emerge and occasioned the recurrent 

Cabinet crises of SepahdSrls Government. When the 

Cabinet of, Mostouf'l was formed, each Minister was chosen 

to please one group, and consequently it could achieve 

nothing. 'Then he added that if the 48 Deputies who 

constituted the majority accepted responsibility, the 

group of Soleyman M! 7rzd should also accept responsibility 

and not attack the Cabinet constantly; the minority 

should, follow the majority and their duty was to stop 

mistakes being made. 
1 

As we-can see, these discussions were not conclusive, 

and the Deputies were rather reluctant to declare their 

allegiances. On the 22 Safar (22nd February) they once 

again discussed the same question at great length, The 

M. M. Maj. -2. No. '212,, 18th §afar 1329 (18th February 
1911). 
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President recalled that the parties had been asked for 

their programmes, and themajority had also been asked 

to appoint their candidate for the Prime Ministership, 

but despite the notes from the Regent, no proper answer 

had be'&n given. ' Now he wanted to know their answer 

officially so that he could inform the Regent. 

MorteiR Qoll Khffn NallnZ, the Deputy from Esfahan 

introduced himself as the leader of the majority. He 

said that the EI tedElf which had had a small but not 

complete majority now formed a coalition with those 

parties whose ideologies were most compatible with theirs. 

They would present their practical programme and leave 

their idealistic programme for the future; furthermore, 

he added, this programme would have to be acceptable to 

the Cabinet which would be chosen. This programme would 

be published the following day and distributed so that 

those who agreed with its tenets could support it. 

For the moment he announced the names of those who had 

joined the coalition and formed the majority. He gave 

the names of forty-two'but said that there were more whose 

names would be announced later, and added that they had 

let the name of thei .r candidate be known to the President. 

Soleymdn M-IrzT asked them to read their programme, 

but MorteiZ Qori KhNn refused saying it would be published 

and distributed. 'He added that what had been written so 

far was a practical programme of action which had been 

'He had been the Private Secretary of Zell al-Soltgn. 
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submitted to the Regent and would be made known soon. 

The,, President then asked the minority to introduce 

its members. ',, Soleymdn, M! 7rza objected, saying that the 

minority, had already declared its Marffmnameh. ' Today 

he had asked to hear the programme of the majority, which 

would not remain secret anyway. * He said that he wished 

to know the programme in case Democrats could agree with 

it as it wa: s their pragmatic programme of-action. 

Perhaps, all would agree and unite. 'No doubt its first 

clause would be the establishment of peace. ' That was 

something everyone wished, and there were other general 

and common aims. 'He repeated that what was offered 

by the minority was their political Marimndmeh, but the 

majority offered their- practical MarMan7ameh. They 

could not be called a partys because a party must have 

a political and an-ideological programme. 'Then he 

added that he was the temporary spokesman of the Democrat 

party; - their parliamentary leader would be introduced 

in the next meeting and he would announce the names 

of the members. ' Then he replied to VZjj llqli who had said 

in the last session that he hoped the minority party 

would accept responsibility$ and not cause difficulties. 

How could the minority be responsible if it had no 

executive powerss he asked. Its duty was to criticise a 

bill and when it was passed, to obey it. 

Molez'al-Molk repeated many of the past arguments, 

saying that the Legislature had in the past stood in the 

way of any achievement by thý Executive and the Ministers 

had a precarious existence because they had no permanent 

support. Many defeats'were due to a lack of patience in 
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waiting for Ministers to ac . t. ' He added that the 

coalition was not a party, it had been formed in order 

to demand certain things from the Goverment. The 

different parties had compromised in their different 
I 

programmes . to form this coalition and their aims were all 

practical. 'They' would support the Government and the 

Government would act according to their programme. The 

minority should not attack the majority just because 

the majority was doing something; such attacks would 

weaken all. 

USj 71q9 replied to Soleymcin M-Irzd that the coalition 

was based not on one or two practical and specific 

items which Deputies agreed on, but entailed a broader 

conception of their ideals and was so worked out as not 

to cause any opposition. ' These were not only general 

goals but the practical means to achieve them. When a 

coalition of several groups is formed in Europe, it is to 

oppose other groups who have different political views. 

Here., tooq this group could not coalesce with the Democrats 

and that was why they had not shown them their programme. 

Sheykh Reýd DehkhRreqAn-I (whom we must remember was 

very much opposed to the Regent) made a very heated and 

revealing speech at this time. - He said he had been a 

true Moslem and had been a Democrat ever since he 

understood Eslam and hewas going to divulge some of the 

things which had passed between Soleymgn MIrzR and the 

President. 'This was a session of excommunication and 

slander. 'The Regent had insisted that there should be no 

secretss and had said that there was no maj6rity in the 0 
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Majles'.. but there wa's a majority which had elected him. 

In the presence of the Regent, Soleymdn M7rzM had said 

that the Democrats were a minority party and, could not 

by themselves form a Government, but if there was another 

minority party which had a similar programme they could 

form a coalitioni* He had also declared that, if the 

majority was not an ideological party they could. also 

join it. 'He added that, they had kept quiet out of 

respect for the Regent but nod it was apparent that a 

coalition had been formed of the Ettefdq va Taraga, EIWE117 

and Taraclqlikhahan. The Ettefaq va TaraQql differed 

only slightly from the Democrats, and those who had 

read their programme knew this. The President was asking 

for the names and programmes of both parties., but. the 

coalition had not announced its programme. If they had 

announced it perhaps there were other parties who would 

have joined them. ' They should have said what the points 

of coalition were. "If one of the points,, for instance., was 

that there is one God, then let 4where be a curse-upon the 

one who would deny this. ' If one of its points was that 

the rights of all . poor or rich, are equal, let1there be 

a curse uponthe ond who would contradict this. If one 

of the articles of the programme said that the independence 

of the country should be defended.., let there be a curse 

upon the one who would deny this. ' When the Democrats say 

they support the poor, it, does not mean that they want the 

poor to climb on the shoulders of the rich; until now the 

rich have acted unjustly towards the poor and they want 

to prevent them from climbing on the poor man-Is back.. "' 

M. M. Maj. 2, No. 214,22 Safar 1329. 
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Again, no conclusion was reached, and the Democrats 

postponed the announcement of their members and promised 

to announce them in the next meeting. ' On the 23rd Safar 

(23rd February) the Regent addressed a further note to 

the Majles. In this note he explained that in a 

Constitutional Goverment the people choose their 

representatives, $ and the party with a majority would 

enact laws and check their execution by the government. 

Also it approved and supported the Executive which 

shares the same ideology and entrusts it with executive 

powers. 'Therefore it was imperative, in a country where 

the executive powers were entrusted to a group., that a 

permanent majority should exist in the Majles which would 

protect th'e Government and help it in the development of 

the country. 'A. ny kind of contradiction between the 

Government and the majority party should be avoided, and 

before a suggestion is made by the Government, the view 

of the majority party should be sought. On the other 

hand the Legislature should not throw small difficulties 

in the path of the Government. 'The Deputies should also 

keep in touch with public opinion. The Monarch, who is 

head of the Executive, should be close to the Ministers 

as we'll as to the parties, and be aware of the wishes and 

needs of the people so that no crisis should arise. 

This note was printed as was his address to the Majles 
dated 2nd Rabl'al-Avval (4th March) and circulated. 
MjrzR Yans, the Deputy of the Armen-*A-ans, had said that 
this note was like a lecture that everyone should 

reads and had asked for it to be printed. 
A. M. 'Maj. 2 No. 215,23rd Safar 1329. 

0 0 
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He then added that as Constitutionalism was new 

in Persia, special care was needed in order for it to 

flourish, but people . were not well aware of all its tenets 

and often had divergent opinions about the interpretation 

of the Constitutional laws, ' The Regent was the represen- 
I 

tative of the Monarch and had no power, all the 

responsibilities resting with_the Majles. 

Then he added. that he wanted to'discuss the political 

parties and hoped that his opinion would be accepted. 

Recently the existence of the parties had only weakened 

the Governments but now he hoped that all personal 

enmity between them woulddisappear. The formation of 

political parties without a viable programme gave rise 

to personal enmity and occasioned the formation of 

factions as in thepast, which threatened the freedom 

and independence, of the country. ' The good of the people 

would be sacrificed to personal motives and would end 

in an oligarchy which was the despotic rule of a clique. 

As the Deputies knew, ' what Persia needed was a strong 

government whichs with the help of the Majles, would 

enable all the goals and ideals of the country to be 

achieved. There were certain general goals which all 

parties wanted, but these were not the ideology of the 

parties. 'A party's programme was the means envisaged 

to attain its goal. I Individual freedom was naturally 

everyone's, wish, but if, it were not restrained it would 

lead to chaos, so individual freedom had to be such as 

not to undermine the-freedom of others. The Deputies 

should take into consideration the eXisting-possibilities 
0 
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and the customs of thd country in order to reach their 

aims, and take the means most in accordance with their 

programme to reach their goal. ' The parties should not 

be intolerant of each other's views and should discuss 

their opinions even if opposed to each other. Another 

point to take 'into consideration was that their ideology 

should include a practical plan and_not be a mere 

philosophical declaration. ' Fortunately all were agreed 

on generalities like the different sects of Islam, who 

differ only on small details but agree bn the basic 

principles. 

On-the same day, 23rd Safar (23rd February) 
a 

Soleyman Mirza announced in the Majles that he had been 

appointed the leader of the Democrat party and would 

introduce the party members. It might seem surprising 

that the Democrats who believed in the'party system 

should ask to join the coalition which would in fact 

have 'annulled the effect of the parties. However, it must 

be remembered that at the crises they had advocated the 

formation of a united frontq the Committee of Public 

Deliverance. On the other hand they might have felt 

that the organization of a coalitions whose programme 

was deliberately kept secret from them was a plot which 

they could unravel by joining it. 

Soleym9n MIrz5. now repeated what Sheykh Reýl had 

so much insisted upon, namely that they were not opposed 

to the coalition. 'He was the one who, in the presence 

of the Regent had declared that he was ready to form a'- 

coalition, but now either by mistake or through forgetfulnesa 
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or for other reasons, the coalition was formed without 

showing them its term . s'. 'Thdy had promised to show them 

thes'e that very day but had no . t. He then repeated the 

same arguments about joining the coalition and protested 

that he did not recognize it as a political party. He 

then gave as example the British Parliament which was 

composed of four large parties, the Conservatives, the 

Liberalss the Irish and the'Labour parties; the three 

last always coalesced against the Conservatives and 

appointed one leaderý, but they each had their own leaders 

whose names he mentioned and asked that the same should 

be done in Persia. 

He also discussed briefly the question of the 

responsibility of the Deputies. 'He asserted that naturally 

all Deputies$ whether of the majority or minority, were 

responsible, g' but qualified this saying that as far as 

the minority was concerned it meant that they were not 

indifferent2 but how could they be held responsible for 

legislation which they did not enact or a Cabinet which they 

did not support? He then gave the names of the 20 Deputies 

who composed the Democrat branch of the party and added 

that he'only gave'26 names as one Deputy had not yet 
1 

answered him as to his membership, 

On the 25th of the same month, Soleyman Mirza declared 

that he had been given the twenty clauses of the programme 

of the coalition and he added that these were all general 

and the Democrats were not opposed to any of them. However, 

Ibid. Noe '215,23rd ýafar 1329. 
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they were told that, therewere 'still certain conditions 

which had not been divulged; if the problem was the 

enactment of these., perhaps there would be no disagreement 

on them eithe 3ý. ' He added that he had prepared a long 

address to introduce the Democrats which would be - 

published in'their newspaper 

Morteýa Qol7i Kh&n expres*sed his. thanks that the 

20 articles', had been accepted and added. as an explanation 

that their aim had been to organize a fixed majority, and. 

that it had.. beeh nee . essary that they should come to some 

arrangement. ' It was still possible that they might - 

meet some divergence of opinion, so that it was necessary 

that the points of the agreement should be general so that 

the coalition should be'lasting. 1 Once the parties 

were 'duly announced., the Regent-came to the Majles and 

made 'a very important speech asking for a spirit of 
.2 

compromise before-taking his oath of-office. 

The Democrats announced their attitude and-policy 

towards the coalition or'Hey'at-e Moltalefeh in a 

resolution dated'9th Rabllal-ýEnT *1329 (9t1f April, 1911) 

in Iran-e No U. ' It. wa's at the same time a warning. It 

said that the Coalition party was'Opposed to democracy, 

incongrnous and-against the interest of the majority. - 

it was trying to', curtail such freedoms as the freedom of 

the press., 'Its foreign policy was one of support for the 

I These'points were not discussed in the Majles and 
were not published in the newspapers consulted. 

2. See Appendix B for the text of the speech. 
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foreign powers. Only democracy could-save the country. 

The Democrats we , re . announcing that their policy would 

be one of criticism to. stop the retrograde actions of 

thd Government. 'It would also continue to propagate 

its own policy in order to achieve democracy. 'They also 

warned the Government not to und ermine the Constitution 

or the independence of the country... saying they would 

fight for the Constitutlon if necessary, but if they 
2 

saw no threat to it they would take no action. 

A few days later Iran-e Nou published an interesting 

article 'entitled, Why we were left alone? It said they 

were left alone because they were the first party to announce 

that political parties were based on 'class interes-i's. - that 

classes opposed each other, and that the workers would 

emerge victorious-from the contest. The Democrats had 

the interests of the poor at heart and could not form an 

alliance 'with the rich, and this contest with the Eltedgl-is 

was one betwe . en richand poor. * But it concluded that 

they were'left alone 'only temporaril y. 3- 

Leaving aside'thd coaxing attitude of Miger al-Molk 

and his near ultimatum to the Majles to organize and 

introduce parties, it must be mentioned that such notables 

or great personalities as SepýahdAr. FarmRnfarm! SardMr 

Iran-e Nou published an article by ITabl al-Matin of 
CalcutEa-which called the Democrat party the only true 
party and accused the Coalition. -of being.. i. n. -favour of 
the 1907. Convention "Ententephil"., * Iran-e Nou, No. 12 
gth Rabllal-tdn7i .1 2329 (9th April 1911T. 

2. . "Qat'nRmeh-ye Ferqeh-ye Demokrat", Ibid. 11o. 12,9th 
Rabl'al ganýl 1329 (9th April 1911). 

3-* Ib id . No. 15., 13th Rabllal-Mrfl 1329 (13th April 1911). 
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fis 'ad and 'Ayn al-Douleh or even-Seyyed Mo4ammad S7%deq 

TabiltabElf, whd was emerging as. an eminence grise of the 

EltedalTs played a significant role in the formation 

of the, coalitio . n. 
" The same cannot be said of the 

Deniocrats 2 
who had a much stronger ideological base. 

Theirs was a minority party which accepted its position 

at the timejand more ambitious politicians would have 

jeopardized their position by joining it. The coalition 

on the other hand was an-artificial organization. Some 

of its members had beeri active as Eltedglis before., but 

some joined it at the insistence of Naser al-Molk, 

expediency or no doubt through the lobbying of others. 

It, must be recalled heres that in the An: 3Nri ., documents, where the names are given of those who 
contributed to the funds of the Elted7allparty, there 
were *some first--names . which did not show who these -- -- - 

, contributors were, but in general the sums are small 
and infrequent for the year 1329; there are many more 
contributions for the year 1330. 

2. Barclay wrote. to Grey that the more prominent person- 
alities were in grou s other than the Democrats. 
March 22n 1911, No. 

ý4 
F0 371/1188. 

3. 'For instances' we read that Sardar'Aslad who was angry 
about thefact that in Fars Ne; Uh al-Salýaneh had 
imprisoned the. Qav5n brothers who were enemies of 
ýoulat-al-Douleh, who was in turn the Sardar's enemy, 
threatened to cast in his lot with the opposition and 
overthrow the Cabinet. This could only be effected if 
SardZr Aslad had certain followers amongst the Deputies. 
He played a very prominent part on the political scene 
at this time. After the disarmament of the Moj5hedin 
he had great prestige an 

,d 
was even cited as a possible 

candidate for, the Regency. On 12th November 1910,, he 
discussed the situation with Barclay who wrote that he 
gave the. impression that "the formation or overthrow 
of Cabinets lay pretty much in his hands. " In 
December, it was reported that the Sardar had been 
present at many.. of the Majles eessions and discussed a 
change of Cabinet. ' He had added that he was arranging 
that the Majles should be subservient, and if it did 
not support the new Cabinets it would be-changed. 
Obviously Sard6r Aslad had great influence on the Majles*. 

/cont1d. 
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We have mentioned the lobbying of Farmdnfarmg, there 

must have be'e*n others, or Ndpr al-Molk's policy would 

not- have succeeded so we'll. ' In June '1911.. Barclay reported 

that NAýer al-Molk had told him that the Majles was split 

into numerous cliques which pursued various interests 

in the provinces. 'For instance, one clique opposed 

the Bakhtlydris and encouraged ýoulat al-Douleh, another 

was in thd 'pay of Soulat al-DOuleh, another backed the 

Bakhtlydr-is et*c. 
1' All -these naturally undermined the 

unity of th6 coalition. 

The parties as seen had existed before Naqer al- 

Molk's iiifluehce and his prodding obliged the Deputies 

to organize the coalition, thus putting the Democrats in 

a minority. 'This action of Ndser al-Molk was clearly 

cont d. Two-Deputies--were his friends, and one was his 
nephew. These were Dablir al-Molk and Dr. 'Al-I Khan, 
and Morteý15 QolII KhNn BakhtTylar'l son of ýamqffh al- 
SalVanehs the--Sa 

, 
rddrIs brother. 'Barclay to Grey 

May 16th lill,, No , 70, FO 371/. 1189; ibid.., Nov. 12th, 
1910 " No. '465 FO S71/966; ibid., Dec. 30th, 19100 
No. '245, FO 371/118*4. 

1. to Grey, June 2nd 1911, No. 222, FO 416/48. 

One *other. -reactionary clique active in the First Majles 
was the K9sh-1 group; -though. we-do not hear about 
this group now,. it might have been quite active. 
Moldven al-Douleh Ghafdr; -l, who contributed to the 
funds, of the EltedAll, was one of the Conservative 
KHshi . 'Another one who contributed to this fund 
was Moldýed. al-rMolk. He'was a. Kermanshahi doctor, 
who had attended-SUldr al-Douleh (the rebellious 
brother of the ex-Shah'). ' 

0 

I 
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deliberate, 'when we know what he really thought about the 

Democrats,. 1 In this way he*weakened them hoping no doubt 

for their eclipse. 

Whenever the Majles was confronted by a truly national 

question the- divisions disappeared for a time. This was 

the case-in the First Majles, it was in the Second too, 

as for instance over the question of the impeachment of 

'AlElal-Saltaneh or the British Ultimatum. The Democrats, 

however, were the leaders in such instances. 

Now with the organization of a permanent two party 

system such a possibility faded. On the other hand, behind 

Ngser al-Molk's thinking and action lies a possibly genuine 

committment to the ideals of a two party system which alone 

might have provided the crucial support for the government 

within the Majles. The bane of the rapid succession of pre- 

vious Cabinets had been the lack of a well organized, loyal 

party and his Policy might have been interpreted as an attempt 

to emulate this pattern which had been traditionally success- 

ful in Western Democracies. Yet at the same time, it is 

more than understandable that the most able of the political 

groups of the First and Second Majles felt itself to have 

been unfairly deprived of the chance of attaining this 

position and it is clear to see why they accused Naser al-Molk 
0 

of duplicity in his support of the Eltedalls as the leading 

element within the coalition. However fragmentary the 

coalition might have seemed, however dubious its genesis, 

The Democrats believed that this action of Ngser al-Molk 
was aimed at breaking them. 
R. DehkhRreqgnl, op. cit., pp. 136-8. 
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to some extent NHser al-Molk's aim was achieved in practice 

for the Democrats found themsieves in SepahdHrls Cabinet 

at a distinct disadvantage, and their Opposition, the 

Eltedalls were able to provide the Cabinet with the 

support that Naser al-Molk's had thought essential for 

the implementation of good government. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE THIRD CABINET OF SEPAHADTR 

RABI IAL-AVVAL 1329 (March 1911) to 

RAJAB 1329 (July 1911). 

The Regent announced the Prime ministership of 

SepahdRr when he made his speeches as Regent in Rabl'al- 

Avval(March). Barclay wrote that the Regent had made it 

clear that if the choice of the Majles "fell upon Sepahddr 

their decision would meet with his own inclination"', but 

he had the same reservation as before. He added that 

Sepahd! Ir was closely associated in people's minds with 

Russian interests, and that, though not ae 
, 

proteg', he 

enjoyed great Russian, confidence. There was., however more chance 

now for SepahdRr to succed as he could depend on backing in 

the Majles. The Democrats still opposed Sepahddr, but 

they couldnot be'as effective as before for the 

E'týdRlls and their allies led the Majles. In fact the 

character of the Majles had changed, the government was 

1. Barclay to Grey, March 21st 1911, No. 43, FO/416/48. 
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now much stroger as it was backed by a dependable majority, 

and for the first time was in*a position t-o put through its 

policies without much effective opposition. 

Sepahadgrls, Cabinet was more united than before and 

he excluded Ministers who had acted independently. it 

comprised two Ministers who were newcomers to ministerial 

posts but who had beenAzRdTkhRh Deputies in the First 

Majless, namely MomtRz al-Doiileh and Mostashar al-Do-uleh. 

They were Minister of Finance and Minister of the Interior 

respectively. 
1 Mo'Nven- al-Douleh was made Minister of 

Trade., Posts and Telegraph and Moshir al-Douleh was Minister 

of Justice. Both had already been in Sepahdar's earlier 

Cabinets5 but were more acceptable than pome of the 

ministers of his previous Cabinet. Barclay however 

thought them incapable and lacking energy. or the capacity 

to carry out reforms. Molýtasham al- Saltaneh kept his 

portfolio as Minister of Foreign Affairs having already 

given proof of his pro-Rvssliaj, leanings and being 

Barclay commented on the Ministers of Finance, 
justice and Interior saying they were all three taken 
from the Majles. where they had played conspicuous 
roles. They were "an entirely modern type in Persia. 
Having been educated in Europe, they all speak French 
and may be described as representatives of the young 
Persian school, though they have preferred not to 
identify themselves with Hussein Kul-i Khanfs party of.. 
extreme nationalists known locally as the Democratic 
party. if 
Barclay to Grey, March 21st 1911, No. 43, FO 416/48. - 

0 
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consequently unpopular with the Democrats. Sepahdgr was 

Minister of War as well as Education. 

Sepahdgrts speech to the Majles made on the gth 

of Rabl'al- Avval (11th March) shows his attempt to redeem 

the weakness of the Executive vis-a-vis the Legislature. 

"Everywhere the meaning of Government is power and 

authority, in our country the Constitutional Ministers 

lack this. Until now they have been incapable of exer- 

cising any kind of power for the purpose of gathering the 

reins of the Government as is customary". He ad I ded 

that they had no means at their disposal to arrest corrup- 

tion because the Executive had not been appointed according 

to a special law, and as a result. the Legislature had 

interfered in the details of administration and left no 

power to the Executive. This present state of affairs 

was the result of this lack of power. Then he gave a 

description of the chaotic condition of the country, of the. 

army and of the finances. He pointed out that the 

existence of the parties even upset the Civil Service 

and he especially complained about the freedom and 

licentiousness of the press. He said that he wanted to 

know his powers, reminding the. Deputies that the country 

was in great danger and concluded "that if in reality the 

aim was to serve the interests of the country, it was only 

possible to do so if the Majles paid detailed attention 

The E'tedAlIs argued that the civil servants political 
ideologies had to follow those of the Ministers. 
This naturally eliminated the Democrats during an 
Eltedgli. Cabinet. 

4 
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and helped until these'problems were overcome. "' He then 

asked for special powers and-enumerated four measures to 

stop the deterioration of the existing conditions. Firstly, 

to eradicate all sources'of terrorism, namely to destroy 

anything which went against Constitutionalism or upset the 

peace of the provinces. and stopped the Goverment from 

exercising its duties, which could only be done by granting 

full powers to the Government. 

Secondly, he suggested the punishment of those 

guilty of criminal and civil offences. Thirdly, he wanted 

the establishment of order amongst the Government adminis- 

tration and the necessary improvement of discipline in the 

Army especially by exercising the principle of'obedience. 

Fourthly, the enforcement of the press laws. Some 

newspapers had misused their freedom and had often exercised 

it to the detriment of the Government he said. Therefore 

"or wider Powers, not only to reform the there was a need-. 

law courts but to exercise the law 0 in case one of the 

newspapers exceeded its limits. 

He made it a condition that unless the Deputies 

accepted these measures, he would not continue in office. 

The programme consisted of 12 article's and stipulated that 

public security would-be improveds expeditionary-forces would 

be organized-and cordial relations with friendly powers 

maintained. The loan negobafýons already unde. rtaken-by the 

1. M. M. Maj. 2, No. 222, gth Rabl'al - Avval 1329. 

0 
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former cabinet would be continued and a general budget would 

be prepared, and financial reforms would be undertaken with 

the help of foreign experts. It also proposed, the 

formation of a special committee to draw up temporary 

laws which would only require the approval of the Committee 

of the Majless the sanction of the Cabinet and the signature 

of the Regent. The judiciary the municipal laws were to 

be reformed as was the educational system. 
1 

VFJ Sheykh al-Ralls replied that terrorism had not 

been rooted out, and now the Ministers had to do their ut- 

most to put an end to it. Va4ld al- Molk objected to the 

powers the Government. wanted on constitutional grounds. He 

recalled the articles of the Constitution which had some 

bearing on this question. The articles which guaranteed 

the rights of the people and the duties and rights of the 

Majles, were articles number 12 to 27, 
-30 and 33; in none 

of these was there a question of full powers, and the 

Government could not now ask for them. He then mentioned 

at length the French Fundamental Laws, articles 15 to 24, 

saying that according to those laws no such thing as 

extraordinary powers could be granted, nor were such powers 

mentioned in the Belgian Constitution. 

Barclay to Grey, March 20th, 1911* No. 40, FO 371/1188 
Barclay commented on this programme saying that the 
major questions were still security and finance., and 
that an appeal for "full powers" figured prominently 
in this programme and a desire for good relations 
with friendly powers was also expressed. He added 
"much of the rest of the programme has done duty 
before... " 

0 
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He then said that the Government wanted full powers 

to stop terrorism and anything which was harmful to the 

Constitution, but the Constitution was new in Persia and 

peoplefs character and behaviour had not changed whereas 

these powers were dangerous. But he was not allowed to 

continue his argument. 

The Prime Minister heatedly said that he had asked 

for powers so that people would be able-to_sleep peacefully 

in their houses at night. Mostashar al-Douleh supporting 

him said that the Deputies feared that by giving these 

powers they would be once again bringing in despotism, but 

despotism meant the imposition of one mants will. Unless 

such powers were granted the Constitution itself would be 

endangered. 

Votes were taken after much more discussion, and 

out of a total of seventy-three, forty-seven voted for, 

1 
seventeen against and nine abstained. The Democrats were 

naturally defeated and the Government obtained the extra- 

ordinary powers it demanded. 

Some of the uses made of these powers were to 

persecute the Democrats as pointed out by Dehkhgreqanl and 
2 

Iran-e Nou. The Government obtained the exile of 

M. M. Maj 2., No. 229.. '14th Rabl'al-Avval. Of the 
120 deputies to be elected.. only 73 voted, so obviously 
the remainder were either absent due to sickness, 
promotion etc., or had not yet been elected, due to the 
disturbances in the country. 

2. . fran-e Nou, No. 52,28th JamSdI al-Avval 1329, (27th 
Rrj -191-lTand No. 55, ist Jamadl al- 8ani (30th May). 
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RasUlzadeh, for example, in Jamad'i- al- Avval 1329 (May, 

1911). Ueydar KhRn (one of the Moi. ahedTn who supported 

the democrats and'not to be confused with ljeydar KhRn AhD. 

Oghl! ) and Yar Molýammad Khan of Kermanshzh to whom the murder 

of Behbahaniv was attributed were also exiled. Many of 

the Democrats employed in Government departments were 

thrown out of office or exiled, including liberal Governors 

such as ý94eb Ekhtlygr from Khorasan, 2 
and Mokhber al- 

Saltaneh from Azarbaijan. 
0 

m. ma. Leiczaaen, TariKn-e masnruvlyya . o, p. 
Yar Molýammad Kh9n was one of the Molahedin who had 
come to Tehran and had helped the Government in the 
disarmament in Park -e AtIbak. Now he was arrested 
and exiled. A. Kasravi, TArTkh-e HIJdah SNleh, 
pp. 157-8. 

2. Sheykh ReýA Dehkh7areq7ani-wrote bitterly that the 
coalition's whole programme was full of falsity. He 
explained what clauses to overthrow terrorism, corruptions 
rdisuse of freedom by newspapers, the 
establishment of better relations with friendly and 
neighbouring countries, and the reform of the Ministry 
of justice, mant. They meant by terrorism to suppress 
the armed supporters of the Democrats and by corruption 
they meant the Democrats' Anjomans in Azarbaijan and 
Khorasan- by newspapers they meant their newspapers,. 
and by the friendly nations they meant Russia and 
Britian, he explained. 
R. DehkhareqRnI, op. cit., pp. 44-48. 
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The next confrontation between the two parties 

occurred over the question of the loan from the Imperial 

Bank' and the expenditure and control of it. The loan 

from Russia and Britain, and the one from the International 

Syndicate had fallen through as mentioned, so now the 

Government turned to the Imperial Bank. This measure was 

unpopular with the Russians, and was out of desperation 

that the Government undertook toobtaina loan from the 

Imperial Bank. 

The debates of the Majles on the question of the 

loan and especially on the scheme of expenditure reflect 

the effectiveness of N-aqer al- Molk's policy, for the 
2 

Democrats could do little but ask embarrassing questions. 

It further shows the stand each party-took on this question., 

as well as the consistency(though impotence) of the 

Democrats. They were reduced to opposing the government 

backed by a majority in the Majles which made it invincible. 

m-aser al- Molk not only succeeded in imposing a relatively 

strong government but also limited the influence and power 

of the Democrats. Moreover, these arguments illustrate 

See Appendix C for details of the loan. 

2. Once Barclay commented that "The criticism of the 
opposition on this score (arms purchase from Russia) 
was so embarrassing to the government that the 
Ministers, finding themselves hard pressed, brought 
the sitting to an end by stating that they were 
invited out to dinner". Barclay to Grey, May 6ths 
1911, No. 73 Fo 416/48. 
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the impasse the affairs had reached. The government 

argued that unless they had funds, they could not pay the 

army, but the Democrats did not trust SepahdRr or the 

El-tedgl7is nor the financial transaction they suggested. 

Despite the relative success of-Sepahdarts third 

Cabinetthere still remained the dominant financial problem. 

The Scheme of expenditure and control of the 91,250,000 

to be raised in London had been drawn up by ýanltal - Douleh 1 

and was later somewhat altered. The loan was to be spent 

under the supervision of a Committee of Control. The 

sum of 3,396,697 toman was to meet the accounts of the 

Imperial Bank;. 1,562,800 toman was to be paid to the 

garrisons in important frontier cities; and 300,000 toman 

to be spent on arms purchase. The Committee of Control 

was to be made up of the repr-sentatives of the various 

administrative branches and seven Europeans in the employment 

of the Persian Government, It was to be presided over 

by the Finance Minister with the Vice Presidency of the 

Belgian Director of Customs. The Committee of Control 

would draw up the plan for the army expenditure and would 

present it to the Majles. The Arms would be purchased 

under the supervision of European and Persian officers. 
2 

Barclay to Grey, May 16th 1911, No. 73, FO 371/1184. 

2. The Cabinet of SepahdEr proposed the following 
alterations: 

Article 1. (a) 3096,697 tomans to be paid to the 
Imperial Bank of Persia to meet the amounts due to them. 

cont/ 
9 
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On the sitting of 22 Rab-Val -ý'Anl, (22nd April), 

the scheme of expenditure was discussed. - The Democrats 

once again put up a fight, opposing this scheme on the 

grounds that the Government should spend it on something 

constructive not on previous debts to the Bank and the 

arrears of salaries of the Army and Police and the 

Ambassadors abroad. These arrears of payments should be 

iricluded in the budget. FurtherýMore-to the embarrassment 

of the Government Soleyman Mirzd insisted that they should 

know the details of how the money was going to be spent. 

The other parts of the loan were also discussed, such as 

the purchase of weapons from Russia. It was said that 

better German weapons could be purchased at cheaper prices. 

On the 25th of RabTlal-ýInlo (25th April), these discussions 

were continued and the Democrats made a declaration-of their 

2. Cont/.... 
(b) 341,510 tomans to pay off the advances on the loan. 
Article 2,500,000 tomans for the arrears of the Army, 
Gendarmerie, and Police. 
Article 3.100,000 tomans for the arrears of-the 
Persian representative abroad. 
Article 4.220,000 tomans for the purchase of arms 
partly already purchased from the Caucasian Army Head- 
quarters. 
Article 5* 200,000 tomans for the Gendarmerie. 
Article 6.1,243,000 tomans for the Army for the 
current year. 
Barclay to Grey, May 16th, 1911, No. 13 FO 371/1184. 
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policy with regard to the loan. Soleyman Mfrzg'declared 

that the Democrat party was not opposed to practical 

policies, and a mercantile loan which had no political 

conditions would help develop the resources of economy 

and trade of the country. They believed that such a loan 

was necessary for the development of trade and essential 

reforms. Therefore they were not opposed to the present 

loan, although it was not completely free from pblitical 

conditions. However, the Democrat party was obliged to 

make the following'observations, he said the most important 

duty Of the Parliament of any constittfional country was the 

supervision of financial matters, especially the proper use 

of expenditure. In reality the main difference between 

a despotic country and a constitutional country lay in such 

problems. In despotic countries the finance of the country 

was the private property of one or of a few people, but in 

a constitutional country the finance was considered to be 

the income of the nation. 

Parliament which was the representative of the 

nation fixed th e amount and place of the expenses. The 

nation must be completely assured that the revenue from 

taxes was spent on national programmes according to a plan 

approved by Parliament. The supervision and accounting 

by the Majles must be so accurate and strong that not a DTnar 

was wasted. The proceeds of this loan though not such a 

great sum, had historical importance, therefore the 

Democrat party thought that responsibility lay with the 

0 
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Government to ensure that the loan should be spent on things 

which would guarantee essential reforms and the security 

of t he country, and to produce a practical supervisory 

plan which would guarantee the correct use of the expen- 

diture. Therefore the Democrats were absolutely opposed 

to the payment of any kind of arrears of salaries to 

Government servants and any kind of expense not included 

in the budget approved by the Majles and which had not been 

controlled or supervised from the proceeds of this loan. 

The Democrats made the following suggestions to the 

Majles, namely that the Bill of the loan and the Bill 

setting up_the control and plan of expenditure and super- 

vision be postponed until the arrival of the financial 

experts and pilice officers who were cpMing, from America and 

Europe, so that this Bill *ould be passed according to their 

views- The necessary control which was the guarantee. of 

fundamental reforms and security. should be established 

according to a plan of scientific supervision. 

Morteýa QolT Khan replied for his party saying that 

they agreed to postpone the Control Bill, but the loan must 

be discussed for it was not possible to Postpone everything 

until the Americans cAme. 
1 Their views were important on 

the question Of control but had nothing to do with the. 

actual loan. 

The employment of the American financial experts was 
settled in the Cabinet of Mostoufl al- Mamdlek. 
See pp. 440-1. 

9 
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The Minister of Foreigh Affairs also added that the 

Government accepted that the Biil of Control should be ý 

postponed until the Americans came, but added that the 

Deputies knew the loan was for immediate expenses and that 

they were aware of the necessity to establish peace and 

security. The Goverrment had suggested this loan for this 

purpose, and in the meantime when the Loan Bill was passed 

a plan of control and supervision would-be prepared by the 

Government. The foreign experts who were already here 

knew the problems of the country, and the Government trusted 

them, so that it'was possible to control these expenses by 

the existing means. 

Votes were taken to discuss the loan itself and it 

was voted for by a majority of 43. Soleyman MIrzA 

again repeated his point that a commercial loan should be 

spent on reforms not on the payment of arrears of salaries. 

He was howeverpopposed by EftekhRr al-VatezTn who said that 

if the troops were not paid they could not collect the 

taxes. Va]ýTd al-Molk then took the floor saying that 

everywhere in the world it was customary to see first what 

the expenses were, then to decide whether or not to arrange 

a loan; how could they approve a loan if they did not 

know how it was going to be spent? None of the Deputies 

of'the left could vote on it; nowhere was it customary 

that a loan was first suggested by the Government, then the 

expenses. This was absolutely contradictory. He then 

added that he was not opposed to the loan, on condition that 

the expenses and the manner of its control should be made 

known first. He concluded saying for his part he could 

not vote his assent to these proposals. 
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Matin al-Saltaneh attacked the Democrats for being 

contradictory and not honest*- He said lie did not know what 

they wanted. The loan was nothing new and had been 

discussed before in Mostoufl al-Mamalek's Cabinet. 

It was at this stage that the President intervened 

here and severely reprimanded the Deputies-for extra- 

parliamentary pressure put on the goverment. He said 

that he thought everything should be done overtly; but a 

few days earlier a telegram had been sent by the Anjoman-e 

AyFlatl of Azarbaijan to the Deputies of Azarbaijan telling 
I 

them to oppose the loan and to leave when votes were being 

taken. The President objected strongly saying that this 

practice was contrary to Constitutionalism. He had warned 

the leader of the Democrats, because most of the Azarbaijan 

deputies were Democratso that he would never accept such 

behaviour. He had also spoken to the leader of the 

coalition, he said, and it had been decided that as the 

Bill -Of Control and the expenditure of the loan was a point 

of controversy between the Deputies, and in view of the 

telegram from Azarbaijan, it would be preferable to bring 

in the Loan Bill first.. It had also, been agreed to add 

a clause at the end o-f this Bill, saying that the Government 

should not spend this money until the Majles approved the 

expenditure and manner of its control. He then warned 

the Azarbaijan Deputies not to act according to the telegram 

of the Anjoman-e Azarbaijan. 

On the 27th RabVal-hnI (27th April) the discussion 

M. M. Maj. 2, No. 247,25th Rabl'al-Lanl 1329. 
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about the loan resumed. The question which now raised a 

controversy was the rate of interest of 12.5% on the loan. 

The Democrats objected to this rate, saying it was too 

high. Such high rate was only fixed when conditions 

were unsettled, and a country was at war. It was also 

suggested that if the Government gave the Imperial Bank the 

permission to sell the shares of this loan in Tehran and 

London and if the Government paid for the expenses of this 

enterprise, only 6% or 7% would be discounted and she would 

receive about 93% which would amount to the larger sum of 

about Z700,000. 

The Government replied that the Europeans asked for 

such a high rate because Persia was in dire need of money. 

Previously the loans were at-85%, now they were at 85.5%. 

Vahl"d al- Molks who spoke for the Democrats, was not 

satisfied. He said that the conditions attached to this 

loan were politicals and the customs of Ahwaz and Mohammareh 

were being added to those already placed under guarantee. 

He added that all the advantage would again accrue to the 

13ank and the Government would again lose. But the Democrats, 

could make no headway with their arguments however hard they 

tried. Despite the very. fundamental objections of the 

opposition and the eloquence of Vaýld al- Molk who took the 

leads the Democrats were eventually outvoted. Only the 

question of the postponement of expenditure was agreed to 

and the loan was frozen until the arrival of the ýmericans- 

1. See Appendix D for text of the Bill. 
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This was another evidence of the strength of the coalition. 

On the 17th JamEdli al-Avval (18th-May) the Govern- 

ment brought another Bill to the Majles for the plan of the 

expenditure of the loan. 
- 

The ministers attended this 

session. This Bill proposed to spend most of the money on 

military purposes and included the following clauses: 

1. After paying the Imperial Bank's debt the remainder 

of the loan will be spent on the following: From the 3 

Coror the arrears of salaries of 17,500 men will be paid 

which would amount to 1,375,000 tomans for the expeditionary 

troops, and 150,000 tomans for the troops. 

2.220,000 tomans will be spent on the purchase of arms. 

3- 100,000 tomans for the payment of the arrears of 

salaries_of Ambassadors and Government representatives 

abroad. 

-200,000 tomans for the expenditure of the Amnlyeh. 

80,000 tomans will be spent when the Swedish experts arrive. 

5.125,000 tomans will be spent on the roadguards. 
1 

Sojeyman. ffl"rzR and Vaý'Id al-Molk again repeated 

their objections. They objected to the way the purchase 

of arms was going to be made and said that they had a 

respons'ibility to the. country. Soleym9n MTrzN especially 

appealed in the name of the Workers.. toilers and labourers 

that the money should not, be wasted, and asked for the 

details of the expenditure. Vaýrd al-Molk mentioned the 

Barclay to Grey, May 19th 19110 No. 80 FO 371/1184. 

9 
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arrears of salaries, saying at least theirlist should be 

seen by everyone, but once again they were out voted. 
' 

Another Bill to control the expenditure was 

passed on 19th JamHdI al-8an! (30th May) on the eve 
1., 2 

of the arrival of Shuster and the Americans. 

According to this Bill, which had been presented 

before a mixed Committee of Control would be set up which 

included representatives of the Government, and seven 

European employees, and would be placed under the Presidency 

of the Finance Minister and the Vice-Presidency of the 

I Belgian Director of Customs. This Committee of Control 

was to cause a great amount of trouble when the Treasurer 

General Morgan Shuster arrived and was confronted by the 

Belgian Director of-Customs who would not easily yield his, 

place to him- 

The Government was successful in passing the 

1. M. M. Maj,. 2., No. 247,17th Jamddl al-Avval 1329. 

Iran-e Nou repeated some Of the arguments of the 
Dem)crat Deputies, declaring its lack of trust in 
SepahdRr and accusing him of working for the 
reactionaries. 
Tran-e Nou)Noý. 30, lst Jam57dT al 4vval 1329 (30th 
April 1911 N 68.. 16th JamRdT al-SAnT (14th June). 

2. This Bill was pushed through the Majles by Russian 
influence. 
A. Destr6eO op. cit.., p. 215. 
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ýA 
. loan'Bill, and*the Bill for its expenditure and control, 

but Sepahddr had many other problems on his hands particularly 

in Fars. 1 All hopes centred on the arrival of the American 

financial experts and-momentarily brightened the prospects 

of the government. 

In another despatch, Barclay gave details of the 
problems facing SepahdRr. NeýNm al-Saltaneh had 
imprisoned the QaVMn brothers who caused mischief 
and particularly were enemies of ýOulat al-Douleh; 
SardRr As'ad objected and threatened to throw in his 
lot with the opposition and upset the Cabinet as 
already mentioned. Thereupon SepahdRr had 
threatened to resign as had the Minister of the 
Interioro until the Cabinet obliged NezSm al-Salýaneh 
to exile the two brothers., but they were murdered on 
the way to the coast. Nothing happened for a time 
as NeZft and ýoulat were strong and the Government was 
occupied in Tehran with more immediate problems. 
Barclay to Grey, May 16th, 1911, No. 70, FO 371/1189. 
P. Oberling, OP-cit.,, pp. 102-104. 
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- 
CHAPTER VII 

THE SHUSTER EPISODE 

6 

The great importance attached to the need for foreign 

advisers has a. (t-e&'4j be'en mentioned. It was not only 

included in the programme of all the governments since the 

fall of the ex-Shah, but was also one of the conditions of 

the Russo-British loan, which shows the importance the 

powers attached to the need for such persons to reform the 

Persian finances. Unfortunately the Shuster Mission raised 

several questions which brought to a head a latent confron- 

tation between the Russians and the Constitutionalists, a 

development that had always*been feared from the beginning 

of the'Revoluýtion. It also became a test of Persiats 

independence in the light of the 1907 Convention. 

So far we heve discussed the first and second 

periods of this Majles session. In the first period 

the Democrats were in ascendancy and despite their 

numerical weakness managed to influence and control events 

to a great extent. In the second phase this situation 

was reversed through the organization of the coalition to 

support the Government, and the Democrats were weak and often 

powerless. The respective streng th of the parties were 

orice again upset in the next phase of the Majles through 

the arrival of the Shuster Mission. 
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The Shuster Mission has caused a controversy 

between historians. Shuster himself ha*s given his reasons 

for the failure of-the mission in a book appropriately 

entitled The Strangling of Persia. Persian historians 

have dealt with the rights or wrongs of his performance. 

Some have blamed his strong uncompromising stand, some have 

blamed the Government, but the general consensus is that 

the Russians were opposed to any successful reform which 

would have strengthened or made Persia less dependent. 

More recent assessment of the Miaion has also been made 

in a recent study which shows how his honest and forceful 

but undiplomatic behaviour and lack of understanding of a 

very complicated situation, influenced by a Nationalist 

but naive set of Politicians inevitably led to failure. 

-, In*the present study attention is mainly focused 

on i the connection of Shuster with the political parties 

and particularly the Democrats with whom he was said to 

have been close, and-the consequences of this connection. 

Particulars of his mission have beEn recorded elsewhere 

and need not be repeated. Here we shall deal with his in- 

fluence on the Persian Political scene, and party politics. 

Shuster was not quite unprepared for what he found 

in Tehran. He had read Professor Browne's book on the 

R. A. M. c Daniel, The Shuster Mission and the Persian 
Constitutional Revolution (Minneapolis 1974) passim. 

0 
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Persian Revolution, and he writes himself that his "high 

opinion of, and desire to secure justice for the nascent 

Constitutional movement in Persia-strengthened my own 
I determination to proceed. "' On the way to Persia he 

passed through Constantinople and met TaqlzNdeh and some 

of the Nationalists there, and talked with Taq! 7zNdeh of the 

troubles of Persia. He wrote: 

He was given friendly warning of many things, 
ranging from foreign intrigues to personal 
injury, but among all the diverse advice 
vouchsafed there was a clear agreement of 
opinion to the effect that the Persian 
Medjliss or National Parliament represented 
the actual progressive movement of the people 
of Iran, and that it was both by laws and 
reputatioh the symbol of Persian Nationalism 
and liberty. "2 

Shuster came to Persia with preconceived ideas, 3 

1. W. M. Shuster, The Strangling of Persia, (London 1912), 
P. 50. 

2. Ibid. s P-74. 

R. A. McDaniel writes that "his stance had been 
determined by his preconception of the nature of the 
Persian Revolution and of the country's problems, but 
it was the most efficacious approach to them. it 
was true that the single most important force in 
Persian politics was the Majles, and that he had 
succeeded in bringing that force to his side was a 
major triumph. That he had done so by appealing 
to its anti Russians or perhaps2 anti foreign bias 
was to cause him great difficulty in the future, as 
was the fact that he had been successful in'his first 
encounter with foreign opposition. Shuster's 
appeal to the Majles broke the delicately balanced 
two- Pf arty system that had been created in the Spring 
1911 . R. A. Mc Daniel, qp. cit-y P. 132. 
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and was close to the Democrats, particularly to Uoseyn QolT 

Khan Navvdb of whom he speaks very highly'* 1 This connection 

was the reason why some of those who worked with him attri- 

buted his mistakes to the Democrat's lnfluenýe. 

tAbdallRh Mostouflo who worked'closely with Shuster 

and was appointed by him to a post in the Treasury General 

as Chief of Direct Taxation, wrote that the Democrats 

misled him for their own ends to weakdri the Eltedills., 2 

and Mostouf! blames the Democrats for Shuster's mistakes, 

accusing them of being illogical and following their 

.31 personal ambitions Mostoufl gives credit to Shustbr, 

for his work but he believed him to be unware of Persiats 

problems. He does not take into consideration the fact 

that Shuster might have sided ýIith the Democrats out of 

personal inclination, which-was certainly the case. In 

a dispatch from the British Ambassador in Washington it is 

reported that Shuster was said to have sided with the 

natives in the Philippines where he had been in charge of 

reorganizing the customs, and had caused such an embarrass- 

ment to the administration that he was recalled. In the 

M. Malekzlideh, Tarfkh-e MashrUtlyyat, 6, p. 262. 
M. Shuster, op.. cit., p. 116. 

2. 'A MostOufly Sha e ZendegNnl-ye man yi T97rlkh-e 
Eltema'! va EFarl-ye Doureh-ye Qajarlyeh (Tehran, 
131ý-3T-2-. (2nd ed). P- 344. 

He particularly blamed SoleymRn MlrzR, who, he said 
had benefitted by the death of YaýyF M1rzR his brother 
who had been, arrested and tortured by MotLammad 
'All Shah and had died as a consequence of these 
tortures. Ibid., PP. 326-7. 

0 
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same letter it was reported that his work was said to have 

been rigorous and even judged to have been somewhat 
1 

vexatious. This report would help to explain Shuster's 

behaviour in Persia and point to the fact that the position- 

he took was deliberate and accorded with his personal 

vi ews . 
The Democrats saw in this idealist sympathetic young 

American a weapon With Which they could confront the 

government more particularly thwart the imperialist designs 

of the two great powers. They were aware of the implications of the 

Russo-British Convention of 1907; indeed, they were far 

more conscious of foreign palicy than tfie others., and they 

understood that the Convention took its impetus not from 

Persian but from international politics. They knew that 

the division of Persia was the modus vivendi reached by the 

powers to retain their agreements and that neither would 

jeopardize it for Persia. The British had gone as far 

as accepting the occupation of Northern Persia for the sake 

of peace so she would put no interest above that. Were the 

Democrats then so naive as toignore all these implications? 

Were they so anti Russia and anti-Imperialist as to be blind 

to the dangers? Amongst the small group of highly able, 

politicians in the Democrat party there were some who had 

a deep understanding of the implications of the Anglo- 

1. A. Destre%e . op. cit. Quoting F. Kazemzadeh, P. 584. 
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Russian Entente, but at the same time they felt the 

Russians were not sincere and would at every possible stage 

create pretexts to prevent any real reform. Shuster was 

similarly conscious of the baleful influence of the 

Russians and thought, more generally. that from the beginning 

he was opposed by a niimber of Persians., In an open letter 

to The Times he says that'there was. a "deliberate agreement 

between a number'of foreign legations here, headed by the 

Russian Legation to defeat my execution of that law (the 

law concerning the-full powers for the Treasurer General) 

and to thwart the general system of centralisations payments 

and accounting prescribed thereunder. The pretexts urged 

against the system were flimsy and untenable in the extreme, 

and their manifest purpose was to prevent any material 

change in the old style of conducting Persia's fiscal 

affairsO" 
1 In this same letter Shuster refers to the 

Russo-British Convention Of 1907 which in its preamble ex- 

pressed the desire of the signatories for the preservation 

of order and peaceful development and for both to engage to 

respect the integrity and sovereignty of Persia. He 

argued that at every turn of events this sovereignty was 

being undermined and the Persian collapse hastened. This 

sovereignty which Shuster tried to respect was in fact non- 

existent to a large, extent., 
2 

and, as one writer points Outp 

10 M; Shuster, OP-cit-, P-3i4. 

2. He expressed some of his indignation'and the hopelessness 
of the situation, saying that if money was to be obtained 
for permanent improvements it must be taken on impossible 
political terms. If railroads were to be built, they 
must be coterminous with our old friends' "spheres of 
influence". If rifles were to be bought, they must be 
bought from rich and friendly foreign governments at 
just three times their market price+ if officers were 
to be taken into the Persian service they must come from 

Cont/ ....... 
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Grey had observed, that Persia was not in fact a sovereign 

nation, 
1 

When Shuster came he had a choice of either to work 

in the same way as the Belgian Custom official and French 

financial expert, that is, to be under the influence of the 

two great powers, or to, act honestly in the interest of 

Persia. He chose the latter course and kept aloof from. the 

foreign colony to show his independence. In this case it 

was natural that he should be supported by the Democrats, 2 

but support for him was not limited to them: the Majles 

was said to be at his "command" and "proposals by him have 

only to be made to be accepted with practical unanimity. t, 3 

Cont/. 

a minor power, or prove themselves to have been of, 
the spineless, nerveless type of which the tools of 
foreign interests were produced; even if they were 
from a minor power, there must not be so many of them 
taken as to indicate a serious attempt at reform. 
Shuster, o. p. cit-s P. 325. 

1. R. A. McDaniel, O. p. cit., p. 120. 

2. Barclay to Grey, July llth, 1911, No. 115.. FO. O. 3711 
1185. 

3- It is interesting to quote an article in Iran -e Nou 
in support of Shuster which at the same time just s 
the Democrats' arguement in his support. The article 
said that Shuster had a very difficult task ahead of 
him; he had not only to free the finances of Persia 
from being the monopoly of one class but to reform them. 
Those classes which stood to lose their wealth by. his 
reforms naturally opposed him. This class benefitted 
by the chaotic condition of the finances, and naturally 
if the loan money were controlled they would make no 
profit. Those who worked in the Finance Ministry also 
wanted to stop his reforms. Iran-e Nou., No.. 81,4th 
Rajab 13290 (lst July 1911). - 
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The EltedElTs too supported Shuster because from the 

beginning of the Second Majles, all the governments whether 

of SepahdAr or Mostouf! had included the employment of 

foreign expert in their programmes. The Foreign powers, 

too, held that this was the only way to st'ablize the financial 

problems of Persia. Before the confrontation between 

Shuster and the"Russians., and the government., the Etted7al-Ts 

supported him and voted for the bill which gave him full 

powers. 

The Bill Shuster put through to Majles immediately 

gave him full powers over the financial 11 and fiscal affairs 

of Persia, including the collection of taxes and the control 

of all accounts of'the Government. 1 The discussions 'on this 

Bill in the Majles were not too heated and the Democrats 

had little to say. The bill was voted 61 for, 3 against 

with six abstentions. 
2 On the 30th May another law was 

passed,, also unanimously, abolishing the previous Committee 

of Control and entrusting the control of the loan to a branch 

of the Ministry of Finance to be formed under the Treasurer 

General. ' This law brought about a severe confrontation 

between Mornard, the Belgian Customs official backed by 

Russiao and Shuster. After much diplomatic wrangling a- 

compromise was agreed Mornard, was asked, to obey the lawo 

1. Barclay to Grey, June 6th 1911, 'No. 84, FO 371/1191* 
Ibid. June 13th, 1911s No. 95, FO 416/49. 

2. M. M. Maj. 2, No. 259,15th Jamad7i al. -Agml 1329. 

I 
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but Shuster assured him he would keep the customs receipts 

separate. 
1-- 

Two events of importance occurred at this juncture 

which paralyzed the Government and the smooth working of the 

Treasurer General's plans. One was the sudden departure 

of Sepahd9r on the 17th Jamlidl al-ftnl.,. (15th June) and the 

other was the arrival of the ex-Shah with Russian connivance, 

the news of which reached Tehran on the 21st of Rajab., (18th 

July). This latter event throws a slightly different pers- 

pective upon this episode and one can surmise that the 

Russians did not really want Shuster to succeed. Most 

writers have seen-no apparent connection between these two 

events, and say that SepahdRr left because he had no hope to 

control the loan money which was put under the control of-, 

Shuster.. 
2 In fact, he wrote a note to the Majles saying 

he was proceeding to Europe for the health of his son; 

however he only went as far as Aasht and., there the provincial 

Anjoman prevented him from going further. In an interview 

M-aser al- Molk had given his version to George Churchill to 

1. Shuster believed the Committee to be the result of 
Russian intrigueo but McDaniel says this belief was 
instilled in him by the Democrats. 
R. A. McDaniel, OM. cit., p. 125. 

2. Shustero op. cit., p. 91. R. A. McDaniel, p. 128, op. 
cit. M. MalekzRdeh, Tarlikh-e Mashr-ut'Iyyat 6 p. 263. 
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the effect that for some months there had been dissension 

in the Cabinet and that Mostas'hRr al-Douleh and Momt9z al- 

Douleh had schemed against the Premier l Moýtasham al- 4p 
Saltaneh had also joined in the plot on the promise of the 

post of Prime Minister and that the majority party which 

had been brought together with such difficulty was far from 

being loyal. They included even persons who were secretly 

loyal to the Democrats whom he characterized as "fiendish". 

He maintained that the Democrats and their supporters had 

decided to get*rid of Sepahdir.,., 2 
and wanted to censure him 

about the revolt of RashId al-Soltan in Mazandaran. the 

previoýis Autumn, which Sepahdir was thought to have encouraged. 

It had been arranged that many would vote against the 

SepahdFr to get rid of him. The Regent had added that the 

Premier had wanted to relinqtiish office, but that he had 

dissuaded him, and told him to go to the Majles and answer 

the questions, but that the Premier had left. Whether 

N-aýer al-Molk's version of events was correct or not, it is 

obvious that not only the fragile coalition collapsed, but 

MomtRz al-Douleh had changed portfolios with MotMven 
al-Douleh Ghaf9r, 'I in JamRd'I al-Mnl (May). McDaniel 
writes that the official reason was'said to be his 
health, but that in fact it was because he had come 
into conflict with the SepahdRr over the Premierts 
expenditure. R. A. McDaniel, op., cit.., p. 126. 

2. In fact Barclay points out that the Cabinet was 
dissatisfied with the Sepahd'ar. Barclay to Grey, 
14th June 1911, No. 98 FO 416/49. 
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the problem had undermined the unity of the Cabinet as well. 

As a consequence of this departure, Naser al- Molk 

summoned the members of the Majles and the Ulama and 

discussed the situation with them. They kept silent 

however, and not even the President of the Majles would 

reply. Only the representative of the-Ulama suggested 

that SepahdNr be recalled. Naser al-Molk refused because 
0 

he said the same problems would still-face him and SepahdRr 

would only. agree to return on condition that he could remove 

those who obstructed him. No decision had therýfore been 

reached at that meeting. 
1 Eventually however, the Deputies 

faced with the chaos, and the danger of the return of the 

ex-Shahs telegraphed the Premier, to come back. Dehkhareqlnl 

on. the other hand believed that the return of the ex Shah 

was known to Sepahdgr and the Regento 2 

The Persian Governmend had been aware of the 

activities of the ex-Shah and attention was drawn to it in 

the Majles. Navvdb in particular had wanted to stop the 

payment of his salary but had been forced not to take such 

action by the British and Russians. DehkhareqRnl also 

Barclay to Grey.. -June 26th, 1911 No. 104 FO 371/1191. 
Enclosure in No. 1. memo. By G. Churchill. 

on July 4th N'Rser al-Molk had asked the British 
Minister wheth; r the British Government would oppose 
the return of the Shah which proved that he knew about 
it. 
F. Kazemzadeh, Russia and Britain in Persia 1864-1914. 
A Study in Imperialism. (New Haven and LondoH 19bb). 
P. ou-ý. 

0 
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writes that the Deputy-of Mazandaran and the. 'respresentative 

of the Turkmans had warned that they had heard of plans for 

the return of Mohammad'All. He assumes that the Regent 0 
knew of'it and that it had been agreed that the Premier 

should ask for fuller powers as a condition of his return, 

but that it was obvious the Deputies would refuse. This 

departure had been-so arranged,, -he says, to avoid the 

impeachment planned'in the Majles, which-might have, obliged 

the Sepahdar to resign. A new government might not have 

complied with the plan to bring back the ex-Shdh. 
1 

Sepahdgr might have been in the plot,, but'it is more 

likely that, he deliberately took this ambivalent attitude in 

order to save himself if the ex-Shah was successful. , At 

the same time, by being inactive, but by not resigning., 'he 

was ingratiating himself with-the Russians, 

Iran-e'Nou however says that the purpose of SepahdMr 

was to weaken Shuster who had received full 'powers. it 
i 

says SepahdAr's idea was to disband'the Ma'jles so that Shuster 

would lose his backing, but he had not been able to persuade 

the Coalition to accept this so he, had left. 2 It is indeed 

possible that the Sepahd9r had lost hope of retaining the unity 

of the coalition which had began to break upbut it is more in line 

Another writer points out that the Russians had in the 
Summer 1911 regained a stronger situation in Europe as 
a result of the Treaty of Potsdam and that now they 
tried to regain a stronger position in Persia too 
by bringing back the ex-Shah. They considered the 
Persian Revolution a Briti'sh plot and wished to undo 
its effects by backing Mohammad'All to regain his 
throne. 
F. Kazemzadeh Russia and Britains P. 597. 

2. Iran-e Nou No. 82s 5th Rajab 1329, (2nd July 1911). 
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with his character that he left in order not to be com- 

promised if the ex-Shah returned. 

In-fact he returned to Tehran a few days before 

the ex-Shah landed in Gumish Tapeh on the 25 Rajab, 22 July, 

but he remained in his estate and took little action. The 

Democrats who could not form a Cabinet of their owns and 

faced with the prospect of the ex-Shah's return, discussed 

this question with the other parties and agreed to join the 

E'tedillis in asking him to resume work. SepahdRr then 

agreed to accept, responsibility as all the parties supported 
2 

him, ' 
and organized his Cabinet This included Samsam 

0 fj 

al-Saltaneh as Minister of War. (He was the brother of 

Sardgr As'ad who was in Europe at this time). Mohtasham 

al- SalVaneh was made Minister of Foreign Affairss Mo'aven 

al-Douleh remained Minister of Finance and Moshlr al- 

Douleh Minister of Posts and Telegraphs. Voý: aq al- 

Douleh was Minister of the Interior and Qavgm al- Saltaneh 

his brother, was Minister of Justice, Uaklm al- Molk being 

Minister of Science. 

On the 21st Rajab 1329 (18th July 1911) Iran-e-Nou 
published the Resolution of the Democrat party concerning 
the new Cabinet Of Sepahdar, They declared that they 
gave their promise they would support the Government 

if they did their utmost to fight the outlaws-and over- 
throw the despots. Iran -e Nou, No. 94,20 Rajab 1329 
(17th July 1911) and No. 95,21-Rajab (18th July), 

M. M. Maj. 2. No. 275,22nd Rajab, 1329. 
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Vaklim al Molk was a Democrat, Vohilq al-Douleh and 

QavAm al- Saltaneh were also known to hold liberal views; 

and*their inclusion in this- Cabinet was calculated to win 

the support of the Democrats. The Cabinet however, 

remained inactive and was split. It was even rumoured 

that Mo4tasham al-Saltaneh., Sepahdgr and Motgven al-Douleh 

were plotting against the Democratso and. according to 

Shuster.. the Regent and ýamjgm al-Saltaneh'also-suspected 

-1 -1- Sepahdar. 

As SepahdSr continued to remain inactive; eventually 

a deputation of the Majles went to meet the Regent. In- 

eluded in their number was SoleymRn M1rzR, with Asadall7ah 

KhMa KordestEnT representing the Ertedglrs, and MotFZed al- 

Molk representing the neutrals. They also met the Sepahdgr 
2 

who was still vacillating.. so they first asked the President. 

of the Majles, Mo'tamen al-Molk to accept the Prime 

Ministership, and when-he refused., they asked ýamqRm al- 

Salýaneh who agreed toýform a government. 

The Government of ýam*am al- Saltaneh. Rajab 1329 (July 

1911) to Motarram 1330 (December 19111). 

The Cabinet of Samsim al- Saltaneh included 'AlAl 

al-Saltaneh as Minister of Science and VoHiq al- Douleh 

1. M. Shuster op., cýjt... Pp. 113-117. 

2. SepahdFr had remarked that if the ex-Shah won his 
throne he would be angry with him but if he helped to 
defeat him, the Majles would still treat him as 
before, criticize and impeach him. R. Dehidi7areq-anT, 
op. cit., pp. 49-54. 
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as Foreign Minister, Uaklm al-Molk Minister of Finance, 

Dabir al- Molk Minister of Post, Qavam al-Saltaneh Minister 

of the Interior and Moshir al- Douleh Minister of Justice. 

Dabir al - Molk soon resigned and was replaced by Mctaýed 
I 

al- Saltaneh. 

Samsdm al- Saltaneh, the BakhtIySrI7 Ilkharfl, had 
.0 

been involved in the rising of -his tribe against Mohammad 

tAll. His promotion at this juncture first as Minister 

of War and Military Governor of Tehran, and then as Prime 

Minister, shows the importance of the BakhtTydrls in the 

war against the ex-Shah; it also shows the eclipse of 

Sepahdar who was mistrusted and suspected of being dishonest. 

Military plans were made and BakhtlyRrIl forces came 

to Tehran to take the field against the ex-Shah and his 

brother SR15r al-Douleh Who had invaded Persia from Kermanshah 

Another force was organized under Yephrem the Armenian Chief 

of P olice. 
2 

It is true that the Russians had helped the ex-Shah to 
prepare for his invasion of Persia, but they could not 
support him overtly owing to the protocol of 1909 in 

_which 
they had agreed with the British to his exile. 

The B3itish now did not change their policy, so any 
support the Russians could give had to be done secretly. 
It is possible thdt the. removal of SepahdRr is not 
unconnected with this policy of twait-and-see t. 

2. Moýammad? Al-i Shah and his loyal supporter Arshad al'- 
Douleh attacked Tehran from two sides. He marched on 
the capital from the North East and was defeated by the 
Bakhtlygris at Firuz Oh in Sha'bdn 1329 (August 1911). 
Arshad al-Douleh attacked from the South and was defeated 
by Yephrem in RamaIRn (September). The ex Shah 
however, remained in the North until Mo4arran 1330 
(January 1912) when he left under a safe conduct with 
the assurance that his salary would be paid. SIMar 
al-Douleh was later defeated by Yephrem and Farmanfarma. 
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The Prime Ministership of ýamqgm al-Saltaneh marks 

another turn to the right which so characterized the course 

of the Persian Revolution. The Bakhtlydr! ascendancy 

assured the eventual defeat of the forces of reform, for 

now with their power behind the politicians and bureaucrats 

the Democrats stood no chance. 
' 

Despite the fact that Moýammad'Alll was defeated, 

his return helped to further weaken the Democrats who could 

do nothing against him by themselves and had to rely on the 

Bakhtlyarls. At the same time the position of Shuster too 

became weaker because the Democratst support was not as 

effective as before. In particular there was a gradual 

shift of men such as Vo5Uq and QavAm to the right. Of 

course it was a time of emergency, and the membership of 

men like Mo"Rýed al-Saltaneh, VoAUq al- Douleh and Haklm 

al-Molk in this-Cabinet is justifiable, but it should be 

noted that they remained in the Cabinet after the danger 

had passed, and helped to defeat Shuster, much as happened 

after the overthrow of the Majles in 1908. Such men had 

liberal ideas in the First Majles, but now they had obviously 

changed their stance,,. and one can see a rift opening between 

the real reformers and the Government forces. Obviously 

the Democrats must have been regarded as posing a real danger 

, 
to the interests, for in reality they seemed little better 

than irresponsible forces of chaos and danger. As this 
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rift widened the Democrats became weaker and isolated. 

Their only strength could have''been from the people of the 

B7iz7irs and the Kasabeh and intellectuals, and these were gene- 

rally only roused in times of danger and national distress. 

In fact SamsEm al- Saltaneh did not produce a 

programme. He made a Bill to obtain extraordinary powers 

which was offered to the Regent and the Majles on the 14th 

ShatbZin, 9th August. Then this bill was formulated as a 

programme and presented to the Majles which only accepted it 

by force of the Regent. This was once more an attempt to 

obtain extraordinary powers as Sepahddr had done. 

DehkhareqNrl7i discusses these powers in great detail and 

comments on them fully accusing the government of ulterior 

motives. This Bill included originally three headings 

dealing with internal politics, emergency measures and 

foreign politics. It began thus: 

1. As the Government had not participated in the 

electoral laws now being passed by the Majles, these, must be 

studied by the Ministers who will give their opinion about 

them to the Majles. 

2. In the next elections it must be announced 

that the Deputies must be delegated such powers to be able 

to revise the Fundamental Laws; therefore the Deputies who 

will be elected must have the necessary capability to perform 

this duty. 

1. Barclay to Grey,, Sep- 5th 1911, No. 169, FO 416/49. 

0 
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Under emergency matters it said: 

1. The Government must be strong and must have the power 

necessary to assume its responsibility. It must take the 

interests of the country into consideration and it must not 

be attacked by irresponsible accusations. It must be 

empowered to stop the spreading of false rumours and the 

organization of secret societies or weakening the Government. 

20 The Government must act immediately to centralize 

the strength of the country and to stop the weakening forces 

of decentralization. In order to achieve this the laws 

of the provincial Anjomans must be revised with the advice 

of foreign experts. Before effectuating this revision and 

before its results are made lawful, the Government must have 

the right to dissolve the Anjomans which cause decentaliza- 
A 

tion and occasion local ocorruption. 
I 

3- People who have misused the absence of subsidiary laws 

and the ambiguity and doubts concerning the fundamental 

laws, have caused chaoss upset the peace, spread rumours, 

taken disadvantage by other means, obstructed the conduct 

of the Governmentts duty, or called on the laws of other 

countries in the furtherance of their own interests must be 

stopped by the Goverbrýent. The Goverr=ent must have a 

free hand to stop all corruption occasioned by the weaknesses 

of the laws. 

4. In order to establish order and peace in the country 

which is the Government's main duty, it is necessary to 

organize an ordered gendarmerie under the direction and 

training of Swedish officers. The Government must have 

the proper powers to buy the necessary arms, etc. 
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The Government must be free to reduce or dissolve any 
department or organization set up owing to a lack of 

experience or unnecessarily, the maintenance of which is 

contrary to the interests of the country. 

6. The Ministry of Justice has so far been the cause of 

complaints and trouble to the Government authorities. 

The Government must suggest a reform after the necessary 

study of the case. Before that it must have the power to 

act according to the necessity of the situation and to 

execute justice where it seems necessary. 

7. While the law of punishments has not been enacted by 

the executive, the Government must be empowered to punish 

as the Ministers think necessary. 

About foreign policy the Bill said: 

1. It is obvious that the internal politics of each 

country is to a certain extent dependent on its foreign 

policy contrary to what has been customary. Not until it 

acquires a distinct policy is any improvement in its internal 

politics possible*' Therefore the Government must include 

in its foreign policy a programme to attract the friendship 

and trust of friendly governmentso especially those govern- 

ments whose friendship is very important, and public opinion 

must help this policy-1 

This Bill was referred to a Commission by the Majles. 

The Democrats believed, DehkhAreqdnl says, that the Regent 

1. R. DehkhareqRnI, OP- Cit-, PP. 55-58. 
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had taken this opportunityi when. the country was in danger, 

to impose these measures which would in fact curtail to a 

great extent the powers of the Majles. He further inter- 

preted these points in a polemical manner, and especially 

attacked the Regent. 1 But he is not far from the truth., 

He discussed the clauses dealing with it and then gave a 

description of how this Bill was offered as the Government's 

programme. He wrote that as the Commission had rejected the 

Bill, the Government offered it.. as its programme and the 

Democrats who did not want to defeat the Government at this 

very sensitive period in case the Sepahdar returned to power, 

accepted a slightly revised version. He added that he 

stayed away when votes were taken because he disagreed with 

the procedure, The Democrats did not discuss these pro- 

posals, though there was quite an oppotion to them in the 

Majles. 2 The main problem was the fact that the ex-Shah 

still posed a grave threat ho the government managed to 

push its proposals through the Majles. 

There is no doubt that the Regent felt the Majles 
to be obstructive, and had told one of the staff of the 
British legation who was sent to interview him by. 
Barclay that not much improvement could be expected 
from the present Majles and that his hopes centred on 
the fact that thb Majles had only six more weeks before 
its term came up. He added that he thought it was 
desirable to postpone the new elections as long as was 
possible and he had thought to prescribe the registration 
of the voters which would take some time. 

2. M. M. Maj. 2. No. 290,9th Ramaýan 1329. 

47, 
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According to Barclay when the programme was submitted 
to the Majles, only two Deputies rose in Its favour, so the 

Prime Minister threatened to resign. On the 28th August the 

Regent summoned the Deputies, gave them a lecture and 

threatened to resign as well. Consequently the programme 

was passed, 
' but the problem centred round the relationship 

I 
of the Government with Shuster.. 

On October 4th Barclay made an. appraisal of the 

situation and of the relationship of Shuster with the Majles 

and the Gove = ent. He wrote that the relationship of the 

present Cabinet with the Russian Minister was satisfactory 

and it was hoped that it would last the 3 weeks left to the 

Majles' term. He added that the ultra-Nationalists dis- 

trusted the Government and wished to replace it with a more 

democratic Gove rnm ent before the Majles was dissolved. On 

the other hand the relationship of the Government with 

Shuster was aloof but he enjoyed the full confidence of the 

ultra-Nationalists hewroýe. 

Shuster worked separately from the Government and 

was negotiating a loan with the Seligman firm which the 

Foreign Minister, VoýUuq- al- Douleh, had let it be known was 

on his own responsibility alone. 
2 

Barclay to Grey 5th Sep. 1911, No. 167, FO 371/1194. 
Now the Government supported by Russia and Britain 
faced the problem of dealing with Shuster and the 
Democrats. Shuster in the meantime had done nothing 
to gain favour with the powers. 

2. Ibid., Oct. 4th 1911s NO- 190s Fo 416/50. 

0 
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One of Shusterts difficulties was to deal with the 

demands made for money by the various Bakhtlygrl chiefs who 

had come to fight the ex-Shah and Mar al Douleh, and as 

he, was very reticent on this point he became very unpopular 

with them. 1 

Barclay reported that the Cabinet wanted to curtail 

the powers of the Treasurer General but that the Majles would 

oppose this and Shuster might resign. He added 

Samsam -es- Sultaneh, whom I saw yesterday, 
expressed himself very bitterly in regard 
to the Treasurer General. H. E. gave me to, 
understand that the Cabinet greatly resented 
the firm control Shuster is exercising over 
Government funds, and that they are alive to the 
danger which his. defiant attitude towards the two 
powers involves. 

In fact the BakhtlyArls who had posed as the 

champions of constitutionalism in November presented them- 

selves to him and complained about the Democrats and Shuster 

saying that. by provoking Russia they made government im- 
. 

possible. The Democrats had obstructed the formation of 

a Cabinet which ýamýRm al-SalVaneh had wished to form to 

curtail the powers of Shuster and to give satisfaction to 

Russia. They had then added that they were debating 

On October 17th Barclay reported that the Regent and 
4am§dm al-SalVaneh both wanted to resign again owing 
to a Cabinet crisis caused by the extremists. This 
crisis was the result of a letter written by Shuster 
to the Foreign Minister complaining that the latter 
had settled a Russian claim without referring to him. 
This crisis was however overcome, and the Ministers 
returned to work. Ibid., Oct. 17th 1911, 
No. 498,20 Oct. No- 507, FO 371/1199. 

. 
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whether to effect a coup dletat and take power into their 

own hands or ledve the country to the mercy of the ex-Shah, 

and demanded the opinion-of the Powers in case of a coup 

d'etat. Barclay and-the*British Government did not give 

their answer immediately, but this was considered as a 

possibility in case the situation became out of hand. The 

Russians too did not dismiss a Bakht-iya-rl coup at6tat. 1 

Shuster had a very difficult problem on his hands. The 

Russians opposed his appointment of Major Stokes 2a British 

officer and the Military attache whom he wanted to appoint 

to organize the Treasury Gendarmerie. Another of his 

measures which was particularly obnoxious to them was his 

project to extend his economic activities to NQrthern Persia. 

He also proposed to redeem the Russian debt which had been 

converted to a fixed sum in the Winter of 1911. The new 

loan to be negotiated from the Seligman firm would have ' 

-been used for this purpose, and for his railway projects. 
3 

1. Barclay to Grey, Nov. 21st 1911, No- 592, Fo 416/50 

2. According to the Undersecretary Norman Stokes was known 
for being artL-Russian, and was said to be in touch with 
and in sympathy with the Persian ultra-Nationalists and 
to attend their secret meetings. E Kazemzadeh, Russia 
and Britain, P- 587. 

3. McDaniel gives details of'this loan of 1 4., 000,, 000 
from an English firm, for the Seligman firm had 
originally been American, but now was centered in 
London. R. A. McDaniel, op. cit., pp. 149-161,164. 
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As one writer points out, the Russians could not forgive 

him the fact that he had been, to a large extent, instru- 

mental in defeating MotLammad 'All. ' Gradually the 

British too came to regard his activities as irksome to good 

relations with Russia. They at first thought his powers 

should be limited, and later it was concluded he should 

leave. 

Shuster at this juncture issued a statement to the 

Persian press which was reproduced in The Times on the 10th 

and 11th November. In this he set out his views about the 

situation and the fact that both the Russians and the British 

were obstructing his work. 
2 

He accused both Governments 

of unctermining Persian sovereignty which they said they 

guaranteed, and gave instances of this. 

Shuster complained bitterly about the Government and 

the demands made for money by the Prime Minister. - In 

Sha'blin (late August) he had to refuse outright to pay more 

to the Bakhtlydrl chiefs until some result in the war with 

the ex-Shah was reached. 
3 

1. F. Kazemzadehj Riissia and Britain, p. 613. 

2. R. A. McDaniel points out: "It was not until he 
broke through that mask and spoke directly to a 
European audience that he not only lost the diplomatic 
support of the British and then the Russians, but also 
incurred their opposition. " R. A. McDaniel, op. cit. 
pp. 173-4. 

3. Shuster, op. cit., pp. 120 and 134. 
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In particular he mentions VobUq al- Douleh and 

QavRm al-Saltdneh, and those Ministers who co-operated with 

him less and less At the same time he became unpopular 

in many quarters and was even threatened by an attack on- 

his residence and asked to resign. This he refused, saying 

he would not resign unless the Majles asked him. 2 

Russia and Britain were of course aware of the 

tensions existing between Shuster and the Government, and 

this naturally strengthened their hands against him. 

VoýUq al- Douleh had told Paklowski that the Cabinet did 

not approve the policy of Shuster and wanted to limit him, 

but that they must not be rushed. At the same time he 

settled two small Russian claims without Shuster's knowledge, 

and when the latter objected VoAUq threatened to resign, but 

did not do so on condition that Shuster's powers be curtailed. 

But when this question was to be discussed in the Majles, 

the Democrats walked out of the meeting so that the debate 
3 

could not be held. The Cabinet all but disintegrated at 

1. M. Shuster, -op. cit., P. 162., 

2. M. Shuster particularly mentions two of the Ministers, 
Vo0q al- Douleh and his brother Qavam al- Saltaneh 
as being unfriendly when he appointed Lecoffreo another 
Englishman, to Tabriz to control the revenue of that 
province, which had been collected hitherto by their 
father, the tax collector of Azarbaijan. 

3. Barclay to Grey Nov. lst 1911, No. 215, FO 416150. 

. 
Barclay further reported that Voý: aq was anxious to 
carry out a policy of close relationship with Russia 
and Britain. Ibid. Sep. 5th No. 167, FO 371/1194. 
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this time; only VoAUq al- Douleh and SamsRm al- Salteneh 
.0a 

remained at their posts. The Premier tried to compose 

his Cabinet but found difficulties in the Majles. 

Whereas the Deputies wanted Gavam al- Saltaneh as Minister 

of Interior which the Premier would not accept, 
' the 

Premier wanted to include Mohtasham 

Cabinet which the Majles opposed. 

was very confused when the Russians 

with an ultimatum; but before disci 

at the question of the prolongation 

which was coming to an end. 

al- Saltaneh in the 

In fact the situation 

presented the Government 

assing this, we must look 

of the Majles session 

After two years, the Majles', term was coming to an 

end in ZI: q'adeh (November). Telegrams had been sent from 

some of the provinces to the Majles asking it to extend its 

term. The Anjoman of Tabriz suggested that the Majles 

should extend its term by six months until a majority of 

the Deputies were elected for the next Majles. These 

telegrams were sent through the influence of the Democrats 

but particularly through the initiative of Seyyed Vasan . 

Moddares. 

The EttedElls were split on this question and some 

argued for the closing of the Majles. They had of course 

a lawful argument which contained some technical questions. 

The neutral Deputies played a significant role at this 

I. Ibid. s, Nov. 28th 1911, No. 230s FO 371/1198- 

v 
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juncture, like Movez al-Molk, and ýOkMt al-Molk, but 'in 

particular it was some of those Deputies who had joined the 

coalition without being E'tedNlrs now changed their allegiance 

and had the last word. Two of these were Sheykh al Ratis, ' 

and Kashef, but especially Seyyed Vasan Moddares was the 

leader on this occasion. 

T-TaJ Aql.. a diehard Etted7al7l 
w--- , opposed the measure, 

maintaining that it was an unconstitutional step. In 

addition, those wh o had sent the telegrams thought that if 

the Majles was closed, the Constitution would be threatened 

but they were wrong. If there were a Cabinet which was 

trusted by the Majles they could hold the elections. if 

this Majles was continued and passed laws, some people might 

say they were unlawful. He finished by'saying he no longer 

thought of himself as a Deputy. 

Mo'ln al- Ro'Zly'd'r'efuted him, saying it was not 

true that people did not understand Constitutionalism; 

these were the same people who had'fought for it. FarzRneh, 

the Ettefaq va Taraqq! Deputy, was of the . opinion that the 

prolongation of the session was not possible just becauie 

some telegrams had been received, but Ka-shef said it was no 

light matter to dissolve the Maj'les now, even though they all 

trusted ýamqlim'al-Salýaneh. VRJ Sheykh al - Ralls admonished 

them, saying that at such a time they should not even discuss 

this. In particulars they. should not compare Persia with 

any other country. MatIn al- Saltaneh speaking for the lb 

Eltefflills asked the Deputies to keep calm and made a rather 

conciliatory speech. He said all the Deputies wanted to keep 

0 
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the Constitutional system, 

the dissolution of the Maj 

they thought that it would 

telegrams, he pointed out, 

none were from the west or 

not be said to be from all 

but that those-who argued for 

Les-thought it preferable because 

speed the new elections. . The 

were all coming from the North; 

the south or elsewhere, they could 

over Persia. 

Dehkhareq5nI, with whose opinions we are familiar, 

answered that they were discussing whether they thought. the 

Deputies should or should not discuss these telegrams. if 

not., the actual prolongation of the session would have been 

decided upon at the meeting with the Regent. He added that 

of course they should discuss these telegrams because those 

who had sent them knew that the cinders of despotism were 

still burning under the ashes, The only thing which 

resisted the power of despotism was the Constitdion, and 

its centre was the Majles. 'If that centre disappeared the 

enemy would regain its strength. The present situation 

was very sensitive;. it would be difficult to recall the 

Majles-once it dispersed. 

Then he discussed the question of the telegrams and 

the fact that they were only from certain parts of the 

country. He argued-that Azarbaijan and Khorasan were the 

most populated provinces of Persia. Other provinces knew 

this fact and it could be said that these provinces spoke 

for all of them. Besides, some provinces had not benefitted 

by the Constitution - if they had no doubt they would have 

joined these demands. - He concluded by saying the Majles 
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was within its rights in prolonging its session. 

Despite these arguments and those to the contrary, 

no-decision was reached at this sitting and the discussion 

was continued the following day on the 20th Zlqa'deh. 

Haj Aqa began once again by opposing the continuation of, 

the Majles. He said that he was a patriot and believed 

in the Constitution. He thought that the people elected 

their representatives for the limited period of two years 

and that they had a right to change them. Why had a limit 

been set? It was because they must have a right to change 

their representatives if they were not satisfied; the 

electorate must have a right to express its will. Besides 

those who thought Constitutionalism would disappear if the 

Majles were to close were wrong because the Constitution 

was in the hearts of, everyone. It did not depend on the 

activity of fifty or sixty people. He added that he had 

looked at other countries and had read and discussed this 

question. What he understood was that in times of war or 

revolution the Government closed the Majles and could dissolve 

it. If they prolonged the Majles it would be a repetition 

of what had happened to the English Parliament during the 

time of Cromwell. 

Another Deputy, Ijaj Sheykh 'All Khoras&nl of the 

Heytat-e Moltalefeh p refuted him, saying the Majles was 

the representative of the people and reflected its wishes. 

1. M. M. Maj. 2, No. 320,19th Zlqatdeh 1329. 
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When the people expressed their wish to prlong the session 

until half plus one of the Deputies were elected and came 

to the capital, their wish should be respected. Then-he 

added that such a clause could even be added to the 

Fundamental laws. In Azarbaijan there had been a large 

meeting and they had all agreed to send this telegram. 

The fact that there had been no telegram from Shiraz did not 

cancel the importance of what was sent from Azarbaijan. 

Seyyed Uasan Moddares, an ardent Nationalist, des- 

tined later to play a very important role in the defence 

of the Constitution, then made a moving speech. He said 

that he was one of those persons who had tried hard to pro- 

long the session of the Majles. About a month, earlier, he 

said, he had organized several meetings in his own house and 

in the Majles which Hashtru-d-I had attended. There it had 

been decided to use any means to stir Tabriz. He had him- 

self written to places such as Esfahan to organize meetings 

and discuss this point. Some of his friends acted in the 

same way. He thought that the only lawful way was to 

attract the attention of the electorate as the country was 

in great danger. There was a difference, he said, between 

what was 'Wrong and what was impossible. "It is possible to 

do wrong., but it is impossible to do the impossible". He 

added that he could not appoint himself a Deputy. This had 

to be done in a lawful manner, by a majority vote. But 

those who had sent these telegrams had an ideal like himself, 

and they wished to prolong the Majles for the-sake of'the 
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improvement of the country, and to avoid a crisis. He 

then said he wanted to express his, own feelings. 

"There shall never be a Majles like this one; 
one day histcry will show that this nation 
will not have Deputies such as those we have 
now. They stood up bravely when we were 
surrounded by rebels, if these rebels had come 
to Tehran the first thing they would have done 
was to have overthrown the Deputies". 

He said he had attended every session to see whether, some would 

waver, but all had remained steadfast., He added that 

there would be othersessions but there would never again 

be such determined Deputies. They had to act lawfully 

now, he said, but also in accordance with the necessity of 

the situation. 

Sheykh al-RatIs suggested that a clause be added 

to the electoral laws, that in each session the Majles should 

be dissolved after half plus one of the Deputies of the next 

session arrived in Tehran. This suggestion was submitted 

to a Commission and the session was closed. 
1 

On the 21st Zlqa'deh the suggestion of Sheykh al- 

Ra"rs had been approved by the Commi. -don, but Em3m Jomleh., 

who generally took little part in the Majles discussions, 

objected to it and pointed out some technical questions. 

He said that he thouglit it was necessary to have the Majles 

at this particular time, and no one denied that.. 
-but 

that he 

thought such a vote was contrary to the Constitutional 

Laws. The Azarbaijan provincial Anjoman had changed some 

of the original electoral laws. For instance the First 

1. Ibid., No. 321,20th Zlqaldeh 1329. 
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Majles began when the 60 Deputies of Tehran were elected, 

but the Anjoman of Azarbaijan had changed that, and had 

decreed that the Deputies of Tehran were to be 15. it 

also decreed that when half plus one of the Deputies were 

present, the session should begin. But now with the new 

Law it had been decreed that the session would-begin when all 

the Deputies were present. The Majles sessions were from 

the first two years. - This clause had not been changed - 

and he said he doubted if the Majles could change this now. 

He suggested they should keep the Majles as a consultative 

body, not as a legislative body. 

Zokal al-Molk who had been the reporter of this 

Commission and was personally in favour of prolongation 

replied, and said there was a precedence for the suggestion 

of the Commission which was in favour of the prolongation 

of the Majles. When they were writing the new electoral 

laws there had been a suggestion to change the period of 

the Majles session from two to three years. Some Deputies 

had not thought this would be contrary to the Constitutional 

laws then. So he suggested this should be done now. 

Then he discussed article 50 of the Fundamental Laws which 

fixed thessession to two years, saying this article meant 

that the Government could not dissolve the Majles before 2 

years. He also denied that the Majles wished to re-elect 

itself. He said they could prolong the session until the 

new Deputies arrived, but refuted Emam Jomleh Kholl who had 

said the Majles should remain as a consultative body. This 

would make it very useless. 
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There were further discussions. The President 

then resorted to an interesting device to solve the question. 

He counted those provinces which had sent telegrams and the 

number of their Deputies as against those which had not. 

These were Khorasan, Semnan Gilan, Qazvino Azarbaijan. 

The Deputy of the Armenians and the BakhtTygrls were also 

counted, because SamsNm al- Saltaneh was 'partially in 

favour as he wanted to remake his Cabinet before the Majles. 

dissolved. These made up 44 Deputies. Those which had 

not sent telegrams'were Kermanshaho Borujerd Lorestano 

Arak.. Mazandaran, Astrabad with only 17 Deputies. These 

provinces could not send telegrams even if they wished to 

do so, he said because of disturbance. Tehran with 15 

Deputies also supported the prlongation he said. In all 
1 

this made 59 Deputies in favour. 

Thus this question was settled and the decision- 

was to*prolong'the session until a majority (half plus one) 

of the Deputies should be elected. The coalitionts fragility 

had now become apparent. It could only hold on certain 

issues, or when coaxed to do so, in general it had become 

more and more unreliable. 

The tendency bf the Majles occasionally to unite 

in the face of really national questions-had already been 

mentioned. This was to be again the case now. Not only 

was the policy of Shuster popular with'most Deputies, but 

the prlongation of the Majles at this time of crisis was 

ILIJ. / , 21st Zlqaldeh 1329. 1. No - 322, 
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an important question and broke the coalition temporarily. 

However there could not be a "real and permanent unity 

between the parties and-particularly'between the Democrats 

and EttedA171s, for they differed on their political 

philosophy and policy, and inevitably after the particular 

problem was dolved the split reappeared again. 
1 

THE RUSSIAN ULTIMATUM AND THE END OF THE* MAJLES 

The question of the prolongation of the session of 

the Majles was thus settled and-. the Democrats obtained re- 

newed power, but a very severe question and a dangerous 

controversy with Russia arose which must now be dealt with. 

We have seen'how Shuster was unpopular with almost, everyone 

except the Democrats. 2 He had not only antagonized the 

On November 28th'Barclay reported on the condition of 
the Majles saying "the artificial moderate majority 
so carefully nursed by the Regent has disappeared, 
and the Democrats who have been joined by a section 
of the Medjliss which had hitherto wavered between 
the two parties now appear to command a majority. 
It is the incompatibility of a compact and united. 
moderate Cabinet within the present Medjliss which is 
the Regent's despair, and there seems little likelihood 
of the new elections thinning the Democrats' ranks. " 
Barclay to Grey. -Nov. 28th 1911, No. 230, P. O. 416/50. 

2. Shuster began-to collect taxes from some of the rich 
influential men in Persia like FarmanfarmRs Sepahd'ar 
and 'AlVal - Douleh which infuriated them and made 
Shuster's position even more untenable aril his life 
was threatened. Plots were hatched against him and 
there were rumours of coup dt4tats and of the return 
of the ex-Shah. 
Shuster, op. cit.... P- 159. 
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Russians, but he had also lost what little good will he had 

with the British, but now he began to challenge the rich and 

powerful politicians and notables who had no reason to 

suppoj: ýt his policy of retrenchment and collection of overdue 

taxes. 

The Government ordered the Treasurer General to 

confiscate the property of the Prince Sh8j'al'al-Saltaneh, 

who had taken part in the fight against the national 

Government in favour of the ex-Shah, his brother. Sh5jRl 

put himself under the protection of the Ottoman Government, 

but when the gendarmes arrived at the Princefs residence 

they realized it was guarded by the Cossacks with Russian 

officers, despite the fact that the Russian Legation had 

been warned of this step. Shuster then sent a larger 

force with American assistants. They discussed the question 

with the Russian consul Pokhitanov, who was a much more 

aggressive Nationalist than the Minister Poklewski Koziell, 

and asked him to remove the Cossacks, but he refused. 

Thereby the Americans and the gendarmes disarmed the 

Cossacks, but later Russian officers arrived and threw the 

gendarmes out, replacing them with the Cossacks. 1 

Following this seeming affront to Russia Shuster appointed 

two more British subjects to serve in the Russian zone. 

These were Haycock who was to serve in Esfahan and Lecoffre 

was appointed to Tabriz. This new appointment was made 

on November 2nd, the day a note of protest by the Russian 

Government was made. This demanded the withdrawal of 

1. R. A. McDaniel, OP-. Cit-,, PP- 173-4. 
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Shusterfs gendarmes from the property of ShojF1 al- 

SalVaneh, and asked for an ap6lbgy from the Persian 

Government. The Russian demands were, offered in the shape 

of an ultimatum on 10th Zlqa! ded (November llth) despite-the 

fact that the'Persian Goverment had replied that they would 

investigate the question of the property of the Prince. 

In the meantime ýamqam al-Saltaneh, confronted by 
Q 

Shuster made'a show of resignings and when the Russians- 

broke off diplomatic relations there was no Government 

officially'in office, though Vo5Uq continued to work. 

Barclay however commented that the post which causedýthe 

greatest difficulty was that of the Minister of the Interior 

held by QavIm al- SalVaneh who was disliked by the Regent 
1 

and Sams9m al-Saltaneh, but supportedýby the Majles. 

At'last the-Treasury gendarmes were removed as the 

Russians demanded and the Foreign Minister made an official 

apologY on November 24th. The British had assured the 

Persians that if they complied with and satisfied the 

Russian demandss the Russian trobps would be withdrawn. 
2 

Now however the Russians presented a second Ultimatum on 

the 29th, demanding the dismissal of Shuster and Lecoffre, 

the undertaking not to engage the service of foreign subjects 

without the consent of Russia and Britain, and the payment 

Barclay to Grey, Nov. 28th 1911, No. 2 30 FO 371/1198. 
The new Cabinet was presented to the Majles on the 
7th Zlhajeh (29 November). 

2. Ibid. Nov. 24th 1911, No. 226 Fo 416/50. 
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of an indemnity to defray the expenses of the dispatch of 

troops to Persia. The amount of the indemnity would be 

made known later, --and the period for an answer was fixed at 

48 hours. In the meantime troops would remain at Rasht 

and would advance if the reply was not sent, the indemnity 

would increase. At this time there was no proper 

governments and the Regent also threatened to resign. 

The Ultimatum caused a great confusion as Russian troops 

began pouring into Gazvin. Barclay however did not think 

that the Majles would yield to the Russian demands even if 

the Russian troops were stationed in Qazvin as they had not 

yielded the year before. He wrote that the Russians would 

not mind a Bakhtllyialr-l coup dletat, but that the outcome of 

such a coup was unpredictable as Yephrem with his force would 

no doubt defend the Majles. 1 

On 7th Z! 4ajeh (November 29th) ýamýam al-Saltaneh 

came to the Majles to present his new Cabinet which included 

besides himself as Prime Minister and Minister of the 

Interioro and SardAr Molýtashamo another Bakhtlygri, as 

Minister of War, VohUq al-Douleh in his previous posto Zoka' 

Barclay to Grey, -Nov. 28th 1911, No. 230, FO 416/50 
In another despatch Barclay wrote that he thought the 
Russians had blundered and were now in an impasse. 
Only a Persian coup dletat would save the situation 
or the Russians would have to take Tehran. Tbid. Dec. 
3rd 1911, No. 237 FO 371/1198. When the Ultimatum was 
presented to the Persian Government, the British in an 
aide-memoire made their position clear. They said that 
the British Government would not accept the return of 
the ex-Shah under any circumstances; that the successor 
of Shuster must be acceptable to the British as well as 
the Russians. A joint loan should be given to the 
Persian Government after the Russian demands. had been 
accepted. The British Government wished that the 
Russians should not insist on the Indemnity and that 
the occupation of Persian territory should not be 
permanent. 
Buchanan to Grey Dec. 9 th 1911 No. 360-., FO 371/1198 
Enclosure in No. 1. 
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al-Molk Minister of Finance, -Mo I cited al-Saltaneh Minister of Posts 

and TL-legraphs, Mosh-ir al- Douleh Minister of Science, and 

Mohtasham al-Saltaneh Minister of Justice. Soleyman 
aa 

Mllr2ýa in a speech declared his trust for the Bakhtlyir'ls 

who had saved the Constitution, he said, but not for the 

others and expressed his doubts about the sudden resignation 

of the Cabinet. 1 He said: "those secret hands which 

wished to cause the present crisis were succeeding". it 

is not clear in the discussions of the Majles whom Soleynia-n 

Mirza meant, but Shuster gives the details of this session, 

and it becomes obvious that the Minister referred to by 

Soleyea-n Mirza was Mohtasham, al - Saltaneh who had 
0 41 

previously been in the Cabinet of SepahdRr and was1con- 

sidered to be close to the Russians. In fact besides 

Molýtasham al-Saltaneh and SardNr Mohtasham the BakhtTy5rl, 

the other Ministers were not so objectionable from the 

point of view of the Democrats. 

Soleym"an Mlrza said that the Cabinet must have the 

trust of the Democrats* and. called on Article 67 of the 

Fundamental Laws and asked for 6pen ballots so it could be 

obvious who was-and who was not for-the Cabinet. 

Eftekh7ar al- Vateýln spoke for the IttedglI*y-an, and proclaimed 

that they could not support a Cabinet alone at this time, 

but that they announced their complete trust of Samsam 
64 

Dehkliareq7arill was of the opinion that the resignation 
was with the assent of NEser al-Molk. Op. cit. 0 p. 89. 
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al- Saltaneh, and any minister he chose. The Prime 

Minister became very heated in the course of these dis- 

cussions and attacked the Democrats directly, saying that 

from first to last they were ruining the country. The 

President interrupted him but Emdm Jomleh also became angry 

and that increased the President's anger. Shuster reported 

that the Premier left the Chamber declaring he would call 

his BakhtlydrIs and kill all the Democrats. ' Eventually 

calmer speeches were made and votes were taken. 41 voted 

in favour, 18 against the Cabinet with one abstention. 
2 

The majority obviously still held'. together, ana Barclay 

was needlessly worried that the coalition was splitting up. 

The. fact that ýamsam al-Salt. aneh obtained a majority now 

meant that when the real confrontation over the Ultimatum 

arose the Government could rely on the support of this 

majority. 

On the gth of Zlllajeh (1st December)p the Foreigii 

Minister came to the Majles and made a long speech about 

the need to accept the Ultimatum. He said that the 

Cabinet was unanimous on this and he emphasised the position 

of Shuster which had caused the present crisis. He added 

that they had sought ýritish. mediation, and they had been 

recommended to accept the Ultimatum without delay. He 

I 

1. M. Shuster., op.. cit.,, P. 171. 

2. M. M. Maj 2. 7th Zlýajeh 1329. 

4 
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concluded by saying that it was now for the Majles to 

decide. 1 
.1--I 

Here a-very fundamental question arose between the 

Government and the Majles, but in particular with the 

Democrats its was the-ultimate' test of the party system, 

indeed of the -parliamentary system., -and caused its downfall. 

This party had, from the beginning of its formation been 

adamant on national questions, and now it was faced with a 

very important decision the acceptance of the Russian 

Ultimatum or-the risk of, the occupation of Tehran. However 

unjust it might have been the rejection of it meant the 

acceptance of the possibility of a more severe occupation of 

Persiao- and at worst,, 'of war. - They chose the latter course 

which is not surprising , ýnd led the Opposition with the 

support of a number of the other Deputies. Had the 

Government not used other methodsbesides arguments, it would 

have been defeated. Though many of the discussions and 

negotiations for the acceptance or rejection of the 

Ultimatum were carried out in private the mood of the 

Deputies is obvious. - Three Majles sessions were dedicated 

It is interesting to note that the BlItish Government 
was shaken at the prospect of the Russian occupation 
of Tehran., The Russian acting Minister for Foreign 
Affairs had assured the British charge d'Affairs 
OtBeirne, that if the'Persian Government complied about 
the case of Shuster the troops would not move. 
R. L. Greaves, "Some aspects of Anglo-Russian Convention 
and its working in Persia, 1907-1914. t' Bulletin of 
the School of Oriental and African Studies, 23, =-P 
196b, p. 294. The Nrsian Government was of course 
not in a position to have known this, but the Democrats 
possibly guessed as much and it can be concluded that 
they were not as naive and foolhardy as it seems to 
have defied the Russians in this way. 

v 
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to this question, and then the Majles was dissolved. 

, Though the whole picture is not entirely 'clear, much of the 

machinations behind the scenes become obvious from these 

discussions. 

Sheykh Moýammad Khilyabanl, who was destined to 

play a very important role later, and who was a Democrat 

but above all a very ardent patrioto now took the lead in 

opposing the acceptance of the Ultimatum. He made a long 

speech in answer to Vo, iuq al- Douleh, saying that from the 

moment the Russian-note had been read in the, private session 

of the Majles to that hour, he as a Persian was astonished 

and shocked. He considered that this was not an ordinary 

note to be discussed in an ordinary way. All thosý 

present and'probably all'the world would agree to what he 

was going to say. This answer had been made many hundreds 

of years earlier, when people had appeared in the world and 

býgun to build the basis Of life and passed from wildness 

to civilization. Then if a person wanted something he would 

take it, regardless of the law, and this would cause chaos. 

Thousands of years earlier therefore, people gathered 

together and thought out how to maintain order and organize 

a government. Thereafter people could not step outside 

their limits and had to be satisfied with their own lot. 

Before national governments were organized similar standards 

applied to all nationso but luckily now people lived in a 

century when that kind of wrongdoing had disappeared from 

the world'. People agreed on certain international laws 

whichall the world accepted. 
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Then KhlyabRn-i touched upon the Russian demands and 

said they were contradictory. -They asked for an indemnity., 

whilst Persia was not in any way at fault, so he suggested 

that these demands should be separated and dealt with 

according to their merit. 

Matln al-Saltaneh on the other hand suggested the 

Ultimatum be taken as a whole, but said it could not be denied 

that it undermined their independence, and they could not 

sign it away, as Soleyman Mlrza had said. 

Soleyman MIrzR discussed the Ultimatum, clause by 

clause., He first argued about the dismissal of Shuster 

and Lecoffre. 'He said that in a country which wanted to, 

modernize and become strong she must begin by reforming her 

Government, her finances and her army. The employment of 

foreign experts seemed to be the, best solution, and to carry 

out this Persia did not have to obtain the agreement of 

anyones because she was independent. Those she employed 

had worked with great devotion and efficiency and had begun 

to reform the finances, she could not accept their. dismissal. 

The reason for the demand for the dismissal of the Treasurer 

General is said to be an insult to the Russians, but this did 

not seem to be of such gravity and could be referred to a 

high court.. The second clause was even worse and more 

opposed to Persiats independence because according to that 

she had to agree not to employ any foreign servant without 

the previous-agreement of thiý powers. This was opposed to 

her independence ard she could not accept it. 

Matin al- Saltlineh reminded the Deputies that they 

0 
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had little time and should not waste it on long speeches. 

He then added that the problem was that both alternatives 

were dangerous and only the future would judge which was the 

best choice. No one was ready to give up the independence 

of Persia; but one side was danger, on the other- safety. 

All must be of one mind on this question and they could not deny 

responsibility by throwing it on the Ministers alone. The 

articles were noý all contrary to their independence, the 

first one dealt with the dismissal of one servant, which 

would not undermine the independence of the country. The 

second article howevero limited their freedom., These two 

were not of equal importance. The Government should be 

requested to enter into-communication with Russia to modify 

some of these. This motion was carried practically 

unanimously; only six voted against. 
1 It was a face- 

saving compromise, and was taken as a vote of non-acceptance 

but in fact it solved nothing. The Government made a show 

of resignationo but remained in office. 

The-next Majles session was held on the 22 Z14ajeh 

(14th December) when the death of the lyatallah KhorasRril 

was announced and the session was closed as a sign of 
2 

mourn ng. 

Barclay to Grey. Dec. 3rd 1911, No. 237, FO 371/1198. 
Enclosure 2 in No. 1. 

2. It was suspected that he had been poisoned as he was 
about to announce a Holy War, M. Shuster, OP- Cit-s P. 178. 
'A. H. Hairi, op. cit., P. 117. 
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There were only two more sessions after this. In 

the meantime Russian troops were increasing their control 

in Northern Persia and reached Qazvin. The Government 

negotiated a respite with the Russians, and on the 14th 

December it was announced that there were only 6 more days 

left until the threat to invade Tehran was carried out. 

In between time many private meetings were held 

in the Majles and in the homes of the politicians, but with 

little result. Public feeling had flared up and meetings 

were held as described by Shuster and other writers. 
' 

The general consensus was to resist, so that the acceptance 

of the Ultimatum'appeared practically impossible. The 

private negotiations however did not help, solve the question 

despite some threats against the Deputies. It was said 

that bribes were offered and-intrigues were rife. 

Several things are clear however, despite the con- 

fusion. The Government and the Regent were for accepting 

the Ultimatum but not for assuming responsibility and the 

onus of submission. The Bakhtlyarls were intriguing, as 

already mentioneds and Sardar Astad who had returned from 

Europe was acting as their leader; the majority of the 

Deputies were doubtful about the action that should be taken 

and the Democrats were strongly opposed to acceptance. 

The Government'should have resigned but did not in fact do 

so* It offered to resign twice, once it was dissuaded 

Shuster, op. cit., PP. 177,183. 
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from doing so, and once it &ctually refused to resign and 

remained in power. 
1 The only concessiori to the Democrats 

who were the real opponents of acceptance was the dismissal 

of Mo4tasham al - Saltaneh and the appointment of Uaklm 

al- Molk and Qavam al- Saltaneh to the Ministry of Finance 

and the Minister of the Interior. These men were trusted 

by the Democrats 4akim al-Molk was a Damocrat and Qav, a-m 

despite his opposition to Shuster was still acceptable to 

them. However, the change in the Cabinet did not solve 

the problem. The Government could not understand that the 

Democrats were abiding by the decision they had always 

maintained; namely their extreme non-compromising Nationalism, 

and the fact that they would not be satisfied with such 

changes in the Cabinet. The Democrats believed that. if 

they held fast, the Russ ians would back down rather than 

fight and occupy Persia. 2 

1. The first time they claimed they had resigned, but that 
many peoples including a commission of the Majless had 
insisted they should remain in power. The second 
time they said they would resign when the Oppositionhad 
formed its Cabinet. Mostoufl the Candidate of the 
Democrats refused to accept. 

2. 'Al'i Molýammad DoulatlibRdl wrote that the leaders of the 
the MojRhedlns Yephrem and the Democrats had produced 
a kind of Ultimatum to the Majles to remodel the 
Cabinet to include Ijaklm al-Molk, QavAm al- Salýaneh 
and several others trusted by the Democrats. He 
adds that this Ultimatum showed that the Democrats were 
co-operating with the Dashnaks, who were represented 
in the Majles by Mlrz&-Ydns, the Deputy of the Armenians. 
I'Khaýerýa-t-e Seyyed 'All Mohammad DoulatAbddl, LIder-e 
Ijezb-e igtedillyun. " Kha ; rat-e Vabld., gth year., No. 
No. 2,1350, P-88. 
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The alternative was a change of Prime Minister, 

and Mostoufl al- MamRlek was -the candidate of the Democrats, 

but this plan did not succeed, which reflects their basic 

weakness. -It is noteworthy to point out, at this juncture to 

the basic weakness of the Democrats. They still could not 

put forward their own members as candidates for the Prime 

Ministership for the person appointed could not have-won. 

the support in- the Majles as the Democrats were in a minority; 

nor was it conceivable to appoint as Prime Minister men of 

lesser social standing than SepahdRr, ýamsHm al-Saltaneh 

or Mostouf! al-Mamalek for example., 

On the 26th Z14ajeh (18th December) the Foreign 

Minister came to the Majles once again and recounted all the 

dangers facing Persia. The ex-Shah was still in the 

country, Sallir al- Douleh and ShotV al-Salýaneh were still 

active, some of the Torkoman tribes were restless, §amad 

Khan'in Azarbaijan and Rashid al-Molk in Rasht were 

threatening the Government which had no power and no money. 

The behaviour of the parties would stop the formation of any 

cabinet, he saidp and the Ultimatum still remained un- 

answered., He then made an appeal for strong government and 

peaces declaring that. their policy was based on peace but it 

must first be based on order and a well organized internal 

situation. At this time when the internal situation was 

chaotic and foreign troops were within 24 Farsakhs of the 

capitals some people had taken the opportunity to appeal to 

the whole country and had even appealed to America that 

the Government had accepted bribes. This act was very 

unfortunate, he said, and added that if they had a better 
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candidate whom they trusted he should organize a government. 

Then he mentioned the-'Ultimatum. " They had discussed 

at great length the clauses of the Ultimatum., but contrary 

to what was rumoured they had not yet accepted it. It was 

also said-that the Government wanted Mr. Shuster removed. 

This was false. 9 they had discussed this- clause with the 

Russians but they did not accept. As regards the indemnity 

clause tool they had discussed it at great length and had 

been promised it would be within their means and the con- 

ditions of it would be made easier. The other clause about 

the employment of foreign experts in future, had also been' 

pursued and-the Russians agreed that the employment of expert 

would be made by the Joint agreement of the three Governments. 

The Persian Government asked instead for the evacuation of 

the Russian troops which at first they did not accept. Later 

they agreed to it, and besides they gave an assurance that 

they-had no other demands. These he said were the result 

of the discussionsp so far, and if the Majles did not accept, 

the Ministers could not accept responsibility. 

Sheykh Molýammad KhlyabEnT who had taken the lead in 

the last sessions now attacked the. Government and said he 

was going to answer him one by one. About the internal 

dangers he said, the Ministers had mentioned the danger of 

Mo4ammad 'All but who had brought him to Persia? It was 

the lack of action on the-part of some people despite the 

fact that attention was often called to the need for pre- 

parations in the Majles. Then he said that the present 

Government had helped defeat him, but had not carried its 

0 
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act to a conclusion. They could for instance have pursued 

the troops which had been defeated at Varamin, but they did 

not; the same was true about the fight with SRUir, al- 

Douleh. 

He blamed the Deputies for not insisting that the 

Government- should act according to the Constitution, and 

he blamed the Government for asking for extraordinary powers 

and being inactive. He criticized the Regent for saying 

he had no responsibility. He even blamed them all '. -for- 

conspiracy. 

He then discussed the Ultimatum and said that they 

could not give away Persiats independence. This question 

did-not concern Mr. Shuster alone. It also concerned the 

powers given him so far.. He should remain and retain his 

powers, especially now that they knew him better; and he 

refuted the fact that the Ministers had said'the Government 

wanted to retain him. - Some, Ministers opposed Shuster. 
las 

everyone knew, and even before the Ultimatump the, Ministers 

always blamed him for not giving them the funds they needed 

for reform. The Russians too wanted to remove Shuster 

because of the reforms he had undertaken. If he-remained 

for two years, the finances of Persia would be very different 

from their present state, and that was why the Russians 

wanted to remove him. He then added that they must not 

remove him. If he went, no one would continue his work. 

If they stood firm the Russians would back down. He also 

refuted the fact that the Foreign Minister had said that in 

I future they would employ foreign experts by agreement. 

This was a difference in words only. It meant that in 
. 
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future they would only be employing men with very large 

salaries who would achieve nothing. 

Concerning the indemnity, he said that Persia had 

done nothing wrong. Russian troops were in Persia and 

had been creating chaos and tyranny in Azarbaijan for three 

years. This was no different from their being in Qazvin 

now; what was the difference between the troops, he asked. 

They were a poors down-trodden people with 6000 years of 

independence. They must not give it away and the Majles 

could'not accept those demands. The Ministers, it was 

true, did resign after the Majles refused the Ultimatum, 

but the Regent did not accept their resignation. A 

Commission was then set up to d1scuss the matter with them. 

The question howeverj was not one of resignation, but that 

the Ministers must act in accordance with the wishes of-the 

people, not the wishes of the Russian Government. They 

must act openly so that people knew what they were doing. 

He added that the Deputies had no idea what was being 

negotiated up till then. The Foreign Minister had always 

insisted there was no way but acceptancep and the Majles 

had refused the conditions. If this highly complex 

question was to be settled, it must be settled with the 

knowledge of the Majles. The Majles could not recognize 

a Ministry which wished to settle this question by itself. 

Voggq al- Douleh, whose attitude had completely 

changed, 
1 

replied in a conciliatory manners that the 

He might have changed because of the fear of the 
Democratts ascendancy, or he might have really thought 
the Russians would succeed and he did not want to be 
in the opposite camp. 

0 
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Government had come-to the Majles not to fight but to 

discuss and find a solution, -and he added-that he would not 

answer IUilyýa_biinl because his answers would not be accepted. 

He would answer one.. thing only.,, namely that the Ministers 

must act according to what the Majles decreed. The 

Ministers. gave their opinion and if it were not accepted 

they would resign., The present Government had wanted to 

resign but had, been prevented from so doing. Then he 

suggested that either the Government should resign or the* 

Majles should appoint a Commision to settle the question 

with the Ministerss or that the government be empowered to 

negotiate. 

The suggestion of a Commission was a way out of the 

dilemma, but although the. Democrats stood on their ground 

the Government'proved, the stronger. It had a. following in 

the Majles and means of influencing reticent Deputies, as 

hinted by some writers. , 
The suggestion of the Commission was touched upon 

in the Majles. , Dehkh7areq7ani said that this suggestion had 

already been discussed and rejected in a private meeting 

and added that the Constitution had been won in order to 

stop foreign concesdons. There was no difference between 

a Ira-qer al-DIn Shah and Moýamm*ad tAll MIrzR or a goverm'ent 

which acted as they did. Therefore he concluded that the 

Majles could not vote its agreement with these demands. 

He added that even the removal of Shuster would undermine 

Persia's independence. What would the Commission achieve, 

even if it were chosen? The Majles had already voted 

against acceptance, the COMMiSSion could not act contrary 

to that. What was the difference between voting or giving 
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one's vote to a smaller body? The alternative was a change 

of govemment. 

VoAriq al-Douleh replied that this suggestion which 

had been discussed in private was not rejected by all and 

that was why the Government had brought up the question in 

the Majles at that point. Besides., -he added that the idea 

was to discuss and readh. a solution not to accept the actual 

demands as they had stood; but to negotiate with the 

Russians. Besides, the Russian demands were not all 

contrary to Persian independence. He then added that the 

Ministers too had feelings of Nationalism. The best 

solution was, he added, the resignation of the Government 

because it was obvious that the Deputies did not agree with 

their policy. 

He suggested that they should vote either to give 

the power to the Ministers to negotiate or to appoint a 

Commission, and he reminded them that they were about to 

decide the fate of their country. 

Solýýan MirzE said it should be clearly stated what 

they were voting fors and that in either case they were 

voting to accept these conditions. He insisted that the 

negotiations should be carried out openly, but the Foreign 

Minister said that he could not divulge many details until 

the Commission entered into negotiation. 

A proposal was made that votes be taken; the 

Democrats insisted on written votes or an open ballot. 

The suggestion was made by Naqer al-Eslam that a Commission 

should be appointed by the Majles which would work with the 

Ministers3 the President of the Majles and the. Regent to 

solve the question, but Soleym7an Mliria disagreed and said 
0 
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that this would be the same thing; the Majles had already 

voted against acceptance. The suggestion however was put 

to the vote. The result was inconclusive. 26 voted for 

and 17 against. The Minister who could not c'ontrol the 

Majles thereupon leftand the Foreign Minister 1ý asked them 

to appoint a new Cabinet. At this juncture a device was 

resorted 
to by the Government. 9 namely that some of the 

Deputies should resign, so that the Majles shot; ld be left 

without a majority. About twenty of the Deputies prepared 
1- 

their resignation. But before this became effective, a 
2, 

final session of the Majles was held on the 29th ZIhajeh, 

(21st December 1911). The Democrats once again put up 

a valiant fight. Again Sheykh Mohammad KhlyEabin! made a 

long patriotic speech. He said two suggestions had been 

made either to give power to the Government or to a 

Commission, and no decision had been reached because many 

opposed both these suggesiions. There were'some who 

favoured the suggestion of a Commission but 
.- 

those 

ýqho opposed it had an alternative, though unfortunately 

1. 'A. M. DouiatabAdl recounts that on this session (which 
he says was 28th Zlhajeh) there was a fight between the 
Deputies, Eftelear ý1- VVe4ln had blamed those who had 
changed their minds and had not voted for the commission, 
then Ad1b al-TojjNr and M1rza tAll had blamed him for 
reporting private matters of the Majles to the Regent, 
and they had come to blows. 

'A. M. Doulatabidl "Vidddshth7at' lqi7ateia-t-e Valald., No. 4. 
1350s P. 75. 

2. 'A. M. Doulatlibad'i gives the names of 16 Deputies and 
says there were probably more. They were mostly 
EltedRlis- Ibid. No. 2. p. 92. 
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they had failed to carry it out. It was 22 days since 
4- the Ultimatum had been given. ', '-'and it had been discussed in 

private and in the Majles. All the Deputies had rejected 

it, contrary to the opinion of the Foreign Minister. Those 

who opposed it had thought of a change of government, but 

when the ultimatum was rejected, the Government did not 

officially resigno but postponed: decision. Now at this 

late hour they were hard-pressed and must take a decision. 

This was not the fault of those who had an alternative 

answer; they could not'give a different vote from one 

already given. Outside, too, people were against acceptance. 

Once again there were many speeches for and against 

the Go vernment, some accusing it of bad faith in not 

resigningi some defending it. - At last the E'tedalls 

suggested that a Commission should_be appointed to work out 

a-solution with the Government. 

VoHq al-Douleh made another long speech defending 

the Cabinet. He said they had resigned but had remained 

in their office out of a sense of responsibility until the 

- formation of a new Cabinet, especially as foreign troops 

were so near and'they could not vacate their posts. He 

added that the Regent-too was about to resign and pointed 

out that this kind of delay was very dangerous. He then 

drew attention to the fact that time was pressing and a-- 

decision must be arrived at. 

At last votes were taken and the CO=ission was 

approved bY 39 votes to 19. The votes were secret, and 

the members of the Commission to be appointed later were 

to be either five or six. As mentioned, Sheykh EbrIhim 
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Zanjgnl, a Democrat Deputy, accepted membership of. the 

Commission, thus giving that body the appearance of a 

coalition of the parties so that all the responsibility, for 

the acceptance did not fall on the Government and the 

E'tedSl3: yUn. 
l 

As has been mentioned there were no further Majles 

meetings. When the Deputies next went to the Majles there 

- were soldiers stationed at the-Bah7irest7in led by Yephrem 

and they. were dispersed. The Ultimatum was thereupon 

accepted and Shuster had to leave Persia. As has been 

observed, the really important negotiations were carried 

out secretly, and the Majles was only called to sanction 

them and free the Ministers of responsibility. 

Two versions of these events have been written, one 
I 

is by those who sympathized with the Democrats, or were 

D_emocrats themselves, like DehkICareqSn3:, the other is by 

their opponents such as tAll Mohammed Doulatlib&dl; We 

might also mention a pamphlet written in Mo4arram 1329, by 

an anonymous writer. 

The main point of controversy beside the actual 

acceptance or non-acceptance, was the question of the 

Governmentts resignation; how true was their announcement 

that they would resign once the acceptance of the Ultimatum 

In factp the night before, the President had called 
a secret meeting of the Deputies and votes had been 
taken to appoint the Commission. Forty two had voted 
for, but next day only thirty six voted in favour 
of the Commis3Lon. 
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was rejected by the Majles? The EltedElls maintain that 

once the Government really resigne. d, the Commission which 

was appointed by the Majles to discuss the Ultimatum made 

them take back their resignation. The second time, they 

said the Government would have resigned, had the Democrats 

formed their Cabinet. They also accused the Democrats of 

wanting to replace SamsEm al-Saltaneh with Mostoufl al- 

MamSlek- On the other hand, the Democrats rejected the 

Ultimatum outright and led the Majles in rejecting it. 

They said that the Regent, ýamsih al7Saltaneh and Sard7ar 

Aslad did not. wish Mostoufli to take office., and though on 

the face of it they agreed to a change, they so manoeuvred 

it that Most0ufI could not take office. 

At the same time it became clear that neither the 

Government nor the Regent nor the EltedFlIs were ready to 

accept responsibility alone. They wanted all to be 

involved., and managed at last to include Sheykh Ebrahim 

Zanjani in the Commission to give them the semblance of 

co-ordination. Barclay reported that the principal member 

of the Commission was Sardar Aslad; and Yephreml had 

Yephrep's reaction to these events are erfgmatiC. 
sV Ka ra says he he-lped to overthrow the Majles because he 

had been deceived by the Russians and the British 
because he believed they would eventually evacuate 
Persia. On the other hand, A. M. DoulatlibRdl believes 
that Yephrem had come to*some agreement with the Democrats. 
and the Mojdhedin and gave an Ultimatum to the Majles 
to form a new Government. KasravT mentions this 
Ultimatum-but says it was in support of the Government. 
It was offered on theý28th of Zllýaj, eh and ended the 
dilemma and the Majles was closed after it. I think 
Kasravil's account is more accurate and'All Mohammad 
DoulatRbddl is not impartial in this report. * 

'A. M. DoulatRbdd1, "YaddiishthW, ' KciterRt- 
_ 

Vaý]: d,,, No. 2., 
1350s p. 88. A. 1(ýsravl, THrIkh-e Hlj_dah S91eh, pp. 
257-259. 
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told him in a conversation that "with Mauser Pistols at 

their heads" they had consented to the acceptance of the 

Russian demands. There were references to bribes and 

threats as well. It must also be mentioned that the 

latest news of the Russian aggression on the 29th of 

of 314ajeh (26th December) at last compelled them to accept 

the Ultimatum. The Russians took Mashad 
. and bombarded it 

for several days, killing a great number of people. 
2 

The same was done in Rasht and Anzaliand particulalry Tabriz. 

Thereupon the Majles was expediently closed, both 

to avoid further criticism by the Democrats, and because 

the Regent had always found it an impediment. The 

closure of the Majles was demanded by the Cabinet on 

December 24th3 and in their demand they accused the Majles, 

1. Barclay to Grey,, Dec. 24th, 1911, No. 250, F0371/1422 

2. For details see A. Kasrav11, VIrIkh-e HIjdah Saleh 
pp. 260-274. 

3- DehkSreq5nI recalls that HashtrUd! and KhlyabRn-i tried 
to organize a meetingo and that a letter objecting to 
the closure of the Majles was signed by 40 Deputies 
and sent to the Regent, but to no avail. 
On the 5th of Molýarram an invitation was sent to some 
of the Deputies to attend a meeting with the Regent. 
Dehkhareq-an. 1 attended this meeting which was also , attended by the Ministers. He says that the Regent 
had tried to explain why he had dissolved the Majles, 
saying that this act was quite constitutional in some 
countrieso and was justifiable although it was not 
included in the Persian Constitutional Laws; and it 
should not be the cause of complaints. He added that 
the Ministers had asked him to do this and that he was 
not responsible. DehkhRreqahl and Khlyablinl had 
stood up to Na-qer al-Molk and questioned his action, 
strongly objecting to it, which had made N&qer al- 
Molk very angryo and he had accused them of wanting to 
cause chaos-. They had also been firmly accused by 
qamgam al-Salýaneh and Sardar Mo4tasham; no result 
had been achieved and the Deputies had dispersed after 
this. 

q 
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but particularly the Democrats, of obstructing the 

Governm6nt and of being responsible for the recent incidents 

of Tabriz, 
-Rasht 

and Khorasan. 

The Majles was not reopened until the eve of the First 

World War, for Ng: ýer al-Molk, the Regent, and the Government 

preferred not to work with the Majles which had been so 

obstructive. The Russians moreover, opposed the reopening 

of the Majles. The defeat of the Shuster Mission which had 

raised so much hope, the bombardment of Tabriz and later 

Mashad left many frightened and apathetic. The exile of 

political party leaders such as Soleym5n MIrzF, and the 

suppression of the party newspapers helped to cast a deep 

gloom and leave people leaderless. 

Nevertheless, it was not so easy to overturn the poli- 

tical traditions that had been established 

al-DIn Shah's granting of the Constitution 

1906. Over five years had passed during w] 

political elite had learned to work within 

since Mozaffar 
0 

and the Majles in 

aich not only the 

this new frame- 

work, but a wider society had seen and accepted the beginnings 

of a political structure had potentially and would 

give men a much greater role in the shaping of their own 

affairs. It was the Democrats above all who had fought for 

this participation and their ideals had awoken sufficient 

response among this wider public that despite the thinly 

Barclay to Grey, Dec. 30th 1911, No. 257, FO 371.1422. 
As a comment on this letter it was written that the 
BakhtlyHrl Chief Sardar Moýtasham was asking for permission 
to "string up the Democrats"., and added tlýat if they were, 
given a free hand they would deal with the Majles as 
successfully as they had with the Shah. 
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disguised hostility of Naser alý-Molk and the bleak years in 

the wilderness, they were still able to take advantage at 

the first opportunity to re establish themselves at the 

centre of the political arena. This occured after NEser 

al-Molk's departure on the young shah reaching his eighteenth 

birthday, at which time it was no longer possible to postpone 

elections for the Third Majles. The deep roots that the Demo- 

crats had struck in the major provincial centres such as 

Mashad, Shiraz2 Kerman and Esfahan was evident in the 

turns afterthe elections, and their central role in politics 

in Tehran was vindicated when all the seven 'by elections' to 

replace the deputies who had become ministers were from the 

Democrats. 

Indeed unlike the First and Second Majles, they now found 

themselves as the largest single party and with the tacit 

approval and assistance of the neutrals they-were numerically 

superior to any or all of the new factions that arose such as 

the new Eltedalls or the 'Elmlyeh (the Ulama) party, on the 

basis of the old Eltedall, party. With this situation and 

given the much greater ideological coherence and dynamism 

of the Democrats3 much could have been expected from this 

new balance of forces. Persia was now poised to reap the 

fruits of almost ten years of often bitter bloody political 

experience that at times had brought her to the verge of 

civil wars produced a measure of political sacrifice and 

idealism that the cynicism and arrogance of the Great Powers 

had denied her. and cost the lives in battle or political 

assassination of several of her leaders., The composition 

of the principle parliamentary parties and their established 

position in the political life of the nation had been won, 
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but the promises and hopes founded on_that victory were 

dashed as the opening salvos of the First World War put 

an end to these domestic and local experiments, thrust 

Persia again in the vortex of international machination 

and led to the direct intervention of the powers in the 

political life, the throttling of the young party system 

that had precariously eperged., the dispersal of its organi- 

zation and disillusionment of its supporters. From this 

Tabula Rasa after the end of the war emerged not the earlier 

party structure but the basis of a new more efficient and 

dreaded dictatorship. 
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CONCLUSION 

The Persian reformers had often discussed reform from 

the middle of the nineteenth century and after the death 

of NH*er al-Din Shah during the first years of the weaker 

Mopffar al-DIn Shah, secret societies were organized to co- 

ordinate and formulate the demand for reform. Chief among 

these were the Anjoman-e MakhfI and Melll who were very 

influential in the events which led to the Revolultion of 

1906. One of the major characteristics of that Revolution 

was its lack of a well thoughtout plan of reform other than 

a naive resistance to foreign encroachment and the limitation 

of, the Shah's powers by the introduction of the rule of law. 

The various groups who momentarily coalesced soon fell apart 

and the six social classes represented in the Majles did 

not offer a viable base for the development of political 

parties. 

On the other hand there appeared in the First Majles 

two groups of moderates and extremists Tz5dIkh9han and 

this divisions which cut across class boundaries, became the 

basis for the emergence of later political parties. These 

two groups differed essentially in their concept of funda- 

mental reforms and the extent to which they should effect 

change. The moderates formed the majority in the Majles but 

had no organization. Only when Atabak, the ex Sadr Alzam 

brought back by Mohammad 'All Shah from exile, became premier 

did Sanl? al-Doulehs the President of the Majles, together 

with the moderates back him and so start the neucleus of a 

group of supporters that in discipline ideological unity 

and organization had some semblance of a party born in and 
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outside the Majles. After the murder and the resignation 

of San! ' al-Douleh this group was left leaderless and the 

initiative fell to the AzadrkhHhRn. Different in-their de- 

dication to a more forceful political ideology, with an 

experience of Joint action and coope. ration that went'back 

to years before the Revolution, to the Kom-iteh-ye nqelHb 

and with friendships and alliances forged in the successive 

victories of the summer of 1906, the lzadlkhahgn initially 

had many advantages as a party grouping over their rivals. 

Yet within their ranks here too there was the same tendency 

towards fragmentation and individualism that is so charac- 

teristic of Persian private and public life. One group con- 

sisted of some of the AzarbaijaiDeputies led by Seyyed Hasan 
0 

Taq! zEdeh, another group was the old membership of the 

KomIteh-ye Enqelgb, an offshoot of the Anjoman-e Melli, and 

connected with the Moslem Social Democrat party of the 

Caucasu 
. 
s, i-he 

-'Hemmat, and the Ejtem9'IyUn 'ImIyUn its Persian 

counterpart. The KomIteh led the Azadlkhahan from behind the 

scene and was responsible for the murder of At5bak and the 

bomb thrown at the Shah. In these different splinter groups 

there was inevitably much overlapping as the ranks of dedi- 

cated forceful committed activists remained extremely small 

Further the AzHd1khah9n had the support of the extremist 

political Anjomanst mostly in Tehran such as the Anjoman-e 

Baradaran-e Darvazeh-ye Qazvln, or Anjoman-e Azarbaijan. 

Many Anjomans had been formed in this period with a large 

membership, all experessing their support of the Majles, but 

some were infiltrated by agents provocateurs and became suspee 

or acted in time in the counter revolutionary cause. 

Gradually, howevert the initiative fell to the extremist 
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Anjomans and the relationship with the Shah deteriorated. 

He first tried, to overawe or even perhapsýoverthrow the 

Majles, by collecting his supporters in the Meyd9n-e 

TupkhHneh in Zlqa'deh, 1325 (December 1907) from where 

they -threatened the Majles which was saved by the show of 

force assembled by the Anjomans and-their armed members. 

After the bomb incident in Moharram 1326 (Febtuary 1908) 

however, there could be no peace., and a clash was inevitable. 

He gathered his forces which attacked and 

bbmbar'ddd. the Majles -despite some last minute attempts at 

reconciliation. 
The-leaders of the Revolution and many deputies were 

arrested or executed, the rest fled and a period called the 

Estebd5d-e ýaghlr or lesser dictatorship began when the 

Shah, ruled once againýsupreme without any of the checks that 

had been imposed on his position in the, previous years. 

Resistance began firstýin Tabriz then spread to Rasht 

and Esfahan and gathered momentum. The Revolutionary 

armies under SepahdRr from the norths helped by-Caucasians, 

and from, the-south under Sard5r Aslad., the Bakhtly5rl chief, 

marched-on Tehran,, took the city and made the Shah resign. 

New elections were held and_. the Second Majles was convened 

and met, shortly afterwards. 

Unlike the First Majles there were now two distinct 

parties from the beginning of the session that could trace 

their antIcedents back to the Majles before the bombardment 

of June 1908 but had changed and developed during the 

EstebdHd-e Sagh1r. In addition to the larger groupings 

of the Democrats and moderates there were at least-two new . 
small factions that made some pretence to follow the pattern 
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established by their larger rivals. They all published their 

Maramnameh or programmes and their Nez5mngmeh or organiza- 

tional plan, they had their own newspapers, branches, in 

some of the provinces and clubs or societies for political 

and social activities* Despite this. they had little popular 

basis in comparison with the older Anjomans which, had been 

able to operate-within a much more traditional social. and 

practical framework but, they had given rise to considerable 

disorder and even violence. 

During the debates and in the commissions of the Second 

Majles,, it was soon evident that much of the arguments and 

discussions of the successive Cabinets and mobilization-of 

public opinion outside the Chamberg came from the Democrats. 

They were now in a, position to declare themselves independent 

of the Russian Social Democrats at Baku under whose shadow 

they had formulated their Political objectives and ideology. 

Many of their ideals were clearly socialist in inspiration, 

but-they were at the same time deeply nationalistic and 

opposed the foreign powers, especially the Russians which 

occupied Persia since 1908. They also advocated a separation 

between temporal and spiritual powers, thus becoming a threat 

to all vested interests by challenging the landed class, with 

a well-thought-out land reform, the Russians, the British 

and the Ulama. Their weakness lay mainly in the fact that 

they had no majority in the Majles, and little following in 

the country. 

, The EjtemH'! yUn Eltedally5n party was conceived as a, 

counter to the D6mocrats and the programme which they pre- 

sented was more an answer to the Democrats than a practical Me ý 
plan of reform and were thus weak ideologically. These parties 
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were not based on a clear cut class division,. but were more 

representativ6 of two opposed political philosophies. One 

stood for fundamental change, socialist reform and extreme 

nationalism, the other wanted to retain the status quo 

which favoured their own class, and advocated co-operation 

with the British and Russians. This fundamental incompatibi- 

lity and the fact that both parties were numerically weak 

in loyal support meant that the government, whether of 

SepahdHr the hero of resistance to the Shah, or Mostoufl 

al-MamElek never had a solid core of support in the Majle's. 

In turn the role of the Majles Deputies tended to become one 

of obstructiva criticism and that-delayed the passing of 

urgent legislation at a time when:; the government became in- 

creasingly harrassed by external complications financial 

impecunity and the breakdown of domestic law and order. The 

result was that the concept of party often became associated 

with factions divisive political activity and the fundamental 

differences in political objectives between the major groups 

were obscured. As a result a coalition, the Hey'at-e Moltalefeh 

excluding the Democrats was formed which guaranteed a fixed 

dependable majority. This arrangement worked well for a 

time and Sepahdar, , the new Premier, through his support 

from the Eltedall party was in full control of the Majles 

for the first time since the establishment of the Constitu- 

tion and the Assembly. 

However this period of relative stability and a majority 

party in the Majles in support of the Government was of short 

duration because of general financial instability. It was 

necessary once more to reconsider the possibility of a loan, * 

the government looked to an International Syndicate and later 
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the Imperial Bank, to solve the problem. The proceed of the 

loan was to be administered by a financial expert from a 

neutral country3 and Morgan Shuster had at first the support 

of all sections of the Majles as well as the Government. 

But this unusual unanimity coincided with the attempted 

return of the ex-Shah with secret Russian support. The 

effect of this was on the one hand to strengthen the unity 

of the Majles, but at the same time in this moment of 

crisis, Sepahd9r fled to Rasht without resigning and the 

Government was thus paralyzed until the Bakhtlyirl ascendancy. 

But the latter was never able to gain the total support of 

a substantial majority in the Majles, even though whilst 

the ex-Shah remained on Persian soil, the Assembly was 

obliged to accept most of the measures put forward by ýamsgm 

al-Saltaneh's Cabinet. One of the casualties of this situa- 

tion was the expulsion of the Shuster Mission as the result 

of the Russian Ultiamtum, for even though the majority of the 

Majles were opposed to this, eventually through skillful 

manipulation of the Hey'at-e Moltalefeh, the Government and 

the Russians were-able to impose their wishes. As soon as 

they were successful on this issue, the Government with 

the official approýal of Naqer al-Molk, took the even more 

important step of forcibly closing the Majles which would 

not be opened for another three years. 

Even though party issues and conflicts tended to become 

confused in the last months of a bewildering and deteriorating 

political situation, the assimilation and establishment 

of the principle of 'Partyf within the Majles and through- 

out the country' at large is shown by the rapid reappearance 
0 

of both major parties as soon as real political life was 
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allowed to begin again. This is an indication that the 

experience of the First and Second Majles had at least 

brought this positive result, an indication of the in- 

creasingly-ma, ture and responsible attitudes among Persian 

political leaders-who if left to themselves and not over- 

taken by the general calamity of the First World War'would 

perhaps have, established political institutions and a 

modus vivendi that might have saved Persia from the disasters 

of two Pahlavi dicatorships and this bitter period of 

vengeance andýretribution and total re-assessment through 

which she now must pass. 
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APPENDIX A 

The Programme of the Revolutionary Organization of the Mass 

of People of Persia, "Moj7ihedin". 

The. overthrow of force and the protection of the 

nation is the duty of everyone. Under the prevailing con- 

ditions of the times, this is only possible with theestablish- 

ment of the Majles and a Constitution based upon human equality 

and justice which will give people faith in the responsibility 

of those they have elected. The ministerial cabinet on 

the other hand, is as mistrusted as it was in the past, and 

therefore remainssilent.. 

Those in the Anjoman-e N! ojghedl'n will protect the 

people. 
It is essential, therefore, that the holy Anjoman-e 

MojRhedin of Persia should be part of the Constitutional law, 

just as in other European and Asian countries there are such 

Aniomans with different names. These members work day and 

night and sacrifice themselves for equality and the establish- 

ment of the Maj. les, and the achievement of their aims. 

As the Qoran says, "God loves those who try hand 

and not those who are-lazy". These words give foundation to 

the aims and position of the Moj5hedin. It is necessary, 

therefore, that each person wishing to join this holy Anjoman 

should first understand the real meaning of the Moj9hed'in, 

next know their aims (which are as follows), and then wait 

for his turn to be honoured with its honoured name: The 

aims of the Mojlihedl'n are as follows: 
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Article 1 The establishment and the perpetuation of 

the holy Majles of Persia. 

Article 2 The Universal right to vote. without discrimina- 

ting on the grounds of nationality, wealth or 

poverty. 

Article 3- Secret ballots, voting to be held everywhere at 

the same time. 

Article 4- The division of Majles seats according to the 

population and not according to class or status. 

Article 5- The achievement of the seven bases of liberty: 

a. Liberty of law and the press; that is, every 

one should be free to publish books and news- 

papers for the sake of ending injustice, and 

putting them at the disposal of the people. 

No one should be allowed to stop their publi- 

cation and distribution except a_n. the strength 

of law passed by the Majles, and made known 

to the people. 

b. Freedom of speech, that is, if anyone has a 

useful word for the progress of the country, 

or the defence of its frontiers, or about 

the misdeeds of some, he should be able freely 

to state it without risk of prosecution or 

complaint. 

C. Freedom of association, that is, the govern- 

ment and authorities should not have the 

right to stop people from gathering where they 

wish, for the purpose of exchanging their 

ideas on political matters, or-other questions. 

concerning the progress of the country. 
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d.. Freedom of speech, that is, no one should 
have the right to stop people from expressing 

their beliefs and political ideas. 

e. Freedom of person, that is, the government 

should not have the right to arrest people 

or- to enter their houses unless that person's 

guilt has been established by a law court. 

f. Freedom of forming Anjomans, that is, any - 

group should have the right to organize an 

Anjoman for the purpose of discussing poli- 

tical questions and the government should 

not have the right to sto'p or to forbid such 

associations. 

g. Freedom to strike, that is, if workers strike 

in order to settle their disputes, or even 
if they have political aims, the government 

has no right to stop them or to oblige them 

to work. 

Article 6- Education must be compp 
' 
lsory and free. That is, 

in every town or district the government should 
build primary and secondary schools and univer- 

sities and all Iranian nationals must, regardless 

of their position or status, send their children 

to school to be educated. 

ýrticle 7- The villages and lands which belong to the royal 
famify must be appropriated without compensation. 

t" 
The villages and lands belonging to the landlords, 

much of which is unnecessary for their livelihood, 

must be bought by banks and distributed amongst 
the peasants. 
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Article 8 The government must build hospitals for the old, 

the poor, and the sick, so that the needy do not 

die. "'! 

Article 9- Taxation-must be collected in-accordance with- 

wealth and, possession, and not from everybody,, ý. 

that. -is,, taxes must be taken from the'D. roceeds of 

trade and wealth and those with no income should - 

beýexcluded from paying taxes to the government. 

and-the Shah. 

Article 10 --The Majles must hav. e only one chamber, ý that is, 

there shouldýnot be a second chamber called the 

Senate-. 

Article 11 - The number-of soldiers in the army-must not be- 

limited, all Persians must do military-service. 

For this purpose the government must prepare 

a list of-boys, ofteighteen and they must do 

military-service for two years regardless of- 

class or status. They will learn all the , 

I military tactics and then return to their jobs., 

In, case the country is menaced by danger and 
its rights are threatened, all those boys will 
defend ivas one body. 

Article 12 - The Mlinisters must be responsible to the Majles 

and be elected by it. 

These are nearly all our aims. In the future, with 

the help of God,, and according to the needs of the times, when 

the nation wakes up, we shall add ýo these aims. 

15th, Salbiin 1325 

10th September 1907 Mashad 

Long live the Majles, long live the Moilihedin 
I 
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'APPENDIX 

I AFTER stating that he had particularly requested that 

his present visit to the Medjliss should not be attended by any 

ceremonial, the Regent went on to explain at great length the 

cause of his delay in coming to Persia. His election had not 

been properly conducted, it had been done in haste; and though 

he had refused the Regency when it was offered to, him at the, 

time of. the opening of-the present Medjliss, he had not been 

consulted as-to whether he would accept it on this occasion;,, 

nor had his conditions been ascertained. His telegrams to 

Tehran on the subject had been ignored, and his enquiries as to 

the manner in which his election had been conducted had remained 

without answer. The election of a Regent, he stated, was not 

a party, question. The Regent was outside party politics, and 

yet his election had been conducted on party lines. After - 
dwelling on this point at some length, the Regent expressed-his 

opinion that his election-should not form a precedent, and that 

laws should be enacted governing the election of a Regent for, 

the future. Resuming, he stated that, as his telegrams re- 

mained unanswered, he resolved, though reluctantly, to come to 

Persia to discuss the ifiatter personally with those concerned. 

In the meantime, both in Persia and in the European press, his 

delay had been attributed to fear and a refusal to take office. 

Moreover, when in Europe he had received threatening letters. 

But he desired, to say that it was neither fear nor a refusal to 

take office which had caused him to delay. The reason was, as 

he had already stated, that though he was chosen-as Regent, the 

Cabinet did not send an answer to any of his questions. He 
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must add, however, that the personal telegrams he had received 

from his friends in the Cabinet,. from the deputies, and the 

telegram signed by all the deputies, had served as a personal 

recompense for shortcomings in another respect. On arriving 

at Tehran the Premier had tendered his resignation, and he had 

therefore found himself confronted with a Cabinet crisis. In 

order not to allow this uncertain state of affairs to continue, 

he had come to the Medjliss to take the oath. Before continu- 

ing, however, he desired to allude to the general'impression 

which existed at Tehran and in the provinces, namely, that he 

was expected personally to put everything right. This, he 

declaredg was quite an erroneous idea, and contrary to the 

fundamental laws, which gave no power to the Crown. He would 

dispel this error, as he did not wish to be blamed if the expect- 

ations of the people were not fulfilled. 

The Regent then went on to discuss what he thought was 

expected'of him, and said he would follow that by stating what 

he expected of the Medjliss and the people. ý He said: 

"Regarding your expectations of me, I think the funda- 
mental laws are sufficient on this score. The deputies 
know this. point better than I do, and my explanations 
are intended for the general public. In accordance 
with article 12, the framing of laws is the business 
of the Nationql Assembly or the two Houses; the Crown 
must pass them, and has no power to modify them or hold 
them back. In accordance with article 44, the Ministers 
are responsible to the Medjliss, and article 67 decrees 
that if the Medjliss passes a vote of censure on the 
Ministers, they must be dismissed. If we take these 
laws into consideration, we will see that, though in 
form the appointment of the Premier is the prerogative 
of the Crown, nevertheless, seeing that the Ministers 
are responsible to the Medjliss and that they can be 
dismissed in consequence of the want of confidence of 
the majority, it is the custom in all constitutional 
countries, in order to provide against this contingency 
and continual Cabinet crises, for the Crown first to 
find out, through the President of the House of Representatives, the views of the majority, and then 
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to appoint a Premier. He. in his turn, is entirely 
independent as to the choice of the members-of his 
Cabinet, who will naturally be persons holding the 
same political convictions as himself. It Will there- 
forebe obvious that both-the executive and legislative 
bodies are independent of the will of the Crown. it 
is clear from this that all power and responsibility 
for the conduct of the affairs of State lie with the 
National Assembly or the two Houses and the Ministry. 
All that--remains for the Crown is to express opinions 
on State affairs in general, and that only unofficially, 
and the Cabinet is free, in view of its responsibility 
to the Medjliss, either to accept or refuse such 
suggestions from the Crown as it thinks fit. These 
observations on my part are not to be taken as criticism 
or as an appeal for extended powers. If under certain 
circumstances the Medjliss should think it necessary 
to extend the powers of the Government - and such a 
contingency is quite conceivable - they must give such 
extended powers to the Ministers who are responsible 
to this House. After what I have said it will be 
quite clear to everyone that the form of oath prescribed 
by the fundamental laws is not compatible with the 
limited authority of the Crown, and, of course, every- 
one who is aware of these facts will take the oath in 
this spirit, and it is in this spirit that I will take 
the oath. IWill with all my power strive to serve 
my country, the Government and nation, and to strengthen 
the foundations of the constitution. " I 
The'Regent then earnestly entreated the Medjliss and 

the Cabinet to direct their attention to pressing current affairs, 

and to strive earnestly, in complete accord with one another, 

'to bring about the reforms so urgently needed. He thought it 

was perhaps superfluous to state that, if the reintroduction of 

a parliamentary-form of Government had not been attended with 

that measure of, succesi which had been-so generally expected 

when the principal obstacles in its way had been removed, this 

want of success had been due to the unfortunate conflicts between 

parties and persons which he so much deplored. He earnestly 

hoped that'these conflicts would in future be put an end to, 

and that complete harmony and brotherly co-operation would take 

their place. It was only by this means that the benefits of 

freedom and progress, such as are enjoyed by countries with 
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parliamentary forms of Government, could be secured. 

In conclusion, the Regent, who spoke with much deliber- 

ation and earnestnesso delivered the following warning: - 

"If there should again appear symptoms of the former 
enmity, and if I see that affairs do not advance, but 
that, on the contrary, the difficulties are increased, 
by this oath which I am about to take, my conscience 
prompts me - and every right-minded person will agree 
with me - not to continue to hold this office and to 
witness such an unfortunate state of affairs. I am 
sure every individual member of the nation will in his 
heart approve, and in such circumstances - which I hope 
will not supervene - they will not be astonished if I 
withdraw, because I shall have acted in accordance with 
my duty both from a legal point of view and in accord- 
ance with the dictates of ordinary intelligence and in 
the interests of the State. I hope that the way in 
which I have drawn your attention to the defects of 
affairs will not cause anyone to protest, since it is 
important for all to know of important matters concern- 
ing internal affairs, and nothing should be hidden from 
them. 'Abroad also it will cause hope if they see that 
we are aware of our shortcomings, for it will seem as 
if we are trying to correct them. " 

The Regent then read the oath prescribed by the funda- 

mental law and kissed the Koran. 

He afterwards informed the House that the majority of 

the deputies having let him know their choice, he had appointed 

Sipahdar-i-Azam to the office of Premier, and that he was form- 

ing a Cabinet. The Premier would, in the course of the next 

two or three dayss lay his Cabinet's programme before them, and 

would in the meantime conduct the current affairs of State. 

Barclay to Grey, March 7th 1911, No. 33 FO 371/1187. 
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- 'APPENDIX *C 

THE following Act. empowering the Persian Government to 

raise a loan of il, 250,000 through the Imperial Bank of Persia 

was passed by the Persian Parliament on the 2nd May, 1911, and 

thelollowing four clauses, comprised in the Act, are translated 

from the Persian Government's official "Gazette"., No. 14, of 

Thursday, the 18th May, 1911: - 
Article 1. The Persian Government is empowered to 
borrow, through the Imperial Bank of Persia, E1,250,000 
at the rate of 5 per cent. interest, and under a dis- 
count of 121' per cent. 

Article 2. The amortisation and guarantee for this 
loan will be as follows: 

(1) The amortisation at the rate of I per cent. will 
be paid five years after the date of this loan. 
(2) The guarantee for this loan will be the same as 
the guarantee for the former loan of the Government 
from the Imperial Bank of Persia, in-accordance with 
the conditions in the agreement dated the 20th March, 
1910, i. e., the first receipts of the southern customs 
after the deduction of the expenditure to be met from 
that source. 
(3) In the event of the Imperial Bank of Persia making 
proposals regarding the non-payment of the principal 
of this loan, by which the Persian Government would 
not have the right to pay off the whole of the loan 
for a given period, the Government is empowered to agree 
to this proposal on condition that the said period is 

, not more than five years from the date of the signature 
of this loan.. 

Article 3. The bonds of this loan will be exempt from 
every kind of tax or imposition which may be levied in 
the future. 

Article 4. After the payment of 3,396,697 tomans, the 
sum'already owed to the bank, and 3409000 tomans, a sum 
which has lately been advanced on the loan, the balance 
of the -loan will remain in the bank until such time as 
the project of expenditure and projects of control have 
been approved by the Parliament. 

Barclay to Greyq June 21st, 19110 No. 103 PO 1184. 
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APPENDIX -D 

THIS contract, made the 8th day of May, 1911, between 

the Imperial dovernment of Persia of the one part, and the 

Imperial Bank of Persia (hereinafter called "the Bank") of the 

other part. 

Whereas-the Imperial Government of Persia is desirous 

of issuing in London a loan to the amount of llp25O, OOO, and 

the Bank has agreed to take the said loan firm at the price of 

E87.10s. net per U00. 

Now these witness and declare that it is agreed 

between the Imperial Government of Persia and the Bank as follows: - 

1. The Bank shall take the said loan firm at the rate 
of 187.10s. net for every 1100 of the said loan. 

2. The Imperial Government of Persia shall issue in 
London-12,500 bonds of 1100 each, such bonds to'carry 
interest at the rateýof 5 per cent. per annum, and to 
be framed in the usual form of Government bonds., The 
loan to be redeemable at par by means of a cumulative 
sinking fund of I per cent. per annum, commencing in 
1916 and extending over a period not exceeding fifty 
years. The drawings will take place in London in 
April in each year, and the drawn bonds will be paid 
off at par on the 15th May following, after which date 
the interest on the bonds so drawn will cease. 

3. The Imperial Government of Persia shall duly observe 
and perform all the provisions contained in the said 
bonds as to payment of the loan and interest thereon, 
and otherwise. 

4. The Persian Government has the right to redeem. the 
loan at any time after the year 1916 on giving six 
months' notice. 

S. The Imperial Government of Persia specially assigns 
to the service of the loan, and as a first charge thereon, 
subject only to prior charges amounting to 115,714.1s. 10d. 
per annum for three years, and 130,278.12s. 7d. per annum. 
from the year 1913 to the year 1928, the full net customs 
receipts-of every description which the Government now is, or at any time hereafter may be, entitled to collect 
and receive at all ports or laces in the Persian Gulf, 
including Bushire, Bunder 

Was, 
Lingah-, Mohammerah, . 
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and Ahwaz, ' whicIL-receipts are here 
* 
by made payable to - 

the Bank, and the Imperial Government of Persia hereby 
engages forthwith*after receipt thereof to pay to the 
Bank all such customs receipts as aforesaid without 
deduction other than for actual expenses of administra- 
tion of the customs of the said ports disbursed prior 
to the date of such payment. 

(a) The Imperial Government of Persia undertakes that 
throughout the continuance of the loan all sums collect- 
ed by the Customs administration shall be paid to the 
Bank at the ports of collection, or at its nearest 
branch, week by week for meeting the prior charges re- 
ferred to above and for the service of the loan, and 
an account of such receipts shall be submitted to the 
Persian'Government by the Bank at the end of each month. 
(b) The Bank shall, out of the monies so collected, 
pay the prior charges above-mentioned and the interest 
and, sinking fund of the loan, and shall hold the surplus 
at the disposal of the Imperial Government of Persia. 
(c) The Bank undertakes, out of the monies so received, 
to pay on behalf of the Imperial Government of Persia 
the half-yearly coupon in London, and supervise the 
working of the sinking fund and service of the loan free 
of charges connected with the same. 
(d) In the event of the customs receipts of the above- 
mentioned ports for any three months falling short of 
the amount required for the prior charges and the 
service of the loan, either for interest or amortisation, 
the Imperial Government of Persia binds itself to make 
good such deficiency from other sources of Government 
revenue, and further, should receipts from these sources 
fall below the amount required as above, the Persian 
Government hereby assigns for this purpose the revenue 
derived from the receipts of the telegraphs - this 
assignment to constitute a second charge on the said 
telegraph receipts up to theyear 1928, after which 
the telegraph receipts will be free. 

6. Out of the proceeds of the loan the Bank is author- 
ised by the Imperial Government of Persia to pay off 
the outstanding liabilities of the Imperial Government 
to the Bank, and hold the remainder at the disposal of 
the Government within 'three months after the signing 
of the contract. 

7. During the continuance of the loan, or for such 
less period as the Bank shall desire, the Bank shall be 
the sole agent and representative of the Government of 
Persia in England with respect to the said loan and all 
matters connected therewith, but undertakes no pecuniary 
liability whatsoever towards the bondholders. ' 

8. The bonds of the present loan are for ever exempt from all or any Persian tax or deduction. The interest 
and capital, therefore, will not at any time or under 
any circumstances be liable to any reduction whatever 
on the part of the Persian Government. 

Imperial Bank of Persia to Foreigri Officet June 1St 1911, No. 21366 
FO 371/1184. 
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